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Methodist Kevieay

JANUARY, 18 94.

Ai:t. I.—dr. BYROM AND THE BEGINNINGS OF
METHODISM.*

No one wlio M-islies to study tlie picturesque details of the

cv.'inirelical revival of the eighteenth century can afford to

overlook the journal and letters of Dr. John Bjrom, of Man-

chiv4er, whose "Christians, awake, salute the happy morn," has

K'cn a treasure of the Church for so many years. His papers

lay for a long time " scattered in unarranged confusion through-

out the ancient and Bomewhat nondescript rooms" of the two

f;i!nily homes at Kersall and Quay Street, near Manchester, but

happily proved, on careful inspection, to be in almost as perfect

r<.!i(!ition as when the writei- left them ninety years before.

Tiie friend of Bishop Warburton and Di: Bentley, of William

Inw and the Wesleys, thus stood revealed "in his habit as he

lived." Few men could bear such unveiling better than John

Byrom. His portrait as an undergraduate, our only authentic

likeness, is a fitting preface to his journals, published by the
( 'iicctham Society. As we look at this exquisite face we under-

stand how a man bo bright and intelligent, so pure-minded and ^

even-tempered, won for himself hosts of friends who never

woarleJ of his company.
Byrom belonged to an old Lancashire family. He was born

at Korsall Cell, Broughton, near Manchester, on Fcbruaiy 29,

•Thf Bible opens with the genesis of the world. We begin a new volume of the ^[cth-

<'l^ li^'vi'-w with an account of some of the details In the prenesls of Methodism, traced for
•-»» tt ih«9 r-apublo hand of Rev. John Telford, B. A., of Guildford. Entrland, a well-known spe-
r'.x-.ui In W.-Mf-yan history, author (,f a Slictch of the Life and M'ork of Jahn We-iUu, Tlu
l.iff ../ Ch'^rlts ire.-?«'i/. and of Sketches of London Methodusm from Wesley's Dai/.—Ed.
1—KUTH SEKIES, VOL. X.
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1G92, and studied at Chester under " tliat once eminent seliool-

niaster, Mr. Francis Harper." lie became a fellosv of Trinit}'

College, Cambridge, in 1714, and, after studying medicine at

Montpellier, returned to England in 171S with his diploma.

He soon abandoned the healing art for the profession of short-

hand. He had married his cousin in February, 1721, and

he maintained his family by teaching an ingenious svstem of

shorthand wliich he had invented. The characters -^ere singu-

larly elegant, but could not be written rapidly enough to win

conspicuous success. His house was near the " Old Churcli " in

Manchester, where his fatnily had been prosperous merchants

and linen drapers ; but much of his time was spent in London
among his pupils, who formed a kind of society. Byrom was

styled "grand master," and used to open the session with an ad-

dress. He was so tall that he had difSculty in finding a horse

high enough for him. He was once eclipsed by a gentleman from

"Worcestershire "almost a head taller than I
;
people talk to me

as if I were grown a mere dwarf." The necessities of his posi-

tion as a professor of shorthand led him to move freely in the

literary and clerical circles of the metropolis. The Wesleys

used his system and zealously pushed his interests among their

friends, so that Byrom naturally spent a good deal of time in

their company after their return from Georgia and during the

early days of the evangelical revival. He never became a

Methodist. ' He had learned on the Continent to study and ad-

mire the mystics, and could not understand John "Wesley's ver-

dict that these writers made good works appear "mean, flat,

aud insipid." Byrom was also a devoted disciple of William

Law, and warmly championed his master in the controversy

with John Wesley.

Byi'om was elevcn'years older than the founder of Methodism.

He was already a man of settled views and established reputa-

tion M'hen the tv.'o brothers John and Charles Wesley were led

by their friend Peter Bohler to see their own want of living

faith. The older man, steeped in mysticism, was not able to

understand the intenscl}' practical zeal of the great field pi-each-

ers and often judged them somewhat harshlj' ; but we owe to

liis jounial many pleasing glimpses of them and their friends

in London. Byrom has a touch of the genius of the great dia-

rist Pepys, and his pages often make old scenes live again for
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his readers. Byrom was a man of cor.siderable literary power.

Under the pseiidoDym of "John Shadow" he contributed some

delightful papers on "Dreaming" to the Spectator m ITli.

lIi3°description of the look granted him one night into the

hearts of his friends, " inclosed in transparent vials and pie-

t;erved in a liquor which looked like spirits of wine," is a very

happy effort. Still better is the letter of September 22, which

professes to chronicle the adventures in which some of his cor-

respondents had been engaged during sleep, or, as he calls it,

"that moonshine in the brain." The story of the man who

fasted all day and went to bed with a handsome slice of bride-

cake luider his pillow in order to read his future fortunes fur-

nishes one of his most racy passages. "In the morning liis

memory happened to fail him, and he could recollect nothing

but an odd fancy that he iiad eaten his cake; which being

found upon search reduced to a few crumbs, he is resolved to

remember more of his dreams another time, believing from this

that there may possibly be somewhat of truth in them." The

whole paper, with its sketch of the havoc or deliverance wrought

by some traveling tinker among the city dreamers, is excellent.

liyrora's verses in praise of xvEiss Joanna, or " Jug," Bentley, tlie

eleven-year old daughter of Dr. Bentley, the master of Trinity

College, take high rank as an English pastoral. His contribu-

tions to the Spectator rem^ind us of a letter written by the Eev.

Adam Clarke to his friend Mr. Thomas Allan, a Methodist

solicitor in the city of London, whose son founded the Allan

Library, The original lies before us as we write. "Wesley was

all his life long a zealous friend of literature, and did not forget

the laboi-s of Joseph Addison and Kichard Steele, who, like

himself, were old Carthusians.

LoNDOX, December 29, 1824.

Dea-r Mk. Allan: The anecdote concerning Avliich you inquire stands

thus in substance: One day, not long before bis death, Mr. J. "Wesley,

discoursing with me on the origin of Methodism, so called, and the great

necessity there was of a reformation in tliese lands when it appeared, made
the following observations. During the time of the protectorate the na-

tion got into a spiritual frenzy, many imagining that the reign of Christ

uivDn earth would shortly commence. Several judicious and pious men
in vain lifted up their voices against this delusiou. Charles succeeded to

the throne, and, totally void of religion himself and of all fear of God,

ho endeavored to destroy not only the form but the power of Christianity.
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He iinhappily in a great measure succeeded, and tlie nation went from one

extreme to the other, till at last, in his court and in the kingdom, scarcely

a vestige of scriptural Christianity remained. As far as it lay in his power

he struggled to change the political and ecclesiastical government of the

country. Absolute, despotic monarchy in the State and popery in the

Church he labored to introduce. He was a worthless and a wicked king.

His brother James thought he could carry into effect what Charles had

begun, but was obliged to abdicate the throne before he could finish.

During their reigns ruthless bigotry and a vile and cruel superstition pre-

vailed, which afterward became replaced by irreligion and infidelity. Not
only the religion, but the manners, of the country were debased. Eeligion

•was the butt against which the profane buffoon shot all liis raillery, and

decency and order had nearly receded from all ranks of society. 'WiUiara,

who succeeded James II, was of a different temper to that which prevailed

in the nation. But the waters had been let out and were becoming irre-

sistible; the very being of religion had been awfully threatened. The
nation was engaged in wars in the reign of Queen Anne ; and at that time

God raised up Mr. Addison and his associates to lash the prevailing vices

and ridiculous and profane customs of the country and to show the excel-

lence of Christianity and Christian institutions. The Spectators, Avritten

with all the simplicity, elegance, and force of the English language, were

everywhere read, and were the first instruments in the hands of God to

check the mighty and growing profanity and call men back to religion

and decency and common sense. Methodism, in the order of God, suc-

ceeded, and revived and spread scriptural and experimental Christianity

over the nation. And now what hath God wrought ! This was the sub-

stance of the conversation,

I am, dear Mr. Allan, yours truly, Adam Clarke.

Such a sketch of the connection between Methodism and tlie

Spectator^ as traced by Wesley himself, possesses peculiar inter-

est. !N"o man recognized more clearly than John "Wesley the

power of the press ; no great leader more zealously availed

himself of it to supplement and carry on his own work as an

evangelist.

We must not linger longer on this tempting theme. Our
purpose is rather to see through Byrom's keen eyes the England

of the great revival and the men who have left their mark so

broad and deep on the history of the world. In the early

pages of his journal we learn from Law's future disciple

and champion that the great mystic " has the character of

a vain, conceited fellow." Byrom talks with Mr. Riving-

ton, the publisher, at his shop—" the Bible and Crown " in

St. Paul's Churchyard—on December 31, 1734. Mr. Riving-
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ton "said he was going to print a new edition of Thomas a

Kempis ; that Mr. Wesley and Dr. fleylin were to overlook

it; tliat it seemed to be in little short sentences and two forms

of printing ; tliat Mr. Law was curate to Dr. Hejlin and was
a gay parson ; that Dr. Heylin said his book would have been

better if he had traveled that way himself."

The references made in the journals to Dr. Bentley's visits

to London for the "Westminster School election deserve tlie at-

tention of students of Charles Wesley's life. Queen Elizabeth

Iiad given the school the privilege of sending a certain number
of its queen's scholars every year to Christ Church, Oxford,
and to Trinity College, Cambridge. A lad who took a higli

place at Westminster thus had his way open to the university.

Dr. Bentley had to choose his boys on these annual visits.

These facts explain Byrom's allusions. On April 23, lT2i, we
read that "Dr. Thomas Bentley came to Westminster election

last week." Xext year, on April 27, Byrom was himself pres-

ent at the election. He gives an amusing picture of the day :

Dr. Bentley gave me a ticket in the scliool, and I dined in the hall. I
ate some hashed calf's head, pigeon pie, lobster. They -were none of
them good, nor the wine. Went to a coffee house after dinner with Ord
and Gordon; two dishes, 4(7. About five went to the school again. I sat

within the bar and heard all the declamations; pretty good verses. Gave
my verses about St. George and the Dragon to a lad, that is, Davis did.
The subject was, Ne sit pro t<\ste vctustus. They took, and the lad had
6ome money given him.

Ilis future friend, Charles Wesley, was present at this cere-

mony, for he was captain of the school in 1725, and next year
was himself elected to Christ Church.

Byrom had many leisure hours in London. How he spent
tliem a few entries may show. He speaks of a visit which " Sis-

ter Ann and I " paid to Sion College Library, then in its old
home on London Wall. '' It seems the books are not chained,
but the librarian fetches them as anybody wants them. He
spoke very civilly." On May 25, 1725, we meet a record which
reminds us of the plague of highwaymen from which England
then 6UjQ[ered, and of the wonderful work which the Wesleys
did among the criminals of the day :

Yesterday passed by our gate here [at Gray's Inn] the famous Jonathan
Wild in a cart between two otlier malefactors, in a nightgown, without a
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hat, -with a book in his hand, crying. There was the greatest mob imag-

inable, and they hooted him along. He took opium to poison himself last

night, as they say, but it did not quite take effect. He was very loath to

be hanged when he came to it. The mob pelted him at the very gallows.

A few days after this scene Byrom, on his -u-ay to "Woolwich

with his friends, " read Jonathan Wild to them." No doubt

this was the usual penny-a-liner's narrative of the highv/ayman's

crimes and death. Two or three weeks afterward, he says,

"We all took a walk to St. Pancras Churchyard, where we
read the monuments and saw where Jonathan "Wild was buried,

whom the papists had taken up." Crime went on unchecked

by the terrors of the law. In 172S he mentions that Sir G.

Heathcote liad been robbed "in Paul's Ciiurchyard, and many
other street robberies committed of late

—

\Qry uiany," " Alas,

alas
! " he writes in August, 1723, " I cannot meet with a steel

pen no manner of where ; I believe I have asked at three hun-

dred and seventy-five places." Byrom's shorthand writing

made him anxious to get a fine-pointed pen, but he met witli

ill success. In other entries we see him lighted from Holborn

by a link-boy, to whom he gave two pence. Then he adds, " I

ate heartily, having dined with Duke Humphrey." On Sun-

day night, j!^overaber 26, 1727, as he and his friends walked

home they were greatly diverted by the bellman's lines

:

If that we do believe h future state,

Let us repent before it is too late.

Although we now may be in he;iith and strength,

The life of man is but a span's length.

Let's make our calling and election sure.

Past one o'clock.

What changes have come over London another quotation will

show. In June, 1729, he had agreed to go out with his friends

to Islington Wells at half past four in the morning, but got up

too late for the walk. He went, however, to Mr. Cockayne's,

who took his visitors " to his country house, just by the turn-

pike beyond "Wliitecliapel, where we had cherries and a bottle

of good port, the cherries very good and ripe, and I ate some

off the tree."

Byrom gives some suggestive details about his native town.

There were oiAy three families in Manchester between 1720

and 1730 who kept their carriages. He pays a warm tribute
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to Mr. Clayton, one of the Oxford Methodists then settled in

}ir:uich ester, whose zeal had gathered seventy people, all above

sixty years old, to be confirmed by the bishop at Salford Chapel

ill December, 1733. Three years later we find that Clayton

and a yonng clergyman from Christ Chnrch called on Byrom

-"for ilr. TTeslcy's letter from Georgia. I drank tea with

them and Mr. Eivington in the afternoon. Mr. Eivington

gave them a painful account of the spread of deism in London.

He said that many of the young men of his parish had left o£E

all public service and professed deism, and that there was a

visible decline in the sale of good books."

"We now reach the most valuable pages of Byrom's journals.

He knew most of the friends of the Wesleys in Londo::, so that

he had access to the best sources of information about them and

their work. So far back as December, 1735, Byrom had called

on Mr. Hutton at "Westminster with a friend and received a

hearty welcome. This Mr. Ilutton was a clergyman of the

Churcli of England, who had resigned his living because he did

not feel free to take the oath of allegiance on the accession of

George I. He lived in College Street, Westminster, where he

took in Westminster scholars as boarders. His wife also received

some lady lodgers. The clergyman iiad heard about Byrom,

and they soon plunged into a discussion as to systems of short-

hand. It was at this Mr. Hutton's house that John and Charles

AVesley generally stayed when in London ten years later.

Young Hutton and his sister both looked upon Jo!m Wesley

as their spiritual father, for it was under a sermon of his,

preached in their father's hous3 from the words, " One thing

is needful," that both of them received great spiritual good.

Mr. James Hutton was apprenticed to Mr. Inu^'^-, the book-

seller, on Ludgate Hill, and Byrom mentions some purchases

made of him there in April, 1735. Young Hutton afterward

began business for himself a littlo to the west of Temple Bar
and published books for the Wesleys and Whitefield.

In March, 173G, when again in London, Byrom quotes a re-

niark made by Mr. John White, a member of the government
and also of the board for the administration of ali'airs in that

colony, to the effect " that they would have no hierarchy in

Georgia." This significant note bears witness to the feeling

roused by John Wesley's high churcli zeal in America. On
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March 31. 1737, Bjrom followed Mr. Oglethorpe, who was

leaving the Pennsylvania Coffee House, and asked him about

Charles Wesley, " who, he said, was in the country somewhere.

Mr. Rivington's son told me when I inquired there that he was

gone to Tiverton," where his eldest brother was master of the

grammar school. Byrom called at Hivington's on April 22, to*

ask after Charles Wesley, and learned that he would be in town

soon. The publisher said " that the English at Savannah were

a parcel of sad people. Seemed to speak of the adventure of Mr.

Wesley's as a rash undertaking, but that they had been severely

searched." When Charles Wesley came to to\vn he lodged at

Mr. Button's in Westminster. Byrom had an interesting con-

versation with him on June 10. He now learned that Ben-

jamin Ingham, the friend and companion of the Wesleys in

Georgia, ''had applied the imiversal alphabet which I had

given to his brother when he was at Manchester to the Indian

language ; it did very well for all its letters and sounds."

Charles Wesley also said " that he had several books of short-

hand which had been of great use to him in America." That

afternoon the friends had tea together at Byrom's lodgings.

Oglethorpe, Charles Wesley said, would not allow St. Paul's

remarks about celibacy " to be so much as a permission, and

Charles himself talked, I thought, prettily at last." Three

weeks later we find Byrom Vvaitrng for Charles Wesley at

Tom's Coffee House.

From that time close intercourse was kept up between the

friends. On July 2, 1737, Charles Wesley called as Byrom
was shaving and brought two letters about the mystics, one

from his brother John in Georgia, the other an answer to it

from Samuel Wesley at Tiverton. This was a dangerous sub-

ject. Byrom thought that "neither of the brothers had any

apprehension of mystics, if I had myself, which querj^ ; but if

I have I find it necessary to be very cautions how one talks

of deep matters to everybody." He also notes that Charles

Wesley criticised Law's statement that there is no command
for public Worship in Scripture. Byrom himself inclines to

Law's side :
" I believe that Mr. Law had given his brother,

or him, or both, very good and strong advice, M-hich they

had strained to a meaning dift'erent to his." But if they dif-

fered as to Law and the mystics shorthand was a great bond
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between them. Charles Wesley Lad first learned Weston's

system, and was going to teach a Mr. Hooke, a clergyman in

Hertfordshire. He writes to Byroui on September 25, 1737

:

"An uninterrupted hurry has prevented my writing sooner.

I am now forced to borrow a piece of Sunday. IS'ext week I

return to Oxford." Byrom was thinking of printing a book on

shorthand, and Charles Wesley was eager to help. "By yonr

leave and written communication, I would immediately begin

to take subscriptions."

B}Tom writes to Charles Wesley, in March, 173S, in short-

hand, a letter marked by nmch felicity of style and good

sense :

Dear Sir: I take the opportunity of Mr. Cliaddock's going up to Lon-

don from us to return you thanks for your last letter and the good wishes

therein contained. I begin to think that your brother's arrival will be the

occasion of your staying some time at least in England, and especially be-

cause you say that you are going to Oxford. We are in exi)ectation of

seeing your brother in these parts, from Mr. Clayton's intimation to us

that he would come hither.

As yonr brother has brought so many hymns translated from the French,

you will have a sufficient number and no occasion to increase them by the

small addition of Mr. Bouriguou's two little pieces, which I desire you to

favor my present .weakness, if I judge wrong, and not to publish them.

I do not at all desire to discourage your publicatiou; but when you tell

me that you write not for the critic but for the Christian it occurs to my
mind that you might as well write for both, or in such a manner that the

critic may by your writing be moved to turn Christian, rather than the

Christian turn critic. I should be wanting, I fear, in speaking freely and
friendly upon this matter, if I did not give it as my humble opinion that

before you publish you might lay before some experienced Cliristiau

critics or judges the design which you are iipon. But I speak this with
all submission; it is very likely that in these matters I may want a spur

more than you want a bridle.

"NVhen you go to Oxford I beg my hearty respects to all our shorthand
friends and others there. I have thought often of writing to Mr. Kinchin
about contractions; but the tediousuess of explaining that matter by writ-

':igand the ease of doing by conversation have made me defer it in hopes
of meeting with some occasion of doing it in the latter way. But as I have
had the pleasure of talking with you a little upon that subject you will

be able to give him some satisfaction in that particular, or anything relat-

•ng to the art whereof you are so complete a master that I shame at my
own writing when I see the neatness of yours.

I wish you and your brother happiness and holiness. Youi- most obliged
and humble servuut I am, J. Byrom.
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This I have just writ at the library here in Mr. Thyer's room, for wliom

I keep it, this March 3rd, 1T3|, [he] being gone to BaguUy a-walking

with ilr. Greaves.

Byrom's journal becoines of still deeper interest and value as

we approach the hour when tlie AYesleys were led into the

light. To him we owe our best portrait of Mr. Bray, whose

house in Little Britain plays so memorable a part in these days

of grace. Charles Wesley had greatly offended Mrs. Hutton

by going to lodge with Bray, although she offered him the choice

of her two best rooms. It was in Bray's house that Charles

"Wesley was able to rest in Christ on "Whitsunday. Here the

poet of Methodism composed the first hynm of the revival,

which was first sung on the following Wednesday, when

Jolm Wesley was brought in triumph by a troop of friends and

declared, " I believe."

On June 15, 1738, three weeks after the evangelical conver-

sion of the brothers, Byrom writes :

I lie at the Ax, but am out all day. I have dined yesterday and to-day

with !Mr. Charles Wesley at a very honest man's house, a brazi-er, where

he lodges, with whose behavior and conversation I have been very much
pleased.

John Wesley had sailed two days before for Germany on his

visit to the Moravian settlement. Cliarles had been spending

some time with Mr. Pit;j's, who had formerly been curate to

the Hon. and Rev. ]\[r. Annesley, Eector of Winwick, but now
" has some preferment about ten miles off, and he is to go to

him again ; he gives him a great character." Tliis was the Bev.

Henry Piers, then Vicar of Bexley, who, with his wife and man-

servant, found peace during one of Charles Wesley's visits. A
week after this entry, Byrom says, "Mr. Charles Wesley is ill

again in the country at Blepn in Kent,* his brother gone to

Germany; so Mr. Clayton cannot write to him." He also

chafes under the somewhat condescending treatment he had

received from the Bishop of Ely, and adds :

I confess myself full as well pleased with the sentiments of the poor

brazier whom I think I've mentioned, and with whom I have been to-day

and had much talk with him. lie talks more like a bishop, in one sense;

but as yet I do not know whether I rightly apprehend what doctrine these

The Cheetham Society editor says, "Elenn near Caaterbury ; " but this Is Blendon,

wbere liU friends, the Delaiaottes, lived.
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Moraviiins have brought amongst 'em which so highly delights some and

displeases othere.

On February T, 1T39, lie put on his cloak after breakfast and

went to see Bray, who was not in. When he called again, he say?,

Mr. John Wesley came down to me, and I went, after some invitation,

up stairs where they were at dinner, but I ate none. His brother Hail

there, who talked of inward matters, Evans of Oxford, a tradesman,

was there. I went with John Wesley to Islington to Iiis brother at Mr.

Stonehouse's (who paid five guineas to !Mr. Lambert for learning my short-

hand, but had made one of his own, a strange, ugly one, and could not

be persuaded to learn ours). . . . Went with them to the church, where a

fat woman was baptized. Thence came to his house, where they prayed,

after a hymn, in their society room. Thence Mr. John Wesley went away,

mid we three went up stairs and drank tea and ate bread and butter and

talked about faith.

Stonehouse, wlio had read the mystics extensively, thought

tbat John Wesley spoke too severely of Tauler and other writ-

ers of the same school. Byroni's want of sympathy with the

new movement appears from his next sentences :

Mr. Charles Wesley came for London about seven, and I with him, and
Mr. Stonehouse hoped to see me agaiu.

As the friends walked along they talked of the latest phases of

the work.

Charles Wesley said Whitefield had discerned Mr. Clayton's spirit im-
mcdiately. . . . [He] talked away in very strange terms about their suc-

ces3, and especially George Whitefield's, and I thought "Paul I know,"
etc. We parted at the end of Hatton Garden.

Later in the same month Byrom paid another visit to Mr.
Stonehouse, who had much impressed him as a very agreeable

young gentleman

:

I walked this afternoon to Islington again with John Wesley to Mr.
Stonehouse's, ^\ho came liack with mo to London to meet some of 'em. . , .

I can talk with Mr. Stonehouse more freely than ilr. Wesley, with whom
he dillera in some points that he and I are more agreed in.

A few days afterward he went again with Wesley and attended

Stoneiiouse's church. lie had another talk with Stonehouse,
in which the latter expressed his feeling that Wesley went too

far against the mystics. He had promised to go to a meeting in

Newgate Street. Byrom -wished to dissuade him from so do-
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iug, but he went. Stoneliouse seemed to Lave vacillated a good

deal over the matter, and gives one an unpleasant impression of

liis resolution. Charles Wesley read the service at Islington

Church, " but I thought," says Byrom, " with an affected em-

phasis."

The same day our gossip is at Mr. Hutton's shop near Tem-
ple Bar, and says :

His sister came to me and asked me to drink tea, but her brother com-
ing in I went with him into their little room, and the sister talked away
as usual and then went to a rattle; and Mr. Hutton and I talked about

Methodism, and he defended them and was eager to answer to the point,

as lie called it, having wrote to Mr. Durand, who yet threatened what he

•would do if he mentioned his name in print, which yet he said he had done.

I endeavored to mollify his eagerness, but found that it would not do.

He had other talks with Hutton, whom he found enthusiastic

in praise of Wesley. He often looked in for news, and calls

liim " my chief intelligencer." If his work on shorthand needed

a bookseller, he wrote, " it must be Mr, Hutton, because he was

a scholar, and that I would rather pay him something more than

others if there should be occasion."

Another entry, in February, 1739, shows us how the gulf

was widening between the ^Yesleys and their old friends. They
were already becoming marked men :

I forgot that I saw Mrs. Rivingtou coming out of her shop, so I went

in and had some talk with Mr. Rivington about the Methodists. He said

they were all wrong ; that they had left Mr. Law; that Mr. Wogan [an

Ealing layman] was against them; that they would do a deal of mischief;

that they thought they had more of the Spirit than anybody; that Mr.

Clayton kept clear of such extravagancies. Now I remember how Mr. Hut-

ton talked about him and said he was a good man; how that he had writ

to John Wesley about his preaching without notes, which he thought was

wrong to do. •.

Wesley returned to London from his first field-preaching in

Bristol on June 13, 1739, because of the disturbances which had

arisen in the society at Fetter Lane. Byrom writes to his wife

next day

:

Mr. John "Wesley is come to this town from Bristol. Mr. Whitcfield

preaches away at Blackhoath, etc. ; he is the chief topic of private conver-

sation. ... He had lords, dukes, etc., to hear him at Blackheatli, who
gave guineas and half guineas for his orphan house. He docs surpris-

ing things and has a great number of followers, both curious and reaL
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This flcld-preacliing, they say, is got into France, as -well as Germany,

England, Scotland, Wales, etc. People are more and more alarmed at

the wonder of it, but none offer to stop it that I hear of.

A fortniglit later he has breakfast with Mr. Hutton, with

whom, ]ie says, " I have dined two or three times lately upon

mv own sort of fare." Of the previous night, he adds

:

The so-much-talked-of Mr. Whitefield came in, and company vrith him.

lie stayed about a quarter of an hour, taking leave -with his friends; and

then the Cirencester coach called, and he went to Gloucestershire therein

that night. He has a world of people that like him. I should have sat-

isfied my curiosity a little if he had not been in haste. I am surprised at

the progress which he had made, to which the weakness of his printing

adversaries does not a little contribute.

Byrom was quite out of sympathy with the new movement.

It did not commend itself to his somewhat mystical mind. He
writes to his sou on April 20 :

Mr. Charles "Wesley is in town, but I very seldom see him, not being

quite agreed in all our opinions, though I have called nou" and then just

to ask him hovr he docs, because I wish him to do well heartily. . . . They

have together printed a book of hymns, amongst which they have inserted

two of Mrs. Bourignon's, one which they call a "Farewell to the World,

translated from the French," and the other, "Renouncing all for Christ"

(I think), " translated from the French."

Tlie old friendship was not broken by their change of views.

Somewhat later Charles Wesley's name appears in the propos-

als for printing Byrom's Shorthand, as one of those who rec-

ommend the system.

On Angnst 4, 1739, Byrom is busy with a little domestic

commission, and turns to his Moravian friend in Little Britain:

I called yesterday at Mr. Bray's, brazier, about a teakettle. He says

round ones are the most commodious, not with flat tops, but raised a lit-

tle; there are others like the shape of the old one. ... I found Mr. Charles

Wesley there and drank tea with him, and he asked me to come on Mon-
day morning at eight, being to go out of town, and I should see him no

fuore. 1 ci\me out with him as far as Guildliall in his way to Kensington

Common, where he was to go with Mr. Whitefield for the last time, Mr.

\Vlutc'ticld being to go abroad, etc. On Monday Mr. Wesley preaches at

iloorfitlds, and Kensington on Sunday morning and night; he asked me
if he should invite me to come and hear him. "Shall I invite you to

stay nt liome?" said I. "No," said he. "Then," says I, "don't invite

me to come." We do not agree, nor diilcr as to matters of doctrine that

I can find, nor have I any occasion to condemn him.
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On tlie following Monday Jio did breakfast with his friend at

Mr. Bray's.

Byrom, as we have already stated, sided warmly with Law in

his controversy with John Wesley. He visited ESav at Putney,

where he was tutor to tlie father of Gibboii, tbe historian, on

August 27, 1739, and saw Wesley's letters and answers. Law
quoted Huttou to the effect that three days before writing the

famous letter Wesley hud gone hastily from Hutton's, saying he

must go and save Mr. Stonehousc from Mr. Law, wlio was

bringing him over to faith without works :

In short, it was a very strange account that he gave, and this John Wes-

ley, -who always appeared to me in a c-u-p-r-d-ling light, appeared still

worse. Pray God convert him to a tnie faith indeed, that may show it-

self more faitliful Avith regard to his neighbor.

The extract shows that Byrom was qnite unable to under-

stand Wesley's position in this matter. Law had done much
for the Oxford Methodists, but he had altogether failed to teach

them the great truth of justification by ftiith. Hence Wesley's

protest. When a critic so impartial and competent as Canon

Overton does ample justice to Wesley's attitude and temper in

this matter we may smile at B_yrom's sally. There would

have been no evangelical revival had the Wesleys not found

clearer and more evangelical guides than their old master Wil-

liam Law.

Dui-ing the next two years Byrom appears to have spent

little time in London. The death of his elder and unmarried

brotlier on May 12, 1740, had made him the owner of the family

estates, so that there was no longer any need for his work as a

teacher of shorthand. On July 7, 1742, however, we find him
among his old friends. He goes witli Mr. Jacobi to the Mora-

vian chapel in Fetter Lane.

Mr. Dc'lamotte read the story of the ennucli and St. Philip, and then

preached. ;Mr. Hutton came in after us and sat down by me and squeezed

me every now and then.

Still more interest attaches to a later visit. On Saturday,

May 7, 17-18, Byrom Avrites :

I dined yesterday with Colonel Gumley and Charles Wesley, and went

with them to the ^Icthodist church, English common prayers ; he preached.

i met my old scholar, Mr. Erskine, there, and Lord Pitsligo's son.
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Tliis nobleman came into Manchester ^vitli the Pretender in

1745. Byroni's danglitcr, Elizabeth, notes, in tlie journal which

slie kept of that painful incident in the history of Manchester,

rlut she saw his troop of horse at the "Cross" on Xovember

2S. The title was forfeited the following year. The Metho-

dist church which Byroni attended was that interesting build-

ing in West Street, Seven Dials, which is the most venerable

relic of early London ^Eethodism.

In August of the same year Byrom describes a visit to the

Countess of Iluntingdon's mansion at Chelsea, lie and Dr.

Doddridge went together by water. They found Whitcfield

talking with Charles Stanhope and heard him preach to the

family and friends.

One Colonel Gumley, a convert to tlie AVcsleys, was there ; also llr.

Bateman, parson of St. Bartholomew's in Smithfield, who from a great

enemy is likewise come over to them and preaches at their chapel, and

they at his churcli. "We left him there, and the colonel, 'Mr. Yv'hitefield,

and I came away in a coach that Lady Huntingdon had provided to Lon-

don, about six o'clock.

The colonel got out at Ilydc Park Corner; but as the man
drove past Abington's (the coffee house where he stayed)

Byroin went on to Whitefiehrs tabernacle and sat just behind

him while he preached. The place, M'hich held three thousand

people, was crowded. Eyroin afterward had supper with

Whiteficld in his apartments at the tabernaclo. This was the

temporary shed in Mooriields, which gave place to a new build-

ing in 1753. The tabernacle in Tottenham Court Road was

not opened until 1756.

The later pages of Byrom's journal contain some particulars

of not less interest for students of the evangelical revival than

those already referred to. lie says on May 27, 1749, that Mr.

Innys, the publisher, liad given him a copy of Law's new book

on prayer, of M'hichLady lluntingdon liad ordered one hundred

copies to bo sent among her acquaintances. lie comments

somewhat harshly, under date of October 8, 1757, on TTcs-

ley's critique of the work.

On April 2, 17G1, John Wesley, accompanied by his friend

-^[r. Philips, called upon him at his home in Manchester-

lie came at ten o'clock in the morning and stayed until

> alxmt twelve.
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His brother, Charles "Wesley, he said, was ill at Bristol or Bath, and

had been confined by a disorder in his stomach which the doctors could

not cure, and called it the gout; that Lady Huntingdon was ill, and a

more charming woman than ever; that she is tlie lady to whom Mr. Law
wrote the letters in his book. We had again the talk about his letter to

Mr. Law, but to no other effect than two years ago. ... I mentioned the

six men who had been read out of his society for reading .Jacob Bchmen
and Mr. Law, as one of them had told me, and had desired me to speak

to him last year, but I had not then the pleasure of seeing him. He ap-

peared to be warm on that article; said, when I mentioned their being

turned out for reading, "That was because they told me lies." ... He
rejected them, not for reading the books, which was as indifferent as the

color of their hair; but if they would thrust their hair into other people's

eyes and trouble them with their notions, that was his reason.

Every student of Wesley's life knows that he was always

faithful to this principle. He wrote to Joseph Benson as to a

controversy which Benson was waging witli some antagonist

:

If he cites anything from me you should answer simply, "I never un-

dertook to defend every sentiment of ]\Ir. "Wesley's. He does not expect

or desire it. He wishes me and every man to think for himself."

—

WorTcs, xii, 429.

To the Rev. James Erskine also he wrote nearly forty years

earlier

:

>

"Wlioever agrees with us in that account of practical religion given in

"The Character of a Methodist," I regard not what his other opinions are,

the same is my brother, and sister, and mother. I am more assured that

love is of God than that any opinion whatsoever is."

—

Worlcs, xiii, 162.

On July 13, ITSS, he writes:

One circumstance more is quite peculiar to the people called Metho-

dists; that is, the terms upon which any person may be admitted into their

society. They do not impose, in order to their admission, any opinion

whatever. Let them hold particular or general redemption, absolute or

conditional decrees; let them be Churchmen or Dissenters, Presbyterians

or Independents, it is no obstacle. Lot them choose one mode of baptism

or another, it is no bur to their admission. The Presbyterian may be a

Presbyterian still ; the Independent or Anabaptist use his own mode of

worship; so may the Quaker, and none will contend with him about it.

They think and let think. One condition and one only is required, a real

desire to save their soul. \Yhere this is, it is enough; they desire no

more; they lay stress upon nothing else; they ask only, "Is tliine heart

right, as my heart is with thy heart? If it be, give me thine hand,"

—

Works, xiii, 2GG.
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It would be difficult to find a finer illustration of true catlio-

licitv of spirit. As to Mr. Law, Wesley said, " 1 do not treat

him with contempt, as lie does ine." Bjrom also asked TVes-

Icj Ills opinion about what was called the day of grace being

over.

He said he believed it might be, but never met with anj- instances but

one, in a man that was to be executed, vvlioui he found to be perfectly

unconcerned, though he knew he was going to be with devils, and de-

scribed a strange case; but I could not allow that God's grace was then

none, but not admitted by the man.

Another subject of much interest was broached.

[Wesley] said that all good authors might be inspired, but there was

none but who mixed their own spirit; that Thomas a Kempis was next to

the Bible, but in him there was transubstanti:ition and purgatory, and I

could not get the smallest entire book that uas quite through inspired.

Byrom mentioned Mr. Mad an.

Tiiis Mr. Madan, he said, was a famous mimic, and came to hear him
ia order to take him off, but vras himself taken ofE his deism; that his

father, the colonel, was dead; had left him £1,800 a year; that he had a

cliapel of his own in some street; could not get ordained by the Bishop

of London under pretense of want of a title, but was ordained by the

Bishop of Winchester (Hoadly) who at ninety-three was hearty; that

Madan, Romaine, etc., were half-regulars, for lie divided them into regu-

lars, half-regulars, and irregulars; that Homaine had not got a living, as

I had been told.

iLir.y other topics of conversation were discussed in this in-

terview.

Three years before Francis Okeley, one of Wesley's trav-

eling companions, had visited Byrom. On his return he

foinid Mr. Wesley ready to .st:jrt for Bolton. He wrote to

Byrom :

I gave your love to him, as you desired, and he was glad I had been to

secyou; for, notwithstanding any little diflferences ia opinion, I find he
loves you sincerely, which I was glad to see.

Okclcy eays Byroni's warnings '• not implicitly to entangle

myself inore than conviction of the truth will bear mo out in

with Mr. Wesley and I'lis people arc not lost upon me." lie

iiitorward settled in his native tov/n of Bedford. He had
caught Byrom's enthusiasm for Lav/ and spent some days with
2—FIFTU SEUIES, VOL. X,
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him at Northampton in 1760. " Dr. Byroni," said Law, "is a

man after my ovm heart." Okeley writes

:

I have henrd an anecdote of [Mr. Law] that just before his translation

he rose up in bed and said, "Take away these filthy garments. I feci a

fire of love within, which has burned up everything contrary to itself and

transfoi-med everything to its own natui-e."

Such an anecdote suggests many comparisons with John "Wes-

ley's famous phrase, " Our people die well." That secret lias,

happily, never been confined to Methodism. The blessed end

of John Wesley's noble life of self-sacrifice for the common
people, with the words, "I'll praise, I'll praise," lingering on

his lips almost to the last, is scarcely more beautiful than the

deathbed of the great English mystic to whom "Wesley owed so

much in earlier years and with whom he afterward felt that

truth compelled him to cross swords.

Byrorn died on September 28, 17G3, at the age of seventy-

two. He bore his lingering illness with exemplary patience.

It is a quaint comment on last century customs to :find that his

family were fined five pounds because he was not buried in

woolen. Ten years later John Wesley read his friend's poems

as he traveled from Liverpool to Birmingham. He pays a high

tribute to the man whom he had knoAvn and loved so well

:

He has all the wit and humor of Dean Swift, together with much more

learning, a deep and strong understanding, and, above all, a serious vein

of poetry.

He comments adversely on some things inspired by Jacob

Behmcn. Then he adds :

But, setting these things aside, wo have some of the finest sentiments

that ever appeared in the English tongue; some of the noblest truths, ex-

pressed with the utmost energy of language and the strongest colors of

poetry, so that, upon the whole, I trust this publication will much advance

the cause of God and of true religion.

With that tribute lingering in our cars we may close our

study.
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Art. II.—the LOSS OF AX OLD FRIEND—PROTO-
PLASM.

The discoveries of science are often made in anticipation

;

for one of the chief guides in research is the seeming trend of

scientific advance. As the scientist looks over the history of

]>ast discovery he perceives a general movement in certain

directions, and then is led to expect and to plan for further ad-

vances along the same general lines. To liim the trend of

fcicnce is very real. In a former article in this Heview the

Bnthor pointed out that for a scientist to hold any position

among his fellows it is necessary for him to accept not only all

«?ientific facts, but to anticipate discovery by being in sympa-

thy v/ith the future and be able thus to plan experiments,

puided by what he feels to be the trend of scientific advance.

Only thus can he keep abreast of our rapidly advancing knowl-

edge, and only thus can he plan intelligent experiments and aid

science toward its final aim. It frequently happens, for this

reason, that discoveries are made in theory before they are

made in fact. But while this thought must be ever present in

t!ie mind of a true scientist he must also remember that in

thus anticipating the future he is running the risk of making
mistakes by falsely interpreting this general drift. Sometimes
advance is diverted from its seemingly plain course by unfore-

seen discoveries ; sometimes the path comes to an end before
the ultimate theoretical goal is reached, and thus anticipation

and prediction prove to have passed beyond the lunits set by
nature. It is the object of the present paper to show how
this is true by pointing out how, in one of the most significant

realms of scientific discovery, this tendency has seemingly been
leading us adrift. Recent discoveries have demonstrated that
in regard to the theories of the origin of life the conclusions
derived from the trend of discovery have led us too far and
must be very materially modified ; and the facts given below
illustrate the danger of speculating too far ahead of demon-
ptrated fact.

ilardly a problem in science has given rise to more interest
t'»an that of the nature and origin of what we call life. Is
'ite a special force independent of other natural forces, or is

I
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it correlated with chemical and physical force ? Can life arise

^ spontaneously ? Has it had a natural or a supernatural origin ?

Can we ever hope to manufacture a living thing ? These are

ever-present questions. Until the last half century there had

been no attempt to ally vital with chemical and pliysical forces;

but the rise of biology as a dynamical science has given us new
conceptions and has led to somewhat revolutionary views. Out

of the vague notions of earlier centuries there has in the last

fifty years slowly crystallized what has been called the me-

chanical theory of life. This theory was primarily based upon

the discovery of protoplasm. Some forty years ago the micro-

scope disclosed to us the fact that the living part of all animals

and plants was one and the same compound. This body, which

was named protoplasm, is really the only living substance in

nature, and was said to be the " potter's clay" out of which all

animals and plants were molded. Cliemically it gave the test>

for albumen, and it was for a long time, therefore, regarded

simply as a special form of albumen with peculiar properties.

Hence there arose the notion that what we call life is simply

a name for the properties of this substance, just as aquosity

might be coined as a name for the properties of the substance

of water. According to this view life is nothing supernatural,

nor has it had any special supernatural origin. Just as aquosity

appeared in earlier times, when conditions were such as to

produce the union of hydrogen and oxygen in the right

proportions to form water, so life appeared in the same

natural way when the conditions were such as to produce

the union of the elements carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and

nitrogen in the right proportions to form protoplasm. Life

was thus no real thing, no distinct force, but simply a name
given to tlie properties of the substance protoplasm. These

properties protoplasm possessed simply by virtue of its chem-

ical composition, and not by having any special force implanted

in it. Every chemical compound has its own characters, and

protoplasm differs from other compounds simply in having

more complex properties. But it has also a more complex

composition. If we do not regard water as ruled over by a

special force, aquosity, it is illogical to regard protoplasm as

J

ruled over by a special force, vitality.

i This mechanical theory of life has certainly never been dem-
I
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oiistrated any more than its opposite has been demonstrated.

The question of the existence of a guiding power in living

nature, unique in itself, still remains an open one. The facts

of nature have thus far proved too illusive to admit of the

i^ettlement of the question. Still, tiie jiiechanical theory has

l»oen strenuously held by scientists, and has certainly enjoyed

in the last two decades a growing popularity. The foundation

of the theory rests upon no demonstration, bat rather upon a

irencral inference from several series of facts. The discovery

of the correlation between bodily heat and motion with the

physical forces of nature has had great influence. The dem-

onstration that vital motions are as truly due to transformed

sunlight as those of any machine has contributed mucli toward

uniting life with physical force. The explanation of the me-

chanics of the circulation and of the chemistry of digestion and

respiration has contributed to the result. Above all, the ad-

vances in organic chemistry have led naturalists rapidly toward

tiie mechanical theory of life. As the last half century has

passed we have seen how advances in chemistry have been

bhowing the possibility of making in the chemist's laboratory

many compounds formerly supposed to be possible only

tilrough the agency of life. We have seen that the chemist

can begin with simple substances like CO2 (carbonic anhy-

di-ide or carbonic acid) and HoO (water) and by a series of

combinations and reactions, making use of known laws of

chemical affinity, can manufacture many of the bodies formerly

classed as strictly organic. We have learned that an increasing

complexity of properties of chemical compounds accompanies

the increasing complexity of composition. CO3 is a simple

substance and its properties are very simple; but proteids, with

their much more complex molecule, show widely varied powers
of modification and combination. It has, from such facts, been
an easy assumption that when chemists do make a substance as

complex as protoplasm, whoso molecule must be considered the

ino-jt complex one on earth, it will have properties as marvelous
as those of living things, and will, in short, be alive. Kow, if

]>rotoplasm is only an albumen, its artificial manufacture does
'lot seem to be very improbable. In other words, chemists have
been telling us of the probability that they would some day
fiucceed in making a living substance by the application of sim-
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pie chemical forces to matter. Acting in accordance with this

prediction, many experiments have been planned looking to-

ward the manufacture of protoplasm, and eagerly have chem-

ists been trying to build up the higher organic compounds.

Spontaneous generation, too, has been studied anew with

confident expectation of reaching, if not a positive conclu-

sion, still some result which might give an indication of the

possibility of a natural origin of hfe. We have been told that,

in spite of the fact that thus far experiments have rather op-

posed any belief in the possibility of the origin of life from

any source except other living beings, nevertheless the next

great discovery will be the spontaneous generation or the arti-

ficial manufacture of life. This has been confidently believed,

and is plainly in the line of scientific advance which is every-

where learning of the efliciency of natural laws to explain nat-

ural phenomena.

Such general facts as those above outlined have gradually

given us the mechanical theory of life. There can be no

question that some such theory as this lies at the end of the

road which we have been traveling, provided the road con-

tinues to advance in the same direction. Chemists certainly

can make organic compounds, and are making those of higher

and higher grades every year. Certain it is, too, that an in-

creasing complexity of properties accompanies the increasing

complexity of molecular structure of these bodies. Now, if we
only admit that protoplasm stands at the top of this ladder

which chemists are rapidly climbing—and this seems to be the

natural conclusion from its characters—it is certainly a natural

inference that some day chemists will be able to make proto-

plasm itself. Carry this conclusion to its legitimate end and

we shall find this protoplasm to be alive.

The mechanical theory of life has been thus inferred from

various lines of research. AYe must notice now that this theory

consists of two parts. It comprises a theory of the nature and

a theory of the origin of life. These two parts rest upon dif-

ferent foundations. The first is dependent upon the assump-

tion of the practical uniformity of protoplasm. Living nature

evers''where shows certain general attributes ; and if life is simply

a name for these attributes we must expect that the protoplasm

must show the same composition everywhere. If protoplasm
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fs the physical basis of life it must be practically uniform, since

life is itself everywhere uniform in its general characters.

The second part of tiie mechanical view—that is, the natural

origin of life and the prediction of its artificial manufacture

—

rests, however, upon a different basis. The theory that at some

curlier period the elements carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitro-

«^en came together in such proportions as to form protoplasm,

rests upon the supposition that protoplasm is a single and adeii-

nite though perhaps variable compound. The expectation \vhich

chemists formerly had of manufactuiing it rested also upon the

belief that it was a single chemical compound related to albu-

men, or at least a simple mixture of allied compounds. Formic

acid, indigo, urea, and even a proteid have been made, and why
not protoplasm ? This would indeed seem to follow naturally,

provided protoplasm were, like formic acid, indigo, urea, and

proteid, a definite chemical compound with a constant molecular

composition. jSTo amount of complexity in its molecule w'ould

stand in the way of this logical position so long as its composi-

tion could be regarded as dependent upon chemical forces. If,

however, it should prove that protoplasm was sometliing more
than a chemical compound, then chemical forces could not i)e

regarded as sufficient for its synthesis. The second part of the

mechanical view, therefore, rests upon the supposed definite

composition of protoplasm.

Consciously or unconsciously, then, speculators have been as-

suming the uniformity of protoplasm, as well as its nature as a

single chemical compound. But, unfortunately, such a view is

no longer possible. It was the microscope which started us

along this road of travel some fifty years ago by furnishing us

with protoplasm to conjure with for a few years ; but now the

microscope is turning again and robbing us of the treasure

which it allowed us to use for thirty years or more. It is the

microscope, and not chemistry, which seems to bid fair to settle

this question of the natural origin of life and to compel us veiy

materially to modify the views which resulted from chemical

speculation. Protoplasm is not homogeneous. The great i;.)-

provements in the microscope and in microscopic methods of

the last fifteen years have been disclosing M'ithin this seeming
homogeneous jelly a structure which, being unexpected, is

startling and even revolutionary in its significance. Biologists
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have hardly realized the meaning of this change or even its ex-

tent. When, some fifteen years ago, the annonnceiuent was

made that protoplasm showed a structure to the microscope it

was hardly thought of as specially important. But fifteen years'

accumulated discovery has made such a change tliatwe are now
just beginning to realize that our old friend protoplasm has dis-

appeared from science never to return ; or if not absolutely

gone it has so changed its aspect as to be no longer recogniz-

able. While, of course, it would be out of place to give here a

detailed account of these researches in living matter, the essen-

tial facts are so intimately related to our philosophical concep-

tion of the nature of life as to be of interest to all who ever

think upon these questions.

In the first place, it has appeared that there is no such thing as

protoplasm in general, but only particular forms of protoplasm.

There is no general protoplasm out of which different animals

and plants are made, but each organism has its own peculiar

kind. Protoplasm is not an undifferentiated " pottei''s clay " or

raw material out of which to make animals and plants. This

has, of course, always been known, but with a general belief

that there was a great uniformity in the compound wherever

it was found. But so far from being alike everywhere proto-

plasm in different animals is perhaps as varied as are the ani-

mals themselves. As Huxley first knew it protoj^lasm was a

homogeneous jelly, transparent to view and with no discernible

structure. As we know it to-day it is one of the most com-

plicated bodies of which we have any knowledge ; complicated

not only in its chemical composition, but also in its physical

structure. The microscope to-day tells us that it is made of

several distinct parts. The basis of the mass, and that which

gives it consistency, is a complicated network of delicate fibers,

sometimes extremely minute and sometimes comparatively

coarse, interwoven with each other "in great confusion. The
more intimate structure of the fibers, or even their chemical

composition, is unknown. Giving fluidity to the mass, there

is suspended among the meshes of the network a clear watery

liquid of varying consistency. It is largely water, but not wholly

FO, and of its further composition we have little knowledge.

On and among the fillers are infinite numbers of extremely

minute dots or granules barely visible to the highest powers
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of the microscope; and these may be seen to n)ove to and fro,

frc<|uently traveling along the fibers almost like beads on a

jtriiig, now grouping themselves in one ^Yay and now in an-

other, and exhibiting an appearance of ceaseless activity. These

bodies are so minute as to show no structure with any micro-

ecopical appliances ; and yet there are strong reasons for be-

lieving that there are great differences between them, and that

tlioy are themselves made up of still more minute paits which

must ever baffle the powers of optics to discern.

Nor does the matter end here. Protoplasm never exists free

p.R undifferentiated protoplasm, but is always associated in little

iudopcndent bits cahed cells. In such cells the structure is

more complicated than above indicated, for each cell contains,

besides the clear protoplasm, a specially differentiated part

cdlcd the nucleus. This nucleus is in itself simply a part of

the protoplasm and, indeed, as most mieroscopists are inclined

to believe, the most essential part. In the nucleus we find a

repetition of the fibers, liquids, and granules in a fashion even

tnore complicated than in the body of the cell. In addition to

these there is a new structure in the form of a compound
called nuclein. This latter appears sometimes in \\\(i form of

dots or rods or granules grouped in various fantastic ways.

Frequently it is itself inclosed in a most wonderful body known
as the iniclein tubule. Imagine a cell not more than a two hun-

dredth of an inch in diameter, with a nucleus inclosed within it

not a tenth of its size, and then conceive a long hollow endless

tube snugly coiled within the nucleus, and we have an idea of a

nuclein tubule. This tube, wherever present, contains the nuclein

in its cavity. ]^ow, this same nuclein, whether in the form of

rods or dots, or whether inclosed within the tubule, is the most

incomprehensible part of tlie whole protoplasm. Minute as it

is in amount, the microscopist has learned that it must contain

tijc properties of the whole protoplasm and, in many cases at

least, all of the essential characters of the adult animal or plant

to which the particular cell belongs. For instance, in the

nuclein of the repi-oductive body, we have learned, are prolv

ably seated all of the hereditary characters which the parent
may transmit to its offspnng, as Avell as an unknown quantity
«>f other characteristics which wc know may be transmitted
Irom generation to generation, remaining dormant in one to
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reappear later. AVlien in an individual there appears a trait

inherited from a great-grandfuther we know that this must

have been handed down through grandfather and fatlier in the

reproductive bodies, and probably in the minute quantity of

nuclein within the nucleus of those bodies. When we think of

the complexity of the adult animal like man, and of the ex-

tremely minute size of the reproductive cells, with the still

smaller proportion of the nuclein inclosed, and when we re-

member that this body contains potentially all of the characters

of the adult man, the marvelous character which this nuclein

may assume becomes inconceivable. AVonderful as it is, we
nmst at the same time remember that it is only a pare of the so-

called protoplasm.

During this last fifteen years chemistry and microscopy have

been combined to form what is known as microchemistry. At
first chemists ti-ied to get protoplasm in quantity for study ; but

now they are trying to study it in microscopic bits by micro-

chemical tests. This new method has disclosed wonders from

the chemical side. We can no longer regard protoplasm as a

chemical compound related to albumen. Instead of this we
have learned that there are many different compounds existing

side by side to make up what we formerly supposed to be

one distinct substance. It is impossible, as yet, to form any

idea of the number of these compounds. Certainly the libers,

liquids, granules, and nuclein are chemically, as well as phys-

ically, distinct. jS'or does tlie matter end here. A dozen or

more compounds liave already been discerned in the mixture,

and no one would pretend that we have reached the limit.

Our methods of separating them are as yet only the crudest.

To-day we call nuclein a single compound ; but no one knows
what it is, nor oxxxi we doubt that this, too, will sometime be

analyzed into others if we ever succeed in refining our meth-

ods sufficiently. Chemical study of the different parts of proto-

plasm has only just begun, and new compounds are constantly

appearing. Protoplasm is thus becoming, in our minds, a more
and more complex mixture of chemical compounds as we learn

more of its nature. The old conception that it was an albumen

has quietly dropped out of existence, so quietly, indeed, that

many chemists hardly realize that it has so completely vanished.

Having lost our idea of protoplasm as an albumen, we are
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now slowly learning new facts of its chemical nature. Proto-

|)!asin alive and protoplasm dead have always been regarded as

dilTorent; but now some of the chemical dill'erences are becom-

ing' visible. Hardly a week passes that something new is not

learned, and more wonderful does this body become as it is

studied. Bold, indeed, would be the microscopist who would

claim that we have yet reached the end of the analysis of a

single factor.

Still further ideas of complexity arise when we try to study

the activity of this protoplasm. We iind that the fibers are

themselves wonderfully fashioned structures with special pow-

ers; that the granules show marvelous properties. The im-

dein, whether in the tubule or free in the nucleus, undergoes

curious changes in the hfe of the cell. The tubule breaks into

fragments, it splits longitudinally, the fragments separate into

groups and uuite together again. Sometimes they break off

pieces of themselves, which are then throvvm away and thrust

out of the cell entirely ; and sonietimes the fragments receive

pieces of the nuclein tubule from another cell, fusing with

them to form a new nuclein mass. A ceaseless activity is going

on, and the nuclein seems to preside over it all. In short,

the nature of this substance, formerly regarded as a single def-

inite compound, has been in the last ten years becoming a

study of wider and wider import, till a new branch of science

h;is arisen, called cytology, a science whose field is simply to

study cells and protoplasm.

We say the study of protoplasm. But in the light of the

facts mentioned what is protoplasm ? "What part of this won-

derful complex should now be regarded as the physical basis of

life? Is it the liquid? or the fibers? or the granules? or the

tubule ? or the nuclein ? I^one of these plainly can deserve

the name protoplasm. The word originally applied to all the

parts together, and if it is to be retained at all it should plainly

'^PPb'^ to the whole compound. But if so it is still more plain

tiiat protoplasm has ceased to hold its former position as a factor

in the life problem. "We can no longer regard it as the simple

potter's clay out of which different forms of life can be molded.

In itself, in its simplest form, it already shows the work of the

artisan's hand. In this new science of cytology we scarcely

t^ver hear of protoplasm. Its meaning is too vague and it in-
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eludes too niucli. The word lias almost disappeared from the

cytologist's nomenclature, and its place is being taken by a host

of new words given to the various parts of which the former

substance, protoplasm, is composed. We hear of nucleiu and

paranuclein, of pyrenin and amphipyrenin, of karyoplasra and

nucleoplasm, but seldom of protoplasm. This word promises

soon to remain only as a matter of historic interest and as

marking a prominent step in the analysis of life; a step, indeed,

of special significance, since it stimulated thought in the new
direction of studying the mechan'ics of the life process.

Protoplasm is thus not a simple substance, and, indeed, is not

a substance at all, but rather an abstraction from a series of

structures each built of many different parts. It exists as a

distinct substance no more than mankind exists as a distinct

entity. 21en exist, manlcind is purely a thought. In the same

,

way granules, nuclein, etc., exist, while protoplasm is a thouglit

only. And thus it follows that the famous title, protoplasm,

the physical basis of life, has lost all of its former significance.

But we may now ask whether in this analysis, which must

have brought us nearer to the basis of life, there has not been

found something which can take the place formerly held by

protoplasm in the minds of biologists. Such a result has cer-

tainly up to the present time not been reached. The signifi-

cance of the discovery of protoplasm lay in the fact that all

parts of all living things, however unlike they seemed, were

found to be made of one and the same compound, with sup-

posed definite character and definite chemical composition.

This body, everywhere found and everywhere alike, showed

in itself the essential characters of living things. It at once

uuited plants and animals on one common foundation, and

for the first time made possible a science of biology in distinc-

tion from botany and zoology. It was, indeed, the one living

thing in nature, and animals and plants were only products of

its activities. But its significance in the life problem lay in its

being regarded as a single definite compound, and now that it

appears a complex in itself we must look deeper for the ultimate

life substance. But such a body does not appear, xs'othing has

been found within protoplasm that bears the same relations to

this body that it was supposed to bear to animals and plants.

We find nothing more simple which exhibits the essential
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cliuracters of life. To fill tlie place formerly occupied in our

tliouf^lits by protopliisni some body should be found within it,

present in all forms and all parts of protoplasm and having all

,.f tlie essential characters of this body, and thus forming its

pliypical basis. But we know of none. There is no uniting

hond for the diiferent parts of protoplasm except that they are

probably all composed of the same chemical elements. "Whether

the granules, the liquids, the nuclein, or some other part should

1)0 regarded as the most fundamental is not decided, nor is there

auy consensus of opinion that there is any one part really more

fundamental than another. The chemical elements alone ap-

pear fundamental, and our search for the primitive life substance

to-day appears to take us down to the very chemical elements

themselves ; and thus all significance in a physical basis of life

is lost. Cytology, having robbed us of protoplasm, offers noth-

ing in its place.

Tlie significance of all this in regard to the mechanical the-

ory of life must be clear to every one. Cytologists and chem-

it=;ts have hoped to be able to make protophism. The chem-

ist has learned that he could make synthetically compounds

formerly supposed to be possible only through the direct

agency of the life essence, and he has found more and more

complicated bodies appearing in his retorts every year. Hence

lie supposed he was getting nearer to protoplasm. This body

lie regarded simply as the final round in the ladder of whicli the

lower rounds were being rapidly surmounted. It was a simple

and logical conclusion that some day the whole ladder would be

climbed, and if protoplasm were at its summit that, too, would

be seized as a final glorious prize. The logic of the position

cannot be gainsaid. But while the chemist has been climbing

this ladder the microscopist, quietly and unperceived, has shown
that protoplasm does not rest at the top of the ladder, and does

not, indeed, belong to the series of chemical compounds at all.

Chemical compounds, of howsoever great complexity, chemists

can hope to make at some time ; but even the most sanguine

chemist, the most extreme adherent to the mechanical theory

of life, must be appalled at the task of manufacturing a bit of

the simplest protoplasm, with its libers, liquids, granules, and

nuclein inclosed within a special nucleus. So far as our

knowledge goes all of these structures are necessary that there
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be even the simplest form of life. "We know of no living mat-

ter simpler tlian protoplasm, and no protoplasm simpler than

the above-described structure. Plainly, then, we must abandon

the hope of making life. It is as hopeless to try to crystallize

a man out of an organic solution. Seemingly, too, we must give

up the expectation of discovering any evidence for spontaneous

generation. As easy to imagine a steam engine to develop

spontaneously from an iron mine. "We know of forces which

can produce chemica> compounds; and so long as the life sub-

stance was supposed to be a deiinite chemical compound we
might hope for its manufacture. But w'e know of no natural

forces which can produce physical structures with complex in-

ternal relations. Chemical forces may produce chemical com-

pounds, but never machines. The microscope thus seems to

have set a limit to the tendency of scientific advance in this

direction. Having given us protoplasm to think over for fifty

years, it has now taken it away from us and offered nothing in its

place. Our experiments and speculations must now be turned

in a different direction.

It cannot be questioned that the study of cytology has given

a serious blow to the mechanical theory of life. But we must

not imagine too quickly that these discovenes prove fatal to

that theory. It is still possible to hold the mechanical theory

with certain modifications. Our biologist, in spite of the facts

outlined, will still believe in the natural origin of life, though

he may acknowledge the impossibility of his ever obtaining an

explanation of such an origin. The mechanical theory of life,

it will be remembered, involves two questions. So far as the

view that life is simply a name for the properties of the sub-

stance protoplasm is concerned, it is left unaffected by these new
facts. Or rather it is perhaps somewhat strengthened. A com-

plicated machine is capable of exhibiting varied powers, and the

greater the complexity the greater the diversity of powers. It

takes a complex machine to perform complex actions. The
water wheel is a simple machine and has vei-y limited powers;

but a modern printing press, vrhich regulates its own motions,

performs many simultaneous duties, corrects its own errors,

and stops voluntarily when out of adjustment to its conditions,

is a marvel both of function and complication of parts. It is

the marvelous variety of the properties of living nature which
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luis separated it in our minds from inanimate nature and has led

u? to believe that some special force is needed in explanation,

r.iit, having now proved protoplasm to be such a complex ma-

chine, it is easier for ns to suppose that its properties are the

rci^ult of its structure than it was when we looked upon it as a

simple, definite, homogeneous compound. It is easier to be-

lieve that motion might result from the activities of the ma-

rhinc protoplasm tlian from a homogeneous jelly.

Ihit while this maj simplify one side of the problem it only

renders the other more difficult of solution. The greater the

complexity of protoplasm the greater the difficulty of hnagining

its production I)y natural means. How came this marvelous

machine to be first built? When we thought of it as a single

compound we could suppose that at one time in the earth's

history conditions' were such as to produce the union of the

elements carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen in such a way

Its to form it; for chemical forces are sufficient for the manu-

ficture of chemical compounds. We can no longer make such

R supposition, for we are dealing, not with a chemical com-

pound, but an intricate machine.

But even with this view there is still a solution of the prob-

lem for those who look for it. A few years ago the structure

of the animals and plants offered the same problem, and no one

could comprehend how natural forces could have produced such

complicated organisms as our higher animals and plants from

the simplest forms of living matter. But our evolutionists have

Ptndied this problem until they have shown how this result was

accomplished. They have shown, at least, some natural forces

which go toward the building of structure by development.

This same general view they can now apply to protoplasm by
assuming that it is not the simplest form of living matter, but

has itself been produced by the processes of evolution from sim-

pler compounds. They may tell us that the first step in the life

jirocess was not the production of anything even approaching

I'rotoplasm, but of some simple chemical compound, which by
the long, slow processes of natural selection or other natural laws

Was gradually evolved into a living mass of what we now call

protoplasm. The passage from the elements to the simplest

form of protoplasm was perhaps as long and complicated as the

passage from the simplest form of unicellular animals of early
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ages to the higher orders of animals and plants. But if natural

forces could produce the evolution of the higher orders of ani-

mals from the lower it may logically be imagined tliat they would

also be sufficient for the evolution of protoplasm from simpler

forms of carbon compounds and their accidental mixtures.

Such a view as this is certainly a logical one, and will doubts

less be held by biologists. But it must be admitted that the

whole history thus imagined has left absolutely no trace. The
process of evolution of animals has left its record in the rocks

;

but the passage from the elements to protoplasm is a complere

blank. It must, therefore, be a matter of mere speculation, and

one which takes us fuj-ther into the regions of the unknown
than any earlier view held concerning the origin of life. We
cannot as yet even make a guess as to the nature of these steps.

They could not have been chemical changes, and we cannot

conceive what physical forces could have produced such organi-

zation as is shown by protoplasm. But we must, at least, admit

that the view is a logical possibility, and thus recognize that tlie

mechanical theory of life, while necessarily much modified by

our new knowledge, is not disproved. But the manufacture of

a bit of living protoplasm, it will be admitted by all, is as hope-

less as the artificial manufacture of a fully developed man.

The forces which produced it are not within our control.

In conclusion, then, wc sec that here, as elsewhere, the nearer

we get to ^vhat seems to be the solution of nature the further

that solution is removed from our grasp. The physicist explains

optics only to find that his explanation has involved him in

inextricable difficulties. The chemist solves many of nature's

problems only to find his chemical forces and atoms utterly in-

comprehensible to him. The astronomer explains the origin

of a solar system only to find that the matter and forces out of

which he formed it are as unfathomable as ever. And so the

biologist, while bringing more and more of living nature into

the realm of chemistry and physics, only finds his solution of

the life problem retreating further and further into the shadows

of speculation.

,^^^^16^^^
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Art. III.—PHILLIPS BROOKS.*

" Every man's power is liis ideii multiplied by and projected

tlifough his personality." This is Phillips Brooks's statement

of tlie law of influence. A still better statement of a preacher's

power is found in the three divisions which Dr. Brooks makes

in his Lectures ujpon Preaching. In that volume he advances

the idea that a preacher's power consists in tlie truth which he

j^ives to the world, in the art with' which he adapts the truth

lo the audience and to the age in which he lives, and in the

personality which lies baek of his truth and wings it with the

power of conviction. Let ns see how these three principles

are illustrated in this prince of modern prcacliers.

1. Let us learn, if possible, what was tlie fundamental idea

which molded his character and projected itself through his

personality. The inspiring thought of his life was, in his own
words, " the fatherhood of God and tlie childhood of every man
to him." Dr. Brooks gladly acknowledged his indebtedness for

this idea to Frederick William Robertson, who presented it with

jK^rhaps even greater distinctness than did liis American brother.

But plainly both Brooks and Robertson owed their inspiration

upon this theme to St. John, and through St. John to Christ.

Althongli not a theologian in the ordinary sense of that

word, Dr. I^rooks might be said to be in hearty sympathy witli

evangelical tlieology, especially of the broad Arminian type.

»Vhile a hundred preachers worked in conjunction with Mr.
Moody in Boston, in 1877, Dr. Brooks was the only one who
«'ould hold the immense audiences and continue the work on
Monday evenings, while Mr. Moody was resting. But even
•>u 6uch occasions his conception of man differed slightly from
Mr. Moody's. We well remember his marvelous sermon on
one such Monday evening from the text, '' I was not disobe-
dient unto the heavenly vision." Mr. Moody had presented
'"an as the prodigal and Christ as the Saviour. Dr. Brooks
i>re8ented man as primarily, or by creation, a child of God, and
'^hnst as the "firstborn among many brethren," whom lie

'"'»st bring to perfection. The preacher produced all the more

The substance of this article was delivered as an address at Chautauqux, N. V.,
JB'r, l*iG.
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b<K.ks:. In this regard lie resembled Darwin. In fact, he seems

to the writer to have been orathcring materials for a great

f pi ritual science, but never to have elaborated them. So his

KTiuons impressed hearers with their originality rather than

with their scholarsliip or art. Those wlio stood close to him

fvlt, not simply that there was more in his character, but that

th'.Tc was more in his mind, than liis sermons revealed. Pro-

fessor A. V. G. Allen says that Brooks has contributed more

Hi itcrial than any other man of his age to what, for lack of a

In'ttcr name, we may call the new field of spiritual psychology.

Had Darwin died when he had amassed all of his materials,

i'lit before he had fully elaborated the doctrine of evolution,

Itrooks might be compared with the great scientist and called

the spiritual Darwin.

2. Let us learn, if possible, the art with which Dr. Brooks

;i'inptcd liis truth to his audiences and presented it to the age

in which he live<l. In one sense Phillips Brooks was entirely

'i<.'void of art. Certainly he never cultivated art for its own
> ike. He had none of the studied graces of his noble kinsman,

Wendell Phillips, the prince of tlie American platform. Born
anil hred in Xew England, a child of Harvard University, he

was apparently uninfluenced by the studied eloquence of Sumner
or the polished periods of Harvard's most cultivated president,

Edward Everett. He did not live in the senses or in practical

.•'.fTairs. This was a partial advantage and a partial defect. It

was one source of the rare strength of his sermons; yet it gave

>i-^o to limitations in his church activity. He believed so

-trongly in character and so little in environment that he
lii'Higlit the former woidd always shape the latter. In this re-

card he followed Christ's example, but followed it perhaps too

literally. Dr. Brooks thus dcscriljes the Master's method:

The Cluster never cared to rc-hapc circumstances until he had regcn-

' nttfd men. lie let tlic sliell stauJ as lie found it until tlio new life witliin

""'•uM burst it for itself. Almost instfintlv, as soon as the disciples began
«ii' ir work, they seemed to have bcf-n filled with a true conception of the

'-iviii;.' mcssai^e—that, not from outside, but from inside, not by the reraod-

• "»,^ of institutions, but by the change of character, not by the suppres-
'•ua of vices, but by the destruction of sin, tlie world was to be saved.

'^'J Dr. Brooks chose the spiritual, to the neglect of the mate-
riahstie, view of man. Modern science lays stress upon cnvi-
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ronment. M. Taine attempts to rewrite the history of litera-

ture by making environment explain Milton and Sluikespeare

and account for the writings of Pascal and Corneille. Upon
the other hand, Brooks's life, hid with Christ in God, led him
to pay too little attention to surroundings and institutions. He
had not the constructive ability of Spurgeon, who established

a newspaper, an orphanage, and a college. He had not Chal-

mers's talent for organization, or Beecher's talent for agitation,

or the intuitive power of reading human nature and of adapt-

ing means to ends which made Bishop Simpson the greatest

administrator, as well as the greatest preacher, of his Church
for the generation in which he lived. Nor did he feel that

interest in public problems which made "Wendell Phillips a

reformer and swayed "Whittier and Beecher and Lowell from
their chosen fields in order that they might mold public opin-

ion upon the slavery question. The period in which his activity

fell was slightly unfavorable to the development of a talent for

public affairs, provided it existed in him. He was not quite old

enough to take part in the antislavery contest, and he died too

early to become a leader in the coming battle of the home against

the saloon. But his instinct and his philosophy alike made him
a preacher to individuals, and not a reformer of society.

In a word. Dr. Brooks was by nature a preacher rather than

a teacher. There is a snbtle difference between the two pro-

fessions. The teaclicr imparts information characteristically,

although the great teacher gives inspiration to the life as well

as truth to the intellect. The preaclier, upon the other hand,

imparts truth incidentally, but must bring life and inspira-

tion to dead souls. It is possible to enlighten the mind so

that it shall see more clearly all its daily duties without im-

parting specific information. Dr. Brooks's abandonment of

teaching as a profession shows that ho wisely recognized his

limitations as an instructor. Even his sermons seem to us to

be wheels with lines of thought running out like spokes from
Lis central truth rather than pyramids built up layer by layer

upon an established foundation. In hearing him preach and in

reading his sermons the writer has often thought of Ezekiel's

vision of tlie wheel with the spirit of the living creature in it

and the glory of God above it. Perhaps a better illustration

of his sermons is the sun, pouring out light and warmth, but
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never showing its foundations or revealing the method by

which it is built up. We incline to think there was a limita-

tion to his nature on the practical side. Protestantism in its

ix'volt from an external spiritual authority lost the vision of a

kiiii^dorn of heaven upon earth. It is just regaining this truth

in its crude attempts at applied Christianity. Erooks was the

cj)iritnal product of Protestantism. He furnished the iuspi-

mtion and the ideals for individuals, rather than methods for

reform or laws for the kingdom of heaven upon earth.

Again, it must be confessed that Dr. Brooks not only lacked

Hjtncwhat in knowledge of practical affairs, but that he was an

optimist by temperament, that he was spared by circumstances

cl'i«e contact with the most sinful and degraded classes, and that

hv taw tlie glory of manhood rather than its shame, and dwelt

\\]>ou the privileges of sonsliip more than upon its duties. Some
of us recall, in one of his sermons, the reference to the coarse

caricature of Christ as a wincbibber and a glutton. He said

tiiat there was just enough truth at tlie bottom of this carica-

ture to give us an insight into the healthy, bodily life of Jesus.

" That physical pleasure should be the accompaniment of

spiritual joy, Jesus accepted as a part of the harmony of the

miivcrsc." So Brooks's optimistic philosophy, his lack of any
i'lrge knowledge of the deceitfulness of sin, and his belief in

the appropriateness of the physical appetites led him to indulge
ni two habits which are common to our age, but which" a more
••oiontitic study of dietetics will condemn. In the use of wine
ill' did not feel tiiat he was going a hair's-breadth beyond the

fxaniple of his ^Master. In this view and practice he was in

tlio company of such men as Godet and Spurgeon in our gen-
•i-.ition and a host of saints in all ages. But Brooks was
rx-inarkable for liis common sense so far as he was brought in

contact with practical problems; and the fashionable society

^^itli wliich he was surrounded thrust upon his notice the fear-

ful problem of intemperance. He seemed puzzled at first

;

f'T the example of his Master, as he understood it, seemed to

'"Ml safe. But he later reached a conclusion on the subject
a^JKo creditable to his head and heart and abandoned the use
"f Wine entirely, not because he felt that there was a precept in
'•10 Xew Testament against it, but because the spirit of his

•M:wtcr forbade the use of that which was harminir his fellow-
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men. So for the last few years of liis life tliis great, good man
threw the influence of his powerful example upon the side of

total abstinence.

For ourselves, we wish he had given the tobacco problem

equal consideration. There is universal agreement among
scientists to-day that nicotine is a poison. Law is no respecter

of pereons, and tobacco in some measure injured Brooks as it

certainly injured Grant. Sincerely do we wish that he had

not impaired his strength and set a dangerous example to the

young by the introduction of that poison into his system
;

but no one who knew him or listened to his preaching ever

dreamed that he violated his own conscience upon this ques-

tion any more than Stonewall Jackson violated his conscience

by fighting for his native State. But while we insist that

Brooks was not consciously doing wrong, yet his lack of insight

on these points shows that his knowledge of men and of prac-

tical affairs was defective. He was, therefore, lacking in one

element of a great teacher.

But before deciding hastily that Phillips Brooks was desti-

tute of art one other impoitant fact must be considered. The

basis of all real and genuine art is love of the truth one preaches

and of the people to whom he preaches. If a preacher loves

truth for its own sake he will constantly cultivate the best

form of presenting it, and so grow in art as the ideal form of

truth. If he loves the people he will surely find access to their

hearts. So a preacher or reformer who seldom thinks of the

graces of rhetoric or the arts of oratory will, through his love

for others, cause his ti-uth to have all the weight, and perhaps

even more weight, than it inherently deserves. In this respect

Dr. Brooks displayed the highest art. His life v/as remarkable

for its unselfishness and its love for others. When he was

preaching at Trinity Church, Boston, on a salary of ten thousand

dollars, he was offered twenty thousand dollars to serve another

church. He declined the call because he could not seem to

preach for money, and because he felt that his labor in Boston

was not done. Later Trinity Church raised his salary to fifteen

thousand dollars a year. We may know that he was a generous

helper of all good causes because, despite his large income as a

preacher, at his death he was found to be Avorth little aside from

his house and his library. But one may be unselfish and still
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lick influence, because liis unselfishness sprijigs out of his indif-

fcrcnce to Kfe, his lack of interest in himself or in others. But

Krooks's unscltishness sprang from no such weak and unworthy

::iotive. Surely he never could have developed so Christliko

a character had he not recognized himself as a child of God, a

prince in the King's household. His appreciation of his own

•ipiritiial worth was swallowed up in his love for othei-s. His

h<.-cretary says that he never talked about himself, and appar-

i-r.tl-v never thought of himself. Dr. Brooks speaks in one of

his sermons of Jesus's "discovering an interest in people whom

the world would have found dulk And this same habit, pass-

in:; over to his disciples, made the wide and democratic charac-

ter of the new faith."'

Phillips Brooks's freedom from fastidiousness, his breadth

.151.1 syuipathy and hope, gave a largeness to the life cf the

..rout preacher which everyone who knew him recognized.

He showed all the warmth and directness of personal affection

without its distortions and partialities. The wideness of his

friendships redeemed his mind from narrowness, while they

ki;pt it eager and intense. Who will forget the picture of this

i;iant, weighing nearly three hundred pounds, bounding up four

tlights of stairs and slipping a twenty-dollar bill into the hands

of the foreman of a printing office as his contribution toward

tending a consumptive printer to a health resort? Who will

forget this popular idol walking with two fashionable young

Kidics of his congregation across the Boston Public Garden

until he meets two servant girls who also belong to his church,

:iiid then excusing himself from his delightful companions and

turm'ug back to speak a few words of encouragement to those

laithful toilers % AYho will forget the picture of the poor woman
-rapping the hand of her boy, pressing in with the great crowd
'-> c:itch a last glimpse of the face of the dead man, and telling

t!i.> polieeman as he tlirnsts her back, *' My boy must see him;
'"i paid for the operation whicli gave my son his sight ?

"

But aside from his unseltishness and his Interest in other

|K-'>»j)lo this man carried about with him a strange sense of the

jM-e.-cnce of God. This was the chief source of his influence

"ViT others. What wonder that such qualities made a success

•"•t of even the dull administrative otMcc of a bishop! His
hrief episcopate is the most brilliant in the history of tl:e diocese
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over which lie presided. If God intonded him, as he doubtless

intended Chrysostom, for the pulpit rather than the episcopate,

there was yet so much manhood in liim that he could not fail

even in an uncongenial office. Indeed, we incline to think that

there was so much humanity at its best wrapped up in Phillips

Brooks that he would have made a great statesman or a great

business man had occasion demanded it. "We believe, there-

fore, that his love for others, trained by his practical experience

in the bishopric, would have made his administration the most

brilliant and helpful which his Church in America has thus far

known had his life been spared a quarter of a century longer.

His large unselfishness and love for others, combined with the

presence of God in his soul, enabled him to adapt his truth to the

people to whom he ministered and to the age in which he lived.

3. But, whatever our views of the truth which Phillips Brooks

taught or of the art with which he influenced his generation,

all unite in bearing witness to the majestic personality of this

princely man. His conception of man's sonship to God was

not simply a theory ; it became the controlling thought of his

life, a fact of consciousness ever present with him. The power

of Emerson consisted in his intellectual apprehension of man's

divinity. Accordingly he sings :

So nigli is grandeur to our dust,

So near is God to man,

"When duty whispers low, " Thou must,"

Tlic youth replies, " I can."

But Brooks applied Emerson's philosophy far more personally

than did the sage of Concord. He loved communion with God.

When Horace Bushnell was an old man he was asked one morn-

ing how he had rested through the night. He re])lied that he

had not slept much, but had enjoyed a delightful visit with

God. So we imagine Brooks enjoyed many a delightful visit

with the heavenly Father. In speaking of the night which

Jesus spent with God before calling his disciples Dr. Brooks

insists that Jesus did not spend the time in begging the Father

to furnish him the best twelve candidates for tlie apostleship.

He thinks the night was spent chiefly in communion, and the

decisions upon the persons for the apostolate occupied a com-

paratively short time near the dawn. Tlie speculation throws

light irpon Dr. Brooks's habits. He probal>ly did not spend
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many niglits wrestling with God for external blessings, like

J:icob and Elijali. His praying was rather such a communion

witii Christ as St, John must have enjoyed after the ascension

of the Master, Dr. Brooks fully believed that he was a son of

God, and his life was as fally controlled by his consciousness of

such a relation to God as a prince's life is controlled by the

consciousness of his relation to the royal family. It was this

wiiich made the life of Phillips Brooks so dignified and yet so

.".ttractive. He was certainly one of the most lovable men on

the globe. At the center of his being he was not primarily an

ecclesiastic or even a preacher. The core of all was manliness.

Ihit manliness with him wa.s not simply earthly. At the center

he was consciously the child of God, Better still, he claimed

the same privilege of divine fellowship for every other human
being, and was himself, therefore, simply the representative of

our humanity at its best. So we love to call him Phillips

IJrooks, just as we love to call our great martyr President Abra-

ham Lincoln, because each represented manhood in its grandeur

and its simplicity,

•It was this blending of truth and of love for others, with his

noble personality, which made Dr. Brooks one of the greatest

preachers of his age. Surely his cultivation of spiritual vision

by obedience to the light, his huuiility in not even asking to

know everything and in not aiming to frame a philosophy of

the universe, and the harmonious blending of his intellectual and
emotional and moral life produced a great preacher and remark-

able sermons. The sermons were written almost spontaneously.

His thought in them flows with the swifc rush of Niagara be-

iween Lake Erie and the falls. AYliat largeness and breadth

and sympathy and insight, what discernment of the principles

of spiritual life and growth, and what vital truth he preached
HIS sermons reveal in part, but only those who heard him can
f idly know. His consciousness of God, his insight into spiritual

5 ruth, and the atmosphere of the other world which he carried

^vith him made him essentially the prophet of his age. It has

been the writer's privilege to hear, aside from the leading

preachers of his own Church, Beecher and Talinage and bloody
and Storrs in Amcrica,and Spurg','on,Farrar, George ]\IacDonald,
Pcre Hyacinthe, and Canon Liddon in Europe. Liddon was a

greater logician than Dr. Brooks, although he did not see such
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great spiritual truths as Brooks belield. Boeclier was a greater

master of tlie ail of oratory, but was not so inspiring u preacher

as Brooks. Spurgeon was a man of greater practical knowl-

edge, but did not impress one so fully as did Brooks as a man
sent from God to buar witness to the truth. In this respect

Bishop Simpson most nearly resembled him. Both were

prophets, seeing visions and revealing the mind of Christ.

Simpson sometimes caught visions of the third heaven, which

transcended the experiences of Brooks. But Brooks dwelt far

more constantly in the atmospliere of the first heaven than did

his great compeer. As a preacher he will probably exercise a

wider iiilluer.ce upon thoughtful ministers in the twentieth cen-

tury than Beccher or "Simpson or Spurgeon or Liddon, or per-

liaps than all of them combined. But posterity will never see

his princely form, towering six feet and a half in height, and

his majestic face, combining the thonghtfulness and fire of

Webster with the sweetness of Fenelon or Fletcher, and his

massive frame, impressing one at first as a giant, yet so filled

with light and life that he seemed as radiant as an angel.

"We arc all disappointed that just as his long years of com-

munion with God were blossoming into fruitfulness, just as all

America was learning to love him and Europe was beginning

to recognize him, just as the material philosophy of our nine-

teenth century vras becoming leavened by his spiritual thought,

projected through his consecrated life, while the problem of

his success as an ecclesiastical statesman was unsettled, and

when his own Church so greatly needed him, this great, good

man, without a family and without a sympathizing word from

friends who did not dream of his danger, and with his great

tasks apparently unfinished, was suddenly called away. But
perhaps it is well. Every life hns its Getiisemane and its Gol-

gotha. His great work and hissndden death will hallow hia life

and place an anreolc around his brow. Like Enoch " he was not

;

for God took him." So passed the Chrysostom of America, the

St. John of the twentieth century. "Know ye not that there

is a prince and a great man fallen this day in Israel ? "

'
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Art. IV.—the ORIGIN OF EGYPTIAN CULTURE.*

There is an ever-growing interest in Egypt. Tlio land it-

self becomes yearly more accessible to tourists from Europe and

America, whose interest in its history is stimulated and satis-

lied, not only by a sight of its monmnents, but also by the bocks

of modern scholars. Every year the number increases of those

who go to the Xile, not for one visit only, but to spend suc-

cessive winters amid "such weather as cannot be found any-

where else in the world." f Those Avho go annnally—happy

opportunity—become, perforce, scholars in greater or less de-

cree, and by letters or addresses, or even by papers of scientific

importance, awake new interest in the old cnltureland of an-

tiquity. Scholars (in the strictest sense of that word) multiply

whose lives are given to the study of Egyptian texts and to all

that history, religion, and art which are found in those texts or

buried with theni. Other scholars also, whose days and niglits

arc devoted to the Greeks, to the Hebrews, to tlie Phoenicians,

and to yet other peoples of antiquity, find necessary for their

special work more or less knowledge of Egyptian language or

literature or history or art. All these classes have been contrib-

utors to a knowledge of Egypt, either bj their own work gr by
the work of those whose interest they excited. Egyptian stud-

ies have also been fortunate in the aid received from successful

tictiou ; and Ebers and his imitators and successors have given

many their first impressions concerning the "black" land.

From travelers and scholars and novelists the j^resses are ever

teeming with new books concerning Egyp>t.

This widespread interest has had great influence for good,

not only in the culture disseminated, but also in that it has

niduced gifts of money for archieological research and for the

establishment of museums. It has at times perhaps vrorkcd ill

;

for untrained men have been led by it into the production of

l>ooks and papers written to satisfy the popular demand, but

* iHr bahylmiuschc Urspnuig dcr i/a.i/pJiVc/icu Kidtur nachgewkseiii voa Dr. Tr.iz
•'"tnmel. Muaelieu, 18'J2. Price, 5 marts (circ. $1.25).

lJiv< Verhtlltni.'is (i,s Uonpti^ciicn zti den scmiiU-chen Siyrcchcn, ^on Adclpb ErTnan.
T^lUKjhrift der Deutschen MorKenKindiu-hen Gesellschuft, -\lvi, pp. W.iT., ISJ-J.

_

I'lhcrdoi Giad dcr Vcrwaiidhchaft dcs AUa<j:iiAl;.c',iC)<. mit dcm SanUUiClicu, vca
>'• HouirneL Boitrage zur Assyriolo;;le. li. p. ^-^ ff., 1^9::.

I*rt)fes9or Sayce, Id persoual letter to Uio author.
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serving only to perpetuate errors or to popularize impossible

theories. To day the curiosity awakened and maintained by

these various means is in every land wliere books are read and

lectures heard. There is, indeed, in some quarters a feeling so

strong and an interest so deep that other races of the ancient

world are counted of little moment. These students find in

Egypt the home of every great discovery and of every great

idea of antiquity. The alphabet was there invented; God was

there cognized as one ; sculpture had there its birth ; writing

was there first practiced ; and 60 on through an imposing,

though for the most part erroneous, list.

"Within the last few years there has been growing a new de-

partment of archaeological stud}'—Assyriology. Its progress

has been rapid beyond precedent. It numbers to-day more

active scholars in the great universities of the world than does

Egyptology. It has devoted its energy to the studj- of the

monuments found in the great Mesopotamian valley—monu-

ments left by the Assyro-Babylonian people and containing their

vast and important literature. The new science has fought its

way to recognition with many difiiculties and with but little

assistance ; were it not for the fact that Assyrian scholars

have produced from the newly found treasures some Taluable

illustrations of the Old Testament their department would have

received less public favor. Assyriology can to-day report that

it has successfully deciphered the Assyrian and Babylonian

languages ; that it has constructed a grammar more accurate

and detailed than is possible to-day for Egyptian ; that it has

made a number of special vocabularies to portions of the litera-

ture, and has well advanced larger lexicons to the entire pub-

lished body of inscriptions ; and, finally, that it has contributed

part of the material for, and much of the inspiration toward,

the construction of a comparative grammar of the Semitic

languages."

For some time there have been indications that Assyriologists

would soon claim more for their science and for the fields to

which it is devoted. The claim is now definitely made, and if

granted it will revolutionize the study of comparative language,

* Dy this latter stalomeut the writer does not Intend to imply that Assyrian holds the place

aiaoug the Stnuitic laii;;ua!;es tliat is ricrUtly lield by Sanstrit atuon? the Indo-European. He
dot^ not consider that iinalojry a true one, lor the r<?ason tliut Assyrian d'les not hold the

same relative position of age to the sister tongues tliat SaiisUrit doos in the other family.
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literature, art, and religion in the ancient world. It is briefly-

this: that the culture of Egypt was not a native product—that

it was, indeed, derived from Babylonia. It would be difficult

to imagine a more revolutionary hypothesis than this. The

popular writer has long pointed to the high antiquity of

KgA'ptian civilization and the fact that a noble culture there held

sway when all Europe was in barbarism. The statement now

made is that the hoary (Jates in Egyptian history are much

later than the early dates in the history of Babylonia, and that

all the glory of Egypt's superb civilization finds its roots in

the land between the rivers.

This claim has had precursors in various attempts to find

some connection between the Egyptian language and the Sem-

itic family of human speech. One of the earliest advocates of

this relationship was Bcnfey,* who endeavored by arguments

chiefly philological and lexicograplucal to show that the Sem-

ites are but one branch of a greater family which includes

Egyptian and all the other languages of northern Africa. Ben-

fey went jnuch too far in this theory, the logical outcome of

wjiich would be to deprive us of the classification of the Semitic

group altogether and leave us with a group as absurd as the

Taranian.f Benfey's theories were adopted by Bunsen, who
made them thoroughly absurd by adding a new hypothesis, that

Egyptian was the link which connected the Indo-European with

the Semitic family, forming a transition between them.:}: Ernst

Meier§ and Paul Botticher | also attached tliemselves to the

original theory, and partly also De Kouge.*^ But though these

were great names in support of Benfey, yet greater names
were arrayed wholly or partly in opposition, especially Pott,**

I^vvald,ff and Kenan.:}::}: These men made short work of

• Uihtr das VerhUItni^s dcr itgi/ptischen Sprachc ziim )(cmitischcn Sprachstamm.

* Comp. Wrijrht, Lectures on the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages,
P- "O. Cambridge, ISDO.

-Aegj/ptcns Sidle in der Weltor^'chichte, 1, pp. xi. xlii, 338, ff. (Hamburg, 1845), and
». socond part, p. CH, jT. (Gotha, 1856).

iUchraUKhe^ iT ui-zdn-Ortcrbuch, Anhang Ubcr das VcrhUltniss dcs UgyptiscTien
^l>rach^tammcs ziim Scmitischcn. Munnhcim, 1S15.

• ^yurzdfor^hiniO'n. Halle, lSo:-\

^ Memiiire sitr VIn«crlptii>H du Tombeaii d\4.hme.t, p. 195. Paris, 1851. On De Roughs
»tUchment to this theory comp. Rennti, JliMoirc Ge)heralc tfc-t Langues SimitiquM, p. 83
»P«rLv 1878), with W. Wright. Lecture^, etc., p. 33.

•• HaUiache Jahrbllcher, 1838, p. -lei.

^ GUttingl-che Gdchrte Auzeigen, 1845. p. IVH. So Renaa.
«2W<L,p.85,#.
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Benfey's cxti-iivagaiit theory ; but the really central truth was

still a truth, and that would not down.

There was a close relation of some sort between the Egyp-

tian and the Semitic languages, and that fact found increasing

recognition among scholars in both departments. Plain evi-

dence of this relation is, for example, seen in a comparison of

the personal pronouns in Coptic and in Hebrew, Arabic, and As-

syrian, a comparison whose effectiveness is somewhat lessened

by the proof that the Coptic use of those forms as real pronouns

is of relatively recent date." But this proof is supplanted by

a better one. The pronominal suffix in the pyramid texts,

used to indicate the possessive relation in the noun and the sub-

ject (not the object) in the verb, is exactly the same as in the

Semitic langnages, sav^e only in the third masculine singular.

Here is proof enough of some relation. It is better proof than

a list of words, the s.une in both Egyptian and Semitic, would

be, for the simple reason that words may often be borrowed

by one langungo from another ; but the borrowing of a set of

forms is highh- improbable. Such a list requires careful sift-

ing to eliminate the words which are surely or even probably

loan words.

Here now is some relation made out between the language

of the ]S'ile valley and its northern neighbors. Whether that

relation is close enough to warrant our placing Egyptian among
the Semitic languages is quite another and much larger ques-

tion. But even if answered in the affirmative we have not

made a very important assertion to any but the philologist.

The ethnologist is not greatly moved by it ; for it is now ad-

mitted on all sides that language is no proof of race. When
the barbarous Teutons from the depths of primeval forests in

northern Europe poured into Italy and overturned the Boman
empire they soon abandoned their Teutonic language and

adopted Latin, from which, in their speahing of it, Italian was

ultimately developed. In their case surely the use of a Eomancc
language was no proof of Bomance race. In like manner the

Goths in the Iberian peninsula adopted a Romance tongue

;

while the Kelts in Cornwall abandoned their own speech for

English. Tiie religion of !Mohammed has driven out the an-

cient Coptic speech of Egypt and supplanted it with Arabic.

• So Sethe, Ac.a\j]iti:<cht Zeitgchrift, xxlx, 121. CoTrp. rmian, Z. D. M. G., xM, p. K.
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Antl everywhere in the world the Jew has ahandoned liis own

l:ui£cu:igo for the language of tlie nation or people with whom

i:o lives. Speech proves nothing concerning origin, bat gives

proof only of social contact. In every instance above cited

social contact explains the cliange in language, and the same

c.\j)lanation will suffice for many other instances not here cited.*

Kow, there can be no doubt that there is a strongly marked

resemblance between ancient Egyptian, on the one hand, and

tlie Semitic languages, on the other. This resemblance is found

to be marked in the lexica of these two groups, and long lists

of words have been collected which are identical in Egyptian

and in the Semitic languages. If these words were few in

nnniber or confined to one class of ideas they miglit be called

loan words, and it might be said that the Egyptians had bor-

rowed them from some Semitic people with whom they had

been in contact. Bat they are so numerous and so vaiied that

tliis explanation is impossible, and it must be admitted that

there is a closer relation to be found than this of mere bor-

rowers and lenders. When to these lists of words there is

atiJcd the great resemblance in prononns and the marked re-

i-einblance in some of the verb forms we see 'at once why
Ilonnnel regards it as certain that Egyptian is to be placed in

the circle of the Semitic languages. lie notices tliat the resem-

blances between Egyptian and Semitic are found most clearly

when Egyptian is compared with Assyro-Babylonian, and not

quite 60 markedly when the comparison is made with Syriac,

Arabic, or Hebrew. He therefore makes the genealogical tree

in the following manner, connecting Egyptian closely with the

languages of Xinevch and Babylon :

Primitive Semitic I.

Babylonian. Primitive Semitic II.

Ancient Assyro- Western Semitic.

Egyptian. Babylonian.

H e have, therefore, swung round the entire circuit of views

cuneerning the relation of Egyptian speech to the Semitic lan-

guages. We have seen how Benfey put not only Egyptian but

• For p. thoroughly admirable statement of VaSa truth, see Professor A. H. Sayce's valuable
liUlo bo.,k, The llacen i>f the Old Tc^tamait, chap. 11 (Loudon, 1801), and the same author's
i'rinciplca of Comparalivc Philolooit, PP- l"-''i f• London and New York, 1893.
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also the dialects of northern Africa into the Semitic group.

We have followed the various denials and disproofs of his

theory, some of which went so far as to deny that there was

any connection between Egyptian and Semitic. We have now
reached the state of investigation where the connection may be

said to be proved, and wliere Hommel claims that it is suffi-

ciently close to prove that the Egyptian language is a sister to

the Assyro-Babylonian. Ilommel may have gone too far and

too fast in this conclusion. It is, perhaps, not yet demonstrated

that Egyptian is Semitic. It may yet be demonstrated, but

we must go slowly in such investigation.

For our present purpose it makes no difference whether

Egyptian is a Semitic language or not. We have already se-

cured all the proof that is needed for our argument. We have

shown that the entire body of Egyptian and Assyrian scholars

are agreed that Egyptian is closely related in some way to the

Assyro-Babylonian language. Kow, language is proof of so-

cial contact. If, therefore, Egyptian is closely related to the

Semitic languages that is proof positive that at some period in

their history the Egyptian j^eople must have been in close so-

cial contact with some Semitic people. But it has also been

shown that the foruis and words in Egyptian which are most

like the Semitic arc to be found in early Egyptian, and es-

pecially in the pyramid texts, and that the Semitic forms and

words which they most closely resemble are to be found in As-

syro-Babylonian. It follows, therefore, that the Egyptians

were in contact with the Assyro-Babylonian people, and that

the period of contact was prior to the pyramid period, that is,

before 2700 B. C.,'-" and the contact sutliciently close to have

a deep and abiding influence upon the Egyptian tongue. A
further proof of this fact is found in a comparison of the an-

cient hieroglyphic signs of Egyptian with the most ancient

forms of the Babylonian characters. It is impossible to ex-

pound satisfactorily here this relationship, for that would neces-

sitate the use of Egyptian and old Babylonian founts of type.

It must suffice to say that the Egyptian ideograms for many of

the most common words arc the same as the ideograms in old

Babylonian, such, for example, as the signs for land, city, night,

•The date Is almost certain t<} bo earlier ttian this. ThU Is the latest possible date for

the end ol Dyuasty V, acc<jraintj f) Eduard Meyer and Adolph Erman, Wiedemann would
say that It was about 4CU0 B. C.
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woman, house, day, fish, ctc.'"^ These resemblances are so great

tii.it they can only be explained as having been taken outright

fn»in the Babylonian syllabary by the Egyptians. But if the

Ku'vptian language and writing were either identical with those

of Babylonia or were borrowed from them or influenced by

rhcni it is a priori probable that the Egyptians borrowed

^.Mncthing else from the Babylonians. That they borrowed

al.-io the fundamental elements of their culture we shall now
attempt to prove.

t

One of the most ancient cities of Babylonia was Eridu.

Tiic name Eridu in Babylonian was originally composed of two

words, TJrru-Dugga, which are found in a still older form as

(inrru-Dugga^ which means " city of the good (god)." In very

»-arlicst times the name was j^un-Vi. This city of Nun-ki or

Kridu was the center of the worship of the god Ea. The early

literature of Babylonia is full of allusiuns to this city and to the

worship of Ea which it represented. Ea was the "good god,"

who drove away from his people the demons of darkness and

death and disease. The old incantations address him, and the

very oldest of them mention Eridu as the place of his worship

mid, indeed, as his home. These indications point to a great

r.ntiqnityfor the city. It becomes plain, indeed, that it was the

"Idest religious center of Babylonia ; foi-, no matter how far back
we go in the tracing of religious ceremonies in Babylonia, we
f!:all always find that behind the usage in Ur and in Babylon
lind in Larsa there lurks always in the little clay book a refer-

•^ncc to Eridu. But there is still further proof of the antiquity

of this city. Before there was any kingdom in southern

lUbyloniu there were little confederacies clustering about Ur,
i-ir?a, and other places. The earliest of these little political

^•nters was Shirpurla.:}: The first ruler of Shirpurla known to
''•> was Xina-nr. Several inscriptions of his were found by M.
do Sarzec at Telloh, and have since been published in Paris.§

Alter this king there is a line of kings and rulers of consider-

--"•o length before the well-known name of Gudea is reached.

• r-r lonjy lUt sec nommel, ihkl., pp. 61. J.
* T.Vs main lines of this proof are Uoiniuel's. Tbe exposition of them, as well a3 their

^\ L'^*''''""*^
^^^ sundry translatious, arc the present writer's.

^
. T;,<: r.-a.i;ng of thU name, on the tablets, is very uuccrtain. I follow Arniaud (n. P.,-- ^•rif-,. t,

p. 40, ^.). jfnsen reads Sliir-bur-la, but thlalis tliat t&Lj la oaly an Ideographic
''n-.nsj for l^^ash (K. B., l!i, p. 2).

\ |>^o.<rtrto- tn ChaMec, Paris, lSS4-lSSr.»—l-Itnn BKKIES, VOL. X.
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Kow Gndea ruled about 3000 B. C. The origin of his city

goes back far beyond tliat day, for he is one of the later rulers

in the dynasty whose earliest representative was Nina-ur. That

gives to Shirpurla great antiquity. But Eridu is older than

Shirpurla, for on these very inscriptions it is referred to as a

religious center of great importance whicli must be older than

Shirpurla itself. The city of Kun-hi, Urru-dugga, or Eridu,

the " city of the good (god)," is therefore the oldest Babylonian

city known to us.

One of the very oldest cities in Egypt is Memphis. Mem-
phis is celebrated not only in history but in fable, and these two

unite in representing it as of great antiquity. Herodotus says

that Memphis ^vas founded by Menes, the iirst historical king

of Egypt, who had himself come from Thine, near Aln'dos.

"We are not able to trace the city back to Menes by any Egyp-

tian documents, and we must leave that to stand with Herod-

otus as sponsor for it. But we have clear Egyptian testimony

concerning it at an early date. Pepi I, a pharaoh of Dynasty

VI, made Memphis his residence and built thei-e his pyi-amid,

with the name Mn-nfr^ that is, Mcn-nofei\ or Memphis; and

the date of that building was about 2500 B. C, or perliaps

somewhat earlier. "We cannot establish any historic foundation

for Menes, but we can trace Memphis back to Pepi I ; and it

probably goes back somewhat earlier than that. There is, how-

ever, nothing to make us believe that it is as old as the Bal)ylo-

nian Eridu, " tlie city of the good (god)." It is now a note-

worthy thhig that Memphis also means " city of the good (god),"

or in other words that Mn-nfr is an Egyptian translation of the

Babylonian Urru-dngga. As Eridu is older than Memphis we
are at once inclined to say that the people who built Memphis
named it after Eridu, especially as we have already seen that

these same Egyptians had been in social contact with the

Babylonians. But it might be objected that this name, "city

of the good (god)," is just the kind of appellation tiiat miglit

have originated in two places without either being copied from

the other. Let us then see if there is any other connection

between these two cities than their names.

Wo turn back again to Eridu and the Babylonians. The
Babylonian creation stories represent a great chaos of waters as

existing before the creation of the earth. When the earth was
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created there was stretclied above it a great fiririament studded

witli gturs. Between this firmament and the earth was the air,

t!io home of the god In-lilla or Bel. Above the firmament

were the waters, the " ocean of heaven," and beneath the earth

wore also waters, called bj the Babylonians a^su ; hence

iUvaao^, and the English word abyss. But the waters above

tlie firmament were in connection with the waters beneath the

eartii, the whole forming a great ocean somewhat similar to

Homer's uiKeavog. The Babylonian name for this ocean was

antun or anim, and in a still shorfer form 7iun.^ But we
l»ave said above that Eridu was also called Nun-hi. In Baby-

Itiuian ki means place ; hence this old name of Eridu means

ciniply ocean-place^ a place so called, we miglit say, because it

wns the place of worship of Ea, the god of tlie earth and of the

waters under the earth. But there are other connections

between Nun-ki and Ea. The three great gods of Babylonia

were Ann, the god of heaven, Bel, the god of the air, and Ea,

f;od of the eart:i. There w'ere other gods, as we shall see, but

in the earliest times they were held to be snbordinate to these

three gods. Ann—exactly the same word as anum, anun, or

inui—iQ the god of the heavens and of the great heaven

ocean beyond the firmament. Bel, or In-lilla, is the god of tlie

rvir or of the space between the heavens and the earth ; while

!-;>, or In-ki, is the god of the earth and the waters under the

earth. These are the fundamental relationships of the gods of

the earliest Babylonian mythology.
If now we turn back again to Egypt we shall find that in the

'^•"'ly pyramid texts there were three cliief gods venerated:

Nun, heaven's ocean ; Shu, god of the air ; and Qeb (wj-itten

•V'.J by some), the god of the earth. In other words, we find

the same order of deities in Memphis as in Eridu, and one of

t'lcm has the same name in both places. That can hardly be

accidental. But the parallel goes still further. By the side of

•>"n the Egyptians placed a feminine personification called

^>ut (probably pronounced originally «.i/?nY), while the Baby-
I'JTiians did exactly the same, calling her Anunit. jS"ow, in

I'-gyptian this goddess iSTut becomes the wife of Qeb, the earth

ractlcuUy the ^vhole of this view of the Babylonian ideas coneerninf? the waters of
-•avva's ocvan was made out by Lenormnnt from Dlodorus. Dat he failed to see its preat
»;'I>!l.-atlons to Assyrian and Egyptian mytholopy. Comp. Lenormant, M:agie der Cluxl-
<^' r, Jena, 1878.
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god, and in Babylonian Anunit becomes the wife of Ea, tlie

earth god. There are still other relations. In Babylonia Bel

is the son of jS^un or Annm, while in E^^ypt Shu, who coiTe-

sponds to Bel, is the son of Nun. In Babylonia Ea is the son

of Bel, and in Egypt Qeb is the son of Shu, the god of the air.

This is certainly sufficient to show that the genealogical tree

of tlie gods of Memphis is the same as the genealogical tree of

the gods of Eridu. But we can go still further in our compar-

ison of these two mythologies. In Babylonia Ea had a sou,

Marduk (the biblical Merodach), and in Egypt Qeb had a son,

Osiris. The names Marduk and Osiris certainly do not sound

alike, but in the two languages the ideograms for these two

gods are exactly alike. In Babylonian the sign for Marduk is

composed of two elements, one meaning dwelling, the other

meaning eye; and in Egyptian Osiris is represented by the

same ideographic values. Further than this, these two gods

have closely corresponding qualities and powers. Marduk is

the creator of the world ; so also is Osiris. Marduk is the

friend of men and Ea's interpreter to them ; Osiris is a

god friendly to mankind. Marduk has as his sister and wife

the goddess Istar, Osiris has as his wife Isis ; but Isis is writ-

ten also 1st, or "Wst, and that is apparently the same word as

Istar. Marduk slays the great dragon Tiamat, Osiris slays the

great dragon Apep ; but Apep is the Greek Apophis, with

which we may compare the Babylonian abubu. In one word,

tliese two gods of Babylonia and of Egypt corresj)ond in every

essential particular. In order to see at a glance their corre-

spondence lot us set down side by side the genealogies of the

great gods of Babylonia and of Egypt

:

BABYLONIA.

Nun

Bel—In-lilla

Ea—Anuuit

Marduk

EGYPT.

Nun

Shu—-Tef-nut

Qeb-Nut

Osiris.

These correspondences are so close, so definite, that they must

remove all doubt of accidental correspondence. Memphis spoke

a language which had been influenced deeply by the language

of Babylonia ; Memphis was iiamed after the oldest city of
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IJabylonia; Menipliis borrowed from Babylonia its greatest

Li-'iicalogy of gods, and adopted for its reverence these Baby-

lonian gods with their characters and works. This is certauily

a loiif step forward in our attempt to find the source of Egyp-

tian religion in Babylonia. But we can go still further.

In very early times there was in Egypt a city which is known

to us by the name of On, or by its Greek name of Heliopolis.

Xow, On is called in the pyramid texts 'lunu, whicli is only

another writing of I^^un, just as 'Itum is another form for Turn.

NVc have, therefore, presumptive evidence that the earliest set-

tlors of On named their city after the Babylonian Kun, or

Nun-ki. This presumption is greatly strengthened by an ex-

amination of the gods who were worshiped in On. They were

Tutn, Shu, Tef-nut, Qcb, Xut, etc. ; that is, the very same gods

which the people of Mempliis borrowed from Eridu, with this

exception, that Turn takes the place of Xun. This is easily

explained. It was customary in Egypt for cities to place iirsc

iii the list of gods that particular divinity who was the special

protector of their city. Turn was the patron god of On, hence

liis position here. To our collection of material we may, there-

fore, add On as an evidence of the borrowing of the Eg^-ptians

from the Babylonians. "We have, therefore, shown that in two
of the oldest cities of Egypt the deities of highest rank came
from Babylonia.

I^t us turn for still further evidence to some of the minor

deities. The moon god appears in Egypt in two forms, named
Dehuti and Chonsu. The Babylonian moon god bears the

names of Sin and Enzu, or in its older form, Gunzu. Gunzu is

evidently the same word as Chonsu. Further than this, Gunzu
means lord of knowledge ; but the Egyptian Dehuti (Thoth) is

the lord of knowledge. In name and in character the moon
deities of Babylonia and of Egypt correspond. Among the

iJabylouians Istar is the goddess of that great star which we
<^'all Sirius; and in Egypt the corresponding goddess, Isis,

mentioned above, is also the goddess of the same star. "\Ve

Kiw above that in On the god Tum took the place of Xun. In
I'abylonia this very name Tum appears in the form of DiiUy
«!'<! one of the Babylonian syllabaries shows that Dun was an-
otiier name for Ann, or Anum. And so we might go on to

luentify one god after another, in name, in character, or in
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ideogram, or even in all three of these particulars. But wc
rest this portion of the case with only one little added touch of

tone-color.

In early days, in the far-off Mesopotamian valley, Avlicn the

people sang praises to Ea and Marduk they used certain vrords

in the psalms in their liturgy which were maintained centu-

ries later in the worship of the Semitic Babylonians. In Egypt,

in those splendid and stately temples, down through the ages

a few of those same old pre-Semitic liturgical words were still

in use. We have shown that in two great branches of their

culture the Egyptians owed much to the Babylonians. Their

language, in its form and content, was cither borrowed out-

right from Babylonia or "was deeply and forever influenced

by the Babylonian language. And wc have shown that the

religion of Egypt, in its fundamentals and in its externals of

worship, was borrowed from Babylonia.

In still another branch of their culture, neither linguistic nor

religious, we find a little hint of Babylonian influence. "Wo

have recently grown somewhat accustomed to academic and

ecclesiastical jubilees. The jubilee among us means commonly

the celebration of a period of fift}' years. The pope celebrates

the jubilee of his ordination to the priesthood, and Professor

Max JMilller celebrates the jubilee of his doctorate received

from the University of Leipsic. In Assyria and Babylonia the

period celebrated was not fifty, but thirty, years. But this

same period exactly is found to be celebrated in early times

among the Egyptians. As Tide has noted, Usertesen cele-

brated a thirty-year jubilee of liis coronation as King of

Egypt. This fact by itself would have little weight ; but

as one feature of a long series of cumulative evidence it

adds considerably to the proof of Egypt's dependence upon

Babylonia.

Finally, the most thoroughly charactei'istic form of Egyptian

architecture is borrowed from Babylonia. The pyramid looms

up before every visitor to Cairo as the most genuine product

of the soil. There are about seventy-five pyramids in Egypt,

and besides that the pyramid form ai)])ears constantly as the

top of tombs and of olielisks. But befdre Chufu (or Cheops,

as he is called by Herodotus) built his pyramid in Egypt the

pyramid M-as represented in numerous enormous temples and
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other buildings in Babylonia. So tliat even the pyramid, wliicli

sceins at first blush to be so tlioroaghly a product of the Nile

valley, is rather to be ascribed to the land of the great river,

the Kiver Euphrates.

As in language, in religion, in customs, and in architecture

% the Egyptians have been shown to be borrowers rather than

originators, so could we also show that they borrowed from tlie

i<\\\\Q. source the fundamentals of their plastic art. But we for-

l»ear, with this word of warning. We believe it has been shown

that in all these things Egypt borrowed from Babylonia ; we
k'lieve that the culture of Egypt had its origin in Babylonia;

hilt we do not deny or even imply in any sense that the

Egyptians were ilot a great culture people. They did borrow

ihc foundations of their culture, but they built on those foun-

dations a splendid superstructure. TVe have still much to learn

from them and about them. Our investigations, and especially

that part of them in which we have been following the learned

and brilliant Ilommel, have served chiefly to push still further

hack the origins of the culture of Egypt, and to remove them
from the valley of the ]^ile to the valley of the Euphrates.

jkU^ri-W. (^ay^.
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Art. v.—the alleged ESTRANGEMENT OF THE
MASSES.

It lias come to be nnderstoodor, at least, currentlj reported

in some quartei-s that "the masses" are estranged from the

Church, if not also from the Gospel of Jesus Christ. That

this witness is true in so far as it is therein implied that tlic

masses are not in love with the Church, are neither memi)er3

of it nor regular attendants upon its services, common observa-

tion must aiKrm ; and it is allowed on all hands that this regret-

table fact constitutes one of the gravest problems of our times.

If writers upon this subject were content' in general with

this putting of the matter, or were in the least entliusiastic

over the ever-multiplying efforts of the modern Church to

reach and save the masses, this article would have remained

unwritten. It is undeniable, however, that a majority of cur-

rent complaints concerning the estrangement of the masses are

pervaded with the idea that the problem is new; that in some

strange way it has been generated in the alembic of our mod-

ern life—an uncanny sprite never seen by our fathers, ap.d be-

gotten only in the decay and feebleness of the Church and as

the progeny of its marriage with the spirit of this lower world.

We are asked to believe that the masses are now estranged in a

sense and to a degree unknown a generation, a century, or a

millennium gone by.

It is in no captious spirit that we venture to raise the ques-

tion whether this indictment of the modern Church is sustained

by the facts. He must be strangely unmindful of the past who
sutlers himself to imbibe the notion that opposition from with-

out or sharp, biting criticism from v.'ithin are new facts in the

history of the Church. Yet because of certain niauifestations

of opposition and estrangement on the part of " men of corrupt

minds," and also of sincere though misguided people, it is

latterly assumed that the Church has, in some sinister way,

trespassed against the common people, and that it should forth-

with apologize and proceed to amend both its doctrines and its

methods, so as to render itself more acceptable to men " who
mind earthly things." Adverse criticism of the Church on

this particular line is just now a favorite pastime with the
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nnnj. No modern " fad " is more prevalent. Many who jes-

torJay were busy witli evolution, tUe mistakes of Moses, and

the intricate questions involving the autliorsliip of various

b.x)ks of the Old and Kew Testament Scriptures are iinding it

jM>5siblc to make rather more noise, and with less expenditure

of the gray matter of the brain, by joining in the hue and cry

airninst the Church for its alleged neglect of social problems

in general and of the common people in particular. This

poj)ular vein is, however, already well-nigh worked out, and

will probably ere long be abandoned for another. But these

questions, or rather the unwarranted handling of them, "over-

throw the faith of some," and others, devout souls, are to-day

in perplexity and trouble on this account. It may be service-

able, therefore, to keep certain facts steadily in mind :

1. The Church is not a machine ordained and warranted to

operate unfailingly upon mankind, everywhere converting

sinners into saints with or without their consent. Tlie Church
ii.-iL'lf is made up of those who have yielded themselves to God.
Tiie masses, in these Christian lands at least, have had in

i:e!U'ral the same opportunities as those who are now in the

C'liurch. Some writers seem to have forgotten that the crime
which Stephen charged upon his murderers, "Ye stiff-necked

and
. uncircumcised in heart and ears, ye do always resist

the Holy Ghost," is still possible in the nineteenth century,

Olid that the same class whom Jesus charged with loving dark-
ness rather than light are with us still. Of all the vagaries

put forth in recent years the notion that the opposition or

indifference of ungodly men amounts to final proof of the
Church's culpability is one of the most transparently unsound,
i'tid particularly in a period when the opposition is tempered
fforu the ferocious and blood hostility of earlier times to more
f>trangement. Yet here and there a really able man tumbles
'••ito this pit with all the awkwardness of an unwary bear.

Those who heard Dr. Eainsford's address on "City Evan-
iTclization" at Chautauqua, last summer, will recall the incident
^ liich he narrated of his walking one evening close behind two
»uon on their way hotne from work. Passing by a church edi-
-it'e, one of the men looked up and uttered a common and vulgar
oath against the Cliurch. "Why should a workingman damn
ilic Church?" asked the doctor ; and his treatment of the inci-
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dent was to tlie point tliat if tlie Cliiircli Nrero wliut it ought to

be the workingman would be in love with it and would extol

rather than anathematize it. Here, tlien, you have a principle^

announced by a school of modern apostles of reform, as follows

:

"Whatever a profane man sees lit to danm is thereby proven

to be wrong, and must be reconstructed to suit the profane

swearer's notions of things. Dr. Rainsford then proceeded to

recommend the reconstruction of the Church so as to include

the dramshop (admitting that he did not e^xpect to carry his

audience with him), as well as the reading room and gym-
nasium. His picture of the working-girl, coming out of the

factory in the evening weary with her day's work and needing

the dance hall rather than the cliurch pra\'er meeting, is sug-

gestive of much that is now challenging the Church in tlie

name of '• reform."

Another bright and piquant writer of national reputation, a

woman, proposes that the Church shall win the public by

devoting itself to the servant-girl question. She wants the

preachers to stop preaching about the life to come and turn

the churches into training scliools for hii'cd help, and the "ses-

sions" and "official boards" into agencies to secure the needed

relief for overburdened and well-nigh distracted housekeepers.

Others are equally confident that the Church will neither con-

ciliate nor win the masses until, by some magic influence, it

brings about an equality of social condition between ricli and

poor, vicious and virtuous, industrious and idle. In short,

their name is legion who kindly offer to point out the mistakes

of the Church and to give inerrant advice as to its proper

reconstruction.

It might be a sufficient answer to many complaints to say

that the world is wide, and if the case of the Church is as bad

as is sometimes reported it is the solemn duly of these clear-

eyed censors to unite, go among the masses, and form a Church
which shall more fully represent modern ideas and keoj)

abreast of modern progress. This should be a matter of easy

accomplishment, since only a small proportion of the popula-

tion are now members of the Church, and of these an over-

whelming majority are women and children. Upon the

authority of tlie complainants themselves there must be a vast

preponderance of tlie world's intellectual and moral force
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unablo to coopei-ate with tlie Cburcli as now conducted, but

inxious to fall in with a live, progressive Church iu which
" tho religion of hnnmnitv " is taught and practiced.

It is worth while for those who make so much of the matter

of estrangement to inquire whether the indorsement of the

niirogenerate masses can ever be given to the true Church of

Jc>iis Christ in the sense wliich is deemed so desirable. " The
(H^oiple is not above his master. ... If they have called the

inasttT of the house Beelzebub, how much more shall they call

ihoMi of his household ?" We almost feel like apologizing to the

iii.Mlern critics for quoting another text which they do not like

to mention, because it seems to leave an unplensant taste iu

fMtnc mouths: "Tiie carnal mind is enmity against God." Many
an.' willing to admit that the carnal mind now and then behaves
iKi'Jly—for the want of proper education

; but wliat a shock it

pivcs their sensibilities to be told, and by divine anthonty, that

ilio carnal mind is enmity against God. Every movement
that has aimed at bi'inging tlie apostate race back to God has
encountered, in some of its myriad forms, the clash and collision

of this enmity—none the less enmity because, owing to its iu-

fMious nature, unperceived an.d, therefore, in general denied by
fallen man himself. It was this enmity which led the masses
in olden time to kill God's prophets and stone the holiest men
N-'Ht as messengers of mercy among mankind. It was this

enmity which led the masses to give only a doubtful hearing
to the Son of God himself, and eventually to reject and put
him to death.

Ihit "the common people heard him gladly." Yes, for a
>-iort time; but they soon wearied of him, and their merely
curious interest turned to indifference, so that the chief priests
and rulers no longer had occasion to fear the people and en-
countered no opposition in putting him to death. It is an
amazing perversion of the gospel narrative to represent the
t"inmon people as nnilbrnjly in accord with Jesus of Xazareth
»» the days of his flesh, and only alienated from the modern
^ imreh because of its unlikeness to its Lord. The estrange-
""!it of the multitude from Jesus— if there can be estrange-
ment where there has never been loyalty and love—began
«.!iring his own personal ministry. Witness his treatment on
I'u occasion of liis visit to Xazareth, the home of his boyhood.
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Here, if anywhere, lie might have looked at least for toleration
;

but eveu this was denied him. lie was not allowed to finish even

a single discourse. For a while "they wondered at the gracious

words which proceeded out of his mouth ;
" but presently as the

preacher reaches the heart of his sermon the scene changes,

" and all they in the synagogue, when they heard these things,

were filled with wrath, and rose up, and thrust him out of the

city, and led hiui unto the brow of the hill whereon their city

was built, that they might cast him down headlong." Granted

that this was done at the instigation of the leaders, yet "all

they in the synagogue" rose up against him. Another sad

instance of estrangement is furnished in the narrative of the

erring woman brought to Jesus for judgment. It was not the

length or tediousness of the sermon nor any unwisdom of

method on the part of the preacher that presently left him no

audience but the woman to preach to. The common people

and the rulers were alike in tliis, that neither class heard him

gladly Avhen he rebuked their sins and demanded repentance

and amendment of life. There were very few, indeed, of any

class who consented to take the yoke of Chi ist upon them and

to learn of him. " From, that time many of his disciples went

back, and walked no more with him." Ilis doctrine did not

suit them. Yet his disciples were taken in general from the

common people,

Nor was Jesus deceived as to the nature of his short-lived

popularity. A large measure of it was due to the superhuman

wonders which he wrought and the expectation of present

temporal benefit. " Ye seek me, . . . because ye did eat of

the loaves and were filled." The estrangement of the multi-

tude could go no farther than to choose Barabbas rather than

Jesus, and to demand the death of him who was " full of grace

and truth." Why should it be thought so marvelous a thing

that Barabbas is still the choice of at least a proportion of the

nmltitude? The personal history of Ilim who "went about

doing good " stands as a perpetual protest against the much-
vaunted notion in these latter days that the world needs only to

sec goodness and benevolence illustrated in human character in

order to be won to God thereby. If this assumption were
founded in trutli Jesus would have had no occasion to weep
over the doomed city, already drunken with the blood of proph-
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cU and not to be appeased until liis own had been poured ont

with every humiliating circumstance which implacable hostility

could devise.

2. Emerging from these dark and dismal shadows cast by the

nwfnl spectacle of depraved nature spurning the Saviour whom

il ?o sorely needs, a ray of light darts through the gloom as we

iK'hold Mary, out of whom the devils were cast, worshiping her

: I/.rd with tears of gratitude, and the penitent Zaccha^ns hasten-

ing to restore his ill-gotten gain and to henceforth consider the

jK)or. It is instances like these, repeated over and over again

in history, of personal choice of Jesus rather than Earabbas,

which vindicate God's remedy for sin and prove that Jesus is

tl-.c all-sufScient Saviour of them that believe. It is not given

la mortals to estimate the work of the Redeemer upon the

earth, it was so vast and varied ; but as a winner of men to his

ftandard, peerless preacher though he was, his success was not

coiifpicnous. Many a modern apostle is now winning in the

fhuus and highways and darkest depths of sin more souls than

(lid the ^Master himself. It is worthy of note also that these

\vi3e winners of souls are not the men who complain about the

c^tnmgement of the masses. Statistics can only inadequately

nicasiirc the progress of the kingdom of God ; but nevertheless

thftv are indispensable. They serve to show that the kingdom
pins ground at a more rapid rate than ever before. Protes-

t-mi Ch arches in this country made a gain of fifty per cent in

actual communicants during the last decade, while the propor-
tion of comnmnicants to the whole popnlation has advanced
from one in fourteen at the opening of this century to one in

t'.vo at the present time. Does this prove estrangement as a

di-tinguishing feature of onr tim.es?

3. P.nt it is charged that tlie Church is unfaithful to her true

nnsf^ion, and is drifting away from the poor. Sad, indeed, if

^ruo. Yet common observation, reinfoi-ced by careful exami-
nation of the facts, must dismiss the complaint as, in the main,
^T"imd!ess. Sporadic cases of various evil diseases may be
^'Und even in periods of general hcalthfulness ; but it is neither
Jii>t nor wise to cry "epidemic" on that account. Whatever
'••:«y he the regrettable history of a few exceptional societies

'•0 Ciuircli in general continues, as in former times, to make
her converts ehielly among the common people. Of onr own
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branch of the Church it Uiaj he questioned whether the pro-

portion of conspicuously i"ieh men is relatively larger than

among the first generation of Methodists. It was not without

reason that a paper read a short time ago upon a public occasion

bore the suggestive title of " The Neglected Rich." If the

Church fails at any particular point in these later days it is

rather in reaciiing the hearts and consciences of the wealthy

class. From the altars of our churches and our modern train-

ing schools we arc sending out a hundred devote<3 workers,

courageous and skillful in dealing with povei-ty, rags, tilth, and

the commoner vices, for every one who is either qualified or

willing to invade palaces of luxury and win the rich to Jesus

Christ. That there is here and there a " rich man's church,"

which in its exclusive spirit and aristocratic methods is a dis-

credit to the general Church, cannot be denied. So also a

wart or mole or other blemish is lialtle to fasten itself upon the

fairest human body withont being in any sense an essential or

representative part of it. The rich man's church is rare in

proportion to the millions who corstitnte the strength and

conserving force of the Church of Jesus Christ. If all the

church organizations in Christendom which refuse to welcome

the poor were to-day ehrainated the general Church would hold

on its way as aforetime, with very slightly diminished numbers

and no enervating sense of loss.

"Our people are mostly poor, a few only in comfortable cir-

cumstances," was remarked to the writer recently by the pastor

of a congregation which, after heroic struggles, was about to

dedicate a new church. Is not this, except in a few favored

localities, the usual testimony which greets the great body of

our pastors on going to assist their brethren with dedications,

reopenings, etc. ? Candidates for the gospel ministry are ad-

monished by bishops and presbyters that their work will be

mainly among the common people. The pillars of their vari-

ous congregations, the aggressive and managing forces which

are a pastor's right arm of strength, as well as the people whom
he is expected to reach and save, are by overwhelming majori-

ties those found in the common walks of life, including the

poorest of the poor. This fact must not be lost sight of by
those disposed to complain of the Church's lack of large expen-

diture in dealing with the poverty that is all around it. Is it
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notliing that there is a vast amount of poverty within tlie

Chtiroh wliich is taken care of hj tlie Chnrch, and that every-

where the Churcli is gathei-ing more and more of the world's pov-

erty and want into its own bosom ? The writer of this article, on
n-vmiiing the pastorate of a church in a large city, had among
hie earliest converts two people fairly representative of a numer-
ou-s class which enters the Church in all large cities every year.

Olio was a drunkard whose family was upon the verge of star-

vation. The man was saved and remained faithful, while his

fick and helpless family became the care of the churcli. The
other case was a woman burdened with a worthless though not
intemperate husband. The little furniture had all been seized
for rent, with the exception of a cook stove and a couple of
\va.*litubs. The woman had recently cut off and sold her hair
to Iny bread for her two little children. When the writer
visited the family they could not offer him a chair to sit down
on, ouly one of the tubs turned bottom upward. Kindly
Christian hearts and willing hands not only furnislied this
<lcjolate home with food and necessary articles of furniture,
but the man was coaxed into making an effort to earn some-
tiiing. It was a revelation to discover what a vast amount
of this same sort of work the city churches in general were
'loiiig. Who can estimate the number of sick, destitute, and
«p:d people supported in whole or in part out of the funds of
the various religious congregations, and the number of orphans
iiru! other young people assisted to an education or placed in
l><'Suions to earn their own living, to say nothing of the lios-

I'-tals, asylums, schools, and colleges erected and in great part
I'iaintaiued by the contributions of^God's people. If the Church
a large did nothing for the next five years for the outside poor
t^*e care of those recently gathered into her communion from
••^^c ways of siu and poverty would be in itself a mighty work
"t benevolence and tax her resources to the utmost.

•i. One more complaint only can now be noticed ; and this, for
^vai.t of space, though the subject is most alluring, can be but
""i^'tly touched upon. In the present period of unrest in the
|:'^histrial world it is asserted that the sympathy of the Church

1^
"ut as fully on the side of the wage-earner as it should be.

^/'is wuuld be a strange fact, if fact it could bo shown to be,
*'nco wage-earners constitute the bone and sinew of the Church
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itself and easily govern this most democratic of all organiza-

tions bv reason of tlieir %'ast numerical preponderance. The
Church, in standing for law and order and for rational and

peaceful methods of adjusting the differences between employer

and employed, is the true friend of the workingman, and on

this account has incurred the resentment only of the thought-

less and reckless class, whose counsels of bloody riot, poison,

and dj-namite are at this day the most serious menace to the

workingman's cause.

Which of the immerous and oftentimes mutually antagonistic

expedients for the abolition of poverty put forth so confideiitly

by their various champions shall the Church adopt ? Can it

indorse any of them -without at the same time injuring tlie

wage-earner's cause and forfeiting the right to his esteem ?

"Man, -who made me a judge or a divider over you? "' was the

Master's reply to one who, as others do now, ndsapprehended the

trne function of the religious teacher and the Church. There

are economic questions upon which the Church, as such, can

pags no authoritative judgment. In a comiu unity where the

greenback heresy ran riot for a time we were importuned to

preach this new evangel of deliverance for the oppressed mul-

titudes, and, upon refusal to convert the church into a green-

back club, were solemnly admonished by good citizens that tlie

church which refused to espouse tiie cause of the poor was

doomed to perish. Those men have, for the most part, changed

their views, and no longer believe that greed is to be restrained

or poverty abolished by the unlimited issue of fiat money.

That there is dissatisfaction with present industrial condi-

tions is certain ; but is this a new thing ? "When was that

golden period vaguely hinted at nowadays when labor and cap-

ital were alike satisfied with the share assigned to each by the

then existing plan of distribution? "Be content with your

wages " was John the Baptist's earnest exhortation nearly two
thousand years ago to men who believed then, as others believe

now, tliat the wage question is the one which must be allowed

to dwarf all others; while at a still earlier day God's anger is

kindled, and he promises to be " a swift v/itncss against those

that oppress the hireling in his wages." Happily, it is easy to

demonstrate tliat the modern tendency is toward a shortening of

the hours of labor, an increase of wages, and a consequent mul-
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tij>lieation of home comforts for the workiiigtnan and liis family.

Ill all this the Church rejoices, and she may justly congratulate

iiorsolf that these results, though only the beginnings of better

tilings, are mainly found where the Gospel has been the most

widely preached and the most generally accepted.

But is there not a widespread demand for some new adjust-

ment of the relations of employer and employed ? Undoubt-

edlv. Strikes and uprisings are unfortunately numerous; but

history is witness to the fact that disturbances, revolts, and even

pigantic rebelh'ons are not always either rational or born out of

real grievances. It will not do to make too much of " tend-

(Micics." There are tendencies which require to be watched, re-

«ti-ained, and, if need be, put down by force. He is only poorly

jicciuainted with human nature who has not discovered that there

is a kind of restlessness, not to say recklessness, which is born of

prosperity. Is the millionaire satisfied with being a simple mil-

lionaire, or any the less keen or more law-abiding in the pursuit

of jiis second million? It is not poverty which goads him on

in a career which, in many instances, is nothing siiort of crim-

inal. Why should the wage-earner be supposed to be exempt
from this general passion for acquisition? Why should he, or

any friend of his, put forth the claim that he is capable of mak-
ijig disturbance and defying law only Avhen his rights have

l>een invaded ? This is to claim for the workingman a kind of

virtue which does not reside iu human nature in general,

<-oininon observation the country over teaches us that the man
^ !>o yesterday was glad to earn a dollar a day is to-day easily

made dissatisfied with twice tliat amount or more under the sin-

>>ter teachings of certain would-be reformers. Prosperity ha^
its dangerous tendencies no less than adversity. That genial

=>Id angler, Izaak Walton, speaks of a time when " the nation

itlngk^nd] was in peace and happy, though inwardly sick of
'".-iiig well." Many a man has h.ad to lament with bitrer, unavail-
ing tears his own inability to perceive when he was doing well.

Ihat anarchistic an<l socialistic tendencies are rife among us
's iK't a mutter of question. That tiie former are to be resisted
by force, if need be, is agreed by good citizens in general. But
aj"c not also the socialistic and semi^ocialistic agitators among us
C'dj-.able in this, that they seek to trade upon the anarchistic
clamor against law and order and to sow the seeds of disaf-
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fection among contented and quiet people'^ In tlie controversy

now pending it is worth while to note that tlie God of tl)e

Bible has no quarrel v/ith rich men as such nor with the rela-

tion of employer and employed. The whole issue must turn

upon the question whether the wage-earner is receiving liis

due proportion of the joint earnings of labor, enterprise, and

capital. Cooperation promised a few years ago to be the equi-

table and satisfactory policy of industrial effort in the future

;

but the general failure of those enterprises in which the work-

ingmen have had the gains, as well as the losses, to divide

among themselves is a fact of great significance. It may be

questioned whether the industries of tlie country can be so

managed as to yield a larger percentage of earnings to labor in

tlie aggregate than it is now receiving. Wiiile in some in-

stances the lion's share of profits is carried off by capital, it is a

demonstrated fact that a large majority of all ventures which

employ paid labor result in positive loss, arid vei-y many even in

bankruptcy to their projectors, the wage-earners being the only

parties who derive any financial benefit from them whatever.

iTor is there tlic slightest hint in the word of God that in-

dividual ownership of land is wrong, or that the Creator ever

intended absolute equality of worldly substance, any more than

of brain power or physical stature. The community of goods

attempted at Jerusalem is mentioned as an interesting incident

in early church history, but nowhere is it commended and

nowhere is it prescribed as the duty of the Church. For aught

that appears in the record, this incident may be intended to

serve as a beacon of warning, lest unnatural conditions of life

should put needless temptation in the path of weak disciples to

repeat the crime for which Ananias and Sapphira suffered

death. Furthermore, there is nothing new in the schemes of

socialistic and semisocialistic agitators for leveling human con-

ditions ; they have been tried over and over again and found
wanting. The Christian minister will best serve his fellow-men
by preaching the divine Fatherhood and insisting on a recogni-

tion of the human brotherhood in all the relations of life.

There arc morning stars big with prophecy of a better day
for the industrial world already appearing above the horizon.

It is good, wholesome, soul-refreshing exercise for ourselves,

as well as mightily helpful to our fcllow-mcn, to direct tlie
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eonimon g.izc upon the all too few, but luminous, instances of

nicti who stand here and there in modern business life as wit-

r.f5.f^.>5 for God and righteousness and the liunian brotherhood,

OJuH?tnayed and uncorrupted by the spirit of greed and tnrbu-

:«Mioi* niging woefully all about them. The proprietor of a

^'rvat daily newspaper in Philadelpliia, whose varied and ingen-

ious pliilanthropies on both sides of the sea are well known,

represents the typical Christian employer of labor. He pays

j.JH men more than the market price of labor ; the sick are

mral for and the aged veterans pensioned. Other examples

t.{ tlic brotherly treatment of employees might easily be given.

Instaticcs now and then occurring of the unsolicited increase of

wa'ji'S on the part of corporations have also in them elements

«T liopeful prophecy, and the long-suffering patience of the

n^any delights to hear of them.

The following instance of what is occasionally taking place

in the business world was narrated at the session of the Evan-

pelical Alliance held in Washington, D. C, the writer being

parent and noting the effect of the incident on the great audi-

»ni.-c : A manufacturer, embarrassed by debt, urged an acqnaint-

-iicc in the satne line of business to relieve him by buying him
f.;t. He was willing to sell for fifteen thousand dollars,

though his factory was well worth twenty thousand. The
pc-titleman thus appealed to consulted his wife about the matter,

*nd returned the next day with the following answer :
" I am

ready to buy your factory, but I agree with ray wife, who says

I nnjst pay you the full price for it. It is a settled principle

'•'ith ns never to take advantage of another's necessities to get
pr^'pcrty at less than its actual value. I think your factory is

*'"rtii twenty thousand dollars, and I am "w-illing to pay yon
•}:at amount for it."

The sons and daughters of the Lord Almighty are still among
c*- Let 116 make their acquaintance.

75tU.9.^'Bi:uA
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Art. \a—creed AND HOME OF THE EARLIEST
ARYANS.

Few investigations are more fascinating tlian that which hy

purely scientific methods attempts to determine tlie ideas, lan-

guage, location, and life of the prehistoric community from

which the Indo-European peoples are descended. Priceless

results have already been achieved by these studies, but even

greater are sure to follow. In the present paper it is proposed

to call attention to certain new books in this field and to tlicir

teachings. Several of these publications seem not to have been

noticed as yet in any of the reviews on this side of the Atlantic*

The first, by Alexander William, Earl of Crawford and Bal-

carres (Lord Lindsay), is a privately printed work for whicli

the present writer is indebted to the courtesy of the Dowager
Countess of Crawford. Its title is as follows : The Creed of

Japhcth, that isj of the liace popida/iy surnamed Indo-Gcr-

m^nic or Aryaii, as held he/ore the Period of its Disr>ersion :

ascertained hy the Aid. of Comparative Mythology and Lan-

guage. The volume is a stately octavo of pp. xlvii and 829.

Only one hundred and fifty copies were printed, and these for

private circulation only. "Within the limits of this paper it is

difficult to characterize this learned work as it deserves. It

differs almost toto coelo from the mass of recent treatises on tlie

subject. Without showing traces of having been influenced by

such older writers as George S. Faber, the author reaches con-

clusions almost identical with theirs touching a positive prime-

val jrevelation of God to the first fathers of the human family

and touching the promise of a divine-hutnan Redeemer. The
traces of these and other revealed truths discovered by the

autlior in the oldest Indo-European myths, rites, symbols, and

institutions are at the close of the book woven together into an

articulated Proto-Aryan confession of faith startling in its defi-

nitcncss, in its extent, and in its agreement with fully devel-

oped Christian theology. Wliatever final verdict scholars may
* The uninitiated reader will And the most comprehensive and scholarly account of the

Uteratureof all questions In this field, to the year ISOO. in Prehistoric Autiquilics of the

Aryan Peoples, hj Dr. O. Schr.id<T, translated by F. B. Jevons, Lomlon and N'e.v York.
I'^X Part First, chapter Iv, reviews oplniu'is as to the ori,<rinal home of the Aryans, and
Part Fourth, chapter xlv, gives the author's o.vn conclusions. Chapter xlil treats of Proto-
Aryaa religion.
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i»aAs upon tlic work—which, though only lately prhitetl, was

written more than ten years ago and appears under the disad-

v.it)tn"-cs of postlmmous editing—it is refreshing to tlie reader

til encounter so bold and able and learned and modern an advo-

rruo of a theory of ni^-tliology now wholly unfashionable. Tlie

iiiM'xpccted defense of the same genei-al theory of primeval

juonutheism by Walter Bradford Woodgate, M.A. (Oxon.), bar-

ri>it'r of the Oxford Circnir, in his just published book entitled

A Modern Laymai^h Faith conceming the Creed and Breed of

the " Tharoughhred Man,^'' despite its very curious associated

^peculations, suggests the question whether, after all, the time-

honored biblical conception of the primeval religion and of

the origin of the various ethnic paganisms is forever shelved.

The latest and one of the most significant of German works

tipou the religious ideas of the Proto-Aryans and their im-

f'iL'ations is Die Trojahurgen J^ordeurojyas, by Ernst Krause

'Cams Sterne), Glogan, 1893. This is an octavo volume

cf three hundred and thirty-two closely printed pages, with

twenty-six illustrations. In a previous work, Tuiskoland.

fAr arischen Staemme mid Goetter Vrheimat, Glogan, 1891,

l)r. Krause had set forth an astonishing array of facts and

combinations of facts going to show that all Indo-European

tnythologies and symbolisms and forms of worship point back

to a primeval cradle-land high in the north of Europe. Of
ootirse in this view there was no striking novelty, as nearly

•ill recent writers have abandoned the old theory of an Asiatic

Aryan cradle-land in favor of one in Europe. As long ago as

1^S1, in preparing the third edition of his Principles of Com-
yiU'iitive Philology, Professor Sayce remodeled his book in

furh wise as to conform it to the new view, one consequence
«'f which is that the Sanskrit and Old Persian, instead of being,
J* nearest the old home, the best representatives of the prime-
val Aryan tongue, must, as farthest removed from the original

'"»'ne, be considered as the worst representatives of that prime-
^d language. In Tuis'koland Dr. Krauso argued with great
i'Tce that the language, myths, legends, sagas, etc., of the Ger-
"lans best represent the ideas and beliefs and habits of the

pniueval Aryans, and that as between a Greek or Latin form of
•'1 ancient myth or custom and a German form preference is

always to be given to the German as truer to the orijrinal from
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which both proceeded. Even the saci-ed Iliad and Odyssey
were made to submit to this cauoa of judgment. In this new
and supplementary work, Die Trojdburgen, after replying in a

lengthy introduction to some of the critics of the fii-st treati.^e.

the author presents another mass of most singular and out-of-

the-way facts and considerations illustrative in fresh and strik-

ing ways of his original thesis. The number of Troy towns,

or Troy fortresses, or Troy labyrinths, etc., which he finds in

the northern regions of Europe is certainly surprising, and the

indications furnished that the Asiatic Troy of Homer was only

^ late copy—one of many copies—of a far older cosmical one

common to the undivided Aryans in the high North are full of

interest to every student of the past. The superiority of his

interpretations to those of Sir George W. Cox on this head is

striking.*

In London, recently, appeared the first volume of a still

more remarkable work by Mr. John O'Xeill. It is entitled

TJie Night of the Gods. Its sub-title reads, "An Inquiry into

Cosmic and Cosmogonic Mythology and Symbolism." The
book (a large octavo, pp. 5S2) is a marvel of learned research

and of scholarly insight. It is not written to support any pre-

conceived theory as to the cradle-land of mankind or of the

Aryans. Indeed, it rigidly rules out all philosophizing as to

prehistoric migrations and all inferences as to the bearing of

the collected facts on biblical conceptions of human origins,

human history, or human character. In a purely objective man-
ner it investigates the mythologies and the religious symbolism
of all historic nations and brings together whatever can throw-

light upon the cosmogonical and cosmological ideas of tiie early

men. The result is a work M'hich no future student of mythol-

ogy or of the philosophy of mythology can safely neglect. Its

fundamental thesis is that the visible revolution of the heavens

* Since this article was sent to the printer we have received from Dr. Krause a new work en-
titled Die nordische Jlcrhunft der Trojasage hczcugt durch denKrug run Tragliatdli.
cine dritthalbtauscndjUlirigc Urkutide, Glugau, :S»3. This is an Interestino^supplenifi;;

to the above mentioned Tmjnhurgcu Nordeuropas. lu the year ISTT, at Tra^liateUa, in Italy,

among other relics of ancient Etruscan art, a remarkable pitcher wits found. Expert archie-

ologlsts date it as far back as the sixth or seventh century before Christ. The decorations
upon the surface of the vessel are ver>' curious, and In one of them our author finds so

remarkable a couflnnation of his views of the orit'in and cosmical sitrniflcance of the laby-

rinth, or "Troy-town," in ancient tliought that he compares it to the Koseita stone in the

de-cisiveness of Its testimony. All teachers of Homer should certainly read U and the work k)

which it serves as a supplement.
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uround the axis of the universe and the primeval worship of

a g'jpreme, ahnighty, world-directing God enthroned at the

RUinmit of this axis in the northern celestial pole furnish us a

more effective key to all the great mythologies than has ever

hitherto been apj^lied to their interpretation.

Learned opinion touching the quality of the religious beliefs

nnd rites of the primeval Aryans has seemed of late less positive

than it was twenty-five years ago. Then the view generally

prevalent was substantially that presented by Pictet in his

monumental work, Les Origines Indo-Europeenn^s, namely,

that while comparative philology shows that before their dis-

persion the ancestors of the Indo-European peoples were poly-

theistic it also shows clear indications of a faith on their part

ill a supreme God—a heaven-God, father and lord of all lesser

divinities, father and lord of men. This was the view of Max
Mtiller. As late as 1SS3 it found expression in J. Darmestet-

cr's Le Dieu Supreme dans la Mythologie Indo-Europeenne.

Since that time writers have in many cases, like Schrader in

1800, expressed themselves very cautiously and obscurely on this

point; or, like Professor Ehys in ISSG, expressly denied to the

primitive Aryans anything more than a theology of the type

usually found among modern savages. In Professor Kliys's

case this teaching is \\\q more noticeable, as i^w 3-ears earlier he

liad expressed himself in a very different way. His own expla-

imtion of the change is that in the meantime he has read

Andrew Lang's Custom and Myth and learned to apply to all

myth-products the generalizations of anthropology." Unfortu-

nately for this defense, the generalizations of anthropology, as

represented by Mr. Lang, are not likely to be very long-lived,

particularly those that relate to the gifted spirits who created

iho primeval arts and myths and symbolisms of humanity,

^'urrcnt writers maj^ speak less confidently of the religion of

the primitive Aryans than did Pictet; but if the progress of

recent study has brought to light a single fact that clearly

luvalidatos the general representation given by him more than
thirty years ago the present writer must confess that he knov.-s

not where to find it.

Coniiiig now to the authors immediately before us and to

their relation to the standpoint occupied by the readers of the

* Hibbert Lectures, p. 110. London, 1887.
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Methodist Review^ it seems evident upon a moment's reflection

that Lord Ci'awford's view of primeval Aryan belief is by no

means tlie only one compatible with the biblical account of the

world's history. While the Bible teaches that the earliest men
were monotlieists it nowhere states or implies that the postdilu-

vian ancestry of the Indo-Enropean nations were so. Indeed,

according to the biblical account of the origin of nations, from

acts of human depravity the speedy loss of the knowledge of

the one true God would naturally follow the dispersion of the

race and the loss of its common tongue. The author of The

Creed of Japhet seems, therefore, quite unnecessarilj^ anxious

to vindicate to the primitive Aryans a high and directly re-

vealed knowledge of God and of his redemptive purposes.*

The works of Krause and O'Neill do not attempt to determine

the precise grade of primitive Aryan ideas relative to a mono-

theistic standard. Still less are they concerned to take into

account any bearing of their discussions upon the Cible or

upon its representations of ancient history. As between the

two, it is evident that J\Jr. O'lSTeill makes the nearest approach

to an ascription of monotheistic ideas to the authors of Aryan

and of all the primordial mythologies; but it is not clear that

his supreme, world-directing Deity is to be conceived of as

possessing creative or ethically absolute powers.

As to the part of the world in which the oldest myths of the

Aryans originated there cannot long remain a serious doubt.

It is, indeed, conceivable that these myths antedate the nse of

the Aryan stock, and hence that they do not necessarily fix the

birthland of the Aryan peoples ; few, however, seem as yet

inclined to take such a view. One thing, however, is constantly

coming into greater and greater prominence, to wit, the fact that

circumpolar phenomena of nature are clearly discernible in the

oldest of the myths preserved to us in the Aryan tongues. In

1 886, in attempting to interpret the Celtic n)y ths, Professor Kliys

found it necessary to recognize this fact.f A few pages later

he expresses his belief that the cradle of the Aryans will have

•It l3 not without signiflcance that, while Karl Cni-.rford did not quC'StioQ the traditional

view respectinsr t!ie Asiatic hirthlaud of the Aryans, he yet conbidert^ the religious faith of

the western or Europf?an Aryans as far purer and less adulterated than that of th<» A'iiaiio

branrhes. Had he lived till tlie date of the puiilication of his work one can scarcely doubt

that he too would have advocated the now current view touching the common mother
country.

illihbert Lectures, pp. 633, 633.
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\o he located at some spot " within the Arctic Circle," Then,

ri'ferring in a foot-note to a book entitled Paradise Found
und to a paper tlierein quoted, he argues that no fatal objection

is likely to be brought against the view that within the same
rlrcnnipolar district is to be found the cradle of the entire hn-

jinn race. The recent treatises advocating the European oricjin

of tlie Aryans ai-e now so numerous and so much in demand
iliat the Boston Public Library two years ago printed the ex-

tended list of their titles for public use. See Bulktin, vol. ix,

pp. 130-134. Among the authors there cited many recognize

with more or less distinctness the Arctic character of essential

fe^iturcs in the Aryan myths. Several base upon them ai-ga-

tnonts of no small cogency relative to the primitive Aryan
habitat. Penka anticipates some of Ivrause's insights, just as

ye:ti-s ago Wolfgang Menzel in other instances anticii)ated Penka.
The above-named works by Krause and O'Neill are certain

to concentrate attention for some time to come on these geo-
trrapliical birthmarks traceable in the oldest traditions of the
i;ido-Europea!is. Dr. Krause's championship of TiiisJcoland is

•'•» able, and jMr. O'jS^eill's accumulations of Aryan and extra-
Aryan facts are so abundant and significant, that neitlier can be
i-iiiorcd. To a believer in the origin of the human race at the
Nortii Pole the issue of the debate over the location of the
'.T.uJle of the Aryans is not material, for the reason that the
"'•|.u:ination of the Arj-an stock was postdiluvian, and hence
•^ii!'se(]uent to the period when the polar region was habitable.
It would interest him, however, should the final verdict of
"'•••'•iiee be that the invention of the zodiac was antediluvian,
and that the elaborate primeval astronomy and cosmology of
^^'iioh it is a part were constructed from a polar standpoint.
I^nch a conclusion would not only settle the long-mooted ques-
••"t« as to the location of the cradle of mankind, but would
' "o demonstrate the supersavage endowments of quaternary
« tertiary men. Moreover, it is perfectly safe to say that the

•caching of this conclusion was never so strongly probable as it

•» to-day.
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Akt. VII.—CONSTANTINE and CHRISTIANITY.

No picture is ever ining ou the walls of the Louvre, in Pari?,

until the artist shall have been dead at least ten years. It is

supposed that an artist's real worth cannot be estimated while

living. So, it is claimed, the true character of a great man
and liis work can never be ascertained while living, and that

posterity alone can judge of the value of his life to the world.

While this is doubtless true in the main it must be confessed

that very great difficulty attends the effort of one who attempts

to analyze the character and weigh the work of a man M'ho has

been dead nearly sixteen hundred years ; for, while in some

respects the passage of years brings out more clearly the

intrinsic value of a man's life to his own and to succeeding

generations, the motives that inspired him, the prejudices that

warped his judgment, the ambitions that impelled him can

only be understood by putting one's self, as far as possible, into

the midst of his environment. The critic should never forget

that he is himself the creature of educational surroundings and

the product of the generation in which he lives, as well a? is

the chai-acter that he may attempt to criticise. The influence

of environment, therefore, at both ends disqualifies one, to some

extent, to give an impai'tial and just estimate of a man's char-

acter and work who lived and wrought at so great a distance in

the past as Constantino the Great. Ruter says

:

No character lias been exliibited to posterity in lights more contradic-

tory and irreconcilable tlian that of Coustantine. Cliristian writers, trans-

ported with his profession of their faith, have perhaps magnified his

abilities and virtues to excess and thro^vu an almost celestial splendor

over every part of the portrait; while pagan historians have spread their

gloomy shades upon the canvas and obscured every trait that was great

and amiable,"

ConstaTitine was born at Naissus, in Mcesia, A. D. 2T-i. II is

fatlier was Constantius, a general in the Roman army, wlio was

promoted by Diocletian "to the dignity of Caesar, a sort of

lieutenant emperor," and assigned to Britain, Gaul, and Spain.

Helena, the supposed discoverer of the real cross on whicli our

Lord was put to death, was his mother. Both his parei*ts were

friends of Christianity, while in later life his mother became a
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niost enthusiastic, if noL a superstitious, follower of Christ. In

his early life Constantino was a pronounced pagan. At thirty-

one he joined his father in Britain. Upon the death of Cou-

^tlntius, at York, his soldiei-s immediately declared Constantino

his successor. Two years later, in A. D. 308, there were five

tinpcrors of Eome besides himself, each being assigned to a de-

partment of his own.

Three things at this time were manifest : (1) that the Eoman
ctnpire could never be restored to its former glory while di-

vided into so many fragments; (2) that paganism was tottering

to its fall and rapidly losing its hold upon the people
; (3) that

despised and persecuted Christianity was multiplying its adhe-

rents with marvelous rapidity and was on its way to the throne

of the Coesars before Constantino blessed or cursed it (a matter

Btill in question) with his toleration and subsequent support.

lie therefore at once addressed himself to the herculean task

of uniting the empire under one head, and that head himself,

by dethroning his rivals. In six years he had conquered four

of them, leaving the empire to the joint rule of liimself and

Licinins. It was when on liis way into Gaul, and when he was in

duubt as to whether he should accept Christianity or continue

a pagan, that he claimed to behold in the clear sky, shortly after

noon, a vision of the cross bearing the inscription, " ^^ this

conquer." This vision was related by the emperor himself to

Eusebius, the historian, confirmed by an oath, and Avas received

with implicit confidence during many ages of Christianity. But
tlie more critical investigations of modern historical inquiry

h;ive almost destroyed its authority with rational men. " His

vision," says Bishop Hurst, in his Short History of the Early
Church, " though in the line of his sympathies, was probably

oidy a shrewd method to attract the Christians to his support."

The probability is that the emperor saw a remarkable natuial

phenomenon, and that his lively imagination gave it the form
uf a cross with the accompanying inscription. His succeeding

dream, in which Christ, as claimed, appeared to him and ordered

him to make a banner in the shape of the celestial sign, under

^hich his army would be crowned with certain victory, can

easily be accounted for without admitting a divine revelation.

Certain it is, however, that Constantino believed in both the

vision and the dream, and therefore proceeded to make the
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famous laharum, a shaft encased in gold, bearing tiie image of

the cross and the name of Christ, together with tlie bust of the

emperor and his family, which was ever afterward carried at

the head of liis army. Says Mihnau :

And so for tlie first time the meek and peaceful Jesus became a god of

battle, and the cross, the holy sign of Christian redemption, a banner

of bloody strife. This irreconcilable incongruity between the symbol of

universal peace and the horrors of war, in my judgment, is conclusive

against the miraculous or supernatural character of the transaction.

But tins circumstance created boundless enthusiasm among
the soldiers, and at the battle of Milvian Bridge Maxentius

went down in the Tiber, leaving Constantine and Licinius

joint rulers of the empire. Following this victory came the

edict, bearing the names of the two emperors, granting tolera-

tion to all religions, including Christianity, of course, and order-

ing the restoration of all Christian churches, giving as a reason

for the issuance of the same the manifest favor of the Chris-

tian's God to the army. It is worthy of note that this was not

the first edict of the kind emanating from a Roman emperor.

In A. D. 2G0 Gallienus, when he saw that his father prospered

as long as he favored the disciples of Christ, declared Chris-

tianity to be a lawful religion, and ordered the restoration of

all confiscated churches and property to their rightful own-

ers. This first edict of toleration was revoked by Aurelian in

A. D. 275.

Licinius soon became jealous of the growing fame and

power of Constantino and returned again to the old method of

persecuting the Christians, who had universally rallied to the

support of Constantino. The lines were now drawn more dis-

tinctly than ever between paganism and Christianity, and a war,

virtually between the two systems, but involving the unity of

the empire, was carried on by the respective leaders. In the

year 324 Constantino conquered his last rival and was left the

sole emperor of the Roman world. Christianity soon became

the state religion, though paganism was tolerated and to some
extent supported by tlie emperor.

Following his successful enthronement as sole emperor came

domestic crimes that seriously becloud his name. Suspicious of

his son Crispus, born of his first wife, Minervina, he condemned
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\\\\\\ to death. Then Fansta, the empress, for no better reason,

was sent to the same fate. Crime followed crime until the mind
of Constantine was haunted day and niglit with bloody specters.

A bold satire privately circulated, and also posted on the walls of

the royal palace, compared the splendid but bloody times with

those of Nero. The populace of Rome became indignant, rest-

Ir.v-, and threatening, and the emperor, in punishment of the

If;dians, and doubtless also to protect his own person, removed
from the city on the Tiber to the city on the Bosporus, where
he established the new capital of Constantinople. After a reign

of several yeai-s of great worldly show and extravagance, which
cannot be followed in. this paper, Constantine died, aged sixty-

tliree years, having been emperor thirty-one years. He was
not baptized and formally received into the Christian Church
until a few days before his death. After his baptism he laid

aside his imperial pui-ple and dressed in white, which he wore
until his death. He was interred in Constantinople under a

church of his own construction.

Constantine was a shrewd political trimmer. I have already
said that when he first came into power, as one of the six em-
perors of Rome, he found paganism falling to pieces, and the
empire with it, under the leavening power of Christianity. It

did not require a very great mind to forecast the future of
(liristianity. Galerius had forced Christians into the army,
and liis generals ordered them to adore the image of the em-
lK.'ror and sacrifice to the gods. The one act was blasphemy,
tlic other idolatry. A young Kumidian sublimely refused and
\vas slain. When the army was honoring Ctesar in pagan style
•^t Tangiers, Marcellus, a centurion, rose from the camp table
«nd flung down his belt and sword, saying, "From this moment
I cea>e to serve as a soldier. I desjise the worship of your
jJ'kIs." He was executed. The word of God was ordered to
^^ burned. Diligent search was made in every house to find
and destroy this precious treasure. An African bishop said,
" Here is my body

; take it, burn it ; but I will not deliver up
Jhc word of God.*' A deacon said, " Never, sir ; never ! Had
children I would sooner deliver them to you than the divine

«'«»rd." He aiKl his wife were burned together. But in the
""d. t of all this Christianity marched o\\ toward the throne. It
<>>"ld not be stamped out or burned out. He must have been
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dull indeed who could not see its superiority to paganism, and

that a restored empire, to be permanent, must have a better

religion thiin paganism. It is quite evident, therefore, from a

Cidm survey of the environment and character of Constantine,

that his conversion to Christianity was from state or political

considerations. In his real life for the most part he was nearly

as much a pagan as a Christian. He rebuilt and refurnished

pagan as well as Christian temples. He is charged with sacri-

ficing to pagan gods, while he certainly consulted their oracles.

He accepted and held the office of pontifex maximus—high

priest of paganism—all his life, while he assumed to be father

and head of the Church. His edict concerning the general

observance of Sunday {soils dies), day of the sun, was quite as

acceptable to the pagans as to the Christians, since under the

new paganism the day among the heathen corresponding to the

Christian's first day of the week was the sacred day of the sun

worshipers. So feeble was his personal faith in Christianity

that his more pronounced successors hesitated not to enroll him
among the divinities of paganism.

That he was by nature tolerant is admitted by most his-

torians.

Let all enjoy the same peace; let no one disturb another in his religious

worship; let each act as he sees fit; let those who "svitlihold their wor-

ship from God have their temples of falsehood if they think right.

So he wrote in one of his edicts, according to Eusebius. This

is carrying toleration almost to excess. He was so anxious for

the peace of the Church, and so indulgent in his nature, that

lie thought secret impunity to sin was better than public scan-

dal. Gibbon says

:

The Nicene Council was edified by his public declaration that if he sur-

prised a bishop in the act of adultery he should cast his imperial mantle

over the episcopal sinner.

But in his generous sentiments of religious liberty and free-

dom of thought he is worthy of commendation and imitation

in these times, with the single qualification that no religion

should be tolerated that interferes with the duty of the citizen

to the State cr to his home or vritli the peaceable enjoyment of

the right of religious discussion and worship by others. In

this age it ill becomes us to exhibit a spirit of intolerance
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an*] bigotry that was condemned by a Koman emperor so far

U'liiiid 118 in culture and civilization.

Tlio union of Church and State, however, as far as ac-

rotni'Hshcd by Constantine is not a matter of congratulation.

Freeman says, " The Church conquered the State." Bishop

Ilur.-t says:

This 13 a great error, Constantine'3 adoption of Christianity as the

• •3t(; religion was the conquest of the Church by tlie State. All the moral

fTrifs of the Church were now impaired. The bondage of the Church to

ihc State thus early begun produced the great evils of the following

twelve centuries—superstition, the purchase of office, the angiy contro-

»frsy about theological trifles, the moral corruption of the clergy, and the

ig:aorunce of the masses.

Ncandersays:

The reign of Constantine beare witness that the State which seeks to

nlvance Christianity by the worldly means at its command may be the

•Kcasion of more injury to this holy cause than the earthly power which
opjK)ses it, with whatever virulence.

The lesson to us is absolute separation of Church and State,

'.vith pronounced and perpetual independence of the one from
the other. "While the sphere of each, when rightly interpreted,

i* not antagonistic to the other, they should not encroacli upon
each other's territory. The demand for religious instruction in

the public schools, the appropriation of public funds for the

*"pj>ort of sectarian schools, even among the Indians, the affil-

uiion of the Churcli in her official character with any political

{wrty or civil administration, are all matters to be deplored and
condemned. Even the appointment of chaplains by govern-
m<?nt and the payment of their salaries out of public funds is

thought by some to be a matter of questionable propriety still

«>l><.>n for debate. This is a relic of the times of Constantine,
s^d is claimed to be contrary to the spirit, if not the letter,

'^f tlie Constitution of the United States, which guarantees to
^vcry man the right to choose his own method of religious
^'^rship^ to select his own spiritual guide, and to be exempt
^rviiri all governmental tax for the support of any system of
•*'"^hip. Absolute independence of all legislative control,
'jHh absolute voluntariness in all religious thought and wor-

*-"P, is unquestionably the best and safest maxim for both
^iiurch and State.
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While Constantlne as a soldier was a irian of war, as a states-

man, or rather as a cliurchinan, he was a man of peace. He
desired the unity of the Churcli quite as much as the unity of

the empire. Indeed, to his mind rlie one seemed to require the

other. He was therefore greatly disturbed by the doctrinal

divisions and disputations of the tlieologians.

Considering tlie age in which ho lived, the condition of t'nc

Church, and the gravity of the questions involved at that time,

it must be admitted tliat one of tlie best acts of his life was

the convocation of tlie Council of Nice, A. D. 325. It is easy

for us, living under such different circumstances, to criticise

this act and the proceedings and results of that council ; but if

we had been living in that day we' would doubtless have been

in the debate, and most probably on the emperor's side. The

divinity of our Lord was seriously doubted, and by many denied.

"While with our advanced knowledge we may object to some parts

of the outer clothing in which the Nicene Creed comes down

to us, yet who can estimate the infiucnce of those formulated

doctrines? They have been accepted in the main for nearly

sixteen hundred years "as the standard of the orthodox faith

in both Catholic and Protestant Churches;" and, while the

debate did not stop with the decision of the council, the creed

stood and "was the anchor of religious faith in the Middle

Ages." Whether witli the greater knowledge of the future,

and in the exercise of that liberty of thought and criticism

which is the admitted right of every man, there shall be any

serious modification of this creed remains for some unborn his-

torian to record.

The civil administration of Constantine was, M-ithout doubt,

a great blessing alike to pagan, Jew, and Christian. Many of

the laws enacted by him have come down to us aiid to all the

people of Europe. He separated the military and civil depart-

ments of go\ernment and introduced many reforms and

humane laws, that w<^re followed by other rulers and will

doubtless endure as long as civil government shall last.

Constantino was a man of providence. If God could ufe

Moses, who in his ha^^to killed an Egyptian, and David, wlio in

his Inst killed Uriah, and Solomon, who numbered his wives by

the hundred, why could lie not use Ccmstantine, who had but

two wives when it wa;^ the f:i>si;ion for kin^s to have as many
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A.S tlicy desired, even tliougli he had caused one of tliem to be

(.iilTocated in the batli ? In his day and according to his h'ght

UMH! lie not as much the " man for the place " as was Abraham

Lincoln?

1 will close this imperfect review with a quotation from

Dr. John Lord's Beacon Lights of History

:

No emperor has received aiore praises than Constantine. He \vas for-

tunate in liis biographers, who saw nothing to condemn in a pn'uce who
uiri.lc Christianity the established religion of the empire. If not tlie great-

est, lie was one of tlie greatest, of all of the absolute monarchs v.-ho con-

troilecl the destinies of over one hundred millions of subjects. If not the

best of the emperors, he was one of the best, as sovereigns are judged. I

do not see in his character any extraordinary magnanimity or elevation of

WTitiment, or gentleness, or warmth of affection. He had great faults and

;nx'at virtues, as strong men are apt to have. If he was addicted to the

pli-a^ures of the table he was chaste and continent in liis marital relations.

J{<; liad no mistresses, like Julius Ca?5ar and Louis XIY. He had a great

rtvcrcncc for the ordinances of the Christian religion. His life in the

mnin was as decorous as it was useful. He was a very successful man,

'•ul he was also a very ambitious man; and an ambitious man is apt to be

unscrupulous and cruel. Though he had to deal with bigots he was cot

hiiiistlf fanatiea'l. He was tolerant and enlightened. His most striking

fharncteristic was policy. He was one of tlie most politic sovereigns

that ever lived, like Henry IV of France, forecasting the future as well

« l»alancing the present. ... lie tried to do right, not because it was
rjj;!it, like Marcus Aurclius, but because it was wise and expedient; he
•ss a Christian because he saw that Christianity was a better religion

»hiH paganism, not because he craved a lofty religious life; he was a
th<i,logian after the pattern of Queen Elizabeth, because theological in-

1'iiriis and disputations were the fashion of the day; but when theolo"-ians
•K>r;imc rampant and arrogant he put thera down and dictated wliat tlicy

»li"ul(l believe. He was comparatively indifferent to slaughter, else he
*"'jI<1 not have spent seventeen years of bis life in civil war in order to
't himself supreme. He cared little for the traditions of the empire, else
uf won!.

I not have transferred his capital to the banks of the Bosporus.
He uiis more like Peter the Great than like Xapoleon I; yet he was a bet-
f iiiaii than either, and bestowed more benefits upon the world than

''• '"pethcr, and is to be classed among the greatest benefactors that
<^'^r sat upon the throne.

y^Z/T^/W^^U^
nPTa SEniES, VOL. X.
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Art. VIIL—AXTISEMITISM IN AMERICA.

Ever since Abraham went out from ITr of the Clmldecs

imder the banner of God's covenant, the Hebrew has trod the

path of liistory. The force of the early command, " Get thee

out of tliy country," lias been perpetuated througli all tlie

years; and the seed of the high father has been literally

" Hebrew" (wanderer). He never held biit a few acres of the

earth as his own, and then only for a little while and with but

a feeble hold. He has moved among the nations, mingling

witli, but not assimilating, the foreign blood, and in his wan-

derings has found America. His vitality has confounded the

wisest students of men. Xatious have arisen, declined, and

passed out of history ; but he is here still with his original

force unimpaired. The evolution of other races has obliterated

the ancient distinctive marks ; but the Jew reniains a Jew.

Without a country or a language peculiarly his own, suffering

for generations the most bitter and persistent persecutions, re-

sisting the attrition of the centuries, he lives "a miracle of

history." Many and varied have been the efforts to account

for this exlumstlcss vitality. We believe it to be found in his

providential destiny, as expressed in the original covenant, " In

thy seed shall all the nations of the cartli be blessed." The

God of history raised up this people and endowed them with

a great idea which it was their mission to give to the world.

A great truth can tahe the place of country, speech, friend,

and preserve for a final conciliation any company of men who

liave the strength and courage to suffer, to be misundei-stood

and contemned, until at last they will be lost in that concilia-

tion. Other peoples have lost their individuality, either be-

cause they had completed the articulation of their thought or

because they had forgotten it. Israel has done neither. Its

work isuniini-hed, nor has its great idea yet vanished from its

lieart, namely, one God and Father of us all; one world-wide

brotherhood.

But those whose mission is to bless the world are predestined

sufferers. The world's saviours are familiar with Gethseinane's

shadows and Calvary's horrors. Israel's pathways have been

stained with blood. Even in America, which in many respects
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h;i8 been the wanderer's Canaan, there lingers toward the suf-

fcrin"- race a hostile spirit unworthy of a people which affirms

in tlie charter of its liberties that all men have " certain inalien-

able rights," among which are " life, liberty, and the pursuit of

liiipjiincss." A Jewish lawyer of great ability once startled

(lie author of this paper by saying :

You ask me when I expect the Messiah? He has come. He is right

U'fore you in my people. Youi- Christ is only a mere fragment of the

luhlirae whole. My race is the Messiah. He gives to you your God, your

divine truth, your salvation. But you despise and reject him. You cru-

cify youT Saviour; yet he lives. Y'ou lay him inhis sepulcher; but the

miracle of his resurrection is ever before you.

Antiseinitism in America is as yet only a sentiment, and not,

.^s in Germany or Kussia, organized with a definite purpose,

jxijitical or otherwise. But it is a sentiment that is dangerous,

pnrtly because it is the gnarled growth of a prejudice which

has continued for eighteen centuries or more and, therefore,

not easily eradicated, and partly because the policy of other

oountries to rid their lands of " the pestiferous race " is bring-

ing to our shores a people with an education and genius alleged

to be foreign to true Americanism. "We need only refer to the

»-ingle fact that the Jewish population in Kew York city in-

creased from eighty thousand in ISSO to two hundred thousand

iti ISOO to convince ourselves that the Jewish question will nec-

•,-*.>v;irily become entangled with the emigration problem. ]^or

^ill we be able to dissociate it from its religious bearings ; for,

Jiowever the Jew may account for his singular individuality,

i5iG Gentile believes that it is his faith that makes him a Jew.
It will be a sorry day for American liberty when religious

q«)estions are suffered to agitate it. But sorrier far will it be,

•^bcn this cruel sentiment crystallizes into a definite political

'''X-triiic, for that people whose destiny is to be misunderstood
^|"i to suffer. Before this impending calamity the thoughtful
^-isnstian is impelled, by motives both patriotic and religious,

'i Ktudy this Jewish question, learn if possible the source and
•K'tnfieance of the existing prejudice, and so in some measure
^i^minatc its dangerous elements.

^

-Ihc antisemitic feeling in America is certainly not in any
^^'^*i degree due to an instinctive racial antipathy. Too many
••Kxls couiniingle in this land and too many nationalities jostle
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each other to admit of any physical revulsion from a race so

closely akin as the Jew. Personal antipathies -will doubtless

arise, but, as in the case of other races, they are individual, and

not racial. Indeed, it can be shown that tlie best specimens of

physical manhood and M-omanly beauty are found among the

rejected race. Dr. Guthrie pronounces the ideal liead to be that

of the Jews. There is in the very physiognomy of the choicest

of the Hebrew race the unmistakable mark stamped by divin-

ity. In all art centers, as Florence, Munich, Eome, Jewish

models are at a premium. Many of us remember Joseph

Cook's description of the light which shone from the face of

certain Jews like a light from behind thin, translucent marble,

and which he never saw in any other race. The absurdity of

the so-called racial repugnance is evidenced by frequent inter-

marriages, and that in spite of the fact that the genius of the

Jewish economy antagonizes such unions with the fury of re-

ligious conviction. The strain of Jewish blood in the Gentile

races has improved the stock. In addition to this, art and fic-

tion have thrown a glamour about this singular people and cre-

ated for them in many minds a magnetic charm. Many of us

go in and out among them as in story-land.

There are doubtless multitudes of Jews, like those recently

exiled from Kussia, who are repulsive indeed to the native

American ; but are the repulsive features essentially Jewish,

or are they the marks of shame with which a foreign super-

stition and despotism have defaced an otherwise noble person-

ality ? The children of the wilderness were so spoiled by their

Egyptian slavery as to be unworthy of the Lord's laud. Nev-

ertheless, in their loins were kings, psalmists, and prophets

—

aye, the Christ in whom civilization has its divinest thonght.

It is not given to many to see the noble side of the vulgar

;

and when vulgarity has foreign mannerism the task is yet more

difficult. But his vision must be dull indeed who cannot see a

splendor of promise in the most repulsive children of the wil-

derness who are unable yet to grasp the spirit of the promised

land. "What manhood is that which has impelled them to spurn

all hope of material advancement, to renounce the soil on which

they were born, all hallowed associations, and the graves of

their dear ones, to brave exile, and all to remain true to a reli-

gion which had been to them only a precious burden ? How
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hhall we cLaraeterize that spirit which, under an intolerable

ii^tress, remains strong in the joy of a deathless hope—" In

the name of our God we will set up our banners?" Surely

ho is a poor lapidary who cannot see the latent fires in the

uncut diamond.

Tlie most recent mode of accounting for the baneful antipa-

lliv to the Jew is the one from which its victim revolts with

II strengtii of protest which is really startling. It is, as stated

by an English antisemite, that " the Jews are a parasitic na-

tion. Detached from their own country, they insert them-

K'lvcs, for purposes of gain, into the homes of other nations,

uliile they retain a marked and repellant nationality of their

own. The Jew is detested because he cats out the core of

nationality." The vehemence with w^hicli the Jew, especially in

America, repels this charge is due not merely to its falsity,

I'lit to the ardor of the love he bears the land which has given

him such uneqnaled opportunities in the fight of life. It is

not the untruthfulness of the charge that so stirs him, but the

insult it offers to a holy sentiment—the profanation of the

inner sanctuary of his soul.

llis appeal to history is, or ought to be, a complete vindica-

tion of the charge. He has shown that the characteristic of

his race is to cling to the soil of the land in which it has been

planted, and that patriotism is a passion which neither his own
rc'.se?itment nor the persecution of his Gentile countrymen
can eradicate. In Germany, up to the time of the establish-

ment of the kingdom of "Westphalia, the Jews had been op-

j-rt'ssed with such social and political restrictions as would
nnturally alienate them forever from their German oppressors.

Napoleon was the first to give them equality of civil rights in

their native land. Yet when Germany rose against the great

t-'uiporor these Jews remembered only that they were Germans,
•mil took the field for their German fatherland. It is familiar

'''''^<^'*y which a recent Jewish advocate states in language as

forcible as it is beautiful

:

Had the .Jews eaten out tLe core of the nationality of Spain when tliey
Onjvc the Moors forth from the city of generations—the Jerusalem of the
\N est—and cstablislied the throne of Ah-)nzo el cmpcraJor ? "Where had I )een
<>»• ik-uthk-ss glory of the Cid but for the Jews of Toledo ? What Spaniards
^'l Spaia better service in that marveloua twelfth century than Spanish
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Jews, who laid the pavements of La Blanca in soil from Mount Zion and

who framed of cedar wood from Mount Lebanon that lofty and noble ceil-

ing which still delights the artist and the architect ?

It has been proven beyond dispute that the policj' of repre-

sentative Jews, such as Moses Monteliorc and Natlian Mayer de

Rothscliild, has been to cultivate among their people the national

feeling, to persuade them to use the tongue of their several

countries, and, where possible, to purchase land and identify

themselves with the great national institutions. In America it

is a shame to insult this people as a drain upon the national life,

when so many battlefields of American liberty arc stained with

Israel's blood. Patriotism arrays Jew against Jew. Can we
so easily forget Lyon, who supported the government with his

sword, and the Belmonts and Seligmans, who su})ported the

national credit with their gold in the hour of peril ? And
when we remember that on the other side of that dread war

the Jew stood shoulder to sliouldor with the men of that sec-

tion to which they owed allegiance, we have a proof positive

that the passion of country is not lost in the stronger passion

of the Jew.

It is an oft-repeated statement that the Jew is peculiarly a

money-getter and, as the dominant power in the financial world,

menaces the peace of the country. But liow much of truth

is in this statement ? Doubtless there have been and there

are Jews of immense wealth ; but we have yet to learn in-

stances in which their wealth was used to embarrass the govern-

ments under Avhich they lived. Certainly we would not name
as instances govern'meuts which, with military force, impris-

oned the capitalist and confiscated his millions. "Was liussia

menaced by the millions which M. Samuel Solomonowitz put

into the railways and educational institutions of liis land ?

Did Rothschild embarrass the English government by loaning

it 8200,000,000 ? The Jew has proven himself a competent

tradesman by introducing a principle of keen competition,

which cuts down prices and profits to the advantage of the

consumer, but not to the advantage of the commercial classes

who arc set against him as rivals. Does this fact menace the

country ?

But, aside from all this, we candidly ask. Is the money power

peculiarly Jewish ? Certainly in America it is not. The Nexc
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YorJc Tribune a short time ago publislied a directory of the

mlllioijaircs in all the States in the Union. Gould, Yanderbilt,

Astor, Huntington, Stanford, Crocker, Garrett, Mills, Carne-

ijio, and probahly a hundred or more others were ranked as

jMjsscb.sing more than ten millions. We do not remember that

a bingle Jew was named in this class. It is surprising how
few of the so-called money-getting race were in the whole list.

The writer could not identify more than one who reached the

live-million mark. Considering that a large body of Jews have

enjoyed American citizenship for moi-e than fifty years—fifty

years in which such fortunes have been accumulated as the

world has not in the same space of time seen gathered in any

other age or land—;it is strange that these tradesmen, with equal

oppornmities, have been left behind in the race.

]8 it true that the Jew wields the scepter in England ? The
landed aristocracy there, the great brewers, distillers, East In-

dian merchant princes, the great banking houses, the owners of

shipping lines, the Cunards and Inmans, all combine to send
" Ihitish gold " to the four corners of the earth. There arc

Jewish bankers also ; but what we call the money power of

to-day is not Jewish, but it is English and American. Free-

d'>ni and a higher Christianity prevent its being confined to a

class of citizens. Competition distributes this power without

rt-^pect to blood or faith. It is despotism and a lower Christian-

ity that, by persecution and uncertainty in the tenure of one's

possessions, compel an o])pressed class in any land to seek

advantage solely in the power of wealth. This Saxon race

of ours, that has outstripped in fair competition all other men
in wealth-getting, has many Jewish qualities. This race tiikes

life seriously, industriously, zealously, pertinaciously ; by
nuich study of the Bible the Saxon has made to a large de-

gree Jewish conceptions his own. When the Anglo-Saxon
^hall emulate the Jew's temperance he will outrival the Jew
»n genius, power, wealth, and every other quality. In fact,

he Iiivs done so already. So long as there is to t>e a Juden-
''^(^e there will be men who, by iteration of a trite untruth,
^iil lead other men to believe it who have not the time, in the
>«»idst of ardent daily duties, to investigate. But if we listen
to passionate Jew-baiters, like Treitschke, Stoecker, and Dru-
wont, fidelity to truth demands that we give equally careful

X
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audience to such scientific searchers as Yirchow, Mommseii, and

Leroy-Bcaulien.

Another tiling affirmed as a peril to the nation is that the

very soul of the coniinunistic movement of the day is the Jew.

In an article in tlie 21ethodist Review a few years ago we were

misled by the following

:

The socialistic and communistic raovemeiits originated in 1848 v.ith the

Jews, Karl Marx and Liebknecht, -vvho initiated the crusade against ex-

isting social order and the relations of capital and labor. "Capital is

robbery" is tlie fundamental principle of Marx. Ferdinand Lassalle, -^nuo

founded what is now the German Socialistic part\', was a Jew. The mem-
bers of the Kagal, a Jewish secret society in Russia, show themselves to

be the most radical of nihilists. Tea times as manj* Jews as Russians,

Poles, or Germans recruit the nihilist ranks.

W^e deplore the false impression made by this statement.

"When men speak generically of "the Jews" they frequently

attribute to all the shortcomings of some. That there are

some Jews who threaten governments we concede. So there

are some Christians ; and the Jews supply no larger proportion of

the ferment than the Christians. A moment's reflection mnst

show that such statements are assertions so broad as to shmdcr

more Jews than they truthfully picture. Marx and Lassalle

were Jews, but Fourier, Saifit-Simon, L<^uis Blanc, Owen,

Henry George were not. All of these cooperated in the holy

cause of speaking for the oppressed, of compelling attention

to the degradation and sufferings of the poor, of bringing about

better conditions in all civilized lands. This much we say

without subscribing to the philosophical premises on which they

based their doctrine. When the pulpits of the world liad no

better remedy for the wrongs of men than that those who suf-

fer shall have faith, these men, like the American abolitionists,

by a lino of writing, by the pen, not the sword, awakened

the slumbering conscience of mankind. Soon the pulpits re-

sponded, and to-day Christian socialism has enlisted in its

ranks the eloquence and the power of countless eminent

divines, the cardinal in Baltimore, aye, the pope in Kome.
Many are the ministers who have echoed in sympathy with

tliis modern spirit and have felt everyplace sacred where they

could stir hearts to humane regard for the abstract rights of

men. These socialists were Christians and Jews, extremists
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K»mt'tiincs, but never more extreme tliaii One whose words are

Kill a test of hope to the downtrodden, one who said, "It

ii o:isier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than

for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God." If there

are elements of danger for States from such philosophies, these

cU-mcnts are not Jewish. They are not Gentile. They lie in

ilie weakness of wrong, in the strength of right ; for so far as

a gvjvcrnment is iu the wrong it will break down, and so far

as its opponents are right they will prevail.

IJut even in the midst of social philosophy the Jew is a lover

of order. Johann Most is not a Jew ; but if he were, and if

all liis followers were Jews, they arc altogether so few that it

would be injustice to condemn the thousands of conservative,

!;iw-:ibiding Jews because of these. We have heard of only one

Jew who belongs to this outcast section of society. None were

prominent in the. leadership of the Paris commune during the

dreadful days of 1S71, and none stood on the scaffold with the

anarchists in Chicago. In Russia, where any man who dares

protest against governmental crimes is called a nihilist, it is

quite likely that Jews are numbered among them; yet who
would not rather be one of those "nihilists" whom Kennan
visited in furthest Siberia, the possessor of manhood and love

for fellow-men, than the despotic author of their sufferings in

liis winter palace? It is worthy to note, however, that the

Juiinderof the nihilist school of thinkers was Michael Bakunin,

«>f the high Russian aristocracy, who, by reason of his extreme
views, was expelled by the party of Karl Marx from the Inter-

national Society at its congress at The Hague in 1ST2. Even
among socialists—we caimot forbear the repetition—the Jew is

i>-presentative of law.

'i he limits of this paper prevent a review of all the alleged

^aiijcs of the antisemitic feeling in America. We believe it

to 1k3 an inheritance, begotten in distant ages and for reasons

^'hich do not here exist. It has been so inwrought into the self-

>-.niess of national politics and the cruelty of cliurch theolo-

K'^'» as to acquire an age-defying strength, transmitting a deadly
I'^itred from generation to generation. If at times it disap-
pears in any measure, like the disease of an ancestor which
overleaps a goneratioTi or two, it is sure to return and poison a
nter age. The latent evil is awakened by the most trivial occa-
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sions. The reciprocal principle of exclusivcness between Jew
and Gentile, now already continued as a living force for many
centuries, combined as it often is with an irritating intrusive-

ness on the part of some Jews who have acquired a degree

of wealth without a corresponding degree of education and so-

cial refinement, has depopuhited many a fashionable hotel and

ruined the social tone of many an elegant avenue. And this

purely personal and social irritant has been enougli to rouse the

ancient and slumbering antagonism. Such is the atavism of

prejudice. When sucli trifles can produce such results, how
portentous must be tlie consequences of the fiercer antiseuiitic

discussions now waging in Europe '. Unless suppressed by an

intelligent Christian conscience the morbid sentiment will stain

American liberty with medioeval intolei-ance ; and there will be

another chapter to write on Israel's sufferings.

But by the will of God there is a divine future, foretold by

prophets, for these wanderers of the weary centuries. It is a

future for which they have never despaired and which they be-

lieve is even now dawning. We believe that the Christianity

of America will hail its coming, seek to cast off the sins of the

fathers which have blighted the growth of souls, and ''put on

the new man, Mdiich is renewed in knowledge after the image of

liim that created him : where there is neither Greek nor Jew,

circumcision nor uncircumcision, Barbarian, Scythian, bond

nor free : but Christ is all, and in all."

J^H./t^iZ^Lt.
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

Hv a blunder in the press-room an imperfect table of contents

f.jr tlie volume of 1S93 was appended to the November-Decem-

bi-r number of the Hevitw. All subscribers who desire to bind

iho volume for the year will be furnished, on application to tlie

j'i:b!jshcrs, with a correct table of contents to preface the bound

voUime.

Several changes in the typography and general anangement
of the Revieio will be noticed in this number. AVe hope they may
coiiunend themselves to our readers as improvements. Tiie scope

cl the Jicvieic is widened, and we trust its value increased, by the

introduction of two new departments, one of which will report

whatever is most significant i)i the progress of Christian missions,

and the other the discoveries and developments in the intensely

interesting, as well as vastly important, fields of archteology and
biblical rescai-ch.

The following item of discovery in Egyptology was presented
»" a paper before the London Society of Biblical Archceology
by the Rev. Camden M. Cobern, Ph.D., Pastor of First Meth-
odist Episcopal Church, Ann Arbor, Michigan ; and its value
may be judged by the fact that it was reprinted by that society
from the report of its proceedings by its own option in June,
l'?y;5. It shows that the Egyptians in ancestor worship avoided
Ibe use of the most sacred posture, reserving it for the worship
oi their deities. Its significance lies in its " important bearing
"I'on Mr. Spencer's theory of primitive ancestor worship."

Tlio writer, a few winters acjo, wiiile in the Gliizoh Musoum, made the obser-
^•>n..n tiiat the typically sacred posture of tlie uplifted empty iiacids, which was
^ ^--u i!i innumerable instances where men appeared before tiic divinities, was
t^i^fiillj' avoided in the Old and Middle Kingdoms, and very rarely used in the
•

<--w Kinsjdom, wlien thoy appeared before their ancestors. This observation
*n« afterward confirmed by a visit to the British Museum and the Louvre, and

:• «n examination of the plates of Rosellini, Lepsius. etc. That this posture was?
Fculiarly sacred one is proved by its use from the very eari;e<t times in the

•'••rojrlyphic "to worship." Thus also the gods adored the supreme divinity

:
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" Hail to thee, Ral . . . thy mother Xut presents her hands to thee in the act of

homage." (Ani Papyrus, Plate I.) This attitude is of all otliers tlie most com-

mon one taken by the worshiper when he enters the presence of his god;

yet almost universally is it avoided when the relatives gather to reverence their

ancestors.

It cannot be denied that there are a few exc?ptions to the general practice, biu

in almost every case the exception proves tlie rule. Hate and Kiieti do 5:tand in

tlie sacred posture before Usertesen and Mes-en-hotep, who are figured as little

creatures standing- ou top of the table of offerings; but the inscription is one

distinctly addressed to Osiris and Anubis. (Louvre C. 19.) Another siguificani

exception is that of Klient-Kliat-ur, who stands before his ancestors in this sa-

cred posture, but stands with his face turned from them and his hands uplifted

toward the unseen. (Plate 109, Eg. Inscrips., British Museum, London, ISSI.)

Tliere can be no doubt tliat this habit was too universal to allow the possibility

of its being accidental. Tiiat there was one special attitude saved for the deity

proves how greatly elevated were the god? above the deceased, and would seem

to have some bearing upon the tlieory of the origin and meaning of ancestor

worship which is now generally accepted by non-Christian philosopliers.

This tlieory, invented by Ilerbei't Spencer, is that all religion

is an evolution from man's fear of ghosts. Through dreams, etc.,

the original savage caught the idea that he possessed a double

self, which could wander away from the body and return to it again.

The resemblance between death and sleep was such that this pri-

meval savage began to suspect presently that the dead man's sec-

ond self might be near the body, ready to avenge any insult paid

to it. This fear of ghosts gradually led to offerings of food and

drink and to praises of the dead or petitions that the spirit of

the departed would not harm the living. From this to ancestor

worship was only a short step. But, as the spirits of dead men
were thought of as taking possession of birds, animals, and trees

or flying to the stars, in course of millenniums polytheism with

all its various forms of worship arose, and finally, after m^n}-

centuries of philosophizing, monotheism. The bearing of Dr. Co-

bern's discovery upon such a theory is plain ; for if there was

one posture, and that the most sacred of all, which was invariably

reserved for the worship of the gods and never used before the

ancestors, it would indicate that a radical distinction was made by

the ancient Egj'ptians between deity worship and ancestor rever-

ence. Thus in the oldest worship known to man a relation exists

'between ancestor worship and god worship the exact opposite of

that which would seem to be required by the evolutionist theory.

Is it possible to give a good education to our sons without

sending them to the institution having the best record in boating,
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in b:.scball, or football ? Is it a proof of deficient paternal affec-

tion to send our sons to colleges devoted to and excelling in cer-

uin literary and scientific studies? These questions are not

ftskcil altogether in a sarcastic vein. The athletic demand has

ri«<'n to so high a pitch that we really need to estimate its claims.

If tliov are to be conceded Tvithout deduction, then a good father

vill inquire into the athletic record and prospects of the college

nuking his patronage. If the record is good and the present

•* team " a promising one a good father will not ask any foolish

qmslions about the other and minor parts of the college. This

may seem to some of the older brethren a mystery—possibly a

mystery of iniquity. But they and we belong to a past which did

iiJi know the value of a football college course ;
and we must

try to understand the lads who are treading on our heels. They

v.-ilue the college for its athletics—at least many of them do—and

tiifv are our successors in American citizenship. We must reject

the' claims they make, and give our reasons: (1) There is no

sufficient proof that the battles which these games have become

arc miuistrant to physical perfection; there is much proof of

tiio contrary. Good physical development must bo attained by

more sober and more regular and constant exercise. Physical

roiiu-sts are not the best, they are probably the worst, method of

bodily culture. (2) The American people will be too far gone

in decadence for any hope of salvation when they come to prefer

a physical contest to an intellectual one. Roosters and wild bulls

will furnish necessary " sport," and if men must be nsed the Sulli-

vans will always be numerous enough to meet the demand. The

coarse tastes to Avhich a combat ministers will, if they master us,

require something more brutal than a set-to of college boys ;
but

we believe that the nobler instincts of the people will survive

ami that the better mind of the rational public will retain its

preference for intellectual superiorities. (3) The immoral en-

vironment of the conspicuous physical contests of college boys

has become so clearly visible, so obtrusively active and destruc-

tive, that it cannot be ignored any longer. Athletic barbarity and

gatiibliiig—and worse things—thrust themselves into our faces

ami force us to approve or condemn. Keep the athletic exercise

;

let our lads play and wrestle, under limits of safety; but abolish

the battlefield. The prudent and affectionate father will keep
his Fon as far as possible from a college having a high athletic

rorord. That record has cost blood—and character; and it is a

menace, not a promise.
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SECTIOXAL CONTROVERSIES.

Thk danger of sectional antagonism has come np for discus-

sion in connection with the silver purchase debates in the press

and in Congress. Some ill-advised persons went so far as to

suggest a sort of commercial divorce of the West from the East.

The proposed convention to consider the matter will not meet.

The good sense of tlie people promptly rebuked the begetters of

the scheme. We are still too near the civil conflict for any sec-

tional movement to gain much favor; it is certain that the major-

ity of the people of any State would reject any such plan. Still,

the danger is thought of and sometimes spoken of as one of the

disagreeable possibilities, if not probabilities, of the not very

distant future. The matter is therefore worthy of some consid-

eration.

It must be assumed at the outset that in our country antagonisms

in the interests of different sections is the only possible cause of

sectionalism. Differences of race do not exist in a sectional

sense; nor do differences of religion. These are usually the two

chief causes of sectional feeling within a nation. The sectional

conflict which ended in the civil war was a very peculiar one

;

and such a one can never again arise. The conscience of the

Korth after the enactment of the Fugitive Slave Law created

"an irrepressible conflict." Slavery was undoubtedly a question

of interest at the South; but it was not such at the North. If it

could have been reduced to a matter of dollars and cents there

would have been no attempt to secede. Questions of sectional

interest can be compromised ; doubtless many such will be com-

promised in the next half century. Something of this nature may
be found in the legislation of every Congress. Fiscal measures

and appropriations are, in minor details, modified by the diverse

interests of the several large sections of the Union; and the anti-

Chinese legislation has been from the first a concession by the

rest of the nation to the Pacific slope, not without some conscien-

tious scruples not yet silenced or satisfied.

Are there likely to be opposed and irreconcilable sectional inter-

ests ? Do such antagonisms now exist ? Apparent or professed an-

tagonisms there are; but are they real and utu-ompromising ? We
think them to be rather sentimental and temporary than real and

permanent. The silver question stands now just where the pro-

tection question stood for half a century. The South opposed

protection, just as the West, or a part of it, opposes a gold stand-
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aril. But no one now seriously considers the tariff a seclionnl

italic* tlie ditliculty has been completely overcome, and no kind of

a tariff will arouse sectional animosity. The silver question is a

more temporary matter than the tariff. There are possible events

whiolj might swiftly settle all disputes. And there are possible

*otilemcnt3 of the controversy which would remove the subject

from tlic field of discussion; for example, an international agree-

ment adjusting the two money metals to each other. Opposition

of interests between creditor States and debtor States furnishes

inalter for considerable newspaper comment and epithet. The

"money shark" is an ugly creature supposed to be an eater of

Western men. " There be land sharks and there be water sharks."

Xo section can ever have a monopoly of bad men, of grasping and

.Tuel men. Some Eastern people of small means think they have

reason to regret their relations to " sharks " of the far West; and

lionest farmers of the prairies have unpleasant emotions when they

think of a "shark" supposed by them to swim in "Wall Street"

—a term very confusingly employed in sectional literature. But

."U these are relatious of individuals, and not of great sections of

our common country. Xor is there anything new in this experi-

ence. There has long been a lending East and a borrowing West;

nor is there now any dangerous acnteness in these relations.

Doubtless there are people who think there is a real antagonism

in creditor and debtor sections of the nation. But in this case

lliiukiug does not make it so. If the antagonism were neces-

sarily a menace to peace every town in the land would be a scene

of conflict, for every village has creditors and debtors. There is

certainly a considerable difference of opinion about silver, and

in a measure this difference is sectional. But the difference is

one about facts, and there is a strong presumption that the facts

will be so well known on both sides long before any conflict

arises that a settlement satisfactory to all reasonable persons will

be made. They are few in any section Avho desire to pay less

than they borrowed or to receive more than they lent. Most

borrowers and. lenders are honest people. The question of silver

n-.ay not be settled for some years. It is a very novel one, and

it has come to us through an extraordinary and sudden increase

in the supply of silver and an equally strange and sudden de-

crease of the demand for it. It would bo strange if such an ex-

IH-rionce did not very seriously disturb currencies and perplex

I'olitics. But there is every reason to believe that the wisdom of

the commercial nations will solve this problem in an equitable
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way. There is no excuse for the belief that it will set great

sections of the Uniteil States by the ears. There is a comraou

interest and a sturdy belief in a sound and stable money. The
honest people are a large majority, and they are evenly distributed

over the whole Union. Pending a settlement of this serious ques-

tion patriotic men of all sections will have need of a more praise-

worthy temper and a larger measure of reasonableness than the

demagogues and sensational newspapers ordinarily display. But

in no possible contingency could the controversy have enough

explosive power to rend the Union.

It must not be forgotten that the Union is a common blessing,

and that to keej) this good our citizens are sure to make some nec-

essary sacrifices. Sections at outs in feeling will bear with each

other for the sake of the Union. Let a difference become grave, and

immediately patriotism will revive in force and heal the breach.

A sudden and fatal madness lighting the conflagration of a civil

war is not among the possibilities in an intelligent country bound

up in one by so many common interests. The tendencies which

attract most attention are not toward conflicting interests. Manu-

factures are moving "West and South. No large region—large

enough to revolt—can have more than temporarily its peculiar

pursuits to the exclusion of those followed by other regions. Rail-

ways and trade bind us together moie and more closely; we know
each other better across the whole continent. Intei-minglings

of every social description tend to make us more united and to

arrest the growth of sectional sentiment and politics. Before we
can forget the awful years of our one civil war we shall be a

much more compact, homogeneous, and fraternal people than we
were in 1861. Common laws, common recollections, common
speech, and common religion will unite with the common ele-

ments of our social life to make the Union indissoluble. Hot
controversies, yes. Disunionism, no.

SCIENCE, PvELIGIOX, AND LIFE.

That is a dangerous period in the history of thougiit when inves-

tigation is beginning to reveal new facts in any department of phys-

ical inquii'y. Such discoveries are usually the result of some one

particular line of investigation, and bear a strong generic resem-

blance to each other; and they appear, therefore, to ])oiut in the

same direction and to the same conclusions. They come slowly,

too, with perhaps long intervals between them and with an air of
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finality about them, so that any deductions based upon them seem
to bo enduring and unchangeable. Theories are adopted often

iit'>lruclive of the okl systems of thought and opposed to all the

formulas of logic. Assumptions are made often unwarranted by
a:: y facts yet known to science. In the haste to .arrive at the very
s.vTot of mysteries which have ever baffled explanation, desire

tiuistri])s achievement, and logical chasms are left unbridged and
.^•ill unfathomable. Missing links in the chain of reasoning, it is

.•!.Aiuiod, will be supplied by the next \i^\K discoveries. It is as-

Ktnncd, without proof, th.it wliatever new facts remain to be yet
n-voaled by science Avill eventually only strengthen and support
theories which have been hastily constructed and so far imper-

fi'ol ly furnished. Thus elated by new knoAvledge, partial though
ii he, the ultra apostles of science demean themselves M'ith haught v
••ontempt or worse indifference toward the old truths of revealed
rvligion; and religion itself accepts the defensive, its disciples,

overwhelmed with the clamor of empirical science and rash phi-
It •r^.opliy, assuming an apologetic air Avhich ill becomes their pro-
f-.ssed faith in the God of the Bible and the Christ of the Xew
Tostament.

It is embarrassing, however, when the missing facts obdurately
p-niaiu undiscovered, or when new facts are brought to light
wliich overthrow the theories so loudly and triumphantly pro-
claimed. Then logic begins to assert its supremacy. Then
«c!enco becomes modest, recognizes its limitations, and confines
it<volf for the time to the strict region of fact. Then believers in
tlic Christian religion regain their courage, and revelation reap-
pears as unchangeable as ever. It is such a period of reaction
Vi^aiusL the overconfidence of science which seems to be about to
Jiwn with the dawning of the coming century.
n is well, therefore, to glance anew at certain radical differ-

^-'tjces between science and religion. They occupy entirely sepa-
rat«> planes. The sole business of physical science is to deal v.ith
'it-tH which can be perceived and tested by the senses. The
-phore of religion comprises mental, moral, and spiritual condi-
''<Jn3 which are above the aj^prchension of the senses, but which
^'^nustitute the most important elements of human happiness or mis-
ry- Doth exemplify God's poAvcr and embody the results of his

^
> 1. Hence they cannot contradict one anotlier or be. mutually

•discordant or repellent; yet any attempt to "reconcile" the two,
'n the ordinary meaning of the term, must terminate in failure,

i^^t God should have enforced certain methods in the material
«-—FIKTH SKUIKS, VOL. X.
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world does not iriterfcre with the truth that ho enacted other and

different and higher laws in the moral and spiritual realms.

Science and revelation are not coincident or coextensive ; they

cannot clash or intercept one another; they are complements each

of the other, and products of the same divine mind, Avorking in

different channels, it is true, though to the same distant and ulti-

mate end. Neither can be explained by the other; yet both are

essential to the supreme purposes of God.

Science has not so far discovered any fact vrhich fails to fit into

the system of revelation. She has, indeed, compelled new revi-

sions of traditional interpretations of a few scriptural texts; yet

the fault is seen to have inhered in the old interpretation and not

in the original message. Nor has she attained one whit nearer to

tlie solution of any of the mysteries of existence. In the discus-

sion of all organic data, for instance, she must begin with an ac-

knowledgment of the fact of life. She cannot explain why a seed

of corn, lying dormant for years, should retain its latent life, and

then, by being planted in the earth, become capable of producing

not simply one but many multiplications of itself. Xor can the

cause or the method of either the origin or the reproduction of

human life be discovered or accounted for by any experiments or

investigation which science may institute. When, deserting her

own province and invading that of philosophy, she attempts to

force her way to the citadel of life she loses herself in dark an<l

unknown regions, and either travels in an unending circle to ar-

rive again and again at the point of departure; or else, after w

mighty battle of unwieldy and unmanageable words, resulting

in much smoke and obscurity, she retreats at length, bafiied and

defeated, to her own peculiar territory.

Kevelation, on the contrary, starts with the only conceivable

and consistent explanation of the cause of all the varied phenom-

ena of the universe—the existence of a personal, intelligent, and

all-powerful Creator. It does not, indeed, present all the steps in

the methods of creation. The full understanding oi the age-long

and world-wide designs of God will be occupation for eternity,

and the continual wonder and admiration produced by our ever-

fresh advances in the knowledge of his works v.ill be the spon-

taneous and unceasing incentive to the praise which we shall

ever offer him. It is enough that he has revealed himself as

the one sufficient and only possible explanation of all things;

that he has taught us, not only by example and t.i-ecept, but by
the actual evil results of transgression, the path he has intended
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f.ir u.s; tliat ho has rovealcl not all the minute details, but the
iimjile and essential statement, of his design in oui- creation, the
..nly statement of design which satisfies the apparent inconsist-

riu-ii-s and Avrongs of human existence; that he has given us, bv
h'M promises of future happiness, every motive to comply with
th<- conditions he has marked out as best serving his far-reachino-

purposes.

Philosophy, in 'its endeavor to explain the origin and end of
l.tjm.-in life, is a confessed failure—self-confessed in its continual
rrn.loptiou and rejection of worn-out hypotheses. Science, con-
Htiing itself modestly and consistently to its own sphere, has
II.. tiling whatever to do \s'ith these questions. Scientists and in-

vt'Mtors, utilizing the discoveries of their predecessors and avoid-
ing their errors, may make visible progress from generation to
UfiuTation. Xo such advancement is possible in the essential-
triiis of human nature. Men start in all ages and the world over
from the same level of undeveloped infancy and pass through the
"anie gamut of experience from cl)ildhood to ago, leaving^ their
•ueoossors to repeat, with individual variations but essential uni-
f'^riuity, the same story of human existence

; and religion, or-
'i-iiricd in revelation and designed by the Author of human
n-ittiro to meet its needs and fulfill its destiny, far from beimi
•uperseded by the improved conditions of civilization, remains
«lie only rational explanation of human life, the only remedy for
I'urnan wrongs, and the only hope of the race both now and
hereafter.

FANTASTIC EEFORM.
In- November last a somewhat fantastic English reformer

vistcd Chicago and held a public meeting to organize a move-
|i"-iil " to drive the devil out of that city." He invited the virtu-
"u* classes and the vicious classes, the miserable and the afiluent,
»'^ nicct and confer with him and set on foot this great move-
/^«»t. A crowd assembled, but the professionally vicious classes
"1 "ot come. The talking part of the assembly came from the

^

-'^^s of the labor reformers, socialistic reformers, and those ad-
^»"c(..l people commonly called cranks. The listeners embraced

rlr^^r-*^"^
^""^^ ""'^ ^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ persons who are actually

.-•.r^'r?
'" ^?^'ti"g the devil as pastors or working members of

mix?"
^^^' '^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ iiotliing new in it, except that it was a

lure of several varieties of fantastic reform. A committee
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was duly appointed to arrange a jjlan of campaign, and there the

movement, as is common in such matters, ended. The English

reformer got a page or two in the newspapers the next day

and started for home, leaving the devil in Chicago. The reform-

ers who are not sensational and who have fought the prince of

darkness on that field year in and year out remained at their posts

and continued their fighting through their church work, their

schools, their charities, and tlieir courts. They could have wel-

comed a leader capable of more effective and more rapid work;

but the leader did not lead, and they are, in Lincoln's phrase,

" P^gg^Dg away " in the old ways.

In the course of this fantastic meeting, when the customary at-

tention was being paid by some socialist to the richer peoiDle, a

young man in the gallery suggested that "men became rich by
economical habits and by keeping out of the saloons." This hint

was coldly received by the audience, and the English reformer

filled up a painful pause by sarcastically replying, " We thank

you for your copy-book ti'J^isras." The sarcasm was well received

by the assembly ; but in cold type it loses some of its sting. In

fact, it discloses a state of mind, a state of feeling toward copy-

book truisms—in other terms, plain morals—which deserve seri-

ous attention. The impatience of fantastic reformers with plain

moral truth, their want of faith in the power of religious educa-

tion, their strange conviction that the Churches are doing noth-

ing, their despairing calls for some effective help, their belief

that the vicious classes are rather better than other people, their

rejection of temperance and missionary relief measures—all these

singular notions and beliefs are furnished with a battle-cry

in the words " copy-book truisms." The number of persons in

this singular mental condition is perhaps not very great, but they

make more noise and get more attention from the press than all

the real reformers in the country.

For the real reformers are at work putting copy-book truisms

into the mind and into the life of the people. A great army of

mothers, teachers, preachers spend their lives in this great Avork,

and their success is known of all candid persons. They teach,

train, enlighten, and save multitudes, while the fantastic reform-

ers are making speeches and appointing committees. They pro-

duce character, while the fantastic people are producing discontent.

"We do not wish to discredit the complaints of the poor ; but a

suggestive thing happened in Chicago that same November. For

many montlis a "Helping Hand" society had existed there, and
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i\ chose tliat particular time for falling to pieces. The active

a.;i'nt of this society, a man with years of experience among
- jK'ople out of employment," expressed the opinion that there

wrre not twenty men in the city who could not get work when
ilii-y wanted work. The " Helping Hand " found itself doling out

tinus to idle and characterless persons, and that was not its mis-

sion. It desired to assist honest poor in finding employment

;

aiivl such people did not come to it for aid. We hesitate to ac-

rcpt tlie conclusion ; but it is certain that much of the coraplain-

iiii: comes from persons out at elbows in character rather than in

opportunity to obtain an bonest living.

Tiie real reformers have a mighty task ; but their copy-book
IniUins bring salvation, and nothing else ever brought it to a hu-
luan life. Tlie failure of the flighty fantastic people appears the
more strikingly when they flout truisms. The person who held
Lliis meeting in Chicago declared that the temperance people were
a j,'reat obstacle to reform ; the true way Avould be to get good
Mioons to suppress the bad saloons. Another speaker eulogized
th.i beer-drinking habit as a particularly anti-Satanic influence.
It was a ccmgress convened to set up a new theory of virtue, or
r:iiher to raise vice to the rank of a virtue ; and the English re-
rTinor seemed to think that Jesus Christ, when he went among
the fallen, elevated their vices to social dignity. The tendency
to disparage Christian reformation has gained some ground iii

ihcsc years
; it comes to its apotheosis in such an assembly as

the one here described. It is a helpless, hopeless, and ignorant
f.'K.vrnient away from plain morals, away from tlie truths that
cliar.icter is essential to the success of the" poor and degraded and
that we must lift them into heroic abstinence from such things
^^ saloons into heroic self-help, or fail to lift them at all. If we
••mnot get the leverage of character under them they must fall
'"to the ditch of degraded poverty; and if we do get that leveratre
u'l'lor them we shall lift them, even out of the deepest abysses of
''gradation.

TIIE PROGRESS OF HmiAXITY.
inEHE are those who would have us believe that humanity has

ni-'»'lo no progress; that, on the contrary, from an indefinite pe-
^»'v pc-rhaps from the very beginning, it has been steadily, if not
•^•ipi.lly, .legoncrating. It might seem that such a theory was so
'^ "'J and iiTational, so flatly contradicted by plainest facts, as not
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to deserve sober treatment or respectful consideration. But when
we perceive tliat distinguished men in all ages of the world have

been occasionally given to chanting these funeral dirges, and that

the average observer who looks out at the time and place imme-

diately around him is easily misled as to the trend of things, we are

convinced that there is abundant call for clear and frequent state-

ments concerning this matter. The very fact that every age has

considered itself so extremely bad is a strong proof that the trou-

ble is largely in the eyes of the observei-s and that their pictures

are faulty through disregard of the laws of perspective. Let a

few quotations stand in place of many.

Seneca, in the first century, writes:

Vice no longer hides itself; it stalks forth before all eyes. So public has aban-

doned ^s•ickedue3S become, and so openly dot-s it flame up in the minds of all, that

iniioceuoe is no longer rare ; it has wholl}' ceased to exist.

Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage in the third century, thus describes

his time:

The public ways are obstructed by robbers, the seas are infested with pirates,

the world is reeking with mutual bloodshed. Law has made a compact with crime,

and guilt has become legal. What sense of shame, what probity, can exist where

bad men have none to condemn them and where none are found but ought to be

condemned ?

In the fourth century Eusebius says:

Hypocrisy and dissimulation have arisen to the greatest height of malignity.

All things have gone to wreck by the factious willfulness and avarice of the

bishops.

Chrysostom says, with reference to the Church:

Our assembUes differ in nothing from a drinking shop, so loud is tlie laughter,

so great is the disturbance. Nay, the cliurch is like a market place, even a stage

or theater. For the women who assemble tliere adorn themselves move wantonly

than the uncliaste who are found in the theater; so that on that account profli-

gate men come to church. All things are now corrupted and lost. All are ram-

pant and refractory as herds of wild horses. Everything is filled svith their

abounding corruptions.

In the tenth century a distinguished writer says :

The clergy everywhere are composed principally of men who are iUiterate, stu-

pid, ignorant of everything pertaining to religion, dissolute, superstitious, and
flagitious. Xothing can bo conceived of so filtliy, so criminal, or so wicked as to

be deemed by the supreme bishops of tlie Church incompatible with tlieir charac-

ters
; nor was any government ever so loaded with vices of every kind. Tliey

made traffic of everything sacred. Everywhere were seen the profligate morals

of the clergy and the monks. Their history is a history of atrocious villainies

and crimes.
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In tlie seventeenth century it is written of England :

llio U.'St men are driven out of the Church. The doctrines of the Gospel are no

i-jai«r ht"ird in the vast majority of pulpits. The immoralities of the court are

j)r. South says :

UU-'plicmy, irreligion, and debauchery were the prime characterisucs of all men

ai wit and fashion. Their ambition was to reach daring heights in sin.

The (General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, a little before,

ill 150G, ears

:

There is a umver.sal coldness and decay of zeal in lill men; ignorance and con-

irtiipt of the word, miiiislry, and sacraments, superstition, and idolatry abound.

Tliore is universal ncLrlect of justice in civil and criminal causes; tho worst men

iirf aJviinced to office, and bribery prevails in the court.

Declarations of a similarly doleful sort concerning the condi-

linn of England in the eighteenth century, before the Wesleyan

rrfuriiiation, might be given in large numbers ; also concerning

liie state of things this side the sea, in every single period from

tiio beginning of the settlements. One specimen will do as Avell

a-i a multitude. It is from the pen of Jonathan Edvvards, in 1735:

The ivorld has got to such a terrible state of wickedness that it is probable the

cry of it has reached untolieaven, and it is hardly probable God will allow things

lo zo on as they now are much longer. It is probable that God will appear ere

l»a({ in awful majesty to vindicate his own cause.

And so the speedy dissolution of all things because of outra-

St'ous iniquity and inconceivable corruption has been perpetually

prophcsiod all down the years. Every generation, or at least some

|»»)rtlon of it, bas firmly believed it was worse than the last. But
it needs no great amount of reflection, and only a small acquain-

Mfif^e with history, to show that this is not possible. Those who
delivered themselves of these jeremiads Avere doubtless sincere,

but ihey were sadly mistaken. They got into the way of looking

'•xrhisively on the dark side. They overemphasized the evil in

tli'.'ir laudable desire to arouse men to combat it. Their habit of

thought was partisan, not judicial. Their conclusions were not

rvachc'd from any impartial weighing of one period over against

^mother or from any sufficiently careful examination of all the

f.K-ts. More excuse can be made for their errors than for similar

bhjtidcrsby men of to-day, who have somuch better opportunities

"f knowledge and who ought to have imbibed something of the

^-^ifutijic spirit of the times.

i licre is absolutely no reason now why anyone should doubt that
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the world is growing better, or, in other words, that the physical,

moral, and spiritual condition of humanity is improving. Tliis

earth is a much pleasantcr place to live in to-day than ever it was

before. The sum total of human happiness and human goodne^-s

is much larger at present than at any previous period in the

world's history. A few reasons for this faith, which has become

firmly established in us, we now propose to give.

TIIK INCEEASIXG POPULATIOIvS.

The fact that the inhabitants of the earth are multiplying so

rapidly in these later years is one of deep significance. Accord-

ing to the best available authorities the population of Europe did

not materially increase from the days of Julius Caesar to the Ref-

ormation, a period of over fifteen hundred years. It was jus.t

about one hundred millions at both times, at the beginning an<l

end of that long interval. In the nest three hundred j'-ears, from

1500 to 1800, the population had increased fifty per cent, so tliat

the total was about one hundred and fifty millions. But during

the present century it has increased one hundred and forty per cent,

so that the total is now three hundred and sixty millions. In fif-

teen hundred years no gain, then in three hundred years a gain

of fifty millions, and then in less than a hundred years a gain of

two hundred and ten millions. In each of the three centuries before

the present a gain of sixteen per cent, and then in this century a gain

of one hundred and forty per cent. What does all this mean?

What is tlie story that is behind these figures ? What were the

causes wliich kept the population stationary for fifteen hundred

years and then gave it such a very slow growth for three cen-

turies moi-e ? Constant wars, famines, and pestilences. Tliese

are words easy to pronounce or write, but the depth of wretched-

ness and degradation they indicate cannot be at all conceived.

To have war, famine, pestilence, one or both, or all three, most

of the lime—life under such circumstances is almost unmitigated

misery. The struggle for mere existence is so terribly severe

that only the very strongest of the population survive, and the

deaths are so many that the births only just manage to make good

the perpetual drain.

It must be evident on slight consideration that one of the very

best measures of the comparative peace, virtue, happiness, and

prosperity of a people is afforded by the figures of the popula-

tion. They ]^rove in this case that Europe during the MiddK'

Ages, before Christianity in its ]nirity had got control of the life
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,,f tlie people, wns a pretty bad placa to live in ; that fifter the

!I.'fi»rniation had cleared the air, breakiiiq; the bonds of thougiit,

lllioratiiig tlie human mind, and unshackling the iJible, a great

.1 Ivance was speedily seen ; and that during the past century,

M hen, as never before, freedom and truth have come to the front

n-xl the Protestant nations have taken the lead, the hardships of

lu'o have been so immensely ameliorated that the statistics have

moved forward with gigantic leaps and bounds.

Tiic population of India, so far as can be ascertained, was

;ibout the same hundreds and indeed thousands of years ago as it

was when the British took possession of it in the last centuiy.

Tiie numbers "were kept stationary by famine, pestilence, and war,

and were not far from one hundred and fifty millions. But now,

under the Christian government of Great Britain, which has

nuintained peace, prevented or alleviated famine, taught sanita-

tion, and developed in every way the resources of the land, the

p'tpulation is very noarly three hundred millions, doubhng in a

C'.-ntury and a q;;arter.

Kiigland in the year 1100, or at llic time of the ISTovman cou-

•jiu'st, had about two million people. xVfter five centuries, at the

close of the reign of Elizabeth, it had four millions. After two
fonluries more, in ISOO, it had about nine millions ; wliile now, in

ninety years, the population has leaped from nine millions to

tliirty. The increase has been two hundred and thirty-three per

<X'nt in ninety years, and that in spite of the immense emigra-
li'^n, against less than seventy per cent for the previous century.

This one fact speaks whole volumes in testimony of increasetl

safety against disease, better food and shelter, improved educa-
liou, less exhausting labor, and easier, happier, more virtuous

'"ndiiions of life in general.

Another fact of precisely the same sort is found in the in-

• reased duration of human life. It used to bo set at thirty-three

years, which was called a generation. It is longer now, in this

cwtmiry, at least, and in most of the countries of Europe. It has
:-,'ono up above forty. That means greater thrift, greater temper-
ruice, better parental care, improved sanitarj' conditions, less of
t' iwalid poverty, less of sensual luxury. Vice is always unfriendly
t<» liffi and longevity ; virtue produces them.. Therefore a lower
•'isnual death rate and an increased prolongation of life testify
''judly that we are decidedly on the np grade as a people, and
'lot on the down grade, as so many of our pessimists would have us
helieve.
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THE FORWARD MARCH OF MIXD.

Many evidences show what may be called the forward

march of mind, the ever-increasing supremacy of mind over mat-

ter, the advancing victories of human intellect and intelligence.

And this march may fairly be summoned as a witness to prove

that the race is on the up grade. Consider the marvelous prog-

ress that has been made in the arts and sciences, the stupen-

dous gains of invention and discovery, the magic and miracle of

mechanical improvement wliich has characterized this century,

especially its latter half. Who can really doubt that the world

is a better place to live in now than it was when our grandfathers

or great-grandfathers were young? Seventy-five years ago there

were no steam railways. The first telegraph line in America,

from Washington to Baltimore, was set up less than fifty years

ago. The telephone is less than twenty-five years old. Think of

the marvelous developments of steam in this half century. The
steam power in the world to-day is four times as great as all

the hand power, and twice as great as all the horse power.

In other words, the working energy of the most civilized

lands, the ability to exert strength for the accomplishment

of desired results, has been a good deal more than doubled by
the application of steam. And now steam is almost going out

of date, so fast is it giving jilace to electricity, so rapidly are we
learning to Ijai-ness the lightning to our chariots and make it toil

at our tasks and light our dwellings as well as carry our mes-

sages. Think of the triumphs of our ocean racers running more
than five hundred miles a day, of our fast express trains making
very nearly a mile a minute hour after hour, and compare this

with the slow-sailing packets and rude, lumbering wagons of our

grandfathers. \\e ^lave almost destroyed distance, and nations

have been bi-ought into closest neighborhood, which tends beyond

doubt to increase their hai'mony and mutual helpfulness. A sim-

ple catalogue of the things which even in our own time, so swift

is the forward movement, have wonderfully added to the con

venience and comfort of life would be too long for insertion

here. But among other things may be mentioned street raii-

Avays, photographs, phonographs, typewriters, sewing machines,

elevators, ocean cables, the cheap postal system, anaesthetics,

and tlie other improvements In modloinc and surgery. If we
were to take in a longer period the contrast would, of course, be

still more startling. The wealthiest monarchs a century or two
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4.^0 could not with all their power procure for their palaces some

.,f the simple things, like matches, for example, which no person

anil no hut, however humble, is to-day without.

All this plainly shows that the condition of humanity is stead-

ily ijni>roving, not only physically, but mentally and morally. It

may be said that the matters mentioned pertain only to material

things. But surely man expresses himself in his works. Great

arhicvements indicate a high type of manhood. In the goveni-

inc-nts men found, in the books they write, in the appliances they

invent, in the obstacles they overcome, in the discoveries tliey

iiinke, in the enterprises they inaugurate, they disclose the quality

of their power and the height of their advancement. Man is a more

royal being than he used to be, more divine, with more of tlie

Creator in him, more fully measuring up to the ideal w^hich he

wa-s designed to fill when God gave him dominion over this mun-

il.inc sphere and set him as the representative of Deity here below.

Kvery victory of the higher part of man over the lower really

rlcvates the race and shows it to be on the right path. We have

I'vcry reason to rejoice at the growth of popular intelligence in

recent years, the far greater diffusion of knoMdedge, the nmltipli-

••alion of schools of every kind, the better methods of teaching, and

the larger numbers of the common people in many lands brought

vkiiliiu the circle of education with all its manifest advantages.

We may well thank God that labor also has been greatly exalted,

I hut industry has more and more come to be recognized as indis-

pfusable to respectability, that work, instead of idleness or war, is

foming to the place of highest honor as the foundation of society

and the bulwark of the State. These, and many other similar

^i:Jns of the times, are surely full of encouragement and give no

'•t'untenance to the pessimist.

MAKKS OF MOllAL PEOGRESS.

Ix,aving the tokens of physical, social, industrial advance,

ill of which things have close connection with morals, and yet

•iro somewhat different, let us come still nearer to the heart of

tli<i theme and touch on things which have a yet more intimate

»^«'I.ition to the happiness and true prosperity of humanity, which

]To<pority we claim is increasing, not diminishing.

I'or one thine:, note the overthrow of slavcrv and the slave

trade. Probably nothing has produced so much misery in the

vorld and so much moral corruption as this, which Wesley fitly

**n!lod " tlie sum of all villainies." The most glaring injustice,
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the darkest ignorance, the grossest licentiousness, the wickedest

waste of life were clearly included in it. Outrages of every

sort and atrocities of every kind perpetually abounded. It was

brutalizing to both black and white, bloody, barbarous, beastly

beyond description. But at the beginning of this present century

slavery existed through nearly all the world. Most of the peas-

antry of Europe were either actual slaves or, the next thing to it,

serfs in the lowest condition. During the first seven years of

this century English ships conveyed annually over the Atlantic-

forty thousand Africans, one half of whom, because of the terribk'

treatment, perished at sea or soon after landing. This century

has seen the total cessation of the Atlantic slave trade, the eman-

cipation of the slaves in the West Indies, the freeing of the serfs

in Russia and other PJuropean countries, and emancipation in the

United States and in Brazil. The addition to the sum of human
happiness caused by this one item is absolutely inconceivable.

Out of night into day, out of death into life, out of despair into

hope, out of chattelization into humanization scores and scores

of millions have been gloriously lifted. Nor is this all. Africa

itself, tlie one remaining plague spot, has been taken hold of in

right earnest for good by all the nations of Europe. Thanks to

Livingstone, and Stanley, and Lavigerie, and many others of

lesser fame, the slave trade, even in Africa, is surely doomed.

Before many years there will be no such thing as slavery any-

where on the earth. A final end will be put to this climax of

,
horrors that for scores of centuries has cursed mankind. This

alone would be enough to prove beyond peradventure the upM'ard

movement ; this alone must vastly change for the better the

balance between human joy and human sorrow, between morality

and immorality.

War has been another terrific scourge of mankind. We do

not yet see it fully abolished ; but we shall. Already it has been

marvelously ameliorated. Wars are but pastimes now compared

with what tlicy once Avere. In the olden days kings fought when

they pleased, and they were almost always fighting. The people

had no voice; they were looked upon as only food for powder,

unfit to be considered. Single wars hung on sometimes for thirty

years, with little or no cessation. Neutrals had no rights, non-

combatants were not spared, the armies lived on the country;

])iUage, outrage, robbery, rape, and murder were going on all the

time. It was a veritable hell upon earth. Things arc very

different now. Diplomacy in most cases takes the place of bru-
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lAlitV. Arbitration four times out of five is found sufficient to

n'lilo disputes that once would Lave brought on devastating

campaigns. The public sentiment of Christendom is powerful,

nn<l frowns upon Ibloodshed unless in cases of extreme necessity.

Wars have become so expensive that very few nations can afford

them. Thrones are so insecure and the people have so much

strength that it is no longer possible for kings to follow tlieir

whims in this matter. And when war comes it is simply a duel

between two great armies, often settled in a single contest or

•Muled in a few weeks of maneuvering. The great Christian and

ronimercial nations, whose interests are bound up in keeping the

peace, more and more are getting into their hands the numerical

and financial and martial power of the world; and this tends

mightily to prevent war. It seems clear that before long the

industrial rivalry of America will compel the disarmament of

Europe, since the nations there cannot with their crushing mili-

tary burdens compete with us in the markets of the world. Then
sliall we see a United States of Europe, where all the great ques-

tions that now breed bad blood will be settled in some represent-

ative assembly. Then will the war drums throb no longer and
the battle flags be furled in the " parliament of man, the federa-

tion of the world." The progress seen in this one item of war
has been quite enough to make the earth a far happier and better

place to live in than it ever was before.

Intemperance is an evil that still has enormous proportions, but

it would be unjust not to recognize the many cheering tokens of

improvement—the great change in public sentiment, the verdict

<'f science against alcohol, the dissemination of knowledge in re-

'f-'ard to the evils of strong drink, and the improved condition

«>f the laws. One hundred years ago everybody drank. Clergy-

ntcn and deacons, tl)e bevSt citizens and statesmen, were fre-

qtjcntly the worse for liquor, and nothing was thought of it. To
hjvve a ministerial convention or a church gathering of any kind

^'ithout a bountiful supply of all sorts of alcoholic beverages

^^>uld have been considered altogether impossible. Dr. Leonard
»» oixis, of Andover, who died in 1854, said, "I remember when I

•ould reckon up among my acquaintance forty manistcrs who were
"itomperate." Another gentleman living in those times subsc-

<l"ently said in a Boston newspaper: '" I have a list of one hun-
•»ied and twenty-three intemperate deacons in Massachusetts,

'*«ily-three of whom became sots; a good many deacons in Xew
•''"gland died drunkards." This is but one item which shows
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what the moral condition of things was in our grandfathers' days

—those good old times. And things were equally bad in regard

to licentiousness. There certainly is a different feeling in the

air now. Things that once were readily tolerated would now
be severely frowned upon. Resolutions of public bodies such

as were passed by the last General Conference, condemning in

the strongest terms the slightest complicity with* the liquor

traffic by voice, vote, or influence, and declaring relentless warfare

against the saloon and the license system, show that the tide oi"

public opinion is magnificently higher than it once was and i.s

steadily rising all the time. It has already achieved much in

banishing the diabolical business from a large portion of the land,

and is going straight on till it makes a clean svreep of the u'hole.

A similar advance has taken place in many other directions, for

the proper recital of which no space can be taken. Prison reform

has done marvels to improve the condition of the jail population.

Only about a century ago English law^ recognized two hundred

and twenty-three capital crimes. Hanging was the penalty for

about everything, even the most trivial offenses. Off to the gal-

lows men were sent by the hundreds for really nothing. The

criminal laws of the most civilized countries were atrociously sav-

age and were relentlessly administered, and the condition of the

prisons was simply horrible. All that has been wholly changed.

The rights of women have come to be recognized as never before,

and the rights of children. How numerous almost beyond enu-

meration the philanthropic agencies of every kind that have been

set in motion for the amelioration of all sorts of suffering—hospi-

tals, asylums, infirmaries, dispensaries, institutions for the blind,

tlie deaf, the dumb, the idiotic, the insane, homes for the aged

and the orphan, societies for the prevention of cruelty to ani-

mals and cruelty to children! Most of these are of comparatively

recent growth, and are being marvelously multiplied every day.

Political and religious liberty of every kind is greatly growing-

Reform is the watchword of the hour, and never in any age of

the world did virtue and morality, purity and honesty, have so

strong a hold on the people. No progress? What can people be

thinking about who say this ? Where are their eyes, and their

eai-s, and their heads ?

THE GAINS OF RELIGION.

Driven from point to point, some of the croakers make a last

desperate stand h.ere, asserting that whatever may be the mental
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ami moral progress there is not as mucli genuine religion as there

UM.'<1 to bo. But it is just in this direction that the real facts,

properly considered, afford us the largest reason for praising God.

It is because of the religious gains that there have been gains in

tlie other matters mentioned. For religion is the most funda-

njcntal fact in all history, the main factor in every sort of ^vhole-

Koine growth. If it were to lose its grip on mankind or decline in

iiifluence vainly should we look for any advance in morals or any
ini[>rovement in the physical, social, and industrial condition of

mankind. Irreligion, infidelity, is utterly destructive of all that

makes life best Avorth having, all that promotes the progress of

the race. Infidelity is high treason against civilization. Hence
.ill that has been said thus far goes clearly to show that true re-

l:;;i()n mu>t be of necessity advancing. There are also many other

facts and figures to })roveit.

How glorious has been the advance of the Christian religion as

coiti])ared witli the imperfect and inferior faiths which it is steadilv

disMlneing. By the year 1500 there had come to be about one
hiuidre'l millions of Christians in the world. By 1800 there were
two hi;iidre<i millions. But by 1900 there will be not far from five

liundred millions, for there are almost that now. "While it took
eighteen centuries to get two hundred millions, it took only one
century more for the number to leap to five hundred millions. It

must be rather hard to find much ground for croaking in that fact.

But still more startling are the figures when we come to look at

the numbers under Christian governments. A century ago there
were three hundred and forty millions under the sway of Chris-
tian rulers. Now there are eight himdred and forty millions, or
about four sevenths of the population of tiie globe ; and the other
iliree sevenths cannot move hand or foot except as Christian powers
permit. Is there not some cause for enccin-agement here? Prac-
tically all the foreign commerce of the world—and what tliat means
.inybody can see— is in Christian hands, and of the tv/enty-one
iiullion tons engaged in it seventeen and a quarter million tons
'•'-•long to Protestant powers. Protestants have increased within
li'o century threefold, while Roman Cntholics have only doubled.
And, still better, it is the English-speaking nations, those most
•nergetically Christian, most progressively Protestant, that are
•advancing most rapidly of all. They liave multiplied fivefold
^'llun the century, while the population of the world has only
'loublcd. In another century they will be at least eight hundred
"idhons strong, and will completely dominate the globe. In John
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Wesley's day, one hundred and twenty-five years ago, only five

parts in thirty of the world's population were Christians. To-day

between nine or ten parts in thirty are Christians. A century

,

ago Christians were only twenty percent of the whole population,

or as one to four compared with non-Christians. Now they are

about thirty percent, if not thirty-three, or about one to two.

If it is said that this is but au increase of nominal Christians

we are ready with a still closer test. The communicants in the

Protestant Churches of America tlnough all the periods of our

national history have been steadily gaining on the population. In

1800 there was one communicant for fourteen and one half inhab-

itants—a very small proportion. In 1850 there was one for ever}^

six and one half ; in 1870 one for every five and a half ; in 1880

one for every five ; in 1890 there were over thirteen million com-

municants, or one for less than five. There has been a gain of ten

million communicants in the evangelical Churches of this country

since 1800—a gain without parallel in religious history. That does

not look as if Ave were going behind very much. Tried by the

severest test, in the teeth of the immense immigration with

which we have had to contend, most of it hostile to evangelical

Protestantism, we have still gained at a faster rate than has the

population.

Another point. The Christian faith, besides spreading more

and more widely over the world, was never so firmly rooted

in the affections and convictions of men as now, never so pure in

quality as well as large in quantity. How vast the improve-

ment by the Reformation under Lnther ! How vast the im-

provement by the revival under Wesley ! How signal has been

the defeat since then of high Calvinism, that travesty of the

Gospel which once so largely prevailed ! There never was so

simple, so reasonable, so sensible, so biblical a statement

of Christian truth as that Avhich now is commonly made. The

spirit of inquiry and investigation now abroad in the land,

which makes some people uneasy, is really one of the best signs

of the times. Theology has certainly been improved. Medi-

aeval monstrosities liave been shaken off. We are in far bet-

ter condition to meet the attacks of infidelity than ever before.

Those attacks have everywhere failed to make any important im-

pression on the defenses of the faith. And infidelity has not a

tithe of the power it had a hundred years ago. New churches

are being built in this country alone at the rate of one and a

half for every working hour every day the whole year through,
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anJ the missionary movement has swept so boldly into prorai-

r.cnce in the last fifty years that it seems practically like a new

lliitiij in the earth.

In view of all this and a dozen other things which there is no

»i>a''o to mention it is perfectly plain that our God is marching

on. In view of it all are we not fully warranted in declaring that

ilu- pitiful wail to which we are sometimes treated, that the world

u growing worse and the times are fearfully degenerate, is ab-

•olutely ridiculous, unworthy of serious thought?

The world is growing better, no matter what they say,

The light is shiniug brighter in one refulgent rar;

And though deceivers murmur and turn another way,

Yet still the world grows better and better every day.

TIiv vencr.'tble " good old times," dear as they are in memory to

nnny minds, were not even at their best as good as are these.

It i* true there are great evils in the world, and a very dark

piclure could be drawn by dealing exclusively with the misery and

|H>vcrty and crime that are so plentifully to be found. But the

|)<'int to be oberved is that things were much worse in the past, and

that not a very remote past, either. We have not yet reached

iho millennium, but there has certainly been great improvement.

Anyone who says there has not must be set down as ignorant of

!ii>t<)ry and of the world at large. He shows that he is not ac-

'iuaiuted with anything but what he sees right around him or reads

"1 the daily papers. lie takes too short views, too limited and

"m>ided views. He is not competent to form any judgment in

tlie matter. We need not and must not follow these pessimistic

thiukcrs, who have traduced and disfigured every age. We have
i I'Crfect right to the stimulus of life. Victory is in the air, not

'lofoat. In spite of all obstacles and hindrances the world moves
J'Tw-ard. It is sweeping out further and further into the dawn.
J lie light is breaking, the morning cometh, the day is at hand.

•'l:e golden age is not in the past, but in the future. The promised
J-irid is just ahead.

Though some hearts brood upon the past, our eyes

"With smiling futures glisten
;

Lo, now the dawu bursts up the skies,

Lean out your souls and listen.

The world rolls freedom's radiant way,

And ripens with our sorrow

;

The bars of hell are strong to-day

—

The Christ shall rise to-morrow.
8-—FIFTH SKHIES, VOL. X.
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THE ARENA.

EVOLUTION OX TRIAL.

Is it not time to call a halt? We have been making concessions, yield-

ing point after point to the evolutionists, till we have found ourselves

almost pushed from the outposts to the citadel of our faith, helping to

fulfill the prophecy of Herbert Si>encer, in his Biology, that the time

would come when the supernatural Avould be "pushed out" altogether.

Truly, that would be a dismal retreat, and for what? Atheistic evolu-

tion has been on trial for at least thirty years. What is the outcome?

Virchow, from the advance posts of science, sends back the word, " The
missing link not found." Perhaps he never heard of Professor Huxley's

"horse" (?), a creature about the size of a wolf, with never a hoof yet

evolved. We have been waiting for facts and have been met with falla-

cies—theories for truths, pretensions for proofs. What is tl»e secret of

such persistence? The purpose to push the Deity out of his universe.

It is Hume's " Xo evidence can prove a miracle." It is Kant's dogged

assertion that ''no cause within nature can also give origin to nature."

Professor Tyndall sees the nightmare of anthropomorphism even in the

creation of Darwin's " primordial forms."

Here are some of the difficulties of Darwinian evolution: 1. A chance-

made universe teeming with teleology and design—a contradiction, an

absurdity. 2. " Life without previous life "—an unproved and improbable

hypothesis. 3. Species developing into new species without any known
connecting links. 4. Two negative principles, selection and adaptation,

with all the potency of positive jiowers, producing a sentient world, the

one by destroying, the other by changing what is already in existence.

5. Strata of fossilifcrous rocks with definite boundary lines, separating spe-

cies from species, but no forms in transitu. Where are all these half-devel-

oped creatures—the generations of bees and butterflies with only incipient

wings, eagles with pinions powerless for flight, bulls without horns, ele-

phants without tusks, apes without tails. 6. That inexorable law—"the

survival of the fittest "'—allowing monstrous creatures to live until they

could be evolved into beings of permanent symmetry and beauty. 7. The

enormous number of chances required to evolve a new organ in a series of

generations, fiv^t its production, next its recurrence, then its growth

—

ten billions of chances for failure against one for success in only ten gen-

erations—as though printer's type, spilled out at random, should after

l.illions of trials spell out an "Iliad" or a "Paradise Lost." 8. The
fliishing laws of heredity and variation, the first tending to permanenre,

tlie second to instability and a kind of fickle experimentation. 9. The
vast extent of time required for the evolution of living creatures com-
pared with the limited age of the living world—say fifty million years.

Darwin's utmost estimate. Now, it has been shown that the coral insect

has been building in exactly the same style for about two hundred thou-
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k^nil yciirs, with no evidence of any variation in form or habits of work

in all that time. Only two hundred and fifty of such seons are required

•
<) rxhaust the limits of successive life. How and when and wliere did

.volution do its work. 10. Variations of type merging into stability and

(ixfdncss with no directing hand—unlike Darwin's variations among

P!'/«'0[is, which were forced and unnatural, even reverting to the original

t\iH% if left alone, 11. The formation of organs fitted only for a future

i:**' and for an untried element—as the eye, with all its humors and lenses,

formed in the dark, yet fitted for the light—the human eye, mobile, wide-

ranijing, farseeing; the eye of the dmgon-fly, with its twelve and a

h-ilf thousand facets, suited for observation in rapid flight; the eye of

thp bird, large, keen, adaptable. Aimless evolution somehow stumbled

upon these magnificent results! As M;irtineau suggests, "A microscope

itivonti'd in a city of the blind could hardly surprise us more." 13. The

a"lHj)tation of plants to animals, as that of the orchid, stored with honey

to attract the moth, then scattering its pollen upon its visitor for the

f«'rtiliz;ition of other orchids. 13. The marvelous instincts of animals.

H. Tlie mind of man, conscious of a free will and a sense of accountabil-

ity, yet evolved from a monod or from the slime of the sea—freedom

coupled with mechanism, consciousness of power springing from insensate

matter, confusion worse confounded! 15. The contrast of nature, with

its apparent aims and ends and multitudinous adaptations of means to

results, with the works of man, the latter leading back to a conscious

win, the former leading back to an unknowable something—or nothing.

Such is evolution in its widest and wildest sense; and we may venture

to prophesy that future generations will be astonished at the credulity of

ihfir ancestors, who could gulp down such jirepo.^terous propositions

while straining at the simple teachings of evangelical theism. "We must
r^hl this godless evolution and its abstrnct and undefinable ally, agnos-

ticism, unto the death. They are the deadly foes of all living faith and
spiritual life. Evolutionists knock madly at the doors of life and say.

"Grant us only a beginning!" Ah! but that discloses the God of cre-

ation; and as no one believes in a dead Deity it is easy to believe in a

hviiig and loving God, holding not only his univeree in his grasp of

power, but each of his redeemed and adopted children, as a mother
wImkc circling arms hold her babe to her bosom.. T. M. Griffith.

J'hiluUlphia^ Pa.

"LIKE PEOPLE, LIKE PRIEST."

The proverb, "Like people, like priest," is usually reversed when
'(Vioted, and made to read, '* Like priest, like people." The prophet (Ifos.

^^, G-11) was describing the sinfulness of the people, and the proverb
v;ss given to show the eilect of their lives upon the priesthood. The in-

'vit;ible result of widespread demoralization among a people is to tone
uown their religious teachers. Quite unintentionally and unconsciously
>»e lower our standard of morals by constant contact with those who are
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in degraded moral conditions. What is at first shocking is soon endured,

then condoned, and after a time practiced. It is still true that

—

Vice is a monster of so frightful mien,

As to be hated needs but to be seen

;

Yet seen too oft, familiar with her fac*?,

We first endure, then pity, then embrace.

The principle involved in the proverb and lines quoted find frequent

illustration in heathen lands. There are many Europeans and Americans

in China who, by contact with the heathen, have gradually taken on

heathen vices. At first heathen practices were shocking and even horrify-

ing, but time and contact gradually blunted their sensibilities, and little

by little they have yielded until they have become even more degraded

and shameless than the heathen. They are vividly described by St. Paul

in Rom. i, 28-33.

The same principle finds illustration in these Eastern lands in a less

offensive manner among the people who have come here as religious

teachers. Their contact with heathen philosophy and worship has, in

some instances, led them to what they now regard as an appreciation of

the truth these systems contain and a readiness to incorporate that truth

into the Christian system. There are a few ministers who came here

many years ago and who, unfortunately, became connected with govern-

ment affairs, who are now ready to incorporate some of the most impor-

tant teachings of Confucius with Christian theology, and thus to practi-

cally unite the two systems.

One of the most prominent features of Confucianism is ancestral wor-

ship. In their temples they worship before the tablets of Confucius and

other sages. They go to the graves of their ancestors at stated periods

and offer their sacrifices and worship the spirits of the dead. It is now
proposed to take ancestral worship into the Christian system. It is

claimed that the acceptance of Christ need not necessarily interfere with

this custom. It is believed that this concession on the part of Christian

teachers will make Chnstianity more popular and render its success far

more certain and rapid.

Recently I heard a doctor of divinity who has been in China many
years quote from the Sennon on the Mount, "1 am not come to destroy,

but to fulfill," and then go on to say, substantially, that Jesus did not

come to destroy any truth, but to add to and complete any system

containing truth, no matter where it might be found. His theory ap-

pears to be that Confucianism as an ethical system is in the main good,

but needs the teachings of Christ to complete it—to bring it to perfec-

tion. Thus the teachings of Confucius and of Christ can be united

and a complete system constructed. It was a clear case, unintentional,

of course, of perverting the words of the great Teacher by quoting

only a part ^of a most important utterance. The whole passage reads,

"Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or tha prophets: I am not

come to destroy, but to fulfill." If the Lord had said, " Think not that I
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xm como to destroy existing systems of religion as such, but to complete

ih.'m bv supplying what they lack," the theory of the reverend doctor

would h:ive seemed more reasonable. Jesus did not come to complete and

fulfill Confucianism, but to fulfill the Inw and the prophets. The learned

tloctor's i»lc:i seemed to be that Confucius taught the truth concerning

hu!U(in relations, and Jesus taught the truth concerning divine relations.

•lad 80 by puttiug the two together the Chinese would have a perfect

•ystoiu of truth.

One of the dangers now threatening Christianity in the East is cora-

OMiufse with heathenism. The advocates of this policy are, no doubt,

finding much to encourage them in the proceedings of the World's Con-

^jTCPS of Religions at Chicago, in which it seems to Imve been conceded

that all religions are more or less divine, and that they must hereafter

mutually respect each other. When one turns to his Bible and notes

Ihe denunciations of all idolatrous systems and worship, and then looks

toward Chicago and sees Buddhism, Confucianism, Brahraanism, Moham-
medanism, and Christianity in mutual embrace, he can hardly avoid ask-

inir, What does it mean?
As a spectacular performance the appearance in the Chicago Congress

"f IJuddhist, Confucianist, Mohammedan, Brahman, and Christian priests

and ministers upon the same platform calling each other brethren was, no

doubt, a great success; but did it help or hurt Christianity? Suppose the

priests pf these religious here in China should say to the Christian mis-

«i<inarics, *'It has been decided by the World's Congress of Religions at

Chicago that all systems of religions are divine, and that each system

is iH-'Culiarly adapted to the peoples to whom it has been given. Why
trouble us with your strange doctrines? Return to your own countries,

and allow us to practice the religions that have come down to us from
«">ur ancestors in peace." What answer could they give?

Frtitemization by Christian ministers upon terras of equality with the

robed and mitered priests of heathenism may have a fine scenic effect

upon a AVorld's Fair audience at Chicago, but a view of their deluded,

do;rraded, naked dupes and slaves in their native lands is quite another
tiling. Has the World's Congress of Religions brought heathen religions

up or has it let the Christian religion down? If they have fallen into

«*ch other's arms it would seem that one or the other, or perhaps both,
must have happened. "Can two walk together except they be agreed?"

Sfuinghai, China. A. B. Leoxakd.

^^KIIE ALL ANSWERS TO PRAYER PROVIDED AXD ALLOTTED
FROM ETERNITY ?

ir we understand Dr. Mudge, in his article on Prayer in a former
"•ri^if, he takes the affirmative. He quotes from Bushnell with dis-

••let approval, as follows: " God can never once make a new purpose io
line, because he can never meet a new case which had net already come

•tJto knowledge and had its merits discovered and its allotments deter-
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rained." He then comments thus : "His purposes were made from eter-

nity, made with full knowledge of all the prayers that would be offered

and with special adaptation to them," etc. This may be good tlieology

for a Methodist minister, and it may be what is taught in the schools ; but

to an unsophisticated layman it seems strongly tinctured with Calvinism.

What are God's purposes but Iiis decrees? His purposes cannot be

thwarted or resisted. If all the answers to prayer were from eternity

allotted and determined it reasonably follows that all things were allotted

and determined. The doctor sustains his views by reference to various

Calvinistic authors. I would fain hope that it was because he could quote

no Methodist.

The import of the doctor's views is that God finished all things " m tlie

'beginning,'''' and that since this creation he has had no new volition and
never can have any. As Bushnell says, in the above quotation, " God can

never once make a new purpose iu time." He rested from his labors

literally and forever. It does not relieve the matter to say, as is

said in one of his quotations, that foreknowledge has no causative

effect. His purposes were made from all eternity, and his purposes are

certainly causative and efficient. If the doctor intends to assert only the

doctrine that God foreknows all things that may ever come to pass, with

diffidence I suggest that such doctrine is more fatal to free will than

that of the Calvinistic decrees. The decrees may be and, as we under-

stand from the Scriptures, are often changed ; but even the Almighty

cannot change any fact that has come to his knowledge. We grant that

knowledge can have no causative effect; but nothing can be known until

it has existence. God necessarily knows all things, because he pervades

the universe ; but he can know only what exists, and his knowledge neces-

sarily coincides with the truth. Whatever future events he knows he

knows because he has determined them and given them the quality of

being known. The doctor asserts that God " iills all time and has always

been as present with what we call nmc as at the given moment when
we reach it." The necessary consequence of this view is tliat when God
created Adam the whole history of tlie race was present with him. All

the sin and suffering of time and hereafter were there present before him,

and by one awful fiat he spoke the whole into existence.

The doctor's theory may be good theology, built upon the supposed

necessity of God's omniscience including a knowledge of everything that

shall come to pass; but it does not seem to accord with tlie tenor of the

Scripture, and God's omniscience needs no support from such a theory.

He necessarily knows all things that are subjects of knowledge. But he

has made his free moral agents lords over their own actions, and those

actions cannot be subjects of knowledge until determined by the free

agent. To the unsophisticated reader tiic Scriptures indicate that God
has frequently been disappointed in those actions, and that he sometimes

changes his decrees. He seems to have been disappointed with the con-

duct of Adam, and he was certainly disappointed by the actions of the

antediluvians, and by the conduct of the children of Israel in the wilder-
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»r*v, and by the conduct of Saul and various others. He changed his

.Irt n'i>s rogiirdiug Nineveh, and he distinctly s:iys in Jeremiah xviii,

T-10, tliat it is a part of the system of liis general administration to

ilia:ij;c his decrees according to the exigencies: "At what instant I shall

• K-ak ciinccnuug a nation, and concerning a kingdom, to pluck up, and

;» pull down, and to destroy it ; if that nation, against whom I have pro-

n-^uncfd, turn from their evil, I will repent of the evil that I thought to

ilu unto them," etc. S. Hubbard.*

(ien(»eo^ If. T.

THE MILLENNIUM.

I.\ the July-August number of the Beciew there appeared a brief article

Oil thu Millennium, to which a reply seems called fur. The first objec-

C >a niiscd is against our taking the term millennium " in a material

wavt." Tills is exactly of a piece with the objections raised by Jewish

mJ Gentile vatioualiits against our taking the conception of the ilessiah

by the Holy Ghost " in a material sense." We ask, Do Christians believe

the incarnation of the Son of God because they can explain it or be-

raiiiie they think it a fact well attested by human witnesses, or simply

lH-oau,se the word says so? We find no greater diflBculty in believing

the word on future facts than on past facts. We see "interminable

'iiiiiculty " in the way of those, rather, who wish, in the face of ratiou-

•»!Lstic unbelief, to hold fast to the real, ntaterial incarnation of the eternal

Word, and wlio then turn round and, borrowing the weapons of the

rationalists, proceed to spiritualize all that is predicted of Messiah's glo-

rious kingdom over Israel. Literalizing backward and spiritualizing

forward is theological seesawing.

^Yc are next taken to task for not admitting " that Christ's kingdom
uns inaugurated at his [first] advent," and for not beliedng that the

fillen tabernacle of David was built again w-hen Christ "ascended the

throne as the eternal successor of David, to reign henceforth over spirit-

tul Israel," etc. Of course, we decline to believe any statements to

• hat ellect, except on as plain New Testament authority as can be pro-

duced to show that Jesus was the Christ. No New Testament writer

i4t».\s that Old Testament prophecy concerning Christ's kingdom found
'•-^» fullilhuent during Christ's life, or at Pentecost, or since. None is

fV«T guilty of the device of transplanting David's " fallen tabernacle " to

hvuvou. llow could Christ, by ascending to heaven, become, in any sense

^h'Ucver, the "eternal successor" of a king who nevt-r reigned there?

^ripture never states that David's "tabernacle" means God's throne;

«;(»r tliat the "house of Jacob" means the (Gentile) Church; nor that be-

hcvcrs are s\ibject3 of Christ's kingdom. Such looseness in the inter-

' hangc of biblical terms, each of which has a definite and unchanging
' >^*"trfticftl value, is not only unwarranted, but would soon convert the

impregnable rock " of the word into soft mud.

* Th». nrK<iy; I3 eapc'cLilIy glad to welcome the iotelligem laymen of the Church to lu
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Any theory •which makes the ascension of Christ to heaven a restoration

of David's throne over Israel confounds the human ancestor of Jesus.

David, with his heavenly Fatlier, God; merges his true Messiahship back

into his eternal divine sonship. The very first book of the New Testament.

Mattliew's gospel, by the Spirit entitled, " The book of the generation of

Jesus Christ, the son of David, the son of Abraham," is stripped of all

specific meaning and purpose. No motive is left for the providential

guarding and careful recording of Jcsus's lineal descent from the royal

house of David, none for his being a Jew at all. He might as well have

been born a Roman, or a Persian, or any other son of man if all those

prophecies are to receive, finally, but a spiritual fulfillment.

Again, the Church, Christ's body, biide, and fullness,* is never once in

the New Testament confounded with Israel, God's eternal, earthly pea-

pie, t chiefest among the nations,! sole channel of salvation for them.§

And these latter, for a time establislied in worldly dominion, for a time

treading down Jerusalem and the Jew, and the mission field for the out-

gathering of Christ's body, the Church, are never confounded with

either of the other two.f Over Israel and the nations,^ not over the

Church, which stands in wifely subjection only to her Lord and Head
(Eph. V, 24), is the Christ to rule. In this rule the Church is called to

share,** not in this age, but in the ages to come.tf Until then no king-

dom, no ruling for lier, but suffering, rejection, cross. ++

" My kingdom is not of this world " is hurled at us. Our opponents

have a way of handling this word of the Messiah, as though he had said

"fjf " TovTov rdv Koofjov^ and not "«" toItov tov k6c[iov. "We bow to the ab-

solute authority of this word as it reads. We decline, therefore, to believe

in or to look for any establishment of his kingdom by means of existing

(that is, Toirrov tov Kddftov) agencies. For these all, however completely

under the control of the Spirit, are " of " this present, perishable, corrup-

tible cosmos. No amount of Holy Ghost power will ever, in this age,

transform them into something unchanging and incorruptible. Wc
believe Christ's kingdom, when it comes, will come "out of" heaven en-

tirely. Its heirs must be born thence now. Thus, and thus only, will bo

secured infallibility of judgment, incorruptibility of principle, stability

of executive power—in a word, likeness with Him—in the coming kings

and princes of the earth.

To refute the a.s!5ertion that "in no place throughout all his teachings

does he refer to any future period wheu these hopes respecting a tem-

poral reign shall be fultilled," we would call up only two passages. In

Luke xix, ll-lf), the Master speaks a pannble "because they thought that

the kingdom of God should immediately appear." Its objective point i.<.

immistakably, the postponement of the apj^caring of the expected kingdom
until the nobleman " went into a far country to receive for himself a king-

dom, and to return." The allusion to the practice required of the Herodi-

* Eph. 1, 23. +1 Chron. xvil, 22. $ Jer. xxxl, 7.

8 Im. li. 3 ; John Iv, £2. ! 1 Cur. x. K. •. Psa. li, 6, 8 ; Ixxll, 2, II.

** Rom. vlti, 17. +t Col. ill, 4 ; IJobn lU, 2, $$2Cor. Iv, 8.
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ant, of coming to Rome before inaugurating their sovereignty over Judea,

«t.s fauiiliar uikI strikiug. The obvious teaching is, no kingdom inaugu-

nsioii until his return. The second passage is the Lord's reply to the

,iuc-tioa of his disciples in Acts i, 6, "Lord, -svilt thou at this time

rv-.torc the kingdom to Israel?" We are told by commentators that

ih<^' discii'les, after hearing tlie good news of the kingdom from Jesus

bl.Ti-»clf, after preaching it and seeing it divinely attested by signs and

•under*, after additional instruction by their risen Master concerning

\\\c kingdom of God during the forty days before his ascension, "were

'.ill in gross ignorance concerning the nature of Christ's kingdom."

wrrt; "8t ill hopelessly wedded to low, carnal, Jewish conceptions of the

sariK"." We repudiate this slander upon their intelligence. We abhor

thf reflection cast upon the ability of the great Teacher. We shudder to

think what a tremendous weapon is thus pressed into the hand of skeptic

und unbeliever. For, if these disciples must stand convicted of utter

ii'-apacity rightly to understand Christ's teaching on the one central

liicinc of his preaching, what other subject did they understand ? We
j.rofer to believe Christ's own words to them, "It is given unto you to

know the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven." We believe the Master

mrceeded in opening their eyes on the point which had sorely perplexed

thcra. And thus their inquiry calls out no rebuff or reproof from the Mas-

tor, but receives acknowledgment in his reply, " It is not for you to know
the times or the seasons, which the Father hath put in his own power.'"

Times and seasons for what ? For reestablishment of the Davidic theoc-

rucy over Israel as an earthly nation. All the laws of the construction

ot" language, of the relation of answer to question, of context to connec-

tion, demand this and forbid any other interpretation. The error of the

"wstlcs before Jesus rose from the dead was in thinking that the Mes-

"i.nh while in his mortal flesh should fulfill the old prophecies. Thco-

i'>Kians in our day will have it that the Church, the fallible, coiTuptible;

«dJ divided bodj-, while in mortal flesh must fulflU, nay, is itself the very

folfillment of those prophecies. Which is the greater and more inexcus-

able error ?

In conclusion, which is the more "carnal" conception of "kingdom,'*

"reign," and "conquest"—that which denies to. believers in this age

*ll assumption of power, authority, and dominion, assigning to them,

>»hile in their mortal bodies, the position, exclusively, of humiliation,

»tTvife, trial, sulTering, and patient waiting for Christ ; or that which
ir» one breath tells the Church tliat she is, indeed, to be like him in this

'•orUl. despised and rejected, and in the next tells her to "conquer the

World," to take on and exercise authority, influence, and dominion in

•TiattPM social and political even in this present evil world ? Let spiritual

t'iini,'s be spiritually discerned by the spiritual. But let the word of

iJ»« r.ord stand for what it says, "And the Lord God shall give unto
lji:n the throne of his father David: and he shall reign over the houso
«• .Tticob forever." E. F. Stroeter.

Vniteraity Park, Colo.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

THE MINISTERIAL STUDENT—ARRIVM.'AT COLLEGE.

In the progrc-ss of the young Christian toward a thorough education

he has now passed the first period of formal educational life. Three years,

more or less, have liten spent at the academy. He has thus laid the foun-

dations essential to the successful prosecution of advanced studies. The
point which he has now reached is one of exceeding interest and impor-
tance. The college has a great charm about it to a young student.

He has dreamed of it through all his preparatory years. He leaves

home with a souse of importance new to him. His parents and friends

share his feelings and give him the advice which they think will be need-

ful amid his new environments and, as they fear, his new temptations.

His first entrance upon the college campus is an occasion of strange de-

light. _ Everything around him is full of interest. The buildings are

in some respects different from those to which he lias been accustomed.

The libraries are larger, and he sees everywhere the evidence of the care of

the wise and benevolent founders and patrons of the institution.

His first duty will l)e to call upon the president or other ofiicer desig-

nated to receive new students. If he has not already passed the exam-
inations for admission he will, of course, be anxious until that has been

done. When admitted, his first duty will be to secure a suitable room-
mate. This may be done by the college authorities in accordance with

established regulations. If not, and if he is at liberty to mahe his

own choice, he will do well to make haste slowly. One's roommate in

college is a very important factor in his educational life. The qualities

necessary in a suitable roommate are varied. All good people are not

companionable, or, at least, not desirable to have in close association.

A roommate may do much to make or to mar one's success in student life.

While character and characteristics are very important, his habits of study

and his ideals sliould not be forgotten. If one is associated day after day
with a desultory student, or a companion to whom stuily is distasteful and
who has no real object in view that is worth attaining, he cannot fail to be

affected injuriously. On the other hand, constant companionship with a

fellow-student of lofty a^^pirations and of careful habits is a constant in-

spiration to scholastic and moral advancement.

His companions at table are a part of his educational life. The daily

talk of a rude man during meals may be very injurious. Men unpolished
in manners or rude in speech should be avoided if possible. In case it be
possible to make selections for the table as well as for the room his choice

should fall on young men of intellectual acutencss, good manners, and
scholarly tastes. Nothing has here been said of the duty of securing in

these selections those who are religious, if possible, as this is assumed to

be clearly recognized. Our ministerial student should always breathe
the atmosphere of piety.
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THE CULTIVATION OF EXGLISH STYLE.

I »Nr. of the incidental requisites for ministerial success is tlie accurate

^.1 refined use of the English tongue. "We cannot think that an undue

caiiihasis is laid upou this phase of sermonic preparation and pulpit

c«r livery in our universities and schools of theology. While laying all

tmpluisia upou the weightier matters of the law, without which no minib-

trrial furnishing is ever complete, it is encouraging that our great centers

..f cilucutiou are also giving the subject the attention befitting its high

'.r.;[H)rtance, Tiie pew should not surpass the pulpit in the correct and

(*rilc use of tlie mother tongue. With college graduates who have en-

t'TTtl medicine, the law, or commercial life as auditors in all the churches

»: U'ljooves the man who ministers to them in hoi}' things that he lacr not

UJiitid in the quality of his address to them. Though the misfortunes

uf early life may have prevented his graduation from classic halls, he,

ti'-vt-rtbeless, has a duty toward these particular auditors; that fortune has

jcvs highly favored him is no excuse for any slovenliness or inaccuracy of

»;-«-cch which it is within his power to remedy. The newspaper, also, in

iti daily circulation, the frequent magazine literature of the day, and the

i-ofviible libraries of all our larger villages and cities, to the extent that

\\ny act as educators of the common people, are a spur to the ministry
f'f ilic day to the study and mastery of the English language.

As to the methods in which this most desirable end is to be brought
»V.tut no invariable rule may, perhaps, be laid down. The circumstances
"f our ministers so widely difiier as to earlier education, present environ-
m-'nt, and personal facilities that to formulate any specific direction
would be foreign to the present purpose. We may, however, venture the

»u<:i,'e»tion that the judgment of our best journalists, such as is expressed
ia the accompanying extract, has its definite value. A veteran editor,

known for his terse and vigorous English, gives to J'oung journalists
liio following advice, which merits the attention of ministers as well,

»Md which, for its illustration of the excellencies to which it exhorts,
S* deserving of insertion in full

:

A f>r a knowledge of the Knfflisli lanpfuage comes, of course, in regiilar order, the prac-
'!•", the cultlvatlou of tlie ability to use it, the development of that ait whieli ia it^ latest
• 'HI we call style, and which distiuguiibes one writer from another. This style Is some-
•..Sitiit of such evanescent, intangible nature litat it is diOlcult to tell in what it consists. I

•^r;vse it is in the combination of imasination and humor, with the entire, command of
'-- word-resources of the language, all applied together in the construction of sentences. I

• •'; t>.sc that Ls what makes style. It is a very precious gift, but it is not a gift that can
»• *i.vs b« acquired by practice or by study.

^

It may be added that certainly in its highest perfection It can never be acquired by prac-
••'•

I do not l)elievo, for instance, that everybody who should endeavor to acquire such a
M.'> as the lute Dr. Channlng possessed could succeed In doing so. He was a famous writer
O.'.y jeurs ago in Boston, and his style U of the most beautiful and remarkable character. As
• 'I'^lmen of it let me susrgest to you his essay on Napoleon Bonaparte. That was, per-
-^''l'*. the very best of the critical analyses of Napoleon that succeed^-d to the period of Na-

o
"'.? ^*"^'''P' which had run all over tlie world. Channintr's -stvie was sweet, pure, and

•J*
t'htful, without having those surprl?.es, those extraordinary felicities, that mark the style

• »>me writers. It was perfectly simple, U-aiisluceut throughout, without effort, never
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leaving you la any doubt as to the idea ; and you closed the book with the feeling that you

bad fallen In with the most sympathetic mind, whose instructions you ml}?ht sometimes

acctjpt or sometimes reject, but whom you could not regard without eutiie respect and ad-

miration.

Another example of a very beautiful and admirable style which Is well worth study is that

of Nathaniel Hawthorne. In his writings we are charmt-d with the new sense and meaninc

that he seems to give to familiar words. It Is like reading a new language to take a chapter

of Hawthorne ; yet It Is perfectly lovely because with all its suggestiveness It is peiltctly

clear, and when you have done with it you wish you could do it yourself.

The next point to be attended to is this : What books ought you to read ? There are some

books that are indispensable, a few books. Almost all books have their use, even the silly ones,

and an omnivorous reader, if be reads intelligently, need never feel that his time is wasted

even when he bestows it on the flimsiest trash that is printed ; but there are some books that are

absolutely inJLspensable to the kind of education that we are contemplating, and to the profes-

sion that we are considering; and of all these the most indl^^pensable, the most useful, the one

whose knowledge is most effective, is the Bible. There is no book from which raore valuable

lessons can be learned. I am consideriug It now not as a religious book, but as a manual of

utility, of professional preparation, and professional use for a journalist. There is peihaps

no book whose style is more suggestive and more instructive, from which you learu more

directly that sublime simplicity which never exaggerates, which recounts the greatest event

wl:h solemnity, of course, but without sentimentality or affectation, none which you o)>€n

with such confidence and lay down with such reverence ; there is no book like the Bible.

When you get into a controversy and want exactly the right answer, when you are looking

for an expression, what is there that closes a dispute like a verse from the Bible? What is

it that sets up the right principle for you, which pleads for a policy, for a cause, so much as

the right passage of Holy Scripture ?

Then, everybody who is going to practice the newspaper profession ought to know Shake-

speare. He Is the chief master of English speech. He is the head of English literature.

Considered as a writer, considered as a poet, considered as a philosopher, I do not know
another who can he named with him. He is not merely a constructor of plays that are

powerful and impressive when they are shown upon the stage, with all the auxiliaries of

lights and scenery and characters ; he is a high literary treasure, a mighty storehouse of

wisdom, the great glory of the literature of our language ; and. if you don"t know him.

knowing the language may not be of much avail after all. Perhaps that is an exaggeration,

and I take it back ; but it is an object to know Shakespeare ; It is Indispensable to a

Journalist.

There Is another English author who ought not to be neglected by any young man who
means to succeed in this profession. I mean John Milton, and I invite your attention to that

immortal essay of his, too little known in our day, the " Speech for the Liberty of Unlicensed

Printing." It is a treasury of the highest wisdom, of the noblest sentiments, and of the

greatest instruction ; study that, and you will get at once the philosophy of English liberty

and the highest doctrine that has ever been promulgated, to ray knowledge, with regard to

the freedom of the press.

WEIGHING OUR SUCCESSES.

The measure of success is a maiT's abiding ])ersoDality and his abiding

work. He wbose influence for good lives iu his achievements is the one

who really lives. Mere transient popularity and teiujjorary success are of

little worth. They are the flowers which are beautiful for a day, but

wither with the first breeze of the evening. They appear to the eye

and gratify the sense, but leave no trace even of existence. Such i.s

not the success of the true preacher. His work abides because it is God's

work and is wrought by God's Spirit. " If any man's work abide ... he

shall receive a reward." This leads to the conclusion that the young
preacher should seek such jireparation and perform stich labor as shall

last. lie must learn early in life to estimate at their proper value the

mere praise and blame of men. He must not be elated if his sermpr.s ere
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<*>mmeDdcd by admirers ; he must not be cast down if they do not al-

vsTn win popular approval.

W.^vi then shall we weigh our success in our ministry ? • "What standard

»h»il we employ ? Shall we make the social or the financial position of

vrtjf Chiijxh the standard ? In God's kingdom there are no first, second,

'.r third class churches, and no first, second, or third class preachers.

Ihvreisno keeping up our "grade "in the divine economy. All who
• rf called to preach are equal in rank, although all preachers may not be

r^iunl in ability. They may do different work, they may command the

4'.rrtition of j>ersons of different social and intellectual gifts, but they are

il\ "ambassadors for Christ." They all persuade men in Christ's stead
to be reconciled to God.

It would not be wise, therefore, to weigh our successes by the size or
wrnith of the church to which we are called to minister. It is true there
i» a kiud of talent required in certain churclies, and these churches can
<n}ly be secured by those who arc adapted to them. But the preacher
wuAt beware lest he regard the securing of some important pastorate as
the achievement of success. That church exists for the performance of
.»Tiuin work, and it is his duty to see that this work is performed. He
mu.«it Imj its leader and instructor in its great enterprises of personal sal-

»iiti.)n and practical benevolence. He may hold the position for a full

jvi^toral term to the satisfaction of the congregation, and yet not be in
'.he best sense a successful pastor. Only as he shall be the instrument of
•^oomplishingall the good which that church ought to do, or is qual-
Mcd to do, can he be in the highest sense successful. Once in a while
Wx" minister is forced to ask, " Am I succeeding as I ought ? Where can
I tiiid a model of success ? " And he will look around' over his Confer-
rncf.- and find some one of less talent and less opportunities of training
»nd of work who has really done the work of the gospel minister, who
Ij-lh Raved men and women, who has edified the Church, who has done
R^XKi in manifold ways and, even though unknown outside of his imme-
*i'«te circle, is indeed "a workman that needethuot to be ashamed."

VOTKS FOR STUDENTS ON IIARMAN'S "INTRODUCTION- TO THE
STUDY OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES."

^

This important book on a most important subject is placed early iu the
-*t of studies prescribed by the bisliops. It requires careful and i)ainstak-
•'J« .study. Some notes briefly calling attention to its salient features
»ua the methods to be pursued in its study may be helpful, espcciallv to
tuasc who have not had a previous theological training.

he student should first note and impress upon his memory the purpo<=c

^
llie book as stated by the autlior, taking care to define clearly the

i-eaiung of the severalterms, "genuineness," "credibility," "integrity."
|'^»

nhich there is often confusion. Accurate definition is important.
^ .V by careful discrimination of terms and by keeping in mind the author's

purpose will the subordinate parts be readily retained in the memory.
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He will do well also to group in outline the points discussed in the in-

troductory chapter, which, in brief, may be stated as follows:

1. The scope of the discussion.

2. The mental attitude in whicli we should enter upon the study.

3. The scholastic acquisitions which are important.in order to pursue

the subject critically.

4. The author's justification of the difficulties which are to be found

in the Bible.

5. The human and the divine elements which appear in the word of

God.

6. The views of Justin Martyr, Clement of Alexandria, Theophilus of

Antioch, Origen, and others on the inspiration of the Script\ires.

These points arc clearly stated by the author; but the student who is

preparing for examination will do well to make an analysis for himself

and to commit it to memory. It will not be difficult to memorize tiie

analysis after it has been carefully prepared. The subjects are arranged

in logical order, and thus can be more readily retained. When the analy-

sis has been thoroughly mastered it becomes much easier to recall the

details at the time of the examination. The whole discussion being be-

fore the mind in the outline, the bearing of each subordinate argument

or illustration will be readily understood. This method should be sup-

plemented by reading any discussions on the same topics which may be

found elsewhere. Take, for example, the fourth point mentioned above.

The author shows that the difficulties which are found in the word of

God are analogous to difficulties which we meet in the physical world.

On this point the student will do wisely to recall and read anew the dis-

cussion in Butler's Analogy, where this subject is very exhaustively

treated.

A SUGGKSTION.

It is the purpose of the '* Itinerants' Club " to furnisli such papers as

will be most helpful to younger ministers, especially to those who are

pursuing their Conference studies. During the past year attention has

been called to the extent of the course which has been prescribed by the

Board of Bishops, and an attempt has been made to emphasize the neces-

sity of careful preparation in order to pass successful examinations. Th(

course is now a rigid one, and the Conference committees are giving

more than ordinary attention to this part of our Conference work. Confer-

ence itinerant clubs are holding meetings for lectures and instruction,

and the committees are meeting at specified periods to examine the can-

didates, thus facilitating systematic preparation on the part of the stu-

dent. This department of the lievicw will be glad to receive communi-
cations from brethren who have well-defined views on the methods by

which the "Itinerants' Club" can best aid the young men who are pursu-

ing their Conference courses. These communications will be regarded as

confidential if so stated on the part of the writer; otherwise the editor

will feel at liberty to use them in whole or in part.
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ARCHEOLOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

FASCINATION OF OLD TESTAMENT STUDY.

KvEiiYOXEis interested in searcliing out the causes of great movements.

Thi* srcounts for the numerous lives of great men and sketches of impor-

unl events which continually pour from the press. It accounts for the

Brvcr-failing interest manifested by believers and skeptics alike in the

i;fe of Jesus. Is it not at least striking that Renan, -vvho spent forty years

In carrying out a youthful plan to explain the origin of Christianity, should

rlo«? his labors with a History of the People of Israel? Why was the

student of the early years of Christianity fascinated with the history of

iht' Jews ? It was because he could not explain Jesus of Nazareth or the

most remarkable religious movement of the world without going back to

the Jews, from whom Christ sprang. But Judaism is even more than the

li^toric mother of Christianity. There are three religions—Christianity,

Mohammedanism, and Buddhism—which overleap national and race

brtundnries. The first two claim the Old Testament as their mother. In

the Old Testament, as well as in the Xew, divine power hides. It is not

ftningc, therefore, that from Germany and Holland we have almost as

many histories of Israel as we have lives of Jesus. Augustine's Citu of
'7*/, the first attempt at a philosophy of history, the book which shaped

tlicKomanCatliolic hierarchy, grew out of his study of the Old Testament.

The theology of the Puritans, which has largely shaped our American civ-

ilitalion, sprang from the same source. Every thinker who loves the phi-

lovjphy of history, whodelightsin tracing great movements to their genetic

causes, will find a strange fascination in Old Testament study. The chief

rcavm why the history of Israel has not become fhe most prominent and
popular study in our universities is because a prophet is needed to interpret

this matchless literature. Have we not more scribes than prophets in our

colleges ?

PURPOSE.

OcR chief reasons for introducing a department cf biblical research and
»rrh,Tology into the lietieio are an intense love of the Bible and a strong

whcf in its divine power. If we can awaken in our readers a greater

.aterest in this book, if we can lead anyone to a profounder study of its

p^trcs, to a more intelligent conception of its growth, and to a deeper
Tcnlization of its providential vrork in the training of the race and of its

divine power yet to nourish the individual soul, we shall be satisfied.

" e recognize at once the human as well as the divine elements in the
^^^i^. To illustrate both these elements and to awaken interest in the
Ii:bie we shall present our readers from time to time with such facts as

*e can gather in regnrd to biblical archaeology. We shall hail with
J^y any light which Egypt, Babylonia, Assyria, or any land may throw
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upon Okl Testament chronology and history. We shall welcome all the

light which the study of comparative religions may furnish us regarding

the origin of religion and the growth of revelation. We shall aim to pre-

sent without prejudice the latest assured results of historical criticism.

While our space will not permit detailed representations of the proct-sses

of the critics, we shall try to place their conclusions fairly before our read-

ere. "While conSning ourselves mainly to tiie Old Testament, we shall not

hesitate, when occasion demands, to point out the victory of a supernat-

ural philosophy in tlie field of New Testament criticism. Let us study

the Old Testament with open minds and see if the book does not prove

its divinity by furnishing us with the bread of life.

THE BURNING QUESTION.

Though the higher criticism must not monopolize our space, and though

as a rule we ."shall discuss it only incidentally, yet any attempt to ignore

so important a subject in a department like ours would be naturally attrib-

uted to cowardice. So in this number, while we are laying our corner

stone, we shall consider very briefly this perplexing problem. We may
say right here that higher criticism i;^ not one of the exact science.s; nor

can it be as long as imagination and preconceived notions have such

sway within its domain.

In any controversy it is always well to find a common meeting place,

and then to get a clear idea of the divergent waj's. Critics on both sides

agree that Amos and Ilosea wrote between B. C. 775 and 725, and that

the eighth century B. C. was a period of gieat literary activity among the

people of Israel. At this point the views of the critics diverge. The

more advanced higher critics insist that the eighth century B. C. was the

first period of literary activity among the Israelites. Wellhausen, though

admitting that wiiting had been practiced from a much earlier period, yet

would restrict it to formal instruments, and that upon stone. Of this we

shall speak in another issue. lie thinks that a few religious songs were in

existence before the ninth century; but these " were handed down from

mouth to mouth." The more radical critics claim that the phrase "the

law and the prophets " is misleading. The law, thoy say, is a fabrication

of the prophets during the early part of Josiah's reign; and the story of

its discovery in the temple at that time is a pure invention to give the

law greater authority.

Readers very naturally inquire whether discoveries, archaeological or

of any nature, have been made which will force fair-minded students

to accept such radical views regarding the Old Testament. We reply in

the negative. Indeed, such men as Kuenen and Wellhausen boldly assert

that it is impossible to construe the phenomena presented in the literature

of Israel without first adopting some historical theory of the progress or

retrogression of the Jewish people. In order to determine the order of

the sources with any degree of certainty, literary and linguistic argu-

meots are rejected or treated as secondary, and the aid of historical criti-
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*3» \i invoked. The most striking proof that the critics cannot deter-

i; ar iLc relative age of docuraeLits by the study of the documeuts theiu-

»,,,-» i> the fjict tliat the "Priestly Document," wliicli used to be set

I -an bv the critics as the earliest source of the Hexateuc'h, is now by the

.; jiUn hypothesis made the very latest. The reason for this change is not

» .-..•listic one, but the fact that the latest theory evolved from the bi-ain

A l-'n* critics as to the course of Israelitish history demands that this doc-

r-ncat lake a late place in the materials out of which the Hexateuch was

f.jHj^'d. Kueuen tells us frankly, " For us the Israelitish is one of

'-.f principal religions, nothing less, but also nothing more." Tiele, in

... H.sfori/ of llelvjiojjs, presents the naturalistic formula by which each

ffc.-^, including the Israelitish, has advanced from primitive worship to

»~.;miMn, polydemonism, polytheism, and pantheism or theism. Upon
•'

- otlicr side investigators like Schrader and critics like Dillman and

S.'/.tlrkc have reached very difEcrent conclusions from Yv'ellhausen and

K-j'-ncn as to the development of Israelitish history. Recognizing the

rui'ling hand of Jehovah in the national affairs of the Jewish people,

•i-.'- f'lnncr hold that the account of the call of Abraham, the sojourn

a K;,'yi)t, the deliverance through ]Mt)ses, the settlement in Canaan,

4-1 the establishment of the Israelitish kingdom are narratives of real

'\r\As which took place substantially as related in t lie biblical books. In

* o'T'l, the radical critics start with a naturalistic hypothesis, and they

i:l to see that God favored Israel at the outset with a revelation which
t-i fallowed by alternate periods of declension and progress. The his-

'^n<:\\ materials are arranged not solely or chiefly according to internal

»"k.« furnished by the materials themselves, or by any side-lights from
'\hx literatures, but to a wonderful extent according to the preconceived

f^^il'.-^ophical theories of the writers.

T lie great question at issue between the historians and the scientists of
'c nitnralistic and supernaturalistic schools is whether history or science

•^*a he interpreted on purely naturalistic grounds. "SVe hold that a super-
s-^'-uril philosophy is demanded by both. The farther we go back in the
f ''iL'iiniri history of any nation the more nearly that nation approaches a
*-^!»tic conception of the universe. If we cannot discover continued light

' >•'» on high in the great religious literatures outside the Bible we cer-
i-Jiir can see some signs of original revelation by the Father of all. Be
•»•* M it may, the Bible has exercised a unique influence upon the civili-

'*ti"n of the world. Out of the Old Testament literature sprang the
"^K Testament, the most vital book on the globe to-day. Above all,

•'•a the people of Israel came the Saviour of the world. The first duty
' -be scientist or historian is to recognize facts, and then try to construe
' '»• It wonld certainly be more rational to attribute the supernatural

•^"•u.tj of the Biiile to a supernatural cause, especially if such a cause
•'J*t b? rcrnonized in nature, than to attempt to empty all history of
'-'^idcntial guidance and then reduce the literature of the Old Te3-

*^Moat to the naturalistic plane of Egyptian or Assyrian literature. To
•^int for the x;reation which we find in nature or for the revelatioa
•'—; rKlil SERIKS, vol.. X.
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which we find in the Bible upon the naturalistic hypothesis is to make
the effect greater than the cause.

The naturalistic theory breaks down again when applied to the history

of the Bible in detail; for, while granting that the eightli century B. C.

was a period of great prophetic activity, how can critics maintain that

this was the first period of activity among the people of Israel? How
can they maintain that Elijah and Elisha could neither read nor write,

or that they wei-c but little more than raving fanatics, imitators of

Canaanitish soothsayers? On such an hypothesis how is it that within a

century, despite the slow progress of the Orient, we pass from this non-

literary and superstidous age to the lofty religious tone and the highly

finished literary products of Amos and Hosea? Or, if Wellhausen and

Cheyne's theories regarding the Psalter are true, how is it that the richest

and most inspiring devotional literature of all the ages was produced iti

an age of religions decadence, and by men whom the critirs declare to be

religious formalists engaged in pious fraud? Again, tlie ])rophecies, after

the most thorough sifting by the critics, contain some pas.sages which

can only be interpreted as predictions of a coming Saviour of the world.

How could the prophets have given the race the lofty moral teaching of

the Book of Isaiah coupled with the false and superstitious claims of

soothsayers? More marvelous still is the fact that from this politically

insignificant race and from a tribe and family of that race designated by

the prophets a person appeared who claimed that these prophecies were

fulfilled in himself. Explain some prophecies away, and the fact remains

that the essence of prophecies uttered more than two thousand years ago

are finding their fulfillment in the influence which Christ is gaining over

the world to-day. In view of the phenomena we cannot possibly explain

the Old Testament except upon the theory that it contains a super-

natural revelation.

Finally, while we believe that the higher criticism has thrown liglit

upon a vast number of details i\s to the origin of the Old Testament, v.c

have never been able to escape the conviction that the hypot'aesis of

Kuencn, Graf, and others leaves the writers of the Old Testament open

to the charge of fraud, innocent (?) though it be. Amos says distinctly

that prophets had preceded him. Ilosea makes a siniUar declaration. He

speaks repeatedly of the sojourn of the Israelites in Egypt, and that tiie

Lord led them out of Egypt by a prophet. Either tiicse men were pre-

cedeil by prophets, one of who:n belonged to the period of the Egyptian

bondage, or else Amos and Ilosea were deceivers of the people. The

naturalistic hypothesis is not only defective as a philosophy, but it al^o

breaks down when a[)plied to any one of the critical periods of Jewi^-h

history. Considering all the phenomena before us, and remembering the

outcome of New Testament criticism, we believe that the higher ciiticism

of the Old Testament will deliver the Churcli from the worship of the

letter on one side, while upon the other side it will furnish coming gener-

ations with stronger reasons than any other generation has posse-jsed for

the conviction that " we have tiie word of prophecy made more sure."
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. MISSIONARY REVIEW.

MISSIONARY COUXCILS.

The year 1893 saw several important missionary conferences, with rep-

.•r-.rntalives of several brandies of the Christian Church participating in

•itr proceedings. The great Decennial Conference of India was in session

13 IJoinbay when the year opened, and its discussions, with the formal

•».t«rM and addresses, make two goodly volumes of over four hundred

pa;,*^« each, which will be of permanent value to the student of missionary

tarjvemrnts. A general missionary conference of all the missionary socie-

?;.-< of the continent of Europe was among the notable gatherings of the

y-xT. For the first time in its history the world saw a pan-denomina-

ti.'Ti^l missionary conference under the Southern Cross. This first gath-

rr.np for counsel of the Churches of the mission field in Australasia, com-

f.vuMl of representatives of nineteen missionary societies from various

trtr;* of Australia, New Zealand, and other portions of the South Seas, con-

• -nrd at Melbourne. Another general missionary conference was held at

I>:rh;iii, Cape Colony, South Africa, About fifty English, Scotch, and

.American missionaries, representing various missionary societies laboring

:r> S)uth Africa, made repoits of their work and took part in the deliber-

^linns. The Congress of ^lissions held as auxiliary to the Columbian Ex-

I'Hition, Chicago, composed of representatives of missionary work in large

<i!ics among depressed classes and immigrants in this country, and par-

l^-ij.ntcd in by foremost men and women of this country and Europe and

"•.ijrr parts of the world, while not all that it might have been made nor

f-whing the ideal of its projectors, will yet stand out as an important and

'.mpro-^ivc contribution to the cause of the world's evangelization; and the

^•''lumc.8 of its proceedings, promised at an early date, will be a handsonii-

< ^trihution to the literature of missions.

Kive such great gatherings for counsel on the methods and results of

«a-Miioii:iry plans and policies in a single year, held in widely separated

••*-ntrr! of human influence, in Asia, Europe, Australia, Africa, and Amcr-
•"^ all having the one aim of the extension of the knowledge and power
«'J the Christiau religion, show that this department of Christian eilort

s-'. 1 thought is well to the front. Such an accidental combination of in-

''H.-ctual activity in any department of political or social economic char-

^t'-r would arrest the attention of statesmen as marking a drift or tend-

"7 in human affairs—in fact, a movement which they could not ignore.
» •? fact that these are of a religious character does not remove them
• ':» the category of signi6cant human events. If no human statecraft
"*"'* prndnccil them they are yet within the fine diplomacy of divine

5 •'•»!. l.-iice and in the interest of a universal kingdom of Jesus, the Sou of

'^r^. tho Son of God. There is minor significance in the assemblies of

• •']'-* formal nature of Christian missionaries, such as those of the Int'^r-

-»t*unal Missionary Union, held annually at Clifton Springs, N. Y., and
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the union conference of all the missionaries in and about Calcutta in

monthly meeting for deliberative purposes, and the still later development
of this tendency in the Arima missionary conference of Japan. The vil-

lage of Arima is situated in a mountain valley back of Kobe, about twelve

hundred feet above sea level, and has hot and cold mineral springs.

Since 1891 missionaries who have been obliued to resort thither have

held conferences on the work of the missions of Japan and China and
other lands. The conference of this year saw one hundred and thirtv

missionaries, with their v;ives and children, present at Arima.

PATRIOTISM IX MISSION COUNTRIES.

It is among the experiences of the modem missionaries to heathen lands

to discover that patriotism has become a serious obstacle to evangeli-

zation. It is only by the intensest national spirit that Bulgaria is able to

attain a solidarity that can resist the political competitions of powerful

cations whose antagonisms focalize on Bulgarian boundary lines. Every-

tliing national must be fostered", all else discountenanced. The Church
must be indigenous or be naturalized at the outset. Protestantism

must be acclimated and assimilated. The political arena is strongly

Protestant in its personnel. Robert College trained the men who have

made and are making modern Bulgaria. They have drauglited its con-

stitution and controlled its legislature. But they can do neither except

in the interest of the intensest Bulgarian nationalism. The Protestant

religion, therefore, may be desired and the foreign ecclesiosticism disliked.

One of the difficulties of the iMethodist propaganda in Bulgaria has been to

encourage this patriotic element essential to the very life of Bulgaria,

and at the same time develop a Methodist church.

Patriotism has also entered into the missionary issues of Japan. "What-

ever else the Japanese are they are Japanese first, last, and all the time.

They have sent their embassies abroad to study foreign constitutions, but

only with the purpose of constructing their own, which Japan will

evolve independently for itself. They experimented with foreign dress

for their women, but gave it up as not an improvement on their own.

They tried foreign systems of postal service, and evolved their own. They

accepted the foreign educationalist, but only desired his services to

familiarize Japanese teachers with foreign curricula and methods.

They accepted the foreign religious teacher in the same way. He was so

enthusiastically received tliat it looked as if Japan might become Chris-

tian in a day; and the more so as statesmen who had no personal Chris-

tian experience thought that Japan would be compelled to accept Chris-

tianity and give it a place in the comity of the nation. But Japan had not

shifted its base. It only proposed to accept the foreign ecclcsiasticism

far enough to see what there was in it which it desired to assimilate into

Japanese national life. Hence the movement which resulted in a com-

promise of a number of missionaries to form the " Church of Japan," at

the sacrifice of their denominationalism. But this could only be a halting
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r!»-e. The Japanese believed himself able to dispense -with all the creeds

hitherto formulated. He would have none of thera. He did not care to

*.-«-rpt even the Apostles' Creed, He would make his own, from the Bible

aionc, ft." others assumed that they had done. He would do with religion

in, I the Ciiurch as he had done with constitutions and naval systems and

{••W and women's frocks. He would examine, adopt, modify, reject, or

*v»lmilate as he judged well, in religion as he did in educational schemes.

Thr spirit of nationalism abroad always demanded Japan for the Japanese.

It Las never departed from tliat fundamental principle in individual or

n\tton:il action. This will explain what seems often to be a vacillation in

the Japanese and has made them to be considered a very fickle race. The
miMpprchcnsion of the foreigner of the intent of the Japanese in the in-

trrnicdiate stage of his progress is the only ground for it. The Japanese

Chiirch to-day tliiuks itself sufliciently developed to take charge absolutely

of ils own affairs, if only the foreigner will give over bis money without

dictating the uses to which it is to be put.

AH this may appear as the precociousucss of an unbearded youth, and
th.it element does enter into it; but it is well to bear in mind that a
•jiirit of self-reliance is of all things that which we should hail in an oriental.

K spirit of patriotism should be respected anywhere. We may differ

with the Christians of Japan as to whether they have been long enough in

p;ipilagc to secure them against heresy or wasteful energy in things ec-

rl.^iastic; but the spirit of self-poise and self-direction is inherent in the

problem of self-support and self-propagation. Whatever we think of it,

i.alionah'sm, or patriotism, is one of the forces we have to reckon with,

Wilietherwe like it or not, in the propagation of the Gospel in foreign
lands, v.hether it be progressive as in Bulgaria and Japan, or obstructive-
ly conservative, as in Turkey, where the government will not sD much as
allow a constitution of a Christian Endeavor Society because it might
train the young people in constitutional government.

ZENANA BAPTISif.

It has been evident for some years past that the Church must, sooner or
Li'.er, face the question of providing bai)tism for women who have become
* iiri!«liai)s in heatiieu lands, where social customs of an inexorable order
Jnitnnrc thera in zenanas. It is idle to force an issue with the custom
under present conditions, and it is far from sure that any sudden and
»^-vcie modification would be in any wise prudent. Sir William iluir,
'^ho h;iH made as thorough a study of social conditions of India as any
'^I'lg man, and who is a warm friend of Christian progress, expressed
prohnbiy the judgment of all experienced persons in Ilindostan, that any
»frjuus mf.diticatiou of the purdah system would be deleterious to good
inorals. Jn the simpler society of the Hindoos before the invasion of tlie

• '^lern nilers seclusion of women was not essential to the preservation of
*|»'* r(;:-p<.-ct;ibility of the fan\ily ; but the ruthless and disastrous conduct of

•''- -'oluunmedans as a conquering race introduced such environments as
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Thibet is the only country which can now be said to be closed to the

Christian evangelist. Miss Taylor, partly in disguise, has within a year

crossed China and gained entrance into the eastern edges of Thibet.

Miss Taylor seems so convinced that something can be done in a mission-

ary way that she is in England organizing a Thibet mission on the plan

of the China Inland Mission.

11

simply compelled the Hindoos to find in enforced privacy of. females protec-

tion of the purity of the home. The wliole moral tone was lowered by the

presence of this freebooter in morals. The order of society has become fixed

on the plane of nonassociation of the sexes. Christianity dare not seek to

lower moral fastidiousness among people who are without suflicieut devel-

opment of moral resistance to justify the removal of artificial restraints.

It would, under existing environments, compromise the character of the

minister, as well as of the inmates of the homes, were he to enter these

precincts to administer bai)tism to the women. They cannot leave the

privacy shielded by the purdah. Perhaps there are twenty thousand

women in the zenanas of India to-day who have become Christians and f':

are unbaptized by virtue of the embarrassment of this social condition,

which, as we liave said, it is not wise at present to muteriallj' or rapidly |i

change. These women desire baptism as the complete expression of the

Christian life they have adopted and as conducive to it. What will the

Church do with the question ? It is already a large one and being aug-

mented daily. It is not only what we shall do to-day, but to-morrow.

A great movement is sweeping over the land, and tens of thousands of

women are annually coming to Christ. Must those of them who have

accepted Jesus Christ as their Saviour, through the ministries of

women who can enter tlieir abodes, be denied baptism ? Shall tlie Church

recognize lay baptism and allow authorized women visitors to baptize

these women in their homes ? Shall they be taught to I)elieve that bap-

tism is a matter of indilTerence, or that it is a matter which requires

that they must violate their standards of existing society and their own
sense of moral propriety and womanly decency, to secure it at the hands

of an ordained minister ? It is no small problem, and the Churches in

India are probably the only competent parties to judge of the proper

courseto be pursued. The Calcutta Missionary Conference, composed of

the missionaries of all Churches in that city and vicinity, meets monthly

for the consideration of missionary questions. It is the largest body of

missionaries meeting regularly in the world. They have recently given

this matter of zenana baptisms most careful consideration in at least two

sessions of their body. The matter was also under consideration at the

Bombay Decennial Conference. There is not uniformity of view, by any

means, among the missionaries themselves; but there is a deepening con-

viction that the issue must be squarely met ere long, and that meanvrhile

provision should be made in some form to cover cases of special character,

but that the Hindoo home must be kept inviolate.
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.

H G. Ibbeken. This scholar has made himself a leader by his ex-

r-clicnl' studies. Of these his researches concerning the Sermon on the

M ...Ml are the most thorough. He has produced a work oa this theme

-.Tlhv of a place alongside of that by Tholuck. Ibbeken holds that the

K. mum on the iMount was intended to be to the Christian system Avhat

cc .'ivinrr of the law by Moses was to the Mosaic system. This, he

tSinjT^ wis indicated, first of all, by the ascent of Jesus to a mountam for

i:,*' .Mviu? of his evangelical law. The thougiit that he went up into the

r-ioumain''that he miglit be the more easily heard, as also that he might

(.irni^h for his auditors a more impressive environment, he rejects as

m-Mihcient. But he argues that Matthew's entire portraiture of the life

..f <»ur Lord is governed by the thought of making it a reflection of the

i.i.tory of Israel. He thinks that to Matthew, as well as to Paul, the

;.r.i.ortunt personalities and facts of Israelitish history are type, of Jesus

.v..i hid life. And especially is this parallel apparent to and through the

-rnion on the Mount. There is a parallel between the miraculous birth

.i our Lord and Isaac, through whose birth the Israelitish people were

.i;ide possible; between the emigration of Jacob and his sons to Egypt

x:A the flight of Jesus'3 parents to Egypt with their child; between the

.u.irder of "he innocents by Herod and of the Israelitish boys by Pharaoh ;

Utwecn the baptism of Jesus and the baptism of the Israelites in crossing

!he lied Sea; between the forty days' temptation of Jesus and the forty

yf.irs' wandering of the Israelites in the wilderness. He closes his argu-

nipnt with a parallel between the congregation to which Moses pro-

rhiiined the law and that to which Jesus spoke. The latter does not,

m.lecd, incUule all Israel, but it did include, he thinks, a sufficient num-

Wt and from a sufliciently wide and varied circuit to fairly represent

tlic whole Jewish people. But Ibbeken does not draw from all this the

. oiK-hision that Matthew invented the history. He believes, rather, that

the historv of Israel was, in fact, a type of the history of Jesus, and that

M itlhcw simply follows the facts in the case. He argues his theory with

v:r..Mt ingenuity. But its practical value is so doubtful as to prevent its

taking hold upon the deeper elements of the soul.

Edgar Loening. While not a theologian, Ids investigations as a

l»r..foss<)r of l;uv have led him into the department of early ecclesiastical

I-»Uty; and because he can look with the eyes of a lawyer and without

-'ly dogmatic or ecclesiastical prepossessions his conclusions will have

a!! the greater weight. According to him the earliest bishops and

pT'-shyters were, at least in some places, identical. The bishop was

i.»-iiher a priest nor a ruler, but a servant of the Church. There is very
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little evidence that the early Church adopted cither the form of govern-

ment in vogue in the synagogue or that employed by the heathen religion^

societies, although temporarily at first the organization resembled that of

the synagogue. The government of the Church grew directly out of

the spirit and needs of Christianity. The bishop was the expression of

the unity of government and of doctrine. But as late as the middle of

the second century there was no external bond of union between the

Churches of the various cities, although all the elements were then at

hand vfhich were necessary to the development of tiie lloman Catholic

Church. The distinction between the ministiy and the laity had its

origin very early. It was supposed that the bishops, presbyters, and

deacons received a special charism by the laying on of hands at their

entrance upon office. It was their duty to feed and care for the flock.

and to preserve the doctrine in its purity, and to exhort those to repent-

ance who had violated their religious or moral obligations. They were

without definite salary, and might follow a temporal calling for support.

But support at the hands of the congregation became more common as

the congregations increased in size and wealth. As this custom grew the

bishops, presbyters, and deacons were more and more separated from

the masses of the Christians into a distinct class. The belief that the

first bishops were ordained by the apostles increased the respect in which

they were held, and led to the expectation that they should become the

true preservers of the faith. The introduction of the idea of the Old Tes-

tament priesthood into the Ciiristiun ministry still further increased the

power of the clergy. All this shows that the Protestant conception of

church government is correct as against Romanism, and the Low Church

idea correct as against the Hicfh Church.

Johannos Drasobe. It is a common mistake that tlie critical spirit

which is abroad in Germany is confined chiefly to the Bible. It is a stiil

more common mistake that the motive of criticism is the discovery of

error in the book and the overthrow of the faith in the supernatural. In

fact, the purpose of all criticistn of written documents is to test the value

of their contents, and the Bible is but one of many documents which

pass under the critic's hand. The greater importance of the Bible alone

makes it the more frequent subject of critical treatment. An illustration

of the work of the critic in another field is f<mnd in Draseke's researches

among early patristic literature. It is not enough for a critic like

Drascke to have in his possession a document whoso text has been care-

fully edited and accredited to a certain author. He must have proof,

not only that the text is approximately authentic, that is, essentially the

words written by the original author; he must have proof, also, that the

document oriirinated with the person to whom it is attributed. In test-

ing this tradition is worth something, but internal evidence must corre-

spond. For example, Drascke takes up two documents directed against

Apollinarius, Bishop of Laodicea, and handed down to us under the
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s.»:ne of Athanasius, and undertakes to prove: 1. That the two docu-

5 rr.!* could not have been composed by the same person; 2. That they

^..jI;1 i)<»t, in spite of tradition, have been written by Atlianasius; and

S Thnt they originated in Alexandria, and were probably -written by

ni.lvnius and his^pupil, Ambrose. Such criticism ia valuable to all who

*.;0i to be accurate. No careful thinker wishes to attiibute to one

» ;t!ior what really sprang from another, especially if by investigation it

i, within his power to ascertain the truth. It is all the more necessary to

. foccfd on critical principles in the use of early literature because it ws-.s

V. »{ r.'garded as wrong in those days to attach the name of a celebrated

«-;th(trto a work in order to give it weight with the reader, and also

iM-canse, even where no intentional deception was practiced, the real

t.r.:uc of the author was often lost, and it was left to conjecture to

.Jrtrrniine the authorship of the document. Driiseke is one of the foremost

of those who have attempted in recent years to furnish the material for

» correct history of early Christian literature.

RECKXT THEOLOGICAL LITEIIATURE.

•» Zwingli's Theology," by Dr. August Baur. Until this work appeared

f.o attempt at a comprehensive and critical presentation of the theology

of the great Swiss reformer had been made. In the work of Dr. Baur

we have a history of the theological development of Zwingli from his

farlicst years to the period when he completely broke with Eoman

Ctholicism and his evangelical ideas were fully formed. This is fol-

luwfil by a systematic presentation of the fully developed theology,

iachiding his antagonism to the views of the radicals, the Anabaptists,

»nd Luther. The only point we can here take up is his view of the

parallel which D'Aubigae draws between the sickness of Zwingli and

•he hitter penitence of Luther. Baur declares that the comparison is

mr)re brilliant than correct. In the anxiety of his heart at Erfurt he was

« sf.ckcr who was compelled to iind salvation in Christ by a painful breach

«>f nil the means of grace known to the Church. Zwingli never experi-

••iiccd anything like this, but by a gradual process of events and studies

li-ij been led to a knowledge of salvation and saving truth before he was

»'t.vkod by the plague. Zwingli himself never attributed to his sickness

"f 1019 auy such significance. Ilis poems of that period disclose nothing

'>f ll»c kind, but rather bear witness that during his sickness the cer-

l.iinty of a gracious relationship with God was a source of consolation to

'uin. Itithcr was this period of sulTcring one in which he personally

'e.ted the experience which he had previously attained in quiet an<l

I'-iiular development. Yet it must be confessed that while his sickness

^*M not necessary to bring him low before God that he might find salva-

''<>n it did have the effect of leading liim to a higher appreciation of his

f'Usire obligation. That he was spared from death made a powerful im-

prowioQ upon him, lie looked upon the divine favor by which he was
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restored as a seal set upon his work as a preacher of the Gospel, aud as a

confirmation and legitimation of bis previous declarations of free grace.

He was encouraged, and, more than that, he was thereby warned that he

must persevere in his chosen faith, and that he must bear all assaults

quietly and even joyfully which resulted' from the prosecution of his

divine commission.

" The Teachers of the Mishnaj" by Dr. M. Braimachweiger. This is a

work by a Jew and written for the Jews. It is a kind of Acta Sanctorum

of Judaism. Every person mentioned in the Misbna as having any special

claim to favor is here briefly portrayed. The object of the book is to

furnish Jewish youth and Jewish families with records of the past of

Judaism which shall inspire the reader with respect for Jewish history

and the Jewish religion, as well as with a purpose to emulate the char-

acters and deeds of the heroes of the faith here dejiicted. Its popular

character would naturally exclude it from mention here. But several

cousiderations move us to give it place. First, it affords us an idea of

the feelings of a devout Jew of the present day. Second, it reveals the

purpose of the better class of Jews to furnish the materials out of which

the rising generation may draw support in the midst of allurements from

the faith. Third, it is a sample of what Judaism is doing in the religious

and theological world. And fourth, it is a valuable book for th^se who
wish to study the Mishna without spending too much time aud energy

thereupon. The advantage of reading in this book the lives of Gamaliel.

Hillel, Akiba, and others is that we have their portraiture from the |.-

Jewish standpoint, and thereby can the better understaud the Jewish | .;

faith and practice. But the stories told are in some cases evidently |,^

embellished, not by the author, but in the sources from v.-hicii he draws.

For example, Akiba was compelled to dedicate himself wholly to scholarly

pursuits in order to win the woman of his choice. Accordingly he de-

parted to a distant land to sludy, and after twelve years returned with

twelve thousand disciples. Overhearing his wife say that she would be j.

willing to have him absent for twelve years more for purposes of study, he

departed and at the end of the second period returned with twenty-four

thousand pupils. The twelve years with the twelve thousand, and the

twice twelve wifh tlic twice twelve thousand pupils, are so evidently artificial

as to excite suspicion at once, to say nothing of the fact that he had never

learned anything until he was forty years of age and is represented as

spending so long a period in study with such immense numerical results.

"Contributions to the History of Semitic Religiors," by Frederick

Baethgen. The chief interest of this book centers in its view of the relation

of the doctrine of God amomrthe heathen Somites to that of Israel. The
author rejects Kenan's idea that all the Semites were originally monotheists.

and also the opposite oneof Kuenen that they were all originrdly ])olylheists,

and that the faith of Israel was the product of the prciiching of the
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J*^.J»hcti^. lu opposition to Kuenen, Baetligeu asserts that the prophets

v.re able to unfold their activities just because they rested upon a pure

t;.f..>l.i"V, and tliat to suppose that the higher morality of the prophets

t^nwJ'.iccil the purer theology leaves unanswered the question as to the

K.!::n-c()f tiiis higher morality. "While, however, Buethgcn rejects the theo-

I f «tif lK>th Renun and Kuenen he approaches much nearer to the former;

ftf lit? jissumes that there was a time when all Semites possessed only a

..:jH)U' consciousness of the divine, and which wtis monotheism only so

•*.' tt> it conceived of God as wholly undivided, but fell short of mono-

i.-.riMn in not attributing personality to the Deity. This God all Sem-

i; » oilled El. And this word indicates the cf.ramon point from which

\\i<- later developments of the heathen Semites and of Israel proceeded in

t.'ic doctrine of God. With the heathen there was a constant progress

f.' .tu the original conception of God to numberless gods, with but occa-

«io:ml efforts to reach the idea of divine unity. With the Israelites, on

?hr other hand, there were occasional beginnings of a polytheistic division

oJ iho original idea of God, and sometimes violent conflicts with the heathen

l«njeucy; but fundamentally there was constant progress along the way
l» Bii absolute monotheism. This he can only account for uu the suppo-

»;:ioii that Israel w^as constantly favored with a divine guidance and

r»v.-lntion. That he fully disproves by most scientific methods the po-

sition of Kuenen is without doubt. And while he fully recognizes the

riipiTfections of practice among the Israelites he clearly shows that their

t-iitli became gradually more pure from the times of Abraham down to the

•i >}« of the prophets. The book will be as interesting as romance to those

^Jiy love such studies, and its thoroughness is worthy of all imitation.

Romanism in its Native Haunts. When it is charged itgainst C'hristian-

iij that its conversion of heathenism was of the most superficial character,

'wrought about by intrigue or force, making the world nominally ('hristiau

'ul leaving it actually heathen, the thoughtful student is ready with a reply.

He attributes it to the spirit of those times against which even Chris-

siiMity could work but slowly. But it does occasion surprise to find that

'a all those countries where the Roman Catholic Church has its strong-

'i^M< the heathen spirit which pervaded the prevalent Christianity of the

*'>rhl has never been eliminated and replaced by the Christian spirir.

7hi> can only be accounted for by the consideration that in the Roman
*J-tcni the Church is the guarantor of salvation to all who have her good
^'il- It is neither rightness nor righteousness which fusures salvation,

'»^«l the Church. It is, therefore, not essential that the Romanist should
'-• a Christian in principle. His character may be the product of hea-

'••'^^ni.sin pure and simple. Ilis conduct may be the natuml, and hence
'"--iihciiish, expression of his character; but if he belongs to the Church
*'<'l can secure priestly absolution he can be and will be saved. Since it

'* not necessary for the heathen to become a Christian except formally
»n-l nominally no eHort need be put forth to Christianize the Church.
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We may give here some illustrations of tlie condition of things in

southern Italy, as drawn from a recent work by Th. Trede, who has spent

several years there. "One of the scenes which he gives is a carnival in the

Church at the time of the general carnival among the people. Two pul-

pits were occupied respectively by a young and an old priest. The

throngs pressed nround the pulpits to listen to a conversation which it was

expected would be held between the two divines. A is the older, B the

younger priest, the latter representing the people. A begins: "Whore
have you come froiiTt" B. "From the campagna." A. "Whatwcie
you doing there?" B. "We were feasting." A. "What had you to

eat ? " B mentions a list of edibles which excites the astonishment of A,

who smacks his tongue and makes grimaces to excite the laughter of the

crowd. A now censures intemperance in eating and drinking and gives

a humorous description of the scenes at the carnival meals. B confesses

to gluttony but promises reformation. A declares that the people must

not only reform, they must also atone for their sin. As the dispute pro-

ceeds care is taken to make the people laugh. A says: "Yes, you Xea-

politans laugh now, but when you roast in purgatory you will not laugh.

B makes grimaces and the crowd laugh again. And so the conversation

continues for an hour. The edification which comes from such a scene

yearly may be imagined. Another old heathen custom, that of nightly

religious festivals, is preserved by the southern Italian Roman Catholics.

and is described as follows: The festival is in honor of one of the many

madonnas. The procession begins about 10 p. M., and is composed of

men, boys, women, and girls, leaping, dancing, and swinging torches and

trumpets high in the air. About midnight the masked procession be>;ins.

and represents satyrs, fauns, and other hideous creatures. The conduct

of the participants becomes more and more wild. This is followed by a

festival meal. At 3 a. m. begins a demoniacal tumult. The crowds are

intoxicated with drink and excitement. Countenances are wild, eyes

aflame, there is loud laughter and noisy shouting. The people mingle

tnmultuously among each other with the greatest excitement, swinging

hats, torches, and knives; they groan, howl, yell, and whistle until the

sounds cease to be human. Toward morning the crowds disperse, dancing,

jumping, and waltzing; and so ends a Roman Catholic festival in honor

of " ]\Iary the mother of God." Such a scene is in no sense diflerent from

the old heathen dances in honor of Cybele. In fact, religious dances, as

such, are customary to this day in southern Italy. In the vicinity of

Salerno, every August, is celebrated the festival of the forty martyrs, in

whose honor a dance is held. It is accompanied by the drum, and the

dance proceeds upon the open streets. Men, women, and children dance

bareheaded, sometimes singly, sometimes in groups. The hair of the

women streams in the air, every face is flashed, the perspiration pours

from their bodies, and their garments are covered with dust. In the

more remote villages and cities the dance is a part of the religious service

proper, and is carried on chiefly by the young people of both sexes. In

fact, dances of nearly every kind known to ancient heathenism are prac-
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licc'd to-day by the Roman Catholic Christians of southern Italy. Is there

n-asoa why the Gospel should not be curried into Roman Catholic couu-

irics by the evangelical Church ?

RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIOXAL.

The Third General Mission Conference in India Again. Among the

iiit cresting questions discussed was that of the native preachers. It was
f.iund that among the various evangelical churches of India eight hundred

niid fifty native pastors were employed—an increase of ninety per cent in

niuc years. The Americans insisted that the native pastors should be

wholly supported by the congregations they serve, and demanded of them

:i comparatively small amount of education. Others, especially the Scotch,

insisted upon a thorough intellectual training. It was, hovxever, agreed

th:it not only converted and trustworthy men, but also educated men,

wore preferable as native preachers. They ought to have a good educa-

tion in biblical, systematic, and practical theology in their mother tongue.

I'lit diilereuces of locality make it possible to employ a variety in degree
of talent. It was also agreed that while the native pastors need not

liave as large salaries they are in all other respects to be held equal to the

foreign missionaries. A good deal of discussion was devoted to the re-

lations of the different missionary societies and representatives of different

countries to each other. It was agreed tliat among the 2S8, 000,000 in-

habitants of India there is room for all the workers now employed, and
vast numbers besides. The only question was how they could best work
ln;,a'ther and not interfere with each other. A territorial division among
tiio societies was regarded as impractical. Proselytism was condemned.
Another subject of profound interest was the eraployinent of literary

tMcaiis. It was shown that in the government schools alone there are

".700,000 pupils. The youth are very rapidly learning to read. The
desire for literature is strong and increasingly prevalent; but, as yet,

«t is being met chiefly with immoral or skeptical literature. The duty
o. the missionaries, therefore, was plain. It was universally conceded
iliut specially gifted missionaries sliould be employed in the exclusive work
«'f providing reading which would meet the general demand and yet tend
upward and not downward. Just recognition of the various Bible and
tract societies was accorded. It was a matter for devout gratitude that
nmong eight hundred and fifty lepers in the asylums live hundred had
In-ea converted since 18Gt.

Fourth International Temperance Congress. The temperance con-
gresses of Antwerp, Zurich, and Christiania were followed by a fourth,
which was held in the Hague, Holland, August lG-18, 1893. The queen
'^".^ent of the Netherlands was the special patron of this congress in the
"iguo; the State made appropriations for part of its expenses; it^ honorary
president was the then minister of the interior, while the mayor of the
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city addressed the congress on the significance of the work of the congress

for the city officinls. The meeliugs were held iu the museum for art and

science. Among tliose present were the representatives of the queen re-

gent of the Netherhinds, of Relgiuni, France, Italy, Xorway, and Luxem-
burg, the ministers of the interior and of finance for Holland, and three

hundred delegates, must of whom were from Holland. The congress is

not a total abstinence body, but contains members who believe that the

moderate use of intoxicants is harmless. Among tlie advocates of total

abstinence was Dr. August Forcl, a Swiss expert in insane asylum work,

who maintained that all intoxicants are poisons, and especially to the

brain; that the use of alcohol shortens the average of life; that alcoholic

beverages neither unurish nor produce strength, but are a nie.ins of in-

jury, and their use, like that of opium and morphine, should be constantly

opposed. However much tlie tlieorizers and scholars might differ, the

friends of the people would have no doubt as to the injuriousness of alco-

holic drinks. Considerable time was devoted to the discussion of the

means by which the use or abuse of alcoholic drinks could be decreased.

Moral suasion was one of the favorite means. Reports were made as to

the results secured by the cooperation of the total al)stinence societies.

the Church, woman, and the press. Reform of the drinking customs

and the education of the young in temperance principles were recom-

mended. It was reported that in French Switzerland two thousand

schools give instruction as to the physical effects of the use of alcoholic

drinks. In Belgium the efforts of the su])erintcndeut of public instruc-

tion have been rewarded by the introduction of the study of the effect of

alcoholic drinks into the schools and by the formation of temperance so-

cieties among the older pupils, whose members pledge themselves to

total abstinence during the years of their minority. Little time was given

to tlie legal aspect of the subject. But wherever the law had been in-

voked it was proved that its effects were in every way beneficial.

The Jubilee of the Free Chuich of Scotland. The recent semi-cen-

tennial celebration of this Church has freshly brought to light the thrilling

history of its origin and progress, li^rnison d'etre was the determination

of Dr. Chalmers and others like minded with himself to cultivate deep piety

and to keep open eye and hand for the needs of the times. Four hundred

and seven t}--four preachers and four himdred teachers gave up positions in

the Established Church for conscience' sake. At presci;t the Free Church

numbers 1,1(>9 preachei-s. .311,300 members. In the fifty years $11 o,000,000

have been raised and paid for church purposes. Forty-eight millions went
to the support of the pastors, eighteen millions have gone into cliurch edi-

fices and parsonages, and about an equal amount for foreign missions.

The Church has three theological somiiuiries, and missions in India, Syria.

Arabia, and Africa. Tliey liave gradually approached nearer to the Meth-
odistic form of doctrine. They have awakened the State Church to new
life and activity, and the old feeling of liostility between the Free and
the State Church has given place to a warm feeling of friendship.
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SUMMARY OF THE REVIEWS AN3D MAGAZINES.

TiiK facts that face us in tho tinancial world and the consequent suffer-

in-^ of many thousands of unemployed men, whose only dependence for

..j|.port is their labor, may well engai,'e the best thoughts of tlie political

c\-onoinist, the statesman, and the citizen, and call loudly for the sympa-
thy that the circumstances demand. It is not for us under the gloom
:.'-..it prevails to justify the hostility of one class or condition toward an-
othiT. as if either were responsiijle for the depression we suffer, or as if

rilhor could by its own power effect the change which the employers and
the employed alike deplore and of which they both are alike innocent.
If the employed have lost their wages the employers have lost their
;j-iin3 from labor, if not with them their fortunes. With reference to
this conilition in the industrial world current literature seeks to construe
\jX% and overcome difficulties for which time only can afford tlie solution.
TliiH the Fortnightly lieview for November contains a searching article on
t:jo "Psychology of Labor and Capi£al." The writer says thnt if socid-
Mt-* and others who "complain of the j^resont unequal distribution of
v.calth," could have their way " the capitalist could be extinguished."
Il<r thinks, however, that the capitalist will remain, and declares that it

i< better for the laborer to "beware of killing the layer of the golden
''-'ifs." He adds that labor may "pass tlie point where its own strength
and capital's patience break down and an encounter may ensue, in whicli
It will have the worst." And still further lie says, "Legislation does not,
hk-e socialism, aim at extinguishing the capitalist, but at regulating him."''
N'-^xt the Catholic WorM for November has an article on the "Social and
Industrial World." The author discusses a report on the "Labor Qucs-
ii'>ii in tho United States," drawn up by order of the queen and prc-
H-ntcd to both houses of Parliament. His article considers the relations
'••twc-en capital and labor organizations, and treats of the eight-hour
•novemcnt, showing that where it has been introduced workers have had
m<.ro regular occiipation, and that there lias been an increase of ten per
^cnt m the number employed. The ITorth American Review for Xovcm-
^-r nlso contains an article on the "Productivity of the Individual." The
wntor follows the line of argument in a former number, where he inquires,
^'\\ho are the Greatest Wealth Producers?" He aims to show that

t .c larger part of the goods or commodities produced in the modern
J^orld are produced by the exercise, not of the universal facultv of labor.
J'Jt of those mental and moral faculties by which labor is directed and
*>ti:iuilatcd and which are exercised and possessed by cnmp.arntivcly few
r^^rsons, and that thus, whereas according to the prevailing view the few

Til,
"" ''''^^ '^ produced by the many, the truth is that the many—in

J'

>'r words, the wage-earning laborers—derive a large part of their wa'rcc

^^
'm what is produced by the few." Such are some of the articles'on

•I'ltal and ]alx>r in the current Reviews, which arc worthy of mention.
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Do not reasou siud observation nlike tell us tliat there is do necessary

ground of hostility or justification of jealousy between those who stand

in these different relations to each other. Wrong, indeed, n)ay be found

on the side of either the employer or the employed. But it is in the indi-

vidual rather than in the relationship. And the past should impress the fact

that anarchy and communism are not the cure but the aggravation of our

ills. Since the employed are prone to cite the disparity between their

condition and that of the employer as a reason why there should be a divi-

sion of income as well as the payment of wages, is it not as just to assume

they should divide or share the loss when the employer suffers it ? And
is it not true that the superior workman does not feel it liis duty to

divide his greater wages with his inferior fellow-workman ? It is,

moreover, a notable fact that, while the last few years have shown cases

of greater wealth than other days exhibited, the laboring man has found

reward for labor such as was not dreamed of in times within the memory
of many. When the skilled laborer, the mechanic of nearly all trades,

received $30 per month, liis hours of labor were from sunrise to sunset,

and half the year iu shops, factories, and elsewhere mechanical labor con-

tinued till eight o'clock at night. Twelve months' constant work yielded

$300. Now iu many instances it affords more than $1,000. There is no

such difference in cost of living. If capital, genius, and energy have

wrought such change let us trust divine Providence, with legislation and

the adoption of such means as time and wisdom will suggest. God reigns,

and he has not for-^otten tlie laborer.

The Contemxfovary lUvieio for November treats of: 1. "The Political

Situation in France;" 2. "The Parish Councils Bill;" 3. " Mashona-

land and Its People ;
" 4. " Christianity and Mohammedanism ;

" 5. "The
English Poor Law and Old Age;" G. "Priest and Altar in the English

Church;" 7. "Dramatic Criticism;" 8. "The Geographical EvolutioB

of the North Sea;" 9. "The Conference of Colonial Members;"

10. "The Problem of the Family in the United States;" 11. "Urgency

inSiam;" 12. " The Miners' Battle and After." Of the many interesting

and well-written articles in this number of the Contemporary perhaps there

is none deserving of more careful thought than the tenth. The problem

of the family in the United States comes home to the heart of anyone

who loves his country or honors his home. Dr. Dike, in theariicle, says,

" The part of the family in the development of tiie social order, its pres-

ent universality and power, and its direct interest in every social change

fully justify" tlie claim made by an eminent English scholar, who re-

cently wrote that "one might almost say that the family is the funda-

mental and permanent problem of human society." Tlie " divorce ques-

tion" commands the author's close attention, and he traces with great

precision the notice it received at an early period in our government, and

shows the action of many States, and also the difficulties that face every

attempt to conform the decisions of law and the legislation of common-
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•rtlths to :i legitimate demand. The rigor of Canada in this matter is

.ii.iwn and the salutary result is stated. The large number of divorces in

^hff countries, as France, Prussia, and Hungary, is contrasted with the
.^^ijwratively few in England, Wales, Ireland, and Scotland. Looking
hi this rvstriction of divorces to the minimum, the educational work of the
•Smily. with its hindrances, is pointed out; but its uecessity is argued
• sth the force of facts.

The XinvUfnth Century for October contains: 1. " The Palace of Pan ;
"

7 -A Cabinet Minister's Vade ifecum;'' 3. " Setting the Poor on Work; "

4 " Through the Khyber Pass ;
" 5. " Dr. Pearson on t!ie Modern Drama ; "

6 "The Position of Geology; " 7. " The Archaic Statues of the Aciopo-
=1. Mii'cum;" 8. "The Transformation of JajDan ;" 9. "A Study for
**'.lotiol Xewcome;" 10. " Theophraste Renaudot; " 11. " The Parsees ; "

U "New Ways with Old Offenders;" 13. "The Gospel of Peter i"
1 1

.

" Aspects of Tennyson." The third article, on " Setting the Poor on
U ork," is elaborate and timely. The various expedients susgested have
-3 tiew the "advantage which would accrue to the nation fr^om the coa-
•t.vit employment of industrious peasants and craftsmen," and the desir-
»h:hty of securing to industry and skill the benefits nVhtfully theirs. All
r .fiMderations will urgently unite in not allowing tliis question to sleep
n... providence of God, the wisdom of men of means, and the ener<^y
'' the unemployed will all have a part in bringing about a result for
hich ?o many think and speak and write and pray. The twelfth arti-
"Xew Ways with Old OlTenders," exhibits great earnestness, but

t-iiacs many means of dealing with the guilty which have failed in the
n-i*t. The future must show what the past has demonstrated, that no
n'«au8 can accomplish the end sought so long as "old offenders" do
o't .'tccept the proffered advantages.

no

^

U\v. ^or(h A7nerican Review for November, besides the article on tlic
1 ro<luctivity of the Individual" already noticed, shows in its other pa-

\^ri an aim to keep before its readers subjects suggested by the times"ur treatment is direct and vigorous. Among it. interesting discussions

;

":o symposmm on the " Struggle in the Senate," containing a paper on
-I'^representations," by Senator William M. Stewart, and one on "Ob-

« rortions.V by Senator Henry Cabot Lodire. "The Wealth of New
^;^'K by Us mayor, is the third of a series discussing the elements of
-^

city s prosperity. The wrirer says, " It is impossible to believe or even
:''Pi><>^c that the limit of prosperity has been reached. " ' ' Pool Rooms

Vhhir,,
."'"^^'" ''-'' ^"^''^"y Comstocic, is a clear exhibit of facts

' fr "'^ ^^5* effo^^s of all who would save society from evils

^^^
ana deplored by right-minded people. "Social Relations of the

* • h ,
*
"""'^ ^""^^ AVilliams, is an article full of information

r.Vt uT
''*' -^^ ^"^ °''''^ '" ''^'^^'"- ^^''''^' '° ^^^^^' conditions and mani-

lO-lv'.Vi
* ^^"^^•^- '^ tli^cased intellect is one of the most difficultFUTU SERIES, VOL. X.
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things to treat, and skillful men arc sometimes reproached that they can-
not accomplish impossii)ilities in the treatment of such patients. "Let no
one," says the writer, "suppose that an insane person is commonly sent
to an asylum because of his insanity per se. Jtfere mental perversion would
be but little, if at all, noticed by the law so long as it stopped at that."
Yet no one can tell where it will stop. But to whatever limits the pa-
tient may go he is not necessarily guiltless. For all insanity does not
destroy responsibility, by the showing of Dr. Williams.

The CanmUo.n Methodic Quarfeili/ Redew for October contains articles
well adapted to the purposes of the review, and that must exert the desired
influence on tiie intellect and heart. The first dis-cussion is on " Bowne'c
Ethics," and is incisive and thorough. The quotations given from the Pro-
fessor's work show " the aim of the author and of the deep spiritual con-
ceptions underlying not only the treatise on ethics, but his entire treatment
of the problems of philosophy. Together they cor.stitute one of the best
nntidotes to the shallow materialism that masquenides in the name of

science and pliilosophy." "Consciousness," by Dr. IT. H. Moore, im-
presses us. Among the definitions of consciousness that he gives is one
by Dr. Noah Porter that commends itself for its simi^licity and direct-
ness. It is "the power by which the soul knows its own states and
acts." Dr. Moore says, "Consciousness, as a facult]/, is the same in the
Hottentot and Eskimo," but adds, "Diverse experiences may make their

contents whollv unlike each other."

The November number of the Horn Uetic Review has the same fullness of
thought, variety of subjects, and e.\-ccllence of topics that we have been
accustomed to see in its monthly issues. "Tennyson's Poetry: its Value
to the Minister;" " Lessons from the Life of Spurgcon;" "The Soul's
Thirst and Satisfaction;" and "The Kind of a Church Jesus Christ
Would Have on the Earth To-day," will interest the student, edify the
believer, and rouse the preacher to a high sense of his holv obligations.

The Fortnirjhthj Review for October has : 1. " The Causes of Pessimism ;"

2. "The Unemployed;" 3. "Atoms and Sunbeams;" 4. "The Roval
Road to History;" 5. "The Balance of Trade;" G, "The Industrial
Position of Women;" 7. "The Pomaks of Pvhodope;" 8. "University
Systems;" 0. " Electric Fishes ;

" 10. "Notes of a Journey in South
Italy;" II. "The Silver Question;" 12. "Correspondence." The first

of these subjects discussed, " Causes of Pessimism," will justify as much
thought as he wlio would roach, expose, and remove them can give. The
writer states: "There i.^, said to be a strain of pessimism noticeable in the
writings of the last few years. Sometimes it takes the form of despondency
as to the future of humanity at large or of a particular people. Sometimes
it rather seems to indicate perplexity over some great moml problem. Now
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tnd ft"ain it is a regret over some system or faith that has disappeared and

which, it would seem, cannot be replaced." Authors are cited as illustra-

tions of tliis statement. ' After giving various facts that have operated in

rx'fcrence to governments, systems, and individuals, he concludes in the

«Wt«'meut that "the pessimistic tone of mind is not so much due to any

»inj^lc cause as to the despondency caused by a sense of impending and

jijfvitahle doom, or, now and again, to the reaction from oversangiune

hopes." Mental depression, from whatever cause, enervates, and whether

it show itself in relation to State or Church, science or faith, is sometimes

found to free its subject from the sense of responsibility which is an

tsscutial characteristic of the patriot, the Christian, and the man.

The second article, " The Unemployed," and the sixth, "The Industrial

rositiou of Women," discuss questions of such magnitude as to com-

mand the attention of all interested in equity. The PreacTiers'

M(igmh.e for November, if approached as a spiritual armory, will fur-

nish any weapon the minister may need for making war on the enemy of

nouls. It opens on "Present-day Preaching," with a sermon, by Dr.

John Hall, which suggests the grandeur of this ordinance. A discourse,

by Rev. Mark Guy Pearse, impresses the reader with the magnitude of

Christ's work and his power in casting out devils and saving men.

The November number of the Methodist Magazine, like its predecessoi-s,

fills the eye and interests the mind with religious literature and social

progress. In "Tent Life in Palestine," the editor, by the sketching of

his pen and the illustrations on the pages, makes a graphic exhibit.

In the article "With the Monks at St. Bernard," by S. H. M. Byers, we
have an instructive account of monastic life. "Medical Missions," by
Dr. J. V. Smith, are declared to be "the picture language of the Church
militant " that all can understand.

TirE American Catholic Quarterly Reciew for October has: 1. "The
Limits of Papal Infallibility;" 2. "Indian Bibliographies;" 3. "The
Age of the Human liace According to Modern Science and Biblical

Chronology;" 4=. "The Church in Her History;" 5. " Harnack's Dog-
malic History;" 6. " The Idea of Evolution ;

" 7. " The Newest Ritual-

i'^m in England;" 8. "The Cluuiac and his Song;" 9. "Reunion or

Submission;" 10. "University Colleges: their Origin and their 3Iethods;"

n. "How Words Chauge their Cleaning;" 12. "Scientific Chronicle."

This number is full of excellent things, and along the many lines of its

tliought exhibits great ability. Its first article, "The Limits of Pupal In-

fallibility " shows the doctrine of Catholicism, as to where the pope is

and where he is not infallible. The writer does not "assume the task of

proving the dogma of infallibility." .The Roman pontiff, " when he speaks
<-r cathedra, that is, when, discharging the office of pastor and teacher of

"11 Christians, in virtue of his supreme authority, he defines a doctrine on
'•lilh or morals, to be held by the universal Church, by the divine assistance

promised to l-.im in blessed Peter, possesses that infallibility with -which
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the divine Redeemer wished his Church to be endowed in the definition

of doctrine regarding faitli or morals; and therefore the definitions of tlie

Roman pontiff are of themselves, and not owing to the consent of the

Church, irreformable." Infallibility means, in other words, "doctrinal

inerrancy in a certain capacity and under certain adjuncts." The " limits

•as well as the extent of papal infallibility" are given "as contained in

the Vatican definition." The sixth article discusses the "Idea of Evolu-

tion." In this the writer logically confounds Herbert Spencer on the

very ground Spencer has taken with regard to the first cause of all things.

It is keen, close, logical, conclusive.

The Critical Jieview of Tlieological and PMlosopTiical Liternture for Oc-

tober discusses such subjects as are appropriate to its title. Its many
articles show close inquiry, earnest research, and vigorous thought.

"Faith and Criticism" is the notice of certain essays written by distin-

guished Congregationalists, and contains much food that nourishes to

eternal life. Truth is sho-wtito maintain its power when criticism is the

most severe. The "latest critical researches" only tend to "establish

the historicity of the New Testament narratives both in respect to the

life of Christ and the age of the apostles."

The Fortnightly lietiexc for Xovember has among its many articles of

interest one on "The Psychology of Labor and Capital," by Robert

Wallace, M.P. It contains material to command the closest thought of

the philanthropist, the moralist, and the Christian. Tlie Glule for Sep-

tember to December contains articles of great weight and worth. The

Edinburgh Review for October has the qualities that a " critical journal
"

should show on the many themes it discusses. The New JerumJem

Magazine for November has among its many articles of devout thought

a striking one on "Emerson and Swedenborg on the Imagination."

The paper is critical and curious and in the faith and spirit of the

journal. The Misaionary Hevieic of the World for November is marked

by even more than its usual fullness of thought and force of state-

ment. The first article is by Dr. A. T. Pierson, on "Thy Kingdom

Come." lie presents the "world," the "Church," "Israel," the "na-

tions," and the "ages "as the five factors in the New Testament that

"stand closely linked with each other and with the kingdom."

The Treasury of lieligious Thought for -November contains as its first

article a sermon by Rev. J. Wilson, D.D., a discourse of great beauty, in

which he impressively shows the evolution of "Golden Character from

Refining Fires." It is as if from the heart of one who has "glorified God

in the fires." "Christian Edification," by Dr. Cuyler, forbids gloom and

inculcates gladness. "Tlioughts for the Hour of Prayer," by Dr. R. S.

Storrs, tells with vigor how we may know God's call as to duty we are

to discharge, and may readily recognize the divine will. The many arti-

cles of this periodical possess strong attractions.
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.
•r\i tiwpfl and «s Eaj-Uest Interpretations: A Study of the Teaching of Jesus and its

IVirlrUjal TransforinatioDs In the New Testament. By Orello Co.vk, D.D. 8to, pp. viii.

Hi. New York and Loudon : G. P. Putnam's Sons. Price, cloth, gilt top, $1.75.'

Tliis is a work of marked ability and power. It is written in entire
tTinputhy with the results of the latest rationalistic sciiool. It is a state-

Runt of the development of the New Testament theology from that
ain(l|)oint. But so thoroughly do the principles of naturalism sway the
mind of the author that no attempt is made at a scientific interpretation
uw\ justification of the contents of the New Testament. That book is cut
up and parceled out in the most arbitrary fashion. "In treatino- the
'io^pt'l of Jesus and its earliest interpretations the discussion in this work
proceeds upon the judgment that the synoptic gospels are the sole his-
u.rical records of his teaching

; that the fourth gospel contains a trans-
formation of it effected under the influence of Hellenistic thought; that
:ho doctrine of Paul must be derived from Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians,
I Thessalonians, Galatians, and Philippians; that Hebrews, Colossians,'
Kphcsians. and 1 Peter are to be classified as Deutero-Pauline writings
composed toward the end of the first century; that 2 Peter, Jude, the pr.s-
f'THl epistles, and the so-called epistles of John are to be regarded as
anti.gnostic writings of the early years of the second ceutui^ ''

It is
something to be thankful for that we have the pure Gospel of Jesus
lu the first three gospels. But even this is denied us. It is there, but
rr.uch else is there. Jesus of Nazareth, a religious genius, tau^rht the
Hitherhood of God and the pure ethics of the Sermon on the Mount.
K^erything which in the mind of the author is inconsistent with that i^ a
ater addition to the gospels. The early chapters of Luke and the apoca-
l.vpt.c discourses in Matthew are thrown out. No attempt is made at an
«Pl»reciati9n or interpretation of the deeper portions of the first go.pel
1

>ese parts arc simply discarded with imixitiencc as the dreams of .Jewish
•^••.nst.an enthusiasts. The first gospel is written in the interest of the
JuUaiziDg party; and yet this is the gospel in which the loving ethics
^i Lhnst find most complete expression, as well as the doctrine of God's
universal fatherhood, and the intimations of the world-wide intention of

e new religion. Our author does not explain this. Of course he holds
••^=Jt

Chnst never uttered Matt, xxviii, 19, 20. The original gospel had

_^^
ing to say of faith as a condition of salvation. This is such a qlar-

J-;^

misstatement that even the author unconsciously contradicts it in the.iuwnt that Jesus taught that - man is to cast himself upon God in
^^^^-t and love," and that "faith in God occupies the foremost place" in

cachings. In speaking of Luke xiv, 26, another spurious pas'=a<-e as

-^:.^'f^!^^''^l^^^^^
^retold that Jesus "never required of his imme-

" <liscip]es the breaking of sacred ties of kindred," and that "to his
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whole teaching hatred in any form is opposed." To a writer less able

than Dr. Cone such a remark would be set down as childish drivel. On
the other hand, the excellent remarks on other hard sayings of Jesus, as

the words to the rich young man, show that there is no necessity of get-

ting rid of these portions of the Gospel by the easy method of referring

them to later times. The low conception of Jesus cannot endure the de-

tailed prophecies of Christ's death, which are also later additions.

There is nothing of a sacrificial nature in Christ's death ; therefore

Matt. XX, 28, xxvi, 28—in the teeth of text-criticism—are to be elimina-

ted. The sterner teachings of Jesus are not to be accepted. His explicit

statements of punishment in the future life have no s})ecial significance for

us; but we may infer boundless possibilities of good for the future from

those parables which have no direct reference to the future life at all!

Anything can be made out by such arbitrary methods as those which Dr.

Cone has adopted. Think of a Shakespearean critic going through the

plays, and in total disregard of textual criticism cutting out whatever

may seem to him unworthy of the poet dramatist. In the last chapter

Dr. Cone has some hard words to say about Christian theology. But let

us assure him that tlicre is a dogmatism just as unscientific as that which

he denounces in Christian believers. It is the thoroughly rationalistic

prepossessions of the author, who is the president of Buchtel College, a

I'niversalist institution at Akron, O., which make him unable to do

justice to the New Testament theology. The work contains many just

criticisms, but is vitiated by its purely naturalistic standpoint. Among
those well-considered observations, however, we cannot count the section

on the Book of Revelation—that " lurid" and "mythological" Apocalypse

which is unworthy the study of any Christian, nor the reasons given for

the rejection of one of the most characteristically Pauline of all the writ-

ings of the poet-apostle—the Ephesians. "The expressions, "dead in tres-

passes," "made alive in Christ," " forgiveness of sins," "to be brought

near," "belong to the later Paulinism of Hebrews and Colossians, and

not to the genuine epistles of the apostle." The thoughts set forth by

the above expressions are thoroughly Pauline, but Paul must, forsooth,

use the same phraseology in every epistle.

What is Ini^irationl A Fresh Study of the Question, with New and Discriminative Re-
plies. By John DkWitt, D D., LL.D., LJtt.I)., for many years Professor of Biblical Exe-
tresfs in the Theoloffic^il Seminary at Ne-v Brunsmck, K. J., and Author of The Psalin!<:

A New Translation icith Xotis, etc 12mo, pp. >1i, 187. New York : A. D. F. Randolph
& Co. Price, SL

This is a book of mediation by a venerable and learned biblical scholar.

It stands midway between rationalism and ultra-conser\'atism. It is a

word of peace. Occasioned by the Briggs trial, it is written, the author

says, in response to the "obligation of those who have rejected the

theory of verbal inspiration, as not in accordance with what they find

by the most careful scrutiny of the contents of the Bible, to furnish with
the least possible delay a definition that .shall replace it as consistent with

undeniable fact, and thus quiet the prevailing agitation." A spirit of
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r^.rc ftiul confidence—" tlie full assurance of faith "—breathes through Dr.

:k Will's work. For this reason its frankness is the less to be wondered

»r Take, for example, tliis: "In our Lord's frequent references to the

.»;.! Tfstament verbal accurac}- is practically treated as not of the slight-

ru cuiis-oqueuce. He refers constantly to translations in common use

»-jj..i)tr the Jews, never hinting that their value is impaired by erroneous

frii<lL-riu<j; although very often, and in important places, they go very far

..tr-iy from what could be the meaning of the original. The Septuagiiit

.ri^ion is much nearer to the Scriptures indorsed by our Saviour and

ht« aiM>stle3 than the received Hebrew text ; for they generally quote

;:o-:» the former, and only occasionally from the Hebrew, or from

to.HiL" Aramaic version which in the gospels is translated into Greek."

After a clear, full, and careful discussion the author reaches his detl-

niiion. the answer to the question of his book. He prints it in italics,

»n.i he evidently desires every word to be weighed: "Inspiration is a

«;»ccial energy of the Spirit of God upon the mind and heart of selected

tn.l prepared human agents, which does not destroy nor impair their

tiaiivc and normal activities nor miraculously enlarge the boundaries of

iboir knowledge, except where essential to the iuspuing purpose, but

•tinuihites and assists them to a clear discernment and faithful utterance

•»f truth and fact, and, when necessary, brings within their range truth or

fsct which could not otherwise have been known. By such direction

*:i<l aid, througli sjjokea or vi-ritten words in cnmljination •with any

divinely ordered circumstances with which they may be historically inter-

woven, the result contemplated in the purpose of God is realized in a

jtrogressive revelation of his wisdom, righteousness, and grace for the

instruction and moral elevation of men. The revelation so produced is

txTmanent and infallible for all matters of faith and practice, except so

'^r :is any given revelation may be manifestly partial, provisional, and
limited in its time and conditions, or may be afterward modified or

«u|»crseded by a higher and fuller revelation, adapted to an advanced
pvTi,nl in the redemptive process to which all revelation relates as its

tirial end and glorious consummation." Dr. DeWitt has done his work
*ith admirable skill. This calm, strong, and comprehensive discussion

hy a capable and conservative scholar of a conservative Church is intended
'•» iiave a quieting effect in the present crisis. It would seem to show
•«''i it such trials as those of Drs. Briggs and Smith are not hkely to tran-

M'irf? in the old Reformed (Dutch) Church. Dr. DeWitt's book furnishes

'o those who wish it a brief treatment of a vexed question by a profounrl,

devout, and lifelong student of the oracles of God. We cannot forbear

'PJoting his own testimony as to the effect of his ever-growing familiarity

^ith Scripture. There is nothing better in his book than this. He says:
* I have spent the larger portion of my active life in giving instruction

>n the Old and New Testaments, separately and in their connection.
J-vcry year and month and day they have berome more precious, and all

' dx)r iij developing their glorious import and tlieir significance in connec-
tK'H with every aspiration and hope of man has become more absorbing."
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What stronger proof of tlie divinity of the Bible than such testimony from
such a source? Of what other book in tlie world could an exhaustive stu-

dent and accomplished scholar by any conceivable possibility so speak?

Vox Dei, The Doctrine of the Spirit a^ it U Set Forth in the Scriptures of the Old aiul

New Testaments. By R. A. Redford, M.A., LL.B., Profess-, .r of SystemaHc Tbeology
and Apologetics, New College, London, limo, pp. 344. Ciacinaati : Cranston & Curts.

New York : Hunt & Eaton. Price, clotti, §1.

This is a praiseworthy endeavor to bring into greater prominence and
clearness the doctrine of the personality and power of the Holy Spirit.

In the author's opinion, which we cauuot wholly share, the Church *of

Clirist is in a bad way at the present time, spiritual power lacking, doubt

on our very banners, little heroism, little courage. And "one reason of

this decline of spiritual energy in the Church" (which decline we, for our

part, fidl to perceis'e) he thinks must be "the faulty and inadequate

understanding of the doctrine of the Spirit." This "cloudiness of con-

ception and weakness of conviction among Christians on the whole sub-

ject" he sets himself to remedy. And in the main the task is well done.

The style is clear, the subject well laid out, the entire impression whole-

some. The exposition of the numerous passages brought under consider-

ation is in full accordance with the traditional views, and the reader wiU

at no point be startled by any novelties or have his mind undnly exer-

cised. The author, as he says in tlie preface, "has avoided scholastic

discussions; his aim has been practical." We do not think it would have

hurt the book, considering that it will be read mainly by the ministerial

and literary class, if a little more scholarship had been put into it.

On all the points at issue between the Bible students of past ages and

investigators of the present day the author sides with the former. Even
a passage like Acts xix, 2, which modern scholars, we think, are sub-

stantially agreed sliould be rendered, as in the Revised Version, "Did
ye receive the Holy Ghost when ye believed?" he quotes in the old

translation, "Have ye received the Holy Ghost since ye believed?"

which gives a very difierent, and, it seems to us, entirely eiToneous

turn to the incident. But the chief criticism we are disposed to make
is on his forcing the doctrine of the Trinity into all the passages

of the Old Testament where the Spirit of God is mentioned. He says:

"We take it for granted that there is one doctrine of the Spirit pervad-

ing the whole revelation;" "The central fact of Christianity goes back

to the first page of Genesis;" "There is no difference in the doctrine of

the Spirit which is taught all through this long series of books;" "If

the Book of Genesis were the only sacred book we possessed we should

certainly have no difBcnlty in putting t<igether from its pages a very

decided doctrine of the Spirit;" "The God of Genesis is certainly a triune

God." Because the sacred writer puts into the mouth of Pharaoh, speak

-

ii\g of Joseph, the words, "Can we iind such a one as this is, a man in

whom the Spirit of God is?" Dr. Rt-dford holds that "the doctrine of

the Spirit," meaning the New Testament Christian doctrine, "was clearly
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fvrt.'jnir.ed at that time." All this may possibly be so. But we are

jnoliiJfJ to pat a large interrogation point opposite many of these strong

awwrlioiis. Is it worth while to strain the language to this extent and

crowd into it what the speakers and writers could not, by any fair prin-

ciples of interpretation, be understood to have meant? The author shows

pLiinly enough that Judaism was, to a large extent, a spiritual religion,

,ji<l liiat Jehovah was represented as a Spirit ; but when he proceeds from

« irh facts as these to argue that Judaism was trinitarian thoughtful

min-h will hesitate to follow. Biblical theology is more and more com-

iDff to the front in these clays. Very patiently, and with increasing suc-

ctK-, the attempt is being made to find out just what the men of those

wicicnt times really thought. What we think now, as the result of our

philosophizing and systematizing, or, if any prefer to put it so, as the result

of all the divine teachings up to the present, is quite another thing, not

to he confounded with the foi-mer. The author, in our opinion, is to some

f stent subject to this coufusion.

Je.<\;A and Modern Life. By >I. J. Savage. With an Introduction by Professor CrvAWFOrj>

H. Tov. lOino, pp. 229. Boston : George H. Eliis. Price, cloth, §1.

We have here a somewhat famous course of sermons preached during

I'.ic past year at the Church of the Unity, Boston, and extensively

reported in the daily papers. They are thirteen in number, and treat of

»«ch topics as "What Jesus Taught about God;" " Jesus's Doctrine of

Noiircsistance; " "Jesus and the Christ Ideals;" "Christianity and the

Doctrine of Jesus." From the standpoint of evangelical Christianity it

is a very curious and far from satisfactory or pleasing book. Xot that

Mr. Savage, once a Congregational minister and now a Unitarian of the

most radical sort, takes any pleasure in shocking the orthodox after the

coarse, vulgar style of Paine and IngersoU. On the contrary, he professes

the utmost admiration for Jesus. "There is no one in this city that

loves the Nazarene more than I do," he says. Nevertheless, the patroniz-

iiiir lone of one who sits in judgment, with a touch of conscious superi-

ority, dealing out praise here and blame there—"Jesus was not an

bifallible teacher; " " Taught almost notliing that was new or original ;

"

"Nothing specially intellectual in his teaching;" "I do not think he

could have been perfect if he was tempted;" "No man ought to obey

hi* doctrine of not worrying about the future taken literally;" "A
>*ond<."rful man;" "Among the very greatest of all time "—is certainly

"f^cnsive, although, of course, not intentionally so. He treats the gos-

IKJ records, as might be sujiposed, witli the utmost recklessness, and

<.Tf»tc.i a Jesus to his own liking that ortlinary Bil)le Christians would

quite fail to recognize. He summarily dismisses the miracidous and

"ipcriiatural, and everything else that does not suit his ideas or fit in

with his tlieories. "The gospel of John has no authenticity or authority;

»t is a philosophical treatise written nearly a hundred and fifty years after

Ji'^as." The other gospels, according to our author, were written "from
^orty to fifty years after the death of Jesus," and were the products of
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an "idealizing tendency -working on the facts of the simple life of the

son of the carpenter." Truly "a Daniel come to judgment!" It is

hardly worth while to take up space in these pages to controvert or even

chronicle the views of a writer of this stamp. Two points, however,

are noteworthy and interesting. Both are connected with what is ever

the insoluble problem in all such books, namely, how to accounc for

this peerless personage and his marvelous work in the world under a

theory that rules out the miraculous and classifies him with other reli-

gious leaders. Mr. Savage, in his sermon entitled '"The Man of Naza-

reth," essays what, from his point of view, he rightly calls "the immensely

diflicult task of trying to suggest wherein resided the secret of liis

power." He mentions four things— "the God-consciousness of the man ;

"

"an enthusiastic love for huiii;inity ;" "an iudefinable personal fasci-

nation," and "a charm of speech."' This is all. He is forced to confess

that it is an "utterly inadequate" explanation of that which he admits

has " changed the face of the civilization of the world." He is obliged

to fall back on the idea that "just about the time wlicn Christianity

appeared the world -conditions were such that a new religion must have

been born anyhow, even if there had been no Jesus of Nazareth at all,

and that the new religious movement, if Jesus had not been born, would

have attached itself to some other historic person, and would have pur-

sued substantially the same course which it has followed down the ages

from tliat day to this." This may be regarded, we suppose, as the latest

of tlie multitudinous attempts to fczyiZ^a^t that which is inexplicable, and

to give us a Christianity with no divine Christ. They who like this sort

of thing arc certainly welcome to it. But how they can propound it in the

name of reason, and consider that it presents fewer obstacles to belief than

the orthodox accouut, is a mystery. With one more example of the difti-

culties and inconsistencies that beset this theory we leave the book. On

p:ige 76 Jesus is said to be " only the child of his time, child of his people

and age, with no teaching except that which he could gather out of the

surroundings of ti>e life of which he was a part." But on page 114 we

are told what this age was which must have the credit of forming Jesus,

"an age of narrowness, an age of bitterness, an age of ceremonial, such

as the world had hardly ever seen." This is true. Yet, according to Mr.

Savage and his cla.«s, this miserable age, tliis narrow people, this coun-

try village, this carpenter's family produced Jesus, one whom all these

nineteen centuries with their boasted breadth and enlightenment have

failed to match, one before whom the religious part of the most civilized

nations of the earth still delight to bow, and whose name the lapse of

time only serves to lift into higher honor. Believe it who can. ^Ye pre-

fer to hold that Jesus was in large part the product of quite another

region than Galilee, that he came from heaven to show us infallibly the

way thither and to bring life and immortality to light. And this faith,

if we mistake not, gives results both in personal peace and in national

prosperity which all the rationalistic vaporings and surmisings of those

who reject the creed of Christendom fail to supply.
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f>j Snna of Sonfp. An Inspired Melodrama. Analyzed, TranslaU;d, and Explained by

KiLTus 8. TtRRV, D.D., Professor in Garrett Biblical Institute, l-'mo, pp. 64. Cincin-

uii ; Crunston i CurU. Price, paper, 25 cents.

I>r. Terry fiucls iu tliis book of the Bible an exquisite dramatic poem,

• ihc obvious purpose of which is to celebrate the passion of human love."

Hi« view is tliat the heroine of the drama is a fair young maiden of north-

• t^i Palestine, whom King Solomon has sought in vain to win, and who,

• .;-.:iu;; royal blandishments, remains true to her shepherd lover. He

I
>••,-; not regard the book as a portraiture or parable of the love existing

;. twecu God and his people or of Christ's relation to the Church, nor

1 --.s In- believe that it celebrates the mariiage of Solomon with Pharaoh's

•Uiighter. He thinks it not improbable, and no way unfit, that the au-

!'i'>r of the Song of Songs is a woman, some gifted female poet, who sings

.;i this sacred drama tlie pure, unwavering love of a woman's heart. Dr.

Ti-rry analyzes the drama, divides it into acts and scenes, and assigns the

various parts to tlie proper dramatis person<e. In certain places he disre-

KurvLs the Masoretic pointing, and corrects the text to conform to the theory

which the weight of evidence compels him to adopt. In his concluding

<li-«crvations the author, who ranks among eminent biblical scliolars, says :

"A diligent study of this beautiful song admonishes us that we should

not come to the jjcrusal of the Holy Scriptures with a priori notions of

»h:it they ought or ought not to contain. 2sor are we at liberty to as-

• -me, on dogmatic gi'ounds, any theory of divine inspiration which inter-

Jcrcs with tiie free investigation of the biblical writings. Criticism has

iiii rights, and wlien controlled by sound judgment and sincere desire to

I; now the truth will lead us to a deeper appreciation as well a clearer un-

•I'Tstanding of the Scri[)turcs." It is the glory and the joy of Christian'

Kholarship to render inestimable service to mankind by such clear and
• K-autiful interpretations of misunderstood portions of the Bible. Those
*lio tlo this work are high servants of God and large benefactors of the

luiman race.

t^teyftical Studies. The Pentateuch ancl Isaiah. By Hen'p.y Write Warren, D.C
"Ufi o( the Bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church. 12mo, pp. 40. New York : Hunt
* Katon. Price, cloth, llexible, 40 cents.

The author's characteristic abundance of keen and powerful life pours
«la fullness into these studies. They are electrically lighted with auroral

tlashes of comprehension and darts of spiritual intuition. The dear and
»-acrod truth contained in the divine book is revered with rational adora-
ti'ju and prostrate obeisance, touched fondly with all the holy aiJection
"f the soul, and rejoiced in with irrepressible exultation. How any
'kiunan mind can study the Bible with such illuminating helps as these
»'id not be caught up into the same enthusiasm for revealed truth and
f'^r nil sacred things, passes our comprehension ; indeed, we doubt if any
»i:th can be found ; the people who have not come under the mighty and
tuxotering spell of the truth are the people who have not properly studied
'••H' bouk which contains it. "Wc fearlessly call for a single instance that
«"»u invalidate the universal truth of that affirmation. The Professor of
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the English Bible in Denver University is a gifted interpreter and expos-

itor. His exegetical studies lead out of perplexities into perceptions.

Although we could make this page sparkle with extracts we dare not

enter on quotation lest the reasons which led us to extract a part might
compel us to quote the whole. We simply note the declaration that, in

regard to the controverted points concerning the Pentateuch and Isaiah,

"conservative students of God's word have as yet no call to surrender."

T'lU, Holy Waiting. The Christian's Handbook in the Churcli of God and for Home Medi-
Ution and Prayer. By Bishop Jonx Hetl Vinckxt, D.D. 16mo, pp. 90. Cincinnati

:

Cranston & Curts. Price, cloth, 50 cents ; leather, 75 cents.

This is a manual of devout meditation and worship for the individual.

It is highly adapted to promote the ends it seeks in guiding the mind to

such clear and vivid conceptions of truth as shall fill the worshiper with

reverence, cause the heart to be duly affected toward sacred things, and

uplift the soul in comforting and blissful devotion. For travelers by

land or sea, for invalids, sufferers, and other prisoners of Providence who
are forbidden the privileges of the sanctuary, this little book is well cal-

culated to make the place where they are as the house of God and the

gate of heaven. For the young Christian it is full of instruction, wis-

dom, and help in its preparations, rules, prayers, covenants, confessions,

consecrations, creeds, explanations, quickening thoughts, liturgies, and

Te Deums. It may teach laymen and ministers how to pray to edification

in private and in public. We know of no better book of its kind. It i?

worthy of being committed to memory from beginning to end. He who

had its words uyiou his tongue would have the peace of God in his heart.

PUILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AXD GEXERAL LITERATURE.

Principles of Economics. The Satisfaction of Human Wants, so Far as they Can be Satis-

fled by Labor ard Material Resources. By Grover Pease Osborne, A.M. Crown 8\o,

cloth, postage paid, S2. Cincinnati : Robert Clarke & Co.

^Ir. Osborne has produced a new work on economic science, but not a

new economic science. The point of view and the treatment are suffi-

ciently original, and the style deserves the highest praise: Not since

Adam Smith has any economic writer attained to such perfect clearness.

Let us at once quote an example taken from page 78. "Diminishing

returns does not mean a smaller return from land, but a smaller return

from labor; not a smaller return from labor in factories, but a smaller re-

turn from labor on land." This does not purport to be a definition.

but it is probably the best one ever made for the principle of

diminishing returns. This lucidity is found throughout the work;

we have found no passage clouded by obscurity. The terms of this

science are carefully cxi)lained, and any boy may wad most of the work
understandingly. The exceptional jiorlions are not in the least obscure;

the boy would need to know some things about money, for example, which

are not here stated ; that is to say, he would need a mature experience t<»
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%a.l<T!itnntl what is stated. The new point of view i3 gained by enter-

»e* the eoonomic field on the side of humaa wants. It affords an oppor-

tcaitj for a eemiethical treatment of the subject, and the author adopts
• ith 8 justification of his method a didactic and ethical tone. AVhat
•u-'ht to be done, not what comes to pass, in economic life is the real

tii'-tnc within the theme. The "principles" are severely orthodox, even
I I the inclusion of the Malthusian theory of population ; but the author
« Hiltl have us check the economic tendencies by righteous interference
of »rK-ifty and government. There is, however, a serious difficulty in the
»mn wants. It may mean a desire or a need, and ethically the two
!{.in;,'s widely diverge. Economists generally treat of wants as nearly the
Mine thing as desires; but that lets in immoral desires, or demancl for
things which are not good fur us. Nearly every economist flounders on
\)m Ass's bridge of tlie science; and we cannot think that ilr. Osborne has
cr.v.<icd the bridge with his usual felicity of definition. The difficulty is

thm- to stay
;
it is in the subject-matter ; and all that the economist can do is

lo turn over to the preacher the reproof and correction of immoral desire?

;

l.ut this leaves in doubt the wisdom of hanging a treatise on economics
u|k>n the word wants. But the novel point of view is so useful to an
ethical economist, and it brings into the field of vision such a number of
mglected^ facts, that we easily forget the initial difficulty of it. For
fxample, in the process of satisfying our wants by labor it comes about
that an enormous amount of effort is expended in our homes by wives, by
mothers, by ourselves; all which labor escapes the vision of the economist
l.»king too exclusively at the facts of exchange. And this view has a
further consolation for us in the ease with which it sets aside the stupid
expression "nonproducers "—of old applied to teachers, preachers, and
*-nlor5; they are supjilying human wants, and thjit clothes them with
proDomic respectability. For most of his readers the charm of Mr. Osborne's
h^K.k will come out of his discussion of practical questions actually before
the American people. The land question is very fullv treated and the
»ut.ior's position is substantially that of John Stuart Mill: the land bc-
l|»ugs to society, but its "improvements " belong to the private owner of
>hi--m. It is, however, ethically impossible for American society to re-

J^'^er what it has sold and given title to; but government lands oujrht
^e^eafter to be rented. Many of the difficulties of this question Ire
tr'-aled with freshness and candor. However, it should be noted that he
p-ULS not to know how deep the tax collector now cuts into income from
_poa m Cities, and he exaggerates the possible income from city lots,

lie author's discussion of money leans toward radicalism, though restinrr
«•<» orthodox ground. He advocates bimetallism, and thinks a gold
*t-tndard perilous; and yet he gives no " reasons " which are not answered
n Uis own text. On page 327 he writes :

" A paper money increases the
'>Ul supply of money. It is the same as an increase in the supplv of
«"ta and silver, which, of course, reduces their value. The value oftMU depends on the supply and demand for all purposes; if paper is sub-
-uted for one of its uses, the effect is the same as an increase in the
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supply of gold.'" It would seem, then, that dropping out silver as standard

money, but using the same amount of it as substitute money, would linvi-

no tendency to increase the value of gold. Nor is it either orthodox or

ethical to assert that the safer and happier order is a slight and constant

fall in the value of money—and rise of prices—because it stimulates enter-

prise. The world would better learn to live without stimulants of an

artificial sort. And cuiTent changes in the value of money—up or down-
within tolerable limits, cannot seriously affect enterprise of legitimate

kinds. The real and immense difficulty is presented by deferred pay-

ments. No man can know what jmrchasing power a dollar will have five

years hence, and we hazard the suggestion that the difiiculty is insur-

mountable. Possibly prices tend to lower levels through competition and

the incessant rearrangement of the relative value of commodities. Some-

where here a factor not yet studied is at work upon price in exchange.

The question of unrestricted immigration aflTords the author a fine field

for his ethical views, and his strong argument against it is as calm and

clear as it is strong. America for the Americans and all good Europeans

of our stock is a sensible and patriotic platform, and it is undergirded by

sound economic timbers. Our way of handling the Chinese among us is

an abominable way, possible we ought to have shut tlie door against ex-

cessive and unregulated immigration from any quarter before these orien-

tals came in. The author of this book advocates cooperation, but suggests

that the laborers of least skill Avould, under a successful system, still re-

ceive only wages. "VTe have found this work thoroughly sensible and

exceptionally readable. The orthodox economic theory has seldom put on

60 cheerful a dress. As Mr. Osborne describes it no one would suspect it

of being " a dismal science," partly because the orthodoxy is toned up by

some radical color.

Joj/s Beyond the Tltreshold. A Sequel to the To-morrow of Death. By Locis Figuier.

Translated by Abby Laxgdon Alger. IGmo, pp. S:";!. Boston : Roberts Brothers. Price,

cloth, S1.50.

This is a very singular book indeed, a book which could not have been

produced, we think, by any other than a countryman of Jules Verne.

We cannot honestly call it a valuable volume, and are somewhat at a

loss to know why it should have been deemed worth while to translate

and print it in this country. Whatever worth it may have consists in its

disclosure of the sort of stuff which they who reject the Christian revela-

tion are driven to resort to that they may find some comfort in contem-

plating the hereafter. The author says: " None of the religions now ex-

isting is fitted to banish from the heart of man the forbidding fears

inspired by the idea of death ; none can inspire a man with courage to fare

with steadfast eye and quiet soul the moment of his end." So he steps

jauntily in to fill the gap, and supply the need. He does it with the air

of a man who can at any time, before breakfast, if necessary, invent a

better religion than those now professed on the earth, which, he declares,
** do not satisfv the heart or mind." " These dogmas," he adds, "con-
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<»-;»nl at ft period of universal ignorance, are absolutely opposed to tlie l:nvs

«^' t^ft'urf, nnd to sustain their worn-out scaffolding v/e liave nothing but

» r.>w'd-be revelation and faith—that is to say, words very ingeniously

;^*vrnu-.l to cut short ajl discussion, to deify absurdity, to sanctify an im-

{.it«iJ<i!ity." He condescends to intimate that Christianity is better than

ih<- other religious, which are described at great length; but still its

^c^'rn.is are utterly unworthy of credence. "Every one kuows that the
Nij-irvnc was not the founder of the religion which bears his name; that

! . ^^ njtc nothing, originated nothing. The Christian religion was created,

t..; by Jesus, but by Si. Paul, who, having been one of Christ's bitterest

{.-•N lK>camo his most fervent apostle, and founded Christianity as a re-

1 ?ic>n." We are further informed that "French, English, and American
rroti<tnnts may be divided into two sects, Orthodox or Methodists, who
arr but latent adherents of Catholicism, and liberal Protestants. The
lilTHil Christian is, in the religious order, the direct disciple of Jesus
(}ifi«t." Perhaps it is this last bit of flattery which has induced the lib-

tv\\ Christians to take up this book. They are quite welcome to it and
iw consolations. For ourselves we prefer those supplied by the Church,
;Loui:h our author, with customary bombast, says of these latter, " They
wt- infinitely inferior to those assured the dying man of our system.''
Thv reader will have a natural curiosity to know what this much-vaunted
;.<'.i-ni is. "We will sketch it briefly iu the language of its creator. The
»"ul of man is to undergo after death a succession of transmigrations
*n<l celestial resurrections. He is to be reincarnated in a chain of new
l>'-:rgs whose successive links are unrolled iu the bosom of ethereal space,
the space which divides the planets from the stars, and which is to be the
hahiuit of these superhuman beings. " There the cycle of their transfor-
r.atious is accomplished; that is, their successive deaths, followed by as
many new births, with the continual improvements which refine their
q'-jaiiiies more and more, and lead them to an increasing state of intcl-
I'-'tual power and moral purity, until they have at last attained the height
"f perfection, which permits them to enter the central star of our world,
»^hi're they form a part of the solar divinity." All the planets are also
p'i'Icd by human beings similar to man. And these various planetary
J'liuianities are subject to the same order of organic changes, traversing
t«i- pluoscs of successive metamori-hoses and progressions till their final
fairy into the sun. Nor is this all, by any means. The planets belonging
•'^ uil the distant suns, which we call stars, must have inhabitants who
wsdvrgo the same organic evolutions which pertain to our earthlv humau-
'ty. They enter into the substance of their particular star or sun, to
C'mpose portions of the solar divinity. " There would thus be as manv
'vinitics as fixed stars in the sky. This strangely enlarges our idea of

^">d. It gives us astronomic polytheism, the plurality of gods." Since
* the fivfti 5{j^j.g re^oi^e around one central point situated deep in space,
^•"iis the point where the supreme God, Jehovali, may be found, hidden
^a the majesty of worlds. As to the comets, ]\r. Figuicr has this flight

fancy: " Is it forbidden us to believe that certain comets, those which
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reenter our solar systetn, are agglomerations of tlie souls of superhuman
beings who have just accomplished a journey through the deeps of

heaven, and are completing their voyage by hastening into the fierv fur-

nace of the sun. According to this hypothesis comets would be the ex-

cursion trains of the populations of ctliereal space. This gives as com-
plete a view as our limited space permits of the author's audacious

.speculations and wild conjectures. But, be it noted, he most strenuously

insists that these are not mere dreams of the imagination or idle reveries

and romantic theories, like the fables of Christianity. O, no. These are

" scientific facts." This is philosophy and cestainty. We should never

have supposed it had he not told us. And we have to take his bare

word for it as it is, for the most careful searching of the book has failed

to disclose anything which to u*?, at least, even begins to resemble tiie

scientific proof and chain of facts of which he so loudly boasts. To his

mind " the help offered by science and philosophy," that is, by his sys-

tem, " to take the tremendous step of death is far superior to that pre-

sented by any of the existing religions." He is welcome to it. And so

are the liberal Christians with whom he seems disposed to class himself.

If the prospect of being eventually burnt up or absorbed in the fiery fur-

nace of the sun cheers them more than the views of heaven afforded by

St. John, or the many mansions of the Father's house mentioned by Jesus,

and if they put more confidence in the so-called scientific conclusions

of this French romancer than in the revelations of Him who came from

heaven to show men the way thither, we suppose they must use their

own liberty. But they will please excuse us from keeping them company.

"We are more than satisfied with tlie old book, wliich tells us more, we
believe, about the to-morrow of death and the joys bcj'ond than any

Frenchman can spin out of his brain or any German evolve from his

inner consciousness.

i:f^-!>, and Ofhcr Poems. By Podert Beverly Hale. 8vo, pp. 104. Boiton : R. B. Hale
± Co. Price, cloth, $1.

Fireside poems, forty-two in number. Simple, pleasing, irreproach-

able, and wholesome sentiments, set in well-turned phrases; beginning

with "Elsie," a little girl at play with butterflies and bees under the

trees, and ending Avith " A Plain Workingman's Idea of Heaven," which

rejects the notion of rest in an idle heaven, and prays, whether his future

be in heaven or earth or hell, " O Father, give me some hard work to do."

The strongest piece in the book is " My Fellow-Traveler," which delivers

with real power the oft-repeated and ever-needed lesson that as men hope

for mercy at the hands of CTod they should be merciful to one another.

Poems. By Emily Dickinson. Edited by two of her Friends, Maekl Loovis Todd and
T. W. HIGGIXSON. Two series In one vohime. JGmo, pp.386. Boston : Kolx>rtji Brothers.

Price, white and preen cloth, full gilt, §2.

A dainty and beautiful edition of a volume of poems which might seem

fitted only for a select few, Imt which goes on winning a wide reading. It

is difficult to find the adjective with which this poetry may be accurately
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•lT«:rilM-Hl ftnci properly chtiracterized. Weird is scarcely the wc-rd, though

r: r;fsted by some of it, nor quaint, though that is not wide of the mark

H Miners, nor queer, though a clumsy critic might pick up that word; but

«; least wc niay say that it seems absolutely original, certainly spontaneous,

»fii| undeniably unique. The Bront6 sisters might have written somc-

il.iin; almost like it, but they did not. It casts its contradiction at the

sinrii'i.t declaration that there is nothing new under the sun, helping to

put to shame that long-discredited adage which the nineteenth century,

ftlarig the turnpike of its progress and the bypaths of its diversions, pelts

Y^ith novelties as if to stone it to death. If the poetry of William Bhike

W.V.* something new, then so is Emily Dickinson's; and there is genius if

tint likeness in both. In these verses of the recluse poetess of Amherst

ihrrc is quite enough to explain why the first series has reached its eleventh

c:lilion and the second series its sixth. They are as rare in quality, as

fret! from meretriciousness, as pellucid and sincere, as Emerson's. The
ri;ulcr regrets that, by her lifelong refusal to print her poems, all this

frtine can only iiiug its laurels on the grave beneath which for seven years

i\n.l more have been hidden from light and sound the eyes and ears which

»hould have been made glad therewith. These three hundred odd bits

Riid scraps of verse, some only four lines long, are the product of a mind
ahnornial but not morbid. ^lore might be written of them, and may be

<'!*cwhore, but not here nor now. Not unsuitable to quote in this depart-

mt-nl is the following :

A BOOK.
He ate and drank the precious words,

His spirit grew robust;

He knew no more that he was poor.

Nor that his frame was dust.

He danced along the dingy days.

And this bequest of wings

Was but a book. What liberty

A loosened spirit brings 1

The Merrimack River, Hdlenics and Other Pnerrn^. By Bkxjamix VT. Ball. 870, r?.
<^ New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. Price, cloth, 52.

Two hundred and fifty poems by a bookish man sensitive to the beau-
lies of natural scenery. In 1843 Emerson wrote to Thoreau: "Young
Hall has been to see me. He is a prodigious reader and a youth of great

{Toinise," Ball's first book of poetry was published in 1S51, and th.-

present volume contains part of that with the poetic product of the sub-

w^'quent forty years. The author is reputed the best Greek student ever

graduated from Dartmouth. He has lived in the ideal, and himself says

'hat his biography would be almost entirely a history of his mental devel-

opment. His writings show the culture of a scholar, the intellectual

force of a thinker, and the "high seriousness" of a refined and earnest

*"yh He calls conscience the higher reason. The critics will not call

''•'•is poetry great, but it is more valuable than much which they extol.
It is not pessimistic, irreligious, immoral, or lovy-minded, and in these evil

11 FIFTH SKRIKB, VOL. X.
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times this must rate as exceptioaul praise. Anywhere but in New Eng-

land, where, on the same half-acre we might almost say, he is crowded

by Emerson, Longfellow, Lowell, Wlutticr, and Holmes, Ball would be

the pride of his region and a poet of far-seen distinction in the esteem of

the cultivated.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AXD TOPOGRAPHY.

Uumer a^Ld the Epic. By Andkew Laxg, M.A., Hon. LL.D., St. Andrews : Honorary

•Fellov/of Merton College, Oxford. 12mo, pp. 434. New York: Longmaui, Green & Co.

Price, cloth. ?S.50.

In addition to the many labored treatises on the reality of a personal

Homer and the nonconglomerate nature of both Iliad and Odyssey, there

comes, at last, a book in whicli the true lover of literature will delight.

Other scholars have doubted or believed in the blind poet of the Grecian

isles because of ai-choeological or historical evidence; while Wilamowitz

has concluded that " the Iliad, as it stands, is nothing but acyclic poem,"

largely because of philological difficulties in the acceptance of the old

received belief. But j\Ir. Andrew Lang, in his Homer and the Epic,

approaches the whole subject in such a large and catholic spirit as to

indicate to the reader in the very open iiig chapter that no conclusion in

the book will be reached through microscopical analysis in any one depart-

ment of literary criticism alone; and that while due importance will be

attached to arguments from archseoloiry. ])hilology, and history, yet the

Iliad and Odyssey poems must find their defense, in large me.isure, from

the fact that they are poems—and unrivak-d poems—of a dawning civili-

zation. Poetry rightly demands a vindication from the larger evidence

of poetry and art. The position of the author seems, in part, to bo that

of Signer Comparetti: "This restless business of analysis, which has

lasted so long, impatient of it-* own fruitlessness, yet unconvinced of it,

builds up, and pulls down, and builds again; while its shifting founda-

tions, its insufficient and falsely applied criteria, condemn it to remain

fruitless, tedious, and repulsive. The observer marks, with amazement,

the degree of intellectual short-sightedness produced by excessive and

exclusive analysis. The investigator becomes a kind of microscoi^e man,

who can see atoms, but not bodies; motes, and those magnified, but not

beams." Yet the careful review of the work of all of the iconoclasts,

from Wolf to Wilamowitz, shows how fairly the present Homeric critic

approaches his subject. He carefully analyzes, book by book, the entire

plot of Iliad and Odyssey, stopping continually to recognize the criticisms

and objections which have been made by those who have traversed the

ground before him. AVhile no adequate estimate of the value of Ids work

can possibly be made without an open text before us, yet, even to the

rapid reader, it is evident that he intends to be fair in his criticisms of

tliosc with whom he diilers so radically. His conclusion, l)riefly stated,

is that, while the whole matter does not admit of exact demonstration,

and must in part be resolved into a question of literary taste, yet the

balance of probability is in favor of the old-time view. Homer lived and
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• Me; and while we are listening to liis song we hear not the diversified

^jaJk tnh:irmonious notes of many composers, but the single song of one.

A rrrvttiling charm of the review is that a poet himself talks of the

i;.iti>r* tliat Ji poet loves. While he balances aichajolooicul and philo-

ii>!;tc.»l claims one against another, unconsciously or with keen art he wins

(;t i<» his views by now vivid, now delicate word }):uiilings, as he rapidly

ihifii the scenes through the dramatic vistas of camp life and sea wander-

ja". Homer lives to him who loves him. Yet whether the grammarian

»-i(| the archKolngist may ever deduce his actual existence by cold logical

j*niec5s from the data within our posseS'-ion is more thau even Mr. Lang

c-ko prophesy.

:*%* lixilm of the Mediterranean. Illustrated. By P.ich.vrd Harding JHyis. I6mo,

pp. itVi. New York : Harper & Brotbers. Price, cloth, $1.25.

Mr. Riclinrd Harding Davis is an expert sight-seer. Indeed, his faculty

for smng and telling what he sees is such that he is now employed to

travel in quest of other people's pleasure rather than his own. As a

tr.rmbcr of the Harpers' stall he recently visited the ^Mediterranean for the

P'irpose of recording his impressions in the book which is l)efore us. It

HA.H a hasty trip to Constantiuople, with brief stops at Gibraltar, Tangier,

•Vthcns, and Cairo. We see the life of these places through the eye of

• trained observej-. It is a remarkalde eye, quite as notable for wliat it

li'tcs not see as for anything else, and for its power of selecting from the

throng of details the few real elements of the picture. Some one said that

Mr. Davis's earlier book of travel,. 2'^d We/it From a Car-Windoio, was
photographic, a series of "Kodak shots." That is far from the truth.

11^' is really a painter of the impressionist school, an artist in words, and
tJ^t many living painters could give us on canvas such vivid representa-

tion of life as characterize these fascinating pages.

Atitnharn Lincoln. In two volumes. By Jiinv T. Mop.sk, Jr. Vtmn. Vol. I, pp. 387:
Vol. II, pp. 373. xew York : Houehton, Mifflin & Co. Pilce. cloth. £2.50 per set.

This volume appears at the first thought a hazardous undertaking on
• hff part of Mr. ^loise. So much has been said, and by so many writers,

cr»nccniing the martyred Lincoln that it would almost seem as if the
tJtttrmost fact had been discovered and the final word written re-

frwding liim. Like some rich harmony, however, with whose repe-
tition the ear never grows weary, comes the thrilling story of this rise

Ir.nn the backwoodsman's obscurity to the rulership of the republic. Tlio

•amiliar facts of Lincoln's unique life are again spread before the reader

•
n these volumes—his childhood poverty, the shadow upon his boyhood t

»•» the death of his mother, his start in life, his law experience, his short I

<"vrcr in Congress, and the crowning honor of the presidency. The
*'*»nt' rugged pei-sonality is again before us with which history has already !

f^a-.lo us acqiiainteil. Lincoln, in his inflexible adherence to principle, his
j

lua^tcrj- of men, his subtle humor, his quaint pathos, and, withal, his tend-
!

•"acj to melancholy, once more confronts the reader as a character study. !
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And both the life record of the groat President and his pereonal traits

take on a new attraction, as if for the first lime we read the story. " Lin-

coln," says Mr. Morse, " was like ShukcsjK'are, in that lie seemed to run

through the whole gamut of hLunau nature." Having so touched all the

experiences of men, he is in some sense the teacher of all; and though

it is "only thirty-three years " since he "became of much note in the

world," yet he is henceforth the property of the centuries. " Let us take

him," says the author, ''simply as Abraliam Lincoln, singular and soli-

tary, as we all see that he was; let us be thankful if we can make a

niche big enough for him among the world's heroes, without worrying

ourselves about the proportion which it may bear toother niches; and

there let him remai:i forever, lonely, as in his strange lifetime, impress-

ive, mysterious, unmeasured, and unsolved." Mr. Morse has contributed

a most deserving addition to the series now being issued on "American

Statesmen."

Tltomwi Birch Freeman, Missionam Pioneer to Ashanti, Dahomcn, and Egba. By
John Milcm, F.R.G.S. 12mo, pp. 160. New York : Fleming H. ReveU Company. Price,

cloth, 75 cent3.

The son of a slave, brought from the "West Indies to England, married a

European serving- woman in the village of Twyford, near the ancient ca-

tliedral town of Winchester. Of this union was born in 1809 one child,

Thomas, who took the name of ]\Ir. Birch, his father's master, and added

Freeman as a last name because he obtcxined freedom under the Emanci-

pation Act. This boy was converted and religiously trained by the labors

of Wesleyan Methodist lay preachers and class leaders. As he grew in

knowledge and his soul was filled with the spirit of Christ the African

blood in his veins began to yearn toward the Dark Continent; and the

story of its wrongs, its sufferings, its horrid superstitions' and bloody

rites, its brutal barbarism, filled liini with such pity that he had no peace

till the Wesleyan Missionary Society, after examination, appointed him to

the newly formed mission on the Gold Coast, western Africa. The Wes-

leyan work on that coast began in 183G, by the sending out of Joseph R.

Dunwell, the first missionary to the Fantis. In six months he died. Not

long after the work there was taken up by the subject of this little vol-

ume. One of his earliest tasks in Africa was to dig a grave for the body

of his wife, a cultivated English woman wlio had joined herself to iiim for

the salvation of dusky heathen tribes. PossiI)ly his African blood en-

abled him to endure tlie climate which proved so deadly to full-blooded

Caucasians. At all events he lived and labored there for over fifty years,

dying in 1890 full of years and in great satisfaction over the result of his

labors. He witnessed the marvelous development of a work which looks to

Lake Chad as its ultimate point, its natural course being, if faithfully

prosecuted, "across the swamps to Benin, and around to the bend

of the Niger, over the hills to Xkoranza, and thence onward to

Timbuktu; through Salagha and the inner lands of the half-pagan, half-

Islamite Soudanese, to Sakatu, and thence to Kuka on the Great Lake.''

Nothing illustrates better the spirit of this man of God than a pas-sage
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ff...to the book he wrote near the end of his hfe, entitled The Missionai-y

l\!.rTrue Ko Fiction. Thus lie depicts and encourages the missionary

M Africa: "Xewly arrived in a burning, torrid cliine, the vital question

ri>c:»< 5 Will he endure hardship as a good soldier of Jesus Christ, ' as

»<tiiii' liiiu who is invisible ?
' Thousands of miles from home and friends,

«;jrr»)Uiidcd by a savage people perishing for lack of knowledge, he has

B.I liiiuiiin aid at hand, no earthly friend or counselor; and yet he can

K»v,
*

I am not alone, because the Father is with me.' Now comes the

ir^t of faith, courage, and ptitience. Like the husbandman he must

wjil \oi\" for the precious fruit until the Lord send the refreshing rain.

{{r must toil on through many a dark, cloudy, and discouraging day,

niort ing and sowing in hope. Bearer of the precious seed, he will doubt-

l.A-j weep; but faith beholds in the distance the time of rejoicing in the

uj ill it of a glorious harvest. Onward then, O beloved missionary! On-

ward, lonely messenger of mercy, warrior of Messiah, greatly valorous!

Wlien thy hands hang down and thy spirit droops, rememler Calvary;

jvinting under the burning heat of noon, rememla' Calmry; and should

life ebb out, a solitary wanderer for the benefit of mankind in a pagan

I.i!i(l, remember Calvary. Be this thy banner, thy watchword, thy rallying

rry, yea, be this thy very life, to rememler Calvary, Calvary, with its

Jviug love; Calvary, with its Avorld-crucifying power; Calvary, with its

;:lorious hopes; Calvary, with its wondrous prospects!" The veteran

vlio wrote those words, and who for half a century was "a burning and

6 fhiuing ligiit " in the pagan darkness of the Gold Coast, died of influ-

enza in August, 1890, tlie funeral being held in the church where he had

preached for many years, and the committal service at the grave being

read by a Church of England clergyman.

3V Doim of Italian Independence. Italy from the Congress of Vienna, 1S14, to the Fall

of Venice, 1849. In two volumes. By William Roscoe Thayer. 8vo. Vol. I, pp.
^-'A : Vol. II, pp. 446. New- York : Houghton, Mifflin & Co. Price, cloth, Si-

Mr. Thayer opens his historical venture with a not unimpressive simile.

Comparing the Italian people to an invalid, he declares that their gradual
rtMicwal during the first half of the present century "must be described,

like the convalescence of a patient from a long sickness, by symptoms,
much more than by startling occurrences." This assumption that Italy was
>ii a state of sickness as the century opened is one of the truisms of history.

A. f.iir land in its overarching skies, a land rich in memorials of art and
literature, a land which looks backward to Hildebrand, Dante, and
Onlileo, as among the great performers upon the stage of its uatioi^al life

—lis former condition is in truth not sketched with too somber colors by
Mr. Thayer. " From the time of Charlemagne to the time of Napoleon,"
'"-• says, "she was never mistress of herself, but always the victim of for-

*';;'» rapacity. All this was her inheritance, when, at the beginning of
the nineteenth century, she seriously resolved to be free." To write this
lit(.-st page in her national development is an undertaking worthy the
r-cn of the most ambitious historian ; to tell the story in so complete a
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way as docs Mr. Thayer is to give a new value to the roniunce of modem
Italy. The writer \a a master of the task he undertakes. Availing him-

self not only of event?, but of " the biogi-apliy of a representative man,"^

a ''custom, or a book, which may often serve better than official docu-

ments to reveal tlic forces working below the surface in Italy," he has

•woven a narrative which is more than fascinating. As for the men
whom he portrays, such characters as Prince Metternich, the diplomatist

and intriguer, Victor Emmanuel, with liis qualities of excellence, ^Mazzini,

"the great conspirator," and Garibaldi, the patriot, stand forth in all

their separate qualities and give vividness to the scene. The part played

by the papacy through the whole is also adequately noticed. As a piece

of graphic description the account of the death of Gregory XVI and the

choice of Pius IX, with which the second volume opens, is unexcelled.

In fact, wherever the reader turns he finds himself borne along both by

the dramatic quality of the events narrated and by the masterly use of

English which the author displays. Altogether his work is one to be

much desired.

The Sludait'?, Roman Empire. A Hlstiry of the Roman Empire, from Its Foundation to

the Death of Marcus .^.urelius (27 B.C. to ISO A. D.). By J. B. BCRT, M.A., FeUow ami

Tutor of Trinity Collecre, Dublin. Illustrated. 12mo, pp. 638. New Yort: Harper &
BrtJlhers. Price, cloth, $1.50.

This volume is included in the well-known "Student's Series," and
** I)ridges the gap between the Student's Itome and the StudenVs Gilhon.'''*

The period with which it deals is that of the rise and prosperity of the

Roman Empire, as Gibbon deals with its decline and fall. The author

characterizes this period as "perhaps the most important" of the em-

pire, or, indeed, of Rome. Certainly then flourished most of the emper-

ors whose names are household words, even to those whose knowledge of

them extends no further. Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, Xero,

Galba, Piso, Otho, VitelHus, Vespasian, Titus, Domitian, Xerva, Trnjan,

Hadrian, and the two Antonines—these are the emperors whose virtues

and vices, whose greatness and weaknesses render this period of Roman
history one of the most picturesque and instructive in human annals. The

author cannot be accused of a brilliant style. The last sentence in the

book, "We hear of boys being caught up from the top of a pageant to the

awning of the J'lavian amphitheater," seems a needlessly abrupt ending.

Yet his narrative is painstaking and sufSciently clear, and evinces much
learning and diligent research. More, however, than a mere narrative is

attempted. Constitutional development and history receive careful at-

tention. Three chapters out of the thirty-one are devoted to literature;

while the last chapter discusses " Roman Life and Manners," and presents

many details not otherwise readily obtainable. AVe cordially commend
the work as furnishing what is nowhere else contained within the same

compass, and as being a really valuable compendium of the period of

which it treats. Two colored maps are inserted, each of two pages, re-

spectively of the western and eastern portions of the empire. In the last

chapter are one or two illustrations which are especially interesting—one
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T*nrvsentii)g the interior of aroom in one of the Pompeian baths, another

t!!e iiK'thod by which wild nnimals were introduced into the arena. Each

fjinptcr is followed by " Notes and Illustrations" of various matters sug-

.•c?:cd by the text; while an index of twelve three-column pages adds

iinnioasurably to the value of the book as a work of reference. "While

iiiK'tuled primarily, as its title indicates, for the use of students in tlie

M.,'hcr schools and universities, it is a volume which will repay careful

rr.ulinf by the general public and be a convenient addition to the scholar's

liNrary.
.

MISCELLANEOUS.

/*u.'p<e and Platf(yrm. Sermons and Addresses by Rev. 0. H. Tiffaxy, D.D., LL.D. Com-

piled by Rev. J.Wesley Johxstox, D.D. Crown 8vo, pp. 251. New York: Hunt & Eaton.

Price, cloth, $1.25.

Dr. Tiffany's ministerial career was in various respects exceptional. He
WHS one of the most gifted men for public discourse to be found in any

denomination. His exquisite sensi'oilities, and his strong taste for ritual

and for the proprieties and testhetics of worship, might naturally have

c-arried him into the Protestant Episcopal body but for his ardent love

ami firm attachment to Methodism. He was so made that elegance was

u necessity to him; all his ideals of style and utterance and form were

elegant ; and the wonder was that such a passion for polish and finish

should be accompanied by overpowering force and fervor. His rhetoric

wns stately and sonorous, his oratorio action the perfection of ease and

manly grace, while his utterance was crisp, clear, intelligent, and rhyth-

mical in eimuciatioii, emphasis, and inflection. He knev/ all the stops of

rhetoric, and when he chose to pull them he was like the skilled player of

an organ. On some special public occasioiis lie was an oratorical splendor.

His litvish, luxurious nature might have made his speech tro])ical and cx-

CH-.ssivcly ornate if not guarded by good taste and checked by culture

through a familiar acquaintance with, and careful study of, the best

niodels. Tiiat the rhetoric on these printed pages seems hardly so sump-
tuous as we expected only proves that the grandeur and the spell must
liave been more in the delivery and the personal presence than we were

nwai-e of when listening to his sermons and addresses. Dr. Tiffany's style

reminds us most of E. P. Whipple. The wisdom of a judicious discrim-

ination is manifest in the admirable representative selection which the

skillful compiler, Dr. Johnston, has made from the accumulated manu-
scripts of a lifetime. From so much material it was probably no easy

thing to choose, but Tiffany's best is undoubtedly in this volume.

The Table TaV: of Dr. Martin Luther. Illustrated by Joseph M. Glee^^on. lGmo,pp. 141.

.New York : Frederick A. StoUes Company. Price, ornamental, T5 cents.

L(u,<D«v>. By Georoe Klingle. IGmo, pp. 63. New York : Frederick A. Stokes Com-
pany. Price, ornamental, $1.

These two booklets are specimens ofthe exquisitely bound volumes which
tlie publishers prepare for the holiday season. No firm surpasses them in

the beauty of their gift books.
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Th& TTorZd'* Tarliamtni of Iieli{fion.'>. An illustrated and popular story of the world's

first Parliament of Religions held ia Chicago, iii connection with the Columbian Exposition

of 1S93. Edited by Rev. Joiix Hkxry Barkows, D.D., Chairman of the General Coni-

Diittoe on Religions Congresses of the World's Congress Auxiliary. Vol. I, Svo, pp. SOO.

Chicago: The Parliament Publishing Company. Price, cloth, set of two volumes, $3;
leather, ST.50 ; full morocco, SIO. •

An advanced copy of the first volume of this great work is before us.

The most complete and stupendous exposition ever seen was open in

Chicago from May to November. The most unique and comprehensive

assemblage ever gathered on earth was the World's Parliament of Pioli-

gions. This volume, v.-ith the one which is to follow it, containing the

record of that gathering and the only complete and authorized reports of

all addresses and papers presented, is such a book as no man ever saw
before. That its contents are of intense interest to all sorts and con-

ditions of men goes without saying. !More than one hundred r.nd sixty

of the leading minds of the world contribute their best thought to its

pages. It has two hundred and thirty full-page illustrations, reproduc-

tions of photographs of religious subjects gathered in all lands, including

in addition pictures of most of the participants in the Parliament. It

belongs to a new epoch in the history of religion among men. It will

increase, clarify, expand, and enrich our knowledge; and all correct

knowledge redounds to the glory of the truth and brings on its boundless

and everlasting triumph. Let the light blaze and let the truth stand

forth! Because this book is the authentic and trustworthy record of a

world event of incalculable moment to all mankind it cannot be epheme-

ral; it must take its place in permanent literature. .

The Cloister and the Hearth ; or, Maid, Wife, and Widow. By Chaklks Reade. Illus-

trated from Drawings, by Willi.vm Mautix Joh.vso.v. 2 vols., 8vo. Illuminated silk,

uncut edges, and gilt top. New York : Harper i Brothers. Price, SS.

This is a most sumptuous and elegant edition of the acknowledged

masterpiece of Charles Reade, who, against the claims of music, paint-

ing, sculpture, engraving, and the re-t, argued that among the line arts

fiction is supreme. To the prosecution of the art to which he was a

passionate and patient devotee be brought extraordinary powers. His

work was animated and elevated by great and worthy purposes. The illus-

trator of Ben Hur has embellished almost every page of these volumes

with suggestive and felicitous decorative designs.

A Mntto Changed. By Jeas Ingelow. l:imo, pp. SOS. New York : Harper 4 Brothers.

Price, cloth, ornamental, ^1.

Just such a story as might be expected from the woman who is fittest

to stand close beside Elizabeth Barrett Browning among the literary

women of England. Every stream of poetry or prose that flows from

Jean Ingelow is pure, sweet, and wholesome as the water that bubbles up

through the clean white sand of a boiling spring; it is a. water of life in

human homes, and makes glad the city of God.

Note.—This Is the special season of books. The i?t-rieu) has endeavored to do justice to

the season up to the limits of its space. It will be observed that twenty-four are noticed in

the present Issue.—Ed.
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Art. I.—" tup: PLACE WIlEliE THE LORD LAY."

TiiK statements of tli3 four evuDgelists regarding the tomb of

<> If Lord liave always been tlie subject of mncli interest and

iiKluiry. Recent exploration has added considerably to our

rirclijvological ktiowlcdge and greatly helped scholars aiid exe-

potes to set the Bible narratives in their true light. Some
rvrtlflcation of statements in standard Methodist authors is

made possible, and certain internal evidences of the truthfulness

<»f the Xew Testament accounts, scarcely noticed before, now
iK^eome strikingly apparent. It is not proposed in this article

?•• discuss the site of the tomb, but, as far as possible, to recon-

i-tinet the tomb itself before the mind's eye, in the interest of

t clearer understanding of the sacred history. The importance

"f the subject certainly warrants a careful study of all accessible

-"urces of information.

'ilie fraudulent character of the present reputed "holy sep-

'lieher" is of course assumed. AYliile it probably stands some-
where near the place of the true one, no competent modern
'Uithority of which the writer has knowledge pays any respect

•" ifs claims in other particulars. All who have seen it agree

^hat every visible part of the present tomb is manifestly of mod-
''11 construction. The claim that the stone work covers the
r-^'k i.s nowhere supported by any appearance of the rock itself,

•"id all investigtition has l>ecn carefully guarded against. The
«'ntire structure is in a building above ground, standing on the
'•"or of a church, ;ind it by no means perfectly agrees with the

'^''piiremeuts of either the Scriptures or of Jewish archaeology.
1-'—FUTII SERIKS, VOL. X.
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In addition to the tomb of Christ tlic cluirch is said to contain

tlie burial places of Melchizedek, of Adam's skull, of Josepli,

and of !Nicodenms, all of which, together with a number of

other sacred places and objects too numerons for any church tu

cover, arc pointed out with a pretense of accuracy that throw?

discredit upon the whole. It is admitted by all that previous

to tlie time of the Empress Helena the locality was in the hands

of the pai^ans, who tried to obliterate all its distinctive features.

If so, they could certainly have destroyed the tomb. More-

over, the original Church of the Holy Sepulcher was burnt by

the Persians A. D. Gl-I. It is said to have been again fired

after the era of Haroun-al-Easchid. It was razed to the foun-

dations during the period of the Fatimite caliphs of Egyj)t.

For the true sepulcher to have been preserved during all these

destructive events would have required more and greater mii-a-

cles than are reported to have attended its discovery by the

Empress Helena.

I. The Tomb.—Let us proceed, fii'st of all, to gather from the

scriptural accounts of the entombment such portions as will

serve as a basis for our attempt. " Now in the ])lace," that is,

in the immediate vicinity, "where he was crucified there was a

garden, and in the garden a new sepulcher, wherein was never

man yet laid." It was the tomb of a '• rich man of Arimathsea.

named Joseph," " which he had hewn out in the rock." This

Joseph was an " honorable counselor," " a good man and a just,*"

who *' had not consented to the counsel and deed of them " wlio

had condemned Christ. The name " counselor " applied to Joseph

indicates that he was a member of the Sanhedrin ; and, in addi-

tion, the statement of his nonconcurrence in the condemnation

of Jesus implies the possession by him of functions pertaining

to that office. In harmony with well-known requirements, all

members of the Sanhedrin were to be wealthy, in order that

they might properly support the dignity of the ofilce. Fur-

ther, they must be married, that tliey might sympathize with

domestic affairs. They were also to have children, that they

might know how to show mercy. "We may, therefore, properly

think of Jesus as having been laid in such a tomb as a Sanhe-

drist would probably provide for himself and family. "What was

it like? From Colunel Wilson's description of burial places

in the vicinity of Jerusalem we extract the followino: faet.=i
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jxrtitient to tlie inquiry. One of tlie simple forms of tombs,

in* «ivs, is " tliat in which a rectangular space is cut into the

viTtical face of the rock after the manner of an oven, extend-

ing six feet or more horizontally inward, and sufficiently wide

.uiJ high to admit of a corpse being pushed in. . . . Such a

;:n\vc is called in the Talmud a Tcok (pi., koJchny Further on,

-jH.';ikiiig of tlie various classes into which these tombs may be

.iivicled, lie says :

'I'he first class is that iu which a natural cavern in one of tlie softer

• :nit!i of limestone is adapted to sepulchral pur[)oses. KoTcim are cut in

\\w sides of the cave, with their beds on a level with the ground, and the

< spellings arc then closed with rough stone slabs, resting against the face

nf the rock or fitting more closely into the excavation. In this class of

\in\\) no arrangement was jnade for closing the entrance to the cavern.

It seems not improbable that these tombs were used for the burial of the

}Kxjr, and they were perhaps constructed at the public expense. In th<^

M-vond class of tomb a square or oblong chamber is carefully cut in the solid

riH-'k; the entrance is by a low, .square opening, closed cither by a closely

fitting stone slab or by a stone door turning on a socket hinge and secured

by Iwlts on the outside. These tombs, remarkable for the care which has

l>ctn bestowed on the excavation, were probably the family vaults of

wealthy people.*

Additional light is cast upon the construction of Jewish

tombs of the better class by Dr. Ederslieim, whose statements,

coming as they do from a rabbinically learned Jew, are of the

Tery highest authority. He says, referring to the sepulcher of

('lirist :
.

'

Not only the rich, but even those moderately well-to-do, had tombs of

their own, which probably were acquired and prepared long before they

wore needed and treated and inherited as private and personal property.

.
. . The " tombs" were either " rock-hewn" or natural " caves," or else large

'tailed vaults with niches along the sides. Such a "cave" or "vault"
"f four cubits' (six feet) width, six cubits' (nine feet) length, and four
f iibits' (six feet) height, contained niches for eight bodies—three in each
<'f the longitudinal sides and two at the end opposite the entrance. Each
' niche" was four cubits (six feet) long and had a height of seven, and a

^ki'lth of six, handbrcadths. [\. handbrcadth is about four inches.]

As these burying "niches" were hollowed out in the walls they were
*;i:l(,-d huTchin [not kolini]. The larger caves or vaults were six cubits

I'uiit.' feet) wide and eight cubits (twelve feet) long, and held thirteen
iviilies—four along each side wall, three opposite to, and one on either
'ide of, the entrance.

. These figures apply, of course, only to what t!'.e

* Picturesque Palestine^ division 1, p. 95.
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law required when a vault had been contracted for. "When a person

constructed one for him^^elf the dimensions of tlie walls and the number

of huTch'm might, of course, vary.*

Major Conder's description adds a few particulars to tlie

above

:

The ordinary form of a Hebrew tomb was a low chamber with a small

entrance, having on each side small tunnels, called in the Mishna koliin,

each large enough for a corpse, with the feet nearest the entrance and

the head at the farther end, supported by a small raised step or stoce

pillow. Of these lolim there were from twelve to sixteen in each cham-

ber. They resemble early Phcenician tombs in their arrangement, "with

tlie difference that the chamber is always reached by a door in the face of

the rock, and never occurs at the bottom of a shaft."!

It is reasonable to suppose that the family tomb of a member

of the Sanhedrin would present no essential departure from

tlie normal type at this period when reverence for the law was

at its highest. It would rather be conformed to the extreme

of legality. AVe may, therefore, imagine, first of all, a rock-

hewn tomb of the general proportions named in Dr. Eders-

heim's description. Of its exact size or of the number of

kukhin we have, of course, no means of judging; and yet,

conjecturing from the probable size and requirements of an

orthodox Jewish family, we may suppose it would scarcely be

made to contain less than eight bodies.

II. The KicJieSy or Kukhin.—The foregoing statements that

these extended perpendicularl}^ inward, at right angles with the

face of the wall, are in accord M'ith all the diagrams of the in-

terior of purely
_
Jewish tombs that are popularly known.:{:

But from the fact that tliere are certain tombs in the vicinity

of Jerusalem in which the niches are simply shelves parallel

with the wall, wherein the body was inserted sidewise, some

writers have imagined that Christ was buried in this manner.§

The scriptural mention of the " two angels in white sitting,

the one at the head, the other at the feet, where the body of

Jesus iiad lain," has been additced in favor of this view. But

the most recent authorities agree that the shallow niche is not

found in purely Jewish rock-eut tombs and tliat tlie deep loculus

* 27i6 Life and Times of Jews the Messiah, vol. li, pp. 31S. 319.

+ Edintiurah Revieu\ April, 1SS7.

J See MoClintock and Stroug's Cuclopctdia, art. "Sepulcher;" De Ilass, Buried Cities

Recovered, p. 171.

g Freeman's Handbook, art. *' Rock Sepulcher."
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t» imivei'sal in such. On this point McClintock and Strong

(irtiolo " Sepulcher ") Siiy :

Tlio shallow loculus . . . was apparently ouly used when sarcophagi

• .r<r employed, and therefore, so far as we know, only during the Graeco-

K.iisim period, when foreign customs came to be adopted. The shallow

J •ulus would have been singularly inappropriate and inconvenient where

in uneinbalmed l>ody was hiid out to decay, as there would evidently be

no nicuns of shutting it off with the rest of the catacomb. The deep

J Hulus, on the other hand, was as strictly conformable with Jewish

ru»ti>ms.

Major Conder €ajs that the anthropoid sarcophagus does

u.>t seem to have been in use among the Hebrews, and, fuitlier,

that there is nothing to sIionv that the Hebrews, ever embahued
jiicir dead in sucli a manner as to permanently prevent decay.

Ii is true that a "mixture of rayrrli and aloes, about a hundred
|H>inid weight," was wound in the linen clothes, "as the manner
«>f the Jews is to bury." And it is also true that some writers,

(u'ikic, for example, liave fallen into the overstatement that the

.lews attached "supreme importance," "like the Egyptians,"
•• to tlie checking of natural decay by embalming." * But tlie

fact appears to he tliat the Jews no more expected to prevent
J'.nal decay by the use of spices and ointments than do we by
'!k' employment of our temporary preserving fluids. While
the unguents would retard decomposition for a time, and wliile

'liis was part of their intention, the main purpose of any
marked profusion was to express resjiect or affection, as we do
i'V using quantities of flowers or a costly coffin. The writer is

a-^ared by a learned rabbi of his acquaintance, who is con-
versant with all the customs of the Jews, that tliey have never
desired to prevent decomposition, save for the brief period
•H-oossary for besto\ying the offices of esteem or love, and that in

'"'ino countries they refrain from using a coffin, in order that
t-io aslies of the dead may mingle more quickly with the earth
>u vie\r of all the testimony it seems reasonable to conclude

I

'Kit Joseph the Sanhedrist, careful to observe the customs of
' »* IHii)plc, would fit up his family tomb with deep hiMin.

u:it appears decisive upon this point is that there was not
J'tMii enough in a wall of the legal Jewish tomb for three
*''MAj/i, of seven handbreadths' height apiece, to be made one

Geikie, Life and Words of Christ, vol. U, p. 577.
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above {\notlier. Tliey would require a space of eiglity-four

inches from bottom to top, to saj nothing of the divisions

between the various cells ; whereas a wall of the regulation

lieight of four cubits (six feet) would only allow seventy-two

inches. And these are the lowest niches known. In the

figured specimens of McClintock and Strong the height is

thirty-six inches. Therefore the notion that Christ was buried

in a shelf receptacle appears untenable, atid John xx, 12, must

be referred to another part of the scpulcher.

III. TIte Ledge, or Bench.—In excavating the rock to form

the class of tombs under discussioTi a ledge was left at the base

of the walls. Colonel AYilson mentions this ''rock bench beneath

the hohirii for the anointment of the bodj-." It was upon this

bench that the two angels sat, " the one at the head, and the

other at the feet, where the body of Jesus had lain."- And
this is that on which, when the two Marys and Salome had

entered into the sepulcher, they " saw a young man sitting

on the right side, clothed in a long white garment." An
interesting question arises here. Did the^body of Jesus per-

manently repose upon this ledge, where it had received its

anointment and wrapping, or did Joseph and Nicodemus remove

it hence to a niche ? "Whedon correctly holds the latter view.

Quoting the angel's words, " Come, see the place where the

Lord lay," he says, "pointing doubtless to the particular cell

in the wall of the tomb," and continues

:

This implies, iu accordance with Mark, that the angel was in the tomb.

The place was doubtless a cell or niche, usually cut horizontally into the

perpendicular wall, so as to insert the corpse with the head entering first

and feet toward the court. Sometimes a shelf or bench was cut along

the wall so as to allow the corpse to lie parallel to the wall and entirely

visible. As Mary Magdalene saw two angels, one at the head and the

other at the feet of Jesus (John xx, 12), this must have been the method

in which Jesus lay.*

Certain arguments may be suggested in favor of the body's

having lain all the time upon the ledge, but they appear to bo

overbalanced by others that favor its removal to the niche.

Thus, it may be thought, from the probable haste of the burial

and from the return of the women on the second morning with

more spices, that the preparation of the body for its last restlng-

* Before he was put In the *' place," as stated lu the flrst sentence of the comment.





i.Iacc was incomplete, and tluit therefore it would be left over

liiv Sabbath where it was first placed. But, on the other hand,

jlirn- is nothing to show that Joseph and Xicodeiiius did nut

n-^'ard their offices as final; while the coming of the women

iuiiv properly be attributed to their zealous affection, which

t.ooih'd gratification more than the body needed anointing.

A^rain, while the texts admit of the possible understanding that

tl.c body remained upon the bench and that the angel directed

till' attention of the women to that spot, it would seem that, in

Mich a case, the invitation to " come, see the place," was supe;--

lliious; for since the women were already within the tomb

ilio bench was immediately under their eyes, and the empty

x'raveclothes lying npon it w^ould have at once attracted

tlirir notice. The language is certainly more fairly a call to

••xainine some "phico" not then fairly visible to the women,

hilt seen by the angel. Again, although it is possible

that a napkin lying npon the bench might not have been seen

l.y John from the outside of the tomb, while he was "stooping

•lown, and looking in," yet this is hardly probable, for the

vviiolc interior of the chamber must have been visible to him.

I'oter, also, when he looked in from the outride, saw only " the

linen clothes laid by themselves." It is more likely that the

napkin had been left by our Lord in the niche, beyond the

range of vision from outside the door. Our conclusion would

then be that the body lay in a kuk—which one it is of course

impossible to say. It was certainly not in one of the niches

beside the door, if there were such, for the clothes could not

have been seen there from the outside. If Joseph and JS"ico-

deinus performed the last rites alone, as the account seems to

indicate, they would naturally have both stood on the outside of

the- body as it lay on the bench between them and the right-

hand wall; and if they then placed it in the most convenient

ri'coptacle they would have lifted and inserted it, the head first,

ill the right-hand corner niche at the end opposite the dooi-.

I'his niche would also be the one farthest from the women
"p'>n their entrance; in view of which they might most pro])-

« ily be bidden, " Come, see the place." To this also would
'he angel, "sitting upon the right side," niost easily point with

Ids right hand while uttering the invitation. Of course, the

oidy value of these suppositions is to show that the biMical
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narrative easily yields itself to what was a probable construc-

tion of the tomb.

IV. The Door^ Great Stone, and Court.—"And he [Joseph]

rolled a great stone to the door of the sepiilcher," It was sa

large that wlien the two Marys and Salome came, on the iirst

day of the week, they said, "AVho shall i-oll ns away the stone

from the door of the sepulcher ? . . . for it was very great." But
their apprehension was unfounded, for an "angel of the Lord"
had "rolled back the stone from the door, and sat upon it."

As far as we are aware there is no substantial disagreement

among the principal archeeological authorities regarding the

probable size of the door. It was likely about three feet

square, or possibly somewhat less in width. The door, in a

similar situation, which is described by Dr. Barclay* was
" two and a half feet broad and less than three feet high."

The door figured in Whedon's Commentary (Matt, xxvii, CO)

is about three feet square. Such is also the size of the opening

into the present "holy sepulcher," which, while evidently a

late structure, is yet of some value as testinjony, from the evi-

dent attempt of its fabricators to conform, as far as they knew
liow, to the pattei'n of the tombs around Jerusalem, f Colonel

"Wilson says of the tmnbs of the rich, part of his description of

which has already been c^uoted, " The entrance is by a low,

square opening." And finally it will be recalled that Major

Conder has already stated that " the ordinary form of the

Hebrew tomb was a low chamber with a small entrance." S(.>

that there seems to be no foundation for the remark in McClin-

tock and Strong (art. " Sepulcher ") that the entrance to the

tomb of Christ may have been " a door, say six feet by three

feet"—a notion evidently adopted as ground for an argument

that if the "great stone" had been intended to close the door

it would have been too large to move, and that therefore it

must have been placed instead at the opening of the loculus.

On the contrary, the Bible account itself agrees with the smaller

dimensions mentioned in the chief authorities. Peter could

only see through the door into the tomb by "stooping down."

So also John. So also Mary. It is hardly presumal)le all these

were j>ersons so tall that tliev must stoop to look in at a door

"six feet "high.

* City of the Great King, p. 191. t De Hass, Bwicd Cit ks Recovered, p. 174.
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•* And as tliej went out thej rolled, as was the custom, a

• rivHt stone '—the golel—to close the entrance to the tomb,

jin)lKd)Iy leaning against it for support^ as was the practice, a

^tnaller stone—the so-called dopheqP * Both Dr. Barclajf and

porter:}: speak of such a golel^ or "roller," in their accounts of

t!ie tombs of the kings, and ligure it in shape like a millstone,

r»)lling to the left side of the door and catching there in a slot

in tlie rock. Colonel "Wilson gives his adherence to this as the

probable method of closing the tomb of Christ ; and Strauss

nvei-s that this mode of shntting graves by a " roller " is met

witli at the present time. § An aperture three feet square

would require to cover it a roller of not less than four and a

half feet in diameter—rather more, so that it might rest firmly

iipon the jambs. Dr. Edersheim says, " At the entrance to

t!io vault [and within the rock] was a 'court' six cubits (nine

fi'ct) square, to hold the bier and its bearei's.''
|1

Supposing this

t«> bo trne, tlien, provided the three-foot aperture covered by its

fuur-and-a-half foot roller was in tlie lower half of the coni-t

w;vll, at the center, as symmetry would require, it would leave

three feet of the wall clear at the left side of the door. This

would necessitate a slot one and a half feet deep in the rock to

enable the " roller " to clear the opening. "When rolled back

by the angel and caught three feet of the "roller" would be

between the door and slot, resting against the wall at its back,

forming a convenient sent for the angel. The groove in which

the roller ran would slightly reduce the height of the seat.

Tlic bottom of the door, if it was like the drawings before

referred to, would be somewhat above the floor of the court ; so

that the disciples and Mary, when looking into the tomb, would
not have to stoop so low as though the three-foot aperture were
tUish with the floor. Sometimes the golel was held in its place

by the dopheq^ as Dr. Edersheim observes ; in other sepulchers

it caught in a slot to the right of the door, as Dr. Barclay's

ligure shows; and still again, it was sometimes fastened by a

crossbeam.
•[

Archaeology and the exact words of the sacred text would
How peem to correct a few mistakes of authors otherwise admi-

• K.lfTsholm, it/c ana Times of Jd'ns the ^rcssiah, vol. il, p. CIS.

<(<!/<)/ the Great King, p. Ifti. t Giant CUieit of linshan, p. 139.

I ^mnl and Uohjutha, p. 2(tt. I Life and Timea of Ja^iis the Mci>{<iah, p. 310.
• J^trauss's Sinai and Golyntha, p. 5.*05.
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rable. Dr. Whedon says, " The stone probably was flat, and

rolled by successive overthrows." But the angel would hardly

liave been sitting on a tliin slab, which, when taken away from

the tomb, would naturally h'e upon its flat side. If Dr. Wliedon
imagined it was a square block he Mas possibly too much intiii-

cnced by the spurious " stone " shown in the Church of the

Holy Sepulcher. Archoeologists do not mention such stones

as having been used to close Jewish tombs. The argument in

McClintock and Strong in favor of the supposition that the

'' roller " was used to cover the end of the niclie is based upon

the exaggerated dimensions assigned to the door—''six feet by

three feet." A roller four and a half feet m diameter and of

six or seven inches in thickness, while '' very great," and to the

apprehension of the women perhaps impossible for them to

" roll away," might not be beyond the power of even a single

man if it were well rounded and balanced. The famous

Logan Stone on the coast of Cornwall, although weighing

many scores of tons, could be easily rocked by a single hand

before its overthrow by a company of roistering sailoi-s. In-

quiry among milhiien by the writer develops the fact that a

stone of the size we have estimated would weigh between six and

seven hundred pounds; and his own experiments show that it

could be easily moved upon a hard surface by a single person.

xYs to McClintock and Strong's idea that because the stone

from the tomb of Lazarus was taken away with such apparent

ease it must have been a thin slab, we might admit as much
without affecting the argument. It was a "cave-tomb," and

Colonel Wilson tells us" that the kuhhin in such were some-

times closed with slabs, pi-obably because the largeness of the

mouths of caves, or their irregular shape, did not admit of their

being easily covered. But in the "rock-hewn" tombs, when
the size of the entrance to the chamber could be controlled,

the " roller," or else the hinged door, was used. Moreover, the

statements in both Mark xvi, 3-5, and Luke xxiv, 2, 3, plainly

indicate that it was the rolling away of the stone that gave the

women admission "into the sepulcher." But unless "into the

sepulcher" means "into the niche," and unless the women
" entered into" a niche having a probable height of seven hand-

breadths (twenty-eight inches) and a width of six (twenty-four

• Piclure.-<quc Palestine, p. 05.
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jMclios), then tlie supposition tliat the roller was at the opening

of the niche must be erroneous.

Finally, we know that the aperture could not have been closed

>.v a rock slab of " basalt or hard limestone " hinged to its

-jiic, "with stone liinges working in well-cut sockets," such as

Colonel Wilson and Major Conder both mention as being used

iij gome other cases, because some form of the verb Kv/Uvdo) is

tiM.'J in every account of the transaction. This is the word

t'rotn which the Greek KVKkog and our " cylinder " and " cir-

niliir" are derived. It is correctly translated "rolled." If

t!ie opening to the tomb had been shut by the hinged door the

i!i*|)ired authors would have employed some form of the verb

«/.ftcj, from which it is likely we get our word " close." There

is no variation or equivalency iii the meaning of these two words

ill cither the classic or New Testament usnge. Although in

our own vernacular we sometimes speak of a hinged door being
'• rolled back on its hinges," no such confusion of thought is

jxjssible in the Greek. So we conclude that the door was

closed by a '• roller."

V. The lieasonalleness of the Narrative.—Thus have we
;:Mne from the inner chamber of the scpulcher outward. Com-
hining the data furnished by Wilson, Edcrsheim, and Conder,

together with that afforded by the four evangelists, we may
l>clieve that we have constructed our Lord's resting-place Avith

;ipproximate correctness. In our thoughts, approaching the

t'.'inb from the garden, we first enter the " court " through its

open side. At the opposite side is the " great stone," which

was "rolled back." We next pass through the low "door"
into the inner " tomb," an oblong, rectangular chamber.

Around the wall at regular intervals are tlie openings of the

kuhhhx^ Or "places." Beneath them, at least on the right side,

is the " bench." Accepting this construction, all the statements

«»f the sacred narrative fall easily into place.

Let us, for example, recapitulate a single occurrence some-

^\liat more fully. The third day has come. Mary JMagdalene

reports that the body is not in the tomb. " Peter therefore

^\'ent forth, and that other disci])le [John], and came to the

^'I'ulcher. So they ran both together: and the other disciple

•'id outnm Peter, and came first to the scpulcher. And ho
^tuupiiig down, and looking in, saw [iSAt'-a] the linen clothes,"
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wliicli had been wrapped around the body, " lying " {/ceifieva rd

oOovia). His look was a swift and sweeping one, not a careful

pcrntiny. Peter also, having been outrun, came a little later t<>

the tomb, and "stooping down, he beheld" with the same

swift glance {0li-ei,) the linen body-clothes laid by tliemselvcs.

Full of his. usual impetuosity, "Simon Peter . . . went into tlie

sepulcher and seeth " as the result of a careful inspection {dewpel)

" the linen clothes lie," and not only tliese, but also " the napkin

[oovddpiov'] that was about his head." * The reason Peter saw

the napkin wliich had enwrapped the head was that, he having

entered the chamber and being nearer the end of the niche, it

was now brought within the angle of his vision as it was not

from the outside. As Alford says in loco :

Notice also that John -when he stooped and looked in saw only the

odovia, which seem to have been lying where the feet were, nearest the

entrance; whereas Peter, on going in, saw the crovcJapzov, w^hich was perhaps

deposited farther in, near the place of the head.

Xote, we say, the self-evidencing nature of the account—the

hasty glances of tlie two disciples from the outside, disclosing

only the large objects that lay near the mouth of the niche, tiie

body-clothes ; then the entrance of Peter into the chamber and

his deliberate examination, revealing in addition, fi*oni where

he now stood, tlie head-cloth, unseei\ before, because it was far

up the niche. It bears the evidence of truthfulness in its very

structure.

More striking still, to our thought, is the internal evidence

of the entire accuracy of the history afforded by the statement

that the head-cloth was still " rolled," just as it had been rolled

around the head of its august occupant. It is a circumstance

that seems thus far to have escaped the notice of commentators

and biographers of Christ. Farrar has " the linen cerements . .

.

neatly folded, each in its proper place." f Geikie has '• the

cloth that had covered the face of the dead . . . folded up in a

place by itself.":*: Even Edcrsheim notes only that the body-

clothes and na])kin lay apart, aiid then observes, '* There was no

sign of haste, but all was orderly, leaving the impression of One
who had leisurely divested himself of what no longer befitted

On the sifTtiiflcanoe of 3/.i-ei and dtupd see Meyer's and Alford's commentaries in loco;

also Edersheim, vol. li, p. (XH,

t Life of airiit, p. 433. t Life and »'</> els of Otris!, vol. 11, p. 585.
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IjIiii."
'^ The King James Yersion Las the napkin " wrapped

c..:rcthcr." The Revised Yersion alone has it "rolled up,"

uiiich is undoubtedly sustained by the Greek. The word is

irrcrvXiynivov, a^derivation of rvAA/fraw, "to twist or roll up,"

.inotiier derivative of which, evervXi^ev, is employed in Matt.

xKv'u, 59, to describe tlie circular swathing of the body. If the

napkin had been folded some form of tttvoog), " to fold," would
h.Ave occurred. In none of the standard lexicons can we find

variation or commingling in the use of these two words. Each
h.is its own idea, sharp and distinct. That the napkin lay in

tlio head of the niche "rolled up" shows, not that Jesus had
leisurely divested himself of it, as Edersheim says, giving the

impression that he had employed his hands in unwii;ding and
loldiiig it up, but that he had simply vanished through it, as

lie afterward did through the rock of the cave or as he came
tlirough the shut doors to the meeting of the disciples. For we
believe that the "great stone" was rolled away, not to afford

•lesus egress from the eepulcher, but to show lie Avas already

p»ne. There on the head-rest lay the napkin, retaining the
vory s!iape of the sacred head tliat would wear it no more.
Tliis it was, preeminently, together witb the "lying" of the

Ixxly-clothes in the same place where Christ had vanished out
of them, that caused John, who as yet "knew not the scripture,

that he must rise again from the dead," to believe. And it is

the exceeding reasonableness of these small incidental state-

ments, which reveal so pregnant a meaning when the structure
of the tomb is properly conceived, that is calculated mightily
to impress the careful reader with a new sense of the entire

accuracy of the sacred accounts. Yerily, Xewton spoke well
when he declared that " the Bible attests itself as true by more
»nternal marks of evidence than any other ancient historical
book whatsoever."

• Vol. 11, p. 63i.

a.c-/t£^^\x.^
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Aet. II.—the latest renaissance.

In 1877 a resuii-ccted, in some sense a new, nation appeared

and asked for adniittatice into the European household. Its

history was ancient and noble, but had been buried for five

liundred years. No people of the continent could claim

a higher antiquity, yet its democratic tendencies were in ad-

vance of even those of the next youngest among the nations,

the American republic. AVliat is the genesis, what the proc-

ess of evolution, that has produced "new," "young," "great"

Bulgaria ?

In the westward wanderings of the upper Asiatic hordes, the

Bolgarui, of the Turco-Finn or the Samoyede race, crossed the

Urals or the XJi'al Kiver perhaps four centuries before Christ.

They were probably driven from their ancient home by the

Sabires, who themselves migrated later to the Caucasus, warred

there with the Persians and Romans, and disappeared after

A. D. 578. The Bulgarian hordes settled around tlie Azof

and the northwestern shores of the Black Sea, where they were

governed by a shagran, or chief, of the Dnlo family. The
migrant period of the race covered some six centuries. A
colony, led by a chief,.Vound, settled, B. C. 120, along the

Araxes, in Armenia. Eunodius (473-521) mentions the west-

ward march of the Bulgarians toward the Daimbe. After five

or six centuries, finding themselves pressed by the Ivazars,

also a Turco-Finn race, they divided their hordes under the

leadership of the sons of their chief Kurt (Kuvrat, Kubrat,

Coiivrat), an ally of Heraclius, the Roman emperor, A. D. 620.

Batbai, the eldest, retained liis patrimony between the Azof and

the Kouban River. Kotragos, the second son, crossed the Don
and founded tlie empire of the Yolga (Bolga), which was des-

tined to inhcvit the industrial and commercial prosperity of the

Kazar empire. The third and fourth sons led hordes into

Hungary, the Frank country, and Lombardy ; while Asparich

(Asparuch, Isperich), the youngest, went westward and halted

for a time in the corner (Slav-Greek, ongloss) now known as Bes-

sarabia, but ere long, perhaps with his maternal uncle Bezmei-.

crossed the Danube (079), settled in the Dobrudsha, and lat^-r

let liis people loose throughout all Moesia.
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For six Imndred years Great Bolgary, the luntl of tlie "White

ll<.»!^Mnii of the Volga, maintained itself as a strong, united.

tji'VflojK'd nation. Its merchants traded Avith northern and

r.i-tfrii Kussia by means of the river, and witii the Orient by

f.itMiis of the Caspian. Its artisans were skilled in many in-

ii:ir.trics, eminently in weaving and leather work.* When the

Variag-Slav liero-prince Yladimir (9S5), with his uncle Do-

I.iiiiia, Governor of Novgorod Veliki (the Great), entered the

Jtolgar country with intent to appropriate it, he observed the

line l)oots of the men. " These are not likely to pay us trib-

r.te," lie said, looking down at his own inferior chaussure ;

"we must push onward and find men who wear lejyti [the

b.irk foot coverings worn, and worn to tliis day, by the Rn>-

eian peasant] or poorer gear than lejyti?'' The drujino,^ the

!cal men of the prince, prudently signed a treaty with the eld-

ers of tlie peo})le, to last ''till stones shall float and hops shall

>iiik in the river." Bolgary, the capital, near the jnnction of

tiie Volga and the Kama, an inhabited town down to the present

wntury, wns well built and fortified long before Kief, Yladi-

inir's capital; and the city of Biiakhiniof, one of several whose

n.-imes liave been preserved, was a place of importance after

the colonization of Muscovite Russia in the twelfth century.

I)<»\vn nearly to that century these peojjle, being inclined to

domestic indnstries and to an orderly mode of living, were more
ndvanced than were the contemporary Slavs of Ilmen or those

of Kief; that is, than the early Russians, with whom they

maintained relations of trade.

Simnhaneously was compacted the state west of the Danube.
Tlie immigrants had found tlie country there largely preempt-
^'1 by the ubiquitous, soil-tilling Slav, whose westward wan-
derings date from the third to the eighth Christian centuries

—

the Slav, Avho, b}^ the seventh century, had set his stakes or his

J'ooftree along lines running from the shores of the Volkhof in

^VLstern Russia to tlie lower parts of Laconia, and from the

''road currenrs of the Volga to those of the Elbe. All Europe
^>i of the twelfth degree of longitude and south of the six-

* The b^st Russia leather of the present period Is prepared In the povernraent of Kazan.
i^JC ancient home of the Bolgarui of the Vol^a. Dressed leather is kaov.-n by their uarae in
""" f'nrl-'o. In the further Orient One boots are called biwgaU—ihvit is, Bolgar, with the
cousonanta transp<ised. The TchuvashI, a people settled near Kazau, are supposed to b^ a
tarvlval of the ancient Boljrarul.
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tieth parallel of latitude was the home of this growingl}- pre-

ponderant race.*

In the lapse of time it came abont that the Danubian Bol-

gars merged tlieir speech and customs with those of the first

settlers and became Slav, as later and elsewhere the Franks ot'

Teutonic origin became Frenchmen, and .the Xormans of Gal-

lic strain became Englishmen. The resultant language is not

fully accordant with the grammatical system of the other Shiv

races. A composite speech,- it indicates the national history by

its accessions from Turk, Greek, Persian, and Italian. The

original Bulgarian has virtually disappeared ; but many names

of places recall the far East. Thus, Ilissar, meaning a castle

—

the heights formerly covered with the Carevcc, the inclosure of

citadel and palaces, at Tirnova—is the counterpart of two llis-

sars near Constantinople, of a range and province of Bokhara,

and of places in Persia and India.

Within one or two centuries after the passage of the Danube

arose Great Preslava (spelled with variations, as many other

names in this paper), near the site of the Roman Marcianop-

olis, well within the boundaries of Lower Moesia. John the

Exarch describes this city in the era of Car Simeon (S93-92T),

the culmination of ancient Bulgarian development

:

Its buildings of liewn stone and colored -woods, its gold, silver, and

copper, its paintings and marbles, excite the astonishment of strangers.

The audience room of the prince has walls inlaid with pearls. [These

may have been mosaics.] He wears a necklace of coins, bracelets, a pur-

ple girdle, a goldea sword. On both sides of the throne are ranged tlie

boljars [nobles], decorated with cliaius, girdles, and bracelets.'

The structure of the state, completed two centuries before

that of the Yariag-Kuss (S62), was similar with it, but had the

advantages over it of a native dynasty.f Both peoples were

addicted to. raids into the declining Lower Empire, to whose

subjects the name Bolgar was as much of a hoiTor as was that

of Goth or Ilun to the nations of the West.

But nothiuir is more chansjeablc than the international fends

• The Balkan Slav claims Alexander the Great as of hb race, but without authority. Jus-

tin I, Justinian I, and Basil the Macedonian were of Slav families of Upper Macedonia.

+ The Russian historian Karamsin admits that the .MtKsian Bolpary was more advanced at

thisperiod than was his own country. M. L. LJirer (Lf Sire, Lc Damihc, etc.) emphasizes

the statement of Paisiu«, the writer who opr.'ned the Culcrarlan renaissance In 17&2, that

amonR the Slav people his own were the first to receive Christianity, the first (perhaps) to

make conquests, and the first to have a patriarch and saints.
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»nJ friendships of personages in high places of power. It came
iU.iit, therefore, that Sviatoslaf (964-972), foiirtli of the Va-
r:.t:,'-Iius:5 princes, liaving an alliance with the Eastern emperor
Nicphorns, agreed for plausible reasons to harry the lands of
r.-tcr, the Bulgarian car. The bountiful plains of Ma?sia, fer-
iHizcd bj a genial climate, its stately capital, and the prosperous
x^j»octs of its lesser towns appealed to the co%'etous Korse lluss,
ui.o wrote to his mother, Olga : '^lere is a region rich and

"

fruitful, excellent to be made the center of our domains.
Hither are brought wines and woven stuffs from Greece, silver
H.'id hoi-ses from Hungary. Hero, too, are wax, honey, furs, and
^!.lvcs from our Russia." This was the first outreaching west-
V. ard of Eussian sovereignty for lands beyond the Danube! The
prince proposed to remove his court forthwith to Preslava

; but
( )i-a pleaded her age and infirmities. " When I am gone'thou
cmst go whither thou M-ilt." He returned home, but ere lonc^
n-crossed the river and was routed in battle, with all but total
1-.VS at Dorostorum (Silistria), by the emperor Zimisces, who
coidd not permit a strong Slav state to be compacted on the
'»^rdcrs of his empire, and who was even then designino- the

. overthrow of the Bulgarian dynasty.
^

Against Paiss, Greco-Eoman, AVar, and Magyar, none th^
I^-s, the Bolgar of the Danube kept his primeval freedom in-
tm-t through some eight centuries. Against his rudely disci-
I'.n.cd hordes, and that of other Slavs, the emperors and ar-
|"'cs of the South went out again and again only to be humbled
;^v their earth-born vigor and their indomitable persistence.
l<ie emperor Anastasius in the eighth century put about his
J'.ipital a girdle of wall and tower, curved from the Pontus to

'c Iropontis—"a sign of weakness, a monument of faint-
J'eartedness." The mighty Belisarius was but one of manv

'V't> 1

"^'?'^ a transient peace with gold. A knez, or prince
J't

J^iilgaria, Terbelis, restored to his throne Justinian II, who
•»aa been driven from it by popular commotions. But for the
^'rvice the semibarbarian demanded a handful of silver for the

'^^\
and a handful of gold for the right, hand of each man in

^'>>' army. Having procuied thus much, he further pressed
";«• a scroll full of honors, the title of Civsar, and insisted that
'»- « iield should be heaped high Avith gold and his whip's
^ ''iftli wound with silks, at that time worth their weight in ffoldJ«^—Fitnn SERIES, VOL. X.

Ob
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Tradition adds that lie succeeded in getting an imperial prin-

cess tacked to bis bargain before be could be induced to be-

take himself bomewai-d. Some conception of the enfeeblement

produced by the ravages of this Antean race of the Haemus
may be framed from the statement that, during the thirty-two

years of Justinian's reign, the empire lost not less than six

millions of its subjects by the edge of their swords or in the

trains of captives whom they drove northward to people their

towns and recruit their industrial classes.

Krum (Kromnos, 807), an ally of Charlemagne and the

founder of Tirnova, the third and most beautiful of the national

capitals, prosecuted wars against three of the Eastern emperors

and offered prayers and sacrifices on the walls of Constanti-

nople. Notable deeds are recorded of Ormotag and Bogoris

(Boris), the first Christian car ; of Simeon, who, as despot of

Greece {imperaior Bid^arorum et Blacormn)^ held sway over

tiie entire peninsula, down to and inclusive of the province of

Laconia—an empire of six hundred thousand square miles,

washed by the Black, ^gean, and Ionian Seas ; of Asen, who
broke the Koman yoke and reestablished the ancient independ-

ence ; of Svetslaf, who rescued Constantinople from famine by

sending it stores of grain; and of Michael, whose field marshal,

Ivan the Russ, entered that city, and might have held it but

for a politic suggestion- of the younger Andronicus. These were

some of the men of valor,
Square-faced, %

Np lion more ; two vivid eyes, enchased

In hollows filled with many a shade and streak,

Settling from the bold nose and bearded cheek.

Fortune, however, showed a degree of justice in the suc-

cession of Bulgar-Tloman wars of that first era. If the im-

perial legions were twice destroyed to the last man, as when

Krum closed the passes of the hills and quaffed his draught of

victory from his polcal, the skull of Nicephorus, the successor

of this latter surprised the hus, Doucom, and retaliated by a

like annihilation- The great captain Zimisces compelled the

abdication of Boris II and kept him prisoner in Constantinople,

making thus the first breach from without, in a line of princes

maintained through thn^e hundred years. In the tenth century

the emperor Basil II, in arms against Samuel of the Sisman
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cJvnrtfty, took fifteen thousand captives, whom he blinded after
\\xc cruel cnstom of Constantinople, leaving one eye to one man
in cacli hundred, that they might be able to lead their hapless
coniradcs back to their car, who broke into lamentations at the
»poctacle and died soon afterward, consumed with rage and
^'riof. On his route homeward Bulgaroktonos, slaver '"of tlie
IJulgarians—so Basil was called—followed by a train of noble
captives, led by the caritza, Samuel's daughter, pallid and
chained, must pass perforce the pile of bones raised near the
.S|)crfhios River, a somber witness of conflicts waged in pre-
vious periods against the hordes he had overcome ; and, in the
pass of Thermopylas, the nbbed wall that had been vainly built
as a barrier against their advances.
They who take the sword must look sooner or later to perish

by it. Jiregek,* the historian of the country, avers that it
Muk under Bijzantismus—a disease that under various names
has proved fatal to many nations. Xot content with evolvincr
a native civilization, proud of bringing a bride from the R(^
man Ctesars to grace the halls of Preslava and Tirnova, the
strength of the people gave way under the strain of wars by
whose means it sought to maintain its existence. The last
fifn.gglc was carried through forty yeai-s. When all hope was
pone the captains of the broken, routed army sought refuo-e
[n the Albanian mountains, where Ivac, one of the n°ost daunt-
'css, was taken by strategy and blinded. The last freeman,
i-'Iemagus, surrendered by the Stagus in the region of Peneios.
iJurmg the following one hundred and seventy years (1019-

n-^0)the country, subjugated, but neither subdued nor amal-
f:»»iatcd, was permitted a nominal autonomy under the coercive
rule of governor generals, who in the brief tenure of their
l"nct.ons severely taxed the resources of the people, and whose
subordinates, strategoi, or provincial governors of like animus
«'tl» themselves, drained the fruitful land of its substance
i-'i6contcnt and disorder prevailed, for

Tlie half of virtue is foregone

Wlien men bend, slaves to a master.

' <•«'' the year 11S5 occurred an epoch-making incident, a
^K>'al for revolution and restoration.. At that time, in the

- Pn of the emperor Isaac Angelus, two brothers of ancient,
* Geschichte dcr Bulgaren. Prague, 18T5.
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some say of Carian descent, John and Peter Asen, honored

citizens of Tirnova, were sent by their fellows to the imperial

court on business of public interest. At the marriage of the

emperor with Margaret, daughter of Bela III, of Hungary, a tax

for the occasion was levied, which pressed so hard on the

dwellers in the Balkans as to incite them to an uprising. The
brothers, intent on their country's interest, asked to be received

into the imperial army and to be set over a district in their

own country, where the officers were of military appointment.

Their request was disregarded ; and as they were leaving the

audience room John the sehastocrator struck one of them in

the face. This insult they reported in an assembly convened

in the Church of Saint Demetrius at Tirnova, a church built

by one or both of the brothers. Stirred by a common impulse,

cries arose from the people in all parts of the building, calling

for an end of the rule of the strategoi and a return to the

ancient autonomy. "How can our power be restored? Who
will show us a car?" The bishop of the diocese responded,

"Who should serve us, if not Peter Asen?" Tradition adds

that the saint of the church appeared and seconded this nomi-

nation. Asen, then, was crowned and given the command of

the national army ; and though he experienced at first some

severe testings with his adversary, the sehastocrator, he ulti-

mately achieved with a strong arm the redemption of his

people. Under his sway its borders were enlarged, till those

of the ancient Bulgarian-Wallach empire were recovered, and

he was recognized by right of achievement as a sovereign and

brother by the Grecian emperor. Ivalo John (John again,

there often being more than one John in the same family), who
may have been a third brother (1197-1207), bore rule over all

the country from Belgrade to the lower Maritza and from the

northern plains of the Danube to the Biver Yardar ; in a word,

over the entire peninsula, down to the boundaries of Greece.

So wide a realm, peopled with Greek, Slav, and Latin races,

required for its religious life the presence and predominance

of one of the great Churches, that of the East or that of the

We>t ; for the national Church, organized with an independent

patriarchate by Car Simeon in the ninth century, was insuffi-

cient for and unwelcome to some of the ingathered nationali-

ties. As the Eastern Church was the communion of the
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hereditary foe the car concluded an alliance de convenance with

Innocent III, which lasted but a few years, being set aside by

John Ascn II (1215), in whom the high qualities of the family

were continued. !Neither Kalo John nor John Asen II were

papists at heart.* The alliance proved of no real benefit, and

a general relief was felt when the relations with Rome were

closed. Both cars permitted freedom of worship, showing

thus a unique liberality for the times; nor were they less

judicious in their encouragement of the industries of their

people. The wars from the beginning were ever occasioned by

motives of defense, direct or secondary, and were forced on the

nation by location and circumstances ; but the people at large

liave ever retained their primal passion for the field and the

orchard and for those other domestic industries whose cultiva-

tion dates back to their tribal epoch.

The Greeks, threatened with overthrow by the Frank captains

of the Fourth Crusade (1203), appealed to their northern neigh-

bors for aid.f The allies defeated Baldwin the ''emperor,*'

who was carried a prisoner to Tirnova, where, as nearly as is

known, he perished in the tower still named by his nam.e—

a

ruin which has held its own against time and the Turks and,

crowning a height above the Jantra, bears an enduring witness

to the ancient strength of the citadel of the cars. Hard by the

hill Hissar:}: rises the Church of the Forty Martyrs, built by

John Asen II to commemorate his victories over the Greeks.

A pillar of the interior bears this proud inscription :

I, John Asen, sou of the Great Aseu, under God car and autocrat of

the Bulgarians, . . . went against the Greek army; and their Kyr [Caesar

or Czar], Theodore Komnena, I took prisoner, with all his notables. I

conquered the Greek country from Adrianople to Durazzo, the people of

Albania and Seryia, the environs of Czarirgad [Constantinople], which

• The Russians and other Christians of the Orient have ever rejected the absolutism of

r^r*! rule. The authority of their patriarchs, restricted within defined limits, the lonR-
tdndlng schism between the two communions, datiuer from the ninth century, and the di-

*«iV'.nce in the character of the two Churches have been unfavorable to the permanence of

«rrjL-i...nal semipolitical alliances, and not less so to aU attempts at extension on the part of

Jwpal agents.
* Peter and John Asen had personal negotiations with Barbarossa when he traversed the

r":r.try from Belfrrade to Constantinople.
5 "The ruined walls of His.sar are from six to eight feet thick, and In places nearly P.fty

f"«rt hitrh. They were Ormly cemented and show remains of towers of defense. If you
••arrh amontr ilie lituestone dt^bris you will di>cover evidences of the former existence rf

Winces
; small cubes of glass and quartz, enameled with colors, and In pold. These are

»r.<Aa!(s. Stone moldings cut by hand and garnished with silver, bits of fresco," etc. Sam-
"***"*• Dulgaricu, l\i-'t and Pre^fCiit, p. 177. Trubner, Loudon, l&S,-*.
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city alone continued to be held by Franks, who also submitted to my
rule, ... as they had no other car save me. Thus it was ordained by

God, without whom neither word nor deed can be achieved. To him be

honor in the ages.

With tliis reign the cycle of old Bulgaria virtually closes.

Tlie vigor of his stock died out with John. A series of short

dynasties, some cars taking the Asen name, some springing

from the people, follows in rapid succession. In the reign of

Sisman the country had thirty fortified cities or lesser places of

defense—a large number, considering the area in which they

were included. But the disintegrating effect of wars continued

throughout the cycle of national existence showed itself in an

enfeeblement of the national unity. Bela IV of Hungary (1235)

compelled a tribute from several of the briefly reigning cars.

Stephen Uroscli of Servia, and his successor, Dushan, received

the homage of the holjars, or nobles, and each in his turn assumed

the title of the wide-ruling monarchs of the past—autocrat over

the Bulgarians, Greeks, and Albanians. Gradually the Otto-

mans, who had crossed from Bithynia into Tlirace (1359), over-

ran the country. Adrianople became the residence of the sultan.

The Danubian races, slow even now to learn the lesson of fed-

eration, united too late for resistance, and were defeated with

rout and ruin on the field of Amsel, or Kossovopole (Field of

Blackbirds), 13S9:—less happy than their Hussian kinsmen, who
within the same decade triumphed at Kulikovo (the Field of

Woodcocks), by tlie Don, over an alien race that had long

held them under a barbaric system of subjugation.

Of the dynasties of the ancient state we have : 1. The
Duloid, recorded in the oldest Bulgarian document extant.

The dynasty opens with the founder Avitochol, leader of

hordes, sixth before Asparich, numbers eleven princes, and is

interrupted at intervals by seven usurpers from other families.

2. An elected series of five princes. 3. With Ormotag (820)

the liereditary principle is resumed and continued through a

line of seven princes, or cars, not including one prince, Roman,
who, being deported from the country, liad no reign. 4. The
Sismans of Tirnova, five cars. 5. The Asen dynasty of nine,

the last of whom was son-in-law of an Asen, 6. The Terter,

or Kouman, line of four, supplied by an immigrant people who,

by social mingling and intermarriage, were rising to the level
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/.f tlio established race. 7. The Sisraans of Bydn (Widyn),

riun»borit)g six. In the last period two Wlachs (Wallachians)

N.ri) bi-ief rule over a division of the country. In all there

wore forty-seven chief rulers, princes, or cars. The larger

cities, of which we may count twenty-one, as described by
Jiavck, show that Bulgarian civilization, military and ecclesi-

.vtic in its marked features, was also in architecture, in civil

unltT, in manners and customs no unworthy copy of its south-

ern prototype. It defined the national boundaries, divided the

l.iihiucss of the state into various departments, had its code of

bwK, a court life, a graded nobility, a national assembly, a mo-
iix-itic system, some scholars, and a small body of literature—this

litter consisting chiefly of chronicles, lives of the saints, and
irolcsiastical treatises little altered from those of Byzantium.
The people at large had a store of unwritten ballads and folk

fongs—stories of Alexander and Ahasuerus, of Saint George,
anil of their own sovereigns and heroes.

In the tabulated dynasties we find the names of nine Greek
carinas, brides from the families of the Komneni, the An-
tir<»nici, the Lascari, the Pakeologi, One carina was sister to

S.tiut Elizabeth of Hungary. A Bulgarian caritza, or carian

daughter, was consort of Henry of Gern)any, son of the wide-
ruling Sw\abian, Frederic II. Thamar, sister of one of the
later cars, was given in marriage, as a sacrifice for the national
welfare, to Sultan Murad. A folk song preserves the memory
of her fidelity to the Christian religion in the seraglio of the
Mohammedan. Other caritzas were aflSanced to kings, famous
»n their daj-, of Servia and of Bosnia. The festivities of a peo-
ple are an index of their collective prosperity. A chronicler,
Itobcrt de Clary, gives an account of the sumptuous celebration
of the nuptials of Mary with the German Henry. Sixty mules
of draught were laden with her dower of gold, silk, jewels, and
other precious things, each mule caparisoned in velvet with a
Irani a foot long. At the crown prince Michael's wedding
\vith^ Mary, daughter of the emperor Andronicus III, a nine
^l^O's' festival was Iiehl in the Komnenus Field, a pleasure
ground outside of Adrianoplc, on a scale of gorgeous, if not of
the chastest, magnificence.

Inuring the Turkish occupation of the country (1339-1877)
the national spirit of Bulgaria was to all appearances extin-
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guished.* The province languished under the misrule of

the Fanar (Phanar), that colony of Constantinople Greeks

in Turkish employ which carried out the will of the sultan

with equal servility and with more astuteness than the born

Turk could command. Positions in Church and State they

sold to the highest bidder. All the written national literature,

including the archives, was destroyed well-nigh to the last page.

Jiregek states that wagon loads of the latter were burned hy

prefects and bishops. The Fanar metropolitan of Tirnova, for

example, ordered the burning of a priceless collection, records

of the national history from the seventh to the sixteenth centu-

ries, a collection which was one of the treasures of his cathedral.

Every building which attested the past independence and glory

was made a ruin. The conquered pro\'ince, deprived of its iden-

tity, was named Roumelia, the people Eoumeliotes.f Thousands

accepted Mohammedanism for the amelioration it promised to

their condition, while others sent their daughters to the harems

of their oppressors in the hope of gaining relief from the taxes

and the socage:}:—expedients which M'ere powerless to break the

settled policy and confirmed habit of Fanar rule.

But the processes of mutation go on independently of con-

quests and imposed forms of government. Every vestige of

the once wide and stately Bulgar-Wallach empire might be de-

stroyed, yet the people lived on.' The rule of the Turk, though

bitter, was not absolutely exterminative. The sixteenth centu-

ry, the vigorous period of his cycle, witnessed a fairly prosperous

condition of all the provinces. One sultan Bet up wayside foun-

tains, and a later one laid good roads through all his dominions.

During long periods the central government, occupied with

many things, left its varied peoples to themselves, insuring only

•Crru3 Hamlin, D.D. (JWi^wionari/ Review of the World, February, 1893, p. 22), notes
some evidences of t!)e disappearance of the nationality. In 1S:59 a Greek gentleman told him
that the Buls^rians were the lowest, most hopeless class of people, a people hardly worth
taking account of iu the census. As a race they had ceased to be of value. Those to any de-
gree efflcieu: ami;QK them had become Hellenized, and were reckoned as Greeks. " When
we recover Constantinople there will be no Bulgarians, but all will be Greeks." At that

period the language, schools, liturgy, and clergy of Bulgaria were Greek by compulsion. Its

very Lame had been of^eially obliterated, and, as far as outside pressure could effect such a
change. It was thoroughly denationalized.

+ The original name, however, was used by the people themselves, and was never effaced
from certain of the western-made maps, such as those of Spruner, Stieler, and others.

* The taxes were the iwll tax, the tithe of all products, the cattle tax, and a ducat a year
for every male abf.vo fourteen years of age ; together they amounted to at least two flfths of
the yearly earnings of the peasants. Socage w.ns the service reiiuired by the spahis, a spe-
cies of vlllanage. Church taxes, equally onerous, were additional.
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the p:\yment of taxes and the military contingent. In her

abatement, her rechision, Bulgaria was touched with the reviv-

iii<' tides that stirred the world in 1776, the tides that broke

iti the swirl and nproar of 1789. The schoolmaster and the mis-

sionary were abroad. A favoring, a providential disposition of

circumstances opened the way for general elementary instruc-

tion in the country. Concrete forms of the Christianity of the

AW^t were established in Greece, while on the shore of the Bos-

jvorus arose .Robert College, governed by an .American syndi-

cate, and recruited with young men from every province of the

empire. The Bulgarian students were possessed, as by a com-

mon inspiration, to study the constitution and history of the

American republic. Even Athos, the " holy mountain,"

the most celebrated theological center of the Greek Church,

hoary with its thousand years, felt the stirrings of the Western

air. Paisius, a Bulgarian monk of that mountain (1762), wrote

a iiistoiy of the Bulgarian people, cars, and saints, a work com-

piled from documents beyond the reach of Fanars and fanatical

<lestroycrs, and read with eagerness by all his countrymen who
could read—the initial work in the renaissance of Jougo-

Slavonic literature. Following upon it came Dr. Biggs's trans-

lation of the Xew Testament, sold by thousands in the awaken-

ing country, illiterate persons buying it in the hope that their

children would be able to read it to tliem. Jire§ek pays a trib-

ute to the Bulgarian merchants settled in Bucharest and Odessa,

wliose large contributions for the founding of schools gave a

fir-reaching impetus toward the resurrection of the nation.

In 1S35, when a knowledge of the public school system of the

West had penetrated eastward, M. Aprilov, a wealthy trader

•originally of Gabrova, a town in the northern spurs of the

Balkans, there establislied a boy's gymnasium, the first school

of the kind in the country. Its director, an instructed, ear-

nest monk, Xeophytus, from Byl, the monastic shrine of the

asieient Church, gatlicrcd about him above a hundred youth,
many of whom after completing the course of study went
abroad through the land as educational missionaries, awakening
everywhere a desire for the new learning. Among the state

'•nd denominational schools of the present, this of Gabrova
ranks with the highest. Samuelson, who visited it in 1SS7,
^vrites that the pupils in the various branches of the higlier
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grades excelled those in nine out of ten schools of a similar rank

in England.*

An energetic impulse to the progress of the national awaken-

ing was given from without, when the entire enginery of mar-

tial enterprise and the methods followed by the allies of the

Crimean war demonstrated the practical superiority of the

educated men of the West over the conservatism and mental

immobility of those of the East. One result was to arouse the

ancient, independent spirit of Bulgaria. Were not both Hussia

and Ensrland her friends ? Whatever mi£rht be the outcome

of the struggle, might she not await her liberation with cer-

tainty ? The peasantry cherished visions grandiose as those of

an apocalypse. But these seemed destined never to be realized

when, after the peace of Paris, the Ilatti Ilumayan, the work

of Lord Stratford de Eedcliffe, was rendered ineffectual by an

article, introduced through French and Hussian influence, re-

fusing to the signatory powers any part in the execution of the

reforms outlined in it. One of the provisions of the finnan

was for the abolition of Bulgarian socage—the index of the

national serfdom—a provision that naturally and irresistibly

appealed to the minds of the serfs themselves. When month

after month elapsed and their condition remained unchanged a

delegation was sent to Murad Y to thank him for his goodness

and inform him of the neglect of the spahis to obey his gra-

cious command. In place of being well received the petition-

ers were cast into prison. A second and larger delegation met

with a similar reception. The people then declared they

would go in a multitude to the capital—that the prisons slxnikl

be too narrow to hold them. At this the sultan appointed a

commission, which is the Turkish method of putting a quietus

on troublesome requests. But the Bulgarians had been told

that lie had loosed their bonds, " When a Bulgarian has

made up his mind to a thing you may imprison or bastinado

• By the terms of the Constitution a system of public lastruction I3 maintained. Elemen-
tary education la free and nominally obli^^utory. In 1890 Great Bulgaria contained 3,844

elementary schools, in which nearly 13"5,0(.D boys and above 4:.',(iO0 girls were receiving in-

struction. The state subvention for education was two million lev, equal to SRXi.OOO. Some
sixty per cent of the population were still illiterate ; but the percentage is being rapidly re-

duced. Several graded and high schools (gymnasia), including four for girls, are maintained
In the larger towns. There are also a few Russian, French, and Roman Catholic propaganda
schools. In addition to those of the American Protestant missions, to be mentioned later.

The superior moral tone of these last commend them to the better class of the people.

Sofla has a state university and a free public library.
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hitu, but you will gain notliing. He doesn't feel it." The
j^'overnment, however, set itself resolutely against all further
concessions to the demand for an enlargement of liberties.

Tbo agitation continued until in 1876-7T it culminated in
».{>fu revolt, due in part to Eussians who through it all liad
\Nurked for a policy of disturbance. The central authority
iK'terniined on a suppression by terrorism. The ferocity of
tho bashi-bazouks, guerrillas—strangers in the province—who
plied the whole machinery of cruelty, was reported to the outer
World, till every heart was stirred with indignation at the tor-
tures inflicted on the fifteen thousand human beings who went
down in this Turkish fury.

These Christians of the Danube in their deepest anguish con-
tinued so firm in their insistence for the provisions of the fir-

man that Alexander II was moved to declare a protective war in
their behalf.* It was hoped also that the prestige lost by :N'ich-
ol;is might be recovered

;
possibly, too, that the coveted* capital

of tbe South, the gem that Eussia has longed through a thousand
.vcars to place in her girdle of cities or in the storied crown that
>» the illuminated notation of her conquests, might be won as
the supreme trophy of the conflict, and that with-it Panslavism
and an Eastern ecclesiastical alliance might be consummated.
AH the world before the stage, all the world behind the scenes,
vas to behold with admiration the noble sacrifice of two hun-
dred thousand men for the rescue of their brethren of an allied
r^ice from intolerable oppressions. When the divisions moved
to the seat of war, bearing banners blazoned with the double-
headed eagle, so sonorous was the blare of the imperial
trumpets that the music of the Eoumanian contingent was
scarcely audible to the public ear. The public eye failed to
note that Prince Charles of Eoumania led the army as com-
mander-in-chief; nor was attention paid to the function of the
i-5uigarians themselves, M-ho were active as purveyors, guides,
and belligerents. The vans of the eagle cast a shadow as broad as
tlio domain that it hovered over ; and but for the very excess, the
wantonness, of its rapacity the grain-bearing plains sloping up
<^ the Balkan hills might have constituted to-day a Eussian
fatrapy, and sturdy sons of the Balkans might have been toiling

^iJI!!L" nf H "'J^'"
^''P'^'" P''*'*^'"^« allusion to the long and close relations, both secular and

. 01 tue Russian czar, patriarch, and synod, with the BulRarian people.
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with chain-abraded limbs along the convict ways of Siberia.

During their occupation the "true Kussian souls" of these for-

eign protectors was filled with contempt for the natives of the

country. The newcomers were the locusts of the land, devour-

ing its substance. On all the horses they laid violent hands.

The shadow of the nagrika, the knout, had fallen on the land,

Samuelson fell in with a communicative Kussian officer who
averred that wherever he should halt on his way to Sofia every-

thing would have to clear out of his way. Minchin Writes :
" A

Russian official treats a Bulgarian so roughly that one would

suppose the former was descended from a superior species of

monkey to that of the simian ancestors of the Bulgarians." A
native prefect told Major von Huhn that a certain Russian con-

sul habitually made him an insulting speech whenever the two

met. " Russia tenders us libei'ty with one hand," said the lib-

eral leader of the new state ;
" with the other she abases us

with humiliation and corruption." "When the frugal peasantry

was charged with the burden of payment for the nine months'

occupation of the foreign army, and was further taxed for the

salaries of its officers, double those of their own, and when the

foreigners insisted on prompt payment, while the native sol-

diers took what they could get and when it could be had, the

contrast induced something like a national panic. The rule of

the sultan was mild, it was said, in comparison with what the

czar's would be. " We liave never been Turkized or Hellen-

ized ; we will not be Russianized. Bulgaria fard da sS. We
want neither Russia's honey nor her sting." So ran the word

from mouth to month.

Russia, though she had expressed herself assiduously about

the welfare of the disenthralled province, winced and pro-

tested when, by its erection into an independent principality,

her expectation was defeated of its incorporation with her own

famine-stricken provinces. Her commissary general, Korsakoff,

angered, because of his rejection as a candidate for the throne,

drew up a constitution for the new state so liberal "that no

one could govern by it," explaining, with a coarse jest that such

documents were made chiefly to be violated. The notables,

however, who, in obedience to the treaty of Berlin convened

at Tirnova, among whom were a number of students and

graduates of Robert College, and the illustrious Slaveikoff, a
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<s.l.ilK)rer with Dr. Kiggs in the translation of the Scriptures

into the vernacular,"' framed a constitution for the new nation,

lilMTul, indeed, yet with provisions for all emergencies and

^'nw»ting freedom for the press, as well as for reh'gious helief

—

jK'ints strongly opposed by Russianized deputies. It i-ecognizes

j;o class distinctions nor titles, either of nobility or of servility.

I'ross libels are subject to the courts. Primary education is

;;ratuitous and compulsory. Deputies for the ordinary assem-

liiy (Sobranje) are chosen, one from every ten thousand of the

i:i!i:ibitants, of both sexes, for a term of three years, by citizens

not under twenty-one years of age. The extraordinary assem-

bly may be convoked for questions of territorial change or

otiior business of exceptional importance. The new nation is

of all nations under the sun the most liberally constituted.

Inasnnich as few of its people are very poor and few are sump-
tuously rich the distinctions of property are not wide, and the

range of the distinctions or grades of intelligence and virtue

is as yet far from being as extensive, both for good and ill,

as it is in the more advanced of the larger nations of the earth.

It lias no court, no jeunesse doree^ no plutocracy, no stock ex-

cliange, no npper house. In the Sobranje about half the

members are peasants, some of them tzinzars—small settled

farmers of gypsy descent—Avho have relinquished the habit of

wandering, and have taken on the Bulgarian temperateness and
fteadiness. These peasants fifteen years ago were toiling under
a taskmaster in rice fields, knee deep in water, for a pittance and
a i)icce of black bread. They were not permitted to bear arms,

ftnd had no rights save the right of the toilworn and the broken
in spirit to grief and the grave. iSTow- they are learning prac-

tical lessons in the administration of national business, and
their sons are trained in an army which has place in the mili-

tary system of Europe. The peasant parliament, we must be-

lieve, is a guaranty of independence and stability for the future
;

fti»d the word of Prince Ferdinand, ""We are here, here we
renuiin," expresses the tenacity of the national sentiment.

The Influence of missionaries In the peninsula and adjoining regions is one of the
''ftlve forces of the time. It was an American missionary who procured a provision in the
fi-aty of San Stefano which freed hundreds of political prisoners scattered through Asia
Inor and northern Africa. By similar Influence was procured the provision In the treaty of

wrlln granting religious liberty to the principalities and provinces of the peninsula. Many
u»U might be collected of the adjunctive usefulness, so to speak, of the American mis»lon-
witT« In European and other countries.
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The reh'gious, like the civil, history of this firmly rooted

people is eventful and characteristic. Our missionaries tliere

have toiled like men in the dark, set to a task uncertain and

obscure, and have had small direct results to show for their

arduous labors. But it is something that they have gained

footholds and as Americans are recognized as in harmony witli

the new order of things. The ruder of the people may mal-

treat the Methodist converts with fist and club, but the soberer

and better informed perceive that the culture of the Protestant

schools and the practical righteousness taught from the Prot-

estant pulpits are elements indispensable and full of promise

to the present period of tutelage. The American Board, greatly

aided by the wide work and influence of Robert College and by

the grateful confidence accorded to Doctors Riggs and Long,

teachers and translators of the Scriptures, has passed beyond

the period of opposition in southern Bulgaria and Macedonia,

and is cultivating its garden spots in this portion of the world-

wide field with the tranquillity of assured success. Some gen-

eral conception of missionary work in Bulgaria may be formed

from the following tabulation for 1892 :

Stations

Out stations

Missionaries

Pastors and preachers
Teachers and helpers

Lady assistants

Church members
Received on confession of faith, 1892
Conversions, 1892
Pages printed matter issued (mostly in 1892)

Theological Seminary (and Literary Institute)

Students
Collegiate Institute ,

Students ,

High schools for girls ,

Students ,

Total young persons under instruction (including Sun
day school scholars)

Appropriations for 1 892 ,

Contributions from Bulgarians

Amer'n Board. M. E, Church

4
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»<\enty-t]irce pupils. Elsewhere it conducts five day schools,

j,,.^rcgating one hundred and thirteen pupils, two missions,

thrt.'C assistant teachers, and six other teachers, including Bible

rradcrs. Its expenditures for 1892 were $5,880.

A good portion of sixty-nine thousand dollars annually trans-

Mjuled into printing houses, model farms, schools, churches

—

t!ic remainder of it paying for a most efiective jf>^r6\>;m«Z, im-

parting itself socially, pedagogically, from the press and the

pulpit—constitutes, above denial, a force not to be omitted from

tliot^e which go to the making and upbuilding of " a little state
"

«.<x'upying an area of something under thirty-eight thousand

Mjiiare miles, populated with not above four million souls.

In this resume we have had to do with a people possessed

of traits that make for permanence, who to all appearance

had been effaced from the map of Europe and had fallen

out from the company of nations, but who were revived and

restored by influences both old and new, both from within

•iiid from without

—

\>^ the scholar of Athos and by Christian

missionaries ; a people above whose Hon—their national emblem
~F0 long caged and couchant, might fitly be inscribed the legend,

IfepressuSy extollor^ a people who, holding fast to all that is

precious and abiding in their past, do yet go forward to gather

l)ic bloom and fruit of the present ; a people slow to think,

plow to speak, but whose feet are steadily moving in the widen-

ing paths of progress. Maj'' their acres give increase of bur-

nished grain and of rose yielding the attar of rare aroma !

May their orchards hang heavy with the mulberry and the

plmn ! May their polished woods and hewn stones rise in

forms of structural beauty, attestations of social and national

aflluence ! May their children fill the schools of their hamlets
and the high schools of their cities! May young and old be

pitljcred abundantly into the family of the Church spiritual,

indivisible, whose illuminated vistas lengthen into a future

opulent with blessings of earth and heaven I

7
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Aet. III.—the CHICAGO PARLIAMENT OF RELIGIONS.

The Columbian Exposition lias become a memory and an

influence. The great crowds have vanished, the Court of

Honor is in ruins, tlio Midway is silent, and the Parliament of

Religions is dumb. Let no one wince at the association ; for

the Midway had its serious and pathetic aspects, while the

gathering of priests and preachers oscillated sometimes to the

edge of the fantastic and absurd. In one thing, however, both

agreed—in a superb belief of their own spectacular value. The
two bulky vplumes that contain the speeches and papers of the

Parliament are almost amusing in the prominence given to

self-laudation and to mutual admiration ; and the confident

proclamations of a new epoch, with which these pages are stud-

ded rather ostentatiously, evoke from the historian a patient

but pathetic smile. His memory— alas I—is stored with unful-

filled predictions. He remembers, to name a single instance

only, how Victor Hugo and Richard Cobden fell into each

other's arms at the International Peace Congress of Paris and

wept sincere albeit premature tears of joy over the impending

era of universal brotherhood. Cobden died too soon to witness

the bombardment of the city on the Seine : but Hugo lived to

hurl anathemas at exploding bombs and barbarous Germany,

both of which mocked his rhetoric and his wrath. Nothing seems

sublimer, to the subject of it, than a wave of emotion sweeping

through a great assembly. Under its influence inen and women
forget realities and abandon themselves to sweet delusions.

They embrace one another in transports of joy and break into

lyrical extravagance, like the French at the Festival of tlie

Federation, undisturbed bj' the shadows of coming calamity

which are already plainly outlined in the sky. Surelv- it is a

pleasant thing '-'for b'-ethren to dwell together in unity; " and

men unused to the melting mood recognize, with devout thanks-

giving, the great triumph achieved in bringing together Jew
and Gentile, Catholic ajid Protestant, Mohammedan and

Quaker, Puddhist and Brahman and Parsee, orthodox and

heterodox, in the worship of the '* Eternal Power not them-

selves." But then tliey see in the Parliament a symptom not

a potent cause of religious conditions ; indications of what is,
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ntiier than of what is sure to be ; a revelation of the obstacles

\.< ri'Iiirious unity, rather than the signs of its approach, of the

,!.jliciilties that attend the progress of Christianity, rather than

jlio harbingers of its speedy triumph.

And, first of all, the character of the representation in certain

r.M.^ was depressing to a historian with scientific bias. Islam

t»;.onnded by an apostate American is not at all instructive.

I fancy that the real reason for the outbreak against Moham-

x\\<\ Webb's defense or extenuation of polygamy was the

instinctive recoil of an American audience from its source.

Sw Arab, an East Indian, or a Turk, defending the faitb and

tiic practices of his fathers, would have been listened to wdth

jvitionce; but the Koranized American provoked a te^iipest of

*«-i>rii. The outcry was indeed a protest against polygamy; but

it was much more a protest against a flagrant lapse from the

Aiii,'lo-Saxon ideal and reality of home. Let the reader com-

jtire the papers of Mohanimed "Webb with the remarkable

{".jier of Pnng Kwang Yu upon Confucianism, if he would

learn how differently a system is expounded by one whose

I'Iok] is saturated and whose brain and heart have been shaped

hy its teachings and its spirit. Or let him take for comparison

ami contrast the striking paper upon " The World's Debt to

l'-.!-l«lha,"l)y Dharmapala of Ceylon; for here we have an ex-

j-'-ition b\ a powerful oriental mind, which has been modified

•'»:i'J strengthened and purified by contact with occidental

t -ought-; here, too, we have tlie grandeur of a desperate faith

—

a i" lith more passive, but no less tenacious and mentally intense,

'-:in that of Saul of Tarsus before he was stricken by the

l^tiowlodge of Jesus Christ. The faith of liaroun-al-Pvaschid

atul of Saladin, of Bagdad and Cordova and Cairo, was once,

5fi Iced is yet, a mighty power in the world ; but the story and
':'0 meaning of Mohammedanism fared badly at the hands of
th.- tiirbaned American. ^Ye had not a genuine, but a veneered,

Mohaiiimedan. Tlie specific psychological element, so attractive

'"1 so instructive in the natives of the Orient, was painfully

'•'^c-iit. We heard about Islam, but not from Islam.

'•'it sadder still was the representation of Germany. What
^ ••« genius played Adolph Brodbeck into Dr. Barrows's arms,
*'"iig. too, with dear Count Bernstoff ? Is not Germany enough
'"""uudurstood among us ? Careful explanation is given in the

1 4—FIFTH SKKIES, VOL. X.
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introduction of the absence of the scholars of the Church of

England ; but in a " World's Parliament of Religions " one

naturally look'ed for the great religious scholars of the modern

world, for Weiss and Pflciderer and Harnack, for Zahn and

Beyschlag and Loofs. Count Bernstofi referred quite vaguely

to the school of Ritschl and its growing power. If none of

them could be induced to attend the Parliament, was it wise or

candid or fraternal to permit a man like Brodbeck to give an

utterly false impression of existing German thought ? In no

respect is the American mind more misinformed than touching

the theologians and biblical scholars of Germany. Not a

scholar of eminence in England or America but lives upon their

accumulated wealthof thought and knowledge ! Maligned and

misundetstood, they still pursue their arduous investigations,

delving deep and searching far and wide for the truth of his-

tory and the traces of God. But as one turns the pages of

these ponderous tomes the silence of the German giants be-

comes oppressive. There is much in this multitude of words

that none will take pains to remember-—much, too, that has been

better said elsewhere ; but the reader will search in vain to

discover a description of the influences which, by their action

and reaction, ar^ perhaps beyond all others, shaping at this

time the intellectual future of the Protestant world. Yet it

may be urged, though Germany was not represented by any of

her great biblical or theological scholars, yet that German

thought and learning were adequately ]-epresented by those

who had felt their influence. Precisely there we demiii'.

AVe are tired of hearing every ciitical vagary and every theo-

logical conjecture lumped and thumped together as German

rationalism. The schools of thought in German theology are

many, various, and important ; the religious life of Luther's

people is neither dead nor inert ; the definite conquests of

historical investigation are neither few nor uncertaiTi ; and a

new enthusiasm is filling the theological students of tlie great

universities witli the glory of a great hope. Possibly this will

vanish away, like the Hegelian excitement, or terminate, like

that, in the swamps of skepticism. It may, indeed, be the

sudden, but final, glimmer of a dying faith ; and yet who dare say

that it may not be the flash of a great religious energy, herald-

ing the spiritual regeneration of the German people? Why
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diil tlii3 new enthusiasm have no voice at Cliicago ? Why was
iH> earnest and profound religious thinker there from the laud

of Sflileiermacher, to speak of the nature of Christianity ; why
tio (icrnian scholar, rich in scriptural lore and learned in all

:!i..- wisdom of antiquity, to sketch for us tlie tendencies, the

mictions, the defeats, and the triumphs of modern biblical

K-ictice ; why no great historian of Christian doctrine, to tell

un !iow the faith of Jesus merged with and triumphed over the

Mediterranean world ?

In striking contrast with the representations of Islam and of

Gcnnan Protestantism were the deliverances from the homes
of .Asiatic culture—India, Japan, and China. I have chosen
this pljrase, "th^Jiomes of Asiatic culture," quite deliberately

;

fur there was at Cliicago a surprise at the intellectual power
and subtly insinuating eloquence of the speakers from the
Orient. The people expected pagans. And pagans, they
tiioijght, M-ere ignorant and impotent of mind, with no reasons
for tlieir worship and no brains in their theology. To tliem
the Parliament was a stunning revelation; and the words of
.Mc;^oomdar fell upon the startled listeners like flakes of biting
fiiiine. How strange it was to hear the rebuke of the Orient,
lojisten to the Hindoo as he gently but plainly charged tlie

Western world with carnal-minded irrelis^ion:

^

I am often afraid, I confess, when I contemplate the condition of
Kuropoan and American society, where your activities are so manifold,
jour w ork is so extensive, that you are drowned in it and you liave little
time to consider the great questions of regeneration, of personal sanctiti-
Mtiori, of trial and judgment, and of acceptance before God. That is the
«-:u'^^tioQ of all questions.

And in another place Mozoomdar says

:

In the West you observe, watch, and act. In the East we contemplate,
toinmunc, and suffer ourselves to be carried away by the spirit of the
universe. In the West you wrest from nature her secrets, you conquer
^<^'r, she makes you wealthy and prosperous, you look upon her as your
«!'»vo, and sometimes fail to realize her sacredness. In the East nature is
<ur ftenial sanctuary, the soul is our everlasting temple, and the sacred-
«ps of God's creation is only next to the sacredness of God himself. In
' "''^^^'^t_><JU love equality, you respect man, you seek justice. In the

f^*
love is the fulfillment of the law; we have hero worship, we behold

•"d in hurnanity. In the West you establish the moral law, you insist
i^h-n propriety of conduct, you are governed by public opinion. In the
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East we aspire, perhaps vainly aspire, after absolute self-conquest and the

holiness which makes God its model. In the "West you work incessantly,

and your work is your worship. In the East we meditate and worship

for long hours, and worship is our work. . . . Looking back into- the

past, it cannot be denied that the world's religious debt to Asia is very

great. In the East we are the subject race, we are talked of with con-

tumely. The Asiatic is looked upon as the incarnation of every mean-

ness and untruth. Perhaps we partly deserve it. Perhaps in being

allowed to associate with you free and noble children of the West we
shall learn what we have failed to learn hitherto. Yet in the midst of

the sadness, the loneliness, the prostration of the present it is some con-

solation to think that we still retain some of our spirituality, and to reflect

upon the prophecy of Ezekiel, "Behold, the glory of the God of Israel

came from the way of the east."

Words like these might well startle an occidental audience

into something like a panic ; and not a few will read them with

a flutter of the heart and a flush of shame—shame for their

own carnal-mindedness and shame for their ignorance of

Asiatic thought. But the Christian student of religions and of

liistory reads them with a tranquil joy. To him this is the

voice, not of the old, but of the new, Orient. He sees tlie

Mediterranean miracles of the second and third centuries re-

peated b'efore his eyes. This discovery of the spirituality and

beauty of the ancient faiths, like the discoveries of Gnosticism

and neo-Platonism, is the result of contact with one hitherto

unknown. It is the intellectual reaction by which we can

measure the stupendous influence that Jesus Christ is already

exercising in the Hindoo mind. And what is true of Mozoom-
dar is true of all the representatives of the Orient, wlio dis-

played a marked familiarity with the character and truth of

Jesus. Christianity has been from the beginning a challenge.

It comes to every faith Avith the sharp demand, " "What has

been builded upon the eternal truths manifested to your con-

sciences in the structure and the movements of the univei'sal

frame?" Driven to an answer by the imperative energy of

tlie Holy Ghost, the earnest seeker after light makes at length

the discovery of the hay and stubble, of the superstitions and

immoralities, that incumber the old foundations and sets about,

even though unconsciously, the work of preparation for the

new evangel. It was through such strange gateways as Mani-

chjieism and nco-Platonism that Augustine found his way to
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Jr»»6 Clirist. And out of these new readings of the Yedas and

v.iv Zoiul-Ayesta, of Buddha and Confucius, may come the spir-

;ttul U'acliers of a mighty epoch when indeed the glory of the

l^.nl will come from '' the way of the east."

One delusion needs to be dispelled—the notion that these

tujH.'rs represent the diffused religious ideas of the East. On
•Jic contrary, they tell us as little of the actual and ])opu]ar

n-liu'ions thought and feeling of Asia as Thomas Arpinas or

Mcistor Eckliart tells us of the actual religious life of mediieval

Knrope. If, as Joseph Cook declared, the Parliament con-

rt-aied courteously the seamy side of the non-Christian faiths,

then enthusiasts like President Bonney should remember that

the iigly half has not been told. Phrases like " the emancipa-

tion of the world from bigotry " smack of an exaggeration that

i* just a trifle vulgar. The men who look steadily at facts

ar\» not bigots; and indifference to error is a betrayal of the

tnjth. Science is unsparing of falsehood and mistake. She

«Tiots lier greatest triumphs on the ruins of ancient and ex-

j'luJcd doctrine. Tolerance is of man for his brother man, not

*•{ man for false religions. And, while we do not follow Pro-

fe.v^or "Wilkinson altogether in his statement of the hostile

attitude of Christianity toward all other religions, we sym-

I'.ithize fully with what he meant, namely, that Christianity is

unalterably and divinely hostile to all that is false in other reli-

u'ions. What fellowship has light with darkness or Christ with

iJi'Iial ? On the other hand, our oriental guests, by their elo-

'iiKMicc and their audacity, extorted from Fay Mills the confes-

^'-'m that "in a large measure, as an organized Chui'ch, we have
t»ot been practicing the teachings of Jesus as he said them and

mr-ant them, as the earliest disciples understood and practiced

tliciii." He, at least, felt and acknowledged the rebuke of

India and Japan, and by his confession postponed his expecta-

^'«^n of the conversion of the world till Christendom shall be-

fviiie more Christian. Yet, on the whole, we think the best

•»«'»d Mjost instructive feature of the Parliament was this discus-

*'<»M of the Asiatic worships by native believers, by devoted

uu.vsionaries, and by students of comparative religions.

Ix-'t us turn now to the remarkable displays of Jerusalem
•*-'*d Home, That the Jew would gladly avail himself of the

"i>l>nrtniuty for social and intellectual recognition was expected
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by all who have studied Israel ; and those who knew the power

of the Hebrew pulpit were not surprised at the magnificent

exhibition of Moses and the law. From both camps, liberal

and orthodox, arose the voice of exultation. For had not

Jehovah triumphed in the Western world ? Yet three things

were quite evident in their skillful presentations of the modern

synagogue : (1) that the old hatred of the Xazarene has well-

nigh disappeared, and that Jesus is proudly claimed as a child

of Israel
; (2) that the orthodox Jew, like the ancient Pharisee,

still carries on the transformation of the law, to the letter of

which he still proclaims unalterable fidelity
; (3) that the Jewish

liberal is a daring radical, to whom the law of Moses has be-

come a shadow of the past and the Hebrew Scriptures a pre-

cious, but an uninspired, literature. In the eloquent paper of

Kabbi Hirscli, on the " Elements of a Universal Religion," the

tones are those of Jacob, but the thought is that of Baruch

Spinoza. " The day of national religions is past." Creeds will

be recognized hereafter as "barbed-wire fences." "Character

and conduct, not- creed, will be the keynote pi the Gospel in

the Church of Humanity Universal." Prayer will be the

" prelude " to " prayerful action." The new religion will make

its own Bible, and the Church will be "'the Church of God'

because it will be the Church of man." All this is as beautiful

as a rainbow, but hardly a temple for either God or man to

dwell in. Conduct may be three fourths of life and character

the other fourth ; but plain people will be ridiculous enough

to ask, "What are to be the keynotes of character and con-

duct ? " This view of religion, as " ethics touched with emo-

tion," is hardly tenable. It is well to ponder the significant

irony of Yon Hartmann in his bitter confession, inevitable for

a pantheist, " To preach ethics is easy enough, but to discover

a solid foundation for ethics is almost, if not quite, impossible.''

While we are being emancipated from bigotry would it not

be well to escape these glittering phrases, these millenia of

mirage? When I have lost the living God how shall I console

myself with the thought that man is to be made hereafter in

the image of a gracious dream? Thus the unity of Israel

proved to be, as in the days of Herod the Great, a unity of

blood and of ritual rather than a unity of mind and faith.

But the cohorts of the Church of Home marched throui^h
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\\w rarlinmcnt like a Macedonian phalanx. A common pur-

jK<so animated the utterances of all her speakers, and their

U';iriiig was the perfection of tact. Never bating one jot of

ihcir claim to religious supremacy, they pushed forward quieth'

a* the intellectual synthesis of all philosophies, the spiritual

Yiithesis of all beliefs, and the ethical synthesis of all niorali-

tii-s. At first glance it appeared as though Loyola and Leo had

achieved a perfect triumph, as though the doctrines and ethics

of lionie liad beooine a basis upon which all Christendom might

soon become one fold with one Shepherd. But here, as in the

CISC of the orientals, the doctrines set foi-th by the chosen few

and the doctrines' diffused among the masses of clergy and of

laity are in sharp and painful contrast. The doctrines ex-

j'ounded at Chicago are a nineteenth century statement of the

nobler mediaeval theology, the value of which no one denies.

It was the theology of our fathers; for, in spite of Cardinal

Gihbons, the traditions of the Church are the common inherit-

ance of "Western Christendom, and not the exclusive property

of Kome. Ours is the glory of the ancient Catholic virtue

;

ours, too, the shame of the ancient Catholic wrong. The original

quarrel of the Reformers was not so much with the theology of

the Church as with the corruptions and misapplications of it

;

aiul the differences between Rome and reform to-day are not

ditlerences about belief so much as differences about authority.

To see this clearly, now that the extreme theology of Luther

and of Calvin has broken down, is for Protestants an impera-

tive necessity. " Xot the least fault we find with the religious

reparation of the last three hundred years," said the Rev. Wal-

ter Elliot, " is that it has unduly accentuated the sovereignty of

(Jod." "VTell, not the least, indeed the chief, of our objections

to the doctrines of T4'ent and of the Vatican is the undue ac-

centuation of the sovereignty of the pope. Contrasted with

tins the errors of the Reformers seems quite trivial.

In one other aspect were these addresses noteworthy. They
revealed the workings of the ImJex Expiirgatarius. Darwin
has never been placed in the Index ; but every great historian

<>f the nineteenth century who touches anywhere the papacy
h;is been starred and double starred—that is, forbidden in the

original and in translation. The result is evident—an absence

of the historic spirit, an incredible unconsciousness of recorded
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fact. The pope has not and cannot grant an absolute divorce

;

many popes have suffered torture rather thau sanction r.he

breaking of the marriage bonds. Thus writes Professor

Martin J. Wade. This is true, but only in a strictly technical

sense. Tlie papal method is to declare the marriage void.

The marriage bonds being thus broken, the reasons for their

disruption can easily escape the attention of men forbidden by

the head of the Church even to read the results of modern his-

torical inquiry. But, seeing tliat such is- the case, the words

they utter, even in a Parliament which has ''emancipated hu-

manity from bigotry,-' need to be carefully tested by the record

of the past. Indeed, we have reached a point where the title of

the assembly demands a slight amendment. It was not a par-

liament but a display of religions, and no exhibit of the whole

fair, material or moral, was arranged wdth greater ingenuity or

presented with more captivating skill than the exhibit of the

papal Christian Church. Gracious and learned and eloquent,

these prelates and divines made the utmost of an opportunity

the like of which they have never had in American history.

The display of Protestant Christianity, on the other liand,

lacked unity and coherence. It was abundant in variety and

abundant, too, in power. One thing, however, was painfully

and conspicuously absent, namely, a clear, definite, and power-

ful statement of the fundamental positions of Protestantism.

The Jews were candid, courageous, and perfectly courteous.

Rome was subtle and complaisant, conciliatory and command-

ing. The Greeks were conscious of antiquity and serenely sat-

isfied with their possession of a genuine, catholic faith. But

the big book of tlie Parliament, in spite of its splendid array of

Protestant names, contains no exposition of the right of Prot-

estantism to continued existence. Was there no one in England

or in Germany or in xiraerica to state the Protestant case, to

present, not the reasons for the actions of our fathers, but the

grounds of our own conduct and the goal of our existence ; or

is Protestantism after all without a common basis and a sure

ground of existence? Pabbi Mcndes, sjieaking for orthodox

Judaism, did not shun, but rather gloried in, the terms "sep-

aration " and " protest." But of Protestantism there was

neither explanation nor defense except by implication.- Dr.

Schaff, in his noble paper upon the " Peunion of Christendom,"
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.Ui"hwl all too briefly and tenderly the difficulties which pre-

sent llie consiinimation for which he prayed and wrontrht,

Kut liie one thing tiiat no Protestant was called upon orvolnu-
jiin-d to do was to state ^nth candor and with streno-th the
ir.t^oiis for our being—not the reasons why our fathers were
JrJvcM from the Latin Church, but the reasons why we. their
.•iiildren, call ourselves the congregations of the liWno- Christ.
Vrt the display of Protestantism was rich and varied, coverini;

nuuiy forms of its development in theology and ethics, m mis^
f:oiiary activity and in knowledge of religions. Intellectually

t'.f Protestants were easily first, and could they have been or-

t'.iiiized into nnity and worked steadily to a common purpose
tiic impression made by them would have been far-reaching and

J'.'-
'found. But as it was the lights frequently quenched each

uthcr, and the multiplicity of topics only served to accentuate
tills lack of coherence and of mutual understanding. The dis-

j
lay of the Protestants was rather a display of ideal relating to

r-Iigion and connected with it than the display of a reliu'ion.

All the vitality and diversity that have followed upon" tlie

1 it-formation here came to an open exhibition. There are mo-
ments in which one heartily rejoices in this manifold variety of
tl'."Ught and power, when one can say with Schiller:

Look round and view God's lordly universe.

On freedom it is founded, and how rich

Is it with freedom ! He, the great Creator,

Has given the very worm its several dewdrop;
Even in the moldering spaces of decay
He leaves free will the pleasures of a choice.

This world of yours how narrow and how poor 1

The rustling of a leaf alarms the lord

Of Christendom
;
you quake at every virtue.

He, not to mar the glorious form of freedom,

Suffers that the hideous liosts of evil

Should run riot in his fair creation.

rrcedom is indeed a costly privilege, and Protestants are
}'->ying for it a tremendous price. And there are moments

•J

-en the outlook is neitlier comforting nor inspiring. For
t'icre IS a haughtiness of individuality and a personal arrogance
^''loh hinder concord and arrest the tendencies that make for
'"'bier orgr^nization. The reproach flung by the pagan into
'^ face of Protestant Cliristendom, that her contending fae-
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tioiis were struggling against each other for the reh'gious dom-

ination of Japan, would not have been humiliating if this

division into factions were the necessity of a free development

of saving truth. But we know that it is not. TVe know that

our divisions are not the result of intellectual liberty, but of

intellectual pride ; that hmnility is the straight and narrow gate

to concord ; that we differ not because we are compelled to it

bj our studies of the sacred word, but because we compel the

sacred word to give sanction and sanctity to inherited disagree-

ments. I indulge in no wild dream of reaching union by a

minimizing of essential, or a denial of even accidental, truth.

On.the contrary, I believe that we shall have no unity worthy

of the name until the love of truth has so consumed the love of

self and the pride of personal opinion that Cliristian men will

seek each other as naturally and as spontaneously as the planets

cling together in their circlings round the sun. And, if I

somewJiat sharply blame what seems to me concealment or, to

say the least, defective illumination of important facts, it is be-

cause no union is possible except a union in and through the

truth. !Men must learn to accept facts as God accepts them,

and to deal with them in the same all-conquering spirit. lie

governs and perfects the world by seeing things as they are and

calmly compelling them to do his sovereign will. Our mas-

tery of the physical world, by which tlie wonders of our mod-

ern age are wi-ought, has been acquired, not by the preserva-

tion of fictions, not by a resolute struggle to rescue ancient

error, but by a humble recognition of facts and forces, of

potencies and possibilities that are hidden to ignorance and

arrogance, but open to tlie humble and patient and candid and

persistent mind. And if we are to master the difficulties of the

spiritual world we must attack them with the same self-denial,

the same humility, the same affection for reality, the same de-

votion to the truth.

To speak it plainly, the heart has poisoned the head. It is

not the right of private judgment that divides Protestantism,

but persistence of party feeling ; not the intellectual activity

that attacks and conquers prol^lems, but the intellectual arrogance

that only approaches them and jniblishes and defends unverified

solutions ; not the mind tliat seeks and waits and patiently in-

quires, but the stubborn ignorance that reaches certainties
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uithout inquiries and mistakes a vivid fancy, saturated with

trunir feeling, for a revelation of eternal fact. " Credo ut in-

uU'njdin'''
—" I believe that I may understand "—was the watch-

word of Anselm as he opened up a new theology. ^^Aino nt

int'lii(/arn"
—"1 love that I may understand"—must be the

watchword for a new era of Christian unity. For a perfect

].>ve will cast out misunderstanding as well as fear; and wdien

Christ and the Christlike appear we shall be like them, for we

^\l^\\ .«:ee them as they are. Hence, I can attach no extravagant

value to a comparison of views of Protestant thinkers upon a

p^at variety of subjects made, not in the quiet of earnest con-

fi-rence, but in the glai-e of excited publicity. It may be that

these will hasten the union of evangelical Christendom, and I

isMpc they will ; but I venture to think that " the still small

vi.i'.*c" of those who, without ostentation and without applause,

keepnp their search for truth and their correspondence with

each other, furthering as best they can fraternal helpfulness

and a better understanding of each other's thought, will prove a

thousand times more potent for so glorious an end. If, how-

ever, the Parliament increases, as I think it must, the number-

of this unobtrusive but earnest company it will have made a

cuntribntion of incalculable value to the future of America and

<'f the world ; for these nmst accomplish the consolidation of

orthodox Protestantism, and upon this consolidation depends

the salvation and the further progress of tlie twentieth century.

We have written these words in a tone of candid, but of

I<in'.lly, criticism. If the Parliament had been arraigned se-

verely we should have defended it with cheerful energy. But
jn.-t now the danger is all the other way—toward absurd lau-

dation and extravagant expectation. The truth is that great

|H»<sibilities were indicated by the Parliament; but they were

.o'.ily possibilities. It may and ought to lead to an intelligent

t^tuily of religion and the religions of mankind ; to an examina-

'i"ii of missionary methods and a better compreliension of the

^^«'rk that lies before the Christian Church; to a separation of

tiio essential from the accidents of Christian belief, with a view
to greater power at home and abroad ; to a fearless iiTquiry into

*he ground^) of Protestantism and the reason of its continued

<xi>tence; to a recognition of the truth held by those with

^^huin we differ ; to fraternal cooperation of all men in the
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work of love and helpfulness, for the perfection of the law, for

the progress of society, and for the discovery of the knowlod^'o

which is power. Tliese possibilities were indicated, but not

achieved. Bishop Keane is quite right in his opinion that the

chief achievement of the Parliament was itself; although, in-

deed, the Parliament did not achieve itself, but was the out-

come of the spirit of the nineteenth century. It was a beautiful

display of charity and courtesy and culture, an expression of

those subconscious forces which, more than human will or

human creed, shape the conduct and the moods of men. Ours

is an epoch of conference and cooperation, of world-commerce

and international intercourse and interblending civilizations.

The beginnings of culture, moving from the heart of Asia to

the Mediterranean Sea, have broken across all barriers and

conquered the round world. In this mighty environment of

diffused thought the truth of Jesus is working with amazing

power, and his person also ; for he is the Truth, working as he

could not work in the empire of the Caesars or in the rude sur-

roundings of feudal barbarism, as he could not work before the

days of Gutenberg and Galileo, of Pascal and Descartes. God,

who made of one blood all the nations of the earth, is working

now the greater wonder of making them all of one thought and

of one home. He is breaking down the barriers that separate

Ins children from each other. The material hinderances have

gone, the intellectual hinderances are going. Men are learn-

ing to seek, though they have hardly yet learned to love, the

truth.- Under a divine compulsion they hunger for cooperation.

for unison of feeling, and for harmony of thought. This di-

vine compulsion broods over all our modern progress ; and it

would be strange, indeed, if priests and Churches did not feel

the urgent pressure. For this reason, therefore, we rejoice in

the Parliament and its rich and bewildering speech. It vras a

witness to the real glory of our age—the progress of human

brotherhood—imd, in spite of manifold defects, a dim and wav-

ering prophecy of a distant, but a sUrcly coming, time, when

every knee shall bow and every tongue shall confess that

"Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father."

"ta^-c-^Zz^ /. X>e6
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Art. IV.—the CHURCH AND THE CITY.

Kkdm the time of Alexander to the days of Grant the goal

..f ^'reat military campaigns has been the city. Alexander won

t'jc Kastern world only at last to perish in its most historic

capital. Grant lifted his nation's ilag in triumph over the last

x\v\ mightiest citadel of rebellion and passed into history as the

ft)nMuo>t patriot soldier of his century. The city has been both

attacked and defended with all the skill and fury and endur-

ance of which human nature seems capable. "When the city of

lA'vden was reduced to starvation within the beleaguering grip

tif the Spanish army the inhabitants hurled from the ramparts

itito the enemy's ears such deiiance as this :

Yt." call us rat caters and dog eaters, and it is true. So long, then, as

\f liear dog bark or cat mew within the walls ye may know that the city

hVuls out. An'! when all has perished but ourselves be sure that we will

r^rh devour our left arms, retaining our right to defend our women, our

lilKTty, and our religion against the foreign tyrant.

When, on the fourteenth of September, 1S12, the Frencli

army, scaling tlie " Mount of Salvation," looked for the first

time upon Moscow, the sight of this city, glittering with a

tiionsand colors in the sun, sent a thrill of wild enthusiasm

tiironghout all ranks. Napoleon himself, in personal transport,

lia^ti'ued forward to view the sight. The other great capitals

of tlie continent having been humbled, this mighty and golden

«-'ity, this brilliant clasp of Europe and Asia, seemed to him the

U-t and greatest prize of his boundless ambition, the only thing

remaining to make his glory complete. But even Napoleon,
"^vith all his genius, had failed to penetrate the desperate meas-
ures which were about to thwart his hopes. The inhabitants

f'f Moscow, unable to match their military skill against that of

t)»e invader, grimly determined, sooner than permit their city

*•» be taken, to destroy both it and themselves. To its vast

treasures they applied the incendiary torch, and themselves

marched forth from the gates to perish by the hundred thon-
i'stnj from starvation and cold. Moscow in ashes, for Napo-
''''U there was left no alternative but to face his army
toward the most dismal and tragic retreat known in mili-

^•iry history.
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But what the city has always been in the distinctive world

of strategy it is—and in a sense far more vital, immeasur-

ably more sublime, than any with which military science has

ever invested it—everywhere to-day in the social, civil, intel-

lectual, and moral worlds. The most superficial observer

cannot fail to see many reasons for the vast strategic impor-

tance which the city asserts for itself in civilization. It is

man's royal emporium in the earth ; it is the magazine of

the most marvelous material appliances, the garrison of all

forces which most powerfully affect the destinies of the race.

In obedience to the operation of most potent social laws men
have always lived in cities in as large numbers as could there

find support; but our modern art has created the conditions

which permit the multiplication and enlargement of cities in our

day in a measure utterly impossible to any previous age. The

last census shows us that very nearly thirty per cent of our

entire population is urban. The steady gain of the city is well

indicated by the fact that in the last forty years the number of

dwellers in the city, as compared with the entire population of

the country, has increased relatively more than one hundred and

forty per cent. The last decade has shown a marked acceleration

of the tendency of onr people to urban life, so much so that if the

ratio were to be maintained for three decades to come we should

have in the year 1020 ten millions more people in the cities

than could be numbered in the entire nation outside the cities.

And so far as can be seen, the causal factors which enter into

the growth of the modern city are permanent. There is no

present indication that for an indetinite time to come the

forces which conspire to swell the city will be less active than

they now are. The growth of rural populations may be ar-

rested, but the city moves on with titanic stride. The city is

already upon the tlirone. It is the dictator of the world's

destinies. Its rule will be more mighty to-morrow than it is

to-day. Modern city growth is the most portentous and chal-

lenging fact of the age. The problems that arise from it, so-

cially, politically, morally, are the most stupendous and difficult

that address themselves to eitiier the genius of statesmanship

or of Christian thought. For the Church the tacts before us

bring the gravest revelations. They tell us, and with merciless

logic, that the church life which is to have the mightiest future
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,r :!.o life which, with the greatest energy, resource, aud skill,

. vl •;inl itself for tlie conquest of the cities. It matters not

gi.Atiiiiiy be the past history of any Church, even though that

.!..ry be a perfect repository of heroic deeds and inspiring facts.

V.> cimrch can have a regnant future in tliis land if, whatever
' vxxs do elsewhere, it shall fail at the city gates. The city will

I rr rviiuiin dominant, and tlic Church that would wear the crown
>!' tko future must win the city to the sovereignty of Christ.

.\!i(.rhcr truth which these facts carry is that the Church
'-iiilfli will command the future must not be content simply
« 'i!! tliu methods of the j^ast. The causes which have multiplied

*\<i magnified the cities have done much, and in many ways,
;• modify and to change the habits of multitudes of the peo-
jle. Tlie Church is called upon to-day to adjust itself to essen-

t-4lly new social and moral conditions. These changed condi-

t^'-ns call for revised and improved methods of treatment.

This dues not mean that any vital truth or really efiEeotive

rnruns IS to be set aside. It does mean that the all-vital truth
•.'ill! be coupled with the best possible apphances. It may be
•.).:it the guns of the now navy are charged with the same kind
••f explosive that was used in the days of Paul Jones ; but the
f-!.--ile that to-day goes crashing through twenty inches of solid

«t<-cl armor is fired from a gun compared with which those of
I'aul Jones were mere toys. The Church of Christ is con-
fr"iited in these days with almost invincible dominions of spirit-

j:i1 wickedness in high places. It needs to be perfectly organ-
^•d and armored for the higliest type of spiritual warfare and

'

"f conquest which the ages have yet demanded. Few things in

''Urrent history are more phenomenal than the wondrous wav
•^ which the business world in the last few decades has read-
justed itself to new conditions. The methods of twenty-five
.'^*';«r> since, especially in cities, would mean for any firm of to-day
*J» t-arly assignment in bankruptcy. Keenest ability, concen-
•'•tiion of capital, most efficient organization of forces, vigilant
and aggressive push—these are now- the conditions of business
'Kvcss as never before. But the changed conditions of life

•'•-'luand the spirit of adaptation on the part of the Church not
'—Lilian in the business community. Unfortunately there is

^_'« inveterate conseiwatism in the Church that makes it tradi-
t-«>ually slow in adjusting itself to new conditions. This is the
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opposite of what ought to be. The Church of Clirist, by virtue

of its divine mission, ought to be the most progressive, tho

most resourceful, tlie most adaptive society among men. Sata:i

has a most inventive genius. He not only subsidizes all the

ancient forces of human depravity, but he boldly lays under

tribute every available modern discovery to strengthen and to

make more deadly the re'ign of his kingdom in the earth. Let

it not be doubted : the Church which shall finally destroy this

kingdom must be not only the Church of the Holy Ghost, but

a Church that shall be most fertile in the creation and employ-

ment of every method and of all methods which the success of

its great mission may require. A closer than a theorerical view

must be taken of the situation. Fortunately, for the first time

in history, we are now able with some approach to mathemat-

ical accuracy to locate the forces of the Church. The work of

the Census Bureau in gathering the religious statistics of the

country is monumental, and the result is worthy of all com-

mendation. But a general survey of the situation will leave

little or no room to doubt that thus far no form of church life

has appeared which does not show itself relatively weak in

presence of the moral needs of the cities.

It will be convenient for purposes here sought to classify

the popiilations dealt with into two divisions—the non-Catholic

and the Catholic. The method of the census is to enroll as

communicants of the Roman Church only baptized persons

above nine years of age. It is estimated that the children

under this age constitute really about fifteen per cent of the

Catholic population proper of the country. "We secure approx-

imately, therefore, the total Catholic population by adding to

the number of communicants this allowance of fifteen, per cent.

This may, or may not, furnish too liberal a basis of computa-

tion ; but it is the basis which will be accepted for the ])urposes

of this article. For convenience three classes of cities are dealt

with. In the first are included only those which have 500,000

or more people ; in the second those which have 100,000 or

more, up to 500,000; the third containing those from 25,000

to 100,000."^ In the first class there are but four cities, namely,

* For the basis of the computations here made we are indebted to the admirabk- work en-

titled r7u- Reliijiotix Forct'.s o/ (he United States. This work wa^ prepared by Dr. H. K.

Carroll, who had char.L'e of the Division of Churclies for the Eleventh Census. The results

which we here present, so far as we are aware, now appear for the first time.
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S,-.v York, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Brooklyn. Of the total

i\.pulation of these four cities a little more than twenty-six per

i-. M are Catholics. In those cities the Catholic communicants

a:,, entered as numbering 1,012,968; while the members of

ill other communions combined, including evangelical, lib-

o'.»!, and Jewish societies, number but 576,930. Thus in the

V^\\x largest cities the Catholic communicants outnumber the

iMt-mbei-ship of all other communions in the ratio of nearly two

to one. Of cities of the second class there are twenty-four. In

till)? list also the Catholics number a little in excess of twenty-

ix j>cr cent of the population. But these cities of the second

«-I,iNS show relatively to the population a much larger member-

liip in non-Catholic communions than appears in cities of the

lir.-^t class, so that here the Catholic communicants number only

in the proportion of about eleven to eight of all others. In the

liiird class of cities there are ninety-six. In these ninety-six

riiics the Catholic population numbers about twenty-two and

<.:ic half per cent of all. But here we find, for the first time,

that the Catholic communicants are outnumbered by tlie total

tiienibership of other communions, the numbers standing as

follows : Catholics, 807,580 ; all others, 869,1:76. Aside from

the one hundred and twenty-four cities in the classes named,

the country has a population of tl:S,633,312. This estimate

includes three hundred and nineteen cities, each containing

^^,"00 or mo/e inhabitants.^ Of this population the Catholics

tiiunber somewhat less than eight per cent. But if in this

area we group the bodies known under the general names of

Methodist, Baptist, Lutheran, Presbyterian, Protestant Episco-

i';il, Congregational—these being presented in the order of

tlieir respective numbers—we find that here the communi-

cants in these Protestant bodies alone outnumber those of the

Catholic Church nearly three to one. The fact concerning

the Catholics may be explained largely in the mere loca-

li'ius of their populations. Yery nearly one half of all the

Catholic population of the country dwells in the one hundred

a:i'l twenty-four cities classified. The Catholic Church, from

the very method of its enumeration, must be assumed to hold

its own relatively to its own proper population the country

'jver. But, as the non-Catholic populations are seen to be dis-

tributed, the fact of location cannot, and does not, explain the
15—riFl'H SERIES, A"Or.. X.
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relative weakness of the iion-Catliolic comrnunious, taken col-

lectively, as they approach the great cities.

A suggestive way, perhaps, of approaching the problem will

be, eliminating all Catholic populations from consideration, to

study the field occupied by non-Catholic forces only. On this

basis we discover that in the four cities of the first class there

are 176 communicants of all societies, including, as before,

evangelical, liberal, and Jewish organizations, for every l,00u

of non-Catholic population. Analysis will show, in these four

cities, as follows for every 1,000 of non-Catholic population :

-

29 Presbyterians (all bodies) ; 2S Methodists (all bodies) ; 2S

Episcopalians ; 23 Lutherans (all bodies) ; 20 Baptists (all bod-

ies) ; 15 Jews (all bodies); 7 Congregationalists ; G members

of the Reformed Church (three bodies) ; 3 members of the

Disciples of Christ, Evangelical Association, and Friends (com-

bined) ; 11 Unitarians, Universalists, and miscellaneous (com-

bined). In the twenty-four cities of the second class the same

process discovers for ns 220 communicants of all societies for

every 1,000 of the non-Catholic population. Analysis by de-

nomination will show as follows : 43 Methodists (all bodies)

;

32 Baptists (all bodies) ; 29 Lutherans (all bodies) ; 27 Presby-

terians (all bodies) ; 21 Episcopalians ; 10 Congregationalists
;

10 Jews ; 5 members of the Eeformed Church (all bodies) ; 39

miscellaneous. In the ninety-six cities of the third class we

find 260 communicants of all societies for every 1,000 of the

non-Catholic population. The following is the analysis by

denominations : G9 Methodists (all bodies) ; 47 Baptists (all

bodies) ; 27 Presbyterians (all bodies) ; 23 Lutherans (all

bodies) ; 20 Episcopalians ; 19 Congregationalists ; 49 miscella-

neous. Pushing the investigation still further, we find that

the country at large, aside from the one hundred and twenty-

four cities, shows as follows for every 1,000 of the non-Cath-

olic population : 91 Methodists (all bodies) ; 75 Baptists (all

bodies) ; 21 Presbyterians (all bodies) ; 19 Lutherans (all bodies)

;

8 Congregationalists ; 5 Episcopalians. For convenience of

reference we subjoin a tabulated statement setting forth the

standing of the six larger Protestant communions relatively to

• In these tables we do not undertake fractional exactuess. For instancf. In cities of the

first clus-s there is a slight fraction above 2S Methodists in every l.iXX) of the non-Catholic

population ; but 28 is much closer to the real fact than "9 would be.
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the tliroe classes of cities and to the country as a whole outside

of those cities, giving the numbers of each in these respective

Kx^iitions for every 1,000 of the non-Catholic population :

V.;!:<xliSt3

Jt.jlisW

i/.(hcratis

I'n "bvterians. . .

.

Kj.i-'-opaliims . . .

.

< '4»:igrcg;tt'ioDalists

First Cla-ss

Cities.

Second Class
I

Third Class
Cities. Cities.

Country.

Yvom the above table it would appear that the Presbyterian

and Episcopal Churches are relatively stronger in the large

cities than elsewhere. The Presbyterians and the Lutherans,

Imwcver, are distributed with a somewhat noticeable evenness

lliroughout the entire territory covered. The Congregutional-

i-its seem to reach their best in cities of the second and third

c!ii.-ses. The Methodist and the Baptist communions show a

ni.irked and phenomenal decrease as they come to the larger

<V!iters of population. The decrease of these two denominations

its they approach the great centers is all the more significant

becaii.^e of the relative rank they hold among the evangelistic

.'igL-ncles of the land. The Methodists and Baptists combined
^ivatly outnumber all the other Protestant denominations of

tlie country. The facts of the above table, applied to the ab-

^uhite numbers of the six general denominations compared, will

•ii'inunsti-ate beyond challenge that the evangelical Churches
:iJ"e numerically very much weaker in the great centers of pop-

til.ition than they are in the country at large outside of these

KH-at centers.

i'he tabulations befoi-e us suggest many inferences—some,
VL-ry probably, for which they do not present adequate grounds.
>> e might ask why the Episcopal Church flourishes in the city

a> not in the lesser communities ; why Presbyterianism, while
relatively stronger in the city, yet sends its columns forward
^vith such comparatively even front in both city and country
alike. We might legitimately, and perhaps profitably, inquire
I'^r the special typo or quality which gives one denomination
•i'lvaiitageover another in securing for itself numerical increase
^'' the city. But the one great and grave fact which stands
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ever before us is tliat the evangelical Cimrcli of the land, taken

as a whole^ is numerically far weaker in the great city—the

very place where by all the needs of the case it ought to be

strongest—than it is elsewhere ; and the larger the city, the

more momentous tlie concentration of interests, social, political,

Inoral, the more pronounced is the diminishment of evangel-

ical forces. The facts tell us that the growth of the city tends

practically moi'e and more to carry it away from the control of

evangelical agencies. There is in this fact that which should

stir the heart of the American Church as with a trumpet of

alarm. Any weakness of our Christianity in coping with the

conditions of city life carries in itself the prophecy of de-

feat. A distinctively Christian civilization in this country, as

a matter of manifest destiny, must rise or fall according as it

shall show itself a dominant or a failing force in the life of our

cities. Even now it requires no mysterious reading between

the lines to discover that the Christianizing of the American

cities calls for a Church wiser, holier, more opulent in its en-

dowments, more Christlike in its consecrations, more heroic in

its activities, than any which our history has yet produced.

An evangelical Church has not thus far held its own within the

American city.

Eemembering that the figures before us deal only with the

non-Catholic populations, the query naturally arises, TThy should

the evangelization of these populations in the great city be more

difficult tlian in the lesser communities? Many elements enter

into the complete answer to this question. The limits of this

article forbid any attempt at an exhaustive discussion of these

elements. Several facts, however, lie upon the surface :

I. The life of the great city is intense as is no other life.

Here business absorbs, pleasures divert, as nowhere else. The

Stock Exchange is but the concentrated type of the business life

of the metropolis. Here the " bulls " and the " bears" engage

in daily strife, filling the air with the din of fierce bellowings

and hoarse growls, and each party is ever on the alert to van-

quisli the other and to enrich itself with the spoils of the bat-

tle. But this life is costly for the men who enter it. It lays a

special tax on heart and nerve and brain ; it requires that men
shall be acclimated to cyclones, and the process is one which

only the few long survive. So the business life of the great
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citv is reduced to hair-line scales of competition; success here

!ih'.-iiis thought whetted to its finest edge, a business vision

V\:<'n as an eagle's gaze. But all this implies the absorption of

men in business affairs through the most enslaving and merci-

l,-.<s exactions. But, at the opposite pole from this business in-

t.'Jihitv, and as, in some sense, its counterpart, there fiourish the

a^.'vncies of diversion and of relaxation. Theaters of all grades,

<>iH.Tas high and low, amusement resorts of all varieties—these

are all multiplied and patronized in the crowded citv as not

elsewhere. From these two features named, to say nothing of

many others which also might be emphasized, the Church of

Clirist suffers impairment and limitation in its work Intense

l.iisincss absorption, upon the one hand, prevents many of the

ahlest and most worthy sons of the Church from doing much

of the spiritual work for which their gifts would richly qualify

tlicm; on the other hand, such worldly diversions and relaxa-

tions as flourish in the city tend to blunt and destroy in multi-

tudes all taste for that spiritual thought and life whicli^it is

the mission of the Church to foster and to strengthen.

II. Again, the Church suffers limitation from what may be

called the chasmic " divides " that run through the life of a great

city. An impassable ravine will check the march of an army.

One group of these " divides" maybe defined as the polyglot-

tic. And this feature especially characterizes our American

cities as almost none others. The life of a British or of a Con-

tinental city is mostly homogeneous in its racial composition.

Not so the great cities of America. Kew York, in the sense of

rej)re3enting many races and tongues, is doubtless the most cos-

mopolitan city in the world. But the Church, before it can

t^necessfully reach and evangelize these diverse race groups,

nuist bridge the chasms of language, of customs, of traditions

that now separate them each from each, and all in some meas-

tire from approach by an American type of Christianity. An-
other " divide " which confronts the movements of evangelical

life in the city is that artificial chasm which has been opened

deep and wide between the wealtliy and the poor. This chasm,

however artificial or unnatural it may seem, is nevertheless one
^'f the most real and portentous facts in our modern life. It

runs like an impassable gulf between two widely different social

Worlds. Upon the one hand is a world of privilege, upon the
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other a world of want. Upon the one hand is that wealtli

whicli in winter shelters itself in costly homes npon the city

avenues, and wliich in summer feasts its senses upon artistic

landscapes and fragrant breezes from tlie verandas of suburban

palaces; upon the other hand are the swarming and grimy

masses who in \vinter huddle and shiver in the stuffy and

cheerless apartments of the cheap tenement house, and who in

summer writhe and swelter under the heat that smites the over-

crowded city. The gulf that separates these two worlds is one

but too rarely crossed by the dwellers on either side. The dwell-

ers on the one side do not know how those on the other side

live. Xot that the needs of the one are never responded to by

the wealth of the other ; but the aid given, in far too great

measure, is bestowed through such mediums as not to bring

the heart of the donor in direct contact with the heart of the

receiver. The aid received at the jiiechanical hand of a charity

organization or disbursed on business principles by a committee

having the matter in charge is not the kind that awakens a

redeeming and transforming gratitude in the breasts of the

depressed, discouraged, and fallen poor. The deep and abiding

lesson of the ages is, that life can be saved only by life ; hearts,

even the hearts of the poorest and the humblest, can be won

and swayed only by the giving of hearts. Between the two

worlds of which we now speak there is altogether too little inter-

change of heart to insure any generally vitalizing or uplifting

result upon the less favored community. However close the

proximity geographically of these two worlds, they are sepa-

rated from each other by the widest social distances—distances

that can never be vitally spanned by long-distance telephonic

processes, nor even by the establishing of freight lines for the

carrying of food and provisions from the one over to the other.

III. Another quality of the great city which makes it a dif-

ficult field for evangelistic success is what Dr. Josiah Strong

has well characterized as its isolation. There is no place where

human society so secludes and bars itself in as in the city. In

a rural parish or in the village the new pastor is at once known
to all and has. access to the entire community. There every-

body knows his neighbors. Xot so in the city. Let the pop-

ular pastor of the country village be transferred to the great

city, and he very soon awakes to the discovery that he is only
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4?! ordinary individual lost in a great sea of Immanity. Four

nfflis of all living with him in the same block neither know

fv.r have interest in him. In the city proximity of residence

«i.<\s not mean, in the deeper things that draw men together,

o.nnnnnity of interests. Tlie social life of two families with

i.niy a partition wall between tliem may have practically as

li?tlo ii>terchange as tliough these families were separated by
• !»•.' width of a continent. Many results naturally grow out of

lliis condition of city isolation. One is that the religious work-

er finds here greater difficulty of access to the subjects of liis

work than is to be encountered elsewhere. Another result is

tiiat a stranger. is apt to receive but a cold or indifferent wel-

ouiue, even when he enters the doors of the city church. The
j>o\v-holders of the church know not this person ; they, in all

proljability, will never see him again; in any event they must
iiiciu* no social risk by too warm a welcome, even to the house

of God, of a pilgrim who has strolled within their gates, but

whose social credentials they have not yet received. Another

tendency of this isolation of life is to make men indifferent as

t<» the claims of society upon themselves. And this is one of

the worst results that can happen. "When a man loses his sense

of ri'sponsibility to society he is in danger of losing his sense

of responsibility to himself. Reputation is a thing of social re-

laliotis; real character is apt to flourish under the quickening

a-nse of social responsibility. It is for the want of inspirational

and uplifting social environment that multitudes of young
men and women, who come from the country to the great city,

hecv.ine in the city, first lonely, then desperate, then lost.

I" inally, this quality of isolation makes the great city the retreat

of the criminal. There is no place where the man of evil life

»nay so effectually hide himself. And so, as a matter of record,

the city with its dense population furnishes many times over
tliC number of criminals to the same number of people as the

<'l'en country.

1 > . From the many as yet unmentioned facts which are in-

iMiical to the evangelization of the great city we select but one
niore. The greatest need of the city next to its need of Chris-

tianity, and a need which, unmet, makes Christian success in

''le city itself impossible, is the need of homes for the people.

'^ goodly home in the city is a luxury so costly as to be afforded
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only by the feu-. Eighty per cent of the great population of

Kew York city live in tenement houses. This means a popu-
lation of fickle residence; a population that makes for itself

only ephemeral neighborhood attachments ; a population that

wears but lightly a sense of obligation to society ; one that is in

such a constant state of passage as largely to elude all direct in-'

fluence from the Church. This state of things is true concern-
ing those who dwell in the better class of tenements. Christian

effort must be doubly alert to discover and to win the people
in any shifting community, as compared with those who dwell
in permanent homes. But, passing from the tenement houses
that in themselves are tolerable, there is in every great city a

large tenement life which carries within itself all the element?
of perdition. There is one compact district in ]N"e%v York,
comprising not more than one twenty-fifth of the city's area.

in which there is an average of more than a quarter of a mil-

lion of souls to the square mile. If the ground room of all

this section were apportioned equally among its dwellers each
person would have twelve square yards as his own rightful

domain. In this region people arc not only piled layer above
layer, but it is not unusual to find men, women, and children

crowded together under conditions that more suggest the herd-
ing of cattle than the housing of human beings. Such tene-

ment sections are always a fruitful breeding ground for all

kinds of disease—physical, social, moral. Here are to be found
poverty in its most helpless forms, vagrancy, theft, besotted

appetite, marital lawlessness, incest, idiocy—every malignant
growth that may be born of evil blood or vicious life. "Where
decency cannot thrive a pure religion cannot live. Before the

people of these overcrowded tenement house sections can be
Christianized their very physical environment must receive the

purification of fire. TTe need first to have a civilization itself

60 Christian that it will absolutely permit no place in the great

city where the Shylock landlord shall be able to swell his sordid

revenues at the expense of all that may pass under the sacred

synonyms of home, of health, of decency.

But now, not to pursue further the special difficulties of the
city, all the facts converging upon the situation clearly and irre-

sistibly enforce the conclusion that the great battlefield on which
Christianity, in its struggle for moral supremacy in the nation,
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.» ill brilliantly win or disastrously fail will be within, city walls.

li is as clearly evident that our Churches as now coustituted

an* not sufficiently empowered and marshaled for their needed

nii.-vilon in this field. Success, therefore, manifestly needs more

jxiwer, better methods, a fuller loyalt}' to Christ, a more alert

.iiMMTninent of opportunity, movement more swift and aggres-

sive—all of this in much fuller and better measure than now
I'xists. To specify without elaboration, some things indispen-

Mble to the triumph of Christianity in the cities would seem to

i»c I lie following :

i. A more perfect reenthroneraent in Christian conviction

and love of Christ's estimate of man as man, irrespective of his

Ktcial or material environment. Christ never once shrank

from the presence of the poorest and the most degraded of

men, because he recognized in every man the possibilities

til rough redemption of an immortal and godlike manhood.

.Ml social affinities which tyrannously separate men in society

o-.iglit themselves to be trampled into the dust when it comes

t-» the question of seeking the salvation of the lost. If there is

any fact which the Christian Church needs at this hour to

•lunicsticate, in the very holy of holies of its most practical con-

victions, it is that in all the range of human pursuits there is no

Work so godlike as that which seeks the salvation of men for

whom Christ died—all men, whoever they may be and wher-

ever found.

II. A wide and persistent publication to the Church of the

facts and needs of the situation. Many are inactive and seem-

ingly indifferent because they do not know the tremendous
needs M'hich call for their action. Conviction must precede

•iction
; but knowledge is essential to conviction.

III. A wider conception of the practical mission of the

Church than that which has been prevalent in the past. The
Church of the past, in its relations with men, has dwelt too ex-

clusively in the realm of soul. Christ spent a large part of his

Jninistry in dealing with *the physical needs of men. The
Church, in its failure more fully to imitate him in this respect,

hius narrowed its proper mission and has lessened its power
'»ver the world. There are innumerable bcricvolences in the

^^"orld, the mission of which is essentially Christian, which are

pnieticidly supported by Christian men, but which nevertheless
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are conducted outside of the Church ; and by so much the

proper mission of the Churcli of Christ, to the detriment of

the Church, seems to be relegated to outside agencies. The
Church, before it caii fulfill its mission with the souls of men,

must have in many instances nnich to do with the bodies in

which these souls dwell. A significant proof of how this gen-

eral tnith is forcing itself upon Christian thought is furnished

in the fact that recently, in Xew York city, one hundred and

fifty clergymen agreed to devote one service each on a given

Sabbath to a discussion of the tenement house problem.

lY. The development of new and aggressive methods of

church work. The historic and conventional method, as ap-

plied to large sections of our city populations, stands to-day a

confessed failuie. The shore-line of our great cities is strewed

with the wrecks of once prosperous churches ; and these wrecks

stand in the midst of thronging communities. There has been

what is now quite well known and defined as an "uptown
movement" of the churches. This means really that the

wealth and tlie culture of the Church have moved away from

the communities that more and more are filling with the wage-

earning, the poor, and the needy multitudes. The prosperous

people of the Church did not do their duty by these multitudes

when they moved away from them and left with them simply

their old houses of worship. Tliese houses are deserted and

are falling into decay, or else they have been converted into

something like profane uses ; but in the meantime the dense

populations around their doors are practically unchurched and

nngospelized. The prosperous and cultured church life which

has moved " up-town " M-ill never have done its duty by the

multitudes " down-town " until it organizes itself into a holy,

enduring, and resistless crusade for the winning and uplifting

of these multitudes into the real brotherhood of the Clmrch

and kingdom of Jesus Christ. The sons and daughters of

wealth and of privilege must carry to their brothers and sisters

to whom life is a struggle hearts whose love shall be Cliristlike.

The times are not without cheering indications that the best

life of the Church is increasingly stirred with a sense of its

obligation to the unprivileged multitudes of the city. Such

movements as the " college settlement," " Toynbee Hall,"

" Hull House," " Epworth House," and other like enterprises
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orv'-.iuized for the purpose of carrying a privileged Christian

hi'o into tlie most neighborly contact with the most unprivileged

,^Htr—these are eiieom-aging symptoms of a new awakening of

tlso Cluirch to really Christlike methods of saving the city.

Among all methods to be suggested, the institutional church

»!:..:« Id have a foremost place. This is the church that carries

uitlj its organization all appliances, so far as possible, for help-

ir.ij men clear around the circle of their needs—physical, intel-

l.<ctual, moral ; the church the material support of which shall

U' amply guaranteed, irrespective of the financial ability of those

\C) whom it ministers ; the church, that shall have a sufficient

number of employed workers to keep itself ever in aggressive

sjid helpful relations with all the needy life of- its wide and

{w.pnlous parish. Such an institution will require a somewhat

i'\ pensive plant, and will need a large income for its current

f'lpport. But results will amply justify all financial outlay re-

fpaired. It will be an institution adapted to reach conspicuous

p'.icccss where all ordinary churches fail. It has already been

tried on a sufficient scale and in sufficiently critical locations to

place it beyond the sphere of a mere experiment. Wherever
amply supported and wisely worked, the institutional church

is a great success. The time is ripe for every evangelical de-

r:<'mination in every large city to undertake the establishment

and support of at least one such church in some populous and

f^trutegic center of the city's needs. This will call for what
wo present as the final suggestion of this paper, namely

:

V. The generous giving of money for an essentially new de-

parture of church work in cities. There is much popular

rumor abroad that church members are already called upon to

^ive too much money for benevolences. We personally are

not a convert to this view. On the contrary, we believe that the

Christian community as a whole is under supreme obligation to

t'lve vastly more than it is now giving for the sake of advanc-
ing the victories of Christ's kingdom among men ; and obliga-

-uii is never divorced from ability.

To confirm the sanity of our view, we herewith present a sta-

tistical argument from the condition of Methodism in the city

"f lirooklyn, as shown in the Conference Minutes for 1S93.
liu-^c Minutes report for the Methodist Episcopal churches of

1 -rooklyu a membership, including probationers, of 18,667. "We
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find, by examiuing two churcli manuals, that there is an average

of one family represented for every two persons in the mem-
bership of these two churches. Accepting this as a basis, we

ehould have represented in the entire membership of Brook-

lyn about 9,300 families. If we assume that the Methodist

family has an average income of $800 per year—and we judge

that this is clearly within the facts of the case—then we have

as the aggregate income of the Brooklyn Methodists the sum
of 87,440,000. The Conference year 1892-93 marks a very

exceptional activity in the churches of Brooklyn in the paying

of large debts, and also in the raising of large amounts of

money for new buildings and improvements. It is, therefore,

a year which gives an exceptionally favorable showing for the

benevolence of the denomination in the city. "We find that the

total gifts for the year from all of Brooklyn Methodism as re-

ported, including items of pastoral support, current expenses

of churches and Sunday schools, all amounts paid for indebt-

edness, new buildings, and improvements, all benevolent col-

lections—everything given for and through the churches— ag-

gregate $430,030. iN'ow, if we swell this amount by one third

of itself to allow for the unreported benevolences of our people

we shall have as the grand total of their giving for the year the

sum of 8574,173. This would indicate that the Methodism of

Brooklyn averaged last year a benevolent giving of about seven

and seven tenths per cent on its income. We would be first

to recognize the possibility of many stray elements in this esti-

mate. Any such estimate in its very nature can, at best, be

only proximate. TV"e would recognize also the injustice of ap-

plying the logic of this calculation indiscriminatelj' to all of our

people. Of the 18,GG7 Methodists included, many are giving

grandly—giving all that they ought, and possibly more. But

if this is true it must also be true that many are falling far

short of what they ought to do. It should, moreover, be re-

membered that quite a percentage of the money reported does

not represent the gifts of church members at all, but comes

from non-members in the congregations.

It is our belief that the premises assumed for this estimate

are conservatively within the lines of truth. If so, then Brook-

lyn Methodism as a whole, by the exhibit of a year of excep-

tional giving, stands convicted, in the full light of this Christian
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»^c, of giving two and three tenths per cent less for Christ's

kifJU'iloni than the very minimum amount which Jehovah, under

liu' old dispensation, formally demanded of the Jewish people.

And this deficit is permitted in the presence of multiplied

ijioral and spiritual needs that urge their cry to the very

heavens, in the presence of opportunities for spiritual achieve-

tiu'iit such as might excite the envy of augels. Let Brooklyn

.Nk-thodism but give the added two and three tenths per cent

which it now withholds, and its Church Society can safely

iTDaruntee with it to plant a dozen new, vigorous churches every

Y-.'ar, and, in addition, will maintain in resistless strength

".vhere it would do immeasurable good the most perfectly or-

u'aiiized institutional church as yet developed in Christendom.

ihiu of the last things that flame in the sunset of Old Testa-

liicnt history is the condition on which Jehovah promised to

«;>cn the windqws of heaven and pour out upon his people

hlc-sings which there should not be room to receive. This

r-.ndition was that they should cease longer to rob God and

that they should bring all the tithes into the storehouse. The
Christianity which will save our great cities is not a Christian-

ity that in the heart of these Christian ages can be content with

a proportionate giving less than that which God required of his

jK^ople twenty-five centuries ago.
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Art. v.—some DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF OLD TES-
' TAMENT STUDY.

When the Revised Version of the Old Testament was pub-

lished many were surprised and disappointed because so few-

changes from tlie Authorized Version appeared. It was nat-

tirallj expected, especially by those unacquainted with the

form of the original text, that the number of variations would

correspond in some degree with those that had been made in

the Xew Testament. Some suggested that the severe strictures

on the numerous alterations in tlie New had driven the revisers

of tlie Old into the opposite extreme of undue conservatism.

The criticism was without foundation. As a result of scientific

progress in tlie study of the New Testament manuscripts many
text emendations had been uniformly accepted, so that it was

necessary that the revision be made to correspond, even at the

risk of temporary condemnation. On the other hand, there

were practically no differences in the Hebrew text, so that

variations from the Authorized Version on this account were

much fewer than in the New Testament. Various renderings

or modes of expression in the latter are also possible, because of

the philosophical character of the Greek language and the sub-

stance and form of revelation in the gospel dispensation.

The changes in the Revised Version of the New Testament

have been generally accepted as amendments, at least in the

matter of accurate statement, though they have not been re-

ceived with uniform cordiality, owing partly to certain infelici-

ties of language and a slavish adherence to literalistic idioms,

and partly to their frequent deviation from accustomed expres-

sions to which by the worship of the sanctuary we are almost

indissolnbly wedded. The simple and uninvolved structure of

the Old Testament original, on the contrary, did not permit

apparently violent transformations or marked alterations, ex-

cept in those obscure passages on which recent discoveries in

liistory and archieology had shed additional light. Moreover,

the subject-matter is so largely historical or objective that it

restricts the translator, except in choice of phraseology ; and

fortunately the sentences are so constructed that a simple and

accurate reproduction of the word-sense is clearer and better
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'.' M\ free paraphrase. It is, therefore, natural and appropriate

Cxi the revisers should have made in the Old Testament com-

•Tir.itively few changes ; and those made are almost universally

jM.roved, though many in the Kew Testament may not now

if I'ver command general assent.

While the evangelical . interpretation of the Old Testament

yk jh.fwible only in the light of the Gospel, it is evident that

jlirre nuist be some difference in the line and method of study

for the pre-Christian revelation. Its independent value must

U' recognized, for it has been attested by inspired authority as

"jTolitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruc-

t.uii in righteousness: that the man of God may be perfect,

{iii.roughly furnished unto all good works." From a human

f*.ui«lpoint it is to be viewed as the sole literary product of a

r4'-e whoso absorbing business was the development of a uni-

viT>iil religion. The books which compose tliis incomparable

v^'Iutne have been much neglected, because they have seemed

to be limited to local and temporary conditions. Their

f^aive simplicity of language has led many to read them curso-

rily
; and their fine touches have not been noted by those who

uiicd to observe that the most skillful artists had bent their

»-'^t energies to the production of an inimitable picture. Un-

like the language of the evangelists and apostles, that of the

Ih-hrew poets and propliets is couched in classic form. There

1* an indescribable and elegant finish in the expression, showing

t'lat the author M'as convinced of the importance of the struc-

ture as well as of the substance of the truth. While the writer

in the New Testament felt bound to observe the general laws

•'f Greek etymology and syntax, lie was under some sense of

•-•onstraint in the use of a tongue not his own by nature, and

Jurthcr was more impressed with the matter of his message

than concerned with the quality of the vessel in which he car-

ried the news ; though more credit than is often allowed must

'h; accorded him in the use of Hellenic speech. The Xew
I'estaincnt volume was completed within a comparatively short

l'*'riod, presumably by busy, active men on whom rested the

*-^re of the clmrches. Old Testament literature was composed
^* widely separated intervals, and much of it was in the

'Ji'".ight and life of the nation for centuries. Style was a mat-

ter of study
; so that an exegete, to be thoroughly equipped.
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must be well versed in Hebrew temperament and its raoJcs

of manifestation. Any one who is lilled with experiences of

God, such as are portrayed in these wonderful stories, will Ijc

well qualified to comprehend and declare the lessons whidi

they furnish
; but a correct conception of the language princi-

ples, M-liich reflect a peculiar inspiration, will be indispensable

for intensifying the view and bringing forth many otherwise

hidden suggestions that add beauty and force to the picture.

The term " picture " is used advisedly. All language i>

more or less metaphor ; but the Hebrew is preeminenth- a

series of forcible symbols. One needs only to consult u

lexicon to see that almost every word has a concrete significa-

tion—a realistic power of representing an idealistic relation.-

The Hebrew mind fed on signs, dreams, visions, fables, and

types. The subjective was readily reflected in a materialistic

medium. In a word there is often conveyed a world of mean-

ing. A people comprehending such communications were well

adapted for miraculous manifestations and anthropomorphic

revelations of the Deity. Semblances and analogies could be

legitimately employed in the revelation of truth. Some very

grotesque theology has resulted from an inability to interpret a

figure of speech. What applies to isolated words is also mani-

fest in the construction of sentences, often in the order of the

terms, and is especially marked in the combined effect of a

completed essay. The frequent occurrence of n^t, the sign of

the definite object, and of the article and the suffix possess-

ive pronoun in the story of Abraham's offering of Isaac shows

how distinctly the duty of the ordeal was portrayed in the

patriarch's mind ; while there are certain other indescribable

features tliat illustrate liis determination and agony of spirit as

pathetically as a painting of Rubens or the statuary of the

Laocoon. Even the shape of some of the Hebrew letters has

probably suggested tlieir names.

A few words taken at random will serve as illustrations : PHX, tent, root meaning, shine,

glitter; |DN, verily, amen, root meaning, prop, he firm (so |D", take right hand) ; t^'U^fce

ashamed, root meaning, blush; ^3, bet ween, root meaning, discern, dUiting^Ui<h ; T]'!? ^'^^'

pecially in Pi'el stem), bless, root meaning, kneel, invoke God ; 1123, glory, root meaning, he

heavy (compare 2 Cor. iv, 17, "A far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory ") ; 133

(Pi'el), at one /(^r, root meaning, core r; DyS, time, root meaning, stroke, tread; IH, bad,

root meaning, break.
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Parables, regarded as such, are not Dumerous in the Old

Ti^taiiient ; but those tliat are furnished are exceedingly sug-

i:i>tive, and they prepare the way for those inimitable forms

;?ur Jesus employed to illustrate the kingdom of heaven.

Juthaiu's fable of the trees seeking a king and Kathan's ac-

r..ii!)t of the seizure of the poor man's ewe-lamb are only more
r!.»bonite in structure than those that can be found on everv

ju<;e. The literary genius that dictated this striking imagery

:> apparent in all the writings. Historic events, or such as are

t.t be so treated, are recorded not only for their own sake, but

also because tJiey vividly portray moral relations. TThat an

"bjVct lesson, for instance, was presented to the descendants of

Abraham in that singular and awful chasm of the lower Jordan
.ind the Dead Sea, the traditional site of Sodom and Gomorrah,
wiiieh were destroyed for their outrageous and unmentionable

iinniorality! Was it surprising that the prophets of future

^.'•nerations, in reproving the Israelites for their aggravating

vi<'c>, should so vividly warn them of a threatening doom by
reminding them of that which in the distant past had actually

U'falleu the cities of the plain ? IN'o wonder that the chosen

pt'ople were deterred from committing the horrid crimes which
wore alwa^'s so prevalent among the surrounding nations I

Israel's wandering in the wilderness supplied a type to enforce

moral lessons that concerned both the nation and the individ-

ual, and has been veritably spiritualized by I^ew Testament
writers, as well as by more modern expositors.

If this principle is remembered much of the apparent con-

llict of the Bible with other revelations of truth will disappeai-.

-So attempt at a reconciliation of Genesis and geology will be
necessary if the story of the creation is treated as a panoramic.
•lisplay of the origin of all things, a most skillful work of art to

porti-ay a vital thought which must possess every reverent and
believing mind. Observe the frequent insertion of the term

pT-'^. for the Deity in these first chapters, and ask yourself
•I this was not evidently designed to remind man that the great

">vi>ible Force must be recognized in the phenomena of the
universe. "Was it ever the purpose of a painting to be a cri-

terion in chronology ? Must every, detail be subjected to the

"lathematical test? One might as well condemn Leonardo da
» inci's famous and helpful cartoon of the ''Last Supper" be-

10 FIFTU SERIES, VOI,. X.
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cause it is not faitliful in every particular to the usages of an

oriental house. Too often sincere Christians have made an ap-

peal to the Bible as an ultimate authority on natural science

and the events of history, whereas these are matters that are to

be discovered, if at all, by human effort and ingenuity. It ni;iy

be assumed that God's word, where there is a strict averment

of fact, does not squarely contradict truth elsewhere revealed

or discovered; but it must not be forgotten that the Bible is tu

be revered chiefly as the fountain of infallible moral teachinj^;,""

and that it incidentally utilizes the manifestations of nature and

history for the inculcation of principles that are essential to the

welfare of the human soul, both in this life and in that which

is to come. It is occasion for congratulation that the discov-

eries of the archaeologists in various ages confirm the actual re-

liability of the Old Testament record, especially in matters of

history previously questioned ;t from' which we are assured that

the writers were not willful impostors or misleading, and inca-

pable chroniclers. The work just quoted declares (" Introduc-

tion," p. xi) that " the Bible is now read and studied by many

... as an invaluable help in the study of the past"." We must,

however, be able to recognize when it is the main aim of the

inspired writer to record a fact in its literal form and when it

is his ruling purpose to inculcate essential truth by emblematic

statements. Of course, facts must not be perverted ; but

allegory and even legend may aptly teacli the real philosophy

of human life.

The Hebrew literature bears the mark of divine dealing and of

.the spiritual consciousness of a holy nation that gives expres-

sion to its faith by concrete acts and protestations. It seems

providential, and even necessary, that the revelation concerning

the soul's life should have been first committed to a people

endowed M'ith the imaginative faculty—to such as Abraham,

who could commune with God for a day and two nights in

succession ; as Jacob, wlio prevailed after wrestling until break

of day ; as Moses and Elijah, who for six weeks uninterrupt-

edly secluded themselves from human associations to sensibly

Compare 0. Pfleiderer, Development nf Tilinhnjij, p. 311, Loudon, IKO. This and otlior

refereiK-es are made by the writer, not-<?o much to iudieate his approval or disapproval of ti;r

entire view presented, as to direct the reader to an interesting line of passapes where tbe

subject is treated in a nianner not suited to the compass of this article.

t See U. A. Uarper. 27ic BMc aud Modern Diicocericn, London, ISOl.
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r\>»!i/o tlie strengthening and enlightening presence of Jelio-

vali. Only such were capable of originally conceiving God as

s inTsou, yet without visible shape, and as a being capacitated

f.jf emotion, yet infinitely superior to those who were made

in his image. It is natural, therefore, that the language of

liifsc religious devotees should be a reflection of their spirit

ar.d faith *

There seems to be interesting evidence that language reflects

an<l at the same time modiiies the sentiment of a people, in the

idiomatic use of the -1, loaw consecutive, of the Hebrew. It

ili«appears in the later colloquial Aramaic ; but its influence is

a:r-iin detected in the oft-recurring phrase of the j^ew Testa-

Hicnt, "And it came to pass" (jcaX Eyevero), also in the un-

usually frequent repetition of " therefore " {ovv) in the Gospel

Rwording to John. The children of the covenant, being in

n-nstant remembrance of their theocratic relation, would nat-

!;nilly attribute all events to divine interposition ; so that logical

'•c«|ueiice must be postulated in connection with chronological

fnler. This, it seems fair to say, is especially marked in the

UK', of ovv in the Johannine gospel, and is a point of no mean

consequence in favor of the Palestinian authorship. Waio

i'Oii.-ecutive is the most common formula of Old Testament

j-yiitax. It is the very first expression in some of the books,

-o tiiat many commentators have suggested that they must be

connected with previous statements or relations of fact. The
form is not invariably translated by the copulative conjunction

^nd, but is often illative in sense, and in correlative sentences

i'' expressive of the cause and consequence. It is quite gener-

•»'Iy admitted that the Jews in their later history showed a de-

ciiled proclivity toward a philosophy leading to predestinarian-

»'"i. Can it be that this bias was in any way brought about or

K'tniyed by the oft-recurring consecutive particle ?

Tlie bearing of the Old Testament on the doctrine of the de-

crees is somewhat affected by the interpretation of the JTip/t'il,

'•r causative, stem of the verb, which may govern two accusa-

lives—one, that which is the agent or instrument of the action,

•ifid the second as the direct object of the primal idea. There
Jiiust be a distinction between hardening Pharaoh's heart and

• i'T additional Illustrations consult M. S.Terry, BlhUcal Hrrmciieutics, pp. 76-106 ; aud
"rUrtrs, liibliMl Sludu, pp. 40-59.
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causing it to be hard,* Some may think that the difference

does not amount to much in the final result ; but the use of the

stem in verse 3, quoted in the note, implies an intermediate

agency, and seems to recognize in some degree the moral re-

sponsibility of the heart. Tliis very common conjugation of

the verb lias had its influence in the Calvinistic interpretations

of modern times, as well as in the exegesis of a people regard-

ing themselves in covenant relation with Jehovah, -who was

bound to protect, preserve, and govern them. The causative

stem does not play so prominent a part in the language and

philosophy of the nineteenth century.

It has been stated that the Pi'el, or intensive, stem is some-

times causative in sense. It perhaps would be more exact to

say, "in practical effect;" for surely two different forms will

not be used to express the same idea. Tlie root thought of

{J'lp is jt>?<7'«, clean, Jioly. The intensive stem means to make

holy or sanctify {sanctus, holy, and facio, make
;
passive, /o,

be made), applied usually to things, or to persons regarded as

things. Wlien used of persons, it does not signify so much a

change of nature as of relation. It is employed where the

object does not seem to possess the ability or right to exercise an

option, as in the consecration of tlie firstborn (Exod. xiii, 2) or

of priests (Exod. xxviii, 41). Where the Jliph'il is employed in

Isa. viii, 13, and xxix, 23, and Kum. xx, 12, apparently in the

sense of a Pi'el, it will be observed that the moral responsibility

of the people is involved. The lexicographer may be unable

to perceive a diftcrenee in the abstract 'definitions ; but the

exegete and theologian will be bound to consider the terms in

their concrete relations.

One of the most attractive and, perhaps, profitable features

in the study of the original text of the Hebrew Scriptures is

observed in the ingenious and suggestive variation of verbal

stems. For example, the three intensives may not be distinctly

marked in a translation, but they betray a state of motion or

activity that no single phrase in English can convey. They

often occur in quick and uninterrupted f collocation, even in

a short passage, and disclose the author's purpose to represent

* Kxod. Tin, 3, 13. Observe the error of the Autliorized Version in verse 33, corrected lu

the margin of Revised Version. The translators of 1011 took PJ.H ' 1 as if it were Hiph'il.

t See Isa. i. 1&-18.
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witli liis pen the character of the event and the feelings of the

actors in the scene. A capacity is evinced to produce a picture

in which every detail is depicted in its proper color. Life

itself is represented by the use of the intensive reciprocal, or

llithpcCel^ in the phrase, "Enoch walked with God." The

hiniple meaning of the verb employed is to icalh ; but in

the llithjKi'tl, here inserted, it signifies to toalh ahout or

(o and fro, hence to live with. God. The relative frequency

of the seven stems is also worthy of note, those in the passive

voice, both of the intensive and the causative, occurring not so

often as the active forms. Fervor is not so likely to be marked

where the subject is inactive. Isaac has less occasion for the

Pi'el than Jacob. Irresistible causation is seldom recognized

wliere responsibility is postulated.'^

In the Hebrew verb tense is only subjectively represented,

so that the time when an action is described as occurring must

be determined chiefly by the context. The terms perfect and

imperfect describe the stage of completion in the act, and may
refer to the sphere of the past, the present, or the future. In

English provision is made, especially in the active voice, for

showing the exact instant of the verb's operation. A people

absorbed in commercial transactions must command a language

that will fix dates and determine to an infinitesimal part of a

second when the ball drops at the Greenwich Observatory.

Such precision was not necessary among the Hebrews, whose

life was quiet, rural, and contemplative. Usury was forbidden.

What use, then, for interest tables ? Why, then, be so strict in

marking time ? Three davs might be more or less. It was not

60 mathematical and prosaic to call six weeks forty days as to

reckon them forty-two days. When men lived, like Isaac, in

tents for one hundred and eighty years there would be no such

loss or uneasiness as in a modern metropolis, where rents may
be five or a hundred dollars per day and a business career must

be closed in a third or a quarter of a century. When our for-

tunes are made to depend on such maxims as " Strike while the

iron is hot," or " Make hay while the sun shines," the tense

of the verb must be most carefully regarded. If success or

* Note the sisTiiflcant use of the Hoph'aJ, or causative passive, In F.x^x[. xx, 5, "iior.<en-e

them ;•' literally, tior be cait.-itd to scire them, that Is, under the lufiuence ot suri-ouudmjr

Idolaters.
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safety itself seems to He wholly in onr own hand, we must

watch every minute and arrange oar business according to the

undeviatlng train schedule. The Semitic devotee, liowever,

rested securely \\\ the lap of nature's God, who would provide

somehow or somewhere for his creatures. If there was famine

'in Canaan there was corn in Egypt. If tlie watei-s of Cherith

dried up there was a widow in Zarephath with a handful of

meal and a erase of oil to feed the prophet for an indefinite

period. It was this Hebraistic mental cast that made possible

the long series of lessons inculcating implicit trust in God un-

der all circumstances. The Kew Testament writer had been

nurtured in an atmosphere whicli taught him to confidently

"believe that " the Lord is not slack concerning his promise, as

some men count slackness." The promises are therefore pos-

sessions, as, " Unto thy seed have I given ['nriJ perfect] this

land " (Gen. xv, 18).* Such an idiom was especially fitted for

the declaration of permanent truths, as in Gen. xv, 6, " And he

believed [P.^^,Q^. perfect, with waio consecutive] in God."

In the Old Testament original there are some significant

constructions to show that it is addressed to those who can

exercise a moral judgment and make the proper application.

Observe the common omission of the copula " to be " in such

phrases as " I [am] Jehovah thy God " (Exod. xx, 2). Behold

this and that in juxtaposition and draw your own inference.

Think, says the inspired messenger, foryourself. So there is room

for the operation of the moi-al and reflective sense, which may
occasion the introduction of the very peculiar absolute infini-

tive in Gen. ii, 17, ra»n niro, to die (or dying, as substantive),

thou shalt die; that is. Know assuredly that thou shalt die.

Attention is called to death as a concrete fact, an objective

reality. As if a teacher of the olden time should point to the

rod very conspicuously displayed, or, on the other hand, to the

red apple associated with an encouragement to study, so the

absolute infinitive vividly fixes the self-apparent application

in the mind of tlie person addressed. Usually the sentence in

Hebrew is simple, plain, and direct ; but the reader is expected

to pose as an appreciative observer before a skillfully executed

picture, and bo able with the aid of his own thoughts to appre-

hend the exact nature of the situation. An elliptical idiom,

* Compare Gen. xU, 7, where the Imperfect is used.
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jiiade necessary, if for no otlier reason, by the scarcity of sta-

tic »ncry, afforded the reader some share of responsibility in

approliending truth.

To take a broader view of Old Testament composition, we

may add that an imperfect understanding of the word some-

times results from neglecting to properly interpret the form

and spirit of poetry, l^early the whole of the ancient record

is poetic in conception, and the usual license 'to free itself from

dull and prosy literalism must be granted. Often the writer

breaks out in strains designed to be memorized, as the hues of

Homer among the Greeks. There is refrain and antiphone, verse

and strophe; but the chief merit of Hebrew poetry consists in

the aptness and beauty of the sentiment. Form and structure

arc not of as much consequence as the inspiration of the muse

and the revelation of the divine. Poetry is a proper expression

of religious conception, which is no less real because it is best

coumnmicated by means of metaphorical imagery. Are we to

insist that the morning has Avings because the psalmist uses the

phrase, or that the stars sang together in an audible voice when

the works of creation were made manifest? In truth, the real

meaning is entirely lost by those who endeavor to reduce the

sacred text to the interpretations of bare literalism.

It is important to notice that the Old Testament volume is

composed of several parts. The same may be said of the Xew
Testament; but the latter is less fragmentary, though both

are pervaded by a common purpose and give many proofs of

singular unity in their design. ISo matter what may be our

jiidgiuent in reference to the conclusions reached by some ex-

ponents of the higher criticism, we must learn to appreciate

the value of that mxthod which deals with a writing as the

product of its author, who was inspired by a distinct aim and

alfected by his environments, natural and historical, as well as

!?upernatural and spiritual. Is the book a philosophical treatise,

or the spontaneous effusion of an inspired sentiment ? Is it a

record of fact, a scries of annals, or the- sketch of a fancy all

aglow to illuminate truth and cheer a fainting spirit, as well as

to show the conrse of the nation and to immortalize its heroes ?

Is it all spiritual, or may any part be nothing more than a pleas-

ing story from which a moral lesson may be derived? Was it

^v^itten in its present form and order, or have stray leaves of
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previously existing manuscripts or tablets been compiled by an

enthusiastic patriot and devotee?" The imaginative faculties

must be brought into very active exercise by the true inter-

preter to supply much that does not appear on the surface cif

the printed page. The parts exposed are merely the peaks of

huge mountains of solid truth in the ocean of the universe,

seeming often to be separate and distinct, but really united at

the bottom so as 'to form an impacted mass originated from a

single impulse. It was God wlio spoke " in the prophets by

divers portions and in divers manners;" but while tlie divine

element must be invariably recognized, the human factor must

not be ignored.

There need be no alarm at the suggestion that there are

diiierent degrees of inspiration, though the statement does not

exactly convey the proper impression. If a work is divinely

authenticated it is absolutely conclusive in so far as it is author-

ity at all. One may be enabled to perceive more of God's

truth in a certain passage than will be observed in others, and

the character c>f the subject-matter is by many regarded as one

of the criteria of inspiration. It is sufficient if the seal of

Heaven has been attached, however vaguely in the opinion of

some. That which may seem earthly or relatively of little

value may be essential to the completeness of the volume.

Though there may be more flowers in June than in February,

in the order of Providence the month of winter rain must pre-

cede the season of summer beauty. There may not be as much
literary finish in the Book of Daniel as in the first part of

Isaiah's pro23hecy or in the First Book of Samuel ; but it is not,

therefore, unseemly that this Babylonian apocalyptic should

continue to produce, as heretofore, marvelous and salutary

results in spiritual life. Suppose the muse did seem not to

maintain the same lofty level of oracular manifestation, either in

artistic form or spiritual doctrine, one or the other or both, in

all parts of the Scripture; shall we reject Esther and- Ecclesi-

astes as uninspired because they are not as truly philosophical

as Job or as clearly evangelical as the second division of Isaiah '.

Truth may be taught by implication. Who dares question

* On the Imponance of a correct view of the Old Testament writings consult Kuenen,

T)\c Rdioion of IsraeU vol. i, pp. 1--27. In fact, the moral as well as the historical teaching

ol the Bible la affected by our judgment concerning authorship and proportionate relation.
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that Mordecai would have staked his life on his belief in the

providential destiny of his people? When paradox is a com-

luon figure of speech the strange reasonings of KoheUth may

not be unprofitable, especially when it appears that a mere

animal life is, after all, disappointing. Miiyhap the Song of

Solomon is a harem tale, and the mystic interpretation of its

prefiguring the union of Christ and his Church is baseless and

misleading
;
yet is a love story containing such a beautiful les-

son, especially to those familiar with oriental usages and scenes,

unprofitable and unworthy of a sanctified pen ? Jewish litera-

ture discloses a truth which this practical Christian age is be-

ginning to recognize, that the thought of God is to pervade the

entire movement of our being.

Many conscientious students of Scripture grant with hesita-

tion that the declarations of the Old Testament are not origi-

nally absolute and universal. The ancient Hebrews were wont

to assert very lofty claims in regard to their intimacy with Je^

hovah, and they were doubtless far, if not incomparably, in

advance of their neighbors in the knowledge of divine things.

They were ordained to be successful explorers in the regions

of holy truth ; but it is not unreasonable to infer that some of

their excursions led to imperfect and unsatisfactory results.

The accounts of their endeavors show that many of their efforts

were experiments, some of them possibly blunders, at least hi

effect, and that the chosen people could only arrive at a true

spiritual insight by a long and painful series of national dis-

aster and individual suffering. Much lasting material for a

sound orthodoxy was accunmlated ; but there were pieces in

the old structure that could not be used in the new order.

Indeed, they would h.ave had a disruptive effect. It must be

granted that the Holy Spirit is never limited or mistaken
;

but the human instrument may not have known all the truth

which his words conveyed, and these words may not originally

have meant all which they finally came to signify. Did Abi-a-

hani understand that his natural progeny would be as numcr-

• ous as the stars or as the sand of the seashore ? Perhaps ho

knew more astronomy than we give him credit for ; but there

arc very few now who entertain an adequate conception of the

Tiiultitudes of the sidereal host. Doubtless some of his descend-

ants supposed that God's covenant was literally fulfilled during
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tlie reign of Solomon, when " Judah and Israel were many, as

the sand which is by the sea in multitude." If the Jews sup-

posed that the promise referred to a seed according- to the flesh

—and it is probable that this interpretation was practically uni-

versal until corrected by Paul—they were plainly in error, for

tlie race has never been numerous. It cannot be positively de-

nied that Abraliam understood the promise in a purely spiritual

sense ; but this is hardly probable, though he was exceptionally

celebrated for his prophetic faith. The treasure of revelation

has been carried in earthen vessels, and those to whom it has

been brought are human and may possibly fail to distinguish

between the truth and its medium.*

Those who have become accustomed to the allegorical inter-

pretation of the Old Testament, as illustrated in the Epistle to

the Hebrews, may be somewhat perplexed in admitting limita-

tion of knowledge on the part of the original authors, who
were not as fully acquainted with the possible consequences of

their revelation as are those who now witness history as a pro-

gressive development of previous processes. Isaiah must be

acknowledged as a truly evangelical messenger, even though he

may not have distinctly seen the virgin's Son as Him who was

born in Bethlehem seven centuries later.f The workman may
be thoroughly competent for the piece assigned him without

even knowing its place in the edifice yet unreared. The broader

meaning of which the prophecies are capable through an alle-

gorical or spiritual interpretation does not preclude a literal,

historical, and originally exclusive application to the matter in

hand ; but the final import maybe all the more prominent and

distinct in consideration of what has preceded. The teaching

of a text must not be made top-heavy. Let it be securely

founded on its basal facts, and if there has been a growth, as

of a plant, let it be observed what was the nature of the primal

seed and the state of the soil in which it germinated and pro-

duced ;
" for of thorns men do not gather figs."

Messianism was a peculiar feature of the Hebrew faith. It

pervaded secular and ecclesiastical life, so that almost every'

distinguished and heroic Israelite was regarded as a servant of

* On the same line good old Richard Baxter, in irA3, made some rather startling state-

ments, as quot(.d by C. A. Biiirgs in Uililical S( «(?//, p. 243.

+ For a fuller discussioa of this view see lite Old and Xcio Testamait Strident for 1891,

pp. 3C1-3C4, and for 1802.' pp. 123-131.
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Jchovali or some sort of raessiah. Hence the perplexity of tlie

Ktliiopian euDuch in reference to the application of Isa. liii.

All those notions converged toward culmination in One who

was to he Prophet, Priest, and King, for in each of these ofiices

the ceremony of anointing to a me^siahship had been observed.

Je6us Christ is the perfect embodiment of all the aspirations

of a worsliiping, backsliding, believing, hoping, chastened,

r.iul disappointed nation, which had repeatedly assured itself,

especially in times of misfortune and disaster, that the Messiah

was already on the earth. The most i-igid critics grant that

many of the psalms are directly messianic, though having no

ri'forcnce, immediate or remote, to Jesus as a human person.

The condition which they describe may be far beneath the grace,

l>cnignity, and glory of the new dispensation ; but the words

arc capable of the modern adaptation, and were composed in

the spirit which has since stiri-ed the heart of gospel believers.

If, as Delitzsch supposes. Psalm xlv refers to the marriage of

Jchoram and x\thaliah, the most devout disciple would be un-

willing to compare this king with Christ, or the idolatrous

*];iiighter of Ahab with the purified Church. Nevertheless,

j'art.> of this impassioned lyric are utilized in the New Testa-

Jiieiit for proving the divine supremacy of Jesus. Some may
l>c shocked at the thought that this psalm, now hallowed by its

rapturous application to the Son of God, was once sung by an

enthusiastic courtier, possibly at the marriage of a king who
Was neither strong nor good. The gospel writers adopted a plan

of exegesis approved by contemporaneous Jews. Their imag-

inative sense could discern resemblances of lasting moral value

in a hymn composed for an occasion far inferior to that which

it is now used to celebrate. Metaphor and illustration deal with

»hings of less importance than the truth. If by this method
H l>articular passage on account of its real historic relation is

'!fj)rivcd of some artificial dignity, there will be vastly superior

compensation in the power gained to derive a spiritual lesson

from tb.c Avliole of sacred stoi-y.
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Art. VI.—ROBERT FORMAN IIORTON—HIS LECTURES
OX .PREACHING; HIS CRITICAL INQUIRY; AND
HIS ATTE3IPT AT RECONSTRUCTION.

The Yale Lectures for 1S93, delivered by tlie English

preacher, Robert F. llorton, will take rank with the best Avhich

have been given on the Lyman Beecher foundation. Here in

the United States we began to know Mr. Horton (as he wishes

to be called) through his compact History of the Bomatis, pub-

lished eight or ten years ago—a book used in schools, and yet

much more than an ordinary school compendium. In the Bos-

ton Public Library this history is even now the only book cata-

logued under his name, although the first edition of Ins])'iratioii

and the Bible was published in 1888.

To anyone interested in the preacher's life at school the work
of Mr. Horton at Oxford is exceedingly significant. He was a

student of the finest type, reminding one of John "\Vesley in a

point or two where he makes culture tributary to a religious ideal.

It was in Oxford that Mr. Horton became, not what Henry James
terms "a fingerer of style," but a master of style ; though not yet

is there such precision and temperance of phrase as we see in

Matthew Arnold. Now and then Mr. Horton seems to enjoy

verbal extravagance. And yet he has found out how to put his

real self into words. For one thing, and a more important

thing than many preachers deem it, he never makes an artificial

quotation. He quotes a great deal, because he loves books and

the choicest things in literature are constantly coming to mind;

but these quotations are toned up by his own meditation, and

so, charged with his personality, they become a living part of

the whole structure of his utterance. Precisely so, in using

illustrations of any kind, he takes them from various sources

where he has had actual experience, either as a scholar, a pastor,

or a man, and never plucks them by index out of a homiletical

cyclopedia in which some doctor of humdrum has gathered,

dried, aiid labeled specimens of all sorts. Thus Mr. Horton's

utterance has the subtile aroma of his individuality. Every-

thing conspires to give you the man. Long before you fully

grapple his argument you can perceive his theme steeping in

all his manhood. He also has a masterly way of securing
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•isovoinciit in his discussion. In all his speaking he has a de-

!':tit'<l purpose, and even his rhetoric must do honest work in

ftl.ifioii to this purpose. Nothing is for show. In a profound

tf IV, there is an element of self-sacritice in all his speaking.

lie understands that deep, deepest principle of great speaking,

lutiuelv, "Whosoever will lose his life . . . shall save it.*'

Kverything working in this spirit of sacrifice toward the one

uiiM'itish end, there is progress, and the audience catches the im-

|.iiUe and thinks, " This man is really going somewhere."

lUit some would question whether the pastor of the Inde-

jH-ndent Church at Hampstead is an orator. Xot in the

iK-.-ulcmic sense surely. He has neither the presence, nor the

voice, nor the finished elocution of the trained pulpit orator.

To these things, indeed, he makes no claim. In his first Yale

k'ctnre we find this passage :

It tna\- be well to say at once that the noble gift nf oratory and the tine

ait of elocution may be pressed into the service of preaching; but they

have to be watched. They are saucy slaves who, with their castanets and

hanglos, will always be seeking to gain the upper hand, superseding tlieir

m;ister and covering his absence with their noise and sparkle.*

Still, if we once drop the academic idea of oratory and consider

it in a larger way ; if we look upon oratory as neither more nor

le>s than getting at men with earnest speech ; if, for example.

wc are altogether ready to call Phillips Brooks a great orator,

then Robert Horton is as true an orator as ever spoke in any

t'.»ngue. Always he has a real word for you, and you cannot

get away. His message has an eager fashion of coming
at you as if an elder brother, with entire right to you, were

pouring earnest words into your car. Amiel says that Ernest

Naville added to other gifts a " contagious cordiality." In our

own land we have seen exactly what Amiel means, in that most

fa.-cinating of pulpit orators, Henry "Ward Beecher. Mr. Hor-

ton has not this contagious cordiality. His manner (if we heard

him at his best) is not so friendly as his message. But he has

what is much better than a cordial manner, namely, a spiritual

mien and a power to make an audience feel that the preacher

J'as just come from God. He has the prophet's way of lying

fpiict and bare before the Almighty nntil his soul glows with

the divine presence. He also dares to "grapple with God.
* Vcrhum Dei, p. 10.
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spirit to spirit, knee to knee, liand to hand." And so lie comes

down from "our Great Skellig " to the people with a wonderful

light in his face and a burning message in his heart.

It is this (as he would like to have it expressed) prophetic

element in his Yale lectures whicli give to them large worth.

As mere didactic performances, as a discriminating treatment

of the sermonic art, they are not equal to some we have had

before ; but as a great voice crjing in the vast wilderness of

finical and mechanical homiletics, as a solenin warning against

all pulpit insincerity, and as a manly revelation of tlie real dig-

nity of tlie preacher's work these lectures should call out only

words of commendation. That wonderful sixth chapter, on

'' Receiving the Word," is enough, all alone, to keep the book in

perpetual market. Any man who can write a chapter like that

is, even if we must reject some of his conclusions, a man for

whom the ministry of the Cliurch should thank God.

These Yale lectures have, however, a theological importance

which is perliaps even greater than their homilctical value.

The title itself, Yerhum Dei, suggests the key to the authors

theological position. Of the word of God he has a notion

which he deems constructive, or which he thinks can be made

constructive over against all the destructive work of modern

criticism. As a matter of fact, these Yale lectures do not

stand alone. Theologically, anyway, they are closely related

to the two books Mr. Horton had already published, Inspiration

and the Bihle, and Revelation and the Bible. The three

books, taken in order as written, furnish a constructive scheme

which may be outlined as follows

:

I. A preparatory inquiry, to show that the Bible is inspired

in the sense that there is in it a revelation or word of God.

II. A positive analysis, to show to what extent this word of

God is in each portion of Scripture.

III. The practical outcome, to show that revelation is just

as possible now ; and each Christian preacher should be a

modern prophet, giving to his generation as true a word of

God as ever was spoken by Moses, Elijah, or St. Paul.

Ijefore criticising this scheme it will be necessary to look at

each one of the three books, at least sufHciently to get the

. author's spirit and teacliing. In his preparatory inquiry Mr.

Ilorton assumes the inspiration of the Bible ; but he quickly
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r\|»!aiiis liimself: "We mean by inspiration exactly tLose

.iiialities and characteristics wliich are the marks or notes of the

1;:!)1l'."
* Ilis idea is to limit the discussion ; and so he begins

with what all Christians will readily grant, namely, that the

lJil)lc is a peculiar book, I^Tow, then, he says, let us take this

jHfuliarity (which is usually called inspiration) and study it

inductively to see what it really is and is not. Let us examine

the Bible as freely and as fairly as if the Church had never said

^iiivthing about it. We must have the truth even if we have

t.» ^'ive up our old theology. IN'ot as a dogmatic, but as a

ti-ntutive help, Mr. Horton makes a fornmla to take with him

in liis inductive study of the Scriptures. The formula is

thi;: : " We call our Bible inspired, by which we mean tliat by

n-'uling it and studying it we find our way to God, we find

lii.s will for us, and we find out how we can conform ourselves

to his will." t The plan of study is : 1. The epistle in the

inspired book ; 2. The biographies ; 3. The New Testament in

^-(•neral ; 4. The prophet in the Old Testament ; 5. The history
;

(I. The law ; 7. The poetry and the miscellaneous writings.

^Fr. Horton's conclusions, as far as we need to deal with

tlieni in this article, are these :

I. As to the old conservative view of inspiration, " the cast-

iruii theory," it must be given up altogether. It came out of

t!ic rabbinical theory, when " disputed Protestantism was seek-

ing for some simple and final authority to set over against the

«ii>credited authority of the infallible pope.":j: This old theory

is very largely responsible for infidelity in the world, as well as

for an inert Church.

II. As to biblical inerrancy, any inductive study of Scripture

fehows that such a doctrine is a pure dogma a jpriori. There

are all sorts of errors in the Bible. Each writer is subject to

limitations of culture and knowledge imposed by the age in

wliich he lived. Historical writings are by no means protected

•i:,'ainst error, and therefore we must deal with biblical history

'•ritically, jnst as we deal with any history. Even in moral

teaching the Bible is not consistent and complete in each part.

^i>eaking of Prov. xxxi, 6, 7, Mr. llorton says

:

If our teachers in?;ist in treating all the precepts of the Scripture as the

•lircct utterance of God for the guidance of our life, then the publican hi'.s

•7»».-<pira<iou and the Bible, p. 10. + Ibid., p. 13. $ Ibid., p. 8.
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as much right to quote this passage as the temperance lecturer has to

quote that other passage, "Look not thou upon the wine when it is

red."*

IS^or in purely theological teaching is the Bible to be always

relied upon. The old fashion tliat slumberous creature, the

systematic theologian, has of quoting proof texts must be given

up entirely. In 2 Sam. xxiv, 1, -we are told that "the

anger of the Lord was kindled against Israel, and he moved
David against them to say, Go, number Israel and Judah."

But the later author of the passage in 1 Chron. xxi, 1, can-

not tolerate any such conception of God, and so he says that

'• Satan stood up against Israel, and provoked David to number
Israel."! Kot even the theological teaching of the Xew Testa-

ment will Mr. Horton accept as always revelation and always

reliable.

III. As to the work of the higher critics, Mr. Horton thinks

that they are doing much good. They rob us of nothing

essential. "What does it matter who wrote a certain book, pro-

vided the message of the book is left intact ? Even in consid-

ering the gospels "we are not to treat the authorship as an

essential factor." Also in regard to the date of composition,

let the critics do whatever they can, the central word of God
is not disturbed. What the critics do is to discover the fact

;

and this discovery helps us, for it brings out the local situation,

which often suggests the clew to an adequate exegesis. In

short, Mr. Horton believes that the higher critics are putting

reality into the Bible. They are justly giving a new emphasis

to that human side of Scripture which was a faint and vanish-

ing thing under the artificial treatment of the traditionalists.

One important feature of this human side is the pseudepigraph-

ical ; that is, writings were clustered around the nucleus of a

great name. It was an ancient literary custom.

In modem times we should be apt to call this forgery. But in ancient

times what we call forgery passed as a due humility; authors were more
anxious that their books should be read than that they should have the

credit of writing them.|

IV. As to the doctrine of inspiration itself, there is no clear

philosophical discussion of it in the book. From passages

here and there it would seem that Mr. Ilorton's view of the

* Inspiration and the. Bible, p. 210. + Ibid., p. 145. t Ibid., p. 237.
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-.ii'jro of inspiration is, at the bottom, about the same as the

i;rw of Dean Stanley. Accurately speaking, the Bible is not

ft. much inspired Scripture as it is the record of an inspired

j^^iplf. We have to do with a nation in remarkable relation

».!h God—a nation to whose leaders and in whose history God

..rilv revealed himself. There were "the movements of the

liMno Spirit in the national life and faith of Israel, which

f»-.vo to the representative utterances of its literature a certain

j-ri.pljetic and universal significance."* Thus these Scriptures,

if U!ied in a large way, witli historic sense and with Christian

ic-;;h', do tell us wbat God is, and do show us the divine will,

X' \ teach ns how to fashion our lives according to that will.

l:i other words, Mr. Horton goes through his inspiring inquiry

h..Miiig the tentative formula with which he started; and that

f.>r!inila is the core of all he has to say about the inspiration of

t!i.' two Testaments. Here is the whole book in a sentence :

TIk' Bible is inspired because there is in it a revelation, or word

• >f (lod; and this word, because it is of God, is not disturbed

.!» the least by modern criticism.

licvelation and the Bible is not, as some think, merely an

<^lnlKtr:ition of Inspiration and the Bible. Naturally the two

J-"«»ks overlap and interlace, but they are not alike. One is an

>!»'jiiiry, and the other is a positive analysis growing out of that

• Ji'jniry. Having in the preparatory book reached the conclu-

»i'»rj that there is in the Bible an unshaken word or revela-

ti^»n, the author now undertakes to point out this revelation,

{•'.K-o by place, even according to his original plan. In the

i^n-face to the second edition of Inspiration and the Bible we
•i'l'.l these words

:

If God grant me life and strength and opportunity it is my great de-

•-V to issue a companion volume, Revelation and tlie Bible, in which I. shall

t;v to review, sum up, and estimate those incalculable treasures of spirit-

^»1 truth and practical help which have been stored up for our use by our

jr'^ious God in the inspired book.

'I'he main points which determine IMr. Horton's method of

fi'ialvf^is may be systematized as follows

:

J. Tliere is the truth of research. This truth man can get

^ working for it. God does not reveal it. " There is no in-

*i»'-;«tion that God ever intended to reveal a scientific fact." f

*l>uifiratiou and the liihk, p. 2-25. t Revelation and the Bible p. 8.

17 FIFTH SICRIKS, vox.. X. \
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II. There is also the truth of revelation. This truth niait

can never get by working for it. ''Revelation, in the strictest

use of the term, is that body of truth which is made known t.

.

man in a specific way, because the ordinary methods of discov-

ering truth would not suffice.''
*

III. This " special way " is the way of the Holy Spirit—" ;i

direct operation of the Holy Spirit." f
lY. The main purpose of revelation is that we may know

God. '• Thus tliey are not far wrong who say that the only

thing revealed in the Bible is God." % Much else is told in the

Bible that might have been told elsewhere and in other ways-
ways powerless to give us a true conception of God as Creator

and Euler and Saviour and Judge of the world.

With these four points in mind one would expect Mr. Hor-

ton to say that much of Scripture is not the word of God.

And this is precisely what he does say. We have already no-

ticed how, in the preparatory inquiry, he emphasizes the various

sorts of error ; and he even goes so far as to assert that certain

things are in the Bible for the very reason that they are not the

word of God. It is important, he thinks, to have man in the

book just as we see him in life, with all his boggling at truth

and all his freaks of , conscience and all his spurts of blasphemy.

If this be so, if the Bible is such a conglomerate, how are we

to decide which part is God's word and which is man's word I

Here is Mr. Horton's answer :
" The answer is very simple

—

come to Christ, accept him as your Saviour, and receive from

him the Holy Spirit." § This answer amounts to the same

thing as that given by Dr. Ladd in his larger and profounder

study of the subject. It is placing the utmost emphasis upon

the adequacy of the Christian consciousness.

With this test Mr. Horton takes up his tremendous task.

He examines the Scriptures part by part, to show what is and

what is not revealed truth. His examination is an exceedingly

brilliant performance, but it is too long for us now to present

in any detail. All we can do is to get a clear notion of his

work and its outcome. In the inquiry he began with the

epistle in the Xew Testament ; but now he reverses his process

and begins with Genesis, which he, with a stroke of genius,

examines as " the book of the origins." Each Testament he

* Rtvtlation and the BiWc, p. 9. + Ihid., p. 4. * IhxA., p. 9. § lUd., p. 404.
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Jlvides into six parts; and even in the way he makes these

!':vihions and relates them to each other you can see constant

.\t(loi»ce of his scholarsliip and originality. To illustrate his

f.irthotl we can hardly do better than to notice his discussion of

rrxMtion. From the standpoint of the higher criticism he puts

till- two accounts in Genesis side by side, without trying to har-

luotiize them or to relate them in any way to science. Such an

. iTortas that fine one of Mi-. Gladstone in his "chapter theory"

Mr. Ilorton would look upon as wasted. TVe have, as students

«*f the word of God, nothing to do with scientific truth. The
wparation is as pronounced as it was when a certain Christian

f.iilor said to a certain physicist, '*' I know nothing about science,

3!id you know nothing about religion." So it does not matter if

liio record in Genesis does contradict the testimony of the rocks.

\\\ fact, if there is any geological truth in tjiis record, then that

truth is not a part of the revelation, AYhat, then, is the revela-

tion iiere? Take the clay tablets found by George Smith and

c\>utrast their story of creation vrith this one in the Bible, and

c.%<ily we see what was revealed in Genesis

:

This clear and. firm conception of God as the Creator and of man as

the image of his Creator is in itself sufficiently wonderful, and can leave

Rn doubt on the mind of the student of comparative mythology that

in this point lies the essential revelation of this chapter. If the chapter

h.-.(l been composed for the first time to-day—in the schools of Darwin
a»i<l Ilaeckel, for example—it would be a revelation ; it would be not a

»'iciitit]c statement, but the assertion of two consummate truths which
Ki<<nce is not able to discover.*

13ut this discussion of creation gives one no conception of the

extremely negative side of Mr. Ilorton's method. He finds a

jrroat deal of revealed truth, surely, and the Bible is, even as

lie leaves it, the most precious of sacred books ; and yet a man's
lieart beats a little wildly, it must be confessed, when he real-

i/oa what this Christian scholar asks the Church to give up.

i'-celesiastes he considers "the most irreligious of religious

h..oks," and adds, " To speak of it as the word of God is an im-

|.i<-ty."t Of the Book of Esther lie says, "But no ingenuity
<'' those who are bent on maintaining that every word of Scrip-
tiiro is given by inspiration of God has been able to show in

^'hat sense the Book of Esther is a revelation, or even contains

• BereJattoH and the Bible, p. 36. + Ibid., p. 203.-
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a revelation." * Of the Song of Solomon he says that the

most thoughtful minds of to-day will not "concern themselves

with the questionable task of showing that it is a divine revela-

tion." f Of the Book of Ruth he says, "Revelation, in the

strict sense, the book does not contain." :}: Of the synoptic gos-

pels he says that the revelation is but the picture they give us of

Christ; the only claim to be made for them is that they are "the

honest reports, delivered to posterity by those who saw it, of

the most remarkable life ever lived ujDon earth." § Even St.

Paul must be watched and corrected by the exegetical omnis-

cience of the nineteenth century, for he has his apostolic tricks

in dealing with the Old Testament :
" To cite him as an exegete

of the ancient Scripture would be obviously absurd." | And
Mr. Horton has such a poor opinion of the epistles of Peter and

James that Marcus Dods cannot quite let it pass without com-

ment. Reviewing the book in the British WeeMi/, he writes

:

"A profounder study of these epistles might lead him both to

see the importance of these books to a complete canon, and to

modify somewhat his definition of revelation."

AYe are now prepai-ed to understand the theological signifi-

cance of the Verh^wi Dei. The word of God is revealed to us

in the Bible ; but is the Bible the only place where there is

this revelation ? This very important question the Yale lec-

tures frankly answer in the negative. The subject of the fifth

lecture is "The "Word of God Outside the Bible;" and in this

lecture four points are made emphatic : 1. There is nothing to

show that God has not been speaking to his servants since the

first Christian century " in the same way he spoke to men of

old." 2. There is much ground for thinking that in the ethnic

religions and literatures God has also spoken, with "a fullness

and richness which will greatly enkrge our conception of the

God who is the Father of every family that is named in heaven

and earth." 3. As man is God's offspring it is fair to assume

that in the constitution of the human mind itself there is " a

latent word of God;" further, that God's purpose is progress-

ively revealed in human history, and all literature contains

" manifold words of God." 4. The universe itself, as it is a

creation of God, must reveal his thought and, " in certain con-

* licvdattoii and thr 7J-.';,'< , p. XVS. + Tbid., p. SiXJ. t Ibid., p. 207.

8 Ih!H., p. -J:.)^. 1! [hid., (), 300.
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i*;i;on8 his articulate word." But this outline does not tell us

..f the' astonishing prodigality with which Mr. Horton grants

iHMuration to all sorts of men. Such generous estimates as

ILh'ac, in The Brotherhood of Consolation^ gives of Thomas

A Keiiipis are, in these Yale lectures, as common as tassels in

A cornfield. Xot only such saints as Augustine and Wesley are

jjispired, but the lecturer wants us to see a word of God even

JM Goethe and Walt Whitman ! Is there, then, nothing pro-

•irtive in these lectures? Is the Bible no better than the

iti.lividualistic sermon in Faust^ or than the filthy liberty of the

h'lres of Grass? Tes, the Bible is "the word of God par

fj-rllaice.^'' Mr. Horton says

:

It h a revelation of God, tlie greatest, the clearest, and tlie most com-

j.life tliat the world possesses; but it is one function of its divine teach-

i-!;j to open our eyes to other revelations of him which are outside

.!M-lf.*

With such a view of the Bible and such a view of revelation

Mr. Horton easily gets a basis for the central homiletical con-

tontion in his Verhu7/i Dei. If the word of God is that kind

of truth which God reveals to men by tlie Holy Spirit, because

tiny can receive this truth in no other way, and if, although

t'lii.s revealed word of God is at its best in the Bible, yet it may
'"O found, outside the Bible, in Christian books written since

tlie New Testament canon was completed—in the heathen litera-

liiros, in the modern poets, and in works on history, science, and

pliilosophy—then surely the Christian preacher may be ear-

ik'.-tly urged to put his pious platitudes away and speak out a

vital," modern " syllable of the Holy Ghost."

Ix)oking critically at Mr. Horton's entire scheme, some

features in it should be commended and other features should

Ik; condemned. As a whole, the work is, anyone can see, con-

structive and not destructive in purpose. The author wants to

p't the Bible safely out of contention, and the ministry quickly

i'lto a more effective way of preaching ; and hence he intro-

duces tins view of the word of God—a view which probably

he has received, directly or indirectly, from the mediating the-

•>logy of Germany. But wherever the view came from it has

been treated with marked originality and force by this noble

Hnji^'lish scholar. The result is the best evidence yet produced

* Verbum Dei, pp. 14j, 146.
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that Professor Cheyne knew liis ground when he said, "The
period of negation and destruction is past, and the work of

gentle and gradual reconstruction has begun." Mr. Horton's

attempt is, of itself, a practical failure in relation to the Church,

for the Protestant Church can never accept his notion of reve-

lation, and will never accept such a dismembered Bible as he

offers ; but it is something to have a really serious beginning in

reconstruction, and yet more to have a pioneer who has not

only convictions and courage to defend them, but spiritual in-

sight. He may not have the delicate, special training and cool,

judicial temper of some of the great critics ; but he has what

they often seem to lack—vision. He can see the profounder

issues of the battle.

Yet more important, and perhaps not altogether unrelated to

this spiritual vision, jVEr. Horton has a Christological aim. To
him Christ is not merely his personal Saviour, but also the

true center of any theology which is worth the keeping. He
means anew to build up the Church around the Master, and is

honestly afraid that the conservative view of the Bible is block-

ing the way. He believes that we care much more about a final

authority for opinion than we do about a living Lord for the

practical redemption of man. In a few places he uses words

which suggest that he may have been caught in the new
Kantian drift ; but the most that he says about Jesus rings

thoroughly true. Here is a passage from one of his more ear-

nest statements

:

To attempt to interpret him as aa ordinary man, or even as an extraor-

dinary man, is to falsify the whole record and so to reduce him at once to

an unknowable quantity. We are on the horns of a dilemma from which

there is no escape : either this record is historical or it is not. If it is,

Jesus is the unique Son of God manifest in the flesh ; if it is not, we have

no knowledge of Jesus, we can say nothing about him.*

One can understand the joy of a certain preacher who, reading

this passage after spending several hours drifting about among
Mr. Horton's critical negations, exclaimed, " His anchor has

grabbed the bottom at last !

"

Over against these praiseworthy features there is now and

again manifest a polemical spirit which is harsh and ex-

travagant. Seldom docs Mr. Horton refer to tlie conservative

• ImT^xralum and the B'Me, p. 93.
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fi.^ition with any measure of fairness. In this discussion over

{'.1' Bible tliis easy explosion of the epithet on both sides, and

nl^int as much on one side as on the other, is doing no good

vliatevcr, and is sometimes making the separation between men

ujuch deeper than tlieir argument.

Friend, though thy soul burn thee, yet be still

;

' '' Thoughts were not made for strife, nor tongues for swords

;

He that sees clear is gentlest of his words, .

And that is not Truth that hath the heart to kilL

This intense polemical bias has led Mr. Horton into some very

TxA\ statements. Take this one :

The loose and careless habit of describing the Bible as the word of God
U snore than any other single cause responsible for the infidel literature

wliich has flooded the Protestant world in the last century and the pres-

taf. Poor Tom Paine shattered his soul and made shipwreck of faith

iit « frenzied protest against the obvious error, and was met by the sleek

irthfxloxy of the eighteenth century with loathing and vituperation.*

IXkjs Mr. Horton really think that his own notion of the

word of God would not have been obnoxious to " poor Tom
I*aine ? " Deism had a profounder cause than any theory of

inspiration whatever. The Frenchman was not far afield when
lie said, " The deist is an atheist lucky in classification."

Just as superficial and extravagant is Mr. Horton's entire con-

fideration of the conservative position. In all his chapters in

the three books you will look in vain for any just, discriminating

statement of what the conservative writers teach. Plere is an

t'xample

:

For this alarm, of which we are beginning to be ashamed, the cast-iron

thf'ory of inspiration is no doubt largely to blame. We did not think that

the Hebrew vowel-points were inspired, perhaps, but we thought that the

Jicfulings of our chapters and the titles of the books certainly must be.t

He has in mind, I suppose, " the mechanical theory," which
5^ often associated with the name of Quenstedt ; but that the-

ory lias not, as far as I know, been taught in the Protestant

*-iHircli in this generation. The "verbal theory" is taught
in some places, but Mr. Horton has given no fair idea of it,

^'id if lip had, that would not be enough ; for that theory is not

dominant, is not even central, in the Protestant conservative

• ytrbum DtL, p. 112. + Inspiration and the Bible, p. 2L
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camp. Why does lie not bring before bis readers the conserv-

ative defense as it really stands in conservative literature^

Why not quote from such a book as The Supernatural Reve-

lation, to show that those against him are not fully represented

by any " cast-iron theory ? " If in these days a Universalist

should, in a serious argument against the doctrine of endless

punishment, quietly give the impression to his readers that

everyone holding the said doctrine believed in an everlasting

torture by physical flame, would not his polemic be a misrep-

resentation ? Precisely this kind of polemical misrepresentation

is chargeable to Mr. Horton. There can be no fair and helpful

polemical discussion unless it is made to bear upon the point

of least difference between the two antagonistic positions.

Mr. Horton's Christology has already been spoken of in a

spirit of admiration, and his view is so loyal and so close

to the truth that I am loath to offer any further word of criti-

cism. But the person of Christ is by Mr. Horton somewhat

overemphasized. In this regard he is like many of the modern

liberal writers. Their philosophy of Christianity, as far as

they express it, seems to be about this : Take a natural or ethnic

religion and add to it Jesus Christ, and the result is the Chris-

tian religion. With an evangelical estimate of Christ to begin

with, the sum total here is so large that it satisfies a great many
people ; but for all that it is not large enough. In the Chris-

tian religion there is a long series of peculiarities. jS'ow and

then in this series the Christian view touches, for an instant,

something in natural religion, but soon it springs away and

rises to a positive contrast. An illustration is found, as Bishop

Westcott has pointed out, in the large difference between the

heathen notion of the immortality of the soul and the Christian

doctrine of the resurrection of the body. Even more decidedly

peculiar are the Christian views of God, of sin, of the world,

and of religious experience.

In relation to Christ, the true Christian peculiarity culminates,

not, as some try to make out, in the person of Christ ; not even

in the. incarnation and the person considered together; but in

the atonement for sin. Thus all this extreme modern empliasis

npon the Sermon on the Mount as the heart or the one vital

note of Christianity is a false emphasis. It was too early to

express the heart of Christianity at any point before the Son of
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(i>k1 cried out, "It is finished.'^ This explains the hold St.

Taul has always had upon the profoundcst thinkers in tlie his-

ti»r}- of the Church. Of all the inspired writers he is the tne

who liiis most nearly mastered the vast Christian peculiarity of

{lie death of our Lord. When the pulpit is once again

drenched with St. Paul, then we shall once more get a typical

Citri.stian sermon ; and when we once get such sermons every-

wherc it may be that the day of the ''new theology" and the

"(Sanctuary orcliestra" and the "ecclesiastical panorama" Avill

have passed away. Never were there church leaders and

workers more thoronghlj' honest and consecrated. But the

trouhle is that an imperfect philosophy of Christianity has got

tlie car of the century ; and this indirectly produces all sorts of

superficial and inadequate things, both iu theology and in serv-

ice. We may not understand Mr. Horton ; but if we do under-

ft.ind him he has, under all his work, this imperfect philosophy

of Christianity, and such a philosophy is a sad fault in a critic

of the Bible. To understand, not merely the New Testament,

!)Ut even the Old Testament, one must grasp all the peculiar-

ities of our Christian faith. If all that is only grasped, then

let the critic do what he must as an honest scholar with

the precious records. Ah, what would we care what he did

with these little questions of date and authorship and literary

form, if at the last he really gave us back our Bible as the

organic and supernatural revelation of God's entirely pecuhar
anJ only plan of redemption ?

This necessarily leads us to say something about Mr. Horton's

'"onception of the supernatural, although the subject is larger

than can be thorouirhlv manaoed in this article. The Christian

uoctnne of the supernatural is just as peculiar as anything

eUc in Christian doctrine. It is not the extraordinary, nor
the extraordinary for moral ends, but the extraordinary

doing of God in direct relation to the plan of redemption
and for the very sake of that plan. So the true Christian

fcuperuatural is ever in wholesome check. Never can you
Y^A\ it into the queer and abnormal, as to-day the spurious

'mi-acle is often pushed. Dr. Frank, of Erlangen, in dealing

with the school of Professor Ritschl, has shown how this spu-

rious supernatural grows out of an overemphasis being placed

upon man's superiority, as a rational, moral agent, to the whole
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physical universe.* The emphasis Christianity puts upon God's

laws is lost sight of in the effort to dignify man. Mr. Hortou
lias enough to say about tlie supernatural ; but his supernatural

is not in full Christian check. It is so cheap that it is to

be had in every pious market. Instead of discriuiinating be-

tween that natural revelation which M. Taine said lie found in

rocks and plants (and which culminates in the ethnic reliorions)

aud the Christian revelation (which culminates in Jesus Christ),

Mr. Horton defines all revelation as that truth which comes to

men, in extraordinary way, by the help of the divine Spirit.

If his definition were sound, then there would be, as iie says,

revelation outside the Bible. But if his definition were sound

it would not take much effort to do, what he himself uncon-

sciously begins to do in his Yale lectures, namely, to break

down his distinction between scientific and revealed truth.

But he has missed the Christian point of view altogether.

Eevelation, in the Christian sense, is not truth which is not

scientific, but truth which is redemptional—truth which is a

part of the supernatural plan of redemption. More precisely,

revelation is all the truth the Holy Ghost liiniself put his seal

upon in working out the peculiar plan of redemption. Thus
the distinction Mr. Horton makes between the truth a man can

get and the truth he cannot get is entirely irrelevant. As a

matter of fact, the prophet or apostle did not, probably, ever

make any very large ^^ersonal contribution to the theopneustic

utterance, although there often was a positive personal coloring.

But it is useless to try to separate so finely between the human
and the divine in man. On\y a ])erson with both feet in deism

would expect to find the dividing line.

The matter of importance for us is, not the question of what

the prophet or apostle could or could not get, but the question

of what the Holy Ghost sealed. However this message started,

whether from a vision at night or in looking over an old manu-

script in the morning, whether by precise words given with

articulate voice or by subtile suggestion given in the ordinary

process of thinking, the main thing is that the message ended

to the chosen man's consciousness in a word sealed by the Holy
Spirit as belonging to the supernatural line of salvation. From
this point of view, even the Old Testament is supernatural and

* Dogmati^che StmlUii. See the Critical Review for April, 1893.
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just as different from all other sacred literatures as Jesus himself

;. .i;tTerent from Confucius. From this point of view, the real

worJ of God is finished
;
not because the Holj Spirit is gone,

4Mii not because he has nothing more to say, but because there

;. ji.tthing more to say which is basal in redemption. I doubt
n-.t that the Holy Spirit did, as Mr. Horton so eloquently says,

»n-;.,'est to the missionary the thought so effectively preached

\0 tlic Indians, "I know where all your dead children are;"
j

l.nt that is no more than a specific application of a portion of !

n-vc'Iation already given in the word of the Bible. To-day
|

t!:o Holy Ghost is doing that kind of work ; that is, he is help-
|

:;i:; ns to understand and readjust and freshly apply old !

Srrij)ture truth. And if one wants to .call the result of this
]

j»a'.>ent pressure of tlie Holy Spirit a modern word of God,
jK-rhaps no harm would be done if one were as careful as Dr.
K'jltel of Tiibingen, who insists that there is a word of God
ijow, but calls this modern word " indirect," and leaves

the Eible undisturbed as our final authority.* But Mr. Hor-
t<«a is not so careful ; and his discussion at this point is theo-

I'-'u'ically as reckless as it is homiletically glorious.

Here at the end, then, I find myself in difficulty. This great
KMi,'lish preacher has been to me so helpful that I do not like

t'i close this article in a critical spirit. But liis teaching, if

•-iKcii in a thoroughgoing way, would surely bring the ministry
J'lto that realm of vagary where the typical preacher would be
* William Miller or an Edward Irving, and not a Kobert
Morton.

*-^'"e JahrbUcher fur dcutxche Tlieologie, 1893, No. 2. See the Th\n}ifr for July,
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Abt. VII.—METHODIST DOCTRINE OF ATONEMENT.

The subject naturally divides itself into two questions:

(1) What was the doctrinal position of original Methodism?

(2) Has the Methodist Episcopal Chm-ch adhered to that doc-

trine ? In answer to the first question we refer to the twen-

tieth article of our creed :

The offering of Christ, once made, is that perfect redemption, propitia-

tion, and satisfaction for all the sins of the wliole world, both original

and actual; and there is none other satisfaction for sin but that alone.

In the ritual of the Lord's Supper, in the Prayer of Consecra-

tion, occur the following significant words :

Who made there, by his oblation of himself once offered, a full, perfect,

and sufficient sacrifice, oblation, and satisfaction for the sins of the whole

world.

Space will not permit the discussion of the pedigree of these

statements of belief. Tliey contain the actual doctrine of

atonement as accepted by original Methodism.

Watson's Institittes, constituting llie most able and compre-

hensive systematic theology of original Methodism, is found to

be in exact accord with the creed and ritual. Watson not only

emphasized the words " propitiation " and " satisfaction," but

ascribed a penal significance to .the sufi'erings of Christ:

But that Christ died for us directly as a substitute ... is to be fully

proved from tliose scriptures in which he is said to have borne punishment

due to our offenses. . . . The death of Christ was primarily intended for

the expiation of sins with respect to God, and not to us. . . . We call the

death of Christ a satisfaction offered to divine justice for the transgres-

sions of men, with reference to the effect upon the mind of the supreme

Lawgiver. . . . The term satisfaction is taken from the Roman law, and

signifies to content a person aggrieved. . . . God is love; Init it is not

necessary, in order to support this truth, to assume that he is nothing

else. ... In the case before us the wrath turned away is the wrath of God.

These quotations will sufiice to show in what sense Mr. Watson
used the terms " propitiation " and " satisfaction." In these

fundamental matters Eichard Watson is found to be in exact

accord with Arminius.

The way is now prepared to consider the second question.

"Docs the Methodist Episco]ial Church of to-<];iy stand on
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llic same doctrinal platform ? " As to creed and ritual there

niH be but one answer. There has been no change whatever

in these. But when we turn to the assigned Course of Stud}^

Atid find Miley's Atonement in Christ we are compelled to

liot^itate. The stream of tendency has set in strong for Dr.

.Milov's views; and it is no mean compliment that our chief

j»a>turs have decided in his favor. A work to gain such recog-

tiition must possess something besides a superficial fascination,

luxuriant rhetoric, and the ability to cull extended quotations.

Dr. ^[iley's work is a strong book, showing unusual analytical

jH>\ver and the rare faculty of letting go the thread of a subsid-

iary thought at the right moment. But when we place it by

tlie side of Watson's Institutes and ask, " Are the doctrinal

lines parallel ? " we cannot give an affirmative answer. Dr.

Milcy loads the word "satisfaction" with opprobrium and

relegates its use to those whose views he repudiates ; but he

foiicedes that his "rectoral theory " is in process of gradual

evolution, and this concession has a tendency to create suspi-

i-ion. He seeks the groundwork of his theory, not in Watson

or Arminius, but in Grotius.

Is it not true that Grotius, when he made his attack upon

Sociniunism, was answered by Crellius, to whom he never re-

j)!iod, but thanked Crellius for the answer ? Is it not true that

I'nitarians quote Grotius in their published tracts as on their

fide? Did not his biographer try to defend him from the

cliarge of Socinianism ? "Was he not declared to be too broad

for any sect ?- When a man is found to have been so broad that,

after he is dead, the orthodox and liberals strive together con-

oerning his doctrinal position, and when such a man supplies

the groundwork of a theory of atonement, even though that the-

ory does seem capable of scientific adjustment, should we not as

Methodists do well to pause for another hundred years before

committing ourselves to a theory built upon such an equivocal

foundation ? The rectoral theory is Grotian and not Arminian.

Grotius was primarily a jurist, not a theologian. Law took j)05-

«^»'<sion of his mind first and held it by right of possession. To
Grotius belongs the honor of being the pioneer writer on inter-

JKitional law. IIow natural that he should have come to survey

tiie atonement first of all as a governmental expedient—with-

• See Wallace's A)di-Trinitarian Biography, vol. iil, p. 574.
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out reference to the inherent nature of the Lawgiver—and as a
plan of adjusting serious embarrassments between two sover-
eignties ? To pass over in silence or with briefest mention the
fact that the sovereign of the skies is that God who has declared
as distmctly as he has declared bis love, that vengeance is his
prerogative alone is to distort the just proportion of revealed
tnith and to court the favor of Universalism.

^

:N^ot so with Watson. That they may prove that propitia-
tion, in the proper sense, cannot be the doctrine of Scripture
he charges his Socinian opponents with denying that there is
wrath in God. The governmental theory is significant because

.It withdraws attention from the actual personal displeasure of
the Almighty toward sin and locates the embarrassment chiefly
in governmental necessity. The governmental theory appears
to the writer to have a direct tendency to divert the mind from
that necessity which lies deep in the nature of God himself and
fixes the mind upon the matter of legal adjustment; and, in so
far as this is accomplished, the tremendous sanctions of holy
law are weakened as they reach the mind of the recipient.
Iherefore, we are unable to conclude that the doctrinal basis of
the Methodist Episcopal Church is in accord with that of orio-.
inal Methodism. Without imposing any burden upon the im-
agination, we may claim, what any well-informed minister or
layman will scarcely deny, that a change has come over Meth-
odist preaching. Brimstone Corner—so called in derision of
the faithful proclamation of the sure penalties which should
overtake impenitent transgressors—once was located in neariy
every city where eariy Methodism had won its trophies. Of
late we have had so much of natural law in the spiritual worid
that ministers allude to law as if it were older than God, as
an impersonal principle of operation or evolution ; and the
rectoral theory is in accord with this manifest trend.
Wo might also note the natural effect of tliis theory upon

experimental and practical holiness. Holiness in the creature
implies likeness to God. Hence the command, "Ee ye holy •

for I am holy." The root of this command is to be found
in the nature of God. Christ, when he unfolded the principles
of the kingdom of God, in his Sermon on the Mount, said, "Be
ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is
perfect." The ground of required holiness in the creature is
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iHit primarily in law, but in tlie essential nature of the Law-

j.'i\ cr. Under the econoraj of redemption the promise, yea, the

i\jK.'ctation, is that we shall be "changed into the same image

fruMi glory to glory." This seems to be the Scripture viewpoint

t.f holiness. What, then, if the vision of the believer be in any

ijr^Tce diverted from God himself to some governmental ad-

ji;>;tnient? Alienation, in the Pauline sense, means something

iiioro than being out of harmony with environment, law being

included in environment. It is alienation from the life of

(ii.hJ, for under redemption everything points Godward. This

brings us to the pivotal point of so preaching the atonement as

to lix the vision of the inquirer on God himself. "God was in

Ciirist, reconciling the world unto himself"—not simply to his

l.iw, hut to himself. Are we not warranted in cherishing ap-

i>re]iension lest the governmental theorv shall be found to

•livrrt faith from its true objective?

Anotlier objection to Dr. Miley's work is its inadequate rec-

oirtiition of Old Testament typology. If Christ, is indeed "the

huiib slain from the foundation of the world," and if the Bible

contains tlie gradual unfolding of God's chosen method of re-

demption, strange would it have been had there been no Old

Tfstament symbolism of the supreme fact of history. If the

ceremonial law was replete with shadows of good things to

come, then any theory which is adequate to cover all the re-

vealed elements of redemption must be tested by the elements

of Old Testament symbolism, as well as by ISTew Testament

rvjVL'lation. One of the palpable features of Dr. Miley's book
i^ its scanty treatment of the typology of redemption ; and this

!*«*Jiture, so manifest, seems to confirm the justice of the lan-

;:tiage of a recent author that, while the.governmental theory

•'contains a valuable element of truth, namely, that the suiier-

ings and death of Christ secure the interests of God's govern-

ment, it is false by defect in substituting for the chief aim of

tlie atonement one which is only subordinate and incidental."*

A single quotation from the Atonement in Christ will show that

^vc have not mistaken the tenor of Dr. Miley's theory

:

"With these facts, the atonement of patisfaction must be exchidcd from
h'.r system of doctrines [referring to Methodism], and the rectoral theory

iiiauituined as the only doctrine of a real atonement agreeing vvith them.f

• A. n. strong, S\!&tcmat\c Thcologi/, p. 403. • + Page 215.
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Take the very title of Dr. Milej's work, Atonement in

Christ ; as if a single proposition could tell the whole story of

Christ's mediatorial work—a translation of a Greek particle by

one preposition of restricted sense—a particle which has such

varied significations as in, at^ on, iip07i, hf/, through, loiih,

among, on account of, concerning, toward, against, hefore,

near, all these significations put into a philological compress

and reduced to the dimensions of an English particle. This

may be a convenience in constructing a theory, but it is open

to the criticism of unjust restriction, or putting a part for the

whole ; and it is precisely this objection which nmst stand against

the rectoral theory. We object to its principle of exclusion

;

it practically excludes, by retiring to the background, the

primary truth of the immanent holiness of God. Dr. Miley's

book is consistent with his theory, but cannot be reconciled

with the doctrinal basis of original Methodism. He has evi-

dently been more industrious in setting forth a philosophical

adjustment of ihe facts of atonement as recognized by himself

than in pressing the inquiry as to the possibility of the omission

of any revealed element in this matter of adjustment.

Again, what must be the result of denying that there was any

penal element in the suSerings of Christ ? . Does not such de-

nial require a theory of accommodation unwarranted by Scrip-

ture ? If he suffered only a substitute for a penalty, then his

sufferings had no penal significance. Then we must read in

Isaiah that the Lord laid upon him a substitute for the iniquity

of us all. Isaiah represents the Messiah as " stricken," " smit-

ten of God," as undergoing "chastisement," and that "it

pleased the Lord to bruise him." He was " cut oft'," but not

for himself. Can we see nothing retributive in such language?

Did he, indeed, bear " the sin of many," or only bear a substi-

tute for their sins ? From Avliat passage of Holy Writ, is such a

conclusion reached ? We read that Jesus Christ " by the grace

of God" tasted death "for every man." Death is the original

penalty for sin—a penalty which has not been annulled. Aside

from its penal relationship, death is an insoluble mystery.

Where do we learn from prophet or apostle that in Christ's case

the penal relationship was detached and a substitute for a pen-

alty projected? When "in the days of his flesh" the Son of

God " offered up prayers and supplications with strong crying
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aii.J tears unto liim that Avas able to save him from deatli."

I» there anything on record to show that those tearful suppli-

i-jtions "were moderated bj any assurance in the heart of Jesus

tiat tlie death which confronted him had all the penal element

f'.iiiiinated? If philosophy is what we are after how shall we

jiiiilcrstund those awful symptoms of soul distress when Christ

li-it sucli a sense of abandonment that it extorted from him a

l.iud lament? Truly, we cannot understand how the penalty

v.-!iich was our due could in any form touch his immaculate

jKTSonality ? I^o more can we understand how he could suffer

;i substitute for a penalty. Dr. Miley is not alone in modern

.\IeUiodist authorship in advocating this theory. All the

;:reater, therefore, is the reason for careful circumspection of

•I'teirinal trend. One thing is evident, namely, that no great

( Imrch organization can permanently and without unrest con-

tinue to teach one thing in creed and ritual and another and

ouiitrary doctrine in a text-book of its course of ministerial study.

Wliat if it be true that the revealed elements of atonement

involve facts which are in their essential nature transcendent
;'

i-j it within the province of mundane philosophy to deal with

t!ie "how" or " why?" Whether the philosophy of the plan

of salvation has ever been enshrined in earthborn language, oral

or written, is a subject which would seem to call for another

e?.<ay. If Paul the apostle, even after he had b^en caught up to

tl»e tiiird heaven, referred to the fundamental facts of redemp-

tion as a great mystery, and if another apostle referred to the

^aine facts as things which the angels desire to look into, and if

<^»ud has forewarned us that these are secret things which be-

i'^Mg to him, then there is room for an appropriate reserve or

liesitation before we seize upon fractional knowledge and at-

tempt to compel such knowledge to square itself with the metes

:uid bounds of a preconceived theory.

IS—Flf-a-H SERIES,
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

AxAECHY is a ferocious follr, a mixture of dense ignorance and

murderous insanity." Nothing more stupid or more malicious can

be imagined. The anarchist is the enemy of mankind, a species

of human mad dog. Vaillant, awaiting the guillotine in the dun-

geons of La Roquette, refused to see the prison chaplain, saying,

" I do not believe in religion ; it is all a sham. Let those Avho

profess religion give some evidence of it by extending a helping

hand to the deserving poor. This will do more to crush anarchy

than all the armies of the world." Such is the brutal libel against

godliness and the godly which comes hissing from the livid lips

of anarchy, gnashing its teeth in bitter rage. For centuries the

followers of Christ have been piling, up the very evidence he calls

for. In times of distress and destitution it has never been seen

that any society or body of men went before the membei-s of the

Christian Church in gifts of benevolence and deeds of mercy for

the succor of the needy and the relief of the suffering; or, if it

has ever in rare instances so been seen, then, by so much, those

who bore the Christian name and fell behind were not true to its

teachings and obligations nor in any way worthy of it. From the

beginning every Christian church was a benevolent association, a

humane society. Justin, giving, in liis Apolofjy^ an account of

Christian customs in the second century and a description of

Christian worship, with its baptism, its eucharist, its reading

of the gospels or of the writings of the prophets, its admonitions

and exhortations by "the president of tlie brethren," says, "And
those of us who are wealtliy help all that are in want." After

relating that every Sunday there is a meeting of all Christians

who live in cities or the country, he adds more particularly that,

at these assemblies, "of those that are well-to-do and willing

everyone gives what he will, according to his own juirpose, and

the collection is deposited with the president, and he it is that

succors orphans and widows and those that are in want through

sickness or any other cause, and those that are in bonds, and the

strangers that are sojourning; and, in short, ho has the care of all

that are in need."
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In like manner Tertullian, in his Apology, early in the third

tftJturv writes in vindication of the Christians:

\Vc are made a body by common religious feeling, unity of discipline, and the

b"jid ot' hope. . . . Our presidents are the approved elders, obtaining that honor not

f>r n price, but by elevated character; for, indeed, the tlungs of God are not sold

r-.r a price. Even if there is a sort of common fund it is not made up of money paid

In fi"C3 as for a worship by contract. Each of us puts in a triflo od the monthly

A-iv or when he pleases, but only if he pleases and only if he is able, for no man

U obliged, but contributes of his own free will. These are, as it were, deposits of

H-C'ly ; for it is not paid out thence for feasts and drinking and thankless eating-

Jiouscs, but for feeding and burying the needy, for boys and girls deprived of !

fiicins and parents, for old folk now confined to the house ; also for them that are

iliipwrecked and for any who are in the mines.

Likewise we learn from Eusebius, the " father of ehnrch his-
_

tory," writing about the beginning of the fourtli century, that
j

there was current in his day an Epistle of Dionysius to the Ro-
j

mans, in which that writer said to the Roman Christians: "For i

vou have from the beginning this custom of doing good in divers
j

'ways to all the brethren and sending supplies to many churches
\

in all the cities, in one place refreshing the poverty of them that
i

need, in another helping brethren in the mines with the supplies
|

which you have sent from the beginning." Although Dionysius •

licre speaks only of aid and comfort given to the brethren, there
|

is no room for anyone to suppose that the early Church was ;

merely a mutual benefit association confining its kindness to its
|

own members. Ko such policy of exclusion ruled. Its benevo- '.

K'P.oe was as universal as the offer of salvation. The whole spirit
|

of the Gospel, as well as the distinct teaching of Christ and his •

apostles, is in harmony with Paul to the Galatians, "As we have

iluTcfore opportunity, let us do good unto all men ;
" nor is that

exhortation contracted or curtailed by his adding, "especially

unto them who are of the household of faith."

The mental habits of a scientific age make more vividly absurd

Rome of the unscientific procedures of those thinkers who undertake

to decide by ajyrlorl determination exactly what is knowable and

w hat is not, what is possible and what is not. Philosophy takes

on the tone of dogma anrl prescription. Spencer, in his First

J^rinciples, draws the line of the unknowable, as Hume and others

liave drawn the lino of the impossible. Certain omniscient critics

^vho know more about past events than the eyewitnesses thereof

dogmaticallv affirm that the Bible miracles must be regarded as
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unhistoric because miracles are incredible, being in the nature of

things so impossible that no amount of evidence can prove them

to have occurred ; the observed uniformity of nature forbids them.

The same learned gentlemen, with their exhaustive knowledge of

the contents and potentialities of this mysterious, wondrous, and

immeasurable universe, inform us that Bible prophecies must be

rejected for the reason that they are miracles of foreknowledge,

and therefore in the very nature of things impossible. For the

purpose of giving Holy Scripture a momentary rest, it might be

lawful to create a small diversion by asking these knowing ra-

tionalistic critics to employ their superhuman talents and keen

implements for a while in deciding what shall be done Avith the

•indubitably authentic letter written in the middle of the last

century by Sarah Pierpont, afterward the wife of the great Jona-

than Edwards, in which she narrates a singular dream that she

had about the time of the birth of the famous, or infamous,

Aaron Burr. Is there anything in this dream which seems pro-

phetic of the subsequent career of the infant then in arms ? Can

it be that this good woman received in the form of allegory a

revelation of things to come ? Was this a supernatural event,

a miracle, or is it a natural power of the dreaming mind to fore-

know future events ? Is there a divine Spirit who has a way of

giving intimations and revelations to the human spirit ? Here is

the letter as published in an old magazine :

Stockbridge, May 10, 1756.

Dear Brother James: Yoiir letters always do us good, and your last was one

of your best. Have you heard of the birth of Esther's second child at Xewark?

It was born the Gth of February last, and its parents have named him Aa,ron

Burr, Jr., after his father, the worthy president of the college. I trust the little

immortal will grow up to be a good and useful man. But, somehow, a strange

presentiment of evil has huug over my mind of late, and I can hardly rid myself

of ihe impression that that cliild is born to see trouble.

You know I don't believe in dreams and visions ; but lately I had a sad night

of broken sleep, in whicli the future career of that boy seemed to pass before me.

He first appeared as a little child, just beginning to ascend a liigh hill. Not long

after he .set out the two guides who started with him disappeared one after

the other. He went on alone, and as the road was open and plain and as friends

met him at every turn he got along very well. At times he took on the air

and bearing of a soldier, and then of a statesman, assuming to lead and control

others. As he nearcd the top of the hill the way grew more steep and difficult,

and his companions became alienated from him, refusing to help him or to be led

by him. BMdlcd in his designs and angered al his ill-success, he began to lay

about him with violence, leading some astray and pulling down others at every

attempt to rise. Soon ho himself began to slip and slide down the rough and
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fvfilous sides of the hill, now regaining his foothold for a little, then losing it

».-»;ti, until at length he stumbled and fell headlong down, down, into a black and

t»wuiug gulf at the base.

Al tliis I woke in distress, and was glad enough to find it was only a dream.

Now, you may make as much or as little of this as you please. I think the dis-

iJifU-d suite of our country, along with my own indifferent health, must have oc-

fjoioned it. A letter from his mother, to-day, assures me that her little Aaron is

k lively, prattlesome fellow, filling his parents' hearts with joy.

Your loving sister, Sarah.

ITALIAN SORROWS.

The difficulty of jiulgiiig respecting the value of things cou-

icmporaneous is generally felt, though the feeling does not pre-

vent the making of a full record of judgments upon current events

ami opinions. The feeling is that of sobered wisdom ; the record

JH made by inexperienced enthusiasm. Every considerable event

cirries with it some unexpected sequences, "We may know
these sequences to be possible, but we are so much occupied

with the first results of a change that the results farther away

get no attention. In some cases this is well for us ; the cliange

may be a beneficent one, hut we might not make it if we saw all

the consequences. A good case to illustrate all this is the.Italian

n'volution of 1859-70. Each step of that great march of Italy

—from Solferino to the entry of Victor Emmanuel into Rome

—

was witnessed by philanthropists abroad and Italians at home
with gratification. The creation of an Italian nation and the abo-

lition of the temporal power of the pope—giving the new nation

its capital in the Rome of the Caesars—furnished the lovers of

progress one of several nineteenth century occasions for exulta-

tion. Nothing has happened to make us regret the triumph

of liberal Italy. But much has happened which was not fore-

»=ct'n; had it been foreknown the chilling vision might have

checked the ardor of the revolutionist and the joy of the philan-

lliroi)ist.

If the actors and spectators of that great drama had been able

t<» read the journalism of 1893 and 1894 M'ould the change have

come which made Italy a nation? Perhaps not. The journalism

^voujd have sliown brigandage in Sicily, riots in Carrara, deficits in

the treasury, poverty everywhere, and national bankruptcy loom-

ing threateningly in the future. The philanthropic spectator sees

llie young nation humiliated and discouraged. He knows that

tlie actors in this afterpiece are in their hearts weary of their
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accomplished desire, or at least but languidly reciting their ritual
ot liberty and independence, while some are rehearsincr litanies of
despair. We need not share those melancholy emotions or dis-
trust the final outcome of this historical performance. Nothintr
has happened which does not logically follow from the revolution"We have ourselves gone through as a people a similar experi-
ence. A decade after our emancipation from British rule our
prospects were clouded by sectional controversies, by debts, by
the languor of a dimini^hed confidence in our ideals. We had a
painful march to make toward our real unity and our national
repose. The march did not really end until the emancipation of
the slaves. The sense of security in our political institutions had
none of its present strength when Webster made his immortal
plea for the Union. Few of those who fought for deliverance
from Great Britain lived long enough to outlive a fear that what
they won was worth too little in comparison with its cost in blood
and suffering. And yet not one trouble or pain came that micrht
not have been foreseen as a necessary accompaniment of the toil
of building the American colonies into a nation.
The dramatic entry of the King of Italy into Rome did not

complete the unification of Italy; it began it. That which seemed
the end only removed the obstacles long interposed between the
people and their desired opportunity to rear aloft the temple of
liberty; they began to build from that hour of triumph. Thev
have budded, as men must always do, both wisely and unwisely.
Their errors and failures were necessary, because they were only
men. Perhaps another and happier future may commend them for
the rare wisdom of preparing the minimum of sorrow. Thev did
not, like our fathers, build on virgin soil. They inherited ai old
estate, discrepant in its powers as related to the demands upon it,

disordered in management, and overgrown with every kind of
weeds. Differences in dialects and in history made unity of blood
and speech rather a possibility than a reality. A vast number of
"improvements," such as railways, required wealth which did
not exist. The vast majority of the people could not read, and
the government had to become a schoolmaster. Besides, all his-
tory warned the Italians to beware of the men beyond the Alps,
and to provide arms and soldiers for their own defense. All this,'
and vastly more, which an American can scarcely wei<;h, Italy has
wisely and rapidly accomplished. If there be room^ for doubt
It must be whether it lay within the power of humanity to make
a new, self-governed, and independent Italy out of the people
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wlu) in 1870 called themselves the Italian nation. If any well-

jjroiMKled fear exists that the nation will stumble and fall this

ft-ar must attach itself to the immense difficulties of the task

wliidi rose up to confront the man of 1870. It is not mistakes,

nut bad alliances, not bad financeering, not political antagonisms

v.\ tlie last quarter of a century, but the legacies of other centu-

ries, making all these things inevitably a part of the new national

life, which still weaken our hope of the political and social re-

ilcrnption of Italy. The burden of history is the weight upon

Iinlian shoulders.

This is a load which nations must carry. It is a fond delusion

lliat in an inspired moment a people may disburden themselves

of all hateful tilings. They would need for that the power to die

:»ll at once and leave behind them a generation they had not

roared into manhood. The brigandage of Sicily is as old as the

exploits of Spartacus. No quarter of a century of free institutions

will change the character and habits of a people—a character and

li.ibits stamped into their inmost being by centuries of despotism.

We get now and again a glimpse of these habits when the Mafia

vmbroil New Orleans or a murder in New York is traced into the

black ooze of secret society bogs. Distrust of the next man, in-

trigue against the authority of law—these are not passions such

as we experience. In Italy they run down into the roots of the

manhood out of which the new nation must be built. So of every

•lifliculty and failure in tlie well-beloved peninsula—the cause of

it all lies back in the terrible past. The census of this last

twenty-five years is a ground of hope ; it is more, not less, than

was to be expected. The sorrows of Italy as they confront us in

the daily press are the sorrows of a people measurably successful

in a vast undertaking. And they are less grievous to know than

the voiceless son-ows of the ages whose legacy they are.

The future has a large investment in the new Italy. She is one

of the historical glories of the age. We had doubtless under-

estimated the vastness, moral and social, of the enterprise. But

the possibility of success is rather proved than disproved by

events. If there be any new reason for doubt of the future it is

that, though education is spreading, the moral rehabilitation of

the people of southern Italy is still delayed. That work, the brac-

ing of the moral character, is not to be expected from schools or

polling booths. It is the work of sound religious training ;
and

^^e are compelled to distrust the agencies officially or by histor-

ical right intrusted with the moral culture of the people.
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JEWISH OBJECTIONS TO CHRISTIANITY.

Jewish objections to the invitations of Christianity and to

Christianity itself, as formulated in an editorial of the American

Jlebreio, under date of September 29, 1893, kindly criticising an

article in the September-October number of the Methodist Ee-

view in which the questions, " Is Christianity progressing ? Is

Judaism progressing?" were discussed, are of critical, theoretical,

and practical character. The}^ are couched in terms of a2^precia-

tlve manliness, candor, and fairness, and also of scorching re-

buke to certain workers whom it brands as a " hungry, sordid,

and ignorant crowd of conversionists."

Into the merits of Jewish quarrel with the latter it is foreign

to our purpose to enter. The Christianity of Christ, which we
endeavor humbly to personify, has nothing of feeling, purpose,

or method toward Jewish brethren that is inconsistent with pro-

found respect for their intellect and learning, deference to their

right of private judgment, and unselfish love for them as children

of our common Father, entitled, equally with ourselves, to all

the blessings of his providence and grace. "With any "manner

of disseminating religious truth " discordant from this spirit no

true follower of the great Teacher can have the least sympathy.

Neither force, nor fraud, nor "profligate wi'otches," nor aught

save the truth spoken in love should or can avail to effect Chris-

tian ends. " Degrading methods " constitute ground of just

" practical objection " to spurious Christianity, but not to the

Christianity of purity, love, and beneficence. While of one mind

with the American Ilebreio in repugnance to iniquity, howsoever

manifested, Ave should be glad for that very reason to see all its

coreligionists walking in fellowship with the Father, Son, and

Holy Spirit, the only and true God.

The critical objection to Christianity that it "has not accom-

plished its ostensible mission," and, therefore, is not preferable

to Judaism, is stated by the Menorah Monthly, June, 1S93, in

many forms. Among them is the sadly true assertion that " the

Churches as organized bodies have preserved an ominous silence

in those questions that affected the Christian standing. Can the

Church approve a policy which denies refuge to the unfortunate

exiles that are driven from house and home because of the faith

that is in them—because of the faith yrhich rests upon the same

pillars upon which the Church rests, acknowledged tojbe of divine
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on;:in by Jew and Christian ? What has the Church done as an
or};:inized body to counteract the spread of sentiment opposed

t.. tlie very first principle professed by Christianity, that of

tJio brotherhood of man ? And in the face of such culpable

ju^rligence can the Church still claim to have progressed and to

Ix- entitled to the recognition of living up to the divine com-
nj.Mid, 'Love thy neighbor as thyself?'" Answer who chooses.
'^ PiccaoV should be the confession of each of the Churches as
i.r;;anizations in reply to these questions. Nevertheless, whether
ihia be a "reason at all that counts for much with Jews" is, in

ihe candid opinion of the American Hehrexo, ''' to be seriously

•juostioned." It is "reasonable enough and honest enough to
.n.linit that it [Christianity] has achieved enough to Avarrant the
|.ii>sumption that it will do still more for humanity."
The principal Jewish objection to Christianity is theoretical.

Its real ground is alleged to be "the fundamental recreancy to the
tvacliings of Judaism involved in the Christian dogmas, notably
the sonship, the divine sonship of Jesus, [and] the necessity of his

mediation as a condition precedent to the hope of salvation to
humankind. These doctrines, and others affiliated thereto, which
cciistitute the distinguishing trait of Christianity, are absolutely
antagonistic to the principles of Judaism."

In order that adherents of the old faith and those of the new,
or of the immature and the perfected respectively, may unJcj--

Mand each other and the points whereon they differ, it is essential
that the term "Judaism" shmild be accurately defined. If in

•K-wish usage it denote "the law and the prophets," or the entire
foiiteuts of the Old Testament, we have no objection to it or its

teachings, but cordially accept both. If in addition to these it

include the traditions of the fathers, the sayings of the sages,
•'lid the miscellaneous lore of the Mishna and Gcmara, or Talmud,
tiien are we bound by principles of the inspired prophets to judge
*>f the latter by their concord or discord with the former. " The
I^"i-d is our lawgiver" (Isa. xxxiii, 22). "The law of the Lord is

perfect" (Psalm xix, V). "To the law and to the testimony: if

il'ey speak not according to this Avord, it is bec'ause theie is no
'ii,'lit in them " (Isa. viii, 20). Whatever is agreeable thereto is

to be received, whatever is incongruous therewith is to be re-

J'-oted. These are the teachings of Jesus of Xazareth also, and
of those eminent Jewish Christians, the apostles John, Peter,

•'iiil, James, and the evangelist ]\rark. All accept and continue
lliat consensus of faith in the Old Testament canon, established
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by the "overwhelming authority of predecessors to whom were

intrusted the "oracles of God,"

Just as systems of physical science are human interpretations of

facts and phenomena, so systems of theology are human interpre-

tations of divine revelation. All are moi-e or less truthful and

more or less erroneous. As knowledge increases systems of faith,

whether scientific or spiritual, change, expand, and bring believers

into ever closer approximation to, and possession of, absolute and

relative truth. In nothing is this process more obvious than in

the doctrinal history of the Jewish Church. Fresh light is per-

petually breaking forth from the pages of " God's word wi-itten,"

and is, or should be, gladly welcomed by those who love the truth,

tlirough whatever media and from whatever quarter that light

may come. In the blendhig lights of past centuries and of present

time what is the best representation—confessedly imperfect at

the best—of biblical doctrine concerning "the sonship, the divine

sonship of Jesus?" "The principles of Judaism"—modern

Judaism—may be "absolutely antagonistic" to any Christian

representation; but the teachings of "the law and the prophets,"

as constituting the ancient or biblical Judaism, may necessitate,

and so far fortb assist to, the best representation. Each earnest

searcher after truth must do the best he can for himself. Our

representations, like those of the natural sciences which deal with

life and force, cannot exhibit geometrical exactitude, because it

is life, not matter, and life in its highest forms, with which

they are conversant. Representations must necessarily differ,

just as the representers differ in natural endowment and moral

quality. None can rightfully claim infallibility nor attempt to

compel belief or profession of belief.

Yet, notwithstanding diversity of representations, the things

represented remain just what they are. Jews, equally with Chris-

tians, believe in the fatherhood of God. lie is the infinite and eter-

nal Spirit, immanent in all things, and transcending all things.

In him " we' live, and move, and have our being " (Acts xvii,

28). Personality is his, together with omniscience, omnipotence,

independence, absolute supremacy, and perfection of every

intellectual and moral attribute. Before and above all cosmical-

things, when neither means nor being was in existence outside

himself, he brought the whole into reality of his own free will.

The author of ITeb. xi, 3, in his sublime confession testifies to

historical fact: "Through faith we understand that the worlds

\K6<}]ioq^ universe] were framed by the word of God, so that
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• hmu'^ which are seen were not made of things which do appear."

N- ihiiiij has, or has had, or will have being without the logos of

i;..h1. Gt'senius affirms that bara\ "create," with plural subject,

j« rither employed with respect to the new production of a thing

(wv (ton. ii, 3) than to the conformation and elaboration of ma-

tt rial. So also most of the rabbins hold that creation is the

j.rt^luction of a thing from nothing. In the doing of this, to

'.:« inconceivable, work the moving foi'ce was eternal love.

Ill- plan embraced the creation of myriad worlds, and espe-

rijiMy of our world, which Was to be peopled by many gener-

»il»>ns of sentient, responsible creatures. His purj^ose was con-

•ummated with majestic ease. . "He spake, and it was done; he

.-uiiimanded, and it stood fast " (Psalm xxxiii, 9). In the solemn,

«K-Iiherate creation of Adam, in M'hom was seminally the human
• jKcics, God said, " Let us make man in our image, after our like-

r.t-ss
'' (Gen. i, 26). " Us "—is this the plurcdls majesticKS ?

.VlK*n Ezra says that it is not; that the plural of majesty is for-

••i'.rn to the xisus loqucndl of the earliest language degrading to

llu' Duity, and that seeming examples in the Hebrew Scriptures,

i'l N'um. xxii, 6, and Dan, ii, 36, do not justify the opinion.

In the latter passage, moreover, it is an Aramaic form of speech.

M.iiinonides impliedly denies that "us" is \\\q x>luralis tnajes-

ti-'UA when he includes in
"""

us " the earth, as cooperative,
** mediately and obediently through the divine word," as Pro-
ft'<isor Tayler Lewis puts it, witli the Eternal acting "directly

and sovereignly." " In our image." This pronoun points out
at! original view of distinction in the divine personality, which
attcrward developed into the distinction of Elohlm and Jluach
I.h'fdin (or of God and his wisdom, in Prov. viii) with refer-

«-t!Cc' to the creation. The trinitarian idea is here unfolding it-

•^•if germinally. Maimonides defines tsele??}, "image," as the

*|H-c-ilio. form, or that which makes a thing Jnwardly Mhat it is.

'•en. ix, 6, shows that this "image" was not wholly destroyed
''V the fall. Man, in his relations to the universal Father,
m.iy "put off the old man with his deeds," and "put on the
Hew man, which is renewed in knowledge after the image of him
tiiat created him" (Col. iii,'9, 10). This "new man" is, "after
<»ud,' ' created in righteousness and true holiness," or holiness

—

^rfoti^/itjfs—of trutli (Eph. iv, 24). Physically, man may be an
^"'•nitectural product of divine power operative in the processes
<•! nature; but as the tselem, " image," of God he is also a mcta-
I'liysjcal, a spiritual being. The image of God is his distinguish-
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ing type. By virtue of this he and all his descendants are a

peculiar species, lifted far above the level of what is commonly
called nature into the realm of the supernatural and divine.

Whether, as o[)timists believe, the plan of creation adopted bv
Jehovah is the best of possible plans or not, it is a fair deduction

from his postulated infinite and necessary perfection that his

prescience included and still includes all the events of the fu-

ture. The temptation and fall of man and the long train of

awful ills thence resulting—were all foreknown by him. For the

redemption of the lapsed species his plan provided. So the reve-

lation of his mind and will declares. Father of the spirits of all

flesh (Isa. Ivii, 16; Zech. xii, 1; Heb. xii, 9), whether by direct

creation, or through traduction and growth by means of mechan-

ical forces—which we call natural because evidenced by visible

phenomena and by that minute providence in which he numbers
the hairs on every head and plentifully supplies the wants of all

beings—he from the deep love of his own paternal nature con-

structs the way by which his banished ones may be brouglit home
again to his heart and likeness and to consummate bliss.

In all his grand designs concerning the future of the Adamic
family the vrisdoni of God is gloriously evident. He compasses

the highest ends by the use of the best means. In Prov. viii,

12-36, is a beautiful poetic personification of his unerring wisdom.

Some interpreters, mistakenly, we think, understand this personifi-

cation to be identical with the Logos or " "Word." Others be-

lieve it to represent the mediative element of God's omnipresence,

Avhile the "Word represents the mediative element in his action.

" Wisdom," according to Philo, " corresponds to the immanent
word, while the Word, strictly speaking, was defined as enuncia-

tive." Both ideas are signified by prophetic language. "The
one prepared men for tlie revelation of the Son of God, the other

for the revelation of tlie Holy Spirit." Immanent wisdom and

enunciative energy were manifested by the Father in the execu-

tion of his creative plan. His eternal power and Godhead are

" undei-stood by the things that are made " (Rom. i, 20). In this

projection of self-force and wisdom into the field of creative energy

the Father becomes objective to himself. Himself in creation

and conservance is contemplated by himself. What is contem-

plated is the Wo?'d—that which expresses m ith infallible precision

and fulbiess his ideas and purposes. Tliis Word is personal, and is

the "briglitness" of the Father's "glory, and the express image
of his person," " upholding all things by the word of his poM-er,"
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•• l.v whom also be made the worlds " (Heb. i, 2, 3), Tlie "Word

l<'ilvs, is sj)oken of, acts, demands, and receives worship as the

Ji\ iiif Son of the Father. As an hj-postasis he is in some respects

J.'Trroiitiated from God, and yet at the same time God himself.

In the prologue to the Gospel according to John it is stated that

{!u- Woril was in the beginning with God and was God, that he

wis the Creator of all things, the original possessor and source of

!i'.-, and tlie light of men in all their spiritual and moral relations.

In the Lord's communings with men after the expulsion from

l^lt-n he appeared as the Dehar Jehovah, the JLo[/os or " "Word "

of Tiod, and disclosed to them the way of salvation. In various

n-vclations of the divine will to the patriarchs and to other per-

•ruis under the law the Logos ai)peared as the angel Jehovah; In

virions, voices, and symbols there were also revelations by the

/,-></oji. In the Shekinah was the visible token of his pres-

i-tice with his people. AVe read a thrilling description of his

^•lory in the theophany to Isaiah (vi, 1-13). All these revela-

tions of the Word were foreshadowings of future disclosures in

:}u- fullness of time of God as Father, Christ as redeeming Son,

and the Holy Spirit as Comforter a'nd Sanctifier.

The most ancient uncanonical writers among the Jews, namely,

\\w Chaldee paraphrasts, ordinarily use the name Memra where

Moses uses that of Jehovah. The idea that under this designa-

tion they allude to the Son of God is at least probably true.

Tluy lived before the era of Christ, and voice the sentiments of

their ])eople on this subject. In most of the passages where the

'-'...•ri'd name occurs they substitute Memra Jehovah, the Word of

<J«m1, and ascribe to Memra all the attributes of deity. The in-

ATC'iice seems to be inevitable that they believed in the divinity

<jf the Word. According to them 2femra created the world, ap-

iH-ared to Abraham on the plain of jNIamre, and to Jacob at Bethel.

To Memra was the appeal as witness of the covenant between

I.ahan and Jacob, "Let the TTon? see between thee and me "(Gen.

*>;xi, 49). "The same Word appearc^l to Moses at Sinai, gave the

I'lw to Israel, spoke face to face with that lawgiver, marched at

J he liead of that people, enabled them to conquer nations, and was
:i consuming fire to all who violated the law of the Lord. All

^*i'.'sc characters, where the paraphrasts use the word Memra, clear-

'.V denote Almighty God. This Word, therefore, was God, and
'I't" Hebrews were of this opinion at the time when the Targum
^as composed."* The author of the Book of Wisdom expresses

• McCIintock i Strong's Ciichnjccdia, Supplement, vol. ii, p. 080.
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himself after the same manner. All these writers, men of ...hIK-cl aracter and large erudition, simply adumbrated the great u-

tt'ttoth ;
g-P^'-*"'- o« -ith such splendid'effu gtlut to the Xoi,o. belong eternal existence, distinct personality ,

,proper Deity, mduding '• the possession and exercise of per
"

Uo.>h,ch absolutely exclude the idea of derived or created bein!!'

viU ofTho F^T,'"
'' "" S'™-"'-°"-'»"^n-s, the mind, and"',!..

« .11 of the Father are permanent and changeless. Froiected i,u„

st: T; :? "^ '™"?'™'"' '° '""^ ""'---^ charier f'Son. But „ the hon ,s also the consciousness of his own creativeconservaive, judical, and executive functions. Thus, while onewuh, he rs rolat.vely differentiated from, the Father, ks the .Sod,v,„e, only begotten, unique, in all his work he is approvedoved and pubhely acknowledged by the Father as one " belovedm whom he "is well pleased " (Matt, iii, 17; Luke ix, 35)la he more extended and endlessly differentiating apnl cationof nnhmited potential energy „,e Father through the So'n is Iect.ve o himself as the Holy Spirit. In Genri, 2, we are toldhat "the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the wllers "
brooding over the surface of darkest ehaos, and implanting withi'uthe ruck of primitive and tempestuous elements the inviSble, in-
destructible germs of every possible form of vegetable and an malbeing-germs that should await in the coneur?enee of favorableconditions the hour for embodying the architectonic idealf oneealcd within themselves. These formal organisms appea ed indue order, some to survive indefinitely, otheS to vanisl'and .iveplace to snceessois of greater dignity. In Psalm xxviii 6°we

tL
' !' ? them by the breath [Hebrew, Spi,-,;] of his mo ul,.»This reveals a field of activity indefinitelv large, but hio-h andwide enough to elude all attempts at human com'pr'eheusiom Job

!L,l IZ' I "'• S'^"' >"» lif'^." the second clause bcin. e..-

tril.K S -f
' '" ""^ "«°""™ed creation " of preservation

'

Wdt de,,
'""

.
", ""7 '^"""- ^" ^^''"' Alexander Von nuin-ollt declares to be the best description of the cosmos extant iu

thee that ,hou maye.st give them their meat in due season. . .

Sn ri?',b
'
'"'

'f
"" '" """ ''"'• Thou sendest foi-th thvbpii It, they are created: and thou renewest the face of the earth"(Psalm CIV, 27, 20, 30). Tl,e work of the Holy Spirit wa ap, .ar-
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tfi\ ii» the inspiration of the prophets, and is now experiencecl by

1 4»i inultitiules that no man can number in the liglit that shines

<..,in ihcir minds, in the admonitions of conscience, in the bitter

wjm' of personal guilt, in the peace that pass'eth understanding, in

»:..• force of moral fruitfulness, and in the confidence of a blissful

future. His might is purifying and uplifting, working, both in

•..'c physical and spiritual contents of the universe, to grander ends

\\..\n John on Patmos could set forth in his revelation of what

}i,»ll surely come to pass. The unity of the Holy Spirit with the

I'atlicT and the Son is manifest in perfect temperamental accord,

i-hruitv of teaching, and flawless unity of aim and working. As

!v.u-hiiig, working, saving, sanctifying, the Holy Spirit is personal,

•jH-aks, is spoken of, demands and receives coequal divine homage

itiil worship with the Father and the Son. In his personal con-

vridusncss is the ground, the projective, the volitional conscioiis-

tii »<« of the Father, the creative, conservating, soterial, regnant,

atid judicial consciousness of the Son, together with the otHcial

.•"ijsoiousness of perpetually applying in 'unspeakably difFerenti-

at.-d ways all the energies and perfections of the infinite and

'•tt-rnal Personality, who is the source and sustenance of all that

i«. "From the Father, through the Son, by the Holy Spirit, ail

tl.inu'S arc." Christianity is no less monotheistic than trinitarian.

I*, pves meaning, application, and fruitfulness to the undeveloped

»r:itlis latent or half concealed in Judaism. Tritheistic it is not.

I'.s intuitions, logic, and theology are as reimgnant to tritheism

i< those of Judaism are to the millioned gods of pantheon, pagoda,

ajiil licathen shrines of every form.

The divine sonship involves and demands the human sonship,

'^nh in the Father's purpose and in fact. In the hypostatic unity

''f the Christ the two natures, di%'ine and human, possess divine

J'iiation. Edershcim, the eminent Jewish Christian minister and

Author of the Life and Times of Jesus the Jlessiah, in an appen-

•Jix to his monumental biography gives a long list of Old Testa-

'•K-iit passages messianically applied in ancient rabbinic writings.

•^luoiig them is not that of Isa. vii, 14, which is quoted by Matt.

'. '^j as a prefiguration of the virgin birth of Jesus, and as a

!'!''<lgo that in the latter case, as in the former, the divine promise

''f salvation shall be fulfilled. Parthenogenesis to Mary, as to

"«<"lern materialists, appeared to be in the category of irapossi-

''•hiios, until reminded that "with God nothing shall be impossi-
•''••'

" (Ltiko i, 3T). This at once classed it with the certainties. TTn-

'»»-lief often confounds the uncommon with the impossible. Yet
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Ernst Haeckel, the pantlieist, avows his scientific belief in tho

" non})arental generation of an organic individual, the origin of

an organism independent of a parental or producing organism." *

He argues, as does tiie late Judge Wright in his Genesis of Life^

that under suitable conditions organic forms of life have arisen

without organic parental predecessors. Tliis, he reluctantly con-

cedes, is " perhaps no longer possible." " Life can come from

life only" is the accepted dictum of modern science. And it is a

true one. But there was life in the creative ideas of God—ideas

immanent in the physical nature that the brooding Spirit had re-

duced to order—that embodied themselves in all tlie species of

paleozoic flora and fauna—" every plant of the field before it

was in the earth, and every herb of the field before it grew "

(Gen. ii, 5). The sublimest creative idea of the Father was that

of his Son, the God-man Christ Jesus. His omnipotence, coop-

erative with poAvers of purest virginity, gave birth to the central

being of the world's history—that Messiah who in relation to the

Father is the Son of God, and in relation to humanity is the Son

of man. This Avas miraculous, or extraordinary, manifestation of

divine power for worthy moral ends. The miracle is frequent

and familiar in Jewish history. And why not ? The divine Ar-

chitect and Organizer of all things, animate or inanimate, is free

as he is able to vary his methods of working and to introduce

new instruments suited to the accomplishment of his purposes.

His human son by the Jewish virgin—one with humankind by his

kinship, brother to us all, and yet different from us all by reason

of his sinless generation and character—is one with his divine Son

in consciousness of unity Avith God, spirit, moral character, aim,

and activity. In the unity of the dual Christ-nature " dwelleth

all the fullness of the Godhead bodily" (Col. ii, 9). The Christ-

life reveals the Father (John v, 17-47). As the Son is in all

spiritual and moral attributes, so is the Father ; as is the Father

so is the Son. " He that hath seen me hath seen the Father
"

(John xiv, 9).

The divine Sonship in the order of the Father's redeeming

grace necessarily involved the human sonship. Sin and suffering

are in the world. How they came the Old Testament records

narrate. Behind these records and into the realm of inscrutable

mystery wherein God's deep designs are shrouded it is not now
our wish to peer. How to remove sin and sxiffering from the

world—or, if that be altogether beyond human powei*, correlated

*Hifilor!j of Creation, voL I, p. 413.
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fc* it lis vithin time limits, how to convert sin- and suffering into

w, ww» of higher blessing—is a problem whose solution is of in-

jrru-ly .i;re:iter moment. Through the twofold sonship of Christ

is^i his redeeming work in that relation we believe that the

^-fttblem is entirely solved. The more deeply its contents are

.'.nJi.'d the more truthfully the nature and work of the Christ

fc/s apprehended, the more clearly does it appear that the divine

tSTolvcs tlie human souship, the more thoroughly demonstrable

rt-^ihe necessity of his [Christ's] mediation as a condition pre-

r«4cnt lo tlie hope of salvation to humankind."

All of humankind, arrived at years of amenability to law, are

ttaifu'd by sin, guilty before God, and under the curse of that

iw which saith: "The man which doeth those things shall live

l'^ thorn" (Rom. x, 5; Lev. xviii, 5), and **The soul that sin-

w ih, it shall die " (Ezek. xviii, 20). Consciousness of condemna-
uvn, exjKwure to just wratli, and the suffering which is the

^nf-vitable result of unconformity to the laws of that power which
'm.ikes for righteousness" is the common experience of our
^'-c. It needs an upright, wise sympathizer, whose love is as

fTK^at as his power; and both, to be efficient, must be unbounded.
h needs a sufficient redeemer, through substitutionary sacrifice

•^•f himself, iu view of man's relation to univei-sal, inexorable law.

1 i:is is the object teaching of JMosaic ritual and of sanguinary
"ffcring, the wide world over and throughout all time. This is

ti»f' d<>ctrine of the prophets (Dan. ix, 26; Isa. liii, 10), and it is

^^•o the doctrine of Him whom we intelligently and devoutly
'^veive as the Christ of God (Mark ix, 12; Luke ix, 22, 24,
-'•^ 27), the anointed to be the Saviour of the world. Did
'»<A. Lsaiah in glovv^ing strains predict the coming of such a holy,
•Jcriflcial, triumpliant Saviour ? All his writings—all the writ-

•-•P' of Isaiah, or of the two Isaiahs, if two there were—are a
riorious evangel of the sufferings of Christ and of the glory
RAl eliould follow. Such is the Christian, and such to a very
wi'le extent is the rabbinical, interpretation of them. Is not
1*4. ix, G, expressly applied to the Messiah in the Targum ?
'* ^''frc not also, as Edersheim affirms, "a very curious com-
''^<iit in Debarim R. 1 (ed. Warsh., p. 4a) in connection with a
^•k'-s'gadic discussion of Gen. xliii, 14, which, however fanciful,

»*"'-^kfs a Messianic application of this passage ; also in Bemidbar
• U ?" And what says Isa. ix, 0, 7: "For unto us a child is

"^"Ti, unto us a son is given : and the government sliall be upon
'•" Khoulder: and his name shall be called "Wonderful, Counselor,

13 FIFTII SEKIKS, VOL. X.
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The mighty God, The everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace.

Of the increase of his government and peace there shall he iw.

end, upon the throne of David, and upon his kingdom, to onlt-r

it, and to establish it with judgment andwitli justice from hentf-

forth even for ever. The zeal of the Lord of hosts will perforin

this." Here is the human and the divine sonship, the prophecy

of that dominion over faith and morals which becomes more ai*-

parent with the march of days, the manifold characterization di'

his oneness with the divine Father, the prediction of his ever-

waxing power and beneficence, of his ])erfect administrative agree-

ment with the will of Jehovali, and of the unerring judgment and

equal justice with which all the affairs of his kingdom shall be

directed. And of that kingdom—which is not of this world—there

shall be no end. Daniel's dream (Dan. vii, 13, 14) foreshadowed

what is now becoming more and more a glorious reality: " I saw-

in the night visions, ami, behold, one like the Son of man [a name

given to himself by Jesus of Nazareth, according to Matthew

thirty times, to Mark fourteen, and to Luke twenty-five times]

came with the clouds of heaven, and came to the Ancient of

days, and they brought him near before him. And there wa?

given him dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, that all people,

nations, and languages, should serve him : his dominion is an

everlasting dominion, Avhich shall not pass away, and his king-

dom that which sliall not be destroyed." This day is this proph-

ecy fulfilled before our eyes. Do not Kohler and Griitz an<l

Gottheil, and many other manly, magnanimous, and godly mas-

ters in Israel, speak of the Xazarcne in terms consonant with

part fulfillment of these inspiring foretellings of glorious bless-

ings yet to come ? Does not faith in the God-manifesting Clirist

generate love and issue in the glad obedience of countless lives?

Do not ever-ijicreasing multitudes of human beings feel the

expulsive, transforming power of this love—to them a new

affection ? So multitudes of those who are the kinsmen of

Clirist according to the flesh do eagerly testify. So vaster mul-

titudes of remoter kinsmen, yet kinsmen because human beings,

bear witness. "Li his name shall the Gentiles trust" (Matt, xii,

21; Isa. xlii, 1-b).

The God who created and preserves the human family, who

(for reasons that we may conjecture, but not here and now cer-

tainly know) permitted his earthly cliildren to fall into sin and

misery, himself provid.^s the Saviour, the all-sufiicient remedy

for all their ills. "God so loved the world, that he gave his only
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tv«n>iten Son, that -whosoever believeth in him should not perish,

tvui have everlasting life" (John iii, 16). This is the Magna

< 'hnrta of Christianity. " God was in Christ, reconciling the world

ur.!.. himself" (2 Cor. v, 19). There is no other Saviour; nor

coxxUX Christians possibly desire another or different one. There

Wis is and will be imminent, pressing necessity of this wondrous

tf.cdiation as condition precedent to human hope of salvation,

i'l.rist is "the Saviour of all men, specially of those that believe "

(i Tim. iv, 10). "If, when we were enemies, we were reconciled

ii» (iud by the death of his Son, much more, being reconciled, we

nhall be saved by his life" (Rom. v, 10). Our Jewish brethren

arc more indebted to the Christ of Christianity than they think.

Where he is most cordially and extensively received as Lord

ami Saviour they are coequals in all legal rights and privileges.

To liim is their salvability, like that of all men, due (Rom. v,

r.»-10). For all that is excellent in spirit and morals in the

>{<>nlcfiorcs, Schiffs, and multitudinous magnates of the Jew-

\A\ faith we are profoundly grateful. But could they see in

J-<us of Nazareth the promised Messiah—a Messiah for all—as

.<atil of Tarsus, Xcander, Edersheira, Sapliir, and innumerable

others have done; would they model their lives wholly by his

r\.-itnplc and accept that fullness of divine life which enters into

ftn.l abides in the soul through faith in him, then would their

lives be purer, sweeter, richer, and more fruitful of ever}' good

word and work. The future would be more attractive and

stomal life more blessed, because springing from and filling

I uger capacity. Such is the faith that is in us. Therefore we

Sjpreciate and share the spirit of the whilom persecutor, but then

tli-^tinguished apostle to the Gentiles, who wrote: " My heart's de-

sire and prayer to God for Israel i?, that they might be saved "

(ifora. X, 1).* Respectful of Jewish dignity and rights as of our

own, Ave cannot insult them by the slightest wish to force or de-

sire to beguile them into acceptance of Christianity. Keither is

«t in our power, nor if it were would it be exercised. Christians are

»iot made in either way; and any attempt would only yield results

5< barren as the attempt itself would be absurd. The Father, the

'^'>r\, and the Holy Spirit—in one word, the only and true God—ap-

I-<'al to the understanding and reason, and through them to affec-

ti'jn and passion, and through all to the free and sovereign will

J:» or.lcr to bring all men to knowledge of the truth and harmony
^itl> the divine will, and through these to realization of the high-

t"*t ultimate possibilities of humanity here and hereafter.
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THE ARENA.

EESPONSIBILITY FOR SIN.

Moral freedom is a postulate of moral character in created momi be-

ings. As of tlie structure 'and essence of their moral nature, it must bo

predicated of them all. In the acts of such creatm-es only can there be, iu

ethical sense, merit or demerit. A consideration of these truisms makes

evident that no act can be sinful which is not free. Hence, however evil

in itself, if the action of a moral being is conceived as under divine com-

pulsion, by that fact it cannot be sin.

One certainly may assume that if God could have made moral beings to

"whom sin was impossible he would have done so. That for heaven an<l

earth be did tbe contrary, the record proves. Sinless angels for odc

sphere and sinless men for the other were created, and they sinned. Hence

the conclusion that it was inherently impossible to create a moral nature

to. which sin would not be a possibility. This view is also emphasized by

the fact that Christ was "tried" and "tempted," as men are. Sinless-

ness, then, with freedom to sin, must be regarded-as the utmost extent

to which infinite power and wisdom could go, in the nature of tiic

creature, to prevent sin, if moral beings were created. IMoreover, as

their creator, God is to be considered as cognizant of the moml constitu-

tion and possibilities of action in these creatures, the work of his hand.

Therefore, directly to him are to be traced the conditions out of which

sin might come, and to the volitions of his moral creatures the acts by

which sin came.

How is this result ailected by the doctrine of God's prescience of sin ?

If foreknowledge of an act is to be conceived as compelling it, the palpa-

ble consequence is to destroy, its freedom. But with that also goes its

moral quality, and so its character as sin. Hence, in this conception of

it, prescience must be rejected. But if it be held to involve only cer-

tainty of action to which it relates, and not its necessity, then the doc-

trine becomes consistent with freedom, in which view moral quality may

attach to an act, though foreknown. The latter form of the doctrine,

therefore, is open to the freedomist. But if a necessitated act comes of

this foreknowledge, then he is driven to the theory of nescience. On

the old debate between certainty and necessity, as conditioned, one

or both, by foreknowledge, it need only be said that, in itself, either no-

tion is conceivable, and neither is capable of absolute proof. Prescience

with freedom seems to be at least as free of difficulty as nescience. Under

each God's responsibility for the existence of sin is obviously the same.

As respects a scheme of redemption from sin, however, the case is dif-

ferent. That, we assume, like the impulse to create moral beings, hail

its spring in God's love. On the theory of his prescience, the creation and

redemption of man should be complemeutal parts of one grand plan. But

•with nescience taken as true, salvation would be provided after the divine
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ia!a<l hAd been surprised by flie unwelcome fact of sin. Further, pre-

science and nescience appear to accord equally well witli God's hatred of

•jn »nJ his desire that his creatures should not sin ; or, at least, the harmony

U as perfect in the one view as the other—^unless we hold the necessitarian

option of foreknowledge. HisAli L. Sibi,et.

Marietta^ 0.

THE UNFAIRNESS OP SOME BIBLICAL CRITICISM.

PROPnESsoR Toy, of Harvard, in a recent article, severely condemns the

itfO of the Bible in ti>e pulpit, or rather its misuse, by the custom of de-

Uching a text from its context and appending to it a discourse upon an-

(Xbcr theme, as if the minister should say, "I call your attention this

morning to a passage from Scripture about which I shall not say anything

wluitsocver." He also deplores the ministerial habit of substituting for

tlM! historical and literal meaning of the passage a wholly modern and

fanciful interpretation. In both criticisms there is some truth. It is

Awuredly a lack of critical honesty to wrest a passage from its context in

llie Scriptures in order to use it merely as a catchword for our own re^

flections or fancies. It is no aid to clear spiritual perception to have con-

fused and ignorant impressions of the historical sense. We must lay

wide our preconceptions, our nineteenth century habits of thought, to

uoder^itand truly the primitive and rough-hewn men of the old scrip-

tural history of, indeed, the simple, untaught fisher-folk of the synoptic

pwpels. A true interpreter of Holy Scripture, above all things, should

be honest. He must honestly set foi-th what manner of men these were

whose lives are recordcd^herc, what thought they had of the Jehovah

or Elohim they worshiped, and what were their actual laws of conduct,

the relations between man and man then, and, a yet more crucial test, the

rrlntions between man and woman. He must not read our later morality

b<?t\veen the lines, nor gloss over *' hard sayings," nor shrink from any as-

certained truth because it contradicts our traditions. Truth is not served

even by well-meaning deceit. Yet, being honest in all things to the his-

tory ira,l meaning of the past, does he owe nothing to present truth ?

IlATe th<?se histories, these poems, these prayers no present meaning, no

piritual thought coirtained in the literal one, as th« perfect rose sleeps

*ithin the close shut bud ?

To treat the word of God thus, to limit it to one age and one genera-

tion, is obviously unfair, for these same critics would not so interpret any

other work. Even the myths and legends, the struggling thoughts of

»3ccs in their childhood, have within their rude and simple forms lovely

Rcrra-thoughts, only half understood by those who uttered them, but

which feed the imaginations of poet and artist to-day. Would any critic

demand that we should restrict ourselves to the confused, half-seen im-

pren&ions of the barbarian, and refuse to read the larger inner meaning as

truly there as the winged creature within the oval egg ? Or in studying
a great writer like oor English Shakespeare, because we ought to under-
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stand the conditions of the Elizabethan age, its ambitions and struggles
its coarseness of expression, its fermenting and vigorous life, its^tTme'
impress, and color, must we, therefore, force ourselves back into the ruder
mold of Elizabethan thought, tlie interpretation of his contemporaries,
deaf and blind to his merit ? I do not hesitate to say that if we do ue
will get little good out of our Shakespeare. We may learn the outsido
cut and fashion of his intellectual vesture; we will surely miss the inner
meaning, the spirit burning within, but throwing far-reaching light. And
shall we grant that Shakespeare has a word for us as well as his heedless
contemporaries, and declare tlie writers of the Scriptures mute save to
their own age, in the face of the fact that thousands of brains and hearts
to-day draw sustenance from them ?

The fact that a writer may not see the full meaning of his word does
not invalidate the reality of the meaning. It is not necessary, it is not
possible, that any true teacher should know the fullness of the truths he de-
clares. The old prophets, setting forth a higher sacrifice than the blood
of bulls and goats, could not know the height and depth of their saying.
All truth is living, growing, unfolding in its very essence. It is for man;
and the tongue of a child may stammer its syllables or the prophet and
sage proclaim its wisdom, each in a different fashion. And, though the
historical meaning and setting of a life is important, the vital and°essen-
tial meaning is the moral or spiritual truth which it teaches to us to-day,
read more clearly by the long education of centuries. True historical
criticism does not seek to cast the past adrift from the present, but to
show the living connection.

As an illustration we may quote a recent writer, who explains the mean-
ing of the words, " For the Son of man is come to seek and to save that
which was lost," as referring merely to the disowned publicans and sin-

ners of the Jewish race on whom the upholders of the law looked with
scorn. It is surely well to see the vivid picture of these race-aliens,
hating and hated by their own people. It gives a more piercing accent
to the pathetic words. But who that fairly reads the life of the Son of
man cannot see within this local and temporary meaning a fuller and
deeper spiritual one—compassion for these spiritually lost by alienation,
not from the Jewish race, but from the human brotherliood? Restricting
the meaning to its political significance is indeed false.to Him who broke
all barriers between man and man. A criticism which, in bold adherence
to the letter alone, is blind and untrue to the spirit of truth is no trust-
worthy guide to knowledge. Ella F. Mosbt.

Lynchhurg, Va.

ANSWERS TO PRAYER.

Are the answers to prayer preordained ? Are they prepared from all

eternity and kept on hand for the occasion when it arrives or when ac-
ceptable prayer is"offered ? That may seem to be a strange theory, and
yet we find it sometimes in speculative theology. But is it true ? Is
it scriptural ? Is it Arminian or Calvinistic theology ? 3Iauifestly it
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.<s,>n-« to the latter system, which predicates everything of divine sover-

, -niT and eternal decrees. Calvinism, as a system of doctrine, is a unit;

=-ri*culiar tenets, its fundamental principles, stand or fall together. If

y,A has "preordained one class of human events why not another, why

tl: all \ And, as the final result, we have full-tledged Calvinistic predes-

\ cjtion. How can God preordain the answer to a prayer and leave its

Kv-ri)t.HbIlity contingent ? If the cliaracter of a prayer be contingent, then

•.^r nnswcr to that prayer must also be contingent or uncertain. God can

.'.„lr f..reknow contingent events as contingent and uncertain; for if he

f *cknow3 them as certain, then they arc not contingent, but must come

is, pass. Docs the Bible anywhere teach this doctrine—that is, that

«;<xl has preordained the answers to all acceptable prayer? If so, where

U Ihc scripture proof ? We have been unable to find it and si-riously

doubt its existence. We do know of some passages which, to us, appear

!o trach directly the opposite, as, for instance, the case of Nineveh. The

wickedness of the people in that great city came up before God, and he

«»5 about to punish them. He sent the prophet Jonah to warn them

.1 their danger, that they might repent of their sins and thus escape the

t«-nalty. "So the people of Nineveh believed God, and proclaimed a

fi't, and put on sackcloth, from the greatest even to tlie least of them.

. . . And God saw their works, that they turned from their evil way;

«n<l God repented of the evil, that he had said that he would do unto

Ihom; and he did it not." Dr. Clarke says, "lie therefore changed

hi. purpose, and the city was saved." But if God had preordained to

answer their prayers, with a complete absolution of all their sins, then

the declared purpose to punish them was in conflict with the eternal pur-

|>*.sc to hear their prayers and to save them ! " And he did it not." If

tJod had foreseen their repentance and foreordained a gracious answer to

their praver, then it must follow either that God did not intend to punish

ibtm when he threatened to do so, or else that prayers, the answer to

which had been preordained, might not have been answered after all.

In this case the penalty was contingent upon persistent rebellion, and

the gracious deliverance must have been equally contingent upon the

frnvcr of penitence and faith, and neither was preordained.

iJut take another example, the interposition of Closes in behalf of the

i.lolatrous children of Israel when they made and worshiped the golden

•alf. It is written, " Tlic Lord said unto Moses, I have seen this people,

r.aa, behold, it is a stift-necked people: now therefore let me alone, that

my wrath may wax hot against them, and that I may consume them: and

I will make o*f thee a great nation. And IMoses besought the Lord his

<Jo«l, and said, Lord, why doth thy wrath wax hot against thy people,

Mh-.ch thou hast brought forth out of the land of Egypt with great

l«owcr, and with a mightv hand? Wherefore should the Egyptians speak,

Htid sav, For mischief did he bring them out, to slay them in the moun-

tains, and to consume them from the face of the earth? Turn from thy

tif-rcc wrath, and repent of this evil against thy people. Remember Abnv

him, Isaac, and Israel, thy servants, to whom thou swarest by thine owu
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self, and saiclst unto them, I will multiply your seed as the stars of heaTcn,

and all this land that I have spoken of will I give unto your seed, ami

they shall inherit it forever. And the Lord repented of the evil •whlcli

he thought to do unto his people." •' He tlioiiglit to do." He had in his

mind a purpose to punish them, hut "the L<jrd repented;" he changL-d

his purpo.se in answer to the prayer of Moses. Now, if the answer to

this prayer was preordained, then God did not really intend to destroy

this idolatrous people and to make of Moses a great nation. Was it u

false pretense? It does seem to us that, in the light of this tlieory of

the preordained answer to the prayer of Moses, the above narrative is

Uttle Ixitter than a caricature of the Deity. It represents him as being

very angry imd threatening to do terrible things, which he knew at the

time that he would not and could not do, because he had from all eter-

nity ordained a favorable answer to the prayer of Moses. If the answer

to this prayer was preordained it could not possibly fail to be given, and

in that case actual punishment was never impending. Was the fearfn!

threatening ail for effect? Was it intended simply to terrify the peopl<-

and prompt Moses to pray, so tliat. God might display his sovereignty, if

even it be at the expense of truth? We greatly prefer to believe that

God meant just what he said, that he did really intend to punish this

rebellious people with national destruction, and that he changed his

purpose in answer to the prayer of Moses. This change of purpose was

evidently wrought in the mind of God at the time, and not fixed by an

eternal decree. Here is a most beautiful and sublime example of the pre-

vailing power of prayer, and it should inspire us with confidence and

courage in all our approaches to God. William Major.

South Bethlehem, Pa. .

THE QUESTION OF "ZENAXA BAPTISMS."

A CASUAL glance at the difficulties that confront our missionaries in the

Orient, as sut;gested in an article under the above caption iu the last

number of the Revieic, might seem to present a civse of an irresistible object

coming in contact with an immovable one. But fortunately the case is not

so bad as this, for deeper reflection will prove that such a thing is im-

possible, as in physics, so in morals. It may safely be assumed, indeed, that

Christianity is irresistii)le. It must, and will, move on to the accomplish-

ment of its divinely appointed mission, for it is assuredly destined to be

the religion of the whole earth. But that heathenism, either in its relig-

ious beliefs and manifestations, or its social structure, presents an im-

movable barrier to its progress, no Christian believer can admit.

Truly, the question of providing baptism for women "who have become

Christians in heathen lands, where social customs of an inexorable order

immure them in zenanas," is "no small problem," and before it can be

solved something must give way; for the exclusion of women from the

public, whatever may have been the occasion of such a social eccen-

tricity at the beginning, is at variance with the spirit and teachings
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©f Cbristinnity, and as there can be no compromise of the principles of

\ A! Utter, the logic of the circumstance requires that the former shall

litUl. And why not ? It will not be the first, or onl}', instance wherein

"•••.K-inl customs of an exornble order," or even religious or political

tj . Miid-s and practices, have been disturbed or annihilated because they

tlil not harmonize with the ethics of the New Testament. We instance Ju-

4i*i»m, ]K)lygamy, slavery, etc. Whenever and wlierever they have existed.

vft tlKj introduction of Christianity they have been compelled, sooner or

UKT, to give place to its higher moral standard. xVnd this we conceive

n U- the fundamental idea of that aggressive system established by the

tJililcau Teacher, that it shall accomplish the reform of the iiuman race

ift every particular in which it is found to be contrary thereto.

>lu.st Christianity confess that "it is idle to force an issne with the

rw«Ujnj [purdah system of India] under present conditions ? " When
trill the conditions for the emancipation of the women of heathen lands

from their social bondage be more favorable ? There is no necessity

for, and we do not insist upon, any "sudden and severe modification " of

ilj« present social economy of those lands. Christ's kingdom can afford

tj po Blowly and give time for the "development of moral resistance to

jaisify the removal [eventually] of artificial restraints." Meanwhile, the

whole heatlicn community must be eflectually taught to believe and

know that Christianity does not endanger the purity of its homes nor

attempt " to lower moral fastidiousness among people " so lacking in

knowledge of the time principles of social etliics; and it is a sad mistake

tu place it side by side, in comparison, with that " freebooter in morals,"

Molianimedanism, in its relation to the most sacred of all earthly shrines

—the home. On the other hand, Christianity will not only liave in-

»lructod the heathen to revere the liome aivd to preserve it "inviolate,"

bat will have also so imparted the power of "moral resistance" to

i!» inmates as to render perfectly safe in general the association of the

MXC3.

The twenty thousand women in the zenanas of India who have espoused

Christianity, and are to-day "unbaptized by virtue of the embarrassment

of this social condition," are to be pitied on account of the privation they

Krc called to endure; yet their eternal salvation is by no means at stake,

tad should they die before the opportunity for baptism comes we can-

not believe that their souls would be lost. When in God's good provi-

«'eDce the barrier is removed, and they, or their children, or their chil-

drtn'g children, are emancipated, then, and not till then, will their duty

'jc imperative to publicly acknowledge their faith by seeking baptism.

The Clmrch need not teach nor allow "lay baptism" (not that baptism

" "a matter of indifference," nor yet that it is " a matter which requires

ihnt they must violate " any "sense of moral propriety and womanly de-

crncy);" but it may, and will, if consistent and faithful to its great Head,

tf^'h and insist that heathen women shall set aside, when it becomes pos-

•Jblc, "their standards of existing society." W. A. Carver.

ifcConncUsburg, Pa.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

TllE FOUNDxVTIONS STILL FIRM.

The press is teeming with speculations oa religious topics, especial! v

tliose relating to religious beliefs, "Wc are gravely reminded of the i:\c.

by clergymen and laymen who do not believe in the orthodox ideas of th-j

atonement, punishment, tlic person of Clirist, etc., with the inference that

therefore the old views are to be regarded as obsolete. The modern form
of putting the case is about thus: Rev. Mr. no longer believes in

endless punishment of the wicked ; Rev. Dr. has doubts on the sub-

ject of the divinity of Christ, etc. ; therefore orthodox views of Christian-

ity are declining, k. ievf names are thus made to go far, and the most
sweeping conclusions are based upon grouuds the most insufficient.

Suppose that all. whose names are thus paraded as authorities on these

questions reject the doctrines out of which they grew and take rank

among the liberalists of our time. What then ? The evangelical Church
of Christ was not built upon them nor founded by them. It existed loiij,'-

before they came upon the stage of action, and it will continue when they

cease to live. The truth is "built upon the foundation of the apostles and

prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief corner stone."

There has rarely been a period in Church history when the same argu-

ment could not have been used with equal force, and there has never been

a time when the truth of the Gospel has not marched right forward. It-

is one of the proofs of the credulity of this superficial age that so many
intelligent people are borne away from the truth by mere declarations of

subjective conclusions which rest upon no foundation of fact. The trutli

i3 that the thinking people of this country and of the world are not moved
away from the truth. The appeal of Scripture and of religious truth is to

the hearts and consciences of humanity in general. These beat as loyally

to the old theology as they ever did. The real difficulty is that so many
who are called to instruct them, mistaking the voice of magazine and

review articles for the voice of the people, neglect to feed them with the

truths which their hearts so earnestly crave. Wherever the pulpit is loyal

to the rich inheritance of truth handed down from our fathers there is

warmth and Christian life. Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of

thistles ? The truth must be sown in order that the truth may be reaped.

If the churches of our land were numbered to-day and the views of the

people were accurately taken the Church as a whole would be found as

loyal to Christ as ever. It is not true that the people of our Churches arc

drifting away. It is a figment of the imagination of them who would

have it so. So long as our people are true as they are there is little danger

from the attacks which are now behig made.

Xor is the scholarship of the country drifting away from the evangel-

ical faith. We have said that the people are loyal to their faith. We go a

step further and say that the scholars are loyal also. Far be it from us to
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I'prrcinte the talents of many who hold the views we here antagonize.

S , Mucstion is raised as to their conscientiousness or their ability. But

e.l.licttl scholarship is mainly orthodox, especially in England and Amer-

fc x IJishop Ellicott, the greatest of modern giunimatical exegetes, is in

5:.»rnony with the soundest evaugehcal teaching. So, too, are Lightfoot.

\"»!!"!mn and others. The biblical thought of our own country is almost

cstirt'lv oil the same side. "Where, however, says some one, is the scien-

t ?*,c thought of the times ? We answer at once, it is drifting—drifting as

l« ikcieiice, drifting also as to religion. Unstable as water, it cannot have

fcny force over the religious mind of our age which we can consistently

i.'rrpt as authoritative. Failing to answer the final questions which the

tr!is:ious world must ever ask as to the origin of sin, of goodness, and of

Ir'jK*; failing to give any satisfactory method by which a wicked world is

!o Ik! made better; failing to solve the deep problems of our higher nature

mhich have come up through all the ages, it cannot be regarded as a

imrJicr of religion.

What if many clergymen have wandered? Does that shake the fabric

of religion? Is not the edifice as perfect as ever? Are orthodox pulpits

-'r^titute of ministers, are orthodox churches empty? Are the churches

nili-a where a modified and, as they say, improved Gospel is proclaimed?

\j\ us estimate all that is claimed at its full value, but let us not be led

»way by false ideas as to the nature and strength of the inroads which

*r-: being made upon the Church. It is the constant weakness of our

alrcrsaries to misunderstand the forces on the side of the Church of

Christ. A supernatural religion will not be overthrown by natural causes.

Tlje faith of the Church is strong in the supernatural forces which uu-

'l<-rlie its progress. Those who have gone have not affected with disloyalty

tijose who remain. It still remains true that "the foundation of God

»tiadeth sure, havinj; this seal, The Lord knoweth them that are his."

NOTES OX HARMAN'S "INTRODUCTION," CnAPTERS III-Y.

TrrcsE three chapters have to do with the linguistic character of the

"!«! Testament, namely, its language, its manuscripts, and its versions.

Tlicse are logically presented, inasmuch as it is necessary to know the

"ri^'inal language in order to study its manuscripts or its versions. The

»tutlent of English who has never studied the classical or biblical languages

* ill find these chapters diflScult to comprehend, and he can scarcely ho]>e

to master them. Indeed, the classical student who is unacquainted with

fv-mitic languages will be embarrassed. The peculiar features of the

^mitic languages will in the nature of things be obscure to such pei-sons.

And yet every preacher ought to master the general facts which are prc-

'-•ntfd by the author.

The subjects considered in the third chapter are:

1- The language in which the Old Testament was written (p. 41).

2. The family of languages to which the Hebrew belongs, and what is

J::cludcd in that family (p. 43).
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3. The two fonns of Aramaic, namelv, the Syriac and Clialdee (pn

42, 43).

4. The peculiar features of the Semitic languages (pp. 43, 44).

5. The periods in biblical Hebrew (pp. 44, 45).

6. The scholars who have chiefly promoted the advancement of Hebrew
learning, and the books most valuable iu Semitic studies (pp. 46, 47).

It may be remarked that for the student of Semitic languages it is best

to begin -with the study of Hebrew, which combines simplicity with com-

pleteness in a way which will enable a student to grasp readily the general

principles of language formatioo that are found in the other languages

of the same family. It is a very easy road from a mastery of the Hebrew
to a knowledge of Syriac, and Chaldee, and Ethiopic. Arabic is more

difficult, and the student is embarrassed by its extensive vocabulary.

Chapter IV is devoted to " Tlie Condition of the Text of the Old Testa-

ment," and also gives a catalogue of the chief Hebrew manuscripts. It is

here to be noted that the Hebrew manuscripts are few in number as com-

pared with those of the New Testament, and the reasons are given by the

author for this fact. It is also to be noted that the existing Greek manu-

scripts are of a much earlier date than those in Hebrew. The student

should further note that the vowel pointings of the Hebrew are a late

addition, and should remark the influence of the IMasorites on the sacred

text. It must be borne in mind, however, that a manuscript of late date

may rqiresent a text of a veiy early date.

Of almost equal importance with the manuscripts of the Old Testament

is the study of versions (Chapter V). The value of the versions, both of

the Old and the Xew Testament, is well understood by the critical stu-

dent. Dr. J. A. Alexander's statement of the value of the study of the

Septuagint is equally applicable to the study of versions in general

:

In tbe first place, it Is an Important aid In determluln? the text of the Old Testatiient

(though often misapplied In this way), by showing how these old translators read it. In tlif

next place. It affords assistance In determining tbe sense, by showing how these eld transla-

tors understood It. In other words, it Is, when properly employed, a help both in criticism

and interpretation.*

The emphasis of this chapter is justly placed upon the Septuagint,

which is recognized as the most important of all the ancient versions. Its

chief importance arises out of a fact already indicated in tlie quotation just

given, namely, that " it is an important aid in determining the text." Its

use and abuse in this particular involve great principles and deserve more

extended mention than is possible in a brief space. The history of the

Septuagint, its character and authority, its text, the versions of Aquila,

Theodotion, and Symmachus, and its corruptions, are distinctly set forth.

The attitude of the Jews toward the Septuagint has been strangely incon-

sistent. There was a time when it was their Bible and was held iu high

esteem. Alexander says:

It . . . was hijrhly valued by the Jews themselves, until the virulence of antichrlstian

controversy led them to denounce It as an Inexac-t translation. . . . The violent revulsion 1"

* Notes on Keic Teetament Literature and Eccleaia^tlcal History, p. 07.
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. .K» f„« With respect to this Ume-houored version may be gathered from the

^ ^-^«'^^J^'^^"'^^^,ot the Talmud; for example, that darkness overspr^d

-l^.^ll^.^^l^rSrrd thkt the sm of mal^n. It was e^ual to the sin of mal.n«

'^ f i>^a calf.'

TV^ are now verv diverse views as to its value, some regarding it as

^! areprcsentation of an earlier Hebrew text and thus placing

'^r'uLxXgant value; others regarding it as valuable chiefly as a

"*
"orilellenistic Greek and because of its bearing upon the study

r;"tn' u of the New Testament. There can be but one inspired

..falthU is the original Hebrew. So far as the Greek translation

r. ; littpon the original we may profitably employ it
;
but xt cannot

r.: .'^itute'for the original, and it cannot by it-H co..^^tu e a suffi-

Xnt fttnhority for the existence of another supposedly purer ext ine

1- .r iiTcussion of the various texts and of the conupttons in he text

•;; .ovv hTthe Septuacrint cannot be an absolute and final arbiter as to

:^\ Id Torment Lt.^ The further discussion o^ the Targums, he

!::i!c translation, the Latin versions, Egyptian translations, etc., constx-

'^lt^X:^ "^- English stndent to obt.n a cl^ c.n.p

,.r. b^fixing these topics in outline clearly in the nund. m. part of

School will serve as a stimulus as well as impart informat on. It ^ d

'^w:hat lide reading is necessary in older to ^-^ ^^^ ^f

^

-..,lin, of the Holy Scriptures. It also shows the
^^^^^fJ^^f^^^^

. V.noJcd,e of Hebrew in order to a critical

^^^f'^ZllTJet
pr.l.UTn. confronting the Old Testament student. App^ances a o

«.n.crous for aiding those desirous of improvmg themselve.,
-J^t'Z I

-.1. department of languages, that any one of energy can lay - ^o-d^^;^^^^^^

*T ,reut value without interfering with his ^^'^-'^^y ^^^^^J^ave been
tk,n of these studies is especially incumbent on «-^^ ^^^

f^^/^^^^^^^^^
|

through a college or theological course. If, however,
^^-fl^'^^^^l^^

!

w. not possiblo-a careful study of H.tmu..^^Z^^^^
v,.,rU will do much to familiarize him AMth tne proiouuii ^

Holy Scriptures.

AJf IMPORTANT PAPAL ENCYCLICAL.

A HKCKK. encyclical of Pope Leo XIH, on ''The Study of tl. Holy

t^ripturos," is important because it has not ^^^^ ^"Pff
^,.'^''

'^'i^
m.a Cath;iic Chufch was particularly given to b.bbcal studie., e.peci.t ly

«o the study of the Holy B-iptures in the on,...!!^^^

<vclical is dated at Rome, >ovember lb, 189o, anU nas "
ms^t-e

h Cardinal Gibbons. We take from his summary the following pa.>a^e

«'f threat importance:

.-. Xni exhort, the priesthood of the Catholic Church a-ii-
iTdd^tonuX't^e

Kl-'at«, archbishops, and bishops, to whom the
If>" ''^-'^^V!n The oceThls desire to sc-e

tiJ-.-i. Two principal reasons imixil the pope to take ^''•^ ^;"P;
, ^^ for the use of

"VM clorlous source of revelation more safely^andmore^bimdantl^

•.Vote on Xcw TclamcnTI^i^i^^and Eccle.-iaetical History, pp.»*-W.
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the Lord's flock." The other is his imwilllnjamess to ** tolerate that the same should In an?
way be violated by those who either by impious daring opealy attack the sacred writluL'v . r

Imprudently are scheming new and fallacious doctrines.'" He refers his readers to2T!!!i.

Ill, IS, K: "All Scripture Is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, f. r

reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness : that the man of God may be per-

fect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works."

The maintenance that the Bible is a supernatural revelation is strouglv

insisted on, as is also a thorough study (jf the Bible by all the prelate--

and high officials of the Church. He thus assumes that tlie Bible is to In

the instructor of all svho hold authority in the Roman Catholic Churcli.

But he does not stop here. After citing the examples of the fathers of

the Church in favor of the study of the Scriptures the pope discusses tho

methods of study of the sacred oracles:

About twenty pages are filled with sp'.ioial regulations and provisions for the searching r.J

tlie Scriptures in the Catliolic schools, academies, and seminaries " according to the require-

ments of the times and the ttnixjrtauce of iliis department of study." The pope counsels a

more prudent and careful selection In the choice of the teachers and professors of this im-

portant discipline. He then lays down certain detailed niles for a thorough and scientific

course of biblical interpretation, which ought to l)e both compreben^ve and profound.

Adopting the VMlgi.ta, or recognized Latin version of tlie Bible, as the true and geuemllv

accepted te.xt-lXK'k, Leo XIII, upon the indorsement of St. Augustine, advises the use ami

study of the Greek and Hebrew originals of the New and Old Testaments respectively.

In what follows tt.e dogma of the Church Is considered, subject to its veriQcatioa by the

Bible and the authority of God's revelation in it, as interpreted by the divinely ordained

sacerdotal faculty of ecclesiastical teachers. These must be well vei-sed In oriental prul

classical lore and languages. They outrht to study the more ardently, and acquire the more

of secular as well as religious wisdom, the more the signs of the time and the advance of sec-

ular learning and scientific res*>arch sternly demand the apologetic exertion of the defensors

of the Christian faith and a keener critical acumen, sharpened by a stricter and more assidu-

ous application to hi-^torical and lingui-ttic studies.

The apparent conflict between biblical dtictrine and the discoveries of modern science.

faith, and knowledge Is referred to and denied. Natural and supernatural revelation, the

God of creation and the Lord of salvation, do not contradict each other. Besides, says I^o,

with St. Augustine, It must be remembered that the sacred writers, or rather " God's Spirit.

who Sfpoke throush them," did not intend to teach men things that were of no use for their

salvation. Tlie writer confirms constantly his assertions and pontifical admonitions by con-

current quotations from the fathers and the decrees of the Church, and after an eloqueut

peroration concludes his encyclical.

We cannot, of course, accept the statement that the Yulgate should be

accepted as a basis, for the original Hebrew and Greek Scriptures can

be the only solid foundation. But we may still indorse his plea for the

study of originals, and also his advice as to tlie character and capacity

of those who shall give instruction: " These must be well versed in ori-

ental and classical lore and languages." He further recognizes the neces-

sity of meeting the current antagonism to faith, and maintains that there

can be no real conflict between science and revelation. While there is

much as to the authority of the Church in interpretation which we

cannot accept, we cheerfully note this encyclical as one of the sign^

of the times and a movement on the part of Loo XIII which must be

of great advantage in the advance of that knowledge of God's holy

•word which is so essential in order that mankind may become " v.isc unto

salvation."
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AROHiEOLOGY AND BISLICAI. RESEARCH.

THE TEL-EL-AMARNA TABLETS.

Viewed from an nrchceological standpoint, the accidental discovery of

six: above tablets by some fellahin, or, more correctly, by a peasant woman,

1j one of the greatest discoveries of modern times. Xo records or momi-

iTiratH of Ibo past, of any kind, have yet been found which contribute more

Jooiir knowledge of the exact state of civilization at the period when

u.K Hebrews under Joshua invaded Canaan. For that reason they will be

wilcomed by every student of the Bible, and especially by those who rc-

CirJ it as the inspired word of God. These tablets contrast singularly

•A i'h previous monumental discoveries in Egypt, which are all almost, if

!.ol wliolly, silent concerning the sojourn of the Hebrews in that land,

:* well as concerning the exodus. If the identification of a few proper

r.aincs is established we have recorded in this correspondence found at

T.-1-il-Amarna a number of events corroborating in many ways the bibli-

r.d account given in Joshua. This becomes doubly significant when we

r. member it is generally agrc'cd by those fittest to judge that many of

thi^c tablets were written about 1500 B. C, or when, according to Ush-

er's chronology, the Israelites were wandering in the wilderness (com-

jarc 1 Kings vi, 1). They consist, for the most part, of dispatches to at

{f-A^i two, possibly three, kings of Egypt from petty rulers, governors,

kod consuls in Palestine, Phoenicia, and Syria, imploring immediate as-

Istance against the several nations in revolt against the Egyptian gov-

• mment. Several are from allies or friendly kings in Armenia, Babylon,

aad Assyria. Those from Armenia and Babylon are of a private na-

ture, matrimonial alliances being the chief subject discussed; while the

letters from Alasiya, probably Cilicia (compare "Elishah," Gen, x, 4),

are also friendly in tone and discuss, among other things, an extradition

treaty (see B. 31. 5*). They are generally addressed to the kings of

J-Sr}"pt, three of whom are mentioned, namely, Mimmuriya, Babylonian

f-r Xeb-Mat-Ra, or Amcnophis III; Xaphuriya, that is, Xefer-Chefcru-

I^ or Amenophis IV; and Manachbiiriya, that is, ^len-Cheferu-Ka,

<'r Thothmes IV. The first two kings have been identified beyond

if>ubt as Amenophis III and IV, Bczold, Budge, and others agree in

t-ii* with Professor Erman, of Berlin, who first established the fact.

The number of the tablets is not dcfuiitcly known, since quite a few wc-o

"• >!d to private parties. There are, liov.-cvcr, one hundred and sixty-six in

ihc museum at Berlin, eiglity-two in tlic British Museum, and at least sixty

in the Gizch Museum in Egypt. They are made of clay, varj-ing in color

«nd composition, showing that they were not made in one place. The
v.ritiug is also, though cuneiform, in several different styles. They arc

f'ctanguliir or oval in .shape, varying in length from two to eighteen

'ncbe?. Many of them are so damaged and broken as to be of little value.

• B. M. 5 means tablet iu the British Museum marked 5.
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Tel-el-Amarna was comparatively unknown till 1887, thougli the scien-

tific men attached to Napoleon's army in the Egyptian campaign discov-

ered there some objects of interest to archaeologists. The ruins of this

ancient capital are in a large plain on the eastern bank of the Nile, about

equally distant from Thebes and Memphis. Though its former glory ha,

long ago departed, Tel-el-Amarna uas atone time a city of great splendor

and the capital of Egypt. It is -well known that Amenophis III married

several foreign wives, one of whom is said to have been the celebrated

Queen Thi, probably a daughter of Sutuma, king of Mitani, that is, Ar-

menia, or a p>ortioa of it. Tl)ese foreign matrimonial alliances did not

increase the king's love for the national religion. Therefore the priests

of Amen in Thebes became displeased; for, as in the case of Solomon, these

foreign wives, with their foreign servants and courtiers, exerted, as might

be exjK'Cted, an influence upon the religious life of the court hostile to

the established Egyptian cultus. Amenophis m died when his son,

afterward Amenophis lY, was only thirteen years old. Brouglit up under

the guardianship of his mother, it is not strange that he, like his father,

married an Armenian princess, Taduchepa, probably his own cousin, the

daughter of Dusratta, Queen Tbi's brother. Influenced by his mother and

wife, he not only changed his religion, thus earning the title of " heretic

king," but also Lis own name, evidently because the first part of it was

the name of the Egyptian god Amen. ITcnccforth he is called Khu-en-

aten, " the glory of the sun-disk." He went still farther; he even trans-

ferred the seat of government from Thebes, which, with its great temples,

could not but constantly remind him of the old religion. It is very re-

markable that the change from polytheism to monotheism took place

about the time when the Hebrews were in Egypt. That Queen Thi was a

woman of great influence and power is sufiiciently attested by the sculp-

tures and other works of art in the rock-hewn tombs and iu several places

in and around Tel-cl-Amarna. The discoveries made here during the past

few years, by Dr. Petrie and others, prove that the reign of Amenophis IV
was one of great splendor, luxury, domestic happiness, and idyllic love,

no less than of great efleminacy—just such an age as would render the

conditions of things described in these tablets possible.

ITiough the Tel-el-Amarna tablets were discovered in 1887 and were sold

in 1888, and though several distinguished scholars have been working

hard to decipher them, it must be admitted that there has not yet appeared

any translation in eveiy way complete and satisfactory. Several transla-

tions or abstracts of a portion of tliese letters have been made by "Winck-

Icr, Bezold, Budge. Sayce, and others. " Sayce," writes Professor P. F.

Ilarper, of the University of Chicago, "as usual has made translations;

and Sajce translations, as usual, cannot be regarded as reliable." This

criticism may seem a little hard; but certainly it would have been better

for Professor Sayce's reputation had he manifested less haste and more

thoroughness in what he calls his tentative translation. One edition after

another of the lic^rds of the Past contains corrections of some former

translation. Some of his renderings are not only meaningless, but ridic-
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tiou*. Take the following, pointed out in an English review. It is from

xhr nrtflimititio" against Aziru, the son of the king of the Amorites: " If

t}>>u »rt a servant of the king in verity, why dost thou not eat his stom-
\

»r!» U'forethe king ?" * Major Conder translates the same passage: " If •

\\>'\\x urt, as is assured, the servant of the king, how is his cutting off law-
{

?ul in the sight of the king ? " Professor Sayce mistook also the age of
j

\>x tablets (though he has since corrected himself) and ascribed them to i

>< biichudnczzar's time. These things are said simply to warn students !

t<i< to place too great reliance upon " Sayce translations " unless supported '

\i\ some competent authority. Major Conder, the veteran explorer and

writer on Bible lands and biblical archa^olog}-, is the first to publish any-

tJiing like a complete translation. His renderings are often stiff, stilted,
i

isnitliomatic, and probably incorrect in places; yet it is not likely, as he

».»)-« iu the preface to his book, entitled The Tell Amarna Tablets, that

"the general result or the historical value of these most important texts

«ill be affected." He continues: " I may at least claim that the language

in which they are written is the mother tongue of that Syrian dialect which

Kcame known to me by speaking it daily for seven years."

\\\- far the most interesting are the one hundred and seventy-six tablets

from Palestine. A large number of them are from southern Palestine,

and not less than six from Jerusalem. If Major Condcr's views can be

iiib<tantiated at least three kings are mentioned who figured prominently

in the war with the Hebrews on their entrance into the promised land.

These are Jabin, king of Hazor, Japhia, king of Lachish, and Adouize-

Uck, king of Jerusalem. Even then were it impossible to prove them

the same as those mentioned in Joshua it would be of interest to compare

the two records. In B. M. 50 we have :
" To the king, my lord, etc., thus

tays Japa'a, the chief of the city of Gam [Gezer]." In Josh, x, 33, we

read that Joshua smote Iloram, the king of Gezer, who had come to the

help of Japhia, king of Lachish. In a country so full of petty kings it is

very possible that Lachish and Gezer were both ruled by Japhia, and that

Horum was simply a sub-ruler under him. B. 48t has the following:

" To the king, my lord, by letter, thus says Jebaenu [Jabin], chief of the

city Ilazura [Hazor]." The reader will notice that the consonants are

i'hntical in these two sets of words, and that we arc told in Josh, xi, 1,

10, 11, that Joshua took Hazor and smote Jabin with the sword. The

identification of Adonizedek, king of Jerusalem, killed by Joshua, is not

•o fully established. The name of the king, as found in the letters from

Jerusalem, is generally transliterated Abdhiba. It may seem strange to

«>me readers that there could be any doubt about the correct forms of

lliese proper names," or that there could be any confusion. Let us remem-

•>cr that the cuneiform script is not in letters, but that the signs represent

sounds no less than ideas. Thus names are not always written in sylhibles,

Init by ideograms, like the various signs in mathematics. Professor Sayce
^

iiliistrates as follows: " In English, the ideograph -f- may be pronounced

• See liccordi nf the Past, new series, vol. v, p. 92.

+ B. stands for Berlin, and this is tablet marked 48 in the Museum at BerUa.
20—FIFTH SEKIES, VOL. X.
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j>lu8, added to, or more.'''' Hence the different spellings so common in

proper names from ancient Egyptian and Babylonian monuments.

In the letters from southern Palestine, especially those from Jerusalem,

a people called the 'Abiri play a most prominent role. They are said to

have come from Edom, for the king of Jerusalem writes (B. 104\
*' They have fought against me as far as the land of Seeri [Seir]; " and

again (B. 103), " Thej have fought all the lands that have been at peace

with me." Still in another letter (B. 109) he sends this plaintive mes-

sage :
" Truly we are leaving the city of Jerusalem ; the chiefs of the gar-

rison have left without order." Tablet B. 101, from Keilah, informs us

that the 'Abiri had destroyed thirty temples of the Amoritish gods.

This shows that the 'Abiri acted precisely as the Hebrews were wont to

do. One line in B. 102 is of great value, if Conder's translation is cor-

rect. He renders it, " They have prevailed, they have taken the fortress

of Jericho." There can be but little doubt that the 'Abiri are the He-

brews of the Bible. The two names are almost identical, and the events

described in the tablets and in Joshua have much in common. Some ren-

der 'Abiri "allies," meaning the Babylonians. But Egypt and Babylon

were at peace at this time, and the Babylonians had refused to join the

northern revolt against Egypt. The 'Abiri came from the south; they

are not even mentioned iu the northern letters. Besides, another word

is used for " allies." Finally, the initial sign corresponds to the Hebrew

ayin (j»), as in njy, Gaza, not cTieth (n).*

The Egyptian soldiers left Palestine just about the time of the Hebrew

invasion. We read (B. 103): " The 'Abiri chiefs plunder all the land.

Since the chiefs of the Egyptian soldiers have gone away, quitting the laud

this year," etc. Tiiis confirms the fact, already known, that since the

time of Thothmes I there had been Egyptian garrisons all along the coast

as far as Beyroot, and thence east to Carchemish on the Eujihrates, and that

Thothmes HI, after the defeat of the Hittites and Phoenicians, had occu-

pied central Palestine. This perhaps explains why the Hebrews selected

the desert route. While they were in the wilderness there was a general

uprising of the northern nations tributary to Egypt. It is very possible

that there may have been civil war in Egypt at this time, occasioned by

the king's repudiation of the national religion; for it is not likely that

the powerful hierarchy at Thebes would submit without any resistance.

If this supposition be true it will be seen that this was a favorable time

for the powerful Hittites and other nations, which Tliothmes HI had sub-

dued, to throw off the Egyptian yoke and drive its soldiers out of' their

countries. Be that as it may, the Tel-el-Amarna tablets, if we have read

them correctly, show that the Hebrew invasion of Palestine took place

when the Hebrews were in no danger of resistance from their greatest op-

pressors, at a time when there was a general uprising all over the Egyp-

tian empire, and when the several tribes wlio occupied Palestine had been

greatly weakened by internal wars among themselves.

"* See Conder's Tell Amarna TaUcts, p. 141.
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MISSIONARY REVIEW.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL MISSION INCOME.

The diitcrences in the methods of tabulating the incomes of the several

tsiwionary societies often makes it very difficult to institute comparisons

mhicli ivrc both desirable and us ful. The Presbyterians and Congreca-

!;<-»nalist8 include in their receipts the moneys raised by the woman's

U*a1s of their denominations. Tlie Methodist Episcopal Slissionary

Svioty accounts only for what goes to its own treasurer, each woman's

«f<Jety having a separate treasury and disbursing its own funds. There

%:t, besides these, two societies reporting separately, those of the Build-

jrjj and Transit Fund, originated by Bishop Taylor, and his African

Kond, each independent of the other. Now, if we add these incomes

t'V^ther we will have the following result: Regular receipts of the treas-

orrr of the Missionary Society for the year ending October 31, 1893,

|l.lf>6,G08; receipts for "contingent appropriations" and "special gifts,*'

|J*>.OCO; Woman's Foreign Missionary Society, $277,289; the Bishop

T»ylor African Fund, §39,676; the Transit and Building Fund, §15,000;

Woman's Home Missionary Society, in cash, .$130,000; the whole making a

pmnd cash total of $1,693,633, exclusive of $77,000 worth of "supplies"

(parts of which were cash) of the Woman's Home Missionary Society.

How much of this goes to foreign missions is not precisely determina-

Mc except by a little ciphering. The treasurer of the Missionary Society

I'sid out last year $676,107 to the foreign missions directly. But as fifty-

Cfp per cent of the appropriations are given to foreign missions it is fair to

cJ;»rge up that proportion of the office and incidental expenses to this part

cf the work. This would add for last year fifty-five per cent of $118,714.
If. however, we take but fifty per cent, it gives to the foreign account

I'0,3.'i7 more. There is still another small item which is outside of both
tU'se accounts, as per the treasurer's books, that of $8,900 for salaries of

Kii'^sionary bishops. But we must add the Woman's Foreign Missionary

^'ciety's income, already stated, and the two Taylor funds, which are

exclusively foreign in their use; and thus we get for foreign missions

H. 070,329, omitting the foreign part of the "contingent" and "spe-
<:ial" appropriations of $35,060.
Hut what of the current year 'i We hope the depressed condition of

*"<? finances of the country will not cause any falling off of the income
"f these societies. The Missumary Chronicle, of London, is the organ of

"^ rx)ndon Missionary Society, which proposes to celebrate its centennial

»nnivt'rsary in 1895; and the Chronicle recalls the fact that it was amid
"'p wreck and ruin in the commercial circles attendant on the disasters

.

the French Revolution that the society was organized. Carey began
'^ foreign missions in the midst of a financial panic. As a matter of
''^t, there is no more reliable factor in the financial world than the income
*"• the Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church. It is this
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that has made its credit sound enough to borrow, in emergencies, a Imlf

million of dollars from the banks, without giving mortgage securities on its

property. But" the chances are that there will be a good deal of unmual
self-denial necessary if the income shall be advanced within this financial

year. But the Church has this cause on its conscience and heart as it has

no other form of organized benevolence, and will strive to honor the trust

of the General Committee as expressed in its appropriations.

AMERICA A MISSION NATION".

There is food for thought in the utterance of George Smith, LL.D.,

of Edinburgh, Scotland, in one of his lectures at New Brunswick,

N. J., to the effect that the foreign politics of the United States of

America are foreign missions. Dr. Smith is the Convener of the Free

Church of Scotland. jMissionary Society, was once editor of the Friend of

India, and for a long time was intimately associated with the Scrampore

Mission. Dr. Smith's thought was the high vantage ground of American

Churches as world-evangelists. "In the whole development of mankind

during six thousand years there has been only one people and one land

ready-made, as it were, to be itself free and, to all beside, the apostle of

liberty in its highest form—the freedom which is in Christ Jesus. . . . The

Americans were from the first prepared to become the chief messengers of

Christ to the human race."

These is much besides encomium in this statement. It presents a view

of our opportunity and responsibility which, there is much reason to sus-

'pect, has not been adequately grasped by the Christian public of this

coimtry. A map on a ^lercator's projection which places the Americas iu

the center will show at a glance that the United States is on the high-

way of the world's travel. The shortest route from London to Australia,

for instance, is across the United States. Europe is nearer to India by

any route than is America; but all of eastern Asia—Japan, China, and

Korea—is separated from us but by a Pacific lake, bridged by an easy

ferry, European missions enter into the policy of aggrandizement of

every European country, and are thus hopelessly entangled with European

politics. America seeks no geographical extension, and does not even

apprehend that missionary advance is allied with the increase of her com-

merce. Missions from America have, therefore, the unmixed meaning of

unselfish benevolence which none apprehend more quickly than the hea-

then themselves. Thus America not only represents the evangel of Chris-

tian liberty, but her missionaries have a "clearance" for every spot on

the globe. The opportunity involves the responsibility.

That a thousand Japanese should be converted on our Pacific slope

within a few weeks and admitted to the ]\Icthodist communion, that

twenty thousand of India's people should ask baptism at our hands in a

single year, and that other thousands in China are seeking admi'^sion to

our altars, is the providential indication that, for a.^, the hour has struck.

It is for such a time we have come to the kingdom.
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OUR MISSIONARY METHODS IN THE CHURCHES.

TiiK ifetfiodist Recorder (London), calling attention to the action of the

Wr»Ii'yun Conference in reference to some newly instituted measures for

ioijiiring the churches in behalf of missions and advancing the coUec-

tloa« for the same, says:

11"^ BiKilonary secretaries have opportunely called the attentioa of superintendents and

ffruH Quarterly Meetings to the decision of the last Conference on the subject of Circuit

K.»i.>nary Committees. In order to bring the affairs of the Foreign Missionary Society into

t^^t ri'latlon to the circuit and under more careful supervision, a committee Is to be ap-

»t.i:.Unl annually In each circuit, by the September Quarterly Meeting, of persons specially

K-trri'stt-d In the work of foreign missions, aud i^ to have entire management of all matters

lirv^iiichuut the circuit which affect the interests of the Mi--sionary Society. A report of iu

(^<Ti^fi, with an audit of the accounts and the amount of remittance made by the treasurer, is

to tw made to the September Quarterly Meeting. "We do not know anything which is more

Ct*:r to infuse vigor into circuit missionary affairs than this quiet piece of legislation, if

ffiJjr the committees be wisely selected. No pains ought to be spared in this. Especially let

Mii-n bo an energetic lay secretary elected.

In this connection we are constrained to ask for a special reading of

Tamgraphs 353, 358, and 360 of the Methodist Discipline. It will be

*cvn that we have long since incorporated substantially these same features

ir.to our economy. They will be found to be efficient iu the exact ratio in

which they are exercised. But, to quote Sir William Jones, "Laws are

i>l no avail without manners," which means that they will be of no bene-

Crjal effect unless the people can be brought to the disposition aud habit

of conforming to them. In our economy it is incumbent on the presiding

elders and pastors to bring the people to this disposition and habit.

SUGGESTIV^E FIGURES OF THE LAST IXDIA CENSUS.

There are a good many anomalous facts stated in the last census of the

British government in India. Among these is that there are six millions

more of the male sex in India than of the female sex. Usually we have
t<» account for the relative disproportion of males to females in the coun-

tnt.>s where a census is taken with any accuracy. This is attributed to

the exposure of men to wars, the perils of the sea, or other dangerous
6nd deadly occupations which full to men rather than to women. But
there is the reverse problem in this case. It is more than suggestive of

the thought that the British government is not able to arrest female in-

fanticide in its eastern empire. The census-taking of India was one of

the marvels of modern organized action, the census of the whole empire
having practically been taken simultaneously at the same hour. Hence
there is liitle reason to suspect its accuracy. But as the zenana is always

protected by a species of inviolable privacy it is barely possible that the

fount may not have been as perfect for women as for men. On the other

hand, an ignorant apprehension as to the uses for which the census might
•x! employed would be as likely to lead to falsifying the number of males
*^^ well as of females.

Another condition anomaUius to Europeans is that the numbers of
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married men and women are substantially equal, which shows that, not-

withstanding the religious approval of polygamy, the mass of the people

are monogamists. Other contrasts are suggestive also. There are over

twenty-one million more unmarried men than unmarried women, while

there are sixteen million more women who are widowed than men who
are of this class. The widowei-s remarry in many cases; but here are

twenty-three millions of widows, old and young, including child-widows.

who are debarred from remarriage. The pathetic part of this lies in the

destiny of Hindoo widows and the youth of many of them. There are

10,165 widows under four years of age; 51,870 from four to nine yeai-s;

140,734 from nine to fourteen; 280,942 from fourteen to nineteen; and

545,465 from nineteen to twenty-four years old. Of those that are more

mature now a large proportion were widowed at a much earlier age. The

illiteracy of the female population would be a source of alarm in any civ-

ilized State. No less than 127,726,768 are returned as illiterate, and only

543,495 as literate; and, still worse, only 197,002 are under instruction.

If^this mass of women is ever to be elevated there is vast work for some-

body, and it will be no afternoon's task.

It may seem discouraging to note that there are sixteen million more

non-Christian people in India than there were ten years ago, while there

are but 2,284,380 Christians returned for all India, of which the Church

of Rome counts 1,315,203, the ancient Syrian Church 200,467—leaving

l}ut 768,650 to represent the numerical result of a century of Protestant

work. But we must never forget the ratio of increase, which is always an

important feature of such estimates. The Protestant Christian ligures

were, for 1830, 27,000; for 1850, 102,951; for 1870, 318,303; for 1880,

528,590; and for 1890, 708,050. If anything like this ratio of advance

can be kept up the gain must be very marked in the next fifty years.

Nor must we ever forget that these systems of error are being con-

stantly undermined. If there are more Brahmans there is less Brahman-

ism. Let us bear in mind, too, that the stream of new births, in this

country in particular, adds to missionary opportunity. The progress of

Christianity in India has been greater within the century than during the

first century in the Roman empire; and there are many more Christians

in the world to evangelize India than there were ten years ago.

The magnanimous offer of the brethren who have in charge the Transit

and Building Fund, inaugurated by William Taylor in aid of self-support-

ing missions in South America, by which they tendered to the Missionary

Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church the work and property that

had been accumulated in Chili, subject to conditions which the Gen-

eral Committee felt they could accept, means not only a gain of two hun-

dred thousand dollars' worth of property, more or less, to the Missionary

Society, but the other advantage of contributing to the solidarity and uni-

fication of missionary administration. Friends of this mission can favor

it thrpugh the regular Missionary Society.
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.

rriediich Spitta. He stands among the foremost of the theological

fwultv at Strasburg. lie is well prepared by scholastic training, by

.'.aiuful talents, and by long practice to exercise the office of a New
T<-»»rtmcnt critic. He is courageous in the expression of his opinions,

Tci i-nreful to conciliate, so far as possible, the minds of the more con-^

Kfvative, from whom he often differs so widely. On account of the

T^^t interest awakened during the last few years in the criticism of the

Ai»)calypse, and because he has risen to the rank of a first authority on

the subject, it may be well to give his views. He denies {Die Offenl>arung

<ftt Johmines—The Revelation of John) the unity of the book, claiming

thit, while the language throughout differs materially from that of other

jKvrta of the New Testament, this alone does not prove its unity. He be-

lii-res that it is a compilation of Jewish and Christian apocalypses. The

GnjnilnchritX lie takes to be the Christian portion, including the seven

cj)istles to the Churches, and several other of the more favorite passages.

IVjides this there. are two Jewish apocalypses apparent, one composed in

llic time of Pompey, and another in the time of Caligula. Besides these

clnnents there are the additions made by the redactor who brought all

thtse portions together in the time of Trajan. The Christian Apocalypse

1>» supposes to have been composed by John JIark about a decade prior

to the destruction of Jerusalem. He thinks it likely that the redactor

did not suspect the Jewish origin of the non-Christian elements of the

work he gave to the world. The redactor has done his work so well

that it is only by the closest scrutiny that we would suspect its com-

p-jsite nature. Spitta thinks that his view is not only justified from the

iiand point of biblical science, but also that he does not deserve to be

cx«t out from the fellowship of the saints because of his conclusions. In

the first place he has done his work in the interest of Christianity and the

Church. Besides, he compares his conclusions with those of Luther and

2-.vingli, and finds that while they judge the Apocalypse with such severity

M to give it no place in their New Testamen the has clearly proved the

Christian origin of at least a portion of the book. He thinks, furthermore,

th.-il he has done a good service to religion by making clear which

l>ortions are of Christian origin and which of Jewish, to say nothing of

'he simplification of the apocalyptic problem for the ordinary reader. It

will 1)0 noticed that, while Vischer makes the Grundschrift Jewish, Spitta

»n:ikcs it Christian.

Hermann Weiss. The theologians of Germany generally have the repu-

'>ti(>n of being specialists in the most restricted sense. Yet it must be

^'-lid thut niosrof them are capable of treating a great variety of themes.

^Vciss, although a professor of theology at Tubingen, is called upon to
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•write a work on Christian Ethics {Einleitung in die christliche Ethik)

for the collection of theological text-books, of which Harnack's Dog.

mengescMchte forms a part. This places him at once among those of tlie

first rank in German thought. It may be well, therefore, to confine our

representations of him to his views on Christian ethics. Of these we can

only touch upon anthropology. He affirms that in every individual there

is a religious as well as ethical predisposition and capacity. So far as

religion is concerned this capacity must not be confounded with the con-

science, however closely they may be related to each other. Conscience

is indeed the voice of God in the soul, but it is incapable of producing

confidence in GoJ. For this a religious capacity of another sort is im-

peratively demanded, which as really as the other is in man's nature.

True morality can only be developed in connection with true religion.

But while he asserts an innate capacity for religion in man he denies that

the natural and spontaneous development of this capacity would ever

cause man to attain the goal of his religio-ethical destination. For this

the" continual educational influences of the divine Spirit are necessary.

This is proved not only by the heathen world, but by the constantly re-

curring condition of error and sin in the whole human race. This shows

how absolutely necessary for the establishment of the religio-ethical con-

sciousness and life is a special revelation from God. The experience of

Christendom teaches that from Jesus Christ, especially as portrayed in his

word, and not from the development of an original capacity, proceed the

specifically religious and moral renewal and perfection. But this does not

prove any contradiction between the revelation of God and the natural

religious capacity of mankind. Here we have a side of human nature

which has not been studied with sufficient care. The majority of theolo-

gians have been content to investigate the attributes and powers of God,

but have neglected those of man upon whom divine influences operate.

"Weiss has gone into this department of investigation with all the zeal of

a scientist, and yet with all the reverence of a sincere Christian. The

profound remark of Augustine that the soul was made for God and can-

not rest until it rests in God is constantly proved to be true, and the ene-

mies of Christianity should take note of the fact.

Daniel Volter. His chief prominence is due to his views of the Apoca-

lypse in his ^'nis^^^y/iy der Apocalypse (YhQ On^m of the Apocalypse).

It is through his researches that the more careful study of the Apocalypse

has been pushed with such energy during the past ten years, giving rise to

so many theories, and raising the criticism of this book to as great prom-

inence, althougli not to so great importance, as "Wellhausen's theories lent

to the criticism of the Pentateuch. No better illustration can be found

of the extent to which the critical spirit will lead one who gives himself

up to it than that furnished by Volter. The most recent criticism of the

Pauline letters has been noticed previously in these pages. Volter is one

of the most radical. A professor in a Dutch university, he took his
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i-tt concerning the Pauline epistles from the Dutch professors Loman

a.1 I'icrs^on, and the Swiss theologian Steck. But he is more radical

*Cn any of his teachers. Not only docs he reject the principal Pauline

Uttrn along with the smaller ones, but he rejects the Acts of the Apos-

• 'rt as well. Nevertheless, he holds {I)ie Kompositioii der Paulinischen

ilivplbrU/e—The Composition of the Principal Pauline Letters) that

K..«nans contliins a Pauline element which he can distinguish. Following

iff the portions which he designates as Pauline: i, 1; i, 5, 6; i, 7;

J 1-17; chapters v and vi (except v, 13, 14; v, 20, and vi, 14, 15); chap-

j'rr» xii,' 13; XV, 14-32; xvi, 21-23. The great reason which he gives for

•,'.c iK-lief in the spuriousness of tlie Pauline letters is that the Paul of

;U..5C letters is an impossible character judged by the laws of develop-

n-xnu lie thinks him isolated from original Christianity and without

ititlut-ncc upon the age immediately following. He is a phenomenon

mWxrh, instead of making clear the early history of Christianity, renders it

inexplicable. But we shall understand this better when we see how Y61-

UT suras up the views omitted from the letter that he has reconstructed,

la it he finds no speculative construction of the person of Christ. There

i« no hint in his Romans of the preexistence of Christ, nor of two natures

*iihin him, but he appears as a man only. Here the real reason appears

f.if the rejection of the other portions of the Epistle to the Romans.

(;iad indeed will be the day when men who profess to be purely scien-

t;:k theologians shall be able to carry on their investigations without pre-

luppositions which invalidate their results.

rp:cent theological literature-.

"Geschichte des Spanischen Protestantismus " (History of Spanish

Protestantism), by C. A. Wilkens. The history of the Reformation in

Spain during the sixteenth century is scarcely at all known to the general

rcn.ler, except through the history of the Inquisition. Wilkens has made

himself master of the subject, and has produced a work of great interest

i^ail beauty. He treats the theme with all possible brevity, but givesthe

fno<t weighty and characteristic features of this section of Spanish Church

history. °His work is increased in interest and value by the fact that he

Joes not confine himself so closely to his subject as to ignore Spain and

thf Spanish people among whom the scenes are laid, but describes laud-

'<^apo8, localities, customs, politics, science, art, and important Spanish

J< -i.lcn., thus surrounding his subject with an air of concreteness other-

«i«e impossible. There is a refreshing fairness in liis treatment of the

principal characters of the Sjianish Reformation. He does not try to

f^iakc them appear greater than they were; and so far as they are

JU'^tlv censurable by their Roman Catholic slanderers he does not

•undertake to defend them. In his sight the justness of their cause does

not excuse their excesses. On the other hand, he does not treat with

unnecessary harshness the leading personalities of Romanism during the
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period. He appreciates whatever of excellence he sees in Spanish Roman
Catholicism, while judging the doctrines according to the principles

of the Reformation. In other words, he refuses to pay back the Ilouian-

ist historians in their own coin when they abuse and slander everythinj^

Protestant. Isevertheless he does not fail to give the facts of the history.

His work will in this respect prove unsatisfactory to the partisan, auil

may give comfort and even encouragement to the enemy. Roman Catho-

lics are strangely incapable of gratitude for a spirit of fairness exhibited

toward them. They are so wanting in magnanimity and so implacable

that they will accept any advantage which that spirit may show them,

but they will employ the advantage to destroy the one who affords it.

The chivalric honor of knighthood may not safely be attributed to the

Roman controversialist. But the true historical spirit has undoubtedly

been caught by the author, and his work will be appreciated accordingly.

"With all its mildness it exhibits in a fearful light the cruelty and un-Christ-

likeness of the Roman Catholic Church, which claims exactly to represent

Christ on earth.

" Der Paulinismus des Irenasus" (The Pauliuism of Irenseus), by Dr.

Johannes Werner. The question here discussed has to do with the im-

portant problems of the canonization of Paul's epistles and the introduc-

tion of the Pauline theology into the Christian world. The conclusions

of the author regarding the first of these are as follows: The first to use

the Pauline epistles comprehensively in his writings, and as canonical,

was Ireuaeus. These letters have indeed hitherto been reckoned as Paul-

ine and estimated accordingly, but had not been reckoned as Holy Scrip-

ture. While gnosticism undertook to employ these letters as sacred

Scripture in its own interest the Church was compelled to do the same;

that is, the Church must turn the weapons of gnosticism against gnosti-

cism. The Pauline epistles thus became canonical by being employed as

such from necessity, not from conviction. The apostolic authority of

Paul was undoubtedly held by Irena^us, but out of dogmatic considera-

tions. It rested upon tlie leveling of the individualities of the apostles

in the interest of the ecclesiastical tradition. It is independent of the

historical Paul as he appears in his letters. Consequently Irena^us did

not understand the individuality of Paul, but conceived him as dogmatic

interests required he should be. Xotwithstandiug the mass of Pauline

citations in Irenaus, it must not be concluded that he was penetrated

with Pauline ideas. The investigation of tiiese citations rather proves

that they were employed in the interest of antignostic unity, the mystical

and moral tendencies, and the eschatological inclinations of Irena-us. For

these purposes Pauline ideas wore cited, explained, and misunderstood.

On the other hand, the citations hardly touch the specifically Pauline

ideas of the plan and nature of salvation, and the measure of properly

understood and genuine Pauline thoughts is very small. What Irena'us

took from Paul corresi)onded with his own standpoint; but this was

not essentially influenced by Paul. The result of all this is that we must
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«ot suppose the letters of Paul to have been canonized by the choice of

•> fliurch, but by an accidental necessity. "We may draw either one of

]«u inferences from this: 1. That the Church knew Paul's letters to be

eijuorthy of canonization, or, 2. That the Church wickedly refused them

iLfir ri;,'htful place in the sacred Scripture until the providence of God

ifttrrfiTcd to compel it. This book takes tlie former position. Space

f..f I'i'ls the consideration of the doctrinal portion of the book.

•DasBuch Judith" (The Book of Judith), by Arthur S. Weissmann.

Another contribution by a Jew to Jewish theological literature is here

tv^^^cIltcd. It will be welcome to many who know but little of the book

.,f i:-i heroine. The story lacks indeed but little of being as interesting

(.*. Ksthcr. But to the Jews at least the history of the latter is well

ktiowu because of the Fea-st of Purim which celebrates it, while to the

.IfH^ls recorded in Judith no festival is dedicated. To the Christian the

ikxik of Esther is better known because it is among the canonical books

if the Old Testament. Weissmann says that Judith is denied a place

•mong the trustworthy historic books, not because it relates improbabili-

ties or monstrosities, but because it makes ]!sebuchadnczzar reign at the

time of Arpaxad, who lived at least two thousand years previously, and

localise of the difficulty of placing the events related in any date of Jew-

ish history known to us. He thinks that Nebuchadnezzar was a typical

name for a violent ruler, and that the events well fit into the period about

FJ. C. 312. As to the refusal of the Synagogue to canonize the book, he

tliiiiks that several reasons conspired. But the principal reason was that

Judith sprang from the tribe of Simeon, and that this tribe had for more

than a thousand years been under the pressure of a curse. Jacob had

tiirsed Simeon. Moses, before his death, blessed all the tribes of Israel

f'^copt Simeon. The song of Deborah had a word of praise and encour-

ftgcment for all the tribes except Simeon. And the Bible seems to heap

I'l'ou this tribe all manner of reprooch. The other tribes treated Simeon

with such harshness that many of the tribe were obliged to leave the

country to whose conquest they had contributed. If, as he supposes, the

Ux)k may for a time have found a place in the canon, then he would cx-

I'lain its subsequent rejection and displacement on the ground that during

llu; Maccabeau period the general sentiment was against tiie admission of

W'lmen to a share in any great or noble deed. He thinks the tendency of

llie book is decidedly in favor of the introduction of a higher state of

tnonils, a deepening of religious feeling, and the selection as leaders of

tliuw; only who are and who have always been above such suspicion in

I iifir lives. The author is an enthusiast in favor of the activity of woman
in tlie realm of religious endeavor, citing Judith, Esther, Miriam, and

I^choruh as examples of this activity, and calling upon the Jewish women
^f the present and future to assist in securing to the race the precious

trtasurcs of truth, morality, and brotherly love, feeling assured that the

rcBult will not fail of success.
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The Christ of the Biographers. Students of recent theology have come
to take it as a matter of course that we shall have biographies of Jesus.

Since the days of Strauss the attempts to write the life of Christ have

been so numerous, and so much weight has been attached to these

attempts, as to form a most striking characteristic of the theological

thought of our times. But while these biographies can hardly fail to

interest their readers there is a dubious side to the entire biographiciil

tendency. "Were the writers content to produce works giving a clear

chronology of the life of Christ, and setting him in his proper historical

surroundings, no fault could be found. Or were they chietiy anxious to

give us a portraiture of his character drawn from the New Testament

narratives, in contrast with the character given him by the development

of Christian dogma, all would be well. But the writer who should do

this would simply be ignored by the learned world. Two characteristics

usually combine in the modern histories of Jesus. The first is a critical

estimate of the sources of information. These are professedly the gospels,

and in part the Acts and epistles. But it is not difiicult to discover

the bias of the authors of these "Lives" in the manner in which they

deal with these sources. These are not allowed to speak for themselves.

They are assumed to be incapable of harmonization. "Wherever there is

the slightest hint of contradiction in the recorded stories, the historians

feel at liberty to choose between tlrem, or to reject both. If the biog-

rapher disbelieves the miraculous he alters the record accordingly.

And, in short, the sources are accepted or rejected as the biographer is

suited or not suited with their contents. The excuse for all this mean-

while is the plea that the historian cannot do otherwise. He must deal

with the gospels as Avith any other source of information. The second

characteristic of the biographies of Jesus is the disposition to make him

fit into the period in which he lived. According to them he was not so

much the beginning of a new order as the culmination of the old. Pre-

ceding and contemporary- conditions are studied in order to show how
completely Christ was the product of historical forces in action and re-

action upon his peculiar nature. As in the life of any individual the

parentage, the climatic and topographical environments, the schools, and

the views of life held by the people among whom he was brought up all

combine with his special peculiarities of intellect and sensibility to pro-

duce the subject of the biography, so it was with Jesus. It is evident

that written upon such principles a biography of Jesus is largely an in-

vention of its author, and hence we do not find any considerable agree-

ment among these writers. They attempt to rid themselves of the Christ

of dogma, only to become themselves creators of a new dogma concerning

liim. For all this biography serves mainly to develop the Christological

conceptions of its authors. In fact, one has a sense of having been de-

ceived by the titles of these works. Professedly they are portrayals of

the life of Clirist. In reality they are Christologies- under a more attract-

ive name; or this, and also critical-historical studies of the gospels.

"With great flourish of trumpets this is announced as the recovery of the
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.1 rhrlst as opposed to the Christ of degma; aad ia a Avay we

'::;Truifth:tthe Jg,aphe. have rendered a valuable service The

:: : of Christological study by accretion aud ossification ^vh.chdxs-

n uUhcs dogmatics has perhaps been forever superseded We no

ZC^o to dogma to learn of Christ, but to the Christ himself as por-

;";eafnhis^v-ord. But our chief gain has been in the securing of a

"r method, not in the results achieved by its application For if the

X' .t of docma ^vas a being whose divinity almost excluded his humani y

?Z our virion, the Christ of the biographers is one whose humanity

l?„Lt denies the existence of his divinity. In either case the Christian

"rcrvout -Theyhave taken away my Lord." The dogmatism of

Tbi historian' is as evident and as injurious as that of the maker of a

,>.,.olo"ical system, and as truly influences all his conclusions The only

dijTcre^ce between them is their presuppositions. It is therefore in the

n«.mi.e of the future rather than in the achievements of he past that we

Z.\ satisfaction. The true historical spirit will some day be applied o t^e

c.'^ncls They have left many questions unanswered, and these the histo-

L will leave unanswered. Dogma tried to fill the gaps left by the sacred

narrative. Critical history is now undertaking the same task. The work

o( both will be rejected, and we shall be brought back to the blessed sim-

l.licitv which characterized the disciples who, though they had not seen

ihe iord. yet believed and rejoiced in him, because of -^^^ they had

h..ra concerning him and what they experienced of him. The ^ospd

,ive us data sufficient for a reconstruction of his person, but not sufl[icient

fur his history.
^

RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL.

Protection of the Innocent. The Woman's International Association

for the Elevation of Morals recently held an important Congress in Basel

The object of the general organization is to abolish the public houses of

.hame, and to create a sentiment which shall hold men to as strict a purity

I.S is demanded of women. But a branch association is called the Asso

cialioo of Friendly Females," whose special object is to afford to all girls

whose duties call them to strange cities protection from their own inex-

perience and the wiles of the seducer. In every large city of continental

Kurope this society has its representatives, thereby spreading a net of love

and protection over a large portion of the earth. These agents are to be

found in the railroad stations of all the large cities, where they may be dis-

tinguished by a red-covered booklet containing all manner of informa-

tion suited to their purposes. In many places "Homes are established

^^Uch afford hospitality to girls. In Basel about 100 girls, mostly govern-

-.os or saleswomen, are gathered together on Sunday afternoon by ladi

wl.0 entertain them with song and conversation, from which the rebgious

element is not excluded. Refreshment is also furnished free on these

occasions. During the week these giris are visited in their homes or

Vwarding houses, and helped in every possible way.
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Evangelical African Association. Berlin has recently originated an-

other organization in the interest of Africa. The more particular bene-

ficiaries are to be the freedmen, or such children and youth as have been
returned to freedom by slavedrivers in German Africa. To these more
especially will be given the advantages of good schools and education.

But the vrork of the society also includes the sending of physicians to

Africa, the founding of hospitals, the Christian care of the sick, as well

as all other works of mercy. The association hopes to win the masses

of Germany to active sympathy and cooperation with its efforts. The
cost of membership is to be but one mark annually, so that the very

poorest can become identified with the work. The society will employ
printed matter for the purpose of instructing the people conce-ning the

needs of the work and the activities and achievements of the orgc nization.

The auxiliaries are to be organized territorially according to provinces.

"VVe may ridicule the tendency to organization as much as we please; but

it is the only way of carrying on any good work.

Temperance in Belgium. This small nation has 150,000 places where

drink is sold, and but 5,000 schools. For every 39 of the population

there is one saloon, and but one school for every 1,176. If it be supposed

that no children patronize these saloons, then there is one saloon for every

25 of the population. The value of the alcoholic drinks consumed during

1891 was 450,000,000 francs, or about one third the entire wage of the

laborers of the country. The communal authorities of Luxemburg have

had posted in all the public schools of the province statistics of which the

following are a part: Of 125,000 cases of death annually, 25,000 are

traceable to drink. While the po])ulation increased but 14 per cent, the

consumption of alcoholic beverages increased 37, cases of insanity 45,

crimes 74, suicides 80, tramps and beggars 150 per cent. This terrible

increase of crime and misery is openly laid at the door of the drink habit,

while the saying of Gladstone that alcoholism is a greater plague than

pest, famine, cholera, and war, is quoted with approval. It is evident

that the authorities who dare utter such things are not under the control

of the saloon.

Female Superintendence for Female Prisons in Germany. The move-
ment to secure this much-desired end did not spring from the authorities,

but from the German Inner 3Iission. However, the authorities look upon

it with favor. The proposition is to educate unmarried young women
and widows, whose duty it shall be to labor among their unfortunate

sisters in bonds, and if possible to accomplish their moral regeneration, ;i

task wliich of course the State cannot accomplish. The course of study

required continues six months. This ended, the candidate has to remain

on probation for a given period, and then is entitled to assume the duties

of her office. It would seem that immense good might result from such

a plan. It certainly must increase the chances for those released to Iciul

an upright life thereafter.
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SUMMARY OP THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

Thk hio-rnphy of the great men of the world is never finally written

rvm-nl literature always has room for their names and deeds. The world

.^1* to know the uttermost fact about the cradles in which tl.ey were

^vM- whether like Stanlev, thev sported on the playground at Rugby,

^ ,i*n't their boyhood years in premature work, like Dickens; up what

kii'I of difficulty they climbed from the log cabin to the senate
;
whom they

Jcl betrothed, and wedded; with what self-poise they earned them-

^rltrtin victory; how they went away from the world; and what memo-

r^;« in books or institutions tliey left behind. Biography is therefore a

t^mtual instructor. Under the fellow-feehug that makes the genera-

uon« kin the reader for the moment puts himself into the place of the

«c>tld-s -reat heroes, li^es over again their finished lives, and learns new

V««.n, of patience, persistence, power. The intermixture of biographical

ikrtches with the metaphvsical, sociological, and religious discussions of

r..V'azinc literature is therefore timely, and is the particular feature in

ihr latest exchanges to which attention is now directed.

Noticeable among these biographical articles is a reminiscence in the

J.nuarv number of the Nineteenth Century on the late Professor Tyn-

.Ull, it's author bein- Professor Huxley. The first meeting of .the latter

^th Tyndall was in 1851, when he found a kindred spirit who justified

liw- old shikaree's definition of a friend as " a man with whom you can go

li?tr-huntin-." Of their association in those earlier years at such gather-

b,^ ns the British Association in Ipswich, and of their close relation in

v'irntific pursuits. Professor Huxley now indulges in genial remembrance.

With a tourist's zeal they kept each other company on a visit to the moun-

t*ias of Switzerland, TyndalVs permanent love for Alpine scenery and

ci.mbinij becoming " intensified into a passion" at the time of their attempt.

•* told bv Huxley, to climb Mont Blanc. Together they belonged to the

«T.terious -.." Club, in which membership was finally conditioned on

the name of the candidate containing all the consonants missmg from the

r.Mnes of the old members. "In the lack of Slavonic friends this deci-

•i'.n put an end to tlie possibility of increase." In Tyndall, according to

i!.e showing of the article, were found such varied characteristics as

-active veracity," unusual power of e.xposition and a "wealth of experi-

fni-Dinl illustration," high aims, and "a tenderly affectionate nature.

AIt.>^ether, his life, of late so pathetically ended, is traced in felicitous de-

'•rii.tion bv his distinguished associate, who ends his sketch by saung,

-We have 'all lost a man of rare and strong individuality; one who, by

'{u'cr force of character and intellect, without advantages of education or

^itrancous aid-perhaps in spite of some peculiarities of that character

made his wav to a position in some ways unique, to a place in the front

Tvok not only of scientific workers, but of writers and speakers.

Anselm of Canterbury is next noticed by the late Dr. Phihp Schaff, in
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the Preshyterian and Reformeil lietieic for January. To the general read- r

the average mediaeval theological leader is not the most attractive of

characters, and the musty eleventh century is too remote to stir his \Kn.

ticular enthusiasm. For the ecclesiastical student, however, Ansflm.

"the father of the schoolmen," who "fought the battle of the Iliklc

brauclian hierarchy against State despotism in England," must ever be an

important figure. Dr. Schafl's estimate of Anselm is in the superlative

words that he was "one of the greatest and purest men of the mediaeval

Church." His doctrine of the existence of God, his tlieory of the atone-

ment as set forth in his Cur Deus Homo, and his mysticism are among

the points which Dr. Scliaff notices. One could wish, after reading the

article, for more than a speaking acquaintance with Anselm.

A distinguished trio, composed of Pusey, Lowell, and Ruskin, appears

in the pages of the London Quarterhj Review for January. The notice of

Pusey covers such matters as his jiarentage and early years, his studious

career at Eton and Oxford, his post-graduate work and honors, his mar-

riage and ordination, and the gradual development of that extreme ritual-

istic movement with which his name will always be associated. A study

of Lowell's character as set forth in his correspondence is the aim of the

article on the great litterateur. His charming personality is well suggested

in the description given of him by the parlor-maid, "He didn't leave no

card, ma'am, but lie liad the coaxiugcst eyes ever you see." As to John

Ruskin, the present notice is entitled "A Study in Development," and

.well shows the inevitable influence of childhood training upon adult years

and performance. LTnfortunate in being an only child, he was brought

up by his mother "with a show of serene severity which, to gossips,

appeared almost too Spartan." He was forced for his curiosity to touch

a hot tea-kettle; he was whipped for falling down stairs; his dessert

among the fruit trees was one currant; at four years his daily Bible

readings began, with their molding influence on his literary style; at five

"little John was a bookworm;" at six he had begun to write books; at

nine he commenced "a didactic effusion in several books," called "En-

dosia, a Poem on the Universe;" and while yet a little boy he was p;iid

for study at the rate of one shilling for a page of Homer, one penny for

twenty lines of composition, and one penny per article for mineralogy.

"It is always instructive," says the sketch, " to dwell on the childhood

of a great man; but more particularly so when,_ as in this case, the germs

of every power and every failing that maturity displays are to be ol)served

in the boy." From which starting-point the article as it proceeds, is capti-

vating in its delineation of Ruskin the man, the scholar, the teacher of art.

The North Amcrimn Review for February spreads a rich banquet for the

satisfaction of intellectual hunger. The first article, entitled "iMj"

American Experiences," is by the President of the Swiss Republic. Com-

ing as a young man from the University of Jena, in November, ISCO, ho

enlisted in an Hlinois regiment at the outbreak of the civil war, saw

several battles, was captured at Gettysburg, and for over eighteen
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r^ sihs suffered imprisonment at Richmond, Salisbury, and Danville;

VV article is one of those vivid reminiscences of the rebellion which

iT an old soldier could recall.' In the second article, under the title,

Tb'- South Carolina Liquor Law," the Hon. B. R. Tillman, governor

' tlie State, tells of its recent legislation on intemperance. He proves

- <.j>i'ning assertion, that in South Carolina the prohibition senti-

'v.i is vcrj- strong, by showing that at the primaries in 1892 "pro-

'ition" received 38,890 votes, and "no prohibition" 39,464 votes,

»,!h 20,008 voters not casting their ballots. The new law, known as

tic ''Dispensary Act," was a substitute measure passed by the Legis-

h'lirt; on the last night of its session. Looking to the restraint of the

ir.i\k evil rather than its absolute eradication, the State has become the

frpilator of the traffic. In the first four months of the operation of the

»ir, oiuling October 31, 1893, the net profits of the State Dispensary

*'u.- $;{2,198, and of the Counties', §20,295. The decrease of arrests for

'*:-.;r.kenDess and disorder is another noticeable effect, there having been

»'jt 12C in September, 1893, against 230 for the same month in the pre-

1 i.nis year. The experiment will be watched with interest by sociolo-

^\<K The third article, by the Right Hon. Sir John Lubbock, is on " The

Ir.fomr Tax in England. " After tracing its history his conclusion is that,

vluk- the tax is a permanent part of the English fiscal system, it should be

k. )>t "within moderate limits." In "A Menace to Literature" Margaret

Iv.land affirms that "journalism and literature stand to each other very

f:r.:(.h in the relation of the big boy and the little brother." The

tt-ttsp.ipcr, in other words, is subversive of true art in its "miserable

t.xA silly personalities" and its cheap " symposiums." The fifth arti-

'.e. by the Brazilian Minister at Washington, Salvador de Mendon?a, is

o.-i the "Latest Aspects of the Brazilian Rebellion." Xext, Henry George

writes on "How to Help the Unemployed," and, true to his shibboleth,

*^uues for " freedom of access to land." The true way to cure scarcity of

^"iployment, in his estimate, is "to take taxes ofi the products and proc-

•-«•-. of employment, and to impose in their stead the tax that would end

'i'dilation in laud." Following this is the inquiry by W. D. Howells,
• .\rc We a Plutocracy ? " Under "Needed Municipal Reforms " the Rev.

I>r. I'arkhurst discusses "Our Present Opportunity," and John W. Goff

*i''-'Vcs trenchantly on "Juggling with the Ballot." Mgr. O'Reilly next

•rites on "Territorial Sovereignty and the Papacy;" the Hon. C. S.

Hurilin, on "The Customs Administrative Act;" and Dr. Cyrus Edson on
" The Evils of Early Marriages." Senator Roger Q. Mills ends the list of

<""tributed articles with a paper on " The Wilson Bill," in which he de-

i'-r\'U the measure and asserts that its passage, in amended form, will be

* Unellt to trade and labor. His argument is not convincing.

The Lutheran Quarterly for January has a long and attractive table of

<"-'ilonts, as follows: 1. "Modern Spiritualism," by Professor L. A. Fox,
IM).

; 2. " The Communion of Saints," by Professor J. W. Richard, D.D.

;

^- " Pauperism and Charity," by J. C. Caldwell, D.D.; 4. " The Thrust
-1—FIFTH SEUIES, VOL. X.
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of Ideas," by Professor M. H. Richards, D.D. ; 5. "The Church, Vi-
ible and Invisible," by Rev. J. C. F. Rupp; 6. "Christian Education. '

by Rev. Professor F. P. Manhart; 7. " Lutheranism in American Liberty

Vindicated," by Lee M. Heilman, D.D. ; 8. "The Authority of the Sun-

day Sabbath," by Rev, William P. Swartz; 9. "Jewish Propaganda in

the Time of Christ," by Bernhard Pick, D.D. The third of these articlr-

aims to " give a sketch of the history of the cry for help and of the r>-

sponse to that cry." Under a somewhat strange simile the writer i,f

the fourth article compares ideas to "the roof with its unsuspecteci

downward and lateral thrust which destroys that which it completes,"'

and in a ^ngorous way discusses the domination of certain ideas which arc-

nationally prevalent. The iiiference of the fifth article is that the Churches,

invisible and visible, " are as inseparable as body and soul." The eighth

article concludes with the belief that God's blessing on the Sunday Sab-

bath " proves its right to be held and kept as the Sabbath of God,"

The Catholic World for January and February has among many articles

two consecutive papers entitled, "The Coming Contest, with a Retro-

spect," and "The Coming Contest—Have Catholics a Political Enemy?"
The writer is the Rev. Alfred Young. The coming conflict is the battle

between Protestantism and Romanism; the political enemy of the Romish

Church is the Republican Party. The author pays his respects to the Na-

tional League for tlie Protection of Ameiican Institutions in such choice

phrases as " Pharisaical " and "pharisaical hypocrite;" vents his spleen

iipon the various leaders in that great agency ; and has altogether written

two papers which, for anyone but a Roman Catholic, are a mixture seldom

equaled of historical untruth, sophistry, and billingsgate.

TtiE Pi-esh/teria}i Quarterly/ tov January discusses: 1. "The Testimony

of God," by Robert A. Webb, D.D. ; 2. " The Doctrine of Inspiration of

the Westminster Divines," by B. B. Warfield, D.D., LL.D.; 3. "The
Book of Jonah," by Luther Link; 4. "The Future of Roman Catholic

Peoples," by Professor Emilio dc Lavcleye, and translated by Samuel R.

Gammon. The last article is "a study in social economy." By compari-

son of the relative industrial conditions of Roman Catholic and Protestant

countries the author jjroves with irresistible logic that Protestantism is

the more favorable to the development of national life. Grouping on one

side "France, Austria, Spain, Italy, and South America, and on the other

Russia, the German empire, England, and North America, it cannot be de-

nied that the predominance has passed to the heretics and schismatics."

The place of education, morality, free institutions, religious sentiment,

and clerical aid to social reforms, as contributing to national progress, is

also adequately noticed in this strong, attractive, and pertinent paper.

The Contemporary Itevieio for January has: 1. "The Strike of 1893,'

by Emerson Bainbridge; 2, "A Living Wage," by Professor Cunning-
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iMs-r 3. "The Future of Maritime Warfare," by Dr. H. Geffckcn;

4 "wolfe Tone," by Augustine Birrell, M.P. ; 5. "The Revival of

r^ftnini,'," by Harold E. Moore; 6. ''The Gospel State Church of the

i>aJmomvealth," by H. A. Glass; 7. -'Superannuation of Elementary

T.*rhrrs," by W. A. Hunter, M.P. ; 8. "The Mormons. I.,"' by the

jUv. H. R. Haweis; 9. "The Drift to Socialism," by A. Dunn-Gardner;

JO
•• How to Preserve the House of Lords," by Alfred Russel Wallace;

li. -Literary Conferences," by Walter Besant; 12. "The Rise and

tk-rtlopment of Anarchism," by Karl Blind. Some of these articles, as

^^.jj^HiteJ by their captions, are of more interest to English than to

Aa;iiiLan readers; some are sociological and practical; some have an

irtrrnaiional application. The eighth paper, by the English clergyman

• b-»\\';is lately a v.-elcome visitor to our shores, contains a narration of

*. n:c tilings he "was told in conversation with sucb Mormon leaders as

rrrM<i<>nt Cannon and Bishop Clawsou. Polygamy, on their testimony.

}.M b.-.^n completely abolished in Utah, though General McCook, the

««iiumanding general' in Utah, assured Mr. Haweis that such is not tlie case.

ChrUian Thought for February is a memorial number in honor of its

;»:< editor, the lamented Dr. C. F. Deems. A speaking portrait of the de-

;^rted Christian teacher is first introduced. This is followed by the salu-

uvion of Dr. A. H. Bradford, the new editor of the bimonthly, a sketch

cf Dr. Dcems's career by the Rev. John B. De\'ins, the addresses at the

fuJK-ral of Dr. Deems in the Church of the Strangers, addresses at a

tatniorial service afterward held, and various memories of Dr. Deems and

l-JTicg tributes on the part of individuals and associations. Were any

fTi.icncc needed to confirm the repute which Dr. Deems won by long

^<\ iuflnential service, it is found in the many spontaneous testimonies to

t« north now grouped in the magazine which he established.

The Edinburgh Review for January has: 1. "Memoirs of Chancellor

lV..|uicr;" 2. "The Economy of High Wages;" 3. "The Poetry of

Uuntl Life; " 4. "Recent Editions of Tacitus; " 5. "Popular Literature

of Modern Italy;" C. " The Last Campaign of Montrose;" 7. "The Re-

»uits of the Crusades;" S. "Among the Hairy Ainu;" 9. "Addresses

<^-f the Late Earl of Derby; " 10. " The Progress of Angling; " 11. " The

^-•«-Mon of 1893." The conclusion of the second article is that the future

»• l>ri;rhtwith hope for the laborer. "We have outlived the theory,"

»^.V"» the writer, " that wages must of necessity represent the minimum
«J>ich will support humanlife; we have gone behind the somewhat vague

/Jplanation which refers them to supply and demand, and we liave come

»^nrc and more to see that wages stand in immediate relation to the prod-

«^t of labor." The assumption of the third article is that " a marked

' *ture in English literature during the last forty years is the great

"KTrasc which it exhibits in works relating to rural life aud natural his-

tory "—a statement whicli is proven by the study of the words of Words-
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worth, Scott, Tennyson, and others regarding nature. The fifth article

outlines the characteristics of some of the more modem Italian novels.

In the eighth article the reader makes an excursion to the territory of !i

minor tribe of Japan, and sees in vivid detail the barbarous, social, aiul

religious customs of that people.

The Canadian Methodist Revieio iov January has: 1. "Prayer and the

Laws of Nature," by Rev. James Henderson; 2. "Were t)ie Sufleriuas

of Christ Penal? I.," by Dr. M. Randies; 3. " Habakkuk—The Prophet
and Prophecy,'' by Rev. E, A. Chown; 4. "The Nature of Christ's

Atonement. V..*' by Dr. William Jackson; 5. "AnaMical Study nf

Genesis i-ix,"' by Chancellor Burwash, S.T.D. ; 6. "The 'Invitation'

System," by Rev. A. M. Phillips. The magazine is a creditable testimony

to Canadian Methodist scholarship.

Haus und Herd for February devotes its pages to the new Book Con-

cern building at Cincinnati, and accompanies its interesting description

vdXh many excellent illustrations. It is a most opportune and creditable

number. The Quarterly Review of the United Brethren for January con-

tains among its articles a paper on " Romanism in the United States, the

Proper Attitude Toward It," by Professor Drury, and one on " Chris-

tianity as a Social Force," by Professor Ely. The Biblical World for

February has among its articles "Rome in Paul's Daj-," "The Origin of

Man and His First State of Innocence," and "The Chaldean Account of

the Deluge." The second of the three is by Dr. Harper. The Go.spd

in All Lands for February is devoted jiarticularly to China, whose cus-

toms and needs it ably portrays. The Critical Review for January no-

tices among many new publications "The Mummy," by Budge. The

Review of Revieus for Febniary leaves nothing unsaid regarding the

progress of events upon the five continents. In its pages one can find the

world in miniature. In the Xew England Ilistcn'ical and Genealogical

Reyiater for January the leading article is a memoir of Hon. Levi Wood-
bury, LL.D., which is followed by much miscellaneous matter in which

the antiquarian will delight. Both tlie Jlornilctic Reviev} and the Trea-^-

ury for February maintain their high standard of homiletical matter for

the profit of ministerial readers. The Preachers' Magazine tor February

is another of those excellent publications in which clergymen and Bible

students are concerned. Among the most prominent articles in the

African Methodi--<t Episcopal Church Review for January is an instructive

sj-mposium by many writers on the late Bishop Daniel A. Payne. The
Missionary Review for February, in an abundance of helpful matter, has

much to say on India and China. Christian Literature and Review of the

Churches for February, among its excellent papers, has one on "The
American Churches." I»y Dr. A. H. Bradford, and another on "Social-

ism," by Marcus Dods, D.D. The magazine is of a high quality and is

still improving.
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BOOK NOTICES.

RKLIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATUEE.

X\i WiUu^ of the World to Girist. By the Rev. W. A. Mathews, M.A.. Vicar of St.

U-*n>nc-o. Appleby, Hon. Canon of Carlisle, and Proctor in Convocation. I'-imo, pp. 240.

Ooclnnatl : Cranston & Curts. New York : Hunt & Eaton. Piice, cloth, 90 cents.

Vi'c hfive here a volume that can be unreservedly commended and rec-

. tnmt-nded. The purpose is good and the execution excellent. As to

t.V former, it is not very clearly indicated by the title, but a prefatory

chapter sufficiently explains. The author's position is that no real dis-

ntni t'.xists between science and Christianity; that the seeming contradic-

tious between reason and revelation are neither necessary nor well founded,

•incc both proceed from the same God, and that the witness afforded by

the world of facts vnih. which our reason can deal to the truth of Chris-

tiinity is far more real than any discrepancy which may be discovered or

upposed between them. It is the bringing out of this witness which lie

uk<s in liand through a series of twelve chapters, covering such topics as

••Science and Theology," "Reason and Revelation," "True and False

Theology," " Natural Religion," "The Supernatural," " The Need of Hu-

ninnlty," "The Divine Remedy," and " The Kingdom of Heaven." The

K*»->ieral tone of the book, while substantially orthodox and conservative, is

efficiently liberal and progressive to put it in touch with modern thought

»nd save it from the stigma of stupidity. It has the good sense to perceive

tiic difference between essentials and nonessentials, and does not make
tlio mistake of stickling so stubbornly for the latter as to imperil the

»^fcty of the former. It very properly suggests that the chief trouble

*^hichthe modern scientific world has had with the Bible has been, not so

Jr.iich with what is really the book itself, as with the preconceived notions

»hich have been read into the simple statements of revelation and the

mass of traditional interpretations and misconceptions which have been

interwoven with it. TThen these misunderstandings and perversions of

Pfvcaled truth, are brushed away there will be very little difficulty left.

The author well says: " There may be, and indeed are, many positions of

••he loose theology of the day which are indefensible, and some outworks,

Dot essential to security, may be abandoned without endangering the

fjtadel. But the very key of the whole position is the doctrine that

Christianity is based on a communication from another world not cog-

oiwible by ordinary human senses, and so far supernatural, inasmuch as

« lies beyond and above the observed order of things." We will not

*-trnipt to indicate all the good things in the book. One of its most
•triking statements, strictly speaking, is that "Christianity is not a reli-

poa at all. To class Christianity as one of the many religions of the

]*"orkl, only to be distinguished as a little better and purer than others in

«t« imaginations, is utterly to misrepresent and misunderstand it. It never

professes to be a religion in the precise sense of the word," What, pray,
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is then the proper sense of the word ? The author discusses both tit-

Latin religio and its Greek correlative Bpijcutia, finding the root idc;i of

the one to be obligation due, and of the other reverence to be paid; the o::.-

characterizing the Puritans of England, the other the Cavaliers. Aiiil if

Christianity is not, strictly speaking, either of these, or even both of thv.-<

combined, what is it? ''• It is a new life, founded npon a supernaturol

communication ; a new life, revealed as the only perfect life of emih, »,,

communion xcith the unseen life of a higher and spiritual icorld.''' The

Jews, to whom Christ and his apostles first opened their message, wen-

already in possession of both religio and dprjCKeia. They had an excellent

code of morals and an admirable ritual of worship. But their conscien-

tiousness and their reverence, their moral scruples and their worshipful

sentiments, were by no means enough. They needed a new life and a

divine ideal, and these were supplied in the fundamental principles of

the new dispensation and the incarnation of Christ. The surrender of self

is the keynote, the distinctive law of Christianity. And with that comes

the power to do the right not found in a mere religion.

Tlte Book of Joshua. By William Gahdex Blaikie, D.D., LL.D., New Collepe, Edin-

burgh. Crown Svo, pp. 416. New York : A. C. .Armstrong & Son. Price, cloth, Sl-M.

Ezra, Nclicmiah, and Esther. By Walter F. Aden'et, M.A., Professor of New Testa-

ment Eiegesis and Church History, New College, London. Crown 8vo, pp. 4M. New-

York : A. C. Armstrong * Son. Price, cloth, Sl.aO.

The long succession of volumes constituting "The Expositor's Bible"

series, which may seem to purchasers too slow of completion, is now

enriched by two worthy additions. Rejecting the '• naturalistic method "'

of interpreting Joshua, that eminent scholar, Dr. Blaikie, recognizes "the

supernatural element underlying Hebrew history," feels that this recog-

nition is absolutely necessarj' in the interpretation of the Jewish record,

and regards the Book of Joshua in its unfolding of the plan of the divine

manifestation to Israel as possessing "an importance that cannot be

exaggerated." The ancestry of Joshua himself, the successor of Moses,

is traced by Dr. Blaikie back to Joseph. Following this genealogical in-

vestigation, the author discusses, with a detail that cannot be noticed, the

successive incidents and developments which make up the Book of Joshua

and which were stepping-stcmes in the onward advance of the Hebrew

people. The points of resemblance between Joshua and Jesus are re-

garded by Dr. Blaikie as overem2:)hasized, tlie one likeness in his estimate

being found in the fact that Joshua gave the people rest. "Many per-

sons," he remarks, "look on Joshua as a somewhat dry book, full of

geographical names, as uusuggestive as they are hard and unfamiliar.

Yet on every one of the places so named faith may see inscribed, as in

letters from heaveu, the sweet word kest. Each of these places became a

home for men who had been wandering for some forty years in a wa-stc.

howling v>-ilderness. At last they reached a spot where they did not fear

the long-fainiliar summons to 'arise and depart.' The sickly mother.

the consumptive maiden, the paralyzed old man might rest in peace, no
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toTf terrified at the prospect of journeys which only increased their

*;!mftit3 and aggravated their sufferings. The spiritual lesson of this

U»..k, then, is that in Jesus Christ there is rest for the pilgrim."

ronccrning the data involved iu the Books of Ezra, Nehemiah, and

ll.thcr, Professor Adeney Las written with no less perspicuity and iuter-

r*: in the second volume under notice. The authorship and historic

tM»ii« of these sacred books of Scripture first engage the professor's atten-

t: '0. The genuineness of Ezra and Nehemiah, in his judgment, cannot

l»- <K)ubted. Whoever the compiler, in considerable portions of the nar-

rative "the primitive records are simply copied word for word, without

\\x l(ULSt pretense at original writing on the part of the historian. Else-

»herc he has evidently kept as near as possible to the form of his mate-

r-al*. even when the plan of his work has necessitated some condensation

or readjustment. The crudity of this procedure must be annoying to

litrrury epicures who prefer flavor to substance ; but it should be an occa-

sion of thankfulness on the part of those of us who wish to trace the reve-

l-.tion of God in the life of Israel, because it shows that we are brought

n- nearly as possible face to face with the facts in which that revelation

iR.ii clothed." Xor is the Book of Esther, in the author's estimate, aught

<*!<<.• than historical. The claim that it is only a '' fantastic romance " he

Waives aside as disproved by internal evidence, and assumes that the story

<\ Ksther •• stands upon a historical basis fact," ha\-ing been " worked up

into its present literary form by a Jew of later days who was living in

Persia and who was perfectly familiar with the records and traditions of

t.'ic reign of Xerxes." Having thus located the historic place of these

t!.rcc books of Scripture, Professor Adeney next follows with a minute

riKisideration of the events involved in their several records. In Ezra

tnd Xehemiah the law was adopted by the citizens of Jerusalem. In

Ksther the Jewish nation is exalted; and even if its last pages "reck with

blood," yet the book has its value as setting forth an important phase in

the growth of Jewish life and thought. Of both of these volumes we are

inclined to speak only commendatory words. Each is scholarly, graphic,

ati.I well fitted to take its place with the companion volumes that have

preceded.

^'^Vtrnatural Revelation: An Essay Concerning the Basis of the Christian Faith. Sec-

ond Edition. By C. M. Mead, D.D., Ph.D., Professor of Christian Theology In Han-
f'-rU Theological Seoiiuary. Svo, pp. 469. New York ; Anson D. F. Randolph & Co. Price,

cloth, $1 75.

We are not surprised that this volume, though far from being of a popu-

lar character, has in a short time reached a second edition. It is eminently

*'jrtliy of the widest circulation. It is thoroughly sound, sensible, whole-

•^ine, and invigorating. For clearness, simplicity, candor, and fairness

^^ opponents it leaves nothing to be desired. It is just such a discussion

*'t the burning questions in Christian apologetics as people ought to read.

We .«ay this, not because we agree at all points with the author's conclu-

"lous, but because we cordially admire the author's spirit. It is a model
of courtesy. While standing strongly for the views commonly accounted
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orthodox—the lectures which form tiie basis of the book were origina!!}-

delivered at Princeton, in 1889—he indulges in no exaggerated ideas ui

to the strength of the positions he defends, impugns in no particular tin-

honesty of his opponents, gives full weight to all objections, and expresses

himself at all points with the moderation and modesty of true scholarship.

In his preface he says : '"In referring to the opinions of others I have

sought to be fair and appreciative, and to aim at such a treatment of

views divergent from my own as to promote an eventual accord rather

than to intensify the disagreement." O that orthodoxy had always such

champions! The main themes are: "Origin of the Theistic Belief,''

"Grounds of the Theistic Belief," "The Christian Revelation," "The

Evidential Value of Miracles," "Proof of the Christian Miracles,"

"Relation of Christianity to Judaism," "Inspiration," " The Authority

of the Scriptures," "The Conditions and Limits of Biblical Criticism."

In illustration of the author's style and positions it may be said that he

believes inspiration to be " dynamic rather than mechanical, a force mov-

ing on the whole inner and spiritual man rather than an intermittent

prompter of words. In every portion there arc traces of human imperfec-

tion, yet we shall not find any part destitute of the working of the spirit of

inspiration." In answer to the question, "Must we not say that the Bible

contains the word of God, rather than that it rs the word of God ? " he

writes: "In an important sense this must be regarded as a correct con-

ception. The term * word of God ' is nowhere used in the Bible as a

comprehensive name of the canonical collection." The common affirma-

tion that the Bible is a perfect and infallible rule of faith and practice he

prefers to put in the following foiTQ : "The Bible is perfectly adapted to

accomplish the end for which it was made, when used by one who is in

sympathy with that end." He finds a large element of the symbolic and

allegoric in the first chapters of Genesis. "It seems not improbable that

a vivid impression of the primeval history and its moral significance could

be best given in certain graphic pictures and symbolic representations,

which may not literally correspond to the actual facts." On the question

of specific answers to prayer without miracle he accords with the view^ set

forth recently in these pages by Dr. James Mudge: "The universe, with

all the working of its natural forces, may from eternity have been ad-

justed with reference to the foreknown prayers that have to be answered.

In this case the natural operation of things brings about the accomplish-

ment of the thing asked for. The answer to the prayer is as real as if

effected by a supernatural and special interruption of the ordinary course

of nature." We advise all our readers to procure this book. It will be

especially helpful to those who have fallen into the mists and fogs of

doubt, through revulsion and indignation at the false claims and over-

statements and partisan spirit of many fighters for the generally accepted

or traditional opinions. Dr. Mead will soothe their wounded feelings and

show them that the truth is stroncr enough to dispense with all such

defenses. His argument is vigorous, his style perspicuous, his method

most winning.
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defenses. His argument is vigorous, his style perspicuous, his method

most winning.
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« *Mx «/ the Hoods and Temes in New Testament Greek. Second Edition, Revised and

*f^>j^^x^4. By ERNEST DeWitt Burton, Professor in the University ol Chicago, svo,

—v. iij. Chicago: University Press. Price, cloth, 11.50.

With all the helps now supplied for the study of the Greek Testament

cr,'r preachers, to say nothing of the educated laymen, are clearly without

tuu^' if they depend solely on the coarse and clumsy medium of a trans-

tiii.Mi for their knowledge of the thought of God and the mind of Christ,

fc, f..nvfycd to us by the inspired writers. It should be fully understood

ht this time that the only solid basis for a comprehension of the New

T<»'..imeDt is a thorough knowledge of its grammar, and that patient,

rf..n.nt study of the letter of the word is indispensable to the fullest

rrx-cption of it as spirit and life. It has been well said that reading an

ritlior in a translation is like healing through a telephone—the svords may

rr.ich the ear distinctly, but the quality of the most familiar voice is lost.

KacU word in the original throbs with a life of its own, glows with the

fi»cin!ition of a personal histor}', and this, of course, cannot be transferred

to nnother tongue. There is a multitude of subtle distinctions and deli-

cto shades of meaning which do not pass over into a strange language,

B) matter what pains is taken. There can be, then, no substitute for

j'.itient, loving investigation of all the peculiarities of Xew Testament

Onck. The book under review is an excellent example of that special-

imtioa of study which is so prominent a feature of modern scholarship.

Ii (k-uls only with tlie functions of mood and tense in the Xew Testament

Or.-'fk verb; even so closely related a theme as the voices of the verb is

Dot mentioned. This narrowing of the scope, of course, gives greater full-

cc.vs of treatment and strength of authority. Such topics as "Moods in

In. iirect Discourse," "Moods in Relative Clauses," "Moods in Concessive

snd Conditional Sentences" are particularly well discussed. In illustration

<A the practical value of the book, it may be noted that about one thousand

three hundred and fifty passages in the New Testament are quoted and

more or less fully illustrated. The more important quotations are given

^"ith in Greek and English, the latter taken from the Revised Version.

In ^ome passag.es the author has departed from this approved standard to

't»ll attention to what he deems "unquestionably an error of translation."

Wc must not take space to. give specimens of the work done, but must

content ourselves with commending the volume (in its present improved

-hutye an enlargement of a pamphlet issued in 1888) to all who wish to

••njoy in fullest measure tliat quickening contact with revelation which

'iniiliarity with the original alone can give.

•"^'cdons from Early Christian Writers, Illustrative or Church History to the Ticae of

Constautiue. By Henky Mklvill Gwatkix, M.A., Pixie Professor of Ecclesiastical

llistor)-, Cambridge, l^mo, pp. lt>3. New York : Macmillan & Co. Price, cloth. Sl.i5.

Here is much value in little space. This book brings us siguilicant

''L'lterials from among the Christian origins. Not one of the selections is

'J'^'stitute of deep and lasting interest. The original Greek or Latin of

•ach selection is given on one page, and an exact translation in English on

the opposite page. There are thiee extracts from Clement of Rome,
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nineteen from Eusebius, five from Justin, three from IrenjEus, four from

Clement of Alexandria, twelve from Tertullian, five from Origen, seven

from Cyprian, four from Lactantius; also Pliny's con-espondence with

Trajan, Hippolytus on Montanism and on the misdeeds of Callistus, an.i

Aruobius on the heathen before Christ. It is a collection of anciem

literature worth far more than its cost to any studious minister or laymuu.

In particular, the marvelous, pathetic, and sublime story of the behavior

of the early Christians—men, women, boys, and girls—in the martyrdoms

and persecutions inflicted on them, seems most impressive when read io

the words of their contemporaries.

A History of the Pirparation of the TTorld for ClirUt. Secoud Edition, Revised and

Enlarged. By Rev. D.vtid R. Brekd, D.D. 8vo, pp. 4S3. New York: Fleming H.

Revell Co. Price, cloth, §2.

Only less wonderful than the incarnation itself—that center about

which the world's history revolves—seems the preparation made through

centuries of Jewish autonomy for the coming of God's Son. Were such

a volume as that of Dr. Breed, discussing the ages preliminary to the

birth of Christ, put into the hands of some Brahman or Confucianist

hitherto in absolute ignorance of the Christian system, he would deduce

therefrom no unworthy conception of the preparatory nature of the Old

Testament dispensation. The various steps in the choice of the Israelitish

people, as first revealed to Abraham, and its growth under the theocracy

to national greatness would impress him with a force which those from

childhood familiar with the Scripture record can scarcely a])preciate.

Such striking facts, for instance, would dazzle his vision as the fitness of

the land of the Palestine, in location, seclusion, climatic conditions, and

fertility, to be the arena of the divine manifestation to the world; the

suitableness of the Jewish people, by vigor, disposition, and Innguage, to

be God's medium of revelation; the necessary training of the Hebrew by

the bondage of Egypt and the forty years in the wilderness; the exile of

- the Jews, after the loss of their own national grandeur, "to effectually

cure them of all tendencies toward idolatry;" the preparing of the

Eastern world for the advent in the Persian victory, which was the end of

Semitic rule, and from which time the civilization of the world was to be

Japhetic; and the still further preparation for Christ's coming as found

in the widespread influence of Greek thought and the Roman con-

quests. All these considerations and' more, as set forth in Dr. Breed's

volume, would overwhelm the dispassionate heathen with the inevitable

conclusion that there was a divine direction in the Hebraic vicissitudes

of the centuries leading uj) to the incarnation; and he would clearly

understand why, though the world hnd been for ages on the tiptoe of ex-

pectation, the Redeemer did not appear until the " fullness of time " had

come. Nor would it be hazardous to stake the final reputation of Chris-

tianity in the estimate of our assumed heathen reader upon this specific

work by Dr. Breed. It is the fruit of a master hand. Xo single volume

could well contain more. Combining
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t-* simplicity of style, and force of argument with much beauty of

J;,-ti.«a, it arouses in the Christian reader a greater zest for Jewish history,

«v>*i him the intimate relation that his own age bears to the former dis-

w-BMtion, and stirs his soul with the promise of the Redeemer which, as

lK-lit/-sch has so vigorously said, " crouches at the entrance of sacred his-

• f r." For all these excellencies and more we cannot too cordially recom-

tit :hI this volume to the notice of Scripture students,

rv diiining of Men ; or. The Law of Adaptation to Environment in Missionary Enterprise.

T!* Annual Sermon before the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions.

IK Iliv. AI.UEKT J. LvMAX, D.D. Pamphlet, pp. 32. Published by the Board, 1 Somerset

sm-ct, Boston.

.V nobler or more inspiring sermon on world evangelization we have not

fr-sd and do not know where to look for in current literature. Its scheme

'f thought is built up archit.ecLurally by a master builder like a temple,

j^vcd with marble, walled with precious stones, vocal with worship, roofed

*)ththc heavens, lit with infinite glory. The magnitude of Christianity's

ix-k, the grandeur of its undertaking, the magnificence of its history, the

»'j:liciency of its resources, the principles of its operation, and the elements

(>1 its power are all set in orderly, beautiful, iujpressive, and convincing

•my. We would gladly put tlie entire discourse upon these pages if no
rail- obstructed and it were not already accessible in print. A single

quotation is all we have room for: " Then there arose the strange menace
f'f the crescent in the East; the Saracen captured the Holy Sepulcher. the

Moor came to Spain, and Europe passed into the din and clang of those

iraa centuries of the crusades. Missionary activity did not cease, but it

5 -it its spiritual tone, and also, in the same ratio, its felicity of method.
Vi'c look in vain for the humane sympathy of Patrick or the intellectual

In-fHlom of Columba. Missions became politico-ecclesiastical. Force and
<lii<loinacy became the substitutes for the beautiful charm of natural adap-
tation, and accordingly missions relatively failed. But the meridian of

i-i-'torj- changed in Europe. God shifted in a night the hinges of his doors.

The great focus and pivot of affairs was transferred from the eastern

»im of Europe to the western. In 1493 Boabdil, the last of the Moorish
'•loaarchs, fled from Spain, and the cross shone in the halls of the Alham-
'•f-». In that same year the finger of God's providence made of the deep
» fiirrov,', and pointed the path before three little boats in which Colum-
!>".> set forth upou his mighty voyage. Twenty-five years later Martin
I.'Jth'»r nailed his theses to the church door in Wittenberg, and the tre-

i»» ndous sixteenth century came marching in like an army Avith banners.
•a tho south, the classic Renaissance; in the north, the German Reforuia-

'"'"; in the west the Titanic burst of the Elizabethan era; and as a result
*'' all a new volume opened for the world and for Christ! Christianity

••:scovered that the world is round, and for the first time wholly took its

I't'-'hlfin im into its hands." We advise every minister to obtain a copy
^' this sermon. In addition to its other values, its r.tyle is an education
'"'' «* charm. It is sprinkled with sentences which are literary inven-

""—the inventions of a highly cultivated genius for expression.
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PHILOSOPHT, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL LITERATURE.

Outlines of Economics. By Richard T. Ely, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Politiciil Ecom.tr- >•

and Director of the School of Economics, History, and Political Science in the Uiiive.vr.;

of Wisconsin. 1S94. ISmo, pp. 433. New York: Hunt & Eaton. Cincinnati: Craii>!..n

& Curts. Net, $1.25.

Professor Ely's position in the front rank of American econoini>ts

makes this additional book of his especially welcome and prepares ils for

the breadth of treatment which marks it. A comparison of this volun,..-

with any political economy issued thirty years ago—not excepting the

elaborate work of John Stuart Mill—will easily show that econoniif

science has made great progress, and also that each country has its pecul-

iar economic questions. An English book of equal breadth would not

contain several discussions found in this and based upon tendencies aud

agitations sharply accentuated by our industrial and political cnntro-

versies. For, though this book is "a systematic sketch of theory," the

sketch is extended to embrace practical issues respecting state industry,

state education, systems of taxation, public debts, regulation of indus-

try, control of corporations, and other such matters. And in all these

discussions the opinions of the author are more advanced and social-

istic than might have been expected a few years ago; that is to say, " the

socialists have rendered good service by calling atte;ition to. social prob-

lems, by forcing us to reflect on the condition of the less fortunate

classes." But the author believes that without any departure from the

institution of private property or any other radical change, but simply

by extending the application of principles recognized in existing public

methods, the desirable ends may be reached. The entire discussion of

this large topic is a model of fairness and fullness. But as a modern col-

lege professor Dr. Ely must always be understood, net as dictating

opinions, but as helping to form opinions by pointing out how the

accepted economic theory may be applied to the various classified bodies

of fact which demand the careful attention of economic thinkers. In

questions upon which the nation is divided into hostile camps the

text-book ought, of course, to recognize the arguments of both sides.

This our author does in his treatment of tariffs. He makes, however, the

very valuable suggestion that the importance of the tariff question is

exaggerated; for, while "England is prosperous under free trade."

"France and the United States are prosperous under protection." But

after all the chief worth of this book is its development of economic

theory more fully than is common in text-books. The bibliography of

the subject given at the close will enable the reader to follow out for

himself any discussion he may think incomplete; and this is especially

valuable in view of the modifications of older theories based upon the

thinking and theorizing of new schools, such as the Austrian, for exam-

ple. The reader of this volume is to be congratulated upon having an easy

and pleasant piece of work. The style is so clear and attractive that not

only is there no delay in understanding the meaning of the writer, but one

is enticed to go on and complete any discussion once entered upon, "^oi
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M^ Wx^t of the attractions of the book are the remarks found here and

iiivrn? ujwa the things which are superior to economic interests. For

fiimulo. the statement to the effect that "man is more than a wealth-

^.•iu- animal. Economic interests are not his only interests, nor always

'.tnjj«uible with his other interests. The economist by no means claims

iLt economic considerations should always be followed. He knows full

wrll that economic wisdom may be human folly, and that Hfe is continu-

*:jy neu'lected in order to get a living." Horace tells us that "Homer

tixls;" and our author has, we feel sure, too strongly condemned "au

ob«Mete sectarianism " in his treatment of denominational schools. Our

< hurcli has a very large and growing interest in educational work, and

j! h-^-s not its root in " an obsolete sectarianism."

r-rf 5i.:tk,-rin the 3Iarshes, and Other Poenis. By Daniel L. Dawsox. 12mo,pp.l5S.

r.ma'lolpbia : Rees, Welsh & Co. Price, cloth, $1 50.

Julian Hawthorne says : "Dawson was one of the truest, most inevitable

|...-ts of this age. His poems are intensely lyrical and of .permanent

»orth. He had no more in common with contemporary versifiers than

Wliituian had ; but he had a lovely, grave, mascuUne music which Whitman

never knew. He was the poet of manhood in the deepest sense." This is

not true, for the deepest in manhood is the spiritual and moral. Dawson

i» ^0 far from being the poet of these that there is not much evidence that

!.<• knew of their existence. But Hawthorne truly says: "The forms

wd scenes of the Norse mythology, and of Greek Olympu?. and of the

p-inidises of the antique golden age tower and gleam through his verse."

He seems to have been intimate with vaiious heathen di^-inities of doubt-

ful reputation; but we judge from his poetry that he did not know Christ

.-u-n when he saw him. He uses his name as an expletive in erotic lines.

Cuuld he possibly do this if he were in the least acquainted with him ?

I'lwson might easily have been the natural son of Walt Whitman—

a

rriiher prodigal son;' he has the same animality, not so healthy and well-

l:(i.t, more shaped by the schools and taught in music, but essentially un-

t.tmod. Besides Whitman, something in his passion and his tone reminds

v-i of Adah Isaacs ^ilenkeu, who would have been a natural and congenial

m:ite for him, both being poets after their kind. If we could select the

bciit from this volume we might accept it, for it has vigor, brilliancy,

ynice, and promise; but if we are offered the whole we would rather

^ye none. We are reminded of the words of another, asserting that real

o-'d voluntary paganism is absolutely fatal to creative literature: "The

pure pagan can hive no ideal. It is not that he asserts there is no God,

'•••It that he says there is no good; he knows no inward vivifying spirit to

produce moral procuress; therefore for him character cannot grow, it can

^•:i!y decay, like geraniums touched by frost. This paganism, which

acknowledges matter because itself is material, and which denies soul

•••hI the s;:pcrnatural, sees in man a mere organism, bound in an eternal

''"'-r of sense, a being whose deepest emotions arc but animal instincts

furiously developed, and whose subtlest thoughts are but emanations from
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an organ resembling curds ; therefore it has only the human animal for its

subject in art and literature, and can depict nothiug in moral life but its

decay. It has no clew to the growth of the living organism, ackuowlefl-:-

ing not life, but only death. Human character is to this paganism as the

rapidly decomposing corpse under the knife and microscope."

Authois and Tlicir Puhlicin Ancient Times. By George HiTEX Pctxam. XewTorl.:
G. P. Putnam's Sous. 12mo, pp. 310, Price, cloth, $1.50.

Mr. Putnam has undertaken a laborious but fruitful investigation nf

the relations of authors to their public and the development of literary

property. The volume before us is a kind of preliminary study, for down
to the invention of movable types and the organization of the publish! no;

industry authors had practically no pecuniary interest in their works.

It is a striking answer to the demand for better pay to the author that the

great and imperishable works of antiquity brought their producers no

money. It is not a sufficient answer to a claim for fidr rewards, but it is

probably as true now as it ever was that works of the highest order of

merit are not produced to be sold in a market, and probably would be

produced if there were no market in which to sell. The first man who
received any emolument from literature was a sort of thief—that Her-

modoros who sold copies of his notes made while listening to the lec-

tures of Plato. In modern times the practice would be condemned, and

Hermodoros seems to have incurred reproach in his own day. Our author

has occasion to refer constantly to the practice of plagiarism in ancient

times. The new author copied what he liked of the old author, and in

this way a great deal of valuable work e3ca[)ed destruction. There was

no sense of jiroprietorship in literature; the tliicfs odium came to him

when he claimed the merit of producing dead men's writings. In fact,

this is still the brand of shame in plagiarisms. This is but one of many

literary questions upon which this work sheds historical light. It would

seem impossible, if we had not the proof before us, to crowd into one

volume so much information about ancient book-making in all the lauds

which had a literature. Much of this information could be found only in

rare old volumes; and it has been collated and arranged with as much

judgment as diligence. A style trimmed of all superfluity, and yet not

disagreeably bare and uninviting, but singularly clear and easily read,

accounts in part for the abundance and richness of the matter.

The Complete Poetical Worhg of Henry Wadiworth LonafcUow. Cambridge Edition.

Crown 8vo, pp. 689. Boston and New York : Houghton, iMilUin & Co. Price, cloth, S~.

In this book we have for the first time a complete one-volume edition

of Longfellov.-'s poems. Only his translation of the "Divine Comedy''

is wanting, and that for obvious reasons could not have been included

here. Probably the least known of all his works is " Christus." Until

now this has been published in a separate volume, and has thus been

neglected by many to whom the familiar '• Household Edition" has been

a continual joy and fountain of inspir.ation. Yet it was this that Long-

fellow considered the great work of his life and by which he most dc-
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4_f.U to be remembered. This work, in its three parts—"The Divine

?.i*niv," " The Golden Legend," and " The New England Tragedies"'

t» incorporated ia this volume with the author's other poems, and in

>J,s> convenient form will tend to heighten his fame and strengthen the

ij*r, tion of his many admirers. But other features of this edition are

».». viorthy of attention. A somewhat new arrangement of the poems is

,,.i.lf, intended to be final; the translations, for instance, are collected

,-, I pliicc'd together in the latter part of the book. Bibliographical and

..';.^r notes, culled from the many-volume "Riverside Edition," are

•u-rktUTcd here and there throughout the volume. "Evangeline," "Miles

•• i'i<li-*li,"nnd the " Children of the Lord's Supper " are printedin narrow

i;i<-.vi«rt', easier to the eye, if a trifle strange. There is also an intro-

4jctory biographical sketch by H. E. Scudder; and an appendix at the

ti.\ contains youthful poems, rescued from various sources, of interest

»s.*jnly to students of Longfellow's genius, and contains as well a number

of translations which the poet did not see fit to comprise in his collected

vorks, and a chronological list of all the poems. A steel-engraved por-

ifiit, by Wilcox, forms the frontisiiiece, while the title-page is adorned

*i:h an etching of Cragie House, Longfellow's Cambridge home. In

t-rch-inical appearance the volume is worthy of the poet. The type is new
!.•'.. In.-markably clear, the paper is not too heavy to accommodate nearly

tcTca hundred pages within an inch of thickness, yet of fine texture and

J
nriically opaque, and the binding is in dice-muslin ; while last, but by no

cr.ins least, the book lies open easily. This attractive edition, charac-

vrizcd' by an all-pervading neatness and daintiness, must of necessity

wip-Tsede all other one-volume editions, and forms a fit setting for the

wvrks of one who wrote no single word which could cause harm to the

sixt sensitive soul, but who has lifted many to higher thoughts, purer

'J -als, and holier lives.

TV iVfrafe Li/c, and Other SUjrics. Pp. 232.

IV iSlicd of Time, and Other Stories. Pp. 230. Each 16ino, cloth, oraamenta!. Price,

'-^jy!* in London and Elsewhere. Post 8to, pp. 305. Price, cloth, §lJIo.

These throe volumes are from the pen of the well-known stylist, Henry
^inics, and are published by Harper & Brothers, New York. One
*"on-Jers why the two volumes of stories, issued about the same time,

''^f: not put under one cover. Henry James is a critic, and not a crea-

*•"». His stories are his poorest productions. They seem like conscious

'ijx-rinients in style hung up on a slender clothesline of plot. They
-v-k the stirring and passionate interest of real life. Criticism is his

!.r>..f,>.ssion, and his ambition to become a literary authority is more likely

'•^ attain something than his attempts at story writing. "Without prais-

'*',' Uudyjird Kipling, it is fair to say that a single one of his short stories

^-i< in it enough life and energy to stock a dozen volumes like the two
'•fonj us. These stories cannot hold our attention, because of thi.;r

"^•ntial feebleness and because the obvious effort and art obtrude most
^if^m our consciousness. The third book, the volume of essays, is of more
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interest. It is the author at his best, and his best is fiue, althouL^h it

is scarcely equal to the prose of "Walter Pater. The literary style of M:
James is a feat in prose technique ; but the reader's enjoyment is obstructou

and his mind burdened by its unrelenting elaborateness. The way ii,

which the essayist steadies himself through long sentences on a tlin ;;.!

of thought, curving his periods and balancing clauses right and left with

studied and anxious evenness, as if life depended on it, reminds oiif uf

Bloudin walking a tightrope and poising vrith his pole above Niugr.ia.

"We admire it wonderingly for a time, but the strain on him and us is v

.

great as we watch him through and over, that a touch of weariness prc--

ently helps us to understand why Labouchere said that he found Hciny

James monotonous. Here are eleven essays on "London," "James Russell

Lowell," "Frances Anne Kemble,'' "Gustavo Flaubert," " Pierre Lotl/

^'Tlie Journal of the Brothers de Goncourt," "Browning in Westminster

Abbey," "Henrik Ibsen," "Mrs. Humphrey Ward," "Criticism," and

"An Animated Conversation "—all well worth reading to those who care

about the subjects. Only one of them excites special or general interest

on this side of the sea—the essay on Lowell; that, at least, is our fecliui;

as we lay them down. Professional critics are in danger of becoming;

somewhat haughty and patronizing. The English attitude toward things

American occasionally shows a similar temper and attitude, and Henry

James is so completely Anglicized that he is more English than American.

Albeit he heartily admires Lowell and liberally praises him, he scarcely

conceals the feeling that to have his literary style approved by England is

the most dazzling jewel in Lowell's crown, and to have charmed and cap-

tured London the greatest personal victory possible to man. Yet it is

much that this Anglo-American critic consents to eulogize Lowell's style

of speech and writing, with whose prose his own, proud as he is of it,

cannot compare for radiancy and richness, much less for strength or

for range and ripeness of culture. The citizens of the United Statc<

will thank Henry James for setting forth, so enthusiastically from his

critical standpoint, with what capable wisdom and practical skill Lowell

served our country as her foreign minister at the most important of all

posts abroad ; how thoroughly and sturdily, yet ^vithout offensivcncs^.

he showed himself a magnificently loyal American, so that he stood

at the court of the sovereign of the greatest empire on the earth as a

sort of superb epitome of the greatest of republics. The essayist makc^

it clear that, in its impression on intellectual England, as well as on the

highest and most refined social London, Lowell's term of ministerial service

easily surpasses in brilliancy and in the completeness of its conceded

triumph any other record of the sort since the two countries first ex-

changed diplomatic representatives. When Lowell was at the Court of

St. James and the lion of society in the English capital, London, on a

great variety of important public occasions, listened with delight to the

speech of a finished master—purest English spoken with rarest grace

and perfect pronunciation; as they say in Italy, Limjua Toscana in hxcn

Rotnana—Tuscan speech on Roman lips.
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t^'* .,„<1 hi» Friends, and Otlier Papers. By John Brows. M.D., F.R.S.E. Artisfs
*

•> .11. >Vltti numerous Illustrations. 16mo, pp. 295. New York : Frederick A. Stokes

I cijviay. Price, ornamental, §1 .33.

We deem it well-nigh impossible for anyone -who has a human heart in

^ita to read the writings of Dr. John Brown, of Edinburgh, and not be

• i:iin<' to apply to bim the words, "Whom having not seen" we "love."

A in.ire humane, gently earnest, gravely playful, strong, warm, exquisitely

4riiaite nature has seldom moved among men to charm, to counsel, and

\,y l.Itss. One wishes that evefy home might have him or one like him

*.* iu family physician. EveiT doctor should be as well acquainted with

J-hn Hrown as he is with tlie works of medical authorities. Sometimes,

•.;v»ii"h seldom, in literature we come upon something that makes a

{•r-hct in the reader's eyes. Certain passages from Victor Hugo have

Lvl that effect. Dickens's stories have done it for thousands. James

Wiiitcomb Riley ran away when "Little Nell" was in the reading lesson

tl M;hooI, lest it should fall to him to read it; for he knew he could not

«ithout breaking down before the class and the teacher. Xot a few

Kavc succumbed, to Little Lord Fauntleroy. Portions of Holy Writ

hjive broken up the great deep of the soul and melted the heart like wax.

Ktw persons of any sensibility have been able to iinish reading Dr.

!;ro'.vn"s Rth and his Friends with dry Hds and uublurred vision. It is

c-rc of the treasures of literature. Many stories liave been told, but none

*.. surpass that. Here in this volume are the delightful biographies of

••Our Dogs"—Peter, and Toby, and Wylie, and Rab, and Wasp, and

Jock, and Duchie, and Crab, and Puck, and Dick.

He prayeth best who loveth best

Ail things, both great and small

;

For the dear God who loveth us.

He made and loveth all.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AXD TOPOGRAPHY.

-«. Itrvrmn Alcott. His Life and Philosophy. In Two Volumes. By F. B. Saxborx and

WuxiAM T.Harris. 12mo, pp. (two volumes) 679. Boston: Roberts Brothers. Price,

fi'th, $3.50.

A Xew England rustic, a peddler of notions in Virginia and the Caro-

-aa«, a Connecticut schoolmaster following original methods, a traveler,

f'<-lurer, and transcendental philosopher—when will the world look upon

'i'li a complex character or diverse career again? The explanation of

' -r h a powerful personality as was 3Ir. Alcott's, arising from the humble

'^a!ks of Xew England life and in the earlier days when scholastic ad-

*«tages were at more of a premium than now, seems at least partly

' -un<l ia the operation of the great law of heredity. If Mr. Alcott was

'W-urcly born and from stress of poverty could not realize his wish of

?Ta<luation at Yale College, yet the blood of good and great ancestors ran

:a hi3 veins—the celebrated John Alcocke, Bishop of Ely, and the

{"•oncer Alcockes of New England in the seventeenth century, in whose
hnc -fterc Jonathan Trumbull, the famous governor of early Connecticut,

--—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. X.
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and John Trumbull, the painter, being among his ancestry. With such a
list of progenitors and with the inspiring environment which marked \.\w
earlier New England life, it is not altogether difficult to understand themany sturdy and noble qualities that marked Mr. Alcott. However
vague and \'isionary seem many of his theories, the reader of this bio-
raphy cannot divest himself of the thought that here was no ordiuun-
character. A student, an inquirer after truth, a fearless teacher of ^\hr
he conceived to be the new truth, he was one in whose private deportment
there was no flaw and in whose personal integrity his generation hud
the utmost confidence. >Ye are indebted to the present biographers for
so full an accoi»nt of Mr. Alcott's earlier life, mental growth, and intel-
lectual force, with the development of the philosophic system with
which his name will ever be associated, that little seems remaining to be
desired. If it is difficult to understand transcendentalism, even with the
help of this full biography, there is consolation in the thought that iJIr.

Alcott^s contemporaries were equally mystified, and that even so subtle
a thinker as Emerson wrote of his friend, "As pure intellect, I have
never seen his equal. The people with whom he talks do not ever un-
derstand him." Not the least interesting feature in this sketch of Xe\v
England growth is the story of the Brook Farm experiment and its early
failure. In the midst of these ethereal surroundings, as in other Concord
and Boston scenes, one finds himself in the presence of the philosophers
and uncovers his head to listen to the superior words of Emerson.
Thoreau, Parker, Channing, Clark, and more of the New Endand sages.
Though the distmguished coterie has long since passed from the stage,
leaving in operation no effective philosophic system, the story of thdr
search for truth is ever valuable to the student of pliilosophy. For
which reason, in addition to the strictly biographic features of the story,
the present volumes have an unusual value.

ii/c of Christian Daniel Eau£h, of Berlin, Germany, Sculptor of the Monument of Queen
Louise, Victories of Walhalla, Albert Durer, Frederic the Great, etc. Drawn from German
authorities by Ednah D. Cheney, author of Gleanings in Fields of ArU etc. 8vo, pp.
Sil. Boston : Le« & Shepard. Price, cloth, S3.

In the hall of the Ministry of Cultus at Berlin the bust of Ranch is

placed with the busts of Goethe, Beethoven, and Durer, in the repre-
sentation of poetry, music, painting, and sculpture, '

' A noble company,"
it well seems, "in which to preserve an earthly immortality," and a com-
pany of which Rauch is not the least conspicuous ornament. One could
wish no higher approval of his finished work, in whatever department,
than is given the German sculptor in the present biography. We cannot
fail to be impressed with its predilections in favor of the character it de-
picts. Yet, in the lack of evidence that this enthusiasm is so excessive
as to lead to misstatement of fact, the reader himself grows absorbed in
the study of Rauch and his times and makes a reverent obeisance to the
genius here described. Believing in art as " the expression of the highest
in humanity," Rauch consecrated his powers to the securing of°that
"expression" with a zeal and constancy that knew no yariatiou. He
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, \<>xn to wield the chisel. There was nothing mercenary in his per-

Mvujics he did not work for pay but for art's sake; his ideal was the

i"i'r>l- and the story of his spontaneous toil is an inspiration to better

^mIcc. along every line of effort. With the personality of Rauch himself

Iv n I'lor cannot but be charmed, under the showing of the biographer.

\ \,\c in personal appearance, endowed with great delicacy of spirit, and

t, .rii).' in those higher social walks where he associated with kings and

-^liTir he was no ordinary spirit. As a history of a department of nine-

l« mil century art the volume has also its positive value and will strongly

4T.K ,1 to the connoisseur. In its pages he will trace the story of a

J.', .-r.'ivs in Germany that cannot well be neglected and that has perhaps

t ' i.cen written in this exact way heretofore. In this progress Rauch

„l< to no small degree a factor. The patience and painstaking that he

r.ve for years to the mortuary statues of Queen Louise were evident none

tb^ less in all the three hundred and seventy-eight works which are

t'vMticd in the volume as having been wrought out by his chisel. So he

U}..rcd to realize his ideal, and in this labor helped to elevate yet higher

<;.mmn art and the world's art. Upon this side of the ocean Ranch

.hoald be better known, and if this winsome biography shall introduce

U new readers one so reverenced in the Fatherland it will not have beea

• riltcn in vain.

A i^f^^t BMo^-y of tnc English People. By J. R. Green, M.A. Illustrated Editioa, edi^

by Mrs. J. R GREE.V and Miss Kate Norgate. Volume III. 8yo, pp. 9;>-:,.09. New

Yolk : Harper k Brothers. Price, cloth, $5.

Like the good wine which grows ever better as the feast progresses

-cm the successive volumes of the illustrated edition of Professor

Green's Short History—if something already superlative is capable of im-

provement. The recent notice in these pages of the two preceding numbers

ifl the series might be quoted in full, as a commendation of the present

ToUane. In the division of the subject-matter, as originally issued by Pro-

f.v^or Green, the book opens with the chapter on " Puritan England."

"No greater moral change," says the writer, "ever passed over a nation

tliHU passed over England during the years which parted the middle of the

r. i;,Ti of Elizabeth from the meeting of the Long Parliament. England

{^came the people of a book, and that book was the Bible." ^\ ith this

6r.i,oiincement as a starting point the chapter traces the subject of Eng-

lish Puritanism in successive sections whose title only may be quoted:

'•The Puritans, 1583-1G03," " The First of the Stuarts, lG0-i-irj23.
'

•'The Kiu<^ and the Parliament, 1G23-1G29," "New England," "The

iVrsonal cVernment, 1G-29-1G40," " The Long Parliament. 1G40-1642."

-Thf Civil War, July, 1G42-Augtist, 1G46," "The Anny and the Parha-

tiunt, 164&-1G49," "The Commonwealth, 1649-1653," and "The Full of

I'uritanism, 1G53-16G0." A transition period as is this in English his-

t'Tv, we would Unger over its dramatic events were it not that scholar-

»Uip has already passed its comment upon Professor Green's method and

given his work a place among the standard volumes of the age. The
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second chapter in the volume is on "The Revolution." In opeiiinj; the

author says, "The entry of Charles the Second into "Whitehall markeU a

deep and lasting change in the temper of the English peo[)le. "With it,

modern England began." The sections of the chapter are severally en-

titled, "England and the Revolution," "The Restoration, 1G60-10G7.'
" Charles the Second, 1667-1673," and " Danby, 1673-1678." But it is the

remarkable illustrations of the volume, in common -with it3 predecessors,

that give it its unusual value. Noticeable among these are the colored

cuts of old London Bridge, the judges in their robes, and "William Leu-

thall. Speaker of the House of Commons; such portraits, as the mothtr

of Oliver Cromwell, Sir Edward Coke, George Villiers, Duke of BuckiuL;-

ham, General Monk, and others; and such miscellaneous illustrations as

the front of Sir Paul Pindar's house, the trial of Strafford, and tlie great

seal of the Commonwealth in IGol. And yet to specify is practically im-

possible. "SVords cannot do justice to the intrinsic merit of these abimdaut

illustrations or their instructive quality. Under their showing the hands

turn backward on the dial, the dead centuries seem again alive, and old

prime ministers and kings long since turned to dust again speak and rule.

The publication of this work, in other words, should work a revival in the

study of that national history around whose stirring events the whole

world revolves.

Essays, Speeches, and Memoirs of Field-Marshal Count nelmuth Von MoUkc. The

essays translated by Charles Flint McClumpha, Ph.D. ; the speeches by Major C. Bae-

TER, D.A.A.G. ; and the Memoirs by Mart Herms, with Tortraifs drawn by the Field-

Marshal In 1831-1822. In two volumes. 8vo, Vol. I, pp. 308 ; Vol. II, pp. 239, New York

:

Harper & Brothers. Price, cloth, $;J.

Field-Marshal Count Helmuth Von Moltke as a Con-espondent. Translated by Mart

Herms. 8vo, pp. 309. New York : Harper & Brothers. Price, cloth, 82.50.

This is not the only instance in history where a warrior has turned author

to good effect. Such precedents as those of XenoiDhon and Caesar in

ancient times, or Grant and Sheridan in more recent years, are an earnest

of what a soldiery trained in the rigorous discipline of the military

schools and successful in the conduct of great campaigns may accomplish

in the field of letters. Certain it is that the quality of "Von Moltke's per-

formance with the pen docs not detract from his illustrious fame as the

great field-marshal of modern Germany. The first of the three volumes

under notice contains essays on Holland and Belgium, Poland, Railway

Routes, and the Eastern Question, among other subjects, that are such

solid discussions of matters then uppermost in Germany as would be

expected of a scholar, sociological student, keen observer, and ardent

patriot. Of Von Moltke's experience in publishing his first essay, c5u

Holland and Belgium, he jocosely writes to his mother, "All the sorrows

of a young author who is spoiling for a publisher have visited me;"

•while now, as an illustration of the mutations brought by the years, there

is no publisher in the world who is not "spoiling" to print Von Moltke.

For the perservatiou of his speeches, in the second volume before us, the

reading world must be grateful. As is well known, he was not a frequent
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Ls*.*icT, having spoken but forty-one times in his twenty-one years as a

txTttsbor of the Reichstag, and having delivered but three orations while

ii jhf House of Lords. Yet if he was, according to the current phrase,

•ul**?!! in eight languages," he was certainly eifective in the German

«'r<x-h when he gave verbal expression to his views on the many pressing

^.x^tions before the nation for adjustment. On the unification of Ger-

«!.*ny. i>ostal and railway service, and such military matters as the consti-

•,;'.ion of the German army, he speaks with, the authority of a statesman.

It ih«' third volume are grouped many letters of Count Von Moltke to

I:* father, his sisters Auguste and Magdalene, his brother Fritz, Crown

i'fiiAc Albert of Saxony, and others. Some of these communications are

«J'-H-riptive and philosophical in their nature; some are merely personal
;

trA all are marked by solidity rather than by excessive sentiment. The

y>T>-^ period in the life of Von Moltke extending from younger manhood
to uuusual old age is covered by this correspondence, the earliest date of

« p-.ihlished letter being 1837, and the last, 1802. One cannot but think of

tljr marvelous changes in the map and the rulership of the European conti-

trni while the great field-marshal thus wrote. "With the pathos that marks
»s old man's utterance, and withal in hopeful Christian sentiment, he writes

\

to his sister Magdalene at the ripe age of ninety, " The grace of God has
{

»ii'>wed us to live through another spring, a beautiful gift for which we
j

<*n-c' .':pccial thanks." And so, behind the warrior's mail, does the reader
j

h»-?.r the boating of a tender heart, instinct with love toward his fellows
j

»cd affection for his Maker. Soldier and statesman, he helped Germany
toward her greatness by his life, and now helps others in other lands

hy his published papers.

A Chad's nigt(jry of France. Illustrated. By John Bonxer, Author of A Ch ild's History
f/ iiome, etc. 12mo, pp. 40G, New York : Harper & Brothers. Price, cloth, Si.

A child's history need not, and should not, be childish. If the
writing of such a book be a task that is successfully wrought out with
'lilliculty, yet the result to be accomplished fully justifies such labor.

The words of Mr. Bonner himself well express the belief, in this connection,
trjit "young people will enjoy and remember histories which are mainly
"'•-•voted to incident, drama, portrait, landscape, romance, and local color;

«nd that in reading these they may wish to become acquainted with more
H-rious works, containing expositions of political doctrine and narratives

«<« campaigns, with maps and dates." It does not appear that Mr. Bonner
h'vs fallen behind this ideal in his actual performance. His Ilhtonj of
^ '"'tnre is so cleverly constructed, and gives such particular attention to the
ihnlling and often tragic facts of French history, that it has a fascination
not only for childhood, but even for older readers. From Clovis, the first

King of France, A. D. 481, to the estal)lishmcut of the present republic
'ter the overthrow of Napoleon III, the review rapidly sweeps through
lotirtcen centuries of checkered history. Few could have compressed so
inany centuries of change and bloodshed in so small a compass while tell-

>»g the story of national growth so intelligently.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
A ^anFor A^ That; or. My Saint John. By James M. Ludlow, D.D. 24mo dd uNew York: The Baker & Taylor Co. Price, cloth, 50 cents.

^mo, pp.44.

This is a story outside the conventionalities, full of pathos and iusir.!,'
into the human. A minister finds in the back basement of a filthy tcue
ment house a rough man of sixty years, going with hasty consumption'
accelerated by starvation. "For nearly half a century he had drifted
about the world, among that morally amphibious population alon- the
wharves of seaports which may be said to live half of the time in tli=s
world and half in hell. Ship law under the shadow of the yard-arm an'.]
cat-o'-niue -tails was his highest code of morals, and dread of death hi^
highest attainment in religion." Then goes on this sweet story of thenew birth, the germination of a simple, but sincere, genuine and raptur
ous religion in the heart of this human wreck, until near to death in
gladness and in peace he says that he is going into the next world "like
a new-born babby." A wise, wholesome, manful, and blessed story it is,

such as we have learned to expect now and then in the intervals of larger
work from the versatile genius of Dr. Ludlow.

*

Sylvan Lyrics, and Other Verses. By Willia.m Hamilton Hatxk. 16mo, pp. 156. New
1 ork :

Frederick A. Stokes Company. Price, ornamental, $1.

A daintily bound volume containing one hundred and twenty short
poems by the son of Paul Hamilton Hayne, whom some regarded as the
best of Southern poets. The son dedicates his volume to the memory of
his father in these lines :

The heirship of your Hre divine
Imparts these wavering sparks to mine,
Frail sparks that yearn, by love updrawn.
To And thee in the deathless davra.

The poems are assorted under the headings of "Sylvan Lyrics,"
"From the Sea," "Love Songs, and Other Verses," "Quatrains!"
"With Children."

TtiouoMs for the TlioughtfuL Selected and Edited by Adelaide S. Seaverxs. 16mo,
pp. 368. New York

: Hunt & Eaton. Cincinnati : Cranston & Curts. Price, cloth, gilt
top, $1.

Of books of this sort there have been many. The usefulness of the best
of them is beyond question. They catch readers who have not patience
or time for continuous reading. They find their opportunity in brief inter-
vals to deposit seed-thought in the soil of the mind. Large books do not
abide with us in whole; as a rule we retain afterward only outlines and
bits and parts and salient points, or some particularly vivid and forcible il-

lustrations. This book of selections, in prose and poetry, is made up of
bright bits, choice parts, memorable points, striking illustrations, bril-
liant sayings, gathered from a wide and varied reading. It seems to us
the choicest book of the kind that we have ever seen. It 13 so sparkling
bright, so crispy fresh, so spicy and aromatic, so appetizing and piquant,
so apropos of Hfc to-day—oiu- life with its instant needs, its driving rush,
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, „,r its weariness, its unrest. One may easily and often of a

"^ '^

i'n an odd moment, snatch a wholesome and nutritions morsel

r « >n^. Seaverns's basket of selections .'hich he may chew all day so

u sweet taste in his mouth. The editress has wandered far afield

*T"m ado V nd on the hills of literature, plucking both fruits and

;:!:; : i delic^^ taste and wise discrimination. The extracts are

Id under the months and days of the year. It is a book for the

r. r or hose whose time is full, for all of us when the bram xs weary,

L ;;« '^ibiUty dull, or the heart cast down. It is modern, up to dat.,

Z!^. There is nothi^ng stupid or dead in it. not so much as one dead fly

:- U* ointment.

U4.. r..ny, Tenman. Blac. and White Series^ By M.kt E. Wn^vs. 32mo. pp. m
;*w York: Harper A Brothers. Price, cloth, 50 cents.

One of those shnple, quaint, and lifelike stones
^^'^^^^^l^^^l^^^^

Wilkins a miique place in current American bterature; f -^f^hat sweet

X by -ith the humblest human interests which
ff^}^^^'^^^'^^ZL and makes us feel how deep, pathetic, and tender is the plamest

«wi commonest human life.

I...rh.ps no one book has been written which conihines in one vivad and

«...ing picture so many elements of New England hfe as ^t^^asm the

d.T, o^ our grandfathers, before the sons of the Pilgrims and Puntans

v^ begun to^eave their ancestral rocks and hills for Western ^ew ^o^^;

Ohio. Michigan, the Mississippi valley, and fl^^^/^7*f^.I'tlv '
e

.>ntinent. ?f all other records were destroyed and only this book pre-

*rvcd posterity would be able to form a correct
^^i^^^^lf'^'Z'^s

cption of the typical old-time New England town, " wath its seen
^,

its

iahnbitants. its daily occupations, its more striking ^^.-^^^^^? ^^^^^

M-litics of character, its tragic incidents, its comic episodes, its hard

tuk life, its rough and scanty inventions for play
^°^/^^f^^f'^';

Huisitive espionage and petty gossip, its religious guides, its schools

* ith their conflicts of stern pedagogues and intractable pupils. It is a

broader and a completer picture than Miss Wilkins has given us.

S^^r^V Relioion, or the Common-Sense Teaching of the Bible^ By n^-N^H Whitaix

f-iTH. 12ino:pp.S42. New York: Fleming H.ReveU CO. Price, cloth. 51.

These nineteen chapters contain the substance of some of ^^^^^ Smith s

nible readings, which have been given in many parts of this country and

Kurope to the kelight and profit of multitudes. The author ^^aheady well

khown in print by her cheery volume, TJ^ ChrisUnr^ .Secret of a^m
/..>. She has a rare knack of practical application, by which ^^e brings

the uiost valuable lessons of Scripture home to the business and bosoms

••f men. It is religion for seven days in the week,
^^'^'^''^^''^l^^^J^

iiome reading and for devotional stimulus, as well as suggestive of themes

•ailable for prayer meeting talks.
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Favorite Pet*, with Pictures and Verses. By E. S. Tucker. 4to, pp. 23. New V;;rt •

Frederick A. Stokes Company. Price, paper boards, ornameatal, $1.25.

lAicile. By Owe.v Meredith. Larpe 4to. New Torkj Frederick A. Stokes CompciEr
Price, gilt top, illumiuated binding, §3.50.

The first of these books -will delight all children who have not out-

grown their love of pets. The second is the most beautiful edition „f

LucUe ever put upon the market. With twelve facsimiles of water-cdiur

designs, and twelve half-tone engravings after original sketches bv
Thomas Mcllvaine, and numerous vignettes by other artists.

The French Revolution. By Thomas Carlyle. In three volumes. 16mo, VoL I, pp. .^.':

;

VoL ir, pp. 345; VoL III, pp.391. New York: Frederick A. Stokes Company. Prirl-

*3.:5.

Embellished with two hundred illustrations, made in Paris by Joseph

M. Gleeson, reproducing the actual scenes and chief actors in that awful

and well-nigh incredible drama enacted by human nature in the French

Revolution. Xo other hand could have painted that lurid and bloody

epoch like Carlyle's. He was as peculiarly fitted for the rugged task u.s

Dor6 was for illustrating Dante's Infet'no.

Inspiration and Inerrancy. A History and a Defense. Containing the Original Papers oa

Biblical Scholarship and Inspiration. By Hexkt Preserved Smith. 8vo, pp. 374. Cin-

cinnati : Robert Clarke & Co. Price, cloth, Sl-50.

Divine Balustrades, and Other Scrmojis. By Robert S. MacArthcti, D.D. 12mo, pp. X2
New York : Fleming H. Revell Company. Price, cloth, $1.25.

A Practical Comment on the Confession of Faith of the Church of the United Brethrrn

in Christ. By Bishop J. Weaver, D.D. 12mo, pp. 185. Dayton, 0. : United Brethren

Publishing House. Price, 75 cents.

Through Conversion to the Creed. Being a Brief Account of the Reasonable Character of

Religious Conviction. By IT- J3. CARXi;GiE, B.A., Rector of Great Witley, Worcestershire.

16mo, pp. 129. New York : Longmans, Green & Co. Price, cloth, $1.

A Harmony of the Four Gospels in English, According to the Common Version. Arraneed

with Explanatory Notes. Designed for Popular Use and Adapted to Sunday Schools. R<^

vised Edition, with Corrections from the Revised Vei-sion of 1881. By George W. Clark.

D.D., Author of Notes on the Gospels, etc. 12mo, pp. 303. Philadelphia : American Baf
tist Publication Society. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Scriptures, Hebrew and Christian. Arranged and Edited as an Introduction to the Study

of the Bible. Vol. III. Christian Scriptures, Comprising the Gospels, the Acts of the Apos-

tles, the EpLstles of St. Paul, the Epistle to the Hebrews, the Epistle of St. James, the First

Epistle of St. Peter, the First Epistle of St. John, and Portions of the Revelation. By Ed-

ward T. Bartlctt, D.D., Dean of the Protestant Episcopal Divinity School In Philadel-

phia, and John P. Peter.s, Ph.D., Professor of Hebrew In the University of Pennsylvania

and Assistant, Recior of St. Michael's Church, New York. 12mo pp. 601. New York : G.

P. Putnam's Sons. Price, cloth, S2.

Outline Analysis of the Boolss of the Bible. The Old Testament. By Professor Barnard
C. Taylor. 16mo, pp. 191, Philadelphia : American Baptist Publication Society. Price,

cloth, 75 cents.

Biblical Eschatology : Its Relation to the Current Presbyterian Standards and the Ba.sal

Principles that must Underlie their Revision. Being a Review of the Writings of the

Presbyterian Divine, L. C. Baker. By Hexrt Theodore Cheever, D.D., Author of The

PiPpit and the Peu\ etc. Supplemented by an OrijriRal Thesis by Mr. Baker on the F>-

chatology of the Church of the Future. 12mo, pp. 241. Boston : Lee &. Shephard. Price,

paper, 31.

A miscellaneous group of books by dilTerent authors on different sub-

jects. The topic of each, volume is religious and self-explanatory.
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Methodist Review.

MAY, 1894.

Aet. I.—conscience.

I.\ metaphysical discussions we are universally misled by

.•hiisitications and distinctions which originate in logical con-

unic-ncc and have no basis in reality. "Words are substituted

fur ideas, and we are lost in the mazes of logomachy." While

it tiiay he impossible to wholly abandon the use of these dis-

tinctions, there should be an honest attempt to reduce the

:'urinnl{e of metaphysics to the terms of common life. We
liiiiy at least endeavor at strategic points in the discussion to

tnnslate the technical phrases of metaphysics into the language

«'f the people. Much of the confusion of thought which exists

ro-Apecting conscience is due to the terms employed in its con-

i'loration—terms which are common to all treatises on mental

^'-icnce. These phrases are employed for purposes of classiiica-

•ion and as aids in the process of reasoning.

The human mind ])ossesses three faculties—the intellect, the

^cIlr*ibility, and the will. Snch is the division of the books on

iiiental science. The intellect is the faculty that thinks, reasons,

l;iio\vs. The sensibility is the faculty that feels or experiences

'•iiiotions. The will is the faculty that chooses, decides, acts.

The mind possesses these three faculties—no less, no more.

The impression made by this classification is that the mind is

divisible into three parts or departments, like the heart, lungs,

and stomach of the body, each of which attends to its own

P-irticular duties without interfering with the functions of its

^Hu'^dibors. This impression grows out of the use of the term

" faculty." But this classification is merely to help our thought,

-3 FIFTH SERIES, VOL. X.
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and has no basis in reality. The mind is a unit, with no parts
or compartments. It operates as a unit, and all that is meant
bj the classification—intellect, sensibility, will—is that the
human mind is capable of the three processes implied in the?o

terms ; it can think, it can feel, it can will. And these three

processes exhaust its powers. It cannot do less than tliese ; it

cannot do more. And the whole mind thinks, the whole mind
feels, the whole mind wills.

Xow, we are prepared to say that the operation of the mind
which is called conscience must come somewhere within these

limits. It must be a process of thinking, or a process of feel-

ing, or a process of willing, or a complex operation of the mind
embracing two of these, or the entire three. "We shall never
get clear ideas on this subject until we settle it once for all

that conscience is a normal mental process, and not something
extra-mental; that the human mind treats morals just as it

treats mathematics, or history, or science. Conscience is called

"a moral sense," "a moral feeling," '-'a moral faculty," "a
moral nature," according to the peculiar conception of the

writer ; the implication being that the mind, wliich is compe-
tent to deal with questions in mathematics, science, and philos-

ophy, is not competent to treat moral questions, but needs some
annex, or appendage, or separate "sense," or "faculty," or
" nature " for this purpose. It is just as rational to speak of a

mathematical faculty or a philosophical nature. If by the use

of these terms it is merely meant that the human mind is capa-

ble of treating questions in morals as it treats questions in

mathematics there is no great objection to their use ; but the

fact that " moral sense," " moral faculty," " moral nature " are

persistently employed, while "mathematical sense," "philo-

sophical faculty," "scientific nature" are unknown terms in

metaphysical discussion, implies that morals are singled out as

calling for some kind of treatment outside the range of ordi-

nary mental processes. "Writers speak of education as physical,

mental, and moral ; as though moral training is something en-

tirely beyond the scope of mental operations. It is just as

rational to speak of man's training as physical, mental, and
mathematical or historical or scientific.

A careful analysis of the operations of the mind will reveal

the fact that whatever differences are apparent in our mental
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oi>crations are due to the diverse materials upon which the

mind is exercised. The mental process which results in con-

clnsions respecting mathematics, or aesthetics, or logic is entirely

akin to that employed in determining questions of ethics. A
beautiful piece of statuary produces an agreeable state of mind

;

while one that violates all the principles of aesthetic taste awakens

a feeling of disgust. The close affinity of ethics and {esthetics

in this regard has long been recognized. But this affinity

stretches beyond aesthetics. If a man in a merely abstract

calculation, which has no ethical quality, finds himself asserting

that two and two make five, he feels at once a disquietude of

mind as a consequence. If in going through an example he

detects such a mistake he is disgusted with himself and corrects

the mistake with a feeling of impatience, while a state of

mental placidity is established as though a great wrong had

been righted. The syllogism dominates the human mind in

precisely the same fashion. If its premises are stated correctly

and its conclusion is reached logically the mind is at rest. If,

however, a speaker should propound the following :

'•' What-

ever has taken place in a uniform manner for ages is likely to

continue so to do ; the sun has risen in the east since human

history began ;. therefore the sun is likely to rise in the west

to-morrow morning," the minds of his hearers would revolt

from such a conclusion and be intensely disturbed. Men have

been mobbed or murdered for such an outrage on the human

intellect.

When we see a good or bad action in another it awakens

a feeling of pleasure or displeasure, less intense, to be sure,

and more limited in scope, but akin to the emotion aroused

when we make the good or bad action our own. It is no

doubt true that the operation of the mind on moral questions

contains certain elements, such as an impression of obligation,

and of merit or demerit, which are not found in the mental

processes that make use of mathematical or philosophical

material ; and it is likewise true that the resultant emotion is

more intense. But it is also true that the mental process in-

volving conclusions in aesthetics contains elements not found in

scientific investigations ; and the feeling of pleasure or pain

has likev.'ise greater intensity.

"What is claimed here is that conscience is simply a normal men-
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tal process, involving moral truth, just as another normal proc-

ess involves mathematical truth and another philosophical truth.

"When a man sees the distinction between right and wrong the

mental process is no more abnormal thanwhen he decides that two

and two make four rather than five. And the feeling awakened

when the question is decided differs from the other in degree of

intensity. The decisions relating to logic and mathematics are

just as binding on the mind as those relating to morals ; and the

axioms of logic and mathematics are just as dominating as

those of morals. The mind by its very constitution revolts

against any transgression of the axioms of mathematics or

morals; and by its constitution the revolt of the mind is more

pronounced and intense in the case of morals than in that of

mathematics. Let no one suppose that the power of conscience

is hereby discredited. Could we wish the mind to decide a

question of right and wrong with more energy and firmness

than it decides that the whole is greater than any of its parts,

or that a straight line is the shortest distance between two

points ? When a monstrosity in the realm of art is presented

to our notice the mind pronounces against it with a vigor not

far below that employed in the condemnation of a gross sin ;
and

if we are responsible for the monstrosity the feeling of loathing

is only less in degree than that awakened in the conscience by

the commission of such sin.

The conclusion we reach is that conscience is an entirely

normal process, wholly within the limits of the powers of the

human miud: To what extent conscience exhausts the powers

of the mind has always been a puzzling question, and one upon

which varying judgments have been pronounced. Many sec

in conscience nothing more than an intellectual process in which

the mind perceives the distinction between right and wrong.

According to this theory feeling and willing have no connection

with conscience. Others limit the scope of conscience to the

powerful feeling of pleasure or pain which accompanies right

or wrong actions. Thinking and willing are by this view ex-

cluded from its operation. Others find in conscience a percep-

tion of right and wrong, and an intense feeling as a result of

the perception, while they put the emphasis mainly on the

intellectual part of the process. Still others, recognizing the

presence of both thought and feeling, place the emphasis on the
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feeling ; 'while the most of those who have written on the sub-

ject consider it a double process of thought and feeling, without

upecial emphasis on either. We may rarely find a writer who

BUggests that the will may have something to do with the

operation of conscience. Joseph Cook and Dr. Mark Hopkins

belong to this number.

It seems clear that without a process of thought to decide

whether there is right and wrong, and what is right and what

wrong, there could be no choice of right or wrong and no feel-

ing of pain or pleasure as a result of such choice. The intel-

lectual action must lie at the basis of the entire process and

become a part of it. It is equally clear that the intense feeling

of pain or pleasure must follow a choice of right or wrong ; so

that in the process the will must act before the sensibility. That

intense emotion which is most commonly known as " conscience"

arises precisely because we have made a choice between right and

wrong. We feel the sweet emotion of pleasure because we have

chosen the right, and we experience what is known as the

" stings of conscience " because we have deliberately chosen and

done the wrong.

The complete operation of the mind which we call conscience

is complex. All the so-called faculties or powers of the mind

are involved. The mind through the intellect perceives the

distinction between right and wrong ; the mind through the

will chooses between right and wrong; and the mind through

the sensibility experiences a pleasant or an unpleasant emotion

as a consequence. Or, to drop the use of the word " faculties,"

the proposition may be stated in briefer terms : The mind sees

the distinction between right and wrong; the mind chooses

between right and wrong ; and the mind experiences a pleasant

or an unpleasant emotion as a result of its choice. What we
call conscience, then, is a con;plex operation, taxing every capa-

bility of the human mind ; and we may define it as the opera-

tion of the mind in which it perceives the distinction between

right and wrong, chooses between right and wrong, and

experiences pleasure or pain as a result of its choice. The

human mind is capable of this entire process in its treatment

of moral questions. Even more, all this is written in its very

constitution. It cannot escape from this process. It may be

in doubt in a particular case as to its decision ; many compli-
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cated situations will arise in which the mind hesitates to decide

what is right and what is wrong, just as it is unable to solve

many questions in mathematics or philosophy. In such a ca^e

the operation of conscience is balked at its first stage. The
mind may also stand undecided in the presence of good and

evil for a time ; and while this is the case the operation of con-

science is halted at its second stage. Eut when the mind finds

itself capable of determining in a particular instance what is

right and what is wrong—and this will be generally the case— it

is hurried on to a choice which cannot be long delayed. And
when the choice is made there is no escape from the state of rest

or disquietude.

The thing we call conscience is simply the mind operating

on moral questions -just as it operates on mathematical or his-

torical questions, and with results entirely analogous. The
operations of the intellect are followed by a choice of the will,

and tliis is succeeded by a movement in the sensibility which is

either restful or disturbing. A man reads the narrative of a

great battle. (1) The intellect grasps all the fiicts. (2) He soon

takes sides. He chooses between the contfending armies. The
will makes its decision. (3) Then, if the side he prefers is ti-ium-

phant a feeling of intense satisfaction ensues ; but if the other

army is victorious his soul is filled with disgust. This is some-

thing more than an illustration of the operations of conscience

;

it is a mental process of the same nature, the only difference

lying in the materials upon which the mind is exercised.

If this view of conscience be correct it readily explains why
men differ so largely in their estimates of right and wrong.

Their consciences differ just as their judgments differ ; for their

consciences are but their judgments applied to moral questions,

so far as the intellectual part of the process is concerned. It

explains how Paul could live " in all good conscience " while

persecuting the Church of God, and pleads for charity toward

those wrong-headed men who conscientiously do a great deal

of mischief and lead us sometimes to think that the only man
who is worse than a man with a conscience is a man who is

without one.

If conscience is a normal mental process what is known as a

" seared " conscience must be developed in liarmony with the

laws of tlie mind. The apostle Paul by the use of the word
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" seared " has been popularly supposed to refer to a hardened

conscience ^vhicb has lost its sensitiveness. More recent author-,

ities seem to regard this as a misinterpretation. He speaks

rather of a conscience "branded," as criminals were branded

that they might be commonly known as bad men, and leaves

the impression that the men he was condemning were of this

character. "Whatever interpretation we may put on the apostle's

word there is such a thing as a hardened, callous conscience,

which results from a perversion of the mental powers. As a

man may destroy the normal action of the stomach by abuse,

in like manner, to a certain extent, he may pervert the powers

of his mind. And this is true, in varying degree, of every fac-

ulty or power of the mind. By always arguing on the wrong

side and indulging in' sophistries a man may deaden his keen

and quick perception of right and wrong. Those who, like

Belial, persist in attempts to "make the worse appear the

better reason" will reach a mental condition in which the

worse may appear the better reason. "When a man sets his

heart on something wrong he may persist until the intellect,

under the domination of the will, fails to give a clear response.

It seems evident, however, that this process of intellectual per-

version can be only limited in extent, or all power of correct

thought would vanish in a condition of insanity.

The will, likewise, may be debased and weakened until it no

longer rules as a sovereign in the human breast. By persist-

ently doing wrong when he might do right a man finally loses

the power to do right when he may desire so to do. But the

perversion here is only partial. The power to act may be de-

stroyed, but the power to will or wish may remain. " For to

will is present with me ; but how to perform that which is good

I find not."

The most marked perversion of the mental powers seems to

be possible in the sensibility. A man may suppress his feelings

until they will almost wholly disappear. Xatural affection

has often been almost totally stamped out of the human soul.

Emotions of joy, fellow-feeling, indignation, and even sorrow

have met the same fate. And the powerful emotion which is

so prominent a part of conscience is no exception. The feel-

ing of pain or remorse may especially be suppressed, until ordi-

narily it gives the wicked man very little trouble.
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There is evidence, however, that this perversion or suppres-

sion of the mental powers is only partial and temporary. A
man may live for years in a stupid mental condition, without

clear thought on moral questions, the will helpless in the pres-

ence of evil, and the feelings unmoved ; when, under a power-

ful impulse, the fogs are cleared away from the intellect, the

wiU is strengthened for its task, and the emotions awake to new
life and vigor. It seems logical that all moral reform and spir-

itual regeneration must be based upon the fact that the perver-

sion of the mental powers is only partial. If a man could reach

a condition in which all con-ect mental processes were impossi-

ble there would seem to be nothing to build upon ; it would
be like reforming or converting an idiot or a lunatic. It seems

clear, however, that men may reach a condition of mental

debasement so extreme that nothing but an impulse from the

divine Spirit can awaken to correct mental action. It is the

divine purpose in saving a fallen man to renew, revive, and

reconstruct the original spirit, rather than to set it aside and

create an entirely new being.
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Abt. n.—twice on MARS' HILL.

" Ethics gives to history its rational goal, and all morality has tlie perfect

ehaping of universal history as its ultimate end."

—

Wuttke'a Christian Ethics,

voL i, p. 17.

I. With Cleanthes—Hymn to Zeus.

Three centuries before St. Paul reached Athens a sluggish-

headed boxer, named Cleanthes, overheard a lecture of Zeno,

the founder of stoicism. He became a regular attendant at the

new school of the porch. A meager livelihood was earned bj

working at night in kneading dough and in carrying water ; but

he was charged with idleness, taken before the court on Mars'

Hill, and his storj heard." Suspicion gave waj to sympathy, and

he was offered ten minse. He refused the gift. His prime

trait was endurance. He may have been dull, for he was

called "the ass." Nevertheless he won general esteem, and

on the death of his teacher became the head of the school. He
toiled with his own hands for a living. He chose death, not

death him. An ulcer gave him much trouble, aud he was

urged to fast for a season. At the expiration of the time he

declined to eat ; for he said he was halfway to death, and there

was no need of his twice taking the journey. Zeno compared

his mind to a hard tablet, on which writing was difficult, yet

when done was permanent. Cleanthes must have been not less

receptive, and more creative, than some have thought. Zeno's

apparent dualism of matter and force he transformed into the

sublime pantheism of his hymn. Zeno caught the practical

spirit of the philosophy of his age. Cleanthes gave it a mys-

tical coloring.

This " poetical Heraclitean mystic" furnished germinal ideas

that came to fruition in later days. He suggested that tlie

cause of the ceaseless "flux" of the universe was to be found in

the idea of tejisimi. The notion had not been unfamiliar to

Zeno and the cynics, but it liad been limited to the field of

ethics. Cleanthes simply extended the soul, lifting it out of

ethical limitations, to account for the different destinies of par-

ticular things, and so found a cause for the flux of all things.

His dullness was plainly that of a great dreamer. Yet the Stoic

philosophy was essentially ethical. The porch was a school of
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conduct. Every premise eyed this conclusion, every addition

was secondary. Wliile the philosophy of stoicism lias been com-
pared to Corinthian brass, the product of the " fusion of many
dissimilar materials," * it made a consistent effort to discover

the science of life in a theory of virtue and its art in the prac-

tice of virtue. The progress that was made may be seen from
a hasty survey of the march of ethics from early days to those

of the poetic water-carrier.

The deficient ethics of Pythagoras made the body a prison

for the soul, from whicli the soul needed release to gain a pure

and pious state. The demand of Heraclitus was that the soul,

a " fiery vapor," should be freed from all grosser elements.

The theory of the Sophists held that man's practical relation

to the external world is one of sense-qualification, and that,

owing to the countless diversities of sensation, there can be no

objective determination for conduct. Even the advance of Soc-

rates, who endeavored to correct the error of the Sophists and

to set up the " principle of universal objective spirit " in place

of individual caprice, got no farther than the maxim- that vir-

tue is wisdom ; and while he laid the first stone of a scientific

theory of morals it was only the first stone.f In Aristotle,

whose nature-study colored his theory, ethics is bound up with

physics ; and he contended that the " idea of the good " was

of little aid for practical morality. He opposed Socrates and

taught that we become virtuous only by the practice of virtue.

The lofty view-point of Aristotle's empirical ethics enables us

to understand the advantages derived therefrom by the Stoics,

and also the reason for their failure. Their ethics they raised

on a foundation of ph^'-sics. Universal nature furnished the

law of individual action. " Follow nature " is the moral maxim
of stoicism. Yet a man could not be virtuous unless he were

wholly virtuous. Thus stoicism furnished in its ethical theory

a practical and pathetic illustration of one of the picturesque

mythological stories of its birthland—the story of Tantalus,

l>efore whose parched lips the cooling wave advanced only to

ebb away.

The day when Cleanthes seizied the thought of the omnipo-
tent, righteous, immanent lawgiver was for paganism like the

Art. "Stoic Philosophy," McCllntock A Strong's Cycloiiccdia.

+ Schwegler, Higtory of PUamophy, p. 52.
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day for Israel when the prophet saw " the Lord sitting upon a

throne
; " like the day, too, for the " Holy Catliolic Church "

when John saw in the midst of the seven golden candlesticks

"one like nnto the Son of man." Stoicism never surpassed

the lofty idea of divine sovereignty—albeit pantheistic—con-

tained in the hymn of Cleanthes ; and St. Paul on Mars' Hill

was forced to go back over three centuries to find a mind in

touch with his conception of the fatherhood of God.* This

hymn is conceded to be the noblest approach to a Christian

hymn that heathenism has produced. In the version which fol-

lows the effort of the author has been to translate line for line:!

Of immortals most glorious, many-named Jove,

Thou almighty Creator, thou Ruler above,

To thee hail I since all mortals may call thee by name;

For thine offspring we are, thy true image we claim.

And alone of earth's creatures thy voice we repeat

I will hymn thee, and sing of thy power, as 'tis meet

:

The great cosmos that rolls around earth owns the hand

Through whose potent direction its forces expand.

Thy invincible arm wields such servants of fire

That their double-tongued flames, ever glowing with ire.

Cause all nature to quake when they burst through the cloud;

Thine omnipotent arm sways the universe bowed.

"While thy spirit is mingling with souls great and small,

Evermore, highest lord, thou art throned above all.

There is nothing, God, that is done without thee.

Round the pole thou art active, on land and on sea

All's thy work, save when wicked men strive to do wrong

;

To restrain their excesses of folly thou'rt strong.

In confusion lives order, th' unlovely shows fair;

Thou dost harmonize all, good from evil prepare,

For one law, ever during, the universe bands.

Though bad mortals may shun and resist its demands.

What a wretched ambition, still seeking the prize.

When the infinite law fails to charm ears and eyes

!

Let them heed its just sway, life and virtue are won

;

But they stray far from good, seeking each one his own.

Some for glory ambitious mix strife with their toil;

Some with avarice bum, and their fellows despoil

;

Others yield to sloth's charms and to dissolute joys.

Gracious Jove, robed in clouds, in the storm's loudest noise

* Paul quotes verbatim from Aratus, a fellow-countryman from Solf, In ClcUla : Tov yap

Kai yevog haukv. The passage of the hymn, fourth line, was quite likely in his miud

:

'E/c aov yap ytvoq ecfiiv.

+ The critical student may compare with this the free poetic version of Sir C. A. Elton, In

Christianity and Greek Philosophy, p. 453.
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Hailed as king! save from perilous errors mankind.

Thea grant vision, Father, to souls that are blind;

May they see that thy law in strict justice rules all.

"When thus honored with truth in true honor men call

On the God whom all mortals should ever adore

For his wonderful works ; never higher men soar,

Nor the gods, than when praising thy law and its power.

The ethical postulates in the liyinTi are two

:

1. Its Doctrine of God. While the hjmn has won credit

for its doubtfiil monotheism it has not escaped the charge of

teaching a "lofty pantheism." The ^ev noXvuwus of Cle-

anthes and the *' Jehovah, Jove, or Lord " of Pope may be
more nearly related in philosophic speculation than has been
beheved. At any rate, whatever of exceptional character,

dubious at best, the hymn may possess as a statement of

faith in one independent Creator, it remains indubitable that

stoicism developed pantheism. The porch had long before
St. Paul's day abolished the feeble dualism of Greek thought
and swung to pantheistic theories of the universe. Even
Plato's effort at a scientific system failed. He sunk the individ-

ual in the mass. In his theology he was pantheistic, in morals
fatalistic, in politics socialistic, and in philosophy he reached an
extreme idealism. Zeno's effort to sever the preceding iden-

tification of God with nature resulted in maldng God only a

"finer air;" and the distinction could not be satisfactorily

made out. God is the "chain of unalterable sequences in the

procession of phenomena." "Zeno's seeming dualism of God
(or force) and formless matter he [Cleanthes] was able to trans-

form into the lofty pantheism which breathes in every line of

the famous hymn to Zeus." * Yet the Stoics, in abolishing

dualism, fell into the opposite error, and made God the world's
soul and the world God's body. So all is bound up in God,
and all returns to God.

Stoicism shared with all developments of paganism the
evils of having no proper starting-point in infinite spirit. The
logical result of this was felt by serious minds at the period
when Paul entered the agora of Athens with his new doctrines
of Jesus and the resurrection. The objective basis of law was
not personal

; and, stirred by a nameless unrest, men were cry-

ing, « Back to the leaders !
" They thought that there had been

•Art. "Stoics," Eitcyclopadia Britannica.
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a doctrine of God held by the founders which had been over-

looked or misstated and needed reexamination or reinforce-

ment. Not so. They had all the truth possessed by the an-

cients; but it fell far short of the revelation of the preacher

on Mars' Hill. Under the highest light the patient water-

carrier ever threw upon the great questions of duty, Greece

sank from a higher to a lower moral level. The great reason

was a lack of knowledge concerning the true God. Deity, to

Aristotle, was a power, not a person. "Even Plato never in-

quired about the personality of God." * The light-hearted,

versatile, crafty Greek came to be the GrcEculus esuriens of

the Latin poet's irony; -art was debased, immorality prevailed,

and Athens sank to shameless and nameless vices. Greece

proved it true that clear conceptions of God must precede pure

living. Stoicism never overcame the bad consequences of its

first theological principles.

2. Its Doctrine of Man. Tiie tendency of the efforts of

the Sophists, of Socrates, and of his followers ripened in the

speculations of the Stoics. These were thoroughgoing in inten-

tion, at least, to discover a way in which men might be helped

to lead better lives. In the older Stoics there breathed a

Semitic spirit of righteous endeavor. The origin of stoicism

is fall of interest to the philosophic student of history. It

arose in times of political degeneracy. The Macedonian con-

quest ended in the centralization of power. Then came foreign

triumphs, and in their train rioted greed, corruption, lack of

honorable restraint, sensuality. The State grew by nourishing

a growing selfishness. It could not be reformed. Yet men
thought that private life might be purified, and they began the

search for individual perfection. In the middle Stoics the con-

fidence of attaining perfection passed away. The wise man
became rarer than the phoenix. Still other modifications fol-

lowed. Yet the seriousness of the early founders never entirely

left the school, even when later teachers moved forward from

the original ethical rigor to a languid philanthropy and a

lukewarm piety.

The original teaching of stoicism is reflected in the last

lines of the hymn of Cleanthes—man living under law. It

is not so much mankind as the personal unit. In its theory

Pressena*, Ancient World and ChrMianity, p. 38.
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of the one man, the ethical unit, stoicism developed the posi-

tive side of ethical teaching as compared with epicureanism.

In practice the Stoic was indifferent to public affairs, and the

spectacle of the world's advancement had no fascination for

his eyes. He was evermore thrown back into himself. His
notion of the individual has in some details put all modern
ethics in his debt. Individuality was not irrational license.

Zeno had made the ethical end to be harmony with one's self.

Cleanthes was " the first to define it as conformity to nature." *

The Stoic rivaled the saintly mystic in the stress he put upon
inwardness, for evermore intention outvalues performance.

Reason is higher than brute force, than the animal in man.

The rational course is one which conforms to the laws of life.

Cleanthes followed his master in his notion of harmony, but

went a step further toward the conception of morality as

obedience to an objective law. In the maxim that a virtuous

man can have no enemy, the splendid thought of the universal

soul as the ethical burning-point of all law shines out to the

lasting honor of the school. As mind is above matter, " right

reason " in the universal soul is the source of all external har-

mony. The technical name for this infallible reason is Siddeoig,

"disposition or regulation," and from this flows all consistency.

Human law is the recognition of obligation to the encompass-

ing law of the universe. Justice is not, then, something or-

dained by convention, now of use, then to be cast out upon the

ash-heaps. The one man must recognize the society of rational

beings, of which he is a rational member, and so live for the

good of others. The brotherliood of man was a distinctive

dogma of stoicism. In all the relations of life thought is above

pleasure. Virtue is the only good, to be sought for its own
sake, and no regard is to be paid to any feeling of happiness.

But in all this the pendulum swung far past the point of

rest. There was no such thing as " sin," declared by the apostle

as dreadful in God's eyes. There was no such thing as free

will ; a mere voluntary submission to fixed law was called free-

dom. In the emphasis put upon intention license was given for

grossest sins, in which it was said that the body was, but the

mind was not, implicated. The founder of the school himself

was far from controlling his animal passions, and indulged the

* Ueberwe?, Ri^tory of PJiilosfOpJiy, vol. 1, p. 198.
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dcradrng vice of pederasty. Diogenes Laertius, his biographer,

praises Zeno for being but httle addicted to it.* The true

idea of sin not being known, morality was conceived as, not a

struggle, but a development which a man might secure by get-

ting in harmony with nature. It is interesting to note the sur-

vival of this notion in the stoicism of Dr. Samuel Johnson,

which he puts into the mouth of Imlac :
" The way to be happy

is to live according to nature, in obedience to that universal and

unalterable law with which every heart is originally impressed."

There was lacking, -however, as the direct result of a pantheis-

tic starting-point, .any real sense of obligation. The moral idea

came to be " more an object for artistic enjoyment than for

actual realization." The Stoic failed to see how there could be

any separateness of personality and not at the same time self-

centering personality. Hence, man was regarded as able to

supply the springs of moral power within. Then, when the

pendulum of philosophy swung to pantheism, fate came to the

front. " Fata nos duciint " was the cheerless dictum. As only

the wise man can attain perfection, stoicism taught an " aristoc-

racy of ethics," and true morality was restricted to the few.

As to the future there was much uncertainty. Cleanthes

gave immortality to all, Chrysippus to a few noble souls.

Seneca wavered ; Aurelius indulged a vague aspiration. Thus,

since no personal God superintended human affairs, since free

will was only a name, since hope had no eye for the rewards of

personal immortality, and since fatalism rendered the pursuit

of happiness an illusion, the Stoic ideal was one of passionless

unselfishness ;
" the martyr's ecstasy of hope had no place in his

dying hour." f The leaders alone could expect posthumous

fame. Out of this theory of virtue there grew a sort of pride

that held all mercy and tenderness in contempt and favored no

disposition to mingle with the actual world. The sage was

never to repent of anything. He never needed forgiveness ; so

he never granted it. % As reason is all, the body is naught.

Suicide is the easiest "way out," and the sage is most heroic

when he bids life a willful farewell. " The time of his depar-

ture" he held in his own hand. Many a Stoic was loyal to his

theory, as testify the deaths of Zeno, Cleanthes, Cato, and Seneca.

* I-ecky, European Morals, vol. II, p. 294. t Ihid., Tol. 1, p. 173.

X Wuttke, Christian Ethics, vol. I, p. 36.
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Notwithstanding all tliiSj stoicism, even in its imperfect
efforts, bettered a bad age. It ascended the throne of the

. CjEsars in the creed and life of Marcus Aurelius. And, though
eminent Stoics may have been wanting in later days, the breath

of the early earnestness had not left the body of the national

life. It had its poets—Manilius, Lucan, Persius. It affected

Roman morals through the writings of Cicero, of Seneca, of

Epictetus, and of Aurelius. The Roman conception of gen-

eral and systematic law was the empire's chief debt to stoicism.

It has affected all modetu jurisprudence. " To this day, when
the 'state of nature' is proclaimed or the dogma is alleged that
' all men are born free and equal ' Stoic fantasies are revived,

without their origin, their import, their applications, or their

restrictions being suspected."* Stoicism has survived the

early days of Christianity. It would be an interesting study

to discover how much Christian theology has been affected by
it—for example, in the necessarian doctrine of divine sover-

eignty. From the law based upon Stoic physics, by which
the unit, though claiming to be self-poised, was supposed to be

absorbed by and into the universal, it is but a step to the Cal-

vinistic doctrine of divine sovereignty, in which a tendency has

been noticed to physical as well as ethical necessarianism ; and
it is only one more step to materialism.f Its reappearance

to-day, in its "counterpart in the scientific fantasies of Huxley
and in the cosmical reveries of Helmholtz and his fraternity,"

suggests the existence of social and intellectual conditions such

as caused Athens, at a crisis in her moral liistory, to extend

such cordial welcome to the founder of the Stoic school.

II. With St. Paul—Sermon on the " Unknown God."

The hymn of Cleanthes and the sermon of Paul mark the

highest conceptions of the ethical purpose of man, tlie one from

the view-point of natural religion, the other from that of re-

vealed religion. As the non-Christian philosophy of to-day is

in some features attempting a revival of Stoic ethics, a contrast

will not be unpractical nor unprofitable.

When St. Paul walked into the agora, or " market," at Athens

he encountered "certain philosophers of the Epicureans, and

Dr. G. F. Holmes, art. "Stoics," McCllntock 4 Strong's Cyclopcedia.

+ Dr. W. F, Warren.
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of the Stoics." The "garden" of the former was not far

distant, and the "porch" of the latter bordered upon the

northern side of the agora. Paul's daily discussions with these

philosophers ended with the sermon on Mars' Hill. Looking

down from the hill St. Paul saw on the " painted porch,"

wliich gave its name to the school of Cleanthes, the frescoes of

old heroic days, especially of the battle of Marathon. In that

conflict a few fought against many; so in like manner the apos-

tle confronted tlie multitude on the hill. The Greeks won at

Marathon ; so here did the missionary. And as the painted

wall preserved the glory of the former, so for all time the let-

tered page has kept the more enduring fame of the man who
" fought the good fight of faith." The judges now are the ages.

While it is not the purpose of this paper to discuss the feel-

ing of fellowship that may have existed between Christianity

and stoicism, no one can read the sermon of the apostle without

a suspicion, at least, of the sympathetic recognition by the ser-

mon of its kinship with the hymn. In their local origin they

were alike. Stoicism M'as not pure Greek, but the firstfruits

of the free interaction between Greek and Eastern thought

after Alexander. Cleanthes was one of the few exceptions io

the non-Greek citizenship of every eminent Stoic. Christianity,

too, came from the East. St. Paul quoted from a fellow-coun-

trymau. The cosmopolitanism of the hymn was set forth in

the " one law, everduring," and its greatest triumph was won at

Eome, when stoicism expressed itself in a national ethical habit

of thought and life. The cosmopolitanism of Christianity outran

the limits of legal bonds and encompassed the world %vith its doc-

trine of " grace." Stoicism lacked sympathy, yet it enlarged the

range of human fellowship and held to a sense of universal hu-

manity. It "converted friendship from an indulgence to a

duty." It did in some measure check demoralization, and by

its propaedeutic relation to Cliristianity made way for its rapid

spread. St. Paul's feeling found expression in his courteous

introduction, wherein, far from charging his hearers with being

"too superstitious," he bridged the chasm of prejudice by com-

mending them for their carefulness in religion ;
and in his

quotations from their poet he made common cause in claiming

divine parentage for all men.

Lack of space forbids an extended exegetical analysis of either

24—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. X.
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the liymn or tlie serrnou, nor is it needed. Deeper studj of the

sermon commends De Wette's approval of it as a " model of

apologetic style of discourse." The logical movement is ai5

simple as it is strong. The apostle, after his conciliatory open-

ing, declares his purpose to teach them the true God. He an-

nounces him as the world's Creator (verse 24), as independent

(verse 25), as Creator of mankind in one great fellowship, de-

spite their wide diffusion (verse 26), declares it man's duty to

seek him (verse 27), then, following the immortal line from

the hymn (verse 2S), describes him as a spiritual God (verse 29^.

states his forbearance, and urges men to repentance now, for

Christ's resurrection makes certain a day of judgment. Here
clamor silenced the preacher. " Jesus and the resurrection''

were stumbling-blocks to Greek thought. To change the fig-

ure, they were the twin stars of the new faitli, and their fixed

radiance, far outshining the mythic benignity and splendor of

the " Twin Brothers," has been the guide of gospel heralds to

all forms of vagrant paganisms.

The ethical postulates of the sermon are three:

1. Its Doctrine of God, The sun of truth was at meridian

on Mars' Hill. The degree of difference between the ethical

positions of Cleanthes and of Paul is not to be discovered

by contrasting passages taken from the Xew Testament and

from the 21editaiwns of Marcus Anrelivs. The difference is

not that between two schools of philosophy. " The ethics of

paganism were part of a philosophy. The ethics of Christian-

ity were part of a religion." - The only sufficient basis of

morals Paul preached in his doctrine of a personal, independ-

ent Creator of worlds and of men ; loving man. yet holding

liim responsible for his conduct ; demanding spii'itual worship,

hence not to be imaged in stone
;
getting in touch with men by

means of his Sou, the world's only Redeemer ; at once holy,

yet patient toward unholy men ; separate from men, yet seek-

ing entrance into contrite hearts. " Only where the moral idea

has its absolutely perfect reality, in the personal holy God, has

morality a firm basis, true contents, and an unconditional goal." ^

The advance of the sermon beyond the hymn shows the folly

and failure of the natural theology of the present day, which

draws from the common soul of man its only confirmation of

• Lecky, European Morals, Tol. il, p. L t Wuttke, Christian Ethics, voL il, p. 80.
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truth. The "absolute religion" finds the spring of progress

in humanity. The " spontaneous gospel " puts aside the his-

toric revelation. It affects to be constructive and progressive,

when, in fact, it is destructive and retrogressive. " It is carry-

in"- men afresh to paganism." * It has been well said that " the

distinctive feature of Christianity is that henceforth the law

(legacy from Judaism) is not contemplated apart from the per-

sonality of God ;"t not only so, but the revelation of the divine

personality is that of one compassionate. The Father ever-

more sees the wayward son " a long way off" and goes out to

meet him. If .Cleanthes's hymn, not unlike Judaism, empha-

sized law, Paul's sermon exalted grace. Thus the restraint of

law becomes the constraint of love. "Ancient philosophy

never opened the mine of happiness which lay in this principle.

It was a discovery, like that of a new scientific principle, when

it was made ; and Christianity made it." X

2. Its Doctrine of Man. ^lan is like God. In origin we arc

his " offspring," in destiny his " sons." Man's personality is

in the mind of the apostle, yet he does not stop there. Per-

sonality sets apart man as capable of communion with God.

But under present conditions this personality, having intelli-

gence, conscience, will, is, though a free agent, subject to sin,

is capable of holy living, needs to repent, faces the day of judg-

ment, and is heir to an immortal destiny. Such is man in St.

Paul's mind. The chasm is too great between the Stoic anthro-

pology and that of St. Paul to demand more than the preced-

ing generalizations. How great it is will appear more clearly

in the consideration of the tliird postulate of the sermon.

3. Its Doctrine of Christ. The previous emphasis of the

difference between the two greatest ethical systems of history

is here multiplied many fold. The crowning point of unlike-

ness is here unveiled. A difference of degree sets the sermon

above the song, in the superiority of its theology and anthro-

pology. In its Christology the sermon is as far above the song

as brightest day is beyond darkest night. There are no com-

mon terms of comparison. The Judaic postulates concerning

God and man lifted the preacher far away from those of the

poet ; but the real, the immeasurable difference is not felt till

* Hardwlck, Christ and Olhcr Mantcrs, p. 18. + Lux Mundi, p 405.

t Mozley, Uiiivensitu S&nnons, vol. Ix, quoted in Lux Mundi.
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the doctrine of the God-man is reached. In him the " ideal

sage" of stoicism, dreamed of, but never met, was revealed.

The best that Zeno, Cleanthes, and Chrysippns could do was to

look back to the stonecutter moralist of Athens. " Socrates

sat for the portrait of the Stoic sage ; the Stoics strove earnestly

to build np their inner man after the pattern of the virtuous

wise man, whose lineaments they borrowed from the transfig-

ured and lofty form of Socrates."* Stoicism pointed with

a palsied hope the path where a victory might be won, but did

not win it, could not win it. The philosophy was too subjec-

tive ; the human personality was too self-centered ; the goal

was too far removed or an utter impossibility. The touch-

stone of a true science and a true art of morals is Jesus Christ.

He is the full measure of the gap between the two systems. He
is, first, the ^;>aj!i'6;'7i, and, secondly, tliQjyower of the ideal life.

1.) The Pattern. Stoicism sought "a subjective criterion

of truth that may assure the determination of true and false

ideas
; " f but the outcome of the endless debates in the porch

was scarcely more than a philosophic game of battledoor and

shuttlecock. The objective, historical, personal, peerless Christ

is the world's criterion—he and none other. Ko pardon need

here be asked for introducing at length the famous passage of

Mr. Lecky

:

It was reserved for Christianity to present to the world an ideal charac-

ter, which throughout all the changes of eighteen centuries has inspired

the hearts of men with an impassioned love; has shown itself capable of

acting on all ages, nations, temperaments, and conditions; has been not

only the highest pattern of virtue but the strongest incentive to its prac-

tice; and has exercised so deep an influence that it may be truly said that

the simple record of three short years of active life has done more to re-

generate and to soften mankind than all the disquisitions of philosophers

and all the exhortations of moralists. This has indeed been the well-

spring of whatever is best and purest in the Christian life. Amid all the

sins and failings, amid all the priestcraft and persecution and fanaticism

that have defaced the Church, it has preserved in the character and ex-

ample of its Founder an enduring principle of regeneration. J

History repeats itself. The old-time hunger is the present

day hunger. Men yearn for personal sympathy. What we

* Noack, In Ueberwep's Histunt of P/iWo«op?ij/, vol. 1, p. 187.

t Albert Schwegler, Haudhdnk of the History of Philosophy, p. 134.

t European l[orcdi<, vol. li, p. 8.
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1,M the evidential system of Christianity had little place in

U.0 overthrow of Roman paganisn.,^ and the present tendency

to acknowledge the supremacy of a Christocentnc theology

nd anthropology is repeating the earliest experience of the

ClMirch and will, beyond donbt, gauge the rate of progress o.

truth and morality in days to come. The loving sympathy of

the evervday life of Jesus had no counterpart in the rigor of

.toicism
' We emphasize this feature of virtue's Pattern because

it affords the chief contrast to the coldness of Stoic righteous-

ness The true, cosmopolite was not Aurelius, when he said,

-An Antonine, my country is Rome; as a man it is the

world" but Jesus, when he said, " I am the good Shepherd,

and invited all who labored and were heavy laden to come o

him for rest. Stoicism may have presented cases of unselfish-

ness, but theory, and not practice, had the right of way. iHe

emotions were suppressed; in building up their colossal ego-

tism the Stoics inserted no heart and, declaring pam no evil,

seldom bestirred themselves to rid their fellows' homes of want,

of weakness, or of death. While they professed to popularize

philosophy they failed to reach common men. Their standard

was unattainable. They lacked a passionate enthusiasm.

Christ's tender sympathy was capable of boundless reaches

of endurance. It is told of Epictetus that he warned his

master that his leg would be broken if he kept on beating

him, and then, when further cruelty broke it, said calmly,

'' There, I told you so." This was heroic, and Celsus quoted

it against the early Christians: "Did your leader, under

suffering, ever say anything so noble?" To this Ongen

made the line reply, "He did what was still nobler-he kept

eilence » The passion of Jesus was never fury, the calm ot

Jesus was never lethargy. In youth he talked to doctors of

the law with becoming dignity ; in manhood he condescended

to the prattle of children ; in his holiness tliere was no asceti-

cism, nothing forbidding; in the lighter social relations there

was an exquisite discrimination between frivolity and cheer-

fulness'; in his holv life there was an element of passion,

" which difierentiates it from philosophic conceptions of virtue

as a tranquil balanced state." f The pupil learned well from

his Master. St. Paul was not less exactingr of self than

• Eur(ypmn MaraU, vol. U, p. 385. + Lux Mundi, p. 415.
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Cleanthes, but his virtue was characterized by an abandon of

love to his Lord, utterly foreign to any adherent of an ethical

system whenever the majestic center is not a personification of

love- The bland arrogance of Stoic virtue-pride was unknown
in all his " boasting," for his fiery propagandism souglit only the

exaltation of the cross of Christ. He daily illustrated the say-

ing, as true as incisive, " No heart is pure that is not passionate
;

no virtue is safe that is not enthusiastic." * It has been noticed

that the arena of ethics has seldom seen such failures, flowing

from " unrelaxing virtue . . . united with so little enthusi-

asm," f as those in which Stoic energy attempted a display of

its prowess. In the struggle to spread truth and to purify life

Christianity showed an enthusiasm unknown to the ethics of

paganism. The school of Christ has what Dr. Chalmers called

its distinctively " aggressive attitude." The idea of duty is not

necessarily aggressive. The world was won because St. Paul

and his followers were "constrained by love." In the strong

arms of this love were laid the want and w^eakness and woe of

all men. The philanthropy of the Stoic came far short of the

" charity " of the saint. TVhile no fault is found with the frac-

tional successes of partial power, all honor is due to the results

of full surrender to a full revelation. '* There is no sin in

the magnanimous pride of the heathen ; there is more humanity

j- in the quick sympathy of the Christian." X The strange con-

{ trast between the self-denying asceticism of the early Christians

j-
and their tender sympathy with all forms of suffering has been

[ framed in such thoughtfulncss by Professor Seeley that it

i would be a loss not to refer to it

:

I
In the times of the Roman emperors, there appeared a sect which distin-

I
guished itself by the assiduous attention which it bestowed upon the

[ bodily -wants of mankind. This sect set the first example of a homely

i
practical philanthropy, occupying itself with the relief of ordinary human

:! sufferings, dispensing food and clothing to the destitute and starving,

j' At the same period there appeared a sect which was remarkable for the

I
contempt in which it held human suffering. . . . These two sects appeared

to run into contrary extremes. The one seemed to carry their regard for

the body to the borders of effeminacy; the other pushed stoical apathy

almost to madness. Yet these two sects were one and the same—the

Christian Church.

§

• Ecce Homo, p. 14. + Lecky, European Morali, vol. 1, p. *81.

* Blackie, Four Phases of ilorala. J Ecce Homo, p. 130.
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2.) The Power. The man is the pattern—the God is the

jjtrer. Cleanthes's iiymn knows no release from the " strength

oi till." Ko idea of redemption clothes the stately rhythm of

it^ hties with a softer beauty. The deity of Jesus Christ, his

atonement, his resurrection, were, indeed, a revelation to the

Areopagites. Herein is the chasm widest between the philos-

opher and the preacher. Paul proclaims Christianity as " som&-

lliini,' vastly greater than a system of morals. It is a divine

wav'of salvation, that is, of deliverance from sin, as well as from

it8 effects." The barrier, sin, which Cleanthes could not over-

leap, was removed by the cross of Christ. The pattern and

the power were henceforth within the reach of wayfaring

men. The aristocratic spirit of Stoic morals had no echo in

St. Paul's invitations to all—Jew, Greek, bond, free, male,

female—to become new creatures in Christ Jesus.

The moral renovation of society begins with the regenera-

tion of the individual. Xo effort that teaches men how to live

without God can reform society or assure good rule or bring

peace to stormy souls. The divine Christ alone is equal to the

huge task now inviting all the powei*s of our civilization. He

alone sanctifies all the relations of life.

"We dare not lose sight of this, especially in view of the

f^TOwth of a desire on the part of some to put God out of their

thoughts. Atheism is barbarism. The latest illustration of

tliis is seen in the revival by Professor Feli:s: Adler of the Stoic

views of the beneficial effects of suicide, and even of compulsory

death. He advocates judicial methods of putting an end to the

lives of those who, from pain, want, or other ills, are a burden

to society. It is but one step from the separation of morals

from religion to the collapse of a social order that has no sanc-

tion for Its commandments, no safety from the inroads of evil

powers. Professor Adler's proposition is the sword of Bren-

uus, the chief of the Gauls, cast with barbarian ruthlessness

into the scales wherein the troubled modern state is weighing

out a ransom for her peace. He says, as the Gaul to the Ro-

man tribune, who complained of unfairness, " Vce victis !
"—

" To the wall with the weakest."

Tiie student of comparative ethics is warned in time. He
'Iocs well to realize, with Cousin, that " Christianity is a disci-

pline of life ; stoicism was nothing better than an apprenticeship
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for death." As a philosophy it failed to conquer skepticism.

As an ethics it failed to conquer sin. In practice it took refuge

in suicide, where its vaunted heroism before the sword's edge

revealed its cowardice for further conflict. With no light

adequate for life the philosopher plunged into death's deeper

gloom. The saint, with the torch of a rational faith held out

far ahead, is yet willing to suffer on and on. The Stoic's pride

would not let him live .on in pain. The saint's patience would

not allow him to drop the cross to gain an easier crown.

With the court on Mars' Hill we vote our sympathy for the

self-denying student. But, coming to the same court three

centuries later, we vow allegiance with the self-sacriflcing saint

to the world's only Lord and Saviour, its true ethical head.

Once on Mars' Hill the judgment was in money—Clean thes

received ten min^e. Again on Mars' Hill the judgment was in

souls—" Certain men clave unto him and believed."

c::^^/. '^e^^e^^C^^it^^^^^H^
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Aur. III.-DANTE ALIGHIERI AND THE "NEW LIFE."

Among the cities of the Old World famous-for their beauty

none liave won snch universal admiration as Florence, the city

of tlowci-s, situated in the heart of Tuscany, on the banks of

the river Arno. It may be that one's first impressions are

dir^appointing, especially if he arrives in the city at the close of

ji-.mo hot summer day, after a long journey in the cars from

Ikilo'^na or Genoa. From the window of his cab he sees nar-

n)w, treeless streets, hot and dusty sidewalks, and the Arno

itself, shrunk by summer's heat, lays half bare its sandy chan-

nel. But let him wait until the cool of evening comes, and

then take his first walk along the banks of the river, across the

Pontc Vecchio, one of the oldest and most picturesque bridges

in Florence, and up through the Yia dei Bardi, dear to all

lovers of Bomola, until he reaches at last the Piazzale Michel-

a!i^'elo, with its statne of David, towering over the city below.

The sun is setting behind the distant Pisan Mountains, and the

west is bright with that peculiar, soft glow found only in Italian

skies. The shades of night are beginning to fall, and the long

rows of lights along the bank of the Arno wind and twist like

glittering serpents until they are lost to sight amid the heavy

foliage which forms a dark background against the city itself.

Back of him the moon is rising above the round shoulders of

that hill over which, six centuries ago, the shepherd-boy Giotto

vas led by Cimabue, who had found him in the fields and was

now bringing him to Florence to make a great painter of him.

Down at the observer's feet the city is lying in the half dark-

ness. He sees the graceful tower that cro%vns the massive

Palazzo Yecchio, the dome of the cathedral, and the roofs

and spires of numberless houses and churches. As he stands

there leaning against the stone parapet and listening to the

voices of the children at play below, voices mingled with the

strains of music from some public garden, his heart must in-

deed be " as dry as summer's dust" if it does not thrill with joy

at such a scene.

P>ut beauty is not the only claim that Florence has to the

lovo and reverence of mankind. The memory of the past

follows one here at every step. ISo city built by the hand of
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man has exerted so mighty an inliuence on that form of civiliza-

tion which finds its expression in the arts of painting, architec-

ture, and sculpture. Stand on the banks of the Arno and look

down the long, narrow square of the Ufiizi, surrounded by open

porticoes and bounded at the upper end by the Palace of the

Signoria and the statues. at its foot. The pillars of the colon-

nades are adorned with the statues of the great Florentine

sculptors, painters, poets, historians; -and no other city in the

world could gather together such a galaxy of great men. Read
some of the names on the pedestals as you walk slowl}- toward

the sunny square of the Signoria— Giotto, Fra Angelico,

Michael Angelo, Macchiavelli, Savonarola, and, greatest of all,

Dante Alighieri. Even to-day the city is full of reminiscences

of the great poet. In the square of the cathedral you can see

the old Church of St. John—" il mio hel Sa7i Giovanni,''^ Dante
calls it—which was the chief church of Florence in his day,

for the Duomo had not yet been built. Near by Giotto's tower

they still show a stone where the poet is said to have sat and

watched the building of the tower; ^' Sasso di Dante'''' is the

inscription upon it.. As one walks along the narrow street of

San Martino his eyes rest by chance on a tall, narrow stone

building, and the words over the door, " Casa di Dante^'' tell

you that this was the birthplace of the poet. jSTot far off is the

church where the poet was married to Gemma Donati, while a

few streets away is the site of the palace of Folco Portinari, the

father of Beatrice.

Dante Alighieri was born in dark and troublous times. The
year after his birth, 1266, is memorable as the date of the battle

of Benevento, where Charles of Anjou conquered Manfred and

destroyed forever the power of the liohenstaufens. It may
not be out of place here to say a word or two concerning the

history of the times ; some general idea of them is indispensable

to a clear conception of the life and works of Dante. The
story of the ruin of the Roman empire and of the invasion of

barbarians from the North is well known. Out of the materials

that survived the wreck of empires the remnants of the Italian

people, together with the Lombards, Goths, and Yandals,

formed a new order of society. Toward the ninth century

cities began to rebuild their v/alls. Industry, arts, agriculture,

which had lain dormant for so many years, began to give signs
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of awakening life. With the growth of the cities came hostil-

.iv U'tween them and the nobles. The latter had lived for the

LiWt part in mountain fortresses until the prosperity of the

•.,'xus allured them thither.

Tiifre were two rival powers in Italy dm-ing the Middle

Acrs who claimed sovereignty over all—the German emperors,

uho since the days of Charlemagne claimed to be the heirs of

the old Roman empire, and the pope. Until the election of

l»..pc Gregory YII, in the eleventh century, no one had ques-

lioned the supremacy of the German emperor. This pontiff,

uho was a man of boundless ambition, and who changed the

whole spirit of popedom, claimed the right of investing the

(JcruKin bishops, a right hitherto remaining in the hands of

tlio emperor. There is no need cf reviewing the oft-told story

t.f tlie ruthless war waged by Hildebrand against Henry lY—
liow he hurled the anathemas of the Church and set son against

(.itiier, and how he crowned his haughty arrogance by that

lamous scene at Canossa, where the ruler of the western world

flood three days in the snow outside the castle walls, until it

might please his holiness, the bishop of souls, to grant him his

presence. Suffice it to say that from this struggle over the

investiture of bishops arose those endless wars between Guelfs

and Ghibellines. Every city in Italy was divided into two par-

ties—the Guelfs, who espoused the cause of the pope, and the

Ghibellines, who sided with the emperor. Owing to this con-

stant state of warfare houses were built like fortresses, with

thick walls, high, narrow windoAvs, and doors of massive oak.

In times of conflict chains were drawn across the streets, bar-

ricades thrown up, and murder and pillage ran riot.

The political complexion of various cities changed from

time to time as the parties rose or feU. At times the Guelfs

liad the upper hand and drove out the Ghibellines ; and tlien

the roles were changed, and the Guelfs were exiled in their

turn. These different parties after a time lost their original

significance as partisans of pope or emperor, and often ex-

pressed only private quarrels. Great families were at feud with

i-ach other. Thus, in Florence, the terrible disorders of the

"^Vhites and Blacks—the Bianchi and the i\^(sW—which finally

< ^gulfed Dante in rnin, had their origin in a private quarrel.

1'l«e principal families of the city at this time were the Buon-
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delmonti and Ainidei, the Uberti and Donati. A half century

before Dante's birth one of the Buondelmonti, who was a

Guel/, had been engaged to a daughter of the Amidei, a Gliib-

elUne family. Urged by a widow of the house of Donati,

however, he broke his engagement and married the daughter

of the widow, who belonged to the same political party as

himself. The Amidei, deeply insulted, lay in wait for the

young Buondelmonti and slew him on the Ponte Yecchio, at

the foot of the statue of Mars. The whole city was imme-

diately thrown into a state of warfare ; family was arrayed

against family, and fierce encounters took place in the streets.

Hardly a day passed without swords being drawn, the tocsin

sounding, and bloody brawls taking place in the streets.

This party hatred became so fierce that once, after tlie battle

of Monte Aperto, in 1260, when the river Arbia ran red with

blood, the victorious Ghibel lines seriously considered the ad-

visability of razing Florence to the ground and building a new
city at Empoli, a small town on the road from Florence to

Pisa. It was Farinata dcgli Uberti, one of the most distin-

guished warriors and eloquent orators of his time, who success-

fully opposed this plan.

But in spite of war and bloodshed, of constant change of gov-

ernment and magistrates, the city grew greater and richer.

It was the money center of Europe, commerce flourished, and

art in its noblest expression had its cradle there. At the time

Dante was born the appearance of the city was not the same as

it is now. The Duomo, Giotto's tower, the Palazzo Yecchio,

and the Church of Santa Oroce had not yet been built ; but

before he died all this noble cluster of buildings had been be-

gun. Life was gay and brilliant. The contado was cultivated

by active peasants ; the city possessed thick walls, strong tow-

ers, and streets flagged with stones. Old Giovanni Yillani, in

his chronicle of Florence, dwells upon the luxury and display

of the citizens.

Biographers often claim that the family of Dante was a

noble one. It is even claimed that he traced his descent from

one of the patrician families of Pome. We cannot trace his

ancestry further than the twelfth century—to that Cacciaguida

whom the poet meets in the heaven of Mars and who foretells

to him his future woes. The family of his mother. Donna Bella,
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of the various events of the battle." About 1292 Dante mar-

ried Gemma, the daughter of Manetto de' Donati. By this

marriage he had seyen children. He is utterly silent con-

cerning his family, wife, parents, brothers, children. We have

no reason, however, for believing otherwise than that Gemma
was virtuous and that his domestic life was happy. Perhaps

she was " the gentle lady " who comforted the poet on the

death of Beatrice, of which we shall speak latei-. She' did not

share his exile, nor was this possible at first, on account of the

tender age of her children.

The Florentines, under the leadership of Giano dclla Bella,

liad passed laws to the effect that no noble or grandee should

be eligible to the office of prior, the highest in the gift of the

city. Every aspirant for office must enroll himself in one of

the guilds or professions. Dante at the age of thirty was en-

rolled in the guild of physicians and apothecaries, and in 1300

he was elected one of the jjriori. The office lasted only two

months
;
yet, as he himself says in a letter quoted by Leonardo

Bruni, " All mj- woes and misfortunes had their cause and be-

ginning in the unlucky election of n}y priorship." It was at

this time that Pope Boniface YIII sent Cardinal d'Acquasparta

to pacify Florence. On being opposed by Dante and his col-

leagues the pope in anger sent to France for Charles of Yalois

and bestowed on him the title of Pacificator of Italy. Charles

entered Florence on the 1st of !N'overaber, 1301, and treated it

as a vanquished city. Houses were destroyed, goods were con-

fiscated, and many citizens were banished. Among the latter

was Dante, charged with being a forger and bribe-taker. On
the 27th of January, 1302, he Vv-as condemned to pay a fine of

five thousand florins. If the sum was not paid in three days

his goods were to be confiscated and destroyed ; if it was paid

he was still to be exiled two years from Tuscany. About

forty days later he was charged, first, with not having obeyed

the summons, and, secondly, with not having paid the fine.

Therefore he was condemned to be burnt alive if ever he came

within the jurisdiction of Florence. Years after, in 1311 and

in 1315, his name was mentioned as that of a rebel and out-

law. Yillani, the most trustAvorthy of all ancient authorities,

says the only cause of liis banishment was that he favored the

White party, although nominally a Guelf. From this time on
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I).inte separated himself from his family traditions and became

a Ghibelline and a'supporter of the German emperor.

Tliis exile must have been a terrible blow to Dante. He

was yet young, eager for honor and fame, and loved his native

citv with passionate devotion. And now at one fell stroke he

was cut off from home and family, his property confiscated, and

}te liimself, driven into ignominious banishment, forced to become

a wanderer and a beggar on the face of the earth. Ko wonder

that at first he devoted all his energies to endeavoring to reenter

Florence. The supreme desire of his life for three yeai-s was to

return to the city where his family and friends were and where

lie had passed his youth. But he soon became weary of the

companions among whom fate had cast his lot—fierce, scheming,

unprincipled, the great family of bitter and disappointed parti-

alis. He left them and, to use his own language, made a party

fur liimself . His ancestor, Cacciaguida, in the nineteenth canto

of the " Paradiso," while foretelling to him the trials of his

exile, says, " Thou shalt prove how salt is the taste of others'

hread, and how hard it is to descend and climb another's stairs
;

but that which most of all will vreigh heavy on thy soul will be

the evil and foolish companions whom thou shalt fall in with in

tills valley of exile." During these three years he is said to have

written a letter to his fellow-citizens, full of pathetic plead-

iii<^' and beginning with the words, " pojnde mi, quid feci

///;i ?"_" O my people, what have I done unto you?" But

neither tears nor entreaties, threats nor open warfare, could un-

lock the gates of the city to him who was destined to be the

glory, not only of Florence, but of all Italy. He seems finally

to have accepted his exile as inevitable and, like the strong man

Ite was, adapted his work to his life. Once only, yeare after,

did a gleam of hope light up the dark path of the lonely wan-

derer. In 1308 Henry of Luxembourg ascended the throne of

the empire, and in 1310 entered Italy, which had been neglected

by her rulere for over fifty years. Dante, once more hoping to

return to Florence, wrote a letter full of fierce reproach to the

Florentines, and another letter to Henry, urging him to hurry

on his work of regenerating Italy. Henry besieged Florence

for one month, then went on to Pisa, but died in 1313. After

his death Italy, like a ship without a pilot, was tossed about on

the waves of political disaster, and not until long centuries later,
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in the year 1870, did the poet's dream of a united Italy find its

realization.

The whole period of the exile is so obscured by myth and

fiction that it is difficult to separate the true from the false.

Almost every city in Italy claims the honor of his presence,

and Belgium and France, and even England, are said to have

been visited by him. The poet's movements during this period

are shrouded in obscurity
;
yet from time to time the mist

rolls away, and we catch a glimpse of the wanderer climbing

some mountain pass, wending his way through plain and val-

ley, or, Hke a lost soul from the spirit world, threading the

crowded streets of some great city. Legend has been busy with

the poet's life, and has woven many a beautiful story of these

days of exile. It is said that at the close of a long summer's

day a stranger, weary and travel-stained, knocked at the door

of the monastery of Santa Croce, near Spezia, which is situated

on the hills which look out over the blue waters of the Medi-

terranean, just above the spot where, long years afterward, the

body of Shelley was washed ashore. When asked what he de-

sired the only response the stranger made was, '•''Pace, pace'"'—
"Peace, peace." But, leaving aside tradition, we know that

Dante spent some time in the University of Bologna, where he

studied hard and his eyes became weak, so that the '* stars were

dimmed with a kind of whiteness." We know that he visited

also Padua, where he lived in the street of St. Laurence and

must have met Giotto, who was at that time engaged on the

frescoes in the Church of the Madonna dell' Arena.

It was in the beautiful city of Yerona, with its old palaces,

marble-faced churches, lofty towers, and picturesque old bridge,

that Dante found his first refuge in the palace of Can Grande

della Scala. There arc few places in Italy, or indeed in the

world, where so many periods of the past are illustrated by the

present as in Yerona. First we may see the Roman city, of the

time of Pliny and Catullus. Then the scene changes, and we
see the half-barbaric splend<ir of the Yerona of the Nibelung-

enlied and of Tiieodoric the Goth—Diedrich von Bern, as the

old German legends call him. Still again a change, and we
see the streets of the mediaeval city, where the followers of

the Montagues and Capulets engaged in their fierce brawls.

The story of Eomeo and Juliet is said to have occurred in
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Wrona in 1302, a few years before Dante's arrival; and we

..jvo to tliink that the poet who has immortalized the touching

torv of Francesca da Kimini's love and death knew that other

»;orv of love unto death which forms the subject of Shakes-

M.arc'8 tragedy. Dante was heartily welcomed by the head of

the noltle Ghibelline family of the Scaligers, and lived probal)ly

a number of years with him. He is said to have owned prop-

vrtv at Gargnano, near Yerona, where he wrote the ''Piirga-

tnrv." His daughter married into the Yeronese family of

.<i*rt'go, the descendants of which are still living. We can

rtliiiost see the sad and melancholy figure of the poet as he

jiioved silently among the brilliant courtiers of the court of

Can Grande, looking so stern and grim that the women in the

streets whispered to each other, " Ecco V uomo che e stato nel-

r inferno "—" Behold the man wdio has been in hell."

It was during these years of trial and sorrow that his conver-

fion took place. Hitherto he had rejoiced in the pride of intel-

lect, had recognized only human reason, and had sought for

earthly happiness and honor. He says himself that pride and

envy had been his special sins. But now that all earthly hap-

{'incss failed him and the star of hope had set forever he turned

to thoughts of the eternal world and became a humble seeker

after divine wisdom and illuminating grace. Converted and

s^liuddering at the horrors of eternal perdition which he had

escaped, he wrote the " Divine Comedy," to warn others of the

inevitable consequences of their sins and to lead them up the

ttoep heights of purgatory to the life with God on high.

In the year 1316 Florence announced that all exiles would

be allowed to return, but on humiliating conditions. These

Conditions were, first, that they should pay a certain sum of

money ; second, that they should wear paper miters on their

lieads as a sign of infamy and march to the Church of St. John,

and there make an offering for their crimes. Many yielded,

and Dante's friends urged him to yield likewise. But the poet,

preferring his own dignity to self-abasement, even with return

to Florence, wrote the following letter full of noble independ-

ence and indignation

:

Is this, then, the glorious recall by which Daute Alighieri is restored

'^o his country, after having borne exile well-nigh fifteen years? Is this

the reward of innocence patent to everyone, of sweat and incessant toil

25—FIFTH SEPaES, VOL. X.
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speut in study? Far from a man, the familiar friend of philosopliy, lie

the reckless humility of a heart of dirt, that would allow him, like

certain Cioli and other infamous persons, to make an offering of himself,

as if he were a caitiff I Far be it from a man, the preacher of justice,

that after having suffered wrongs he should pay his money to those who
have inflicted those wrongs, as if they were his benefactors ! This is not

the way for me to return to my country, my father; but if any other way
can be discovered, by you or by anyone else, whicli does not touch the

fame of Dante and his honor, that I will accept with alacrity. But if by

no such way Florence is to be entered, then Florence I shall never enter.

And what then? Can I not see the mirrors of the sun and the stars every-

where? Can I not contemplate the sweetest truths anywhere under heaven,

rather than render myself inglorious, yea, most ignominious, to the people

and the commonwealth of Florence? And bread, I trust, will not fail me.

Long before the inroads of the barbarians had driven the

inhabitants of Padua and the neighboring cities to seek refuge

among the lagunes of the northern Adriatic, and so to found

the city of Yenice, another citj- had been built on the shores of

the Adriatic, where tlie waters of the Po mingled -svith the

salt waves of the sea around its very walls. This city was

Ravenna, and was chosen by the emperor Augustus for one of

his two naval stations. But to-day the sea has receded and left

the city four miles inland, while a forest of pines occupies the

site where Roman fleets once lay at anchor. In this strange,

weird old city Dante Alighieri found his last refuge and

final resting place. Here in the palace of Guido Xovello da

Polenta, the ruins of which can still be seen, he found a per-

manent home and kind friends and protectors. From time to

time he made journeys and visits to neighboring towns and

villages. We are told that he would spend whole days in the

vast forest of pines, brooding over Florence and her civil wars

and meditating cantos of his poem. It was a familiar sight to

the people of Ravenna, that figure slightly bent, with gait

gentle and grave, always clad in becoming garments, and with

face melancholy and thoughtful. But it was only after long

years, when Florence had vainly begged for the ashes of him

she had martyred, that they know what an honor had been

bestowed on their city when the " divine poet " came to live

and die in their midst. In the year 1321 the repubhc of

Yenice was at war with the lord of Polenta, and Dante was

sent thither to sue for peace. On his return he fell seriously
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iil and died September 14, 1321. When tlie modern traveler

arrives in Kavenna, before visiting the mosaics of San Yitale

ur tlie tomb of Galla Placidia, he inquires the way to Dante's

tomb. The inscription on it, in barbarous Latin, is said to have

UtMj composed by the poet himself. The last two lines breathe

a bitter melancholy

:

Hie claudor Dantes, patriis extorris ab oris,

Queni genuit parvi Florentia mater amoris

—

•• Here He I, Dante, an exile from my native land, born of

Florence, a mother of little love." The monument is poor and

unworthy ; and yet this fact is forgotten in the presence of the

iiiDi-tal remains of him whose life was made so bitter and sad

!>y liate and injustice, and who, in the words of another, " has

built himself an eternal dwelling, a monument more durable

than bronze or marble, a vast city peopled with his creations

and tilled with his glory."

I have purposely said nothing yet of Dante's relations with

r>eat!'ice Portinari, but have reserved the whole subject for dis-

cui^sion in connection with the " Xew Life." Leaving one side

fcveral scientific treatises in Latin, nearly all Dante's literary ac-

tivity is recorded in the trilogy composed of the " Vita Nuova''

or the " New Life," the " Convito,^^ or the " Feast," and the

'' Divine Comedy." In studying tliese works we can trace three

distinct phases in the development of the character and genius

of tlie author. Li the " New Life" we see a young man full of

enthusiastic devotion to poetry and study, filled with a pure,

idealized love for a noble woman, and led by this love to con-

fiding faith in God and love and charity for all the world.

Toward the end of this book we catch a glimpse of a change in

Iiis mind and ideas, which forms a transition toward the second

ix^riod, represented by the " Feast." This is a fragment of a

larger work, to have been completed in fifteen parts, of which

only four were written. It is a sort of commentary on the

I>^>et's philosophical and lyrical poems, and is an encyclopedic

di.squlsition on the philosophy and science of the times. Here
^ve see Dante full of passionate love for science, struggling

^vith doubts, and relying on human reason as the sole means of

obtaining liappiness and fame. We no longer find the simple

faith and peace of early days, but struggles and conflicts with
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temptations and grief. Human knowledge absorbs him, and
he looks down on the common herd of ignorant people " wlio
wander like blind creatures." The third and last period shows
ns the poet, crushed by sorrow and chastened by suffering, re-
turning to his God foi- peace and comfort and, having reached
a haven of quiet and safety himself, sending out a warning cry
to the Avorld to save them from their sin and folly. IiT the
present article we shall discuss only tlie first of this trilogy.
The "]^ew Life" is one of the strangest books in alflitera-

ture. It is the story of a young man's love for a girl, told in
quaint, naive style, full of affectation, yet tender and touching.
The love that fills its pages is utterly free fi-om passion an'd
desire, unhke that love

\^
That leaves a heart high-sorrowful and cloyed,

A burning forehead, and a parching tongue.

It is the love of the age of chivalry, of the " courts of love "

in Toulouse, the love that drove the troubadour Geoffrey Paidel
over land and sea, until he had found the lady whom' he had
seen only in his dreams. The book itself is a small one, occu-
pying in Fraticelll's edition only sixty-seven pages. It is

broken up into forty-three short chapters, and consists of
mingled prose and verse—a cJiante-falle, as the old French
would have called it. It opens with' the first meeting of Dante
and Beatrice when both were about nine years old, and ends
with the death of Beatrice, in 1290. It can roughly be divided
into three parts, the first containing the description of Beatrice's
charms and influence, with a series of little events and thoughts
suggested by them

; the second part deals with the spiritual
virtues of Beatrice, her death, and Dante's grief ; while the last
part is occupied Math an episode which has produced an endless
amount of discussion—that of a gentle lady who caused him to
lose for a time the memory of Beatrice. The book closes with
the poet's repentance for this brief desertion, and the resolution
to devote his life to sounding the praise of her who had been
to him the symbol of all that is good and holy.
Dante before his eighteenth year had written a number of

lyrical poems celebrating the beauty of Beatrice. At her deatli,
wishing to raise a monument to her, ho gathered together the
various poems he had written in her honor during her life.
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At the beginning of each poem he writes an introduction in

prose, explaining how the idea of the poem came into his

mind ; and then at the end he places a commentary in quaint,

K'iiolastic language. The events described are half historical,

ji.ilf mystical. The book is altogether subjective; it deals

with feelings alone and introduces us to a strange, ideal

world. "We see vague figures move across the stage, we
citch glimpses of weddings, funerals, churches, social gath-

crings, but all seen through a dim, vaporous twilight, like a

picture by Burne-Jones or Dante Gabriel Rossetti. It re-

sembles real life as moonlight resembles sunlight or '• as water

\?, to wine." In spite of the artificial surroundings, the affec-

tation, the quaint conceits, and pedantic commentaries, it all

moves us deeply. "We feel that the sentiment is genuine and

the love noble and ti-ue. We know that the man who wrote

this simple story of love fought with the bravest at Carapal-

dino; that he spent his whole life in exile rather than submit

to dishonor. "We know, too, that he was a man of wide knowl-

edge, a leader of men, an uncompromising foe to tyranny, as

well as a tender lover. It is the thought of all this that invests

the " New Life " with such matchless interest.

It is hard for us of the nineteenth century to realize the

strange joy with which the people of the Middle Ages wel-

comed the return of spring. "We must first try to conceive the

discomforts of the long winter, passed within the walls of some
gloomy castle, with rush mats in place of carpets on the floor,

and no glass in the windows ; while the great hall, in spite of

its immense fireplaces in wliich whole trunks of trees could be
laid, was so cold that furs and cloaks had to be worn indoors

to keep from freezing. "When spring appeared, however,
a new life came into being. "With the budding of the flowers

and the singing of the birds a thrill of joy ran through the

inediseval world. The songs of German minnesinger and
French troubadour are full of the praise of spring, and almost
Jill old romances begin with April or May, Easter or Pentecost.

Thus, the reader will ren]ember, Hemeke Fuchs opens at
^^ Pfingstcn, das liehliche Fest^^ and Chaucer's pilgrims set

out for Canterbury

"Whau that Aprille with his schowres swoole

The drought of Marche had perced to the roote.
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Springtime at Florence is full of radiant loveliness. The fields

and gardens about the city are covered with flowers of every

kind and color, and they are brought into the city and offered

for sale, piled up in great masses against the old stone palaces.

The air is soft and clear, and the sky is of that dolce color

cCoriental zaffiro, that sweet color of oriental sapphire, that

Dante speaks of in the " Purgatory." Ko wonder, then, that

the return of spring was celebrated at Florence by special fes-

tivities in the days of old.

It was at one of these spring festivals that Dante first met

Beatrice. Dante, in the opening paragraphs of the " Xew Life,"

describes the scene in quaint, mystic, and scholastic language,

in which yon will note the role played by the figure nine

:

In that part of the book of my memory, before which little can be read,

a chapter is found which is entitled ^^ Incipit Vita iWa," under which

heading I find written the words which it is my purpose to copy in this

book. Nine times already after my birth the heaven of light had re-

turned to the same point in its orbit when there first appeared before my
eyes the glorious lady of my miud, called Bentrice by many who did not

know what to call her. She had been in this life so long only that in her

time the starry heaven had turned toward the east the twelfth part of one

degree, so that almost at the beginning of her ninth year she appeared to

me, and I saw her at the end of my ninth year. She appeared to me
clothed, in modest and becoming crimson, adorned in a manner suited to

her youthful age. At that moment, I say truly, the spirit of my life who
dwells in the most secret chamber of my heart began to tremble so

strongly that it appeared in the least pulsations, and trembling it said

these words: '' Ecce deusfortior me, qiii veniens dominahitur mihi'''' ["Be-

hold a god stronger than I, who coming shall rule over me "]. P'rom

henceforth, I say, love ruled over my soul, which had been so quickly

espoused to him, and began to take over me such control and lordship by

the power which my imagination gave to him, that I was forced to do

completely all his pleasure.

From the time of his first meeting Beatrice was all in all

to him. Like every lover from the dawn of time, he sought

all opportunities of seeing her. He tells us that her love made
his heart noble and gay and full of holy charity. It impelled

him to love his neighbors and to forgive those who offended him.

She became the symbol of all that is good on earth and lifted

his soul to the love of the highest good, which is God. It has

been argued that Beatrice is only an allegory ; but it seems to

me impossible to harmonize this theory with all the personal
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JcUils which we have of her. She is a woman of flesh and

Uood, modest, gentle, dignified, and grave

:

A creature not too bright or good,

For human nature's daily food.

We see her walking through the streets of Florence, kneeling

'Kjforcthe altar at church, smiling and making merry at parties,

and weeping at funerals. The figure is dim, it is true, halt

rt«al half ideal ; but there is too much passion, tenderness, and

unconscious truth in the poet's language to leave us in any

.loubt as to her existence. When next he speaks of her nine

vcars had again passed away. This time he sees her in the

gtreet, dressed in pure white and in company with two ladies

hoth older than herself. Dante stood by timidly and she spoke

to him. This simple salutation filled him with unutterable

Miss; he calls it ineffable courtesy, worthy of reward in the

eternal world. He was intoxicated with sweetness, and turned

away to brood in solitude over his happiness. How true and

natural it all seems through the mist of intervening years—love

Old and yet ever new, and simple and beautiful always.

I have no time to tell of all the visions and dreams, the

doubts and fears, the alternations of hope and despair. In or-

der to get sight of her he haunted the streets and churches.

Tliev show you to-day in the court of the Palazzo Salviati,

which occnpies the site of Folco Portinari's house, t^iQuiccMa

di Dante, where the poet is supposed to have waited and

watched for Beatrice. He tried to conceal the real state of af-

fah-s by feigning love for another ; and so successful was he that

Beatrice, whether from jealousy or other reasons we know not,

refused to speak to him any more. This filled him^ with inex-

pressible grief.. We have already seen in the opening passage

uf the " Xew Life " the strange mingling of mysticism, per-

wnificatiou, and scholastic use of Latin. Let me now quote

the passage describing Dante's grief as a piece of simple and

tender pathos

:

Now, returning to my subject, I say that after my bliss had been denied

me so great a grief came upon me that I left all people and went aside to

a solitary place to bathe the earth with my tears; and when this wecpmg

had somewhat relieved me I went into my own room, where I could lament

without being heard. And there I called upon my lady of courtesy for
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It came to pass sometime after this tliat he saw Beatrice at awedding, and so strong an emotion came over bim that all pres
ent saw it and laughed at him. He grew pale and faint ; he
trembled, and the very stones cried out, " Die, die ! " Thouc^h
he sajs nothing definite about it many have supposed this ZsBeatnces ouTi wedding; hence the strong feelings of the poet.She had been afhanced in early youth to Simone de' Bardi
whoni she afterward married. This may account for the fact
that Dante seems never to have deemed it possible for him tomarry her. And yet, after all, it is not necessary to seek such
an explanation, for we know that the love of chivalry was
something different from conjugal affection. Indeed, in the
fantastic ideas of the age love could not exist in marriacre

IS o very definite information of actual events can be o-ath-
ered from the " Xew Life." The poet speaks obscurely a-^d byway of allusion. He wrote for ladies and lovers; it was the
deeper spiritual phases of love he sought to describe, and the
events of everyday life were of no great importance to him.
I he visions he sees, the thoughts that sway his mind, the tears
and sighs, the longing to see his lady, and his purpose to speak
her praise-these are the theme of his book. Thus in the beau-
titul sonnet beginnino-,

Tauto gentile e tanto onesta pare
La mia donna,

he gives no details of her beauty, the color of her eyes or hair,
whether she is tall or slender, but only the effect of her beauty
on the passers-by when she appears in the street. I venture to
translate this sonnet, which, in addition to its intrinsic beauty,
reveals the ideal of Dante's love :

So gentle and so modest doth my lady seem when she salutes others

unnnr"'^ r°"' 'T^^''
"'^'^ ^'"^"^'^ ^"*^ ^"^ eves dare not look

Z2 wT/h ^ •?•?' 7'-
'

^''''^"° l^erself praised, yet benignly clothed

oe^Tw r r'
and she seems something come from heaven do^n

hat ^ r. r'!'
' °"''''^'- ^" P^^^^^^g i^ «^'« to those who see herthat down through the eyes she sends a sweetness into the heart, which he

snirit .nfr iTu^rr"^
it cannot understand. And from her lips a

ouT' S h '

'""""" '' '"°'*^' "^^^^ S''' whispering to the
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And yet here and there we do get a glimpse of actual events.
We are told tliat the father of Beatrice dies, and that he was a
g,>od man. But this is told in a line or two, while whole pages
(trc devoted to the grief of the daughter and Dante's sympa-
thetic sorrow.

At one time Dante fell grievously sick and was in sore pain.
Then there came to him those solemn thoughts of life and
tloath which come at some time or another to all men of the
fhort, bird-like flight across the lighted chamber of life, and
then the unknown dark hereafter. As he pondered on the
fniiltj of human life, with startling suddenness a dread presen-
timent fell upon him. He said to himself, " It needs must be
tliat Beatrice shall die." In a horrible vision strange ladies came
to !iim and said, « Thou too shalt die ; " and hideous faces cried
out, " Thou art dead." Then as the fever-trance proceeded he
saw women with disheveled hair, the sun grew dark, birds fell
from the air, and a pale-faced, hoarse-voiced man cried out,
"Dead is thy lady." He was then taken into a room where
fbe was lying so sweetly and quietly that she seemed to sav,
"Lo, I am in peace." This dark presentiment which had
liaunted his fever-troubled brain finally came true. A poem
which he had started breaks off in the^middle and is followed
by these words from the Book of Lamentations : " How doth
the city sit solitary, that was full of people ! how is she become
as a widow, she that was great among the nations !

" Beatrice
was dead.

It is very characteristic of the book that in the first few pages
after this event, instead of giving expression to his sorrow, tlie
poet goes into a discussion of the symbolic number nine. Bea-
trice, whom he had met in her ninth year, died on the ninth dav
of the ninth month, in the ninth decade of the century. But
after this there is no lack of feeling or weeping. His grief was
^0 ijitter that purple rims were about his eyes. He grew wan
and pale and longed to die. The only consolation he could find

J^-as
in writing poems in praise of her who had gone from him

'JJ-ever. One day he saw some pilgrims passing throuirh
i-Iorence on their way to Bome, and as he thought what^a
calamity had come upon the city he felt moved to address a
f<Jnnet to these people who seemed unconscious of the sorrow
J'l tlie midst of which they were passing:
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O pilgrims, who go thinking of absent things, do ye come from lands
80 far as your appearance seems to show ? For ye weep not when ye
pass through the midst of the dolorous city, like people who seem not to
understand its heaviness. If you will wait and hear, surely, my heart
tells me, you will depart afterward in tears. Florence has lost its
Beatrice, and the words that man can speak of her have power to make
others weep.

The episode of a certain gentle lady whom he saw looking
compassionately upon him from a window, and whom he took
pleasure in seeing and thinking of, comes in like a discordant
note to mar the lyric purity of these last pages of grief. Some
have conjectured that this was Gemma Douati, whom he after-
ward married

; others see in her only the symbol of philosophy.
Whoever she was, wife or symbol or passing fancy, this inter-
lude in his mourning lasted but a short time. In a vision he
saw Beatrice in the same crimson dress she had worn at their
first meeting

; and as tlie memories of a life-time rushed over
him her love entered his breast once more, there to set up its

everlasting rest. And then, after the final sonnet of the book,
exalted by the consciousness of his own genius, he exclaims in
words of prophetic beauty :

After this sonnet a wonderful vision appeared to me, in which I saw
things which made me resolve to speak no more of this blessed one until I
might more worthily treat of her. And to come to that I study as much as

.
I can, as she knows truly. So that, if it be the pleasure of Him through
whom all things live that my life be spared for some years, I hope to say
of her that which never yet has been spoken of any woman. And then
may it please Him who is Sire of courtesy that my soul may be able to go
to see the glory of its lady, that is of that blessed Beatrice, who gloriously
beholds the face of Him qui ent ^jcr omnia saccula lenedictus.

With the death of Beatrice and Dante's despairing grief the
" Xew Life " ends. The days of childhood and youth are past.
The man is about to enter on that stormy and troublous career
the story of which, with its bitter sense of injustice and its

sorrow almost unto death, together with a new hope and love,
this time, however, the love of God, is told in that " poem of
the earth and air," the '' Divine Comedy."
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akt. IV.—the recent critical attack on gala-
tians.

Although the main trunk of the Tubingen hjpotliesis has

for years sliown increasing signs of deep decay, its branches

iiave but recently dropped the ripest fruits of the tree. Amid
the general ruin which the theory attempted to inflict on the

New Testament, five books at least remained unharmed. Ro-
mans, First and Second Corinthians, and Galatians represented

the Pauline theology, and were admitted to have been written
l»y Paul ; while the Apocalypse, written by John, was the sole

representative of the theology of the primitive apostles. All
the other New Testament writings were held to be post-apos-

tolic and exhibited more or less fully the tendency toward a
reconciliation between the adherents of Paulinisra and Petrin-
ifini, the two belligerent camps into which it was supposed that
early Christianity was divided prior to their union in the old
Catholic Church. This long-continued strife it was, according
to the theory, which determined the form and suggested the
contents of all early Christian literature.

When, from within the Tubingen school itself, Ritschl dem-
onstrated that it was only in the very earliest period of Paul's
activity that any serious difference of opinion existed between
the Pauline and the primitive apostolic views of the relation of
tlie Christian convert to the Mosaic law, there was no longer
any foundation for the Tubingen theory. Within the decreas-
ing number of those who were still controlled in their theolog-
ical opinions by the fundamental principles of the Tiibingenites
there sprang up a disposition to relax somewhat of the severity
>^ith which Baur had applied his hypothesis, aiid to admit the
Pauline origin of some of the minor epistles, while in the newer
critical school there arose practical unanimity in favor of the
restoration to the canon of the majority of the books of the
^'ew Testament. With the Apocalypse, indeed, it did not fare
^ well

; and what was regarded by the Tubingen school as
^»e of the unquestionable monuments of the apostolic age has
quite recently even fallen into the disfavor of being attributed
i«j a Jewish rather than a Christian origin. }3ut with very few
exceptions, among whom Bruno Bauer was the most distin-
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guislied, there was no disposition to subject the four principal

Pauline letters to a critical investigation. It was universally

admitted without question that they were the genuine produc-

tions of Paul's pen.

The attack upon the genuineness of these epistles was opened

in 1878 by the Dutch theologian Allard Pierson, in a work on

The Sermon on the Mount, and other Syjioptic Fragments/'

His assault was directed toward Galatians. He questioned

whether the genuineness of this epistle is so axiomatic that

criticism must admit it without doubt, and declared that the

Paul of that epistle was an incredible personality and that Gala-

tians, as we have it, is certainly no monument of the earliest

Christianity. Pierson was followed, in 1882, by his Amsterdam
colleague, Professor A. D. Loman, in a series of investigations

whose object was to demonstrate the spuriousuess of all four of

the principal Pauline epistles. In 18S6 Pierson again appeared in

the field, supported by his colleague Naber, the philologist, against

all four of the principal Pauline epistles, in their united work
entitled Ycrisimilia (Amsterdam, 1886). In 1888 the Bernese

theologian, Pudolf Steck,f came out in an elaborate work against

the genuineness of the four principal epistles, directing his

arguments chiefly, however, against Galatians, but, contrary to

most of the critics, giving large credence to the accounts of

Paul in the Acts of the Apostles. His work was before the

public but a few months when Professor van Manen, of Leyden,

took up the cudgel against his arguments, although he sup-

ported his conclusions, with some exceptions in which he criti-

cises Steck as too conservative. He thinks it an error to allow

the Acts any historical trustworthiness or even to regard Paul

as an histoi-ical reality. Having thus denied the historical value

of all professed iN'ew Testament utterances relative to Paul

and primitive Christianity, he thinks he is now on the sure

road to a correct understanding of the course of events in the

first fifty or sixty years after Christ.+ In less than a year after

these remarkable conclusions of Van Manen another Dutch the-

ologian, Daniel Yolter, of Amsterdam, had published a work §
* De Bcrgrcde, en andcre syn^yptiache Fragmejiten. Amsterdam, 18T8.

+ Dcr Galaterbricf nach seiner Echtheit untcnucht ncbst kritischen Bemerkungen zu
den pauUnlichcn IJaupthricfen. Berlin, 13>S8.

t See Protestant iaclic Kirdicmcitung, la89, No3. 27, 28.

%Dic Komposition dcr paidinische)i Haitptbrlefe. I.Dcr RdmerundGaJaterbrief.
TublnRen, 1390.
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in which be decied altogether the gennineness of Galatians,

atid, while ascribing a germ of Eomans to Paul, made its pres-

ent form the result of the work of numerous redactors.

Thus a considerable literature in the interest of this most
radical criticism has sprung up within very recent years. It

will be observed that outside of Steck in Switzerland all the

supporters of the new view are Hollanders. In Germany it has

met with general opposition. The conservatives have largely

i<rnored it ; the newer critical school, the Eitschlians, and the few
lone adherents of the Tubingen theory have discredited and
demolished it. Nor has it gained universal credence even in

its native land. Kuyper, among the conservatives, and Ilolsten,

one of the wheel horses of the Tubingen school, have strenuously

opposed it, not to mention others. The movement has attracted

wider attention than the similar utterances of Bruno Bauer in

1850, because the times are more ripe for sucli views and
because they are expressed witli none of the bitterness apparent
in Bauer's works and witli an appearance of scholarly calm
imknown to that iconoclast. In the main, too, the present

criticism holds, contrary to Bruno Bauer, to the historicity of

the person of Jesus Christ, and is tlius less offensive. But in

many respects it merely reforgcs the arguments of its scornful

predecessor.

As briefly as possible we shall now take up the arguments of
Steck against the genuineness of Galatians and weigh them,
confining ourselves to Steck, because he has developed the

arguments more fully than any other, and to Galatians, because
this is acknowledged to be the key to the situation.*

Steck iinds his first real difficulty in the fact that the commen-
tators and critics are not able to agree upon the circumstances
under which the epistle was written. It is to him uncertain

^vhether tlie readers were the inhabitants of the old mountainous
Galatia or of the territories of Laconia and Pisidia, which
belonged to the Koman province of Galatia. lie is in doubt as

•Those desiring to And a fuller refutation of Steck are referred to Johannes Gloel, Bie
Jlinoste Krita: dcs Gaiaterhricfcs ; Volter, Die Komposiiion ih:r pauUni^^chen Jlaupt-
hriefe; Van Manen, In the Protcstantischc Kirchetizeiturw, 1SS9, Xos. 27, 28; and to
articles by Holsten In the Prof. Kirchcnzcituug, 1SS9, Nos. 15, 10, 17, 20, 2:?, 2C ; A. Kappeller,
In the Theohxjhche ZeiUehrift atw dcr Sc/nrc iz, 1S89, I Heft; Hilpenfeld, in Zei7tfc/iri/t

J^ricmpriAchaftUche Th^olugie, xxxii. 1SS9, I Heft; Schm(iedel) in Literari^ches Ccntral-
Wotf

,
i.sss, No. 50 ; Holtzmann, Thcolog. Jnhra<hcricht, 8 Baud, 1 AbtheUung ; and Weiff-

cnbach, TheoloQiiche Literaturzeitung, 1889, No. 11.
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to tbe time when, and the place from which, tlie letter was

written and what was the nature of the error which the apostle

felt called upon to oppose." It must be admitted that in some

cases a knowledge of the object and circumstances under which

a writing is produced might determine its authorship with

greater certainty. But at the most our inability to discover

these things would but leave us in doubt. It could not have

the effect of forbidding a supposed authorship. And here we
have a first instance of what so often occurs in Steck's criticism,

namely, a disposition to make the most of a difficulty. For in

reality there is practical unanimity with regard to the circum-

stances under which Galatians was wntten.

The next argument, and one upon which Steck places more

reliance, is that Galatians betrays a literary dependence upon

other Xew Testament writings, especially Romans and the two

Corinthian letters. The inequalities of style and the gaps in the

train of thought suggest that many of the passages are brought

from a foreign source and woven into the epistle, notwithstand-

ing that they do not fit the purpose of the writer. Especially

does this appear in the principal part of the letter (chaps, iii, 1-

iv, Y), where the thoughts are borrowed from Koraans. It is

impossible that the author of Romans should be the author of

Galatians, especially as the latter exhibits a far more advanced

Paulinism than the former. The law is less prized in Galatians

than in Romans, and heathenism is placed upon an essential

equality with Judaism, whereas in Romans Judaism is declared

to have the advantage. Galatians has therefore advanced

farther from Judaism than has Romans, and hence could not

have preceded the latter in time of composition.f

Let us consider these item by item. And first, it is very

easy to assert literary dependence between two documents, but

it is equally precarious to depend upon an argument drawn

from that source. In many cases such dependence can be as

well explained on the supposition that an authoi-'s powers of

expression and thought are limited. That Galatians and

Romans treat of the same general subjects is universally con-

ceded. Steck argues that in Romans we find in full what is

produced in Galatians only in outline. It is incredible to him

that the outline should have been made prior to the elaborated

• Utr Galaterbrief, etc., pp. S4-50. + Ibid., pp. 50-78.
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iliiioutsion. But in reality it is as proper to. suppose that

t!iou""lits which the apostle had been accustomed to employ in

nnl>lic address were written out, in one case merely in outline,

and in the other in detail, as that there is any dependence between

tlicse two letters. Thoughts which are well connected in the

mind of the autlior often appear disconnected to a reader of

nn outHne. Hence the supposition of the later origin of Gala-

tians and its literary dependence upon Romans is unnecessary.

When we come to the particular portions of Galatians which

are declared to be borrowed from Romans we find Stock mis-

understanding Paul's meaning, or else making a mere similarity

of thought or expression into a direct citation. In fact, ex-

cepting where Galatians and Romans both quote the same Old

Testiinient passage, the language of the two epistles is never

identical. An example is the supposed connection between

(Jal. iii, 13, and Rom. iii, 25. Steck declares that the former

is a reproduction in another form of the thought of the latter.

Tliat the two passages have some elements of thought in com-

mon may be admitted. But how does that prove that one is

borrowed from the other ? It is by no means uncommon for

great authors to reproduce the same thought in different form,

or even in the same form, in different works. If this could

prove that Galatians is dependent upon Romans it would be

easy to prove that any work of any author is dependent upon
all the works on the same subject by the same author. The
recurrence of the same thoughts in a series of works attributed

to a given ^vriter is not evidence that these are dependent upon

each other, but that they are all the product of one mind. In

illustration we mention the writings of Luther, Wesley, Calvin,

and Schleiermacher among theologians ; and Ruskin, Emerson,

and Matthew Arnold among literary men. The fact that

commentators cannot agree upon an interpretation does not, as

Steck thinks, prove Gal. iii, 13, to be borrowed and inserted

where it has no proper connection ; for upon that principle sad

havoc would be made of many a sentence in the writings even

of our most perspicuous authors.

Our space will not allow us to follow all the passages in

which Steck asserts points of contact between Galatians and

Romans. We must content ourselves with his mention of the

Eolation between Gal. v, 17, and Rom. vii. According to
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him the verse in Galatians is a brief summary of the whole
discussion in Rom. vii. So certain is he of this that he de-

clares it impossible for anyone to doubt the dependence of

Galatians upon Romans after a comparison of these two pas-

sages. Assuming the identity of thought in the two passages,

he asks how one can understand their deep and hidden truth

without the necessary investigation of adp^ and mevua, the

effect of the tvroA?/, and the law in the members and the law

of the mind, as it is found in the seventh of Romans, but which

is missing in Galatians. That it should all be clear to the Gala-

tians by means of Paul's oral instructions to them cannot, he

thinks, help us here, since in Galatians only the thought of

the struggle between flesh and Spirit is suitable, while the

other, that on account of this inner strife man cannot do what

he will, has its place only in Romans. The exhortation which

precedes (verse 16) ascribes to the -rrvevna the power to overcome

the flesh ; while in verse 17 it is declared that we cannot do what

we will. "Spirit" is here used in the pregnant sense of the

Spirit of the new life, while in Rom. vii -nvevfia is not used at

all, but 6 toio dri&pomog and voitog rov voog fiov. All the more

unfortunate is it that in Gal. v, IT, -nvevfia is taken simplj' as

the synonym for the eou dvdpiorrog of Rom. vii.

If we could admit all this we should be compelled to call the

author of Galatians a plagiarist, a forger, and a bungler. But

the train of thought in Gal. v, 13-18, is both clear and self-con-

sistent. The fact that -nvevfia means, in the Galatian passage,

the Spirit of the new Hfe, the power by w^hich the flesh and

its lusts can be overcome, while in Rom. vii the struggle is be-

tween the individual and his own lusts, should have suggested

to Steck that the ideas are not the same ; and hence the

necessity of seeking for a possible self-explanation of the

Galatian passage. In Rom. vii the struggle is not only

carried on between forces different from those involved

in Galatians, but in the former the evil triumphs, while

in the latter it is overcome. But that there is nothing incon-

sistent between Romans and Galatians is evident as soon as

it is remembered that Rom. viii furnishes the nvEvfia of Gal.

v, 16, so that the Galatian passage is a summary of Rom. vii

and viii, and not of vii alone. The only real difficulty is found

in the apparent contradiction between verse 17 and verse 16.
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• Walk in the Spirit, and ye sliall not fulfill the lust of the flesh,"

i!i.os £eem to be contradicted by the statement that the Spirit

and tlie flesh " are contrary the one to the other ; so that ye can-

not do the things that ye would." But we must remember

tliat what is given in detail in Eom. vii and viii is given with

nil possible brevity in Galatians. Paul trusted to their memory
i.f liis oral utterances for the necessary aid in getting his full

meaning. The same Holy Spirit which has given ns Galatians

iijvs given us Romans, so that we can compare scripture with

scripture, as they compared scripture with oral utterance. There

is, therefore, no contradiction ; and this may be seen without

reference to Eomans at all. Yerse 17 aflirms two principles

at work witliin man. These two struggle for the mastery.

When tlie Spiiit moves us to virtue the flesh checks us in the

execution of our purpose, and when the flesh controls our choice

the Spirit hinders us from performing our volition. The result is

that we cannot do the things that we will, whether they be good

or bad. Here the " inner man" of Rom. vii is not mentioned

except by implication. There he is very prominent and very

active ; here he sinks out of sight and is passive, while Spirit

and flesh struggle for the mastery within him. So that verses

IG and 17 do not use the word -nvevfia in two different senses

;

and both verses teach the utter contrariety of the two principles.

Spirit and flesh. Galatians emphasizes one phase of the strug-

gle and Romans another. They are not contradictory^, and
both are true to experience; and in both cases the result is

that when we do finally come to walk in the Spirit we do not

fulfill the lusts of the flesh. There is enough similarity to prove

their common source ; there is enough difference to show tliat

one is not a confused reflection of the other. Steck has himself

made this the decisive point in his argument for the depend-

ence of Galatians upon Romans. An unbiased verdict must
declare that no proof is here found of the supposed later origin

of Galatians.

We turn now to the assertion that the Puuliuisra of Gala-

tians is of a more advanced type than is found in the other

principal letters. According to Steck, Romans teaches that the
law was once, but is not now, the will of God ; while in Gala-

tians the promise is represented as coming directly from God
in contradistinction from the law, which was given by the hand

26—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. X.
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of angels. This gives the law less dignity than the promise,

whereas in Eomans both have the dignity of being God's will.

But it is a violent interpretation of the significance of the law

in Galatians, to say the least, when Steck regards it as lowered

in dignity by being "ordained by angels." Surely it is not

here said that God did not give the law, but merely how he

gave it. In Acts vii, 53, Stephen seems to regard the fact

that angels were employed in bestowing the law upon men an

enhancement of their wickedness in not obeying it. And
in Heb. ii, 2, it is not the word of angels as compared with

the word of God which is meant, but the law given by angels

compared (verse 3) with the word spoken by oui* Lord. The
mediation of angels in giving the law does not then degrade the

law, but in the only decisive passage (Acts vii, 53) elevates its

dignity. But in Hebrews, Galatians, and Bomans alike the

law is declared to be inferior to the Gospel. In Galatians and

Bomans the law is only temporary in its purpose, and, as transi-

tory, it had its place, the only difference being that in Bomans
the effects of the law in human history and personal experience

are more fully described and its function vindicated. To say,

as Steck says, that from the Galatian conception of the law to

that of Marcion is but a step, is to betray an utter misconcep-

tion of the dignity which is ascribed to the law in Galatians.

Marcion denies that God the Good gave the law ; Galatians

says of it diarayelc 61 dyyDMv (being enjoined by means of

angels, or, ordained through angels). Galatians teaches not

that the law came from, but through, angels. Marcion

taught that the law came f7'om an inferior God. One main-

tains and the other degrades the dignity of the law. That

Steck should make the comparison shows how little of sober-

ness there is in his criticism, and how anxious he was to

support the late origin of Galatians. In his zeal he overstepped

the bounds of investigation and entered the sphere of the advo-

cate. The Galatian conception of the law does not differ

materially from that of Bomans, and scarcely in form. Tlie

Pauline idea of tlie law is no more advanced in the one than in

the other ; although the danger of the Galatians from the

preachers of legal righteousness prompted him to show them
more clearly the impossibility of salvation through law.

But Steck affirms that, while in Bomans Judaism is declared
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to l)c superior to heathenism, in Galatians they are placed upon

ftji equality. This is supposed to be proved by the argumenta-

tion of Gal. iv, 1-11. In verse 3 the aroix^la rov Koanov are in-

icrpreted as powers worshiped by the Galatians when they were

tct heathen. In verse 9 they are represented as returning to

these oToixf^ia in beginning again to observe Jewish times and
seasons. Thus the observance of Jewish festivals and the wor-

j>!iip of heathen deities would be identified with each otlier,

and Judaism and heathenism be placed upon an equal footing

in comparison with the Gospel. But it is not necessary to in-

terpret aroixeca as Steck does. Alford* takes the word to

mean letters or symbols of the alphabet, and translates oroixda
rov Koofiov, elemenkiry lessmis of outward things, following

Conybeare's note.f This is an allowable interpretation, even
Though oroix^la originally had a peculiarly heathen reference.

So that the word, both in verses 3 and 9, would signify the

things necessary to an immature state of religious hfe, such as

the enactments of the law mentioned in verse 10.

But even though oroixda were used in verse 3 in its technical

fcnse and the Judaistic festivals of verse 10 were referred to by
the same word in verse 9, yet it would not follow that the apos-

tle used the word for the purpose of equalizing the Jews and
Gentiles before God. • In comparison with the Gospel heathen
practices and Jewish customs were both a-oixela. The question
of how the Gentiles came to their religious condition, as well as

how the Jews came to theirs, is not mentioned here. Elsewhere
in the epistle the author assumes the divine authority and origin
of the law (iii, 8, 10, 13 ; iv, 27, 30 ; v, 14). If it suited his

pjirpose better not to remind the Galatians of the origin of
their religious faith and practices, as he did the Eomans, it must
not be held as a departure from the standpoint of Eomans.
But when he is quoting his rebuke to Peter he distinctly inti-

mates the religious superiority of those who are "Jews by
«':»ture, and not sinners of the Gentiles." So that the meager
<^'->inparison of Judaism and heathenism in this epistle does not
^enU to equalize them, but asserts the superiority of the former.
^jcnce the attempt to prove a more advanced Pauhnism in

^^Talatians than in Eomans fails at this point also.

• Commentary, in loco.

t Ctonybeare and Howson, Th& Life aiid EpUttes of St. Paul, vol. 11, p. 143.
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A careful scrutiny of the two epistles reveals indeed striking

resemblances and differences. The only question is as to their

significance. Thus far certainly nothing has been discovered

wliich would necessitate or even suggest a separate author for

each epistle and the dependence of Galatians upon Romans.

The real origin of the theory was in the comparison of Gala-

tians with what the ordinary processes of evolution would lead

us to expect. The epistle is the most uncompromising expres-

sion of the ideas of Paul to be found in the ISTew Testament.

To the mind of an evolutionist tliis could only liave come into

existence after a long period during which the antagonism be-

tween Paulinism and Petrinism had gradually developed. Such

was the theory which guided both Lornan and Pierson* in

their investigations. And the same view is held by Steck, who
says that the strict systematic development of the doctrine of

justification by faith found in the principal Pauline letters is

hardly the work of one w'ho lived so early as Paul, and that the

attitude which Paul took toward the law was rather a practical

and broad-minded sympathy with all classes than a principle so

sharply defined as in the principal letters.f He regards th^

production of the Pauline literature of the ISTew Testament as

the result of the process which developed itself during the

cementing of the nnion between heathen and Jewish Christian-

ity.:}; Given this preconceived theory, it is easy to find support

for it in the epistles by the methods Steck employs. But why
should the views of Galatians not be the very earliest expression

of the Pauline school ? How many years was it from the time

Luther had his eyes opened nntil he had nailed his ninety-five

theses to the door of the SchlossMrche in Wittenberg, burned

the pope's bull, and withstood the Diet of Worms ? Perhaps

in fifteen or eighteen hundred years from now some one who
is determined to make his facts bend to his evolutionary theory

will insist that these bold and decisive acts were not possible at

the beginning of the Reformation, and that it was not Luther

himself, but some of his successors who performed them, much
later than we have been accustomed to suppose. There are

some men who reach the extreme position by a single bound,

and who only after the lapse of time see any possibility of modi-

See V5Uer, Die Komposfitimi der pauliniechen Hauptbriefe, p. 2,

t Der Galatcrbrief, etc., p. 370. * Ibid., p. 374.
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licit ion. Apply this law of some minds to Paul, and we could
explain the epistles attributed to him as scientifieallj as by the

contrary theory.. But, denying, as we do, the great divergence

of view attributed by Steck to the different Pauline epistles, we
explain what divergence there is simply on the supposition that

the purpose for which he wrote molded the form in which he
put the truth. The emergency which called for the Epistle to

the Galatians did not admit of time for much elaboration nor
fiicii a mental state as would cause him to mix the healing oil

with his utterances.

We nmst pass over the arguments by which Steck professes
to ehow that Galatians is dependent upon Acts. They are the
old ones by which it has been attempted to show that the Acts
is an nnhistorical work compared with Galatians. The difTer-

ence is that the supposed disharmony between Galatians and
Acts is turned by Steck to the advantage of the latter instead
of the former. They are as ineffective in the use he makes of
them as in the hands of the rejecters of Acts. Tho disharmony
does not exist

; but the two books mutually supplement each
othcr.^ It will not be necessary to produce the proof of this .

assertion here. All our readers are familiar with it, or have the
resources needful close at hand. We may also pass by his
attempt to show a literary dependence of Eomans and First
and Second Corinthians upon the synoptic Gospels and their
consequent origin at a period later than that in which Paul
lived. Steck does not claim that Galatians is involved in
this dependence, and he utterly fails to make it out for the
three epistles mentioned. But his arguments upon the cita-
tions from the Old Testament in the Pauline epistles and u])on
the supposed references in them to apocryphal literature must
be noticed. Steck undertakes to show* that of the eighty-
four Old Testament passages cited in the Pauline letters only
lonr betray any knowledge of the Hebrew original. He then
attempts to prove that these four places can be better explained
''.V other means, and that there is therefore nothing in all these
citations which would suggest any knowledge of^the Hebrew
^Id Testament. Of the eighty-four passages^ eighty are exact
<"• free reproductions of the Septuagint. The conclusion is
''^t Paul is not the author of the epistles in question, since he

* BtT Galaterbrief, etc.* pp. 211-224.
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would in some way inevitably have exhibited his acquaintance

with the Hebrew Bible.

It is no doubt desirable that some theory should be held

by which the problems connected with citations from the Old

Testament in the New may be explained. But it is wholly un-

necessary to choose the theory advanced by Steck. Strange as

it may seem that eighty passages should be from the Septuagint

and four from the Hebrew, it cannot warrant Steck's infer-

ences. The real difficulty lies, not in the fact that eighty follow

the Greek and four the Hebrew, but that eighty follow the Sep-

tuagint, while the other four do not. Steck endeavors to make

it appear that the author follows the Greek because he does

not know Hebrew ; and hence he is compelled to search in other

Greek translations for the four which seem to be from the

Hebrew. Finding them in the Greek, he leaps to the conclu-

sion that the author cited them from the Greek. But if the

author had several Greek translations before him it would still be

strange that eighty citations should be from the Septuagint and

the others not. It would appear that he should have quoted more

from these other Greek versions or nothing. But as a matter

of fact there is this strange suggestion of uniformity without

the realization of it ; and it is no more wonderful that the author,

supposing him to be Paul, should, in four instances, have for-

saken the Septuagint for the Hebrew than that another should

have forsaken the Septuagint for other Greek translations.

Given a sufficient motive for departing from the Septuagint,

and a Hebrew, like Paul, would naturally go to the Hebrew
original. By far the simpler explanation unquestionably is to

suppose Paul the author who made these citations. Tlie cir-

cuitous route which Steck is obliged to travel in order to deprive

Paul of their authorship speaks strongly against his hypothesis.

Should it be said that Paul as a Hebrew would necessarily

betray his native tongue by some turn of language in these

epistles, it may be answered tliat there are thousands of people

in America whose spoken and written English and German are

equally excellent. Born a Hebrew, but brought up in Tarsus,

Paul would be equally familiar from childhood with both Hebrew
and Greek. "Writing to Greeks, he would naturally cite the Old

Testament in the current Septuagint unless for some reason it

did not suit him, under which circumstances it would be most
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lutural to make his own translation directly from tlie Hebrew.

Only a critic who had a case to make out would have left the

fimplo and natural explanation for one so far-fetched and

isnprobable as Steck's.

With regard to the references to noncanonical writings

Steck undertakes to prove distinct connection of Galatians with

the Ascemion of Moses and the works of Philo and Seneca.*

Hut lie confesses that there are at the most but two discover- i

able parallels between the principal Pauline letters and the 1

Afccnsion, and that these are only possible, not actually de- i

nionstrable. Unwilling to forfeit the argument, however, he
j

calls attention to the fact that we have of this apocryphal book I

only the first part, and that not in perfect condition ; and sug- !

pests that if we had the entire work we might find other i

parallels, and appeals to Syncellus and Photius of the ninth
j

century to prove that Paul actually did use tlie Ascension in ;

the composition of his letters. But the distance between the I

lime when Steck supposes Galatians to have been written and
j

the ninth century is so great that we cannot trust the assertions I

of Syncellus and Photius. And even if we were convinced

that the author of Galatians did, as Syncellus afiirras, quote

most of Gal. vi, 15, from the Ascension, yet would that not

prove the late origin of our epistle, since it is quite probable

that the book was written early enough for Paul to have been

acquainted with it, which Steck himself admits as a possibihty.

Philo is also supposed to have furnished forms of expression,

thoughts, and symbols for Galatians,t though not in large

numbers. Galatians makes a point on the singular number of

c~ipua (iii, 16), and Philo on the singular o^tekvdv. GaL iv; 9,

finds a parallel in De Cheriibim, 33 ; and in the same work

Philo contrasts Sarah and Ilagar as types of the higher and

lower in intellect and education (comp. Gal. iv, 21-31). But

•^tcck himself feels the weakness of his position. He admits

tliat it is at least partly true that between Galatians and Philo

there exists a profound difference as to thought and expression,

even where they employ the same words. He even says that

the largest and most valuable part in the principal Pauline epis-

tles is peculiar to thcTn ; tliat these epistles are far deeper and

more religious thr.n Philo ; that they lead us out of the fog

• Dcr Galaterhrief, etc., pp. 234-265. t Ibid., p. 246,
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of philosophical ideas to tlie firm foundation of religious fact

which the person of Christ and the evolution of the Christian

communion furnish ; that the distinction between the Pauline

and Philonean systems is, in a word, the same as that between

the Christ of John and the Logos of Philo. ^Nevertheless he

thinks all these concessions do not exclude the possibility that

the writings of Philo influenced the thinking and writing of

the author of Galatians. The general character of the points

of similarity forbids, however, any such influence in a degree

worth mentioning. The only point demanding consideration is

whether, admitting the dependence supposed, Paul could have

known and read the writings of Philo. The possibility of this

Steck admits, but thinks it not probable. In fact, it is highly

probable. For Paul was not only brought up in Tarsus, the

learned city, where Philo's writings would doubtless be dis-

cussed, but sat at the feet of Gamaliel, to whom the writings

of Philo would probably be known, and above all was an

intimate friend of the eloquent Apollos of Alexandria, who
unquestionably knew the writings of Philo. It is wholly un-

necessary, therefore, to place the composition of Galatians later

than the date usually assigned to it in order to account for the

influence of Philo upon our epistle.

The relation between the Pauline writings and the writings

of Seneca has been so often discussed that we shall try to spare our

readers as much as possible from repetition. Steck has no desire

to deprive the Xew Testament of any of its honor, and willingly

confesses and even emphasizes its superiority to the writings of

Seneca.* He is concerned chiefly to prove that the principal

Pauline epistles are directly influenced by Seneca's philosophical

writings, that he may thus demonstrate the lateness of their

origin. After citing a number of parallels between the epistles

and Seneca he reaches the conclusion that either the epistles

were dependent upon Seneca or Seneca upon the epistles. In

his judgment the dependence was on the part of the epistles.

In attempting to prove that Seneca was not influenced by Paul

he uses an argument which, if valid, would make it possible for

the historic Paul to have used the writings of Seneca. He calls

attention to the fact that Seneca died A. D. 65, and then adds

that his writings were, in part at least, composed decades earlier.

* Dcr GaJaterbrief, eU'., p. SoS*
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Tliia would indeed make it impossible for Seneca, in his earlier

writin*^, to have employed the Pauline epistles. But it would

have allowed room for Paul to become acquainted with some

of the earlier writings of Seneca. On this supposition it is

unnecessary to date the principal epistles later than is usually

done. Thus, while if a relation of dependence is demonstrated,

it proves Paul to have been the dependent one, the argument

defeats the principal contention of Steck, namely, that the his-

toric Paul could not have written the Pauline epistles because

he and Seneca were in part contemporaries.

It is, however, highly improbable that Paul was influenced

h\ Seneca ; and Steck admits that Seneca's numerous points

of contact with Christian doctrine would alone be no ground

for the supposition of a nearer relationship, since the philosophy

of the period, especially so far as it belonged to the develop-

ment of Platonism, had reached a monotheistic theology, an

anthropology which knew and employed the contrast between

llesli and spirit, and an eschatology which contemplated the

pimishment of the bad and the rewarding of the good, all of

which resembles Christianity."* Thus, all these things are con-

fessed to be independent of Christianity ; and of course he does

not deny that they are original as well with Christianity as with

Platonism. "Where ideas are similar, forms of expression and

illustrations are likely to be similar. The argument leads inev-

itably to the conclusion that neither Paul nor Seneca influenced

each other, but that both were influenced by the surroundings

in which they were brought up. This merely admits that

heathen Seneca had some light, while it also admits that in-

spired Paul infused into his writings a personality produced by

his environments. But, above all, it clearly makes unnecessary

a late date for the origin of the principal Pauline letters, in-

cluding Galatians.

We may pass by the groundless hypothesis that Christianity

had a twofold origin, one in Judaism and the other in heathen

philosophy.f It is more important tliat we notice what Steck

has to say in proof of the theory that the early part of the sec-

ond centmy furnished the conditions in which Galatians might
have been written. He cites from the " Dialogue witTi Ty r-

r^'on," of Justin Martyr (about A. D. 14V), to show that there

• Der Galaterhrief, etc., pp. 230, 251. f Ibid., p. 378.
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were in Justin's time extreme parties in the Churcli wlio made the

observance or nonobservance of the Jewish law essential to sal-

vation.* But this by no means proves that a " conflict against

Judaism as passionate as that exhibited in Galatians " was pos-

sible in Justin's time ; for while Galatians recognizes the in-

compatibility of the legal with the gracious method of salva-

tion, it goes further by an impassioned appeal to its readers not

to fall from grace, as though there was imminent danger of so

appalling a calamity. Galatians turns upon an active propa-

ganda of Judaizers. Justin Martyr quietly relates the existence

of a strong prejudice between the two extreme parties. Steck

also quotes from the Ignatian epistles to show that the opposi-

tion continued even after 150 A. D.f These, indeed, exhibit

a more or less active propaganda on the part of the Judaizers,

but with none of the evidence of danger betrayed in Galatians.

Steck seems to feel this, for he accuses Galatians of fighting

imaginary rather than real perils of the Church. And as so

often, so here, Steck displays a strange blindness to the signifi-

cance of his OAvn concessions, for he admits that even the com-

paratively mild expostulations of the Ignatian letters against

Judaizing tendencies represent the existence of extremes which

touched only a small portion of the Church, whereas the great

body of behevers were no longer troubled thereby. This is in

direct opposition to Galatians, in which the extreme Judaizers

are represented as jeopardizing the welfare of the great body of

its readers, who were in serious danger of falling from grace.

The situation, therefore, during the first half of the second cen-

tury was not the same as that depicted in Galatians. The most

that could be inferred from the utterances of Justin and the

Ignatian letters is that the dispute had not yet altogether died

out. But the danger was no longer the Judaizing of entire con-

gregations, but only of individuals. And tliis corresponds to

the well-known fact that before the middle of the second cen-

tury there were numerous firmly established congregations of

Gentile Christians, who could only be affected as the Protestant

Church is to-day affected by Roman Catholicism,' pamely, by

the occasional defection of an individual, while the main body

itself is in no danger of conversion to the other.

TVe have now examined the principal arguments d^ Steck

• Dcr Galaterhri^, etc„ p. 381. + lUd., pp. 3S1, 382.
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ik:jd found tliem individually ^Yeak. Together they are as weak

jui tliey are when considered apart. Steck has honeycombed

\k\> entire work by his concessions, necessarily made if he did

not wisli to appear in a ridiculous hglit before the theological

^v«>rld. But his arguments against Galatians are so similar to

;!k>£« usually employed against the minor Pauline epistles that

!je is as justifiable as his critical confreres, and more consistent.

I f their owniogic applied uniformly to the New Testament is

tiot pleasing to them perhaps they will come after a wldle to

foc that it should not be applied at all. Such a reaction is

needed, and we shall be surprised if criticism be not sobered

hv the recent excesses of some of its devotees. This may not

\<i the place to moralize ; but we cannot refrain from calling

.ittcntion to the fact that the entire process of internal criticism

ifi so controlled by the subjectivity of those who practice it that

ahnost anything can be suggested, and anything suggested

proved to the satisfaction of many. Steck has simply given

lihuself up to the method a little more fully than most others.

With scarcely an exception the critic starts out with well-de-

lined ends in view, and his microscope is applied for the pur-

pose of discovering supports for his hypotheses. By skillful

manipulation these are found, or manufactured out of material

little suited naturally to the purpose. The simple, straightfor-

ward utterances of the Xew Testament are made to bear refer-

ences which their single-minded authors never dreamed of.

Only when some one ventures, like Steck, to carry out the

niothod to its logical conclusions is our attention strongly di-

rected to the precarious character of all the results of internal

criticism
; and our revulsign extends not only to the attempt to

rob us of the four letters which have hitherto passed as unas-

faijable, but also to the effort of the newer critical school which

rolls doubts of the genuineness of some of the minor epistles

under its tongue as sweet morsels. The extreme frozen region

reached by the van demands that the whole procession of ad-

venturous explorers shall come to a dead halt.

^J^AaytA4 ^. /Zu^-'-^jJt*
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aet. v.—the preeminence of FAITR

The preeminence of faith in all religion is shown by the fact

that its very name is given to religion itself. This chief charac-

teristic not only colors religion, but stands for it, as, for ex-

ample, the Mohammedan faith—the Mohammedan religion;

the Christian faith—the Christian religion. This synonymous

use is not a careless nomenclature ; for from the baldest, rudest

naturalism to the most ethereal idealism, as vrell as from the

vagaries of highly wrought mythologies to the sacred super-

naturalism of Christianity, one element obtains, which is admit-

tedly faith. This world-wideness of faith places it among the

great characteristics of the human race, and thus relieves Chris-

tianity of any necessity for defending it as a plan peculiarly its

own, arbitrarily decreed by its great Author. The rationale of

faith, then, is not distinctively a Christian problem ; it is a reli-

gious problem. Further, it is a problem for psychologic and

philosophic investigation.

In Christianity its place is of supreme importance. With
hope and love it constitutes the trinity of permanent graces.

Next to God, revealed in Jesus Christ, and the impartation of

the divine life to men it is the chief theme of all the Bible. It

is not merely an integral part ; it is, rather, a pervasive element.

The totality of all the Scripture teachings is called "the faith
:"

" I have kept the faith." It stands as the very first requisite

for right approach to God :
" Without faith it is impossible to

please him;" "He that cometh to God must believe." Its

principle underlies the progressive salvation, the deepening

similarity to Christ; "From faith to faith;" "'Purifying their

hearts by faith." Its intensity and scope are the measure of

our obligation to Christian service :
" For I say, through the

grace given unto me, to every man that is among you, not to

think of himself more highly than he ought to think ; but to

think soberly, according as God hath dealt to every man the

measure of faith
;
" " AVliether prophecy, let us prophesy ac-

cording to the proportion of faith." Faith is the weapon
which we may wield and always triumph :

" This is the victory

that overcoraeth the world, even our faith." Faith character-

izes the whole plan of God's redemption for man, whether
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expressed in the Old or New Testament. Even the apparently

wliolly sensible, that is, visible, tangible, or audible, revelations

of the very earhest days had a distinct element of faith about

them. The d-oll of the heroes of faith begins with Abel. The

tirtt declaration in Genesis and the last in Revelation are ob-

j'octs of faith, since "through faith we understand that the

worlds were framed by the word of God," and since " Even so,

conic, Lord Jesus," is a believing prayer based upon the ac-

cci)tcd promise. The Bible is a revelation which is apprehended

Lvrgcly by faith.

Faith, to the thought of many suggests a well-meant but

credulous effort of the mind to arrive at certainty with refer-

ence to the things supernatural. Its beneficial results are

viewed as unreal or are declared to be the reflex action of

noble aspirations. Even Christians at times give encourage-

ment to those asserting its inferiority. We sing, " Till faith to

sijjht improve," thereby giving the impression that the divinely

appointed way of faith is a deprivation. " We walk' by faith,

not by sight," is quoted as a calamity rather than God's chosen

method o'f a holy life. Often we seek for a sign—some cross

like Constantino's, flashing in starry brilHancy across the

heavens ; some warning like that of Belshazzar's banquet, burn-

ing its threatenings before our very eyes ; or a bodily Jesus

coming through closed doors. The penitent seeks to hear a

loud voice; the saint longs for a prostrating, overshadowing

Bcnse of God's presence. But God speaks not now through

them, for he " hath in these last days spoken unto us by his

Son." The Spirit takes the things of Christ and shows them

unto ns. They are " spiritually discerned." Is this a dispar-

agement of the Christian's privilege in Christ Jesus? We
think not. Several considerations lead to this conviction :

I. Faith is the method taught by Christianity of apprehend-

ing divine truth. To othere than Christians it would seeui a

bogging of the question to prove by the Bible the superiority of

faiUi, ftr the authoritv of the Bible is the disputed point. To

Ehow the preeminence of faith by the very book that incul-

cates it would bo arguing in a circle. But we are viewing it

from the Christian standpoint. We believe that the impor-

t:ince of Christian faith is minimized too much. Let us, rather,

exalt it as a keener insight into the things of God than has
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been granted hitherto. The trend of revelation is away from

the merel}' objective symbol—the visible, tangible, but none

the less real—to that which speaks to the inner, if not to the

outer, sense. Christianity is the fragrant blossom»from tlie bit-

ter bud of Judaism. The pedagogue has led us to the school

of Christ, who has no visible temple on Mount Zion, where in

special power and burning flame his presence is attested. Xo
hanging veil now hides the " holiest of all." Xo ark enshrines

the tables of the law, the manna, and Aaron's rod. All is

changed, and how greatly changed ! If sight be tlie higher

method of divine revelation, then Christianity is a retrogres-

sion. It surely is not an advance upon Judaism. But we know
it is the " better covenant." The vision of the supernatural

now granted to the humblest Christian far excels the revelation

granted to priests and kings in olden times. This side Calvary

and the empty garden tomb the liglit shines with surpassing

glow. Jesus said :
" Verily I say unto you, Tliat many proph-

ets and righteous men have desired to see those things which

ye see, and have not seen them ; and to hear those things which

ye hear, and have not heard them." This is the final earthly

stage of tlie redemptive plan ; Christianity is not the forerunner

of another revelation, as Judaism was, its predecessor. Even
supposing to be true the theory of a millennial age, when
Christ shall in person Hterally have his capital at Jerusalem

and actually occupy the throne of David, that would not be

the coming of another dispensation, but rather a method' of

bringing to speedy and triumphant close the gospel age.

Faith, then, is the plan for the reception of the fullest and

latest revelation of God this side the I^ew Jerusalem. Eternal

life is already begun in and for those who receive Christ, even
" them that believe on his name." " In the unity of the faith

"

we come unto a perfect or full-grown manhood, "unto the

measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ." The power
that aids lis to see the atoning Lamb, the abundant pardon, the

satisfying grace, the wide open gates of the everlasting kingdom
is none other than faith.

n. That power of the soul whose exercise is of the largest

educational value is surely supreme. This claim we make for

faith. That is educational which guides, develops, interprets.

Let us examine faith in these three particulars

:
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1. As a guiding power. Mucli of our knowledge comes,

and thus the soul is educated, because of the guiding work

t)erformed bj the physical senses and the various mental pow-

ers. In the dark we employ our senses to enable us to walk

unharmed. So the man of science projects his reason and pro-

jK»unds a theory. Then he marshals his facts, and the theory

j.roves true or false as they furnish ground for a sufficient ex-

planation or not. This pioneer work of pushing farther and

farther away the frontier line of human knowledge by advanc-

ing cautiously, with hypothesis, experiment, and exploration, is

largely useful in the culture of the soul. This method obtains

ill the operations of faith. Discerning from evidence, infer-

ring from reasonable indications, accepting with a confiding

intuition, faith ventures, grasps, accepts, rests. The illimitable

continents of grace await the believing Columbus. The infi-

nite nature of God invites reverential discovery.

2. As a developing power. Not the ingathering of infor-

mation, but the development thereby of the soul's powers

—

that is education. Tlie knowledge of some facts diminishes

rather than enlarges the man. An incapacity, moral-and intel-

lectual, precludes the placing of certain facts in their proper

relations ; and unrelated facts lie in the mind not unlike undi-

gested food upon the stomach. There is also a moral quality

in education. Faith, by the grandeur of its subjects of con-

templation, the scope of its investigations, and the purity of

its atmosphere, most of all enlarges man. " "With all the full-

ness of God " is its maximum measure. Development, to be

^vorthy the name, must be refinement. Education is thus in-

tensive as well as extensive. This soul refinement is in exact

proportion to its independence of the purely objective—the

physical. The kindergarten is for children only. The boy

">es his fingers in counting to steady his mind lest it lose bal-

ance. Tlie man puts away childish things and lifts his thoughts

to the abstruse calculations. Instead of finding pleasure in

tl>e rattling drum of his boyhood he delights in the exquisite

harmonies of higher melody. In worship man leaves the prin-

t^iplos and goes on to perfection ; and his progress is marked
hy increasing spirituality, or refinement. Of all themes that

^vill refine those apprehended only by faith are the richest.

Hence faith is the soul's greatest developer.
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3. As an interpreter. Without this function of the mental

powers knowledge would be a chaos instead of a beautiful order.

Reason interprtes the sensations. It makes us see men as men
walking, not men as trees walking. It gives satisfaction. A
recent writer has said :

" God wants two men for every truth :

one to find it, the other to set it. Pickaxes cannot cut dia-

monds." Reason does much of this work of setting. Science

needs to know that its work ends with the ascertainment of

facts. . Their interpretation waits for the philosopher. In the

same manner faith finds the germs of divine truth ; reason

sets them—hence theology. Faith also interprets. The other-

^vi6e inscrutable ways of Providence are plain to faith. The

man of faith, too, can give grander and far more truthful mean-

ing to many of nature's teachings, because he sees clearly nature's

God. A satisfaction comes therefrom, not fancied, but real,

springing, not from credulity, but founded in soberness. It is

" the peace of God, which passeth all understanding." Faith,

then, excels the other faculties of the soul. Bishop Simpson's

marvelous eloquence in comparing faith and reason was in no

degree extravagant.

III. The superiority of faith appears also in its effect on

character. Trust, patience, fidelity, humility, and hope are

virtues cultivated by faith. We match " a life of faith upon

the Son of God " with any other possible to men.

lY. To ask that divine facts and truths be apprehended by

the physical senses, or by other of the mental powers besides

faith, is only to multiply difficulties. Their perception through

faith is easier of understanding. Could there be granted to

each disciple of Jesus all over the earth a view of his blessed

Lord in bodily form—could prayer literally materiahze the

Saviour before our eyes and we hear his voice and feel his

touch ? Such myriad incarnations arc unthinkable. But may
not reason have the vision of God ? This would be to demand
that the Creator be more explicable than his creation, for rea-

son does not pretend to explain nature, only to describe and

classify her workings. But cannot hope in its soaring flight

reach God ? Though there may be " full assurance of ^hope,"

though its message may be " big with immortality," " an an-

chor of the soul," still it can never, from its very nature, reach

certainty. " Hope that is seen is not hope." Intuition can-
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not ffttliom God. Supposing that we knew divine trntlis by

this method, as we immediately receive axiomatic truth, then

4II necessity for Christian instruction were at once gone, for no

ajiiount of teaching can make such truth the clearer. Faith,

th(>ii seems the only way ; or, rather, the other methods fail,

nnd faith must assume the work. How grandly it does it let a

redeemed world declare.

V. The soul with its faculties is not like a quiver full of ar-

rows, such as reason, memory, hope, and faith. It is, rather,

a niiit. When reason is used it is the soul that reasons. When
memory is in service the soul remembers. When faith is ex-

ercised the soul believes. Further, one power of the soul helps

another, and no power can be properly in use without the aid

of all the rest. Faith and sight are placed over against the

other, much to the disparagement of the former. Is the dis-

j>aragement real ? Whatever knowledge comes through the

two is alike subject to the approval of the invisible mind.

Sjr^ht seems to have its reports accepted more readily than does

faith, simply because there are more of them and the mind,

therefore, imderstands them more readily. That sight helps

fuith, none can deny. What is true of sight is also true of every

otlier perceptive power. Tliey all help faith. Gideon's faith

was greatly quickened by the moistened fleece. Thomas had

liis doubts vanish as he saw the nail-pierced hands. Mary be-

lieved in the resurrection as the blessed Lord spoke so sweetly

her own name.

On the otlier liand, it i? also true that faith helps sight. It

is not necessary to enter upon the philosophy of perception to

prove that one mental power aids another. It is so true that

it may be used as an illustration. The tree across the vray is

not apprehended as sucli by the eye alone. The optical sensa-

tion is interpreted by the thinking self within as a tree. In

hke manner faith helps hearing, reason, and hope. Jesus was

iu the glare of public life for several years. Men saw him,

heard him, talked with him ; but comparatively few knew him

as he really was. It would, perhaps, be harder to have faitli

in the Christ of Palestine, seen as a man among men, than to

iiave faith in the Christ of the Bible and of the ages as the

spirit reveals him to us. It was true then that, though a mira-

cle worker, he was classed among men as one of them. To-day,

2 7—FIFTH SERIES, V0I-. X.
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vi-lien tlie marvelous so soon becomes the commonplace, when
the unexpected scarcely surprises, the bodilv Christ would not

inspire the faith among men that the ascended Jesus does.

Surely it was expedient that he go away.

Again, to believe that this man, weary, worn, limited, was

God, that the Nazarene was the King of kings, was very diffi-

cult for those who saw him then. It could not now be done

unaided. "Xo man can say that Jesus is the Lord, bat by the

Holy Ghost." The two men in the Bible who had the clearest

revelations through sight are yet mentioned as conspicuous

examples of faith. Moses, who had the high honor of talking

with God face to face, as friend with friend, is in the list of

the heroes of faith whose names are recorded in the eleventh

chapter of Hebrews. Paul, who received by direct revelation

such sublime truths and saw such holy scenes that they could

not even be mentioned, insists most of all upon faith, and is

himself an illustration of its mighty power. Faith seems not

only to interpret, but also to actualize sight. Faith, then, is

not an underling. It has its own powers and its own province.

Some things, some truths, it alone can perceive, if they are

to be perceived at all. The ear is for the reception of melody,

not for the perception of a landscape. Imagination is for the

poet, not particularly for the mathematician. So things divine

are for faith, not reason, not sight, not hope. Herein is the

meaning of the definition of faitli given in the Epistle to the

Hebrews :
" Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the

evidence of things not seen."

YI. Is not the very fact that faith is convinced the best evi-

dence of truth ? What is the evidence that the sun is ninety-

two million miles d istant from the earth ? "We cannot traverse it

with our measuring rods. There would not be time if we could

begin the journey. How, then, have we any proof of the fact ?

It accords with our reasoning. Reason is the evidence for all

Buch facts. So as to the nature of God and the trutli of his

word. "We cannot fathom the one nor prove the other alto-

gether. Our faith accepts them. That is the only way they

could come to us. "We believe ; that is our evidence. " Faith

is the evidence of things not seen."

As a faculty of the soul we see, then, the meaning of the

expressions, ''the gift of God,'' and "'as God hath dealt to
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every man the measure of faith." God endows men with faith

x< he docs with other powers of the soul, and also with varying

liogrces of faith. All have not the same strength of faith, as

ijicy liave not of reason. Lest anyone excuse himself on the

ijroiind of small faith equipment, it should be remen:ibered that

I'hrist taught the marvelous power of small faith. We have

not exhausted the mountain-moving abilities yet, and that is

only the mustard-seed faith. God undoubtedly gives peculiari-

ties of reasoning powers to some. It may be that he does

fiinilarly with faitli. Hence the faith to be healed may be

indicative of gracious endowment—not surely, or always, of

fribhmest trust. The faith to work miracles is also a case in

;voint. TVe do not believe that the Clmrch is answerable be-

cause she does not to-day perform physical miracles as in prim-

itive times. Faith as strong as that is exercised for other and
j>05sibly " greater things than these." Faith for contingencies,

fiich as the conversion of children or friends, the claiming of a

hundred souls for one revival, is to be coveted, if by that we
mean a surer confidence in God's ability to do those things;

ifiit, from the nature of the case, it cannot be given so long as

human wills oppose. ISo trust in God can surely claim the

al>solutely certain conversion of a now impenitent sinner.

Faith needs the aid of memory, reason, hope, and intuition.

Keason cannot stand alone, though seemingly the most inde-

l>endent of all. Where would the mathematician be if he did

not remember tlie multiplication table? Even in the flight of

l>oetic fancy the scope of vision must l)e within reason, else

extravagant vagaries ensue. So with faith. While it deals

l:irgcly \vith the future it scorns not the aid of the past. Our
utmost power of confidence comes only as we remember all the

^^'•ly that the Lord our God hath led us. Jesus Chi-ist, we
humbly believe, will be glorious in his dealings with us forever,

hecause we remember what he was yesterday and reflect upon
^vlmt he is to-day.

y^Aj,.c(s^\^^ A' tyCL>-^
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Art. VI.—the OPPORTUNITIES AND PERILS OF THE
EPWORTH LEAGUE.

The Epwortli League is an organization implying on tlie

part of its members the deepest religious experience and call-

ing for all the Christian activities in which the young people

of Methodism may properly engage. Terms, by their very use,

limit and circumscribe the ideas they are intended to represent

and describe. The name of the young people's society whose

opportunities and perils it is here a privilege briefly to discuss

is no exception to the rule. The organization is the growth of

more than twenty years ; the appellative is an apt fancy quickly

seized upon as a compromise among diverse names, all in the

minds of their proposers expressive of the same idea. If the

name seems narrow and denominational it is wholly because one

cannot express the growth of twenty years and what is still

enlarging in a single term. If its fractional relation to the

denominational unit is ill defined by the words " Epworth

League" it is the fault of the term, just as the inability to ex-

press one third in decimal form is the fault of our series of

notation. The name is but an attempt to picture externally an

organization which makes its appeal to the spirit and addresses

itself to the hidden seats of character and service.

To have done witli the disagreeable part of the subject as

soon as possible, let us first consider the perils to which the

organization is subjected :

1. There is the danger, common to all organizations, that it

will cramp life. To separate a part of the Church and restrict

it by a constitution and by-laws is, in the minds of many, hke
adding a wheel or pulley to already complicated machinery. It

may be feared that it will dwarf energy and render some power
ineSective. Just as increased friction is inseparable from the

thought of a channel to conduct water to a mill wheel and loss

of energy is associated with running an electrical current over

the wire of a circuit, so the Church, in maintaining the Epworth
League, must take into account the probability of friction and,

here and there, dwarfed powers and unapplied energy. The
discriminating mind will at once concede this danger, but will

consider it better to liberate a part of the potential energy in a
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pjill pond bj a race than lose it all. Better a diminished elec-

trical energy than no current whatever ; so, better the organi-

tAtion of the Methodist young people as a corps or diN-ision in

the Church than that they remain unused or be divided up into

inicrrilla bands, each fighting for its own purposes. How near

the Church was to this later alternative may better be left

unwritten.

2. More real is the peril that the young people may esteem

their organization equal or superior to the Church and become

impatient of authority. Insubordination is the common sin of

new recruits. It is the special failing of youth on tlie verge of

manhood to esteem lightly the advice of age and experience

aiul become inflamed with the ardor of its own opinions.

Every parent, as he bends over the face of his babe in the

cradle, must face the possibility of a thankless cliild and of

some day having his heartstrings torn by a rebelHous or dis-

obedient son. II^Tature has provided the surest guarantee against

this in parental and filial affection ; and the Methodist Church

is protected in the same way. The members of the Epworth

League are her children. They were cradled in her arms and

protected by her love ; and better a thousand times the filial

fifTection these young people feel than outside admonitions that

they should be loyal to their Church.

3. A third source of danger is found in the tendency to rely

merely upon numbers. Beyond doubt the disposition to add

chapters and to increase them in size by large multipliers in

order to exhibit a large membership has been immoderately

encouraged. A growing chapter roll is a welcome sight ; but

60 far as that may indicate the Epworth League is only a mere

machine. If the League be not a living, glowing organism in

every church, with power to communicate spiritual and intel-

lectual life,' and be not attended by transformations both in

character and opinion, it were better abolished. The only con-

clusive evidence that the League is a living, spiritual organism

nuist be the communication of its life to others ; and the test of

its usefulness and permanency will not be the increase or de-

crease of the chapter roll, but the sum total of enlargement and

quickening brought to individuals and churches in the wide

circle of Methodism.
4. It is scarcely becoming to point to the disciplinary pro-
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vision forbidding collections except for league purposes as a'
source of weakness; but modest opinion must be allowed so
frank a statement. The danger is liere twofold : first, throuc^h
this prohibition, that the opportunity to educate a whole Metho-
dist generation along lines of larger benevolence and more
generous stewardship will be allowed to go unimproved, save
as it is attended to by the older generation with less generous
views in this regard

; secondly, that the prohibition will leave
the Epworth League treasury a pi-ey to minor demands. In
spite of the disciplinary clause continual attempts, many ofthem
successful, are made to secure financial support for objects
worthy enough in themselves, but in comparison to the <r,-eat

organized philanthropies of the Cliurch petty and unimportant.
Either consequence earnest men can but deplore.
The indifference of some pastors and the consequent estrano-e-

ment of their young people ; the drawing of a line of demarca-
tion between the older and younger members of the Church •

a lessened attendance at the regular midweek prayer meetin-'
occasioned by the establishment of a young people's prayer
meeting

;
the frittering away of energy in mere hurrah

; narrow-
ness and exclusiveness—these are all additional and real perils,
but the less dangerous because of the warnings continually ut^
tered against them.

By its numbers, spirit, and religious inheritance the Ep-
worth League is fitted for great enterprises. There are eighty
chapters which average over four hundred members each:
there are five hundred with an average of three hundred mem-
bers each, the entire eleven thousand two hundred chapters
having at a very conservative estimate sixty each In addi-
tion there are two thousand Junior Leagues, with an average
membership of forty each. The whole forms a glorious
company of youth and young manhood seven hundred and
fifty thousand strong, young, and therefore near to those celes-
tial fountains of existence whence inspiration floods the heart
and hope illumines the brain-youth, like the morning, clear,
iresh, radiant, the dewdrops on its grasses and leaves trans-
Hgured by the rising sun into diamonds

; a larc-e seo-ment of
a great Church, with five generations of Christian^'ancestry
behind them, dedicated to Christ from tlieir birth hour, and,
therefore, the very chivalry of Methodism. Opportunities are
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»I! abont them. Tlie Cliurcli lias a right to expect great things

iVnin them.

1. The revival opportunity must claim precedence over all.

Methodism has always been a Church of revivals. You can

tr.ice all over tlie country the preachers who organized the

Moiliodist Church at the Christmas Conference by the revival

!ia^s they kindled. Everywhere they heralded both God's

luve and the judgment; and, under the might of the Holy

Spirit which breathed through their lips, men fell before them

convicted of sin and rose up justified. These preachers exer-

cit'cd every form of ministerial office. They were at the same

lime apostles, prophets, pastors, teachers, and evangelists. The

people cooperated with tliem. So it must continue to the end.

Xo church order can legitimately interfere with the exercise of

any ministerial duty. The preacher dare neglect neither his

fxecntive nor his evangelistic function. Kor may the people

aMicate the privilege and duty of cooperation with their pastor

bv employing some one in their stead. That the pastor act as

an evangelist and the people cooperate with him is a condition

absolutely essential to a revival. When this exists it nullifies

the laws of custom and conventional propriety. It leaves the

preacher untrammeled by ultrajudicious officials and fosters

in the congregation prayer, faith, hope, and love. What love

prevails when these graces meet! What blessedness would

cotiic to the Church were the revival conditions prevailing

everywhere I A revival is the beginning of a comprehensive

Christian fellowship, the end of irrelative distinctions ;
and in

a revival scruples are no longer magnified into principles of

conduct. There is no sure remedy for indifference, formalism,

and legalism save the revival. If there are preachers who do

not long for a revival they are inconsequential. Yearning for

6«jnl3 is^'the secret of all pulpit success. It gives the power to

inter words of beauty which touch the heart and the inexpress-

ible charm which wins the fancy of open-minded hearers.

The other element, cooperation on the part of the congi-ega-

tion, it is the glorious opportunity of the Epworth League to

furnish. It holds potentially within itself songs which sweeten

and soften, the visitation so necessary, the testimonies which

tiirill and burn, and the prayers which smite through the soul

Hnd move to penitence. Its members, fresh from the altars
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where they found Jesus and caught whispers of his forgiving

love, constitute the spiritual aristocracy of mankind. Their

youth is their strength. They have the power of doing. Their

intelhgence and widening experience are conjoined with force.

The joyous fullness of theii* youth magnetizes. Their vivid

insight discerns the only path of duty amid a thousand diverg-

ing ways. Their nearness to God, their purity of heart, which

mirrors forth the beauty of their Lord, and their hopeful pur-

pose point to them as copartners in a revival which shall shake

to its foundations the kingdom of darkness. The significance of

organization can have no better illustration than in this revival

opportunity. Kevlvals in detached communities lose much of

their force because of the narrow bounds in which they are felt.

Kevivals, like prohibition, should be by States or nations. This

organization has the opportunity of kindling a revival in thou-

sands of detached communities and of bringing them so close

to one another that they will flow together, coalesce, and stir the

nation to its religious awakening.

2. There is plainly an opportunity of attaching many more

loyally to Methodism. To some this will scarcely seem to rise

to the height of a great opportunity. Those, however, who
know well the spirit of the Church, the minuteness and flexi-

bility of its organization, its simplicity, the broad charity of its

theology, its high-toned morality, and its rapid extension will

recognize the importance of the opportunity. " Methodism,"

says Luke Tyerman, " is the greatest fact in the history of the

Church of Christ." At any rate, it was an innovation on all

previous reforms in the Church. It broke with the customs of

the times in -two particulars : it opposed the tendency of most

religionists to assert the majesty of God at the expense of his

love ; and it advocated the emancipation of conscience from

the burden of legalism. These positions it has maintained

ever since. Either would have made it deservedly conspicu-

ous in religious progress ; both conjoined make the movement
epochal.

Methodism, like Christianity in general, proposes no easy

service. In recent years there has been a tendency to drift

away from the Church, some being won by the loss serious

tone and others by the more rigid social exclusiveness

found elsewhere. The Epworth League has made this outward

li
'
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current thoughtful by setting before its members tlie highest

Xew Testament standard of experience and life. This standard

ii in direct opposition to social exclusiveness, and directs the path

of conduct midway between asceticism and license. In addition,

the Epworth League has furnished for itself a means for social

intercourse and a channel for the courtesies, and amenities which

go beautify life. It has also enlarged the knowledge of the liis-

tory, doctrines, and present work of the great Church of which

it forms a part. To know Methodism is to love it ; and the very

name and department work of the Epworth League bind its

members more closely to the Church. A lessened drifting

away from the Church is already noticed; and if it remain true

to its high standard the Epworth League will prove a magnetic

pole toward which the thonghtful, chaiitable, strong natures of

the next decade will gravitate.

3. The educational opportunity. The opportunity is un-

paralleled for increasing general intelligence by general i-ead-

ing, thereby inspiring our youth to seek a higher education

and promoting Bible study. With all our appliances education

is a difficult matter and the average of intelligence extremely

low. Even with common schools, Sunday schools, sermons,

lectures, books, and daily papers in almost endless editions

the work is imperfectly done. " Give me a fulcrum," said

Archimedes, "and I will lift the world." But where is the

lever long enough or the fulcrum stout enough on which to

lift the whole generation intellectually ? It is a hard task to

interpenetrate a whole mass with a single idea ; how much more

to mellow and ripen the thought of an age by idea after idea,

as ray by ray the sun mellows and ripens an apple ! To an

educator any company of people, however small, affords a

chance for diffusing intelligence. "What an unparalleled edu-

cational opportunity, then, is here presented in this company of

seven hundred and fifty thousand compacted and loyal Meth-

odists, waiting to be directed and led ! Here is a gateway to the

bniin kingdom and an avenue to the seats of imperial intelli-

gence. It is all-important to the Church not only to guard these

approaches, a sleepless sentinel against impure literature, but also

to utilize them for the commerce of Christian ideas. Suppose

that this entire membership of the Epworth League, having a

taste for good reading, could next year be added to the class and
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prayer meetings, the social gatherings, and the Sunday schools of

the Methodist Episcopal Church. They would bring a revival

worth having. With good reading comes an enlarged vocabu-

lary and the power of expression ; therefore interesting and

stimulating recitals of Christian experience would follow.

There would be an end at once to much of the vapid nonsense

which passes for " testimony." The Sunday schools would be

full of intelligent teachers. The prayer service would be

a "holy waiting," rather than a caricature upon the "social

means of grace " which in some places passes for a prayer

meeting. The social life of the Church would be strangely

modified. These new members of the Church, with their

taste for good reading, would have no social limitations upon

them. You could not exhaust their conversational possibilities

in a brief chat, nor satisfy their wholesome tastes with anything

less than real wit and entertainment. Some new poem whose

measure pleased, an article in a late magazine, or an old book

which helped to form the taste or direct thouglit or educate to

critical acumen would be the sure basis of a charming conver-

sation. With such young people clownisli pageants and full-

dress gymnastics would not pass for amusements. There

would result a practical and glorious revolution.

The Epworth League can and should be used to persuade

fifty thousand additional Methodist youug people to attend our

Methodist colleges in the next five years. This opportunity is

altogether distinct from that before the Chautauqua movement.

The latter comes with its ameliorating culture to a great host

who could not go to college ; but here is an agency with which

to bring the neighboring college within the field of vision of

every young member of the Church. Before the fires of youth

are burned out, while the heart is still saying, " I will find a

way or make one," the value of a college training, the ease with

which it can be obtained, and the institutions where the college

course can be most advantageously pursued should all be pointed

out and dwelt upon. Tlie alumni of our various colleges have

no fairer field for rendering genuine assistance to their alma
mat£rs than in recommending persistently and enthusiastically

the colleges of their love to the district conventions of the

Epworth League. The Epworth League and the Methodist

college have a common aim—that of promoting intelligent and
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rital piety. The time is fast coming when there will be an

Kpworth League college day in every State, and when the

npiritual department of the Epworth League will be the peeul-

xx: form of religious organization in every Methodist college.

There is nothing to hinder the Epworth League from becom-

iti<' a great school where the Bible shall be studied, not by fugi-

livc passages, but connectedly, inductively, and reverently.

Tlie Epworth League conventions on many districts are already

prcat training classes for Bible workers ; and no field for pro-

jecting new methods in Bible study is more inviting. Here is

an opponunity to direct a whole generation of a great Church.

It is to be hoped that they may come to the Bible rejecting all

tniditioual interpretation and read it for themselves. It is

their right so to do. This opportunity is prophetic of great

cliaiigcs. It will clear away much theological debris. Faith

will then become an actual entrance into fellowship with the

life of Christ ; the atonement, a sure motive for oneness with

Christ, instead of a legal mystery outside of human use; the

Gospel, always good news ; conversion, a process of repenting,

turning, pardon, and enlargement ; sanctitication, a life of sac-

riliee, with a consecration that is renewed everv' hour,

4. The social crisis presents even a greater opportunity.

The requirements of Christianity will soon well-nigh reverse

tlie whole order of Church procedure. The old methods have

ken wonderfully successful, are still so in many places, and

are not in discredit anywhere. Neither are those who employ

them. But the Church must adjust itself to new conditions.

Only pleasure boats use the old methods of sail and oar pro-

pulsion. Commerce has betahen itself to the screw steamer.

With or without the consent of the Church emphasis has been

transferi-ed from theology to sociology, from the first great

commandment to the second, which is " like unto it." Coin-

cident with the decay of what is called doctrinal preaching has

come the international agitation of labor questions, a growing

consciousness of oppression and wrong among the masses, and

u threatening restlessness occasioned by it. The inevitable

alienation of classes in our great manufacturing centers, the

extortions of the strong, the greed of landlords, the horrors

of tenement houses, imperfect sanitation, polluted water sup-

plies, inequalities of police administration, legalized dram, shops,
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poverty, and vice have made "our neighbor," and not God
alone, the theme of the pulpit. The Church is saying less and

less about mercy and charity every 3'ear, and beginning to

direct its thunders more against injustice. Hitherto it has

devoted itself almost exclusively to the ranks of intelligence,

culture, and orderly society. It has brought in its owti children,

baptized them, and won those whom easy love has suggested.

Henceforth its efforts must be devoted to the outcast and to

those wlio daily pay the penalty of their sin. It must discern

in the publicans and sinners—" that outer fringe of society

that has fallen away from its true order and is dragged along,

a shame and a clog, hated and hating, redeemable by no force

it knows"—the special field of Christly service. The great

churches which the ne\v generation is to build will not be

located in the elegant suburbs, but in the downto^vn sections.

There the Church must undertake and provide liospitals, medi-

cal dispensaries, kindergartens, night schools, employment bu-

reaus, reading rooms, gymnasia, bath rooms. Chinese schools

—

every form of applied Christianity. And this the Church

must do, not to protect itself in its luxurious appointments

from undesirable members, but to save itself from dissolution.

It must be influenced by that tender and melting and most per-

suasive of all arguments—" for Jesus' sake." Is it not then a

providence that the Methodist Church has at this juncture a

whole generation of young people organized and obedient?

In the whole history of the Christian Church there can be

found no greater opportunity than that before the Epworth

League—the opportunity to lead the Methodist Church, born

in the streets of London and in the highways and hedges of

old England, back to the masses from whom it is now slowly

becoming alienated, that it may resume its leadership over that

miglity throng who yearn in their misery for a Redeemer, and

whose sin renders the statement of the doctrine of depravity

unnecessary. These opportunities improved will be sufficient

reason for the existence of the Epworth League.

^^L.0^1^ (^.<U^ut£
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VII -SUBJECTIVE CONDITIONS ESSENTIAL TO
"'

THE HIGHEST POWER IN PREACHING.

TuE chief Tocation of the Christian minister is preaching.

He has other duties that arc auxiliary and suppleinental to it,

„1 for which he must have adequate furniture ;
but h.s o&ce

1 a preacher outranks them all. The pulpit is his throne.-

The Gospel has no power of self-proclamation. It needs a

.table agent and a fitting mode. Man is the accredited agei^

,.,,,1 prealiing the instrument of his power. By preac nng he

,.„,t engage the attention of men, instruct their understandmg,

couvinc? tiieir judgments, arouse their feelings, <l»'clcen djeir

consciences, and direct their volitions. By it he mus awaUn

,„cn to a sense of their responsibility to God, and also to a sense

of their moral insolvency. By it he must draw men out of a

vorkl of sin and selfishness to a penitential confession to God

of their personal guilt and of their absolute dependence upon

.iivine mercy. And by it men are to be guided, nurtured, and

trained for a holy and useful life and for a final residence with

God in heaveu.
^ , -,. ^ rn^.

The power of preaching is the poorer of public speech i In.

power was an art of great repute in the pagan work when the

Christ began his mission. He instantly converted it. His

example was followed by the apostles. They did not aim to at-

tract men by gorgeous vestments or stately ceremonials, iiiey

looked men in the face and preached to them Jesus and the

resurrection. The flaming miracle of the cloven tongue was

at once a symbol and a prophecy. It placed a divme seal and

emphasis iipon the art of speech, and notified the Church that

this was the instrument chosen of God for the propagation of

divine trnth. Infinite wisdom must needs choose the bes

means for reaching the hearts of men; therefore this must

be the best. The successors of Jesus, like him, were great

preachers. The people had the law and the prophets, but these

were not sufficient. A living voice was needed to state, mter-

prct, and enforce them.
^ , t -u

Christianity has always possessed the power of public speech.

It has nsed it to an nnprecedented degree. The prosperity or

decline of the Church may be measured by the use, abuse, or
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disuse of it. It is the exponent of the courage and sympatliy

of the Church. A higher degree of valor is required to speak

than to write to men. It is also true that the way to the human
heart is shorter by a sermon than by a book. Preaching is in-

dispensable to evangelism. The work of the preacher is in part

ministerial, but it is primarily and preeminently missionar}-.

He must seek men. The lost sheep is seldom found by a

pamphlet. The Bible alone will not accomplish the conversion

of the world. This is to a phenomenal extent an age of letters

and reading. It is sometimes asserted that the tripod of the

editor is the modern pidpit, that the rhythmic clatter of the

printing press takes the place of oratory. But it may be

affirmed that literature, whether it be book, pamphlet, maga-

zine, or current journal, can never be a substitute for the human
tongue nor supersede the preacher. It is by the foolishness of

preaching that men are yet to be saved.

The liigliest power in preaching is only attained when the

heart of the hearer is profoundly impressed. It is undoubtedly

true that the heart can only be deeply impressed through the

aid of the reasoning faculties ; but there may be rational proc-

esses that in no measurable degree touch the moral sense of

men. The preaching that so reveals sin as that m.en feel its

degradation, that so discloses the sovereignty of God that men
stand in awe of the great white throne, that so unfolds the love

of God that with the shame of transgression there springs up

the hope of mercy, that so defines moral obligation as to make

men feel tliat true reverence for God is only realized in genu-

ine, abiding, self-sacrificing devotion to the welfare of man,

and that so addresses the human will as to make it pliable to

moral truth and persuasion—this is the summit of all preaching.

But as a matter of fact and observation we find that all

preachers are not equally successful. Some have natural ability

and trained powers. They use the same words and preach the

same doctrines as other men, they are blameless in their be-

havior, they frequently secure attentive auditors, yet they

achieve but little. The apparent results are meager and super-

ficial. They are rarely the center of any deep religious move-

ment. Few are turned from sin to holiness by them. Others,

as with the touch of a wizard, pierce through the mantle of

thick-woven pi-ejudiccs, subdue the pride of the most self-
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willed, disperse all foes to tlie word of God, and, laying hold of

trombling sinners, lead captive to the cross the old. and young,

the Mgc and savage, the river pirate and the devotee of fashion.

Tiie effect of their preaching cannot be explained by any of

t!jc formulas laid down in books of logic, rhetoric, or Komiletics.

Tliey are sometimes men of erudition ; but their success is not

due to their learning. They are occasionally of very slender

ncfpiirements ; but the effect of their speech is more than the

surprise excited by one "whose father and mother we know."

They are in some instances oratoi-s, from whose lips the truth

llows out like beaten oil ; but others are plain men, of homely

t.I>cech, ignoring all the pleasing refinements of oratory
;
yet

a virtue proceeds from them that is not in what they say or

in the manner of saying it. Sinners are startled, reflection is

promoted, and many are moved to decisive action.

The antiquated legend of the preacher who, on learning that

one soul had been led to Jesus in a ministry of thirty years,

proposed to invest thirty years more to accomplish the same

result has wrought more mischief than good. It ought to be

fhrouded and buried. If it was ever true it was an impeach-

ment of the credentials of the man who plumed himself with

60 much vanity on such a scant return. Not that one soul is

not of infinite value ; but to assume that the word of God can

l>e faithfully declared by a man called of God to proclaim it,

during such an extended period, in a populous neighborhood,

and to a people who evince no external animosity to it, with no

wider result is incredible. Inasmuch as seed is assured to the

fiower, and bread to the eater, " so," saith the Lord, " shall my
word be that goeth forth out of my mouth : it shall not return

unto me void, but it shall accomplish that which I please."

Are there spiritual laws tliat account for such a disparity in

the fruit of men's labors ? Or must we settle down to the con-

t'lusion that by the sovereign act of God men are made to differ

i!J their eff'ectiveness ? The last alternative would be a com-

placent way of throwing off all personal responsibility. But
would it be rational? Would it be scriptural? There are

<Iuestions that affect the moral character and status of the

preacher and must be considered before we dismiss to a divine

tribunal tlie solution of this problem. Is it not imperative that

^e should ask whether the Gospel is modified in its power over
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the mind or conscience by the personality of the agent em-
ployed to declare it ? May it not be true that the force of
divine truth is increased or diminished by the moral or mentil
state of the preacher? It may be said that truth is truth, no
matter who utters it, or even if it be rolled from the cylinder
of a phonograph. And some may say, " Is not divine truth the
power of God, whether it issue from holy or profane lips?
Can the preacher add out of his own resources to the natural
power of the truth, to its vividness, to its dynamic influence to
Its illuminating force?" If so, then there is a human as well
as a divme element in preaching. This also adds immensely to
the responsibility of the sacred office. Of what infinite delin-
quency a man is guilty who puts in peril the life of the soul—
not his own soul only, but the souls of others—and withholds
from men the propulsive or the attractive power of a surcharged
personality ?

Whether the degree of spiritual life in the pulpit necessarily
determines the state of the Church and of society may not be
susceptible of demonsti-ation ; but history points "to the exist-
ence of such a process. For two centuries succeeding the
dawn of the Christian era the men who preached the word
held the truth with a reverent and earnest faith. They be-
lieved implicitly and spoke with a directness that was simply
the natural and spontaneous outflow of the Christ life. This

f
life was the evidence to them that they were born again.

' Their preaching was chiefly the corroboration of the doctrine
of Chi-ist, as it existed in tlieir own consciousness, and pious ex-
hortation to others to adopt and enjoy it. The pulpit was filled
with a passion for souls, and the truth was made authentic to
the skeptic and to the inquirer by the unconscious art with
which it was urged upon them. But soon, like the spread of
infected air^de vitalizing theories spread among the leaders and

.
preachers of the Church. They were less concerned about

I their spiritual union with Christ, and more anxious about
theories, ceremonies, sacraments, dignities, relics, and external

,

forms. They became dogmatists, ecclesiastics, ritualists, polem-
ists, allegorists, speculators, dreamers, parrot-like followers of
other men's notions.

There were, however, two notable exceptions. John Chrys-
ostom, the "golden-mouthed," was preeminently a preacher.
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lie lost himself in solitude for his cause. He aimed to move

•!je conscience of men and succeeded, for his own was powerful

AllJ fcnsitive. It was said of him, " He breathed upon all duties

the life and the moving power of the person and work of

Christ." He united voice, language, passion, taste, art, piety,

and motive in his dauntless enforcement of divine truth. He had

a deep, broad, strong, spiritual nature. He was scholarly, lucid,

!!i.ijcstic, tropical. He knew the mind of man and hovv' to deal

with it so as to secure a prompt response. He was a master in

the use of the human voice. But the supremo force behind

all these, and endowing them with a holy utility, Avas manhood

in the image of God. He gave forth not only light but heat.

ile poured his own feelings into his utterances. He left the

Clinrch a legacy of a thousand sermons ; but one discourse as it

fell from his burning lips wrought more effect upon the souls

of men than all his published sermons. There was also

Augustine, Bishop of Hippo, who was more Protestant than

Konianist. It is said of him that " there was an emphatic im-

[iiilse which he gave to instruction in truth and to impression

through it, as opposed to the arts of the mere orator." An in-

tense moral earnestness and deep spiritual insight enabled him

to search the hidden man of the heart as from his own self-

knowledge. In the fourth book of his manual, entitled De
JJoctrina Christiana, he shows that the personality and earnest-

ness of the preacher are the true secrets of his greatest power.

If these two consecrated men had been supported by cola-

borers equally devout, direct, sincere, and spiritual jMartin

Luther would not have been a religious necessity. Great names

in the Church preceded these, and many rose to eminence in

tlie ecclesiastical firmament after their translation ;
but in none

of them was there the same unadulterated love of God and of

human souls. Gregory the Great observed that " the sermon

has most effeet when given by the person whose it is." And
of the Venerable Bede it is noted that "his genuine sincerity

and piety were so apparent as to add greatly to the force of

what he said." But he was nev^er a great preacher. He preached

mainly to priests, seldom to the people. In the Eastern Church

I^rcaching so lost its importance that for a thousand years no

L'reut name has appeared stirring the heaits of the masses.

Tiiat Church has become a mere sacerdotal systejn. The czar
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is the censor of tlie pnlpit as of the press. " Where the Spirit
of the Lord is, there is liberty;" but Kussia is without the
Spirit of God. She has altars, but no pulpits. If the ministry
of the Greek Church were in spiritual union with Christ and
filled with an unaffected love of the people the truth would
blaze, like long-pent-up fires, from a thousand sacred forums,
and revivals of religion would be as common and as extensive
as the grain harvests of our great West.
The Reformation was a revival of preaching. Luther was a

preacher. He Avrote, " It was a fire within me. Woe is unto
me if I preach not." Even before his discovery of the doctrine
of justification by faith lie broke in upon the moral and spirit-

ual torpidity of his hearers with the force of a mountain wind;
but when he realized salvation by faith Ms power was multi-
plied a thousand fold. Townsmen and students alike heard
him with intense eagerness. Twenty-five thousand souls in the
market place hung upon his words as dying men listen to words
of hope. More than the novelty of his doctrine or the force
of his style of address impressed them. It was the man—

a

man who believed in justification from sin, with a clear intel-

lectual perception of that glorious truth, and the rapturous con-
sciousness that it was a fact in his own experience.

John Wesley was but a mediocre preacher for yeai-s, and his
name would probably never have arrested any but an anti-

quarian eye in the history of his times if it had not been for
that memorable visit he paid on the 2tl:th of May, 173S, to the
Moravian Society meeting in Aldersgate Street, where he felt

his "heart strangely warmed" with a sense of the forgiveness
of sins. He thereafter preached the bliss he felt. He became
an outdoor preacher in 1739 by virtue of the expansive power
of the love of God and men abiding in him. He could not be
kept from the people. lie had made no new discovery ; he
was but the incarnation of the three glorious truths that every
man may be saved from all sin, now, and may know it. He
was controlled by the conviction tliat God could, would, and
did save from sin. Like the light that leaps from the seacoast
tower, no matter from which side of his intellect the truth
broke forth it was a fiash from the same burning lamp. John
Wesley's warm heart was hke a great hearthstone, from which
radiated a cheerful Gospel wherever he went. The men who
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frathcred about him put back of the truths they preached the

Mine clear, controlling consciousness of salvation.

John Knox, of Scotland, and Jonathan Edwards, of New
Kn2;land, were each endowed with a strong sense of the sov-

crt'ii^nty of God. They were leavened with it, and felt thera-

(^clv'es to be vicegerents of the justice of God against sin. They

preached as deputies of the God of holiness. They are by

ju.nie styled morbid preachers, carrying self-inspection to an

extreme. Men preach what they are, as well as what they

think and believe. The late Charles H. Spurgeon was a bright

and shining modern exemplification of the vital relation of per-

feuiuility to the influence of the truth.

Who that heard our great Simpson can ever forget him as,

iilled vdi\\ his theme, he expanded his broad chest and drew his

form up to its full height. He was then the personification of

die truth. Eye, voice, gesture, attitude—all these, subjected to

ever-changing modifications, made the word of God irresistible.

No one thought of the preacher. Indeed, all volitional thought

was suspended. The preacher did all the thinking. There

was but one determining brain, and that was in the pulpit. His

eoul was so full and active that every obstruction was swept

l)cfore its rush, until through every heart in the audience his

message had an unimpeded course. He seemed then like an

archangel with orders fresh from the throne of the Saviour of

the world.

Tlie history of Christianity is the history of the rise or de-

cline of preaching. Whether it be mysticism, Arianism, pietism,

asceticism, theism, materialism, ecclesiasticism, saint worship,

Mariolatry, ceremonialism, rationalism, illuminism, or salvation

by faith which has predominated among the people, tlie cause of

f iich predominance may be found in the hearts of the preachers.

What, then, are the conditions of power in preaching?

I. The preacher must dwell in Christ, and Christ in him.

This requirement has all the authority of an axiom. Every ser-

nion he preaches is an announcement of his personal relations

to Christ. He stands before his fellow-men always with Clirist's

'nantle upon him. Other men may be content to allow their

l>'j5ition to be a matter of deduction, or they may by certain pub-

lie subscriptions of their allegiance affirm in a formal way once

for all their Chiistian character ; but his confession of Christ in-
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heres in every fnnction of liis office. He ueed wear no distinc-

tive garb to keep liis office fresh in the thought of the people.

The currency of liis official title will do that. It is the standard

by which he is always measured and judged. A merchant does

not lose standing in the marts of trade nor an artisan the esteem

of the workshop by the absence of any zeal for the person and

mission of Christ. But a preacher cannot be indifferent to the

cause of Christ without attracting public attention and inviting

common contempt. An engine-driver on the rail, a clerk in the

bank or store, a teacher' in the public school, a statesman in his

political duties, a bricklayer, blacksmith, carpenter, or weaver

—

these men do not advertise their relation to Christ by the mere

pursuits in which they are engaged. They are not required to

do so. They may or may not be Christians. But it is other-

wise with a minister. He can never separate himself from his

profession of Christ. His name, spoken, printed, or written

with any official designation attached to it, everywhere carries

with it the thought that he is a Christian. He must not merely

subscribe to a Christological creed or pose as a mere preceptor,

to interpret doctrine to others. He must be in heart fellow-

ship with Jesus. Christ must be in him a living, active power.

Christ must be formed within him, so that out of his conscious-

ness of an indwelling Christ he shall preach Christ. If Christ

be made unto him wisdom, righteousness, sanctiiication, and

redemption, then as a concomitant of such a state his projective

power will be increased in preaching these realities to others.

He will not be the light, but he will be an effective witness of

the light. What Lockhart says of Burns may be said of him,

"The passion traced before us has glowed in a living heart,

the opinion he utters has risen in his own understanding and

been a light to his own steps." He will not speak from hear-

say, but from sight and experience. He will speak forth what

is in him, not from any outward call of vanity or interest, but

because his heart is too full to be silent. He will speak it, too,

with such melody and modulation as he can, in homely rustic

phrase, perhaps ; but it will be his own and genuine. This is

the grand secret for finding hearers and retaining them. Let

him who would move and convince others be first moved and

convinced liimsolf. Be true if you would be believed. Let a

man but speak forth with genuine earnestness the thought, tlie
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..notion, the actual condition of liis own heart, and other men

11 stronc^ly are we all knit together by the ties of ^J^P^^-

,u^t" and will give heed to him. In culture or m breadth of

'••oNV we may stand above the speaker or below him
;
but m

ci'ther case, if he is earnest and sincere he will find some re-

I'onsc within us, for in spite of all casual varieties m outward

mnk or inward, as " face answereth to face," so does the heart

of ,nan to man. In a very great degree the highest power m

I.rcaching is derived from the presence and woi;k of Chris

in the heart of the preacher. Kext to the Bible his heart will

K- his principal notebook.
_ n ^ f n^.i f.

II The preacher must realize that he is called of God to

nreach The value of piety cannot be overstated. But no de-

cree of saintliness is in itself and alone a warrant for auy man

to take upon himself this divine office, nor is the power ot

pu])hc speech. The general public and the majority of serious

parents in the Church regard the ministry as a profession, to be

ranked with law or medicine; and they assume that any man

who feels a turn for it in the ordinary sense of the word is en-

titled to enter it. "No man taketh this honor unto himselt,

but he that is called of God, as was Aaron." x\s well might a

man assume to represent the government of the United btaies

at the court of St. James because he is a loyal citizen and a

ixitriot, as for a man to claim the right and authority to stand

in Christ's stead before men in such an office because he is a

sincere disciple of Jesus, or has a natural preference for reli-

Uioiis discussion, or is a clever man with the people One ot

Jho most entertaining preachers of the day states that, wmle

upon the hustings and after years of political adventure, the

thought took possession of him that if he could hold the atten-

tion of men from a street platform on a political subject he

could as equally win their attention in a discussion of religious

themes. That was his call. It may have been a divine voice

that he heard. I do not forget that Elisha was plowmg when

Elijali laid upon him the mantle of prophetic dignity. But m
it-^elf no such suggestion is sufficient authority to preach, ilie

marked change in the social position of ]\Iethodism during re-

cent years and the recognition of it in the public press, with t.ie

fraternal lavor now bestowed upon it by all evangelical denomi-

nations, have given rise to new perils, bom of new conditions.
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Some of these threaten to sap the spiritual life of the laity

;

some assail the ministrj^ No position in life introduces a man
more quickly to the best social and intellectual surroundings

than admission into the ministry. His office provides him
access to the best homes in the community. He is only ex-

cluded when tainted with crime or suspicion. Even then so-

ciety is reluctant to disown him. The temptation to seek this

office for worldly or social reasons is apparent. But our new
environments only more deeply emphasize the necessity of a

direct mandate from the skies to insure the highest power of

the preacher. The finger of God must engrave it so deep on the

heart that it can be seen by the understanding and felt by the

conscience. It cannot but go into his manner. The man who
represents a great nation at a foreign court and to the world

will be chastened in his temper, elevated in his thought, and

quickened in his zeal. How more profoundly will this be true of

one who feels called of God to stand for him before the world

!

Think what strength, what courage, what zeal, what love, what

self-sacrifice will be born of such credentials ! The man who
is thus separated from men by the sovereign will of God has

assured to him special grace from God for the duties laid upon
him. The actiop of this divine commission upon the reasoning

powers must excite them not only to a high degree of activity,

but be a guide to the most careful conclusions. He who is to

speak for God will be sure to separate the chaff of his own
conceits from the wheat of the divine mind. The emotional

nature of the preacher will likewise be stirred to its profoundest

depths, but at the same time will be preserved clear as crj'^stal.

To stand in the light of the throne of the Most High and to

speak for him that holds the scepter of the universe in his hand

is the sublimest position assigned to any creature.

in. The preacher must liave a deep conviction of the truth

of his message, that it is from God. He nmst know its contents

and where its boundaries are. Men are anxious for opinions,

but the preacher must state facts. He must state truth, not

notions. If he does not know the mind of the Spirit, let

him keep silence. If he does perceive the intent of God, let

him announce it. If he holds realities he will preach realities.

If he has nothing but fancies, what else can he furnish but

painted rainbows ? Rufus Choate said that men should not be
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like weather-vanes, veering with the wind, but like mountains,

\%-!iich turn the course of the wind. Nothing so affects one's

Mjanncr as clearly defined and well-settled spiritual principles

in the inner life. The whole external man is modified by their

influence. They give infiection to the voice. It is incisive or

{uthetic, persuasive or admonitory, as they are sharp or tender,

earnest or conclusive. The range of its gamut is the sweep of

iiis convictions. The preacher must know the truth to possess

it He must search for it to obtain it. He cannot search well

unless he be trained to find the way, and to detect it when he

iQQS it. An opaque mind can never transmit the white light

of truth. A disorderly brain can never present an orderly ar-

rangement of the truth. It is as true of ideas as it is of men,

that a few well-organized and directed convictions will disperse

a mob of fancies. There never has been a time when men
were more anxious to hear opinions about God, Christ, the

Holy Spirit, the Bible, sin, salvation, death, immortality, heaven,

licll, and the judgment day. But what the world needs now
and always are verities concerning these profound subjects. In

this world, where the withering grass and the fading flower are

the symbols of so much of human experience, human souls are

in an agony to find something that is permanent. Thepreaclier

who behoves his message, with no reservations, will preach it

with a full breath, and the mark of his message will be traced

on all the being of those who hear him. And, moreover, men
will hear him. Effectiveness will be in proportion to faith.

IV. The preacher must apprehend the full significance of

man. He must discern what he is and what he ought to be, the

nature and complexity of his organization, what his needs are,

and what his responsibility is. iN'ext to the study of tlie book

nuist be the study of man and men. They cannot all be

approached from the same angle or impressed by the same
methods. But he must reach them. If he does not his minis-

try fails of its purpose. There are no miraculous endowments
which enable him to dispense with study. He nuist know man
to control him. He must feel his necessities to deal with

him and help him. He must feel that the welfare of man here

nnd hereafter is poised on man's own self-determining will.

A lie realization of what man is, what he should be, and what
he may be will move the soul of the preacher until every drop
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of blood in him will quiver with concern. Out of this sense

of the value of man sprang that amazing and sublime media-

tion of Moses on Sinai, when by expostulation he averted the

wrath of God from the camp of Israel, " If thou wilt forgive

their sin ; and if not, blot me, I pray thee, out of thy book

which thou hast written," It was this perception of the human
and eternal issues at stake that extorted from Paul that wail of

^gotty, " I could wish that myself were accursed from Christ

for my brethren, my kinsmen according to the flesh." Tlie

effect of this conception of man and his future destiny will be

a powerful incentive to the enunciation of the truth. "When

Sir Isaac Xewton was completing his demonstration of the law

of gravitation he was so agitated at the grandeur of his discovery

that he was compelled to employ an amanuensis to complete

the record of it. So the recognition of all that is involved for

the human race in the acceptance or rejection of God's overture

of mercy to men must inevitably quicken every latent power of

the preacher and give it its strongest expression.

One experiment of Mr. Tyndall, in his lecture on light, was

always very forcible. He took a piece of alum and, intercept-

ing a beam of light with it, projected an image of the ray of

liglit upon the screen. It was a brilliant but cold spectrum.

It was light without heat. The lump of alum held back the ray

of heat. But light and heat are twins. God made them so.

And light without heat would only serve very soon to display

a bleak and cheerless world. It is a great propulsive force.

The old Scotch woman's quaint demand of the new pastor was a

simple woman's perception of the power of the pulpit, " Give

me the word," she said, " hot off the bakestone." The pulpit

must furnish light; but it will accomplisli but little for men or

with them unless that light is accompanied with divine heat and

with the sympathy and passion of an anxious, consecrated soul,

yearning for the salvation of man and bending every power to

realize it.

(f.dm^i^^:^^^^
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AuT. VIIL—THE REMOVAL OF THE TIINIE LDIIT.

This question will without doubt be again brought before

the next session of tlie General Conference ; and, although it

will liardly be possible to present any new argument* on either

hide of the subject, the polemical warfare must necessarily cou-

tiniie until one side or the other is victorious.

The Committee on Itinerancy at the last General Conference

Rotnewhat startled tlie assembly by presenting, on the twelfth day

of the session, a report recommending the entire removal of the

time limit. The vote in the committee had stood forty-nine in

f:ivor of this report to nineteen against, or more than two and a

half to one—an astonishing majority obtained in one of tlie most

i!nportant committees organized by the General Conference. A
minority report, signed by sixteen members of the committee,

was presented two days afterward, to the effect that '*thc pres-

ent time limit of five years should be allowed to stand until the

Cluirch has had time to give it a fair and reasonable trial." On
the nineteenth day of the session, after a protracted debate, the

minority report was substituted for the majority report by a

vote of 298 to 162 and was adopted. The question naturally

arises why tliis large majority was cast against the removal of

the time limit when the vote of the Committee on Itinerancy

was so overwhelmingly in favor of the removal of all legal

restrictions. On this point opinions will differ ; but it was be-

lieved by many in the General Conference that, if the debate

on the question could have continued without the interruptions

caused by the General Conference elections, the majority report

would have been adopted. In all probability it was only de-

feated through the plea presented in the minority report tliat

the present five-year limit had not been sufficiently tested. It

Beeined onlv iust that those in favor of the removal of the

'unitation should be willing to give the five-year rule a reason-

able trial. The question was therefore not decided, but post-

poned, the postponement being secured by the delay of five

days before taking the final vote, which delay may be consid-

<?red providential, inasmuch as great changes should progress

slowly and reforms that are sure to come can afford to wait.

The Church tested the two-year limitation for sixty years,
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and the three-year rule for twenty-four years, or a little more

thau one third of the sixty years ; therefore ^vill not one third

of the twenty-four years be sufficient for the trial of tlie five-

year limit? The General Conference of 1896 will answer this

question and, we trust, will give to the millions of Methodism

an untrammcled itinerancy for tlie work of the twentieth cen-

tury. During the debate at the last General Conference nine

spoke in favor of, and five against, the removal of the limita-

tion. The opposition did not argue the question so much as

they pleaded for longer trial of the five-year rule. Among the

statements made were the following: "If this action is taken

you will ruin the itinerancy in twenty-five years ;
" " The

Church will fall into Congregationalism ; " " The bishops will

be unable to make the appointments;" "Methodism has done

grandly under the time limit
; " " An itinerancy without a time

limit is a thing of whicli dreams are made ;
" " The Church is

not ready for the change ; " " Do not strike down a piece of

mechanism so well constructed by the fathers." Danger sig-

nals like the above may have frightened the Conference of

1893, but we predict that the arguments of those who favor the

removal of all restriction must be met and answered if the

question is to be decided again in the negative.

It may not be inopportune to present some of the reasons

why the pastoral limitation should be entirely removed

:

I. We affirm that previous extensions of the time limit have

been beneficial to Methodism. AVho will charge that the ad-

vance of the limit to three years, and then to five years, has

worked hardship to the country charges ? Why then array the

city against the country and cry " class legislation ? " If the

country charges do not feel the need of a more extended pas-

torate how can they be injured by granting such an extension

to the cities, which do realize such a need ? AVe claim that the

country pastorates have been lengthened by the extension of

the time limit from two to five years. The record of five hun-

dred and forty ministers in the Northern l^ew York Confer-

ence and the Black River Conference, since 1S3G, has been

traced with instructive results. Previous to 1864, under the

two-year limit, the average pastorate was one year, three

months, and eighteen days. Under the three-year limit the

average pastoral term was two years and twenty-six days, and
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in all probability the average lias now jeached nearly three

vcirs ; therefore the country pastorate must have been length-

rnctl as well as that of the city, and the city is not arrayed

a'riinst the country, as has been claimed. Even though the

.t.uiitry pastorates might be shortened because of the exten-

>iou, this is no reason why all charges and pastors should not

k;uk1 on their merits. Were the cities mistaken in their desire

for an extension of the time limit ? Were there any memo-

rials from cities asking the last General Conference to return

to the three-year limit ? On the contrary, did they not present

rnativ memorials praying for the removal of all restriction ?

II. The limitation is contrary to sound common sense and

business principles. What would the commercial world think

of removing clerks as soon as they became thoroughly familiar

with their trade and customers; or of compelling doctors, law-

yers, or judges each five years to begin anew the work of life

in untried fields; or of a government that denied congressmen

and senators the privilege of reelection? Such limitations

would call forth the derision of all thinking minds. The col-

lege president and professor are often retained during life, be-

cause their value increases with each year ; but there would be

more reason in limiting the period of service among college

presidents than among pastors, for students only remain at col-

lege till their studies are completed, while the larger portion of

our membership remain in the same church until death. What
if it had been the law that the generals in the late war should

have been removed at the end of three j'-ears, according to the

Hnjitation of Methodism at that time ? If the cabinet had said

to General Grant just before the battle of the Wilderness,
** Your time is up, and no matter what the exigencies are, you

must go," the government would have been the laughing stock

^'f the ciN-ilized world. Why, then, should Methodism, in the

uiidst of revivals, church building, and other enterprises, take

the position that the man who has his hand on the helm must

g^ at the end of five years ? How can we foretell, five years in

advance, the condition of things on a certain \,charge ? There

t^hould be no law forbidding the cabinet to use their %vise judg-

nicnt and follow sound business principles, under the guidance
*Jt the Spirit of God, in the appointment of ministers the fifth

y«?ar as for the other four years, and so on to the end of their
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pastorate, however long, instead of foreordaining, without fore-

knowledge of events, that on a certain day when the clock of

Methodism has struck five, whatever the exigencies of the case,

the pastor must be moved. How long shall such an absurdity

remain in the Methodist Episcopal Church ?

III. The limitation causes an enormous waste of power.

Cities demand longer pastorates than the country. In the

'

cities there is less marked denomiuatioualism, and people attach

themselves more to a great personality than to a denomination.

There is also greater competition in the cities, and it is impos-

sible for Methodism to vie with other systems, where the preach-

ers are centers of influence in one church for a lifetime, while

our ministers are removed as soon as they have thoroughly or-

ganized their forces and have become acquainted with their

environments. Cities demand that a minister shall take part in

great public movements, such as educational and moral reforms.

But because our ministers are so little known outside of their

own churches their power continues merely local, while the

clergymen of other denominations exert a general influence in

guiding the current of public sentiment and in inaugurating

great public enterprises. This great waste of the personal

power of our representative ministry is a serious loss to Meth-

odism and the world. Our bishops who are located for many
years at the centers of population have often inaugurated great

enterprises, illustrating what our leading city pastors could do

if allowed longer time. How absurd, for instance, to think of

removing Bishop Hurst from the city of Washington in the

midst of the most stupendous educational movement of this

ceutury ! TTe have shown that the removal of the disability in

the city churches will not necessarily antagonize the interests

of the country charges, but on the other hand it will become a

blessing to both. Yet, if we should concede a possible injury

to the country, are not the cities destined to control the coun-

try as Gibraltar does the Mediterranean ? Is it not true that

the Church which fails in the cities will finally fail everywhere ?

The limitation of pastoral service is not only a waste of per-

sonal influence, social power, and acquaintanceship, but also a

loss of money, health, valuable niembers who drift to other com-

munions, and thousands of prolxitioners who leave our Cliurch

T)ecause their spu-itual leader has been torn away from them in
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t.';o dav6 of their first love. Ours is the greatest revival Church

»inco Pentecost, but without doubt loses more converts than all

oilier Protestant denominations combined. A large portion of

this waste is caused by the limitation of the pastoral term.

I v. The limitation is already encumbered by its many •ex-

ceptions. Paragraph 170, section 3, of the last edition of the

Discipline says of the bishop :
" He may make the following

appointments annually, without limitation of time." Then

viisues a page and a half of exceptions to the time limit

—

enough to burden almost any other law to death—and the lim-

itation staggers on under the heavy load to the final doom

which a few more exceptions will bring to pass. To the aver-

age mind what appears good for bishops, editors, secretaries,

missionaries, book agents, college presidents and professors,

chaplains, Bible and temperance agents, etc., might also prove a

lijessiug to ministers in the actual pastorate. In conversation

Bishop Thoburn said at the last General Conference :
" One of

our bishops once attempted to enforce tb.e three-year limitation

in India. The first case considered was that of a missionary

who had remained three years and fully mastered the language

of one section of India. I said :
' If you remove this man it

will require three years for a new man to learn the language,

and the man removed will occupy about the same time in ac-

quiring the language of a new section. It will therefore be a

loss of six years' time.' " It is not necessary to say that the rule

M'as not enforced. The effort to transplant the time limit into

foreign fields has proved a signal failure. The flower is too

delicate to bloom outside of America, and will soon be among
the rare specimens of an extinct species in this country. Is

not the time lost in the study of a city population and of its

great movements as great a waste as that involved in the study

of a language? O, that common sense might rule in America
as well as in India !

V. If the limitation were removed, although the average pas-

torate might not exceed three years, we would enjoy the benefit

of the feeling throughout the Church and community that the

pastor had come to stay. The condition of restfulness among
the people and the inducement to plan for a long term would
Oe of great value, although the pastorate might not continue

^lore than three or five years. The entire town or city woulil
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look upon the Methodist minister as a Christian citizen who
might remain a lifetime, rather than as a transient visitor whose
time of departure was absolutely fixed.

It will be proper to notice some of the objections often made
to the proposed change

:

1. It is affirmed that a limitation is essential to the perma-
nency of the itinei-ancy ; that is, the bishops would meet
with the same difficulty which confronted Asbury, and would
be unable to remove ministers after a long period of years by
episcopal prerogative alone. We reply that ministers and

churches have resisted the appointing power, when removals

have been made against their will before the expiration of tlie

limitation. But have any societies been lost to Methodism on

that account, or has the old itinerant wheel been retarded in its

regular revolution ? Independent churches may be formed in

other denominations, but rarely in ours. If there should occur

a few troublesome exceptions, would it not be better to endure

a little friction than to weaken all the splendid machinery of

Methodism ? How does the removal of the limitation work in

Germany, Switzerland, India, and our other foreign fields? Is

there rebellion anywhere when missionaries are removed who
have been ten, twenty, or thirty years in charge of the same

mission ? Wliy, then, look for serious results under similar con-

ditions in America? On the other hand, what bishop would
endeavor to move men as desirous of remaining as the people

were to retain them ? Suppose one had removed Spurgeon.

When people entered London they would have said, " AVhere

is Spurgeon now?" To this would' be answered, "O, some-

where in Scotland ! " We cannot utilize the power of some
men in personality and in eloquence unless there is given them
a single position to maintain for many years. Some champions

of the time limit tremble over the possibility of losing a few
rebellious ministers and churclies in the event of tlie removal

of the restriction ; but they are not frighteiied over the thou-

sands of laymen and scores of ministers who leave Methodism
because of the time limit. Tliey exclaim :

" Joy go with them
;

we can well afford to lose them ; the mission of Methodism is,

in part, to reinforce the other Churches." O, consistency, thou

art a jewel

!

With about ninety-five per cent of the Methodist ministry
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tljo limitation is removed already, except that it stands before

tiieui as a rebuke for failing to remain a full term. If the

Mfhops find no difficulty in moving ninety-five per cent of our

ministry before the expiration of the five years, why may we

i;.)t trust the episcopal power and the loyalty of the remaining

live j>cr cent and remove the legal barrier altogether? In the

Southern California Conference, of which the writer is a mem-

Iht, out of a membership of one hundred and forty-six only two

ministers have completed the five-year pastorate, and only one

is on his fifth year at the present time. Xot a single presiding

oilier has completed the full term of six years, although five

men might have done so had they remained in the office to the

present time. In the Puget Sound Conference, among its one

imudred and twenty-eight members, not one is on his fifth year.

In eastern Conferences we are aware there is a larger propor-

tion of five-year men, where great cities demand longer pastor-

ates ; but the number will probably not exceed five per cent of

t!ie whole. Is not, then, the time L'mit virtually removed from

about fourteen thousand traveling preachers, while its iron

irr.isp clutches only about seven hundred rninisters who are

struggling manfully for freedom ? Shall we not aid this mi-

nority to lay aside the weight that they may run the race more
fiuecessfully ?

2. It is also claimed that the removal of the limitation would
allow heresies to take deep root in certain sections of Method-
ism, resulting in the final alienation of the local society. If it

be true that we have heretical ministers within our fold would
it not be a wiser plan to confine the evil to a single charge,

where it could finally be utterly destroyed, than to transfer the

deadly plant and scatter its noxious seed among a dozen charges?

Cut out the cancer, though it kills one church, rather than

transmit the disease to multitudes, even on the supposition that

ihe many would become only slightly infected.

3. It is claimed that the most popular ministers would retain

tlio best appointments, leaving the younger pastors no oppor-
' unity of promotion. Does this condition of things obtain in

6i.-ter Churches? Remove the legal restriction, and two other

iinututions remain. The desire of ministers and people for a

ch:ingc and the removals by death are sufficient to change about
one fifth of the ministry in any denomination every year.
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There is therefore a compulsory itineraucy, without the opera-

tion of the time-limit, in all the Churches, which opens some
city appointments every year ; and the young pastor wHo has

outgrown his country charge will gravitate to the city as cer-

tainly as water seeks its lev^el.

4. Many articles have been written extolling the itinerancy

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, describing our admirable

system of appointing fifteen thousand ministers yearly, and

showing how our organization is very like that of the national

government—our bishops corresponding to the justices of the

Supreme Court, who are elected for life, our General Confer-

ence to Congress, our Annual Conferences to the several States,

our District Conferences to the counties, and our Quarterly Con-
ferences to the towns and cities. We are told, also, that every

charge is supplied with a minister and every minister appointed

to a charge, with planetary regularity rather than with the

comet-like uncei'tainty of the other denominations. But what

has this to do with the time limit ? We had the itinerancy

many years before the time limit was born, and the grand itin-

erancy of Methodism will live on in a larger life after the time

limit is dead. The terms " itinerancy " and " time limit " are

not synonymous, nor are they united as were the once famous

Siamese twins, to whom separation meant death. The time

limit is only an attachment put upon the machinery of the

itinerancy as an experiment, at the request of one man ; and,

after nearl}-- a hundred years of trial, the Church is ready to

remove the attachment and return to the system of itinerancy

bequeathed to us by John Wesley. One of the proofs of the

immortality of the soul is the fact that a person may lose the

senses of hearing, seeing, tasting, and smelling, while the soul

itself remains unimpaired ; is it not, then, reasonable to con-

clude that the man will remain when the sense of feeling is

destroyed? May we not use a similar argument in reasoning

about the preservation of the itinerancy ? The time limit lost

a portion of its force in IS 04, when the extension to three years

was voted, but the itinerancy seemed invigorated rather than

impaired. At the General Conference of 1888 the time limit

lost nearly all its remaining force, while the itinerancy, the

soul of counectional Methodism, secmicd stronger thuu ever.

Therefore, if the hist spark of life in the time limit should go
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c-ul forever in 1896, the principle of the itinei-ancj would

ftvl no fatal shock, but would move on untrammeled to the

.•raiider achievements of the coming century.

In closing it may be well to add utterances of two represeu-

t.itivo men on this question of the removal of the limitation.

I)r. 11. S. Storrs some time since thus expressed his views:

I should fear that the strong tendency must be, if other men are as de-

{-•adent as I am on outside incentives, to lead them to rest, after several

V :iit.vcs, in past preparations, rather than to brace themselves for fresh

rr>tnrch and recent thought. The systematic forecast of mind which

I'iaDs for results only to be reached after years of labor, would seem to

rise likely to give place in this scheme to a hasty scramble for immediate

cli'Cts, accomplished by startling immediate efforts. And there certainly

l< a power which comes with years to one who has long guided a con-

progation, baptizing, marrying, and burying its members and becoming

fAiniliar with family traits, experiences, history—a power which cannot

U- transferred to others, and which no more can be gained in a brief pas-

torate than a wheat harvest can be extemporized. This seems to me
an tvil to be remedied. The Church will never have its just power in

populous cities until its ministers have the opportunity to get fully iden-

nticd with the life of such cities and to take, as they ought, a leading

part in their educational and social development. I have no doubt
that the practical sagacity of the Methodist mind, for which I have an

unfeigned admiration, will find a way to remove ere long what seems to

me a grave defect.

And Bishop Goodsell, in the Revieio for January, 1893, after

Fhowing that strong churches grow about strong men, con-

tinues :

Dearly loving and highly honoring our own Methodist Episcopal

Church, ought we not to ask, in view of these facts, whether much of our

tenuity in the great cities is not due to the rapidly fading remnant of an

itineracy of which we have had little, practically, since the abandonment
of the old circuit system ? Have we not sacrificed the man to the sys-

tem, and so have we not been fighting against the providence of God ?

^
r^6<^^^-2^^^^r.
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Art. IX.—the REIGN OF THE SPECIALIST IN OUR
SCHOOLS.

AMERiCAif education lias received'of late a wonderful impulse

from German pedagogy. Ever since our young men have fre-

quented European universities and there imbibed the spirit of

progress there has been an improvement in the former routine

inetliods of instruction in our institutions of learning. The

change for the better has been so radical that it could be termed

the American educational renaissance. A new spirit has been

infused into our schools, and courses of study have been changed

to meet the demands of om* modern intellectual life. With

the introduction of European university methods the aim of

the college professor has also undergone a change. It is no

longer his ambition to be considered a successful teacher, but

rather to be kno\vn as a specialist.

It must, however, not be forgotten that the average American

college is far from behig, either in organization, purpose, or

scope, the equal of the Europea;n university. If its curriculum

embraces much more than a German gymnasium or a French

lycee it undertakes work that it cannot do thoroughly. In view

of this fact it is not necessary that its chaii's be filled by men of

extraordinaiy attauiments in any one specialty. The questions

asked when a vacancy is to be filled in our high schools, acade-

mies, and institutions of collegiate grade should not be, " What
original research has the candidate made? What books or

learned treatises has he written ? Where has he studied ?

What degrees has he taken ? Has he been abroad ? " but,

" What is his ability as a teacher? Can he urouse the students

to activity ? Can he inspire them with a love of the true and

the good ? Has he correct views of education ? Is he hedged in

by a specialty ? Does he drive a hobby ? Is he a man of good

morals and correct habits, and wiU his influence on the youth

coming under his instruction be salutary ?" These and similar

questions, however trite, are far more important than those

pertaining to one-sided scholarship, which so often determines

the choice of a man when a vacancy is to be filled. Of course,

a candidate for a certain position should be intellectually, as

well as otherwise, thoroughly qualified to fill it. What I mean
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t., fi^y is that in order to be a successful tcaclier in the second-

»rv tchool or average college he need not be a specialist in the

RMise in which the term is now generally nndei-stood. For

example, to teach Latin successfully one need not be a Sanskrit

wliolar, and an acquaintance with Provencal and Old Spanish

(Joes not enable one to impart with greater ease the ability to

read, write, and speak French—the only objects aimed at by

tiiose studying that language in our schools of secondary or

collegiate grade. A minute knowledge of fossils may be of

great satisfaction to the possessor thereof, but the teacher of

wjicnce in the ordinary academy or college can make but limited

use of it in the school room. From a desire to be scientific in

their instruction teachers are often tempted to slight those

things that are essential to the pupils and to indulge their

private tastes for subjects which the students ought to post-

|X>ne to a later day. Common sense would seem to indicate, for

e.\araple, that before the study of Germanic philology can be

pursued advantageously by the American student tlie German

language should be mastered first. And yet there are institu-

tions whose undergraduates, though they cannot read German

at sight nor write it witli an ordinary correctness, are pursuing,

perhaps as an elective, the study of Gothic or some other branch

of Teutonic philology.

It has become the style in many schools to teach all about

a subject, but not the subject itself. Some teachers consider

all elementary and practical work beneath their dignity
;
they

would have their pupils fly before their wings have grown.

They ignore the fact that the average undergraduate is little

interested in roots, etymologies, collated texts, and the rest of

the material which constitutes the philologist's stock in trade,

hut rather in acquiring a mastery of the languages themselves

which they are studying. Why, then, should the teacher in a

pchool of collegiate grade wish to work according to the methods

of university professors, by using the classic page for the pur-

pose of tracing words through the cognate languages or by

oommentino- on a critical point in the text with an enthusiasm

that would merit admiration if it were opportune or lavished

on a worthier object ? The fact is, the method of many a mod-

ern teacher has lost touch with the needs and capacity of the

pupils intrusted to his care.
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I do not depreciate the value of philology to a teacher of

language. It is to him in a certain sense what chemistry is to

the physician and anatomy to the surgeon. On the contrary, I

think the broader his linguistic attainments are the better will

he be qualified for his work. But in the case of the average

teacher philology must be considered simply his stock in trade,

his reserve power, on which he can draw at will for purposes

of illustration as occasion may require. The same holds good

with many other branches of learning. The object of most

American colleges and of all secondary schools is not to train

specialists, but to educate symmetrically the young people

intrusted to their care. We should distinguish between the

teacher as an educator and the teacher as a specialist. They

are two persons with widely different objects in view. The

aim of the one is to develop his pupils into a symmetrical man-

hood and womanhood and to prepare them for the duties and

responsibilities of life. The aim of the other is much more

circumscribed. His purpose is to prepare a few men and

women for particular vocations by imparting the comprehen-

sive knowledge necessary for their successful pursuit. The

latter work, however, comes legitimately within the range of

the university and the special school. Hence, what I am find-

ing fault with is the tendency to introduce these special studies

and methods into schools of lower grade, thereby circumscrib-

ing and limiting the more important educational work. I do

not hesitate to assert, therefore, that it is more important that

the professors in our colleges and secondary schools be great

teachers than great specialists. If they not only understand

thoroughly the branches they undertake to teach, but are also

many-sided men and women with broad views and educational

scope, they will benefit the youth frequenting these institutions

more than if they undertake work which is out of place and

which they cannot hope to do thoroughly, because they lack

the proper material to work upon.

Many of these would-be specialists are not only one-sided and

narrow-minded, but their attainments in general knowledge arc

also inferior. I have met some of them who, in spite of their

high-sounding academic titles, were utterly lost when off their

beaten track. One, a philologist, on a certain occasion inquired

whether there were not two kinds of potatoes, one kind grow-
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in^ in the ground, the other above ground. Another, a mathe-

jjiatician, wanted to know whether the name Giidrun did not

njcan a German city. A third, a scientist, did not know that

llicre are two Frankforts in Germany. I could extend the list.

Such cases tend to show that men of one idea, especially those

that have become so by a premature forcing process, are not

t!»c most desirable persons to conduct the studies of the youth

in our'secondary and collegiate institutions.

Though arrogance and sham are to be deprecated, no one

will withhold respect from a really meritorious man who has

devoted not a few semesters at some foreign institution and

whose reputation centers in that fact, but the best years of his

life to the acquisition of that profound knowledge which fits

him eminently for original investigation and elevates him

above his compeers. Such men deserve the name of specialist.

Tlicy are the proper persons to fill the chairs in our universi-

ties and highest schools of learning. And it certainly rejoices

the lieart of every true American that we have many such

eminent men, representing the various brancheso f learning,

whom WQ need not hesitate to compare with others of like

ftamp across the Atlantic.

This one-sided view of education by men of one idea who are

imitating university methods is working mischief among the

l)Qpils of our secondary schools. They are imparting their

spirit to the immature youth under their instruction, some of

whom are injured thereby in their educational career. Boys
and girls are devoting to some " elective " or " specialty " the

time which they ought to spend upon other studies. Of course,

this is usually the fault of their instructors,- who, caring more
fur their own hobbies than for the symmetrical development
of their pupils' minds, not only allow, but even encourage,

them to go on.

Instead of making students more accurate and thorough, the

te^icher who rides a hobby often accomplishes the reverse. In

In's attempt to treat the subject exhaustively he generally intro-

duces a text-book which is by far too full and comprehensive for

•'is class. It is not unusual to see books used in secondary

*^<'hools that are quite above the capacity of those studying them.

How can a class of immature learners master the contents of a

inanual of six hundred octavo pages in a term of twelve weeks ?
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And yet such and similar impossibilities are not rare under-

takings in our schools. The incvitiible result is neglect of other^

usually more important, studies by the few that are interested

in the subject, and superlicial acquirements, follo\^ed by disgust,

on the part of the rest of tlie class.

That the particular branches taught by the various professors

in our collegiate institutions are, as a rule, considered by them

all-important is clearly demonstrated at the educational conven-

tions held from time to time. The questions there discussed are

generally such as pertain to the relative importance of the

studies constituting the curricula of our schools. Each teacher,

as a matter of course, defends the bi-anch represented by him

;

whereas the more important questions affecting the students'

morals and their future welfare are too often ignored. In a

paper read at a recent convention of college teachers the merits

of the natural sciences as a means of discipline were duly ex-

alted. The speaker claimed, among other things, that no other

study is 60 well adapted to develop the observing faculties as

flowers, animals, and minerals. In the discussion that followed

a professor of ancient languages asserted that a Greek manu-

script would answer the purpose equally well

!

This craze for specialists, specialties, and electives has had

more than one injurious result. In the first place, the school-

master of the stamp of a ^Mann, Arnold, or Diesterweg has

become rare. In our higher schools the educator has, to an

alarming extent, been supplanted by the specialist. But M'hat

is more deplorable, this spirit has been infused into the schools

of lower grade. The dead mechanism and routine of former

years have given way to the " new education," which too often

shines only in borrowed light reflected from our higher institu-

tions or from Germany. Children are overburdened with an

array of studies at which an adult might recoil. Boys and

girls who should be kept at their three R's are introduced into

regions of knowledge far beyond their capacity and, in order to

bring about visible results, their brains are gauged from time

to time by stringent examinations and their papers—not their

normal mental growth and healthy progress—accordingly

marked on the scale of one hundred.

Tliero will in due time be a revolt against the reign of the

specialist, experimenter, bogus reformer, and hobbyist in our
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»cliook In Germauy the reaction lias already begun. Tlie

\vt)rds lately uttered by the emperor are full of siguificance to

Ub Americans no less than to bis subjects. Intellectual educa-

ti..n in certain directions has evidently been overdone in Ger-

jnaiiy, and the day is not distant when similar protests will be

hoiird here. But the reaction will have to originate with the

j.oople and necessary reforms be brought about by them. There

is Httle hope that the schools will institute any change in this

Jirection of their own accord. TVith them education is mostly

S<lbdzweck from the kindergarten to the university, and the

!.ranches taught are objects of paramount importance. Tlje

!ack of centralization in matters pertaining to education leaves

little hope that the defects mentioned can be remedied by State

authority; and the various educational conventions meeting

from time to time have no power to restrict the experimenter

with his ever-changing plana, or the specialist with his hobbies,

or even to define their legitimate domains should it be con-

ticlered expedient to do so.

y^iyxUtm.,
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

A VENEEABLE bishop lately said to a Christian congregation

that the centuries have never seen a time when it was so neces-

sary as it is to-day for laity, as well as clergy, to incorporate the

utmost attainable intelligence with their religion. The age

demands reasons. Even the papal Church shows signs of per-

ceiving that the temper of the modem mind is such that the at-

tempt to indoctrinate by force of authority is certain to be resisted

and must prove disastrous to the authority which attempts it.

Rome shows increasing deference to the free intelligence of the

world. An eminent university president says that " throughoxit

all education, both of the school and of the family, there lias

been too much reliance on the principle of authority, and too lit-

tle on the progressive and persistent appeal to the reason." It is

not unusual to find those who have received views and doctrines

simply upon authority coming to the day when they demand of

themselves and of their teachers, " Why do Ihelieve these things ?
"

The shock, too, of having heard these doctrines denied and their

faith ridiculed as credulity sometimes precipitates inquiry. The
skeptical or perplexed catechumen, disciple, or hearer appears in

every Sabbath school, congregation, seminary, and college. To him
who studies to serve and guide his fellow-men great is the satis-

faction of encountering and the privilege of helping the inquir-

ing mind. A pastor felt this when, at the close of service, three

young men came to the foot of the pulpit stairs to ask if certain

statements in his sermon were really true just as he had put them.

This questioning showed an interest more gratifying to him than

an expression of their mere pleasure, i)hrased in compliment, could

have been. It let him see exactly where they were in their think-

iog> g^"^'e ^li"^ ^ momentary chance at them then and light by
Avhicli to train his guns on them thereafter. In our editorial in

this issue on '' Minds in Opposition," we have written chiefly

of exceptional types and attitudes of mind; yet these are suffi-

ciently prevalent to make it almost certain that every teacher and
preacher will sometime be put to the test of facing their inter-

rogations and demands.
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" THE HERESY OF THE METHODISTS."

Professor Blackie, of the University of Edinburgh, writing

of the origin of Methodism, after declaring that it was no part

of John Wesley's original intention " to be other than a loyal-

hearted adherent of the English Episcopal Church," draws from

ihe history two lessons which he sets forth as follows

:

What, theu, was the cause of the separation ? Not doctrine, certainly, nor form

of jrovernment, but simply a noble passion for an aggressive Gospel for which he

Lnd no field in the regulated routine of local service in the Established Church.

The eighteenth century, both in England and Scotland, was a season of quiescent

rot-oil from the civil and secular convulsions of the seventeenth; and, wliatever

might be its virtues, the Church certainly could not boast of any of the impassioned

T-eal for a high moral ideal by which the Christian Church in past ages had com-

iMited and conquered a world that lioth m wickedness. There lies, also, in the

vcrj- nature of an Established Church, as a formally fijced organism of moral

service, an aversion to irregular impulses and a tendency to confine its action

within the bounds of a prescribed propriety. This was all very well if the

Church could be looked on merely as a sort of school of the higher ethics for

Biiults, in which the evangelical schoolmaster had nothing to do but lead the

scholars through an authorized series of sacred lessons and theu dismiss the

cl.iss ; but what of those who could not, or would not, at any rate did not. come

to school—a class of which there were great multitudes at that time, as there

•Iways will be, not only in the slums and dark dens of large towns, but in the

streets aud byways, wandering loose all over the land? For these the Established

Church of that time, with its well-marked parishes, rare old chapels, and nicely

intoned liturgies, had made no provision ; and the hundreds and thousands of un-

cLiiraed and degraded creatures, with no wisdom but that of the lowest and most

material type, were lying at the gate of the vicarage or the porch of the episcopal

palace without any evangelist to help or even to dream of helping them. Take

the analogy of a well-walled and well-cultivated garden, richly stocked with

o<Jorifcrous flowers, succulent herbs, and fruitful t^ees, with nothing wanting to

please the eye and gratify tlie appetite of the most fastidious beholder, all within

the inclosure and under the care of a skillful gardener, without fault or failure,

as perfect as any field of mortal culture may be; but cast your eye outside, and

you behold nothing all round but a vast stretch of serviceable soil, with a rich

crop of briers and brambles aud wild flowers, but altogether unconscious from

year's end to year's end of the spade of the tiller or scythe of the mower.

Even such a face did the gieat body of Englishmen in neglected regions present

to the apostolic eye of John "Wesley in the year 1740. But he was not the man

to rest content with feeding on the luxury of what had been achieved in the rich

tioM of spiritual gardening by the regular gardeners ; he would travel forth from

Oxford, as St. Paul did from Jenisalem, and conquer the world for Christ, as

Julius C.-esar did the political world for Rome. Such was the heresy of the

Methodists; and the great lessou which we learn from it is that the real heretic

"gainst whom St. Paul would have lifted up his voice was not the man w-hose

ii-'»mc now stands at the head of a well-compacted spiritual body of Christian

wldiers, but the commander of the regular army, whose blindness to the advance
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of the enemy caused a loyal ofiBcer to desert the ranks and draw the sword for

king and country ou his own score.

Such is the first lesson that a thoughtful man learus from Methodism, and tlio

second follows close upon iU If, on the one hand, the State Church is justly

punished for its laxity by the loss of a large section of natural adherents, ou the

other hand there is a great gain when the glaring magnitude of her loss leads her

to a pious recognition of her offense and spurs her to a noble rivalry with her

once noble sister and now honorable opponent. As, when a careless boy at school

sees the prize which he deemed his own carried off by a less talented but more

diligent fellow-student, his pride is aroused, and in a fit of noble self-indignation

he girds himself manfully for a public regainment of his proper position in the

class, so the English Church of the last centurj-, for a season lamed in her noblest

function by the exclusive dominance of a formal propriety in her services, has

been stirred into a vigorous display of popular sympathy and apostolic aggressive-

ness by John "Wesley and George Whitefield.

This expression of the views of a now venerable Scotchman,

distinguished for scholarship and culture, touching one of the

most momentous chapters in ecclesiastical history is of sufficient

interest to justify our quoting it in these pages, although in refer-

ence to some things he uses a mildness of phraseology which our

understanding of the history would not permit us to adopt. The
condition of the Established Church at the time when "Wesley led

his great crusade for vital godliness is not correctly represented

under the analogy of a " well-cultivated garden, richly stocked

with odoriferous flowers, succulent herbs, and fruitful trees, with

nothing wanting to please the eye." It was not under the care

of skillful gardeners, "without fault or failure, as perfect as any

field of mortal culture may be." On the contrary, many of the

gardeners were iudoleril, negligent, and often absent, tlie trees were

fruitless, and the inclosed garden was much overgrown with weeds.

The garden of the Lord had become like the vineyard of the sloth-

ful, until in many places there was not much to choose between

the condition of things inside the walled inclosure of the Church

and the xmfenced and untilled wild moorlands outside. "Wesley

was as much a missionary of awakening to the culpably delinquent

Church as he was a messenger of salvation to the pitiably neglected

multitudes. If only the Church had been wise enough to receive

the message instead of casting out God's holy prophet

!

INDIA AND CHINA.

The discussion as to the comparative merits and claims of

China and India as mission fields, which began at the annual

meeting of the General Missionary Committee last November,
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continues in various places and occupies some space in the

" Arena" of our present issue. The discussion is every way good.

It Avill intensify and extend the interest of which it is the evi-

tlc-nce and will increase and correct the Church's knowledge of

tlio facts. It is conducted by the servants of Him who gave him-

K'lf for all tribes and races alike, and it will in the end profit both

Iiulia and China. Some years ago, when no debate was on, the

nrcsent editor of the lievieio, after making a study of China in

connection with the life of Bishop Wiley, wrote as follows

:

If uew beatitudes were to be pronounced might it not be said, " Blessed 13 that

servant of the Lord Jesus who has given manhood's morning and life's last ex-

jiiring energies to the redemption of China?" Is there any mission field where

»he results are more firm and permanent? The divine power of the Gospel is

Been in its making headway in two nations so widely different as China and

India; but constitutional differences might be expected to be perceptible in the

rosults of work in the two countries. Observe the Chinaman, with bis short

I'Ock, shrewd, oblique eye, and practical 'look. Dr. Wentworth says you could

almost as easily deceive Satan as a Chinaman. He is the common-sense man of

affairs, thrifty, sober, unidcal, matter-of-fact, astute, careful in his accounts. Ameri-

cans and linglishmen sometimes call hira, with fine superciliousness, "a trader."

Look at the Hindoo, with his slender figure, high, narrow forehead, deep, pen-

sive eyes. He is dreamy, imaginative, metaphysical, speculative, more apt to

lire in the clouds than to take account of practical matters. The difficulty in

China would naturally be to make any impression, to divert attention from earthly

affairs to the concerns of a spiritual realm. Once really secure attention, and

truth might be expected to take effect. In India, on the contrarj-, it must be

comparatively easy to catch listeners for eternal themes, but the trouble would

be to carry persuasion home through all the intricacies in which they involve the

argument; and while the missionary might obtain ready hearing he would expe-

rience difficulty in holding the subtle, philosophizing, visionary mind to firm con-

victions and clear-cut doctrines, converts having a tendency to slip through the

nieshes of reasoning pr drift away in misty dreams from all firm hold on anything.

But as for the Chinaman, only arrest his attention, penetrate his thick imper-

viousness, carry the citadel of his convictions with Christianity's phalanx of

facts, induce him to test its claims, and you will have a stable, determined Chris-

tian, a man for hard work, steady service, executive management, and early self-

direction. The proportion of apostates and backsliders in China ought to be

small. Tlie Chinese are of the stuff to make stubbornly heroic Christians, many

successors in holy obstinacy to Ling Ching Ting, as many martyrs as may be

necessary to the victory of tlie faith in the Celestial Empire. Gordon's admira-

tion for the sturdy qualities of the Chinese comes out in his Khartoum journals.

He longs for Chinese soldiers in the Soudan, and would like to see India garrisoned

with them. The trial of faith in China was severe; but after the Gospel had

proved its power by actual and stable results is there any place where laborers

more distinctly receive the assurance, " Your labor is not in vain? "

Happy Bishop "Wiley!—to have bestowed his earliest, longest, last, and most

loving labor on a field where increasing results are _so sure, solid, and abid-

ing. His pioneer work contributed to introduce the leaven of Bible truth into a
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compact nation of from three to four hundred millions, all using the same writtea

language. He stands inseparably identified with the brightest hope of a vener-

able, rich, sagacious, and powerful empire having an area equal to the whole of

Europe, the oldest nation in existence, and likely, despite Russian ambitions in

Central Asia, to maintain its colossal integrity for all the future ; an empire not

to be dismembered or subjugated by foreign powers, in which respect the lax,

disbanded, unorganized millions of India—a medley of something like twenty-

eight diverse races and thirty-five nations, with half a hundred languages—bear no

comparison with the cohesive, industrious, energetic, unified population of China.

If one would labor and die where he will never be forgotten, could he find a

better place than China? It is the land of records. Its archives hold the sys-

tematic history of three thousand years. Its chronology records the founding of

the Chow dynasty a hundred years before David was king of Israel, and of the

Uia dynasty a thousand years before the rise of the Assyrian empire. China

will keep her Christian annals as scrupulously as her pagan. No one doubts

that a millennium hence Shee-Hoang-Te, the national hero who built the Great

Wall two centuries before Christ, will be as well remembered as to-day. In

China it is possible that a thousand years hence a Christian city on the banks of

the Min may point, with native reverence for forefathers still, to the secluded

valley in which is our bishop's grave, and speak of Hwaila Kangtok as one of

the fathers of the Church, one of the chief ancestors of Christianity in China.

Most blessed servant of the Most High, that God should make his grave iu the

land of long memories 1

The spacious and splendid opportunities now opening in India

give us no reason for modifying what we wrote in 1885 concern-

ing China. Doubtless some one will some day in like manner and

with good reason write :
" Happy Bishop Thoburn ! to have given

his life-labor to India, first to till that field, then to gather the

white harvests thereon, antl at last to lay his body to rest under

the feet of the busy band of reapers, who shall bind the golden

sheaves of God's endless harvests in India."

REKANISM IN SOCIAL LIFE.

The papers have been circulating the last sayings of Renan,

the leading anti-Christian of this century. He admits in these

last words grave doubts about the success of his ideas. Of
course he expects the ultimate death of supernaturalism. They
all do. "A new middle age" of Churches and "an eclipse of

civilization " are coming, he thought at the last. This means that

he got to realize that a few hundred skeptical philosophers do
not constitute the world, and that Christianity has gone on its

way as complacently as the fabled ox on whose horn a fly had
alighted. It has long been understood that Renan undid his

hostile critical work by his frank admiration of the character of
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J»'*«s, That character is the everlasting voucher for the super-

r.atiiralisra Jesus taught.

This seems a good time to point out one reason why the world

will not accept Renan in place of Jesus. The great French skeptic

,i inclosed it in these same last words—" The Greek work will go on

forever." The word "Greek" has two values; in one of them it

i* a light to think by, in the other it is a rule to live by. In the

t'.rst sense Greek influence is undying ; in the other, the practical

world has no faith in it—it is a synonym for social failure, and

ti>L' success of society is the chief human concern of the modern
world. This practical world takes for granted science, research,

i-Jucation—in one word, Greek light. It has also settled for it-

Sflf, and settled it forever, that Greek life was the most stupen-

•lous failure of all time—in great part because Greek light

inundated the whole of Hellenic history and disclosed the yawn-

ing depths of its social disasters. The French imitations of

( Jrcek life, its revolutions and its communes, have not commended
Ilollenic social ideas and order.

Renan and his followers have made the French illustrations of

C4reek life especially interesting to practical men. We have no

call to defend«nor disposition to admire French Catholicism, but

we are compelled to see that this Church is not responsible for

the Greek imitations. The first thing the Parisian ^>/fi6^ does in

.1 rising is to strike at the Church and announce its Renanian
creed of negation. French Catholicism has had no small share

in maintaining social order against mobs whom French philoso-

phers have taught infidelity. And this we say, without denying
the claim that the absurdities, corruptions, and tyrannies of Ro-
manism are in part responsible for the making of infidels.

Of course Renan had no sympathy with the mobs ; of course,

also, he .did not realize that he had contributed in his measure to

the essentially Greek habits of these mobs. With singular blind-

ness he seemed to associate rampant socialism with the Church,

though every revolt in Paris from 1789 until now has professed

some form of infidelity. Nor has an anarchist been found in

France who attends mass or reads his Bible. This practical side of

the Greek—this Hellenism in politics and in social crime—has re-

ceived less attention than it deserves, because the scholar and the

scientist are ashamed of the social failures of the Greek people and
uo not care to draw attention to them. But, outside of France,

people of good sense can have no scruples to deter them from
pointing out that invariably social disorder springs up in France
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among the unbelieving mobs raised up by French " philosophers."

The creed of the rabble and the anarchist is but a coarse form of

that of Kenan. Practical men the -v^-orld over know this, and
have a profound distrust of the kind of "light" which converts

ignorant men into demons. As long as barbaric outbreaks fill

their wild ranks with Renanians, so long will the world reject

Greek life; and since Greek light by itself can lead to nothing
better its limitations and insufficiency are so manifest as to con-
strain the sane and practical world to prefer that hallowed solar

light which shines in the face of Jesus Christ.

MINDS IN OPPOSITION.

Human oppositions are of many kinds. That there are different

temperaments is generally recognized. As early as two thousand
years ago an attempt was made to distinguish them under the

four heads, choleric, sanguine, melancholy, and lymphatic. The
kinds have been numbered as high as nine and as low as two.
Temperament has been defined as the sum of the natural physical
peculiarities of a man. A medical journal explains it to mean
" the peculiar way in which the individual reacts to the stimuli of

his environment." It may be said that there are antipathetic or
porcupine temperaments that bristle toward their environment

;

their most natural impulse is repulse, they are chronic objectors,

they incline not to assimilate the new, their acceptances are slow,
their reconciliations reluctant. Such a temperament puts its owner
in frequent if not incessant opposition. It is the recalcitrant dis-

position of a mule wliich receives aj^proaches with his heels.

But we are not now to write of temperaments. If it be said

that temperament is the sum of physical peculiarities and that there
are different types, it is in like manner and no less true that there
are various types of intellect, minds constructed in a peculiar way;
and although the different types of mind have not been grouped
and classified as distinctly as have the temperaments, they are
nevertheless known to exist.

Several mental types are found exceptionally and extremely
difficult to deal with in any effort at instruction, inculcation, or
indoctrination. Every experienced spiritual instructor knows,
for exam})le, that there are certain dry, prosaic, litcralizing minds
which seem unable to grasp, and arc little affected by, the mysti-
cal meanings of religion, and to whom, when they accept it, the
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whole f^reat matter reduces itself for the most part to a solemn

m.l imperative obligation to righteousness and a conscientious,

fAilhtul doing of duty; minds with small faculty for spiritual

r^.nceptions, ^no vivid mental picturing power, little ability to

interpret symbolic language (and most language is symbolic, es-

i.,viallyAvhen it deals with invisible and immaterial things), with

M iisibilities too dull to receive any delicate impression or to attain

more than the faintest sense of communion with an unseen per-

M>iiality. Many things are difficult of explanation to this matter-

of-fact and wooden sort of mind. It is not, however, of this type

that we at present design particularly to speak.

It is well known that in many a circle there are oppositions of

various kinds that can be relied on almost as confidently as the

Gulf Stream. Occasionally in families, churches, conferences,

loLtisIatures, parties, boards of trustees or managers there are

liiibitual opponents who are considerably surprised when by acci-

dent they find themselves once in a while both on the same side

of a question. Of two customary antagonists in debate one could

j=.iy of the other, « I knew the habits of his mind so well that I

could predict which side of any question he would naturally take,

nnd if I preferred that he should take a particular side I could

i^.'iiorally insure it by getting in promptly and vigorously at the

hoginning on the opposite side."

Slost of us have at some time been brought at least into circum-

fitantial and adventitious relation with persons who uniformly

look a position so remote from ours tiiat a telephone was almost a

necessity for any consultation; and if we desired to call them up

through a central office we should be obliged to say, " Give me the

antipodes !
" It has come to be recognized that there is one spe-

cific type of mind which, for want of a better name, is described as

polar. In the terms of logic, polaric opposition is the extremest

l.ossible opposition or contrast, as of black and white in colors.

The mind we speak of is called polar for the reason that, so soon

as any intellectual proposition, not axiomatic and self-evident, is

stated, this mind instantly flies to the opposite standpoint, for-

mulates without conscious purpose or effort the contradictory

rio])osition, and inclines to stand just there until driven from it

and rationally compelled to come round to the statement. In a

deliberative assembly it argues and votes in the negative; on a

jury it often constitutes a stubborn minority of one.

\Ve judge that it might be possible by advertising to find a con-

siderable Trnmber of parents, instructors, pastors, and employers
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•who have to deal daily -with one peculiarly constituted mind which

can usually be reckoned on for opposition. The expectation which

locates him at the other pole and plans to deal with him there is

seldom disappointed. If an affirmative proposition lifts its head

this mind flings at it a negative; and if the proposition is neg-

ative the mental reaction is energetically positive. Like Diana

on her tower, it inclines to shoot its arrow straight against the

wind. Nothing puts so intense a strain on an instructor as is

sometimes forced by an acute antagonizing mind, compelling him

to answer offhand unexpected objections in connection with great

subjects in the realm of philosophy, metaphysics, theology, or ex-

egesis. To see straight and think clear and at the same moment
formulate extempore replies, which shall not merely nonsuit the

objection fairly, but be intelligible and convincing to the objector,

exact the highest effort of the mind ; and a chronic objector

perpetuating such a strain may be a trial indeed.

But it is also true that such an occasion affords the teacher his

most spacious and sparkling opportunity. It is the bugle of the

tournament, which bids him ride the joust and show how readily

truth can unhorse objection. Pressure puts the instnictor at his

best, and his most brilliant work is likely to be done in presence

of a challenge. The objector sometimes renders a service to

truth by eliciting its strongest statements, compelling it to call

up its reserves and produce its uttermost evidence. One of

the most unique, fresh, and cogent of modern evidential sermons

shaped its outline instantaneously in the mind of an eminent

educator, at the moment when he was driven to bay and put to

his last proofs by the question of a pupil in his class room, " Why
do you believe this?" The capable instructor likes such intel-

lectual excitement. Life is worth living when definite opposi-

tion gives a chance to wrestle intelligently with it. Every good

fisherman prefers the gamy fighting of the trout to the logy

acquiescence of the pickerel. Nothing is so intolerable and deadly

as stupid and apathetic agreement, which usually means indiffer-

ence. A skilled instructor instigates dispute as a stirring anti-

dote to the monotony of submission ; he wakes up the class \vith

startling and dubious questions. To break up stagnation he pro-

vokes combat and brings on a conflict of minds, till sometimes

the air is a-sparkle as from the collision of flint and steel.

Some minds will receive things in bulk by an act of general

consent and comprehensive trust, without going critically into

details. Others have unquiet analytical propensities. They are
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often found picking things to pieces, and are under a native neces-

,.*iv of thinking their way through a subject step by step. These

*rc thoy who halt here and there over knotty points and naust

rlcar up those points intelligently, or at least exhaust all possible

efforts so to do before they can go on. They are found now

ami then at a stand, asking questions, stating objections, and

.K'titioning for light. A perilous misfortune is it for such a

Iniiul when it is surrounded by those who cannot answer its ques-

tions, have no patience with its demands, construe its attitude as

.IMoval, and regard its sincere inquiries—sincere none the less

hut all 'the more when intensely earnest and in manner some-

wliat peremptory—as a disrespect to the elders and an affront to

Mcrod truth which must be promptly and sternly suppressed by

lis official custodians. Occasionally in some communions the

(]Ufstioner has been made to feel the heavy and repressive

h.ind of authority laid on by a dull dogmatism too ignorant

to explain or comprehend; and then sometimes there have

followed the riijhteous resentment of a conscientious and faith-

ful sold smarting under undeserved maltreatment and a revul-

^ion which made a hopeless and everlasting breach. There is no

denying that undue harshness and unwise haste have been in time

past responsible for the loss of some who might have been saved

if a capable and tactful rescuer had been at hand. In lament-

.ihle instances of dark, and fortunately for the most part distant,

l.istory, honest heads have been bruised for containing inqmsitive

brains. Let it be remembered all along that we speak thus only

of sound and sincere souls who chance for a time to be in intellec-

tual trouble, unable to assent to what is not clear to them. Happy

is it, on the other hand, for the perplexed and pertinaciously ques-

tioning mind when some wise, gentle, skillful friend or teacher

is at hand, who knows how to release the entangled and strugglmg

reason. Many years ago a young minister of studious, searchmg,

an.l philosophic mind"" used to take his difficult problems to"

Br. AVhedon, who was at the time his most accessible theological

scmiuaiy. To-day he gratefully bears the following testimony:

" Whedon was the only great man who did not make me feel like

a fool. He would understand my difliculty, take me up j ust where

I was hitched, and unsnarl me." In schools, academies, colleges,

theological seminaries, and churches no little similar work of ex-

I'lanatTon, illumination, guidance, and deliverance is being done

by well-informed pastors, wise elders, and capable instructors

;

and every day increases the number of those competent to do it.

30—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. X.

)
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Some of the cases requiring most discreet and judicious liandling

have belonged to the class of "polar" minds. Though often diffi-

cult, it .has generally been found possible to manage them success-

fully on the side of right reason and Christian truth, even when
only a few primary convictions were imbedded in them. A gentle-

man fishing at Puuta Gorda, Fla., got a big tarpon, six feet long and

weighing one hundred and twenty eight pounds, on his hook.

He treated him gently, gave him plenty of line, and let him run.

If he had been violent with him, if he had tugged and jerked, he

would have snapped the line or torn the hook loose. The line

was light, long, slender, strong. He played him for an hour.

The fish tried everyway to get off; he dove, he rose, he darted to

and fro, he ran straight away. It was of no use. The hook was

deep in, the line too strong. The big fellow tired himself out and

gave up. The fisherman landed him, not by force, but by patience,

not by a net woven of many lines, but with only one. This is a

parable for those whom Christ has made fishers of men. Every
soul has some one conviction which may be used to bring him
to the Lord. A young man, under religious conviction, but in

great mental bewilderment over problems of thought, most of

which were unfamiliar to him and all of which were too vast for

him, sought an interview with a minister, who asked him to state

his difficulties. After listening to a list of things concerning which
the visitor said, " I cannot believe these things," the pastor said,

"Well, what do you believe? " And with explosive emotion the

quick answer leaped from his lips, as if he loved to say it, "I
believe in God tremendously. " With that one blessed divine

conviction hooked deep into the vitals of his soul it should have

been possible with the aid of prayer to land him completely on

broad and solid Christian faith; and so it was. Blessed is the man
who believes something tremendously ! It is better to believe

one holy central fundamental truth mightily than to hold a

thousand tenets languidly, listlessly, coldly. It is not the length

of his credo that saves or empowers a man.
All truth has native and affinitive relation with the normal

mind, although ever and evermore religious truth is under
necessity to win its way over outworks of reluctance and resist-

ance, by which its access to the mind is frequently obstructed.

A serene and discerning seer has written, "There is for every man
a statement possible of that truth which he is most unwilling to

receive—a statement possible so broad and pungent that he can-

not get away from it, but must either bend to it or die of it."
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'I'bo problem in each special case is to frame that comprehensive,

Itioitl, and convincing statement so fitly for the particular and

pvuliar individual mind, that he "shall not be able to hide from

himself that something has been shown him which he did not wish

1.1 sfc" and which disposes of him because he cannot dispose of

ii. Tlie certainty that it is possible to frame such statement gives

the signal to go ahead with the attempt; and the reward is sweet,

for there is no higher joy than to bring the lost and wandering

mind out of the woods into the open, to fetch the doubter flush

uiih the necessary conviction he has hung back from, and to see

Tnitii, robed in the beauty of holiness, lay her soft hand upon him,

wiiile a voice like unto the voice of the Son of man is heard over-

lioad saying to him, "Truth is my deputy and you are my
prisoner." Ko higher joy, did we say? Hold! there is one joy

>vhich, if not higher, is at least more intense and intimate, and

tli.it is the rapture of the captured soul when it finds itself in the

l)'.:uific embrace of the truth it was born for but perhaps for

long time fled from, and with a sacred and final gladness, as of

the bride unto the bridegroom, exclaims, "Home at last! I am
my Lord's and he is mine." Nothing can piatch the bliss of

Mich captivity.

Not every case of skepticism is entitled to courtesy. The
genuine and the spurious, the virtuous and the vicious, must be

«li.>tinguished. The more capable and masterful an instructor is the

greater his power of discrimination, and the less likely is he either

to be harsh toward any inquiry that can possibly be construed as

sincere or to be imposed on by the unprincipled troubler. The
late Dr. Jowett, the famous master of Balliol College, Oxford,

t-vidently was a discerner of spirits. One day he was met in

tiie "quad " by an undergraduate who informed him that he, for

liis part, could find no positive evidence of the existence of God.

Quickly perceiving that he had on his hands a shallow-pated,

bumptious, agnostic sprig, the wise and resolute master, always

I'.uient toward a real case of distress from having been in dis-

tress himself, but never to be trifled with by pretenders, took the

trenchant and decisive way of dealing with this pretentious case,

and struck it smartly a stinging blow after this fashion: "Well,

Mr. B., if you do not find a God by five o'clock this afternoon

you will leave this college !" A simple bit of surgery, done with

"eatness and dispatch; the pus let out of that tumefaction with

«J»K' stroke of the lancet I

Amid the variety of phases which questioning takes on, caution
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and discrimination are necessary to intelligent action, an*! a

.knowledge when to resort to the knife and when to use emol-

lients. It is desirable to make sure whether it is at bottom a c.ivi.

of captious quibbling, a penchant for eccentricity, a propensity to

shock the orthodox, an itch for notoriety, a mental instabiliiv

unable to settle, always unfixed, forever dallying witli somethiii"

forbidden; whether it may be the rebellious current of youn;^'

blood against established things, a wanton effort to annoy aii.l

discomfit the teachers and guardians of traditional views, a spirit

like that of the insurgent, in Halevy's Parisian story, born on

the wrong side of the barricade and pledged to fight " against

the government—always, always, always !
" no matter what that

government might be ; or whether there is under it a motive

which entitles it to respect, patience, and assistance.

For the wickedness of what the Bible denounces as unbelief no

syllable of ajjology can be spoken. As to the willful and obdu-

rate rejecter of the truth, we can only stand sorro^^-fully aside

while the terrible anathema of Holy Scripture goes blazing and

crushing to its mark. Yet in order to deal justly with minds in

opposition it is needful to remember that under the surface skep-

ticism of some there may lie a faith as deep as the sea. They are

skeptical only in the original root meaning of the term, the Greek

word from which it is derived signifying thoughtful, reflective,

looking cautiously about, considering carefully—in this sense

skeptics, but far away from being infidels, unbelievers, deuiers.

"W. W. Story, in his poem entitled, "A Roman Lawyer in Jeru-

salem," embodies in verse the theory that Judas delivered Jesus

into liostile hands because he had boundless faith in his divine

Master, and thought it no harm to put him in a situation

which would compel him to put forth all his glorious power at

once, destroy his enemies, and set up his victorious kingdom. The

New Testament makes it impossible for us to accept this white-

washing theory about the betrayer of our Lord. Nevertheless it

is a fact that, behind the severe tests to which some exacting

minds subject whatever claims to be true, there is the nnuttered

faith that truth is able to vindicate itself as such by silencing and

overpowering everything that can come against it. They have

no sympathy with infidelity or Pyrrhonism. They are certain

that truth can be known and established. In the center of their

souls is the belief that truth is invincible, and that, while "error

dies of blood poisoning from a pin scratch, truth will get well

though run over by a locomotive." They expect the truth to
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answer all reasonable questions in a manner as straight as a line

of light, as clear as crystal, and as steady as a sharpshooter's aim.

They want divine truth to get. itself up from behind the moun-

tains, burn its way through the mists as the morning sun does, and

dazzle them with its splendor, that they may know^ it for what it

is. They are in dead earnest, and are determined not to be put

off with anything less than absolute and some way demonstrable

reality. They do not deny the word of prophecy, but only want

it made more sure to them; therefore they serve on you a writ

of certiorari. It is axiomatic that a divine revelation must be

80 related to the intellectual and moral nature that when hon-

estly considered and examined by a seeker after truth he will

find that its line is flawless and its hook is bedded so deep in the

inmost tissues of his being that he cannot get away without tear-

ing his very vitals out.

Youth in general is given to pushing against law, authority,

and doctrine. It delights to put them in straits just to see what

they will do, experimenting even with the Ten Commandments

to find out M'hether they are founded on fact. This tentative

youthful insubordination is intensified in some cases by a pecul-

iar native indisposition to take anything on trust merely out of

respect for authority. We hear of a precocious child who, when

an attempt to teach him the alphabet began with " That's A,"

immediately said, "How do you know it is A? " Now and then

we encounter an honorable, frank, and fearless mind which

habitually and instinctively challenges all traditions ; never sub-

mits out of diffidence, courtesy, or mere deference to age and expe-

rience ; cannot be subdued \)j iteration, as in one case we are

told that " The poor young fellow, continually hearing the same

thing put to him, gave in ; " but requests of every affirmation its

credentials, and will have reasons for accepting before it accepts.

Christianity is the only religion among men that can safely and

gladly welcome such a mind. Looking on such a one, Jesus loves

him. The Gospel cries, " Believe, believe !
" yet is only too happy

when any human intelligence with honorable intent straightens

itself erect and replies, " On what compulsion must I ? Tell me
that ! " There are compulsions by reason of which a sane and

open-minded person must believe. This is what makes thinking

a jubilee to the Christian reasoner and logic a spiritual ecstasy.

A young man at majority has broken into the intellectual

world aud finds himself in the presence of institutions, systems,

and establishments. Some system of doctrine stands before him^
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built up by men of previous ages who are nothing but nanioK \,t

him. He has never examined its foundations, does not know if \\

has any, thinks as he walks about it, " If I can upset this struc-

ture it is not well founded. I'll try it." He begins to batter the

walls with intellectual catapult and ram, he pries and digs. Tluj^

he gets acquainted with the foundation ; discovers Avhat buiii.l

buttresses support it ; finds it grooved and riveted into tlie vcrv

frame of things, wedged away down into the central widths of

the world ; knows now that it is solid and immovable, built upon

rock against which the gates of hell shall not prevail ; movfs

into it and settles down, content for time and eternity in its

castellated security. Every well-founded structure is Avell please-.

1

to feel the pickax and crowbar of examiners smiting and pryinj:

at its foundation. An exultant thrill runs through its sound tim-

bers, and its molecules make merry at ever}" stroke. They who

know what Christianity's fortress is built of and built on are not

in trepidation lest rationalizing critics or World's Parliaments of

Religions or anything else shall undermine or demolish it.

It is important also to bear in mind that there are certain criticnl

periods of later life and various bodily conditions especially liable

to be beset by intellectual as well as physical disturbances. There

are in nature electric storms which so disturb the magnetic cur-

rents that the needle of the most reliable compass loses sight of

the pole and whirls about like a poor bewildered thing at the mercy

of wild elements. When the disturbance subsides tlie needle gets

its bearings and settles once more into steadiness as faithful as its

intent was all the time pure and loyal. Similarly, there are in

human nature certain abnormal nervous states when the brain is

disturbed and the mind slips its cable and drifts about in the dark

Avith no sight of sun or star, driven by strange currents and'vcor-

ing winds. This condition is pathological; its victim is a sufforer,

often unable to see the grounds of faith and sometimes, while the

crisis lasts, floating off into hopeless doubt, which may take the

form of denial and possibly the aspect of bitter opposition. Fre-

quently relief for such a case comes along the lines of physical

treatment, with patient Avaiting on and, so far as possible, assisting

the recovery of a normal nervous condition, until the mind regain*^

its equilibrium as by the steadying of the throne on M'hich it sits.

Just here we cannot help remembering that it is written of an

estimable woman, lately gone to God: "She was original and

independent as a thinker, and sometimes seemed to doubt the pos-

tulates of the faith which at last she so fully received; but it wa^^
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aUavs the earthen vessel, not the treasure it contained, which

»ho ijucstioned."

Apologetics should not constitute the entire staple of our

prt-aobing ;
yet teachers and preachers everywhere must be pre-

pared to deal with minds in opposition—not only with the per-

Ycrsely obstinate " carnal mind " which is "enmity against God,"

but with honest minds unable, not unwilling, to see clearly,

doubting Thomases not disloyal, but perhaps so constructed by

iho Creator as to be very exacting about proofs and not able to

ikfUlo down except on grounds both clear and firm, not to be

put off by the dicta of one or of one thousand, but insisting on

the particular sort of evidence that will strike their peculiar minds

conclusively. May not the exhortation, " Make full proof of thy

miuistry," be lawfully construed to include the meaning, "In your

ministry make full and cogent proof of the things you preach ?
"

Was not Paul a pattern of this kind of preaching ? Witness his

aJtlress before Agrippa. Indeed, there is reason for thinking this

10 liavc been the apostolic style. Peter's explanation of the heal-

ing of the lame man at the Gate Beautiful is a marshaling of

evidential facts which makes the argument march like an army.

Not a few of the strongest men in our ministry, some of the

most absolute and dogmatic believers, formidable champions, and

f^turdy defenders of the faith, have come through severe and

trying experiences of searching, questioning, and struggling. For

cacli there have been exigent hours, intense crises of intellectual

I'frplexity, debate, and conflict, when he was working his way

through the immense meanings and tremendous mysteries of life

and destiny. That period of storm and stress is over now. As to

«)me of those great questions, he has thought out in the Hght of

(lod's word an interpretation which makes the subject intelligible

to him so that reason rests satisfied, Wlicther that solution coin-

cides precisely in all particulars with the teaching of any particular

school or with any particular man's construction he does not care

miioh
; it is true to the accepted fundamentals, and it rivets his

•^J"! and his reason to God and his trutli. It is heaven's hallowed

'^•<-rot confided to him in terms suited to the construction of his

own mind. It is his divinely authorized version, translation, and

"indcrstanding of the divine will, ui)on which he has closed his

contract for a million ages with the Eternal ; a contract Avhich he

'"inies in his farthest inside breast pocket next his heart ; a con-

^i"a'--t duly signed with blood, sealed with the mark of the cross,

^:id witnessed by the Holy Spirit. As to certain other problems
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which perple^a him, he has come to the conclusion that these1too vast for human solntiou

; they belong to the reahn of , efinite, which .t ,s unreasonable for the human reason te expect toreason out, or to those matters of which the Master says,
"' ^

'

LI77Tr ,'" ''^ """" ™"' •>« y^ ^»"'" bear th m now "

tolw'-, H ;
„"'" °" ""^ ^'"'^ "' ^ 'J'^™" »<J rational tr^kto awau the fuller explanations and clearer light of the commu"cauve and luminous hereafter. One minisrer said to anolh

The Ztf V 7"'^ '""'' ^''°'" """^-'"y-^ I '^-ve unansweredThe matters which are now most discussed are as a rule thiiIs

me. This probably means that a lucid mind, rarely crifted with

72TI r'"''
•'""" ""• ^' ''f«'^ -"'<^'»". -tis'fac orily disposed of the questions which continue to be discussed by Vo 'eMho have not settled them; and that the problems he leaves un

a dTwhS r1:r
"'"'^ '"^"" '" ''^ P '"- -^ -able to olv

,and of which God has not revealed the solution.
The mightiest faith to be found on earth is often the well-won

iC helu?; "T""""
°' ""^"'"S -"s-souls capable o ft-e,ing the burden of existence, the significance of life, the aby.malneeds and enigmas of the human lot, and the vastness of thaunseeu immateri.al, but not unsubstantial universe "nwhlhtl

ZfjL72: 'ir''''"Sr^ f-*''-'=»="
--ture, is letTo

L? . ?
''- "' "^ °''' ^y *'"' '"•oot Jabbok, some bless-ngs and distinctions are wrested out of the night by s riv .with the unseen Reality in a temper half-suppliant and hMantagonistic, until to the suifering wrestler thei'e'comsf pause
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bent, broken, or uprooted. Conviction is an oak that bas seen

wild weather, fought for its footing against the fury of tempests,

and, while rocking in the storm, sent its roots down and out to

bed them deep in the firm earth to feel for the cleft of the rock

of ages, and to knit themselves about it, in and out, with a reticu-

lated and many-fibered grip.

Men with rooted convictions are the sinewy thinkers and rea-

Boners whose preaching has substance and fiber, weight and force,

before which strong and heady sinners must go down. The man

who has demanded reasons for his faith and hope and got them

from Him who says, " Come now, and let us reason together,"

is able to give the reasons he has gotten. The preaching for to-

day must not be mere affirmation and exhortation, but demonstra-

tion closing in on mind and conscience with the chitch of conclu-

sive argument and the marshaling of irresistible proof. There

must be power in the pulpit to silence the gainsaying mind, to

deprive it of its objections by fair debate, and to reduce its cita-

del as by circumvallation, starvation, and manifestly superior force

to unconditional surrender.

The first glory of doctrinal Christianity is that it is not a string

of enfeebling and devitalizing negations, but a body of well-knit,

healthful, and cheering affirmations; and the second glory is that

all its affirmations are capable of proof. Its normal procedure is

to declare the truth on the authority of God's infallible word,

and then to compel its acceptance by reasons furaished to the

mind accompanied by the Holy Spirit moving on the heart.

So intellectually and morally imperial is Christian truth that it

can even compel the credence of constitutional skeptics. Con-

verted infidels are its frequent trophies. A university president,

thirty years in the ministry, said: " I am a born skeptic. The natu-

ral action of my mind is to doubt- everything, to resist and dispute

and deny if I can. I am so suspicious that I never believe if I can

help it." Not a few men more or less of that cast are devoting

their lives to preaching, witli all the glowing passion of certified

souls, the glorious Gospel of the blessed God. Men so made that

they will not believe except under irresistible rational compulsion

are, like that rugged, stalwart, intrepid thinker, Paul, the slaves

of Jesus Christ,' simply because, as thinking beings who have

opened mind and heart freely and frankly to the evidence, they

cannot help themselves. " Glory be to the Father, and to the

Son, and to the Holy Ghost; as it was in the beginning, is now,

and ever shall be, world without end. Amen! "
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THE ARENA.

INDIA AND CHINA AS COMPARATIVE MISSION FIELDS.

At tlie last meeting of the General ilissionary Committee there was

what is reported in an American Methodist weekly as " one of the most

remarkably able debutes ever had iu the history of the General Commit-

tee." We learn that '• the debate occurred on the relative claims of China

and India," and that "the controversy was as to which has the greater

claim " on the Chmrch ? By the admission of speakers iu the Commit-

tee a wonderful hold has been won by India on the sympathies of the

whole Church. It was said, " The Church is biased in favor of India;"

again, " The tide is unfairly in that direction; " again, " Bishop Thoburn

has hypnotized the country." To us who know the facts of the wonder-

ful work going on in our missions in India it does not seem strange that

the Church should be, not " hypnotized," but waked up, by a recital of

the wonderful works of God. It is not " bias," but deep sympathy for a

mighty work of evangelism, such as our foreign field has never had

before. No General Committee has any right to misinterpret or stem this

"tide." The Spirit of God is saying to the Church, "Push the work in

India with great power." It surely is not wise at a time like this to

talk about keeping all missions to one iron rule of supply or scaling all

down alike. Indeed, those who opposed giving India more than China

seemed to see this ; hence the effort to make it appear that the claims of

these two countries are the same, or at least that no special help must be

extended to India.

It was argued that India does not enter into the future of America—

a

selfish plea which has, after all, no foundation. As a matter of fact, In-

dia has entered into the life of America, and will enter, as China cannot.

The people of India are Aryan, of our blood and speech, our kinsmen,

also, iu mythology and thought. Their philosophy and thought to-day

are influencing us much more than the mentality of China can. It was

urged that India is the "ward " of England, while China is the "ward " of

the United States. Now, there is very little in this desperate argument,

for the fact is that China, also, is more the "ward" of England than

of the United States. The commercial relation of England to China

is much closer than that of the United States. England touches China

all along her Indian border. At Hong-Kong she has territorial possession

in China, and at that point and in Singapore and the Straits Settlement

she rules over far more Chinese than the United States ever did or per-

haps ever will. England is constantly, as an Asiatic power, in nego-

tiation, territorial and political, with China. Hence, if it comes to the

matter of relation, England, and not the United States, should evangelize

China; and, as a matter of fact, England has far more mission work in

that country than has the United States.

The true way to look at this matter is to recognize the claim of any
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mission field to be settled in the light .of the real* opening presented, as

indicated by success. India is the "ward " of all Christendom. Here, in

a vast territoi-y, three hundred million souls are open to all possible civiliz-

ing and Christianizing influences. India is in a state of tremendous tran-

sition, such as is no other country on the globe to-day. Here, in a popula-

tion equal to one fifth of the world, changes, great beyond conception, are

taking place. Communities equal to considerable cities become Christian

every year, the converts of our mission alone numbering about fifty a day for

the entire year. Here is the opportunity of the ages, and all Churches are

justified in making special eff!ort for India. If comparative results are an

index India is now a most hopeful field for ilethodism. She was entered

ten years later than China, yet her faster growth is seen from the study of

the following table, made up from the most recent figures available :
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financial panic. The increasing success of our work, and the new fields

opening before us and calling for helpers, conjoined with the increasing

number of consecrated young men and women offering themselves for serv-

ice, show that the providential order is to go forward; and we cannot

afford to disregard it or to refuse obedience. We ought, if possible, not

only to keep up the appropriations of the past years, but to make consid-

erable increase to meet the growing demands of the work in connection

with our four missions in that great empire. There ought to be no note

of retreat sounded in any portion of our great field, and least of all in

any of our missions among the heathen. S. L. Baldwin.

Kew York City.

HAPS, MISHAPS, AND PERHAPS OF METHODISM.

In Bishop Goodsell's article, "Whither?—A Study of Tendency," in

the Retieio for January, 1893, we find much food for reflection and

somewhat for suggestion, if one may presume so far toward an episc&pus.

In the course of events ]Methodistic during the greater part of the first

century after the organization of our Church the liturgy was left be-

hind with several other good things, such as the college, the seminary,

and hospital work. The order of deaconesses was wanting in all Prot-

estant Churches ah initio. Now that our Church is taking up these

neglected things all our bishops, editors, and publishers utter many and

strong commendations which do much to encourage and hasten forward

these good works, except the * * tendency " toward restoring the ritual.

About this there is a hesitancy of speech. I second most heartily E. R.

Lathrop's suggestion, in the "Arena" of the July number, that our book

agents publish an edition of the Sunday Service which John Wesley pre-

pared for us. Why should not tliis movement be commended by our

bishops in their quadrennial and their several annual addresses? Such

help would afford the cause something better than a mere index of prog-

ress. Bishop Hurst has recently, and by example, taught us to seek after
j

the " old paths," in that he used the form of prayer from the apostolical

constitutions (viii, 20) of the fourth century in consecrating deaconesses in
i

Washington, D. C. There is a vast field of Methodism, however, where i

the people never sec or hear a bishop. The ritualistic tendency has not
:

reached the rural churches. But it is here, especially, that we need more ,

emphasis upon that which differentiates Jlethodism from tlie Congrega-

tional Churches in forms of worship. The lack of reverence for the house
|

of God and the Church of God cannot be otherwise remedied. !

When we consider "our tenuity in the great cities" shall we attribute

so much of our failure to "the rapidly fading remnant of an itinerancy" ,

that it should be put away as an impediment ? Perhaps we might bet-
;

ter conclude, after considering carefully what becomes of a great society

after a Spurgeon leaves it, and what useful service the strong men of

Methodism give who build into half a score of churches tliirty years of

toil and then add twenty years more in the broader pastorate of an itin-
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erant episcopus^ that this "tenuity" ia the cities is not a feature of

Methodism alone. It belongs to Protestantism. Dr. Cuyler says: "Dr.
Strong confirms the opinion which I have long held, that the proportion

of American people who regularly attend a place of worship on Sunday is

diminishing." The Roman Catholic Church gathers the masses in the

cities. Protestant Churches are losing them. What is to be done ? It

is not a question of settled or limited pastorate. The whole Protestant

Cliurch must follow the leading of Methodism and establish Christian

hospital and deaconess work in all our large cities. Such a movement
would promote that union of the Protestant Churches which is essential to

ultimate success. If we have only a "fading remnant of an itinerancy "

in some of the cities there yet remains the great country places in the

"West and South, with unJiminished congregations, where the itinerant

will continue to go abroad for another century at least. And before the

Church enters upon her third century the little Xew England village sta-

tion -n-ill have become tired of being left "to be supplied" and will

have recalled the itinerant preacher—perhaps.

Americitn statesmen, too, will soon be compelled to inquire into the
condition of our cities, where the proportion of Americans in public othces

is diminishing, and where the American young men are discriminated
against in labor organizations dominated by foreigners. Bound together
in the san^s bundle are the two pressing questions, Shall our cities be Chris-

tian ? Shall our cities be AmrTican ? The deaconess and hospital work
^vill help to gather in the masses to the Church. A revival of ritual will

help Methodism to hold the children of her owu people.

Lexington, Ky. j. p. Walsh.

A GREAT NEED.

Were I asked to form a list of things in my judgment most essential

to the well-being of society in this country from this time forth, after due
recognition of the Church and the public school, as respectively first and
second by unquestioned right, I should place third upon the list the press.

Society needs, for the development of that high grade of public morals so

necessary to the best results and for the conservation of recognized stand-
ards, a public press having conscientious scruples and moved by moral
considerations. The press of the future, to be worth most to the people
for these purposes, ought to be free from the taint of favoritism toward
popular sins and, so far as practicable, free from the domination of par-

ties or of classes. This "consummation devoutly to be wished" is unfor-
tunately not yet,' and not very likely to be at any very early day. Even
supposing a few of the better and larger journals of the times to be above
reproach in this regard—a sujiposition requiring the exercise of some
charity—yet it remains undoubtedly true that the general attitude of the
press toward moral issues of the present day is far from being compli-
mentary to the country. Setting aside religious journals as out of this

discussion entirely, the outlook is not hopeful. Perhaps exception ought
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to be made in favor, also, of journals serving certain special purposes not

concerned particularly -with questions having moral bearings. This,

then, confines our attention to that large class of miscellaneous newspa-

pers dealing with matters of general interest and having essential influ-

ence upon morals.

Doubtless it is true that the press of the present day has come to be

a mere index of public sentiment. Ought it not rather to be an element

of power in molding the public mind for moral safety ? We have to-day

in this country a large and increasing number of journals, furuisliing

accurate statements and lucid discussions of financial and political ques-

tions, both national and international. AVhy, it may be asked, should

it be thought an improper thing for a journal of respectable standing to

hold as well-defined and accurate views upon moral questions? Why
should news be always of the most sensational character ? Why may not

one be pennitted to read a clean statement of facts, upon a page free from

all disgusting particulars dug up out of the filth by some reporter pander-

ing to indecency of thought? Why should it be thought a thing improper

for a convention of religious people to be given an honest column, while

the latest "mill" between two brutish men is, if mentioned at all,

crowded to a corner of small proportion?

The treatment of the problem of intemperance to-day is left to jour-

nals making a specialty of temperance discussion, or to religious papers

able to speak of it only in a limited space because of the pressure of

other interests upon their notice. In each case Avhat is written is likely

to reach only those having already strong opinions in favor of temper-

ance. Ought we not to have newspapei-s which are clear on this question?

Undoubtedly we ought.

The social evil to-day is often helped along by journalists of loose

morals, or by journalists under the domination of a constituency having

loose ideas upon tliis subject—which amounts to the same thing. The

demoralization prevalent in some sections of the country, with regard to

the enforcement of laws against certain classes of criminals, becomes

"confusion worse confounded" under the treatment of many newspapers.

Villainous combinations for defending evils arc allowed to exist because

a public organ of sufficient conscience and nerve to drive it out of exist-

ence is wanting. That arch criminal, the rumscller, takes advantage of

the apathy and blindness of the people and the cowardice and sympathy

of rum-led or rum-made officials to carry on his business indefinitely.

An editor having convictions on the subject might at least awaken public

spirit to eradicate the evil. Lynch law has become the order of the day

in certain sections of the country. News sheets publish wholesale the

dishonorable details and defend the perpetrators of a worse type of mur-

der than lynch law ever attempts to avenge.

We may well ask, "What is to be the end of all this? The inventors of

the modern rapid printing presses have conjured up a spirit difficult to

control. If power sometimes is put into the hands of good and safe

men, to the end that some thousands of individuals may be influenced by
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them for good by tlie aid of printing, it is also within the power of evil

men and men of loose thought to sway multitudes by the same means.

And it would seem that more energy is put into the business and that

presses of the greatest speed are used by the latter class.

In the mind of the w^riter the ideal newspaper, the one great need of

the future, must embody, as elements of usefulness, a clear and spicy

presentation of facts, that it may be readable as a news sheet; a prefer-

ence always for clean, wholesome treatment of public questions, particu-

larly of moral ones; a fearless handling of evils, under whatever name,

and no matter by what influential means they may be supported ; such an

attitude toward the religious convictions of the people as shall tend rather

to conserve and build up than to destroy the same. In fine, the ideal

paper of the future must be a champion of moral reform and must lift up

the standard for advance in every good thing. In the name of all com-

mon sense, why should this ideal be out of ail reach? I do not think it

is. I believe we ought to have, and will have sometime, a class of clean

journals, edited by conscientious, able men.

Evans, Colo. J. A. Long.

"BRIMSTONE OR ROSEWATER."

Years ago the now sainted Bishop Thomson wrote an editorial for a

Methodist paper with the above caption, strongly inveighing against the

sickly sentimentalism so largely substituted for the fiery and vigorous

Gospel of the days of our fathers, and ardently urging a return to the

preaching of the "law of the Lord," which is "perfect" and power-

fully efficient in the conversion of souls. Subsequently, that great thinker

and writer. Dr. Cuitv, who seemed to despise above everything else an
" emasculated Gospel,"' noticed and enforced the exhortation with char-

acteristic vigor. Do we not need a similar reminder in our day? The
charge so frequently made by our Universalist friends, that she fears to

preach the eternal suffering of the finally impenitent, tells heavily against

orthodoxy; as in the main the preaching of the law, which is "holy,

just, and good," is seldom heard, as of old, in her pulp'its. And in this

bad custom Methodism seems conspicuous.

But if the trend continues much longer in this direction will we not

need the service of another John Wesley ? Do we not need a strong but

friendly hand to turn us back into the " old paths," lest we be overtaken

in the enemy's land? Surely the " foundations " have been "moved."
Before long Hades will be less dreadful than the cave of Adullam, and

the sting of death will be almost entirely taken away. Have we not lost

our way ? Should not a halt be called ? Shall not the constitution be

revised, in order to secure better bearings and the reaching of a safe har-

bor? We drop the hint and await the issue. Who will clear away the

mists and pour the light of truth upon our pathway? Let him come forth

in the name of God and sound doctrine, and he shall be heard.

Catawissa, Pa. J. B. Mann.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

NOTES ON BARMAN'S "INTRODUCTION," CHAPTER YI.

This chapter is devoted to an historical treatment of the criticism of the

Pentateuch. The student should note that the cuiTeut vie-w of the Mosaic

authorship is also the earlier view. So far as the external evidence is

concerned the authorship of Moses is well established. The philosopher

Philo, the historian Josephus, and the Christian fathers afiirm the 3Iosaic

authorship, so that the voice of the early Christian Church, as well as the

conclusions of the Jews, harmonize with the teachings of Christ. It will

be seen from this chapter that the consensus of thought until the eleventh

century favored the ^Mosaic authorship, and that the earliest criticism was

not an attack on the recognized belief as a whole, but was confined to a

few points, namely, Gen. xxxvi, 31 ; Deut. xxxiv, and a few other passages.

It was at the period of the Reformation and immediately following it

that the destructive criticism was introduced. The Reformation gave

scope to free inquiry and allowed attacks Avhich had not before been

extensively employed. In this chapter we notice also, after the middle of

the seventeenth century, the rapid development of a sentiment antagonis-

tic to the Mosaic authorship, in Hobbes, PeyrSre, Spinoza, Richard Simon,

and Le Clerc. The eighteenth century produced Bolingbroke, a bitter

antagonist of the Mosaic authorship, and Carpzov, Michaelis, Eichhorn,

and others, who, in a greater or less degree, defended it. The nineteenth

century has been prolific in literature on the Pentateuch, and the chief

contributors to it are mentioned in this chapter. Most of the writers are

antagonistic to the received view, notably Graf, TVellhausen, and Kuenen,

wliose views have gained wide currency and have had great influence over

many of the younger scholars of our time. All, however, do not find the

same reasons for their conclusions. Some go so far as to deny the super-

natural in the whole history, and others admit the supernatural while

rejecting the authorshij) of Moses. It will be seen that Kuenen acknowl-

edges that Moses was the leader of the Israelites in Egypt, that "the

Exodus is an historical fact,'' and that the ten commandments "are

derived from Closes." The value of these admissions must be carefully

weighed. The later defenders of 3Ioses have not been so numerous, at

least in their published works, but they have not been wanting. The

author mentions Professor Curtiss, Professor Watts, Professor Green, and

others. The literature on the side of the Mosaic authorship is just begin-

ning to come into prominence. Only recently have the defenders of the

old faith felt the necessity laid upon them of aggi-essive action, and hence

the delay in responding to a series of attacks which should, perhaps,

have received attention before.

While the student should study with care all the writers whose names are

mentioned by the author, he should lay special emphasis on those mod-

ern scholars on both sides of the question who have made the most decided

31 FIFTH SERIES, VOL, X.
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impression upon the times. The sixth cliapter is very important as pre-

paring the way for the critical discussions that follow. A very clear

conception of the points of difficulty raised by scholars is of the utmost

importance in enabling one to appreciate all that appears from time to time

on tlie subject of the Pcutateuch.

In reviewing this chapter let the student give special attention to the

following important particulars:

1. The names of those who have favored the Mosaic authorship in the

different centuries.

2. The names of those who have maintained the opposite view, in a

greater or less degree.

3. The points of variance and of agreement on the part of those who
have antagonized the current view. This will enable the student to note

the consensus or the conflict of scholarship upon this question.

4. The dates at which certain forms of objection arose, a)id the persons

who first introduced them. It will be observed (p. 70) that the hypothe-

sis of Elohistic and Jehovistic documents originated with Astnic in an
" anonymous work published in 1753." This has proved a fruitful source

of speculation, which has variously expanded the number of documents

supposed to have been used in the compilation of the Pentateuch, accord-

ing to the mental habits or caprices of individual critics.

5. The position of the newer criticism on each side of the question of

the ^Mosaic authorship.

This chapter will show that the hostile forces are not a harmonious and

well-disciplined army whose cohorts act in concert and in mutual support

of one another, but are often a loosely compacted host, obeying conflict-

ing leaders, mutually destructive one of another, and united by no single

bond save a common desire to overthrow the orthodox positions.

THE MINISTERIAL STUDENT IN COLLEGE—SOME MISTAKES.

In previous papers the candidate for the ministry is supposed to have

been entered as a student in college and to have begun his college course.

But he has scarcely taken up the regular Avork prescribed by the faculty

before schemes to modify the course in some particulars come to him or

are brought to his attention. Some one tells him that it is possible to

abridge his stay in college by taking studies with some other class in ad-

dition to his regular work, and thus diminish his residence by at least a

year. The desire to save time in preparation and to enter more speedily

upon his chosen work of saving men is very commendable and should be

given due weight. As an argument in its favor it will be cited that some

men now eminent in the Church have done so and, by their after suc-

cess, have demonstrated the wisdom of the plan.

But this haste on the part of students is greatly deprecated by all college

faculties and works lasting injury to the young men who yield to it. It is

destructive of that exact scholarship which is largely the aim of a college

course. The college is not so much a place to get information as a place
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where opportuaity is afforded to secure mental discipline and to lay a

thorough foundation of scholarship. To do this will require time. Accu-

rate investigation cannot be made hurriedly. " 3Iake haste slowly" is a

law of special application to students. A mere committing of words and
phrases to memory, a rapid glance at a lesson before entering the class

room, a general and vague conception of the subject in question do not

constitute the best training. One who would make the best use of his

college life should prepare each lesson carefully, discover its salient points-,

note its bearings, and thus make each step a basis for succeeding steps.

This haste also fails to accomplish the object proposed. Xo matter

how hard one studies, lie cannot in a year do more than one yeai-'s work.
Passing through the course and passing satisfactory examinations thereon

do not fulfill the real ends of a college education. There must be growth,

mental and spiritual development, a constant expanding of the faculties.

These cannot be gained by extraordinary efforts, but must be wrought by
slow and daily toil. The courses of study in institutions of learning have

been prepared by wise and experienced teachers and are the results of ex-

tended observation. They measiu-e what a student can safely undertake

;

and he who uses his faculties to excess in order to do more will really ac-

complish less in actual scholastic results.

It must also be remembered that for the needs of the ministry such haste

is unnecessary. There is at present an amj^le supply of ministers for the

demands of our Church, and the cry of the Church is not for more preacli-

ers, but for better preparation on the part of those who enter its service.

When new fields were being opened more rapidly than at present there

was a great demand for young men, and often mere boys were pushed
forward into the ministry. But now, especially in our older communi-
ties, the "boy preacher" is no longer sought after, but men are required
who can rightly divide the word of truth. The people are anxious to

have well-qualified ministers, especially such as are thoroughly fitted by
study and by experience to expound the Gospel. They prefer to wait

for young men to finish their studies rather than have them rush prema-
turely into the ministry. It is a great mistake for a student to cut shc-rt

his course. It injures his health by over-application, and at the same time

impairs his scholarship and his future usefulness.

SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR THE "ITINERANTS' CLUB."

Diagnosis should precede treatment. TVe therefore preface our sug-

gestions by a brief statement of the case under consideration. It must be
borne in mind that the objects to be secured by the Conference course of

study are information, disciplined mental power, and studious habits.

The unprepared condition of a large number, if not a majority, of the

brethren in the course must also be remembered. They begin and finish

their studies with few or no reference books, and have access to very
limited libraries. The worry over two sermons weekly is greater during
this period than at any subsequent time, and of course the sermons are
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first in importauce. Pastoral work is imperative in its demands and de-

structive of studious habits. Very few have naturally a strong relish for

hard study, and their surroundings do not stimulate such a desire. The
household cares are most taxing at this period, and a garden is necessary

to make up the deficiencies of the salary. The winter months are spent

in revival meetings on the circuit, or, if the brother is pastor of some
mission or small struggling church in a city, the enemies of study are

there equally numerous.

The severity of the course of study must also be considered. The
text-books are about the same as are studied in college and theological

seminaries, whose students have had the benefit of academic training

and the help of competent professors. And as to the exegetical work re-

quired, while the course simply calls for written sermons, essays, and
syllabuses, yet it suggests no models or helps.

After considering these facts we would point out some remedies;

1. The brethren in the course of study, as also on the examining com-
mittees, must keep alive to the real and great objects of the course. Its

claims and importance should be so presented as to command their re-

spect. The testimonies of living and successful pastors or others should

be given on its value as leading to a permanent command over intelligent

men. The best way to produce conviction on this subject is to continually

illustrate its truth from the experiences of men who have beeu greatly in-

fluential in the ministry or in kindred religious work.

2. Further, the brethren must be taught how to study. Let teachers

present their theories and suggestions, and let brethi-en who are success-

ful pastors and students also give their methods of study. If they have

risen to prominence without academic training let them state their earlier

experiences. Methods of home study should be presented, and the way
should be shown to read, analyze, and memorize. One of the vital de-

ficiencies even in the college curriculum is the absence of any instruction

on how to study. It is, therefore, a wonder that many Conference stu-

dents get as much as they do from the course of study. If they are helped

to a knowledge of how to work the good results will be multiplied.

3. They need help in their exegetical studies. They do not appreciate

the possibilities of this line of work; they have no ideals to follow, and

no competent criticism is available upon their exegesis when it is done.

They also need help in their " written sermon and essay." "Wliat differ-

ence is there between the two except that one has a text and the other

not ? Dr. Crooks has said that it is hard to find ministers who can write

an article for publicatiou in which their calling will not be manifest.

The brethren have books on homiletics. Let them also be given hints on

essay writing, let profitable and broadening subjects be suggested, let

masterpieces of essay work be pointed out, and let it be shown what
makes them masterpieces.

4. Systemization must be insisted upon as the sine qtia non. The putting

oflE of study till two weeks before Conference should cease. Since there

is no law on the subject, and no uniform method throughout the Church,
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wc must try some other means. Let a competitive examination be held

OQce each month or two months. Let the papers be prepared at home,

and certified to as having been written vdthout help. Grade on the scale

of 100; publish the names of those who stand at 90 or over, and the re-

sult will be thorough work throughout the year.

To withhold these helps because brethren ought to attend our schools

is unwise. Any method here suggested can be used to advantage even by

the best theological graduates. Georgk H. Kexkedy.

Sibley, la.

THE PRESERVATION OF MATERIALS.

Having noticed suggestions in the BerieiB concerning the best methods

for Index Reviews, I herewith send an outline of my own method. It

may perhaps help some who have not found help elsewhere.

D.te.
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ARCHJEOLOGY AND BIBLIOAIi RESEARCH.

THE ANTIQUITY OF WRITING.

How significant that, when devout Christian scholars were almost

hushed to silence by the impious audacity of learned rationalists, and

vv'hen irreligious critics were determined, at all hazards, to overthi-ow the

authority of the Old Testament Scriptures by reducing a large portion of

them to the same level as the mythological legends of Greece and Rome
—how significant that at this very juncture the stones themselves, in ac-

cents clear and strong, commenced to remonstrate and speak with such

convincing power as to put to the rout an army of unbelievers! Yea,

verily, those who will not believe JMoses and the prophets " are now con-

founded by bricks and stones." For as the histories of Egypt, Baby-

lonia, and Assyria are studied—as their monuments, so long buried or

silent as the sphinx, are subjected to critical examination—floods of light,

amounting almost to a new revelation, have been given to the world.

Not that the decipherment of these ancient inscriptions has brought to

light any valuable or additional religious truth, but that it has in various

ways confirmed and supplemented tlic facts recorded in the Holy "Writ,

It is a suggestive fact that not one of these archseological discoveries has

at any time or in any way brought discredit upon the book. They all

seem to confirm the inspired record and confute the baseless assertions

of the so-called critics, who are now compelled to change front. Thus
many passages vrhich, thirty years ago, destructive critics were wont
to label unceremoniously as "uncritical or unhistorical " are now severely

left out of the discussion; since these very passages have been supple-

mented and confii'med by most impartial witnesses—and not only impar-

tial, but venerable with age and authority—and by accounts which are not

a mere patchwork of ingenious and speculative writers, but authentic

documents from first hand.

How puerile do many of Voltaire's objections to the trustworthiness of

the Holy Scriptures appear in the light of modern discoveries ! How cer-

tain the great French savant was that Moses could not have been the au-

thor of the books l>earing his name, since the art of writing books was
unknown in his age, and with what plausibility did he contend against

the Homeric origin of the Iliad, since papyrus was not employed for writ-

ing purposes till ages later ! What value can be placed upon the dicta

of Wellhausen, who likewise discredits the high antiquity of the older

books in the Old Testament, and, like Cheyne, depresses their dates, be-

cause, as he claims, "the art of writing was restricted to formal instru-

ments, and that upon stone ? " Were we to believe this school of critics

the numerous references in the Pentateuch to books and writing are an-

achronisms, v.hich betray the late origin of such books, and which prove

conclusively that they could not have had Moses for their author.

It is now admitted on every side tliat carving aud engraving on stone.
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and, indeed, on softer substances, was known in Egypt from gray an-

tiquity. According to Budge the earliest hieroglyphic known to us is

that on the monument of Shrea, of the second dynasty, or more than four

thousand years before Chri*;t. Hieratic writing may be traced back to the

eleventh dynasty. The old specimen so far discovered is what is called

the Prisse papyrus. This remarkable document was brought from Thebes

to Paris by M. Prisse d'Avennes. It was found in a tomb of the eleventh

dynasty, and thus must have been at least twenty-five hundred years older

than our era. From a statement at the end of this papyrus we learn that
_ |

it is only a copy of another, much, older, of the time of Phtah-Hotep, of
j

the fifth dynasty. The lofty teachings of this document show a very ad-
j

vanced stage of ethical culture, remarkable indeed for so early an age, j

which goes very far to contradict the too prevailing idea that the hu-
j

man race in its early history was almost in a state of barbarism. Curi-
|

ously enough, the sage who wrote this papyrus deplores the degeneracy

of his times and the low state of morals in his day, and then longs for

the return of better, happitr times.

The discoveries at Telloh, in the valley of the Euphrates, where, among
other objects of great interest, nine statues of Gudea have been found, 1

show most clearly the advanced stage of civilization in Babylonia. Some
of these statues are covered with cuneiform inscriptions, which, though

i

not far from forty-seven hundred years old, are remarkably perfect. Mr.
j

Boscaweu, speaking of them, says: "The characters of the long inscrip-- I

tions are as carefully engraved and as free from primitive or archaic forms
j

as if they had been cut in the days of Nebuchadnezzar the Great, B. C. i

606." Inscriptions on stone, more or less perfect and of great antiquity,
j

have been found also in many other places along the Euphrates, notably
'

at what is supposed to have been Ur of the Chaldces, in Hamath, in the
j

Sinaitic peninsula, and in the ancient kingdoms of the Miiueans and Sabse-
j

aus, to say nothing of Egypt. If, therefore, engraving on stone had at-
j

tained so great a degree of perfection at so early an age, it stands to
|

reason that writing on softer materials must have been common too. The j

slate and pencil were certainly used before the chisel and the graver.

The paintings of Egypt testify to the remote age of ink and pigments of

various kinds.
{

Explorations in Egypt have been very fertile in results. Papyri written
j

centuries before jMoses have been found in large numbers, as also palettes '.

of great antiquity. If the Egyptians were skilled in the art of writing
;

on papyrus, and that with different-colored inks, long before Abraham

entered Egvpt, why should Moses have been unable to pen liis lofty

thoughts and employ similar materials to convey his ideas to mankind?

Though we have not yet discovered any ancient copies of the Pentateuch

fresh from the hand of Moses, yet we do emphasize the fact that the pro-
}

duction of such a copy was possible in his time, nay, centuries before
j

him. The incidental reference in Genesis to the transfer of the field of !
•

IMachpelah by Ephron the Ilittite to Abraham presupposes some formal
'

instnimcnt in writing. The Hittites were a great people, formidable
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foes of the most enlightened nations of antiquity. Abraham also had

come from Ur, which boasted of a high degree of culture. No one can

read Gen. xxiii, 17, 18, without being impressed with the exact legal

style and language of the deed: " So the field of Ephron, which was in

Machpelah, which was before Mamre, the field, and the cave which was

therein, and all the trees that were in the field, that were in all the border

thereof round about, were made sure unto Abraham for a possession in

the presence of the children of Heth, before all that went in at the gate

of his city." In tliis connection we might mention that !MJr. Flinders

Petrie, the indefatigable explorer in Egypt, found, among other "Rtitiugs,

at lUahun, a will made about 2500 B. C. It is written on papyrus, a

model of brevity and conciseness. The testator settles the entire property

on his consort, but ^vith certain limitations as to the disposal or charge of

the houses. A guardian is appointed for the children, and the will is

properly signed by two witnesses. It would be an easy matter to multi-

ply instances to show the prevalence of writing among the various nations

of antiquity from the Nile to the Euphrates centuries before a single line

of the Bible is said to have been composed. Unreasonable indeed must

be the man who in the face of these facts will insist that Moses, owing

to his ignorance of the art of writing, could not have been the author of

the first five books of the Old Testament.

But, as hinted in a former paper, the discovery of the Tel-el-Amarna

tablets will forever overthrow all these plausible objections to the xmiver-

sal prevalence of a written language anterior to the Exodus. Here we have,

not a few disconnected taljlets, but a small library—in all, half as large as

the Pentateuch. Here we have lettei-s, not only from one country, but let-

ters from Babylon, Armenia, Asia :Minor, S:,Tia, and Phosnicia—yea, letters

in large numbers from various cities in central Palestine. More than

half a dozen of them are from Jerusalem itself. All are agreed that they

were written prior to the Israelitish occupation—according to some a long

time before the time of Joshua. Now, if Egyptians, Babylonians, Arme-

nians, yea, if the lesser nations scattered through Syria and Phcenicia, and

even the petty rulers in and around Jerusalem, had learned the secret of

expressing themselves in writing; if the internal correspondence of Pales-

tine was carried on by means of brick tablets, at or near the time the

Hebrews were in the wilderness, why should it be deemed incredible that

Moses, brought up in the court of the Pharaohs and " instructed in all

the wisdom of the Egyptians," should have been able to manipulate his

graver or stylus on a soft clay tablet or his brush or reed upon a papyrus?

And if he himself were not, it was certainly within the range of the prob-

able that he could have employed some professional writer, as governors

and rulers were wont to do in ancient times. It is reasonably certain that

the excavations going on in Palestine and the surrounding countries have

many surprises in store for the Bible student.

The discovery of a tablet at Lachish, of the same age and in the same

characters as those found at Tel-el-Amarna, is probably only an earnest of

a rich harvest for the archttologist. If, as some suppose, this was a
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letter from a neighboring city to the governor of Lachish it possesses

greater importance than any of the tablets discovered in Egypt, since it

proves that the cuneiform script was used in ordinary local correspond-

ence. Now, since this tablet has been discovered among the ruins of

ancient Lachish, what may we not expect in the very near future? Who
knows but that some venerable mound in or around Jerusalem may yet

yield up the original copies of all the Old Testament books? What havoc
such a find would make in the camp of those who have turned the Penta-

teuch into a patchwork of mosaics, so that the Pentateuchal analysis resem-

bles a formula in some higher mathematics! But, should these originals

never be discovered, let us no longer doubt that Moses could have written

them, and that either on papyrus or clay tablets. The early origin and
prevalence of writing in very ancient times have been so clearly estab-

lished during the past ten or fifteen years, that not even the most radical

critics care to dfny the possibility or. even probability of the Israelites

being acquainted with it from their earliest history. Says Professor Dri-

ver, in the Contemporary Review : " That written records may underlie the

narratives of the Pentateuch cannot possibly be denied; indeed, in some
cases such records are expressly refciTed to."

There is another thing about tlie letters written from Jerusalem and

various cities of Palestine that is of great value. Like Peter, these also

betray their origin, for, though written in the cuneiform script and in the

main in the language of Babylon, yet their local coloring and their

idiomatic expressions are unmistakable. Thus, not only the script, but

the mode of expression, is peculiar. They exhibit the same differences as

we might expect to find in writings of various nationalities in Europe at

present. Sjieakiug of the pecviliarities in the letters written at Jerusalem,

one has well said: "The conclusion, therefore, seems to be justified, pend-

ing any evidence to the contrary, that the scribe had acquired his knowl-

edge of Babylonian at the Egyptian court, while his mother tongue was

Hebrew, or, more correctly speaking, that dialect of Hebrew current in

Palestine at the time, and which, as will be shown later on, has a decidedly

Aramaic tinge." These lettei-s are very valuable, for both the writing and

style have their distinguishing features and thus conclusively prove that tlie

art of writing was not confined to one language or people. The very facts

that the Palestinian did not express himself as elegantly as his brother,

who spoke a sister dialect in the northeast, and that his letters were full of

defective constructions, characteristic local colorings, and idiomatic ex-

pressions, show that vniting was very common in premosaic times.

In what unexpected ways does God vindicate the truth of his word!

"Thy word is truth." Let us not be too ready to yield to the bold asser-

tions of those who would relegate a large portion of the Old Testament

to the realm of the unhistoric or mythical. Our HoLy Bible, contain-

ing grander truths than any yet discovered on tablet or papyrus among
the ruins of Egypt or Babylonia, should at least be accepted till we have

some safer criterion for rejecting it than the multifarious, ever-changing,

self-contradictory evolutions of rationalistic minds.
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MISSIONARY REVIEW.

MISSIONARY USE OF PASSPORTS IX JAPAN.

Some months since Dr. L. Bussc, a professor iu the Imperial University,
Tokio, Japan, wrote an interesting essay in \shich, among other topics, he
discussed the moral quality of the use which missionaries have made
of the privileges of the passport for purposes of propagandism. The
newspapers of Japan have raised the question whether the missionary is

not "immoral" in such nse of the privilege. Passports arc issued to
foreigners both for travel and for residence in interior Japan, the latter
kind being granted only to foreigners employed by Japanese. A few
have been granted for purposes of preaching, but generally for teaching,
missionaries so employed preaching as they have found opportunity. The
traveler's passport has, or rather had, a time Umit of six months, and was
strictly limited to pmposes of "health" and "scientific research." The
bearer was compelled also to travel in the order of the places named
therein; and if he returned before the expiration of the time he oould not
start anew except on another permit. The question seems a fair one
how missionaries could honestly preach the Gospel under a permit of such
character. Dr. Busse and others have frankly said that if these passports
could not be used consistently most of the missionaries would cease at
once to avail themselves of them, save within the strict construction—for
sickness and science.

It must be borne in mind that the primary object of the restrictions is
to assert the principle that the power to restrict foreigners within treaty
limits still rests with the Japanese. Secondarily, also, the intention is
to prevent trade in the interior, where there is no provision for the adjudi-
cation of the trade disputes which are sure to arise between natives and
foreigners. These being the objects of the restrictions, anvtliing that
does not contravene them might be interpreted as within the four c°orners
of the passport. And, in truth, when the proforeign feeling and senti-
ment ran high, say five years ago, this was the interpretation placed upon
the law, and the administration continued thus liberal till the antiforeiirn
feeling set in and some abuses occurred, when the term for residents^n
treaty ports was changed to three months, and for those resident in the
interior to two weeks. It is also to be borne in mind that foreigners have
never attributed to the law any other intention than that of restrictiuo-
trade in the interior. The clause relating to health and scientific research
is practically a dead formula.

The question raised in the case of the missionary, however, is whetlier,
having a definite intent—that of propagandism—lie makes an honest use
of the privileges of tiie passport. It is true that nobody else stops at any
ulterior purpose he may have in securing a permit of travel. But can the
missionary conscientiously apply for such a permit when his sole purpose
is the preaching of the Gospel ?
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It vrould be easy to say the whole matter is \n the nature of a restraint,

and that the application of the restraint is T\ith the party making it. If

the Japanese government interprets evangelistic tours as within the terms
of the contract, what responsibility has the missionary in the case ? "We
do not know the technical reading of the passport. Common usage, how-
ever, fixes au interpretation till it is challenged. But if the treaty is of

the nature of an honorable concession and the Japanese administrator is

lax or corrupt it would be a question with all honorable foreigners, mis-
sionary or other, whether they would be parties to the obliquity. If tlie

administration be morally lax missionaries can scarcely avail themselves
of its concessions. The Japan Mail docs not wince in the least in

charging missionaries who avail themselves of the privileges of the pass-

port, if employed for evangelistic purposes alone, as acting in opposition

to the plain intent of the law, and hence as guilty of morally oblique

conduct. ITie Mail makes a large concession to those missionaries who,
honestly going for health or scientific research, choose to preach during
their travels. Such preaching it holds to be merely incidental, as play-

ing on a fiddle might be in the case of a musician. It is not altogether

clear that the analogy holds, however. It is not in evidence that any in-

tent to prohibit missionary evangelism- under the permit has ever been

made known, whether incidental to health or not. That moral science or

religious science was intended to be excluded from the contents of the

terms " scientific research" is not afiirmed. A very wide construction

may be put upon this expression, and the question is. Who is to interpret

it ? If the Japanese declare that the strictest construction shall be put

on the terms of the passport and throw on the missionary the responsibil-

ity of adjusting his conduct to such a construction there can be no doubt

as to the course any fair-minded and honest missionary must pursue. The
question is, What is the intent of the government ? It has hitherto raised

no question as to a passport secured for avowed purposes of evangelism.

If now it does raise the question the missionary has no other duty than

to conform to the requisition; it is privilege, not right, that he acts under

in going into the interior to propagate his faith.

It is well that the Church at home should bear in mind that what-

ever has been done in Japan by missionaries has been accomplished under

restrictions of residence and travel which, even when interpreted in tlae

most liberal way, impose limitations not known in any other of our for-

eign fields. Even granting that the passport permits evangelical work,

'

the missionary can pursue his aim only if employed by some Japanese

or during a temporai-y and limited sojourn. The marvel is that we have

made so much advance in the interior under these conditions.

TEE USE OF TnEOLOGICAL TERMS I^T HEATHEN" LANDS.

One of the greatest difficulties in foreign missionary work is the adop-

tion or creation of terms to convey correctly Christian theological ideas.

In India the missionaries have, with general xmanimity, agreed in their
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use of terms for God. Deta is a common term for "a god." This has

become of frequent use, in some localities, for "God," as we mean the

term to be understood. In other parts of India this term could not be

properly used -without making God one of many gods. The Moham-
medans had preceded Christians in many portions of India, and they

used the -vrord Khuda, "Lord;" and as the idea of the Moslem, that

there could be but one God, had obtained among the fifty millions or

so of people speaking the Urdu, or Hindoostanee, language the mission-

aries readily adopted that word. For the Hindi-speaking people they

found the term ishitar, "lord," which, combined with, param, became

Parmeshcar, which expressed the idea of " Supreme Lord."

But the difiiculties of finding a term in Chinese on which the mission-

aries could agree has continued from the first until now. It is eighty-five

years since ^Morrison reached Canton, and yet missionaries of one nation

differ in their use from those of another, and even missionaries of the

same mission are divided on the term that should be chosen. Bible

societies and Bible translators have been embarrassed by the conflict over

the "term question;" and, as Chinese is in use in Japan and Korea,

there seems danger that the controversy will be extended to those coun-

tries. The Roman Catholics have adopted a word, in which they have

been followed by the Greek Church, in Japan and Korea. They have

used the term Tien- Chu for a century and a half. They fought the bat-

tle early and settled it for themselves, or had the pope decide it author-

itatively for them. Shang- Ti is the competitive term, but is the word used

from of old by the Chinese for their chief object of worship, they having

an altar at the present day set apart for this cult at Peking, together with

another altar to "Earth," as this is to " Ileaveu." We do not propose

to enter into this discussion, and only make reference to it to emphasize a

class of difiiculties in missionary work which we at home are apt to over-

look. It is no easy thing to convey the high and distinctive ideas of

Christianity to peoples who are entirely devoid of the essentials of the

concept. Almost equal difficulty is experienced in China in finding a

suitable word for the "Holy Ghost." Indian missionaries recognize the

necessity of pavaplirase and commentary in using native terms for "sin"
and the eternal state of the good. Either new terms have to be invented

or existing terms elevated for the presentation of Christian concepts in

every land where Christianity is newly propagated ; and one of the mar-

vels of modern missionary history is that this difliculty has been so far

overcome that no great heresy has arisen among Christian adherents

secured from non-Christian peoples.

It is also well to remember the confused use of religious terms which
obtained at the Parliament of Religious. Representatives of heathen re-

ligions were restricted to the use of the English language, and necessarily

used terms which in translation couched Christian thought wide as the

poles away from the thought in the original. The foundation idea of the

convention, that of the "fatlierhood of God," is impossible to Buddhist
terminology; "salvation" with a Hindoo means escape from transmigra-
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tion; and "sin" comprehends external conduct, such as the destruction

of insect life, not noticeable in Christian ethics.

Rev. Henry Haigh, of the Wesleyan Mission in India, in a paper read at

the Bangalore Conference, says of the "simple villagers" that, however
innocent of philosophy, they have ^^ inherited a &tandpoint, and all the

sentiments, the prejudices, and the common practices of their life cluster

around and grow out of that. ... It is possible for the missionary to

make statements which seem to him to lack nothing in clearness and for

the Hindoo villager to assent to it all. The missionary means Christian

truth in his statement. The Hindoo means essential Hindooism in his as-

sent, and could mean no other. But the missionary does not understand

this, and goes off delighted at having preached Christianity, when all

that he has done is to confirm the Hindoo in his Hindooism. How could

it be otherwise? To the missionary who has not studied deeply the

thought in which every Hindoo has been steeped, terms mean only one

thing. To the Hindoo there is no Christian connotation whatever in

these terms. And so the missionary who means so well is miles away
from his simple villager, even when there is the clearest statement and
the readiest assent."

THE INTLUEXCE OF CHRISTIAN MISSIONS ON BUDDHISM IN JAPAN.

It has now come to be acknowledged that Christianity has produced a

profound impression on the Buddhist community of Japan; and a high

authority, distinctly non-missionary, has said :
" If Christian propagandists

in Japan had accomplished nothing beyond awakening tlie religious sense

of the nation they might still claim to have done much for the country."

The Japanese Christians connected with the American Board substituted

for their Annual Report in 1892 a pamphlet, entitled a Brief SuTtcij of

Christian Wo-rh in Japan in 1892. This pamphlet represents that the

Buddhists have been roused to engraft on their system many features of

Christianity which seemed good to them. This is probably limited,

however, to a section of the Buddhist community, while another section

has been stirred up to a revival of Buddhism in pure and unadulterated

antagonism to Christianity. The Neo-Buddhism is represented as claim-

ing that Buddhism " is wide enough to hold all the truth of all the reli-

gions in the world." This "Broad Church" ^N-ing of Buddhists has

adopted a distinctive marriage ceremony, organized Buddhist "Endeavor

Societies," after the idea of the Christian Endeavor organizations, for

the younger members of the Buddhist community, and imitated mission-

ary, educational, and other propagandist methods. They have carried

their modifications of faith and practice so far as to have been spoken of

as " Christianized Buddhists." These are confident that their history,

philosophy, and religion, despite Buddhist dissensions and moral decay,

will win for them respect and influence among the nations of the earth.

The Japan Mall thinks "contact with Christianity has not only revivified

Buddhism, but has also renovated it."
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.

Konstantin Schlottmarm. Although dead he still speaks through the

posthumous publication of his works. Had he lived he -would have

affected the theological world powerfully in many directions. The dic-

tated portions of his lectures on biblical theology {Kompendium der lib-

iischen ThcAogie) have recently been given to the reading public. His

discussion of the contents of Rom. vii will be of special interest. Ac-

cording to him this famous chapter describes the condition of Paul prior

to his conversion to Christ. Such must ever be the conclusion of sober

exegesis, although the Old Testament law, or the law written in the heart,

t is required to reveal the conflict between the liigher and the lower nature

\ in man. Among the concepts which Paul here discusses is the difference

K between spirit and flesh, which is not equivalent to the distinction between

spirit and body. ''Flesh " denotes the entire human nature in its false

and usurped independence, that is, in its separation from God. In this

" flesh" bear rule all the psychical and physical powers, directed, as they

are, toward this earthly life, since "flesh" includes both soul {'i'vx'l, not

m'evfia) and body (ctJua). The human spirit, on the contrary, designates all

the higher spiritual powers, which are directed toward fellowship with

God and the realization of his will, and which are capable of receiving the

divine S^Dirit. On account of this difference between the flesh and the

spirit the two strive against each other (Gal. v, 17). To the lust of the

flesh, however, belong not only sensuality, but also enmity, envy, and

everything which stands opposed to the fruit of the Sjnrit. In the nor-

mal condition of the psychological trichotomy the spirit rules over the

soul and body. The dominion of the flesh, on the other hand, is that of

the soul, which is lower and directed purely toward the world. In so far

^. as the sensuously directed soul is enslaved by the body and its impulses

and habits sin and death rule in the body and its members. " Fleshly"

and "worldly" are, therefore, synonyms; as also "spirit," the "inner

man," and " mind," Vvhich last, however, occurs in other connections. The
divinely related spirit manifests itself even in the carnal person, but can

only attain supremacy by the redeeming grace of God. Until then the

condition of man is one of death. If any stricture is to be made upon
this profound and satisfactory treatment of the theme in hand it is that it

does not sufficiently emphasize the fact that, although it does not de-

scribe the converted state, this chapter does portray the state of a soul

under the influence of God's Spirit and grace.

Hermann Schultz. Of an altogether different type is the celebrated

biblical theologian of Gottingen. He is as radical in his views of the Old

Testament as Schlottmann was conservative as to the New. He does not

hesitate to ascribe {AltiestameidUche Theohgie) the principal contents of
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the so-called historical books to the effect of tradition and myth. By tra-

dition he means the beliefs of a people who are just entering into the period

of veritable history concerning their past. The beginnings of the nation,

the figures of its progenitors, etc., are not handed down in the form of

exact history, but in song, proverbs, and stories, and enriched by the

poetic spirit, not with the intention of falsifying the facts, but involun-

tarily. In the tradition there is also a germ of truth. Such literary pro-

ductions he regards as of the greatest value. They reveal as much of the

true life of a people as does sober history, and even more. It is his opin-

ion that we dare not suppose Israel to have been an exception to the uui-

vei-sal rule without doing violence to the laws governing the development
of mankind. The myth differs from the tradition in being, not merely a

sXoxj of the past, but a story containing a theory of the supposed history.

The myth he regards as the best possible form for the revelation of reli-

I gioQ- So that to him the admission that the supposed history in the Old
Testament is largely traditional, and the religious ideas mythical, does not

rob it of its character as a true revelation, in which he still believes.

These, instead of veritable history, have been chosen of God as the me-

dium by which he would convey to mankind the knowledge of the true

religion. There are, however, several difficulties in the way of accept-

ing his views. They practically spring from the denial of the miraculous

element contained in these stones. lie assumes that the very form which,

these supposed miracles bear is evidence that they are the imaginings of

the human mind, rather than the relation of actual occurrences. But

the chief objection arises from the very supposition that to Israel was re-

vealed the true religion. The traditions and myths of other nations con-

tained truths of religion; but the supposition is that the ti-aditions and

myths of the Jews contain the true religion. This at once lifts both Israel

and its religious literature out of the plane occupied by other nations

and explains why Israel had no traditions and myths, as was the case with

other peoples, but veritable, marvelous history.

Martin Sorof. This scholar has led the way in an attempt to explain

the origin of the Acts of the Apostles. He holds {Die E/itsLhimg der

AjyoRteJgescTiiclite) that in its present form the booli is not the work of

Liike, but that he wrote an account of tiie preaching of the Gospel among
the heathen, chiefly by Paul, and addressed it to Thcophilus. From a

Judaic Christian source came an account of the preaching and acts of

Peter. These two were taken by Timothy and made into a work the pur-

pose of which was to give an account of the spread of Christianity with-

out reference to national distinctions. Timothy was the better fitted for

such a task, since the mingling of Jewish and Hellenic blood in his veins

would sufficiently widen his thought to include Gentile and Jew. In

this way he proposes to explain the differences of style between the first

and second parts of Acts. The document of Luke must have been writ-

ten much earlier than the Acts as they were finally left by Timothy and

as we have them to-day. The reason why Luke did not carry on the
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history of Paul beyond the second year of his imprisonment at Rome was
that Theophilus probably lived in Eome and knew for himself. And
Timothy did not carry it forward because his work was rather one of com-
pilation than of original writing. In the sanie way is to be explained the

fact that, although the plan of the work by Timotliy included a general

history of the spread of the Gospel, while that of Luke chiefly related to

Paul's preaching to the heathen, he still allowed the address to remain to

Theophilus, who would be principally interested in the Gospel to the Gen-

tiles. Luke's work was only intended for a limited class of readers (Gen-

tiles). The incidents related of Peter were likewise designed for Jews.

But the work of Timothy was for a wider circle of readers. This, Sorof

thinks, will explain why the work of Timothy could pass with all parties

for a work of Luke. It was addressed to Theophilus as a continuation of

Luke's gospel. The small circle of readers having Luke's work would
not notice the difference between the larger writing and the smaller. On
this supposition, too, he thinks it is explicable why such widely divergent

views of the Acts have been taken. But, even on the supposition that

Luke would not have written to Theopliilus all that is contained in the

Acts, we could not accept the conclusion that Timothy was merely a com-
piler and that his work has no unity of design.

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

Der Todtenkultus bei den Juden (Funeral Ceremonies among the

Jews), by Dr. I. Rabbinowics. Were it not that this book is written for

the express purpose of introducing young theologues into the study of

Jewish funeral customs we could scarcely credit wliat we here find of

superstition and fonnality. From the instant that a person is taken

sick until a greater or less period subsequent to burial the duties and

rights of the dying and the living are defined with Pharisaic minuteness.

It is the duty of the Jew to visit the sick and pray with him. But if he

is lying upon the earth or on a low bed the visitor must not sit on a chair,

lest he place himself higher than the Shekinah at the head of the sick.

If the visitor prays in the presence of the sick he may emj^loy whatever

language he chooses, since the Shekinah understands all languages; but

if in the absence of the sick he must pray in Hebrew. It is the custom,

immediately upon the death of anyone, to pour out all water which may
be in the house of the dead and in three houses on each side. Detailed

instructions are given as to procedure in case the death occurs on the Sab-

bath or is produced by \'iolence, and just how and by whom the body
may be washed and clad for burial. A child wliich dies uncircumciscd

must be circumcised at the grave. The mourners dare not eat in the room
where the dead lies. The ceremony of rending the garments must be per-

formed standing. It must be done prior to burial. The rent must
be in the garment over the breast and be as broad as the hand. If the

mourner loses another relative the same day he must rend his garment in
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R new place the width of a hand. But if the second relative dies after

the seven days of mourning are passed he may merely enlarge the first

rent a little. A eulogy must be pronounced over every dead person who
had lived to be five years of age. The speaker must speak touchingly,

so as to cause as many as possible to weep. The merits of the dead are

to be set forth, but must not be too greatly praised, although it is allow-

able to praise the dead somewhat more than he deserves. The virtues of

dead children should be touchingly described, and on such occasions the

merits of their parents and relatives may he emphasized. If anyone has

purposely taken his own life no eulogy is to be delivered. The first meal

after the return from the grave must be furnished by others than the rela-

tives of the deceased. Too great mourning incurs the risk of having soon

to mourn another death. If a member of a benevolent or religious organ-

ization dies tlie whole society has reason to fear that still other members
will die. And so on for illustration.

Kritische GeschicLte der Exegese des 9. Kapitals des Rbmerbriefes

(Critical History of the Exegesis of the 9th Chapter of Romans), by Dr.

Valentine Weber. Xo subject is properly understood until the history of

its literature is mastered. This work takes up and discusses thoroughly

the views on this passage of the Greek exegetes during the first four cen-

turies, namely, those of Origen, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Chrysostom,

Clement of Rome, Theophilus of Antioch, Irena^us, Methodius, Ephracm
the Syrian, and three great Cappadocians—Basilius the Great, Gregory of

jSTuzianzus, and Gregory of Xyssa. It then takes up in the same way the

Latins—Ambrosius, Jerome, Ambrosiaster, Pelagius, and Augustine.

The result of this investigation shows that the exegesis of this passage

passed through various stages, the expositors seeking by different methods

to set aside the difhculties which it i^resents. Origen, Theodore of Mop-

suestia, Jerome, Ambrosiaster, and Pelagius took verses 15-18 as the

words of an opponent of Paul's argument, not of Paul himself. Jerome,

Theodore of Mopsuestia, and Pelagius explained verses 20 and 21 as a

rediictlo ad ahsurdam, so that they did not express PauFs own thought,

but the consequences of the thought of his opponents ; while Origen,

Chrysostora, Ephraem, and Ambrosiaster simply referred these two verses

to the fact that the divine mysteries are unsearchable. Among all the

exegetes prior to Augustine, Chrysostom was the only one v>ho took verses

14-23 to be a united whole expressive throughout of Paul's OAvn thought.

Augustine rightly recognized the content of the verses to be "grace as a

gratuity.'' But he failed to find the correct significance of the passage,

supposing that it was directed against the Jewish Christians of Rome,

whereas it was in reality intended for the Piiarisaic Jews in the hardness

of tlieir hearts. He took it also as signifying the individual, whereas it

has reference to the blessings conferred upon society by its call to the

kingdom of heaven and to God's special providence over the nations. To
this outline of the contents of tlie book we may add that the high Cal-

vinistic theory, so far as it was drawn from Augustine, was drawn from a
32—FIFTH SKKIES, VOL. X.
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view whicli had beeu influenced more by philosophy and the absolutism of

imperial authority than by the general spirit of tlie Pauline writings. Paul

always conditioned the reception of free grace upou the individual's faith.

Die Laienpredigt und der Pietismus (Lay Preaching and Pietism), by

Emil Wacker. Here we shall consider only what the author has to say

about pietism in the Lutheran Church, where it is declared to be, not a

consequence of the doctrine, as in the Reformed Church, but a conse-

quence of apostasy from the true doctrine. This is in reality the key to

all that the book has to say against pietism. It does not wholly reject

doctrine, but it gives it a secondary place. Xot correct faith, but correct

life, is the demand. Along with this goes a certain subjectivity in the

religious life to which the author objects. "With him the word and the

sacraments are most important. "With the pietists the emphasis is placed

upon the personal religious experience. The saying of Luther, that the

Christian doctrine is heaven and the Christian life earth, is not that of the

pietists, who believe that the life should be as heavenly as the doctrine.

The author objects to Spener, in that he applies the words, "Behold, all

things are become new," not to a gracious state, but to the moral condi-

tion. According to good Lutheran doctrine this is a serious error. These

words are expressive merely of the fact that all is new in our relation to

God's law and that complete moral newness is impossible. He thinks the

consequence of the pietistic view to be a superficial conception of conver-

sion; that is, the profounder idea of conversion lays the stress upon a gra-

cious state, rather than a moral renewal. ITie feelings played a great part

with the pietists. Then along with the subjectivity of the religious life

went a dangerous tendency to separatism. Pietism could not understand

the significance of the inherited ecclesiastical order. Furthermore the

pietists rejected, at least practically, the doctrine of monergism and
adopted that of synergism. These, and many other similar faults, Wacker
finds in pietism. Most of these Americans have beeu taught to regard as

virtues. This author finds far more to criticise in pietism than in the

dead orthodoxy of the period just preceding, and from which it sprang

as a reaction. Pietism, like monasticism, drifts toward Rome. "The only

way which does not lead eitlier to apostasy 6r to Rome is the way of the

Lutheran faith, when it is maintained in its original form."

RELIGIOUS AXD EDUCATIONAL.

Lay Preaching in Germany. Recent years have witnessed a phenom-
enon of more than ordinary interest in the Fatherland. It is the devel-

opment of the idea of lay activity in religious work. Although the German
Reformation asserted the universal priesthood of believers, yet for a long

period the spiritual interests of the congregations were placed almost ex-

clusively in the hands of the ministry. To this hour many of the clergy

are jealous of any participation by the laity in distinctively spiritual work.
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Yet the general tendency is setting rapidly in the direction of lay activ-

ity. Several causes have conspired to this end. Perhaps the chief is the

development of the inner mission work. This has demanded far more
workers than the ministry could supply, and lay workers became a neces-

sity. So long has the Protestant Cliurch in Germany been accustomed to

the inner mission work that prejudice ha? been largely disarmed. Thou
the so-called "sects" of Germany have exercised a profound influence

toward the same end. Methodists, Baptists, and others have given con-

siderable liberty to laymen in church work, and the effect has been found
beneficial, a fact not hidden from the masses of the religious elements of

Germany. To this must be added the influence of the Young Men's

Christian Association, which has taken considerable hold upon some of

the larger cities of Germany. Besides, ecclesiastical methods in England
and America are studied by the more progressive Germans with much
zeal. .Tourists in America see the advantages to be gained by our system,

and, so far as they are laymen, feel that they have been too little allowed

to exercise their privileges in Christ Jesus. What the laity of a Church
seek they can always secure, in conservative Germany as elsewhere. There

are other causes also for increased lay activity. The long student life of

the educated clergy has unfitted many of them for the necessary sympathy

\N-ith the masses. Many of them, too, are cold and rationalistic and fur-

nish no true spiritual food for their parishioners. Then, the exceedingly

large parishes, often numbering from fifty thousand to eighty thousand

souls, with but two, three, or four pastors, render impossible that true

pastoral oversight which is needful for a congregation. Much of the

time of the pastors is occupied with purely clerical work, such as record-

ing births, marriages, and deaths, with German minuteness of detail. The
demand is, therefore, for more workers than the ranks of the ministry can

afford. To these causes must be added the socialistic propaganda, which

threatens both Church and State, making more popular methods of church

work necessary. The development of this class of workers in Germany
may be estimated by the following facts gathered from the third book men-

tioned in this number under "Recent Theological Literature." In "VViir-

temberg the Evangelical Association sustains seventeen lay preachers, who
act as colporteurs, hold meetings for worship, and do other pastoral work.

They are in some cases not wholly dependent upon their salaries, which

are very modest. In Baden similar work and workers are found. In the

Rhine Provinces and "Westphalia there are twenty-four persons employed,

who often do far less colportage than preaching and pastoral labor. In

some cases they are opposed, in others assisted, by the pastors. They
stand in high repute among the ecclesiastical authorities. In East Prussia,

and elsewhere, lay preaching was at first strongly churchly, but when it

encountered the opposition of the pastors it went on its way regardless of

them and threatens to end in separation. In Sclileswig-Holstein the

work of lay preaching is carried on with the consent of the authorities of

the Church and with their cooperation and warm encouragement. The
Society for Inner Missions was until recently under the leadership of
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Baron von Oertzeu, a layman, recently deceased, and admitted to mem-
bership only such as had a heartfelt experience of the power of the re-

deeming blood of Christ or were longing after it. The object of the soci-

ety is to spread the word and the kingdom of God, especially among those

w ho for any reason are far removed from tlie influence of the Church. They

have eleven workers, six of whom are specially educated. But these are

only a part of the many organizations whose chief characteristic is that

they encourage or support lay activity. To those who are jealous for the

Church and its constituted authorities these things are a thorn in the

flesh, even though they are compelled to admit the good done to individuals

thereby. But it is an unquestionable fact that lay actiN-ity, not alone in

preaching, but also in all departments of church work, is making rajnd

progress, and that it is meeting with such success as wins increasing num-

bers of men to the opinion that it will solve the problem of churchly use-

fulness in Germany.

The Drink Evil in Germany. Not only does this curse of humanity

rapidly increase, but theologians, jurists, physicians, statesmen, prison

ofiicials, and educators combine, with all who come in contact with the

drunkard, in au earnest effort to oppose the ruinous fiend. Even the em-

peror has become aroused and is lending a hand. Among those who have

spoken out iipon the subject are men renowned beyond the borders of

Germany. "We give a few of their utterances. There is nothing new in

them to American thought, but they will help to feather our arrows

against those who assert that in Germany, where beer-drinking is common,

drunkenness is rare. Pastor Yon Bodelschwingh says : "The sale of

poison by the apothecaries is closely watched; but hereabouts one person

is permitted to cause the death of another by alcoholic poisou." Pastor

O. Funke says: ''Humanity passes over into beastliness by reason of the

appetite for strong drink." Professor Dr. M. Rhode exclaims: "Where
has anything been done against the intemperate indulgence in strong

drink ? I mean anytliing thoroughgoing, extraordinary, against this ex-

traordinary evil ? Whether anything will result from my efforts I cannot

tell. I am doing my duty and must leave the result with God." Professor

Endemann, junst, declares that the right to arrest the drunkard in the inter-

est of public welfare and to incarcerate him in an asylum arises from the

fact that he is impoverished or otherwise rendered unfortunate by drink,

and that in law the lover of strong drink must be considered as in need

of a guardian and insane. Bobcrt irohl affirms that the poverty of men
is chiefly their own fault, since it is caused by their inclination to indul-

gence in drink. Gustav Kiimclin regards the saloon as the asylum of in-

dolence, the chief source and place of wastefulness, and the scene of com-

mon drunkenness and the rudest and often bloodiest excesses. Gustav

Schmoller thinks that one could almost without exaggeration affirm that

the future of Gennany depends upon this question. Yon Moltke says that

a healthy man needs no stimulant under ordinary labor, and to give it to

children, as is often done, is positively criminal. Dr. Ilufeland declares
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that all spirituous drinks tend to sliorten life, and that mankind has never

sirffered under a sickness so dangerous as the pest of strong drink. Dr.

Birch-Hirschfeld regards the drinker as far more dangerous to the social

and moral existence of the family than the insane. Privy Counselor

Illing says that, according to the experience of the oflScers of penal institu-

tions in Prussia, the larger part of the crimes and offenses which are inves-

tigated are a direct or indirect consequence of the use of spirituous liquors.

From so many and such varied, though harmonious and energetic, utter-

ances on this subject, in the land whence the defense of drinking customs

is chiefly drawn in America, it becomes evident that a sentiment is being

developed which will at length crush out this evil.

The Situation in Persia. The visit of the shah to Europe is understood

to have great significance for the religious as well as the political sit-

uation. He has been favorable to reforms which introduce European

manners and methods, and this has excited the enmity of the people, and

particularly of the priests, especially as he has separated them from all

participation iu government affairs. There has recently appeared a long-

desired messiah who, according to the expectation of the masses, will

sweep from off the face of the earth all non-Mohammedan peoples and ele-

vate Mohammedanism to a universal sway. This may lead to bloody per-

secutions and to efforts to overthrow the shah, who will doubtless be in-

fluenced by occidental rather than oriental views of this messiah. Under

the leadership of a fanatical Mohammedan messiah it would not be diffi-

cult to produce disturbances which would exhibit all the old-time bar-

barism of Islam.

The Gustavus Adolphus Society. The forty-sixth annual convention

of this organization was recently held in Bremen. Its affairs exhibit an

encouraging growth. The number of branch organizations has increased

from 1,831 to 1,S37, and those of the females from 483 to 502. The ap-

propriations of the association amounted in Germauy alone to 1,009.300

marks, and together with those of Holland, Roumania, Sweden, Switzer-

land, Hungary, and Italy to 1,042.807 marks. The entire income of the

society was 1,830,135 marks, and its property was reported at 3,003,031

marks. During the past year 27 cliurches and houses of prayer were dedi-

cated through the help of the society, and 23 congregations were started

iu the erection of houses of worship, 10 parsonages erected, and 9 schools

established.

Methodist Union in Australia. For several years an effort in this direc-

tion has been made iu imitation of Canadian Methodism. The movement

has gone so far that a numerous general convention of delegates from the

various Methodistic l^rauches has been called to arrange the details of the

consolidation. The Kcic Zealand MethodUt says tiiat until the present time

the Conferences have worked upon an individual basis; but now they ex-

change their opinions mutually in the expectatiou of an early union.
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SUMMARY OP THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

The traveler's journal of rugged adventure and biilliant discovery is a

noticeable feature of present periodical literature. Whoever keeps pace

•with the current magazines needs no other assurance that the explorer is

abroad. The successors of Mungo Park in Africa, of Kane among the

arctic snows, of Von Humboldt, who went everywhere, are always in the

field. Jfan has tlie instinct for exploration. Strong-shod for the rough

journey, carrying in a light pouch the equipment for the tour of a con-

tinent, open-eyed for every wonder, and vivid in his descriptive quality,

he climbs every mountain and crosses every desert in search of knowledge.

It will be a sorry day when the traveler has trodden the last foot of the

earth's surface and exploration has merged into full discovery.

But until that unfortunate period shall arrive such a tourist's story as

that of E. N. Buxton, in the Nineteenth Century for March, will only

whet the appetite for further exploration. Entitling his article " In the

Mountains of Egypt," he has written of his personal visit to the broken

chain of "granite vertebrce " whicii lies back of the Nile and is separated

from it by "a belt of waterless desert." The conveyance of the party

was by the back of camels; the cameleers were of the Maazeh tribe,

good-natured, spare, active, and " probably changed as little in the last

five or six millenniums as any people on the face of the earth." Of the

silence of the desert the author speaks in graphic phrase : "It is an expe-

rience to be felt nowhere else. Here is a little sample such as the world

was before the pulse of life began. There is no sound of water, no rustle

of leaves, no hum of insects; even the thud of the soft pads of the camels

can scarcely be called a noise. It is to visit a dead planet." Following

the gradual ascent from the plains to the foothills and then to the moun-

tains, the traveler describes the " bizarre and fantastic" rocks, traces the

limit of vegetable and animal life, and identifies such historic scenes as

Badia, the " important well of the Komans at the base of Gebel Dukhan."

Nor is the bleak desert %vithout its witchery for Mr. Buxton. Whether
the mountaineers are not better circumstanced than the fellaheen to whom
he returns is his query. "I wonder," he concludes, "which race is the

happier; or are we Northerners better off with our fretting life, and

machines, and books, and endless strife ? Why does not some Edison

invent a delicate balance for weighing happiness ? Anyhow, I am certain

that a month in the desert with chosen companions would rank high."

Another readable and instructive article, in which less of nature and

more of humanity is introduced, is the paper by T. J. Hughes, on "Village

Life in ilexico,'' which oi)ens the table of contents in the April Chautau-

qnan. If the history of a day be " complex and various" throughout the

world, it certainly has its unique features in the Jlexican environment

which the author visited. In structure, the usual house is "a blocked-

shaped and thick-v,alled adobe, with no windows, heavily barred door,

cement floor, and two rooms containiu'i but two or three articles of fur-
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niture;" as to agriculture the traveler found that maize is " the chief

product of the country; " as to education, the instruction of the children

is not neglected, so that it is rare " to tind an adult who cannot read and
write;" for a four-footed companion almost every family has "the patient

burro ; " in the cultivation of the social instinct the nights are given to

music, song, and visiting. " Thus the evening is spent," says the author

regarding this semitropical simplicity; "and one by one the flickering

lights of the fires go out. The children have long since ceased their yell?,

and only occasionally is heard the bark of the dog. The songs of a soli-

tfuy family sitting up later than usual are the only echoes of the dying
day, and after a while silence, unbroken silence, reigns over all. The vil-

lage sleeps, to be awakened for another day by the song of the cock."

Still other instances of the traveler's description occur in the Fort-

nightly Meview for JIarch, where Dr. J. W. Gregory tells of "An Expedi-

tion to Mount Kenya—A Story of African Adventure," and Henry "W. Lucy
writes a paper entitled "From Cape Town to Cairo." The former of

these articles is given up to the rugged scenery and the aboriginal wild-

ness of the lake region of Africa. To a height of 16,800 feet did the dar-

ing traveler ascend Mount Kenya, studiously aiming to study the fauna,

flora, and geology of the district, as well as to ascertain other obtainable

fact.?. Mr. Lucy's article cites the view of Mr. Cecil Hhodes as to Eng-
land's permanency in Africa: "He does not believe England will ever

withdraw from Egypt, and, seeing in his mind's eye the British flag per-

manently flying at Cairo, he desires to make a highway of communica-

tion with tlie older l^ritish outpost at the Cape." The article thus has a

political flavor, and is hopeful in its vision of a future British boulevard
" from Table Bay to the Suez Canal." Yet it is no less the animated and

crowded description of an alert niueteentlj century traveler.

The Biblical VToj-ld, under the editorship of Dr. Harper, is a free lance

among the theological publications of the day. Its ]\rarch number has

contributed articles as follows: 1. "The Theology of Paul and of

John Compared," by Professor G. B. Stevens, D.D. ; 2. "Paradise and

the First Sin, Genesis iii," by W. R'. Harper; 3. " Hindooism's Points of

Contact with Christianity," by Merwin-Marie Sncll; 4. "The Duties of

Man as Taught by the Book of Proverbs," by C. F. Kent, Ph.D.; 5. "Wis-
dom in Teaching Critical Results," by Professor F. B. Denio. In the

first of these papers the writer finds that John, much less tliau Paul, pre-

sents a system of thought. Yet these two great Christian teachers '• in

many ways supplement each other, and both illustrate and enforce with

peculiar power the great truths of God's love and grace which constitute

the changeless substance of the Gospel of Christ." In the second article

Dr. Harper reviews in his characteristic way the always fascinating story of

the sin in the garden of Eden, and concludes concerning it that the writer

was " ignorant of the real geographical and historical facts," and that it

is "prophetic in the ^vide.and in the narrow sense." In the concluding
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paper Professor Denio uotices '• the sensitiveness often manifested regard-
ing the discussions respecting the Bible," and suggests how those who
help forward Scripture study may quiet this feeling of alarm.

The LutJieran Quarterly for April has as its table of contents: 1. " The
Ascension of Christ,'" by Rev. John Brubaker; 2. " The Relation of the
Church Council to the Pastor and his Work," by Rev. S. J. Taylor; 3.

"Evidential Value of Apostolic Testimony," by Rev. M. L. Young;
4. "Dr. Remensnyders Lutheran ^lanual.'" by ^L Valentine, D.D. ; 5.

"What Constitutes True Christian Worship," by Rev. E. S. Johnston;
G. "Descensus ad Infernos," by Rev. M. G. Boyer; 7. "Character and
Democracy," by Rev. Edwin Heyl Delk; 8. "The Coordination of Word
and Sacrament," by Rev. Adam Stump; 9. "Incentives to ^lissionarv

Activity,"by Rev. P. C. Croll; 10. " ^'orth-East College," by Rev, W.
E. Hull; 11. "Professor Pieper and the Lutheran 31anual," by J. B.
Remensnyder, D.D. The first of these articles holds that Ascension Day,
with "its great and sacred meaning," should t^e "more generallv observed
in the Church.'" The usual arguments for the credibility of the apostles,

in tlie fact that they reported the things which they saw and surered for
the truth, are presented in the third paper. As to Christ's descent into
hell, tlie writer of the sixth article holds the view that he " went in his
entire person to the prison house of the spirit world, and proclaimed that
all the promises made to Xoah and the prophets concerning a coming
llessiah were all fulfilled, that man's redemption was complete, and made
it plain t'nat he was victor over death, the grave, Satan, and all the powers
of darkness." In the ninth article the Rev. Mr. Croll finds a threefold
incentive to missionary activity in the considerations that it is "for the
Master's sake," " for the heathen's sake.'' and "for our own sakes."

The April number of the Pre^yterian end Reformed Berie-jr opens
with a practical article by E. T. BromSeld, D.D., on "The Sabbath
School Movement of To-day.'' In "The Ecclesiastical Situation in Scot-
land " Dr. X. L. Walker foresees the coming of disestablishment, and
then predicts the union of the three Presbyterian 'oodies now operating in
Scotland. The article of Professor J. I. Good, D.D., on "The Witness
of the Reformed Church of Germany against Rarionalism, " is a wonhy re-
view of the defense of evangelical truth in Germany. Professor X. 3L
Steffens, D.D., writes on " The Principle of Reformed Protestantism and
Foreign Missions;" and Professor H. W. Hulbert discusses "Political
Science and Christian Missions." The gist of Professor William H.
Green's exhaustive article on " Klostenuann on the Pentateuch" is that
this "veteran professor of Old Testament exegesis at the L'niversitv of
Kiel, in his recent treatise on the Pentateuch, enters a vehement protest
against the methods and results of the higher critics in their work of
dismemberment." The final pai)er, on " Christian P.eneficence and Some
New Theories ^Vflecting Property," by Dr. David R Breed, challent^es
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the teachings of Dr. George D. Herron and others, and estimates the

terras employed toward men of wealth, in the writings of these recent

sociological teachers, as "unduly severe, unreasonable in character, and

not warranted even by the Scripture which is quoted in their support."

It then proceeds in a discriminating way to inquire what the Scripture

really teaches as to the acquisition and disposition of property.

The London Quarterly Revicin for April has: 1. "Dean Stanley's Life

and Influence ;
" 2. " Koman Portraits ;

" 3. " W. H. Smith;" 4. "Jlod-

ern Views of Inspiration;" 5. "Four English Socialists; " G. "The Po-

etry of Dante Gabriel Rossetti; " 7. " Sacerdotalism and the Succession; "

8. "Labor and the Popular Welfare ; " 9. "Old New England." The

portrait busts of ancient Romans in various Italian museums, as seen by

Mr. Baring-Gould, form the basis for the second article. The men studied

are Julius Caesar, Ccesar Augustus, Tiberius, Caius, Claudius, and Nero.

In the fifth article the socialistic views of Mann, Webb, Morris, and Bax

are considered. The last article is a charming notice of New England life

in the seventeenth century.

The Nm England Ilistai-ical and Genealogical BegiMer is diligent in its

compilation of records worthy of preservation. Its table of contents

for April includes: 1. "Memoir of David Clapp, Esq.," by W. B. Trask.

A.M.; 2. "British Officers Serving in America," communicated by W.

C. Ford ; 3. " Governor Simon Bradstreet's Ancestry," by I. J. Greenwood,

A.:^X.; 4. "Rev. Stephen Peabody and Wife," by W. C. Todd, A.INL;

5. "Memoranda by Robert Foster, of Kingston, Mass.," communicated by

C. E. Briggs, M.D. ; 6. "Letters of Colonel Thomas Westbrook and

Others," communicated by W. B. Trask; 7. " Snow Genealogy," by ilrs.

Charles L. Aid en; 8. "Rev. William Adams, of New York, with Adams

and Bradford Descent," by Miss Emily W. Leavitt ; 9. " Connection of the

Family of Edison, the Inventor, with Digby, N. S.," by Judge A. W.

Savary; 10. "Martin's or :Martha*s Vineyard," by C. E. Banks, il.D. ; 11.

"Some Descendants of Rev. John Robinson of Leyden," by Hon. A. S.

Thurston; 12. "The Maverick Family," by I. J. Greenwood, A.M. In

addition, "Notes and Queries" and other miscellaneous departments con-

tain many matters in which the genealogist and historian must delight.

The Canadian Methodist Review for ISIarch-April opens with Professor

M. Randles's second paper on the question, "Were the Sufferings of Christ

Penal ? " Thomas Manning, M. A. , traces the '
' History of Dogma ;

" J. W.

Cooley continues his discussion of "The Guidance of the Holy Spirit;"

James Crisp urges the " Christian Education of Children," and Chancellor

Burwasb, S.T.D., continues his analytical studies in Genesis. The con-

cluding article, by Rev. A. M. Phillips, is a study of the Epworth League

and Christian Endeavor pledges. The spirit of these pledges he com-

mends, and the advantages in taking them he considers to be many.
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We may only quote the full table of contents of the North Amei-ican
Bevieio ioT A-pril. It contains "Personal Reminiscences of the Vatican
Council," by Cardinal Gibbons; " New Parties in Parliament," by Justin

McCarthy, M.P. ; "Reform in the Consular Service," by the Honorable
W. F. Wharton; "The Republican Outlook," by the Honorable T. H.
Carter; " Our Navigation Laws," by C. H. Cramp; "Forgery as a Pro-
fession," by Robert A. Pinkerton ;

" Tariff Reform and Monetary Reform,"
by the President of Brown University; "Wild Traits in Tame Animals,"
by Dr. Louis Robinson; "An Anglo-American Alliance," by A. S.

White; "How We Restrict Immigration," by Dr. J. H. Senner; and
"The Suppression of Lawlessness in the South," by Governor Stone, of

Mississippi. The department of " Notes and Comments " ends an unusu-
ally strong number of this always strong publication.

The Presbyterian Quarterly feeds its readers with solid meat. Its April
number has: 1. "The Attractions of Popery," by R. L. Dabney, D.D. ; 2.

"Dr. Driver on the Authorship of Isaiah xiii and xiv," by W. M. Mc-
Pheeters, D.D. ; 3. " Presentationism versus Representationism," by J. A.
Quarles, D.D. ; 4. "A Pupil of John—Polycai-p," by W. Beattie Jen-
nings; 5. "Ordination to the IMinistry of Christ," by A. C. Hopkins,
D.D. ; 6. " Why We Are Presbyterians," by J. A. Scott.

The Treasury for April introduces to its many readers the Rev. John
R. Davies, D.D., lately inducted into the pulpit of the Fourth Avenue
Presbyterian Church, New York, as the successor of Dr. Howard
Crosby. The Quarterly Eeview of tTie United Brethren for April has,

among other articles, one on "Woman's Position in the Church," by
Mrs. Keister Harford, M.A., and a second on "Woman in Official Life,"

by Ada J. Guitner, 31.A. The Kefb World is among the most solid of

the Quarterlies reviewing "religion, ethics, and theology," though or-

thodoxy may sometimes take issue with its conclusions. Its March
number includes: "The Human Element in the Bible," by Philip S.

Moxom; " Uuiversalism a Progressive Faith," by A. N. Alcott; "The
Origin of Goodness," by Jlinot J. Savage; and "The Ante-Niceue Doc-
trine of the Unity of God," by Thomas R. Slicer. The Contemporary
lieview for April among thirteen contributed articles has "The House of

Lords and Betterment," by the Duke of Argyll, and " The Bogus Apothe-
osis of the British Army," by Archibald Forbes. Christian Litera-

ture and Review of the Churches in its April issue has an article on " Our
Philanthropic Agencies," by Archdeacon Farrar, and a beautifully illus-

trated advertisement of the projected tour known as "the World's Tem-
perance Crusade." Miss Willard is herein likened to Peter the Hermit.

The Gospel in all Lands for April gives particular discussion to Hiu-
dooism. The Catholic World for April among its articles has a notice-

able paper by Rev. Kenelm Vaughau ou "AVhat Catholics Have Done for

Education in Mexico."
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BOOK NOTICES.

EELTGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATUSE.

Is'o»Bihlical Systems of Religion. A Symposium. By the Venerable Archdeacon Farrar,
D.D., Rev. Canon Rawlinso.v, M.A., Rev. W. Wright, D.D., Rabbi G. J. Emanttel, B.A.,

Sir William Muir, Rev. Edwin Johnsox. M.A., T. W. Rhts Davids, LL.D., Ph.D., the

Honorable Rasmus B. Anderso.v, Rev. William Nicolson', JI.A. 12mo, pp. 243. Cin-

cinnati : Cranston & Curts. New Yorli : Hunt k Eaton. Price, cloth, &) cents.

The names above giveu on the title page are a sufficient guarantee that

something worth reading is within. The chief trouble is that, being

simply brief magazine articles, reprinted from the H&miletic Magazine of

London, the tremendous topics attacked can only be treated in a very frag-

mentary, and hence in a somewhat unsatisfactory, manner. "Ancient

Egyptian Systems," "Ancient Canaauitc Eeligions," "Earlier Hellenic

Religions," "The Religion of the Ancient Scandinavians," Islam, Bud-

dhism, "The Jewish J"'aith," "Positivism as a Religion," and " The One
Purely Moral Religion " are briefly considered. But not much of impor-

tance can be said on such themes in ten or fifteen minutes. The most

satisfactory and suggestive of the papers now considered are those by
Rabbi Emanuel, on the Jewish faith, and by Professor Thomson (whose

name for some reason is not on the title page with the rest), on positivism.

The rabbi speaks respectfully of Jesus, "the great Teacher whose in-

fluence has so profoundly affected the world." " He lived and died," he

says, "an obedient son of Israel. Nor was his death tlie signal for the

establishment of a new religion. . . . Indeed, it was Paul's preaching that

authorized such departures from Jewish practice as constituted the estab-

lishment of a new faith; and from an historical point of view I am in-

clined to name Paul, rather than Jesus, as the founder of the Christian

religion." How indignantly and vehemently the great apostle would
have repudiated any such honor (perhaps the rabbi does not regard it as

an honor) any reader of the epistles can clearly see. The author of the

essay, who evidently belongs to the liberal wing, calls Christianity a sister

religion to Judaism, the two faiths, " once rivals, long foes, -now and hence-

forth, it is to be hoped, friends and fellow-workers, . . . striving together,

though by different methods, to bring all men to the knowledge and wor-

ship of the Most High." Professor Thomson's paper is equally noteworthy.

Of positivism as a philosophy or as a science very much has been writ-

ten, but of positivism as a religion most people are much more ignorant;

and this is the less to be wondered at in that by no means all who accept

the positive philosophy receive also the teachings of M. Comte in regard

to religion—"the religion of "humanity," or "human Catholicism," as

it is sometimes designated, in contrast with Roman Catliolicism. Its

trinity is humanity, the world, and space. It has its saints' days, its

sacraments, its priesthood. But these are mostly ou paper. Its temples

have yet to be built, its priesthood has yet to be instituted. The follow-

ers of this new cult are exceeding few, and it has been admitted that out-
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side of France and Britain tliey can be reckoned only by units. It is ^
religion that offers no pardon for the past and Ufts no veil from the future
What can it do for men ? It goes too far for the materialist, it goes not
far enough for the spiritualist. Humanity does not long to be worshiped
either collectively or individually, but desires above all else to rest its
hopes on some beneficent and almighty Being who will give peace to its
conscience and strength to its will.

The I'lml of Humanity in Old Times and New. By John Stcart Blapkie Emeritus
Frofessor of Greek in the University of Edinburgh. Author of On Self-Culture, Four
Phases of Morals, etc. 12mo, pp. 201. New York and Chicago: Fleming E Rerell
Company. Price, cloth, $1.

« s
.
ivc.cu

This is a small volume of unconnected essays, grouped under a remote,
unrelated, and somewhat fanciful title. It is not so much the ideal of
humanity that is set forth as the views and reflections of good Professor
Blackie on a variety of subjects, such as "David, King of Israel,"
" Christian Unity," "Wisdom," "Women," "St. Paul and the Epistle
to the Romans," and "The Scottish Covenanters." Everything from
the yen of John Stuart Blackie is well worth reading. In gene°ral he
can be depended on for the broad, balanced, and fair-minded judgment
which goes with high intelligence, wide culture, thorough scliola°ship,
and full maturity. He is equally at home in the realms of religion and
of culture. His writings mix the two together. His religion is intelli-

gent, and his learning is saturated with piety. His style may be indicated
by an extract from the first of these essaj-s: " Of all the fair chances that
can befall a young man at his first start in the race of life the greatest
unquestionably is to be brought into contact, and if possible to enter into

familiar relations, with a truly great man. For this is to know what man-
hood means, and a manly life, not by grave precept or wise proverb or
ideal picture; but to see the ideal in complete equipment and compact
reality before you as undeniably and as efficiently as the sun that sheds
light from the sky or the mountain that showers water into the wlen.

As when the poor primeval dweller in a cave of the wilderness is for the
first time brought into the view of a pillared Greek temple or a massive
Florentine palace he leaps into a new concejition of what a human dwell-
ing means, and, stirred with an imitative ambition, proceeds forthwith to

shape for himself a miniature of the temj^le or the palace, ... so the vouno-
man who first comes into living contact with a Ca;sar or an Alexander, a
Shakespeare or a Bacon, passes at one step, as it were, from a dream of

manhood to the fact of a great personal possibility, or at least of a noble
human relationship. lie may not hope ever to become a Caesar in war or
a Shakespeare in literature, but certainly he has become feelingly alive to
the kinship which he may claim and the aspirations which he may indulge.
What is a great man ? A man is great among men just as ]\ront Blanc
is great among Swiss, or Ben Nevis among Scottish, mountains—a man
rising above the normal level of his kind, with as marked an elevation as
these heights above the common reach of heaven-kissing hills, and at the
same time possessing all the qualities and virtues that belong to terrestrial
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elevations generally. This is a qualification that must be distinctly

marked. Mere height will not make a Beu Nevis or a Mont Blanc ; and

so a mere superiority in any of the special qualities or positions that

belong to a man will not make a truly great man. The man must be a

complete man, a man all round, but at the same time a man in his pecul-

iar sphere of the social harmony, presenting to the general eye a superi-

ority as marked as any high Highland Bon does above its lowly congeners.

A great genius is not necessarily a great man; he may be a Beethoven in

the lordship of sweet sounds, a Raphael in the cunning handling of brush

and pencil, a Napoleon in the well-ordered sweep of ambitious war, but

not therefore a great man. Jove is not Jove merely as a strong launcher

of the thunderbolt, but as the assertor of justice, the avenger of per-

jury, and the protector of innocence. Nay, so far is mere special great-

ness of any description from giving a man claim to the praise of

a truly great man that, as we daily see, there is a strong tendency in

the cultivation of any prominent specialty to defraud the other capacities

that belong to a well-accoutered human creature 'and to disturb the bal-

ance of his manhood. Thus it happens that the strong point in a man's

professional exercise becomes a weakness in his human character; his

favorite virtue, like a pampered child, becomes his prominent weakness;

the exaggerated presentment of one feature destroys the fair proportions

in which the beauty of an a:sthetical whole consists; and in this way

your mere lawyer, for instance, becomes an expert intellectual fencer,

your mere poet a blower of splendid soap-bubbles or a colorist of clouds,

and your mere parson a bundle of sacerdotal conceit. Let us say, there-

fore, that a great man is a man who, while in the exercise of his special

capacity soaring as high above common men as an eagle above a barn-

door fowl, is deficient in no function that makes a man a man." "We

judge that the essay dearest to its writer's heart is that on "The Scottish

Covenanters." Professor Blackie is a true Scotchman, and tells with

proud and patriotic fervor the magnificently heroic story of those stout,

brave Christian men, of whom the world was not worthy, who belong to

the noble army of martyrs for religious liberty. Concerning the assassi-

nation of Ai-chbishop Sharp, he says it was an unplanned accident which

would never have occurred had Sharp been man enough and gentleman

enough to say: " ]My countrymen north of the Tweed have as much right

to read presbytery out of the Bible as I have episcopacy ; they do not

interfere with my rendering of the sacred text, and I have no right to in-

terfere with theirs. Let Charles, a trifler and a pleasure-hunter, perform

what pranks may suit his lawless humor at full swing ;
but I am a

Christian priest and a minister of God's Gospel of peace, and can have

nothing to do ^\-ith a policy which, in kinship, not with Christ, but with

the Neros and Diocletians of pagan times, commences with the assump-

tion of a spiritual power in matters Avhich can belong to no secular

authority, and ends in the persecution and death of the most faithful

servants of God and the most loyal subjects of the king that the country

can boast.''
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Religion. By G. De Molinari. Correspondent de L'Instltut, Redacteur en Chef du Journal
des Economistes. Translated from the Second (Enlarged) Edition, with the Author's Sjioi"-

tlon, by Walter K. Firmixger, B.A., Merton College, Oxford, l^imo, pp. 200. New-
York: Macmillan A Co. Price, cloth, 90 cents.

The topic which this distinguished French author has taken up in the

small volume before us is sufficiently comprehensive, and of lasting impor-

tance as well as widest interest. Nor can his treatment of it be mucli

criticised. He makes a strong plea in favor of ecclesiastical liberty and
the disestablishment of the Church, which we certainly believe in over

here in America. But the writer being a member of the Galilean Churcli,

and the translator, who also supplies notes, being a member of the Angli-

can Church, they cannot naturally be expected to adapt their discussion

very largely to an American audience. Some things here, however, are

of permanent and universal value. Part First takes up "The Past and

Present of Religions," Part Second "The Future of Religion." The
history is traced almost exclusively from what might be called the scien-

tific or natural standpoint, though the supernatural is by no means denied.

The second part is mainly occupied with the separation of Church and

State, which the author regards as both inevitable and desirable, especially

because only thus can religion most cfTectually exert its influence upon tlie

conduct of individuals and the direction of human affairs. The concluding

sentence is as follows: "We shall believe that we have lost neither time

nor trouble if by writing this book we shall have given birth to the idea

of founding an association for securing the economic liberty of religious

bodies." That religious bodies this side the sea have complete economic

liberty is something for which perhaps we do not sufficiently praise God.

"We extend to our brethren in France and Britain who are striving after it

our cordial sympathy.

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL LITERATURE.

Tlic Captain of the Janizaries. A Story of the Times of Scanderbeg and the Fall of Con-

stantinople. By James M. Ludlow, Author of ^ ETi 7117 «/ Tyre, etc Xew Edition. Post

8vo, pp.40t. Price, paper, .50 cents.

Tlie Prince of India ; or. Why Constantinople Fell. By Lew Wallace, Author of Ben
Hui\ etc. 2 vols. l~'mo, pp. 1,078. Price, cloth, §2.50.

There are interesting reasons why these two books, both published by

Harper & Brothers, should be noticed together. They have been brought

into studious comparison in the public mind by various parallelisms and

contrasts. Whoever seeks for an explanation of the curious and close re-

semblances between them must enter into some mysterious psychological

problems. Putting side by side the undeniable similarities and the offered

statements concerning them, it is difficult to reconcile them except upon

some very subtle and occult theory. Althougli each book has a different

topic and is written in a different style, both cover to a large extent the

same period in history, both making large use of the fall of Constantino-

ple in its capture by the Turks in 1453. And it is in this portion of the

history that the most marked and puzzling coincidences occur. The first
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resemblances that strike the reader are the time, place, and prominent his-

torical characters in both stories. The most singular resemblances lie

chiefly within the field of invention. We present some of them. Ballaban,

the Captain of the Janizaries, is, in outline of career, reproduced in Mirza,

in Wallace's Prince of India. Both are Christian children, both are cap-

tured by Turks, both are educated as Janizaries, both become comrades of

young Mahomet and his intimate advisers, both are sent by Mahomet to

act as spies in Constantinople before the siege, both fall in love with the

heroine of the book, and both befriend her and save her life at the same

time (the capture of the city) and in the same place (the chancel of St.

Sophia). As to the heroines, Morsinia, in Dr, Ludlow's book, and Irane, in

General Wallace's, both are of noble rank, both are orphaned by the mur-

der of their parents, both are brought to Constantinople, both attract the

desire of the Emperor Constantiue while Phranza, the chnmberlain, is

seeking a wife for Coustantine at Eastern courts, both decline the emper-

or's advances, both a])pear on the walls during the siege and create the

illusion of the Virgin ]S[ary, both are befriended by a lover—Mahomet's

confidential friend Ballaban, in one book, and Mirza, in the other, and

both are rescued in the chancel of St. Sophia. When Mahomet enters

the building both are given to Mahomet—one by Ballaban and the other

by Mirza. As to Ballaban, in the Captain of the Janizaries, and Lacl, in

The Prince of India, both are kidnapped near the Hippodrome, both

are concealed in the old water-vault of Constautine, both are taken down
the steps to a boat with lights flashing through the darkness and a forest

of pillars around, and both escape by the drowning of one of the captors

in the water-vault and the killing of the other at the entrance. Other

resemblances are seen in the two monks discussing tho "Filioque," and

the two Janizaries' reminiscences of childhood. In addition to specific

similarities like these it has been remarked that in general the two books

make much the same impression. In every discussion of this peculiar

matter it should be borne in mind that Dr. Ludlow is secure in the fact

that his book was published seven years before The Prince of India ap-

peared. General Wallace denies that he had any knowledge of Dr. Lud-

low's book or ever so much as saw it. The Captain of the Janizaries took

six months in the actual writing; the writing of The Prince of India ex-

tended through six years. Dr. Ludlow keeps closer to historic lines, and

his book has a firmer framework of fact. General Wallace gives freer

rein to imagination, and is not restrained by regard for the details of the

history of which he makes liberal use. The author of Ben Iliir aims at

splendor and high-wrought dramatic crises, and largely achieves his aim.

His pages are at times like a heavily embroidered piece of oriental tapes-

try, stiff and elaborate. In the labored accumulation and interweaving of

innumerable details there is enough to account for the long years spent in

the writing. The book pants a little with its effort. We can hardly say

that history is the warp and romance the woof, because the romance so

greatly exceeds the history in quantity. General Wallace's book shows

signs of the advantage he has enjoyed in his extended opportunities to
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study the minutise of oriental scenes and customs and to command for

his work what is called local color. On the other hand, we cannot help

feeling that, while in Dr. Ludlow's volume there is less effort spent upon
details and a less gorgeous and glittering style, there is more compact
substance, less artificiality, and more real power in swift, free-hand draw-

ing and the portrayal of personal characters. The odd resemblances

between these two books, appearing, seven years apart, from authors unac-

quainted with each other, furnish another of the curiosities of literature,

intensify public interest, and multiply the readers of both books, each of

which is well worth reading. "Were there no gain from such reading

except to make one of the great catastrophes of history stand out in star-

tling and memorable pictures of blood and lire it were enough. For this

accurate reproduction of history in a blaze Dr. Ludlow's is the more

valuable work. The diHerence between the books in this respect is illus-

trated in the fact that Scanderbeg is a real and important historic char-

acter while the Wandering Jew is an utter fiction. Similar strange co-

incidences are not wanting in literature ever since men began to write.

Attention was recently called to the remarkable resemblance between one

of Tennyson's poems and one published years before in the Yale Library

Magazine by Charlton T. Lewis. But the two books before us furnish one

of the most remarkable instances of extensive, minute, and mysterious

parallelism to be found in literature. It is most interesting to read them

both in the order of their publication.

The Law of Psychic Phcnnmcnn. A Workinp; Hypothe.^is for the Systematic Study of Hyp-

notism, Spiritism, Mental Therapeutics, etc. By Thomson Jay Hcoso.v. 12mo. pp. 409.

Chicago : A. C. McClurR & Co. Price, cloth, $1.50.

The subtitle of thJs book, "A Working Hypothesis for the Systematic

Study of Hypnotism, Spiritism, Mental Therapeutics, etc.," clearly iden-

tifies its nature and motive. The "working luiDothesis " is that we have

two minds and that the second mind (subjective) is amenable to "sugges-

tion." Of course the author believes that all the unusual psychic facts

manifest in hypnotism, etc., are best explained by mental duality and sug-

gestion. There are two preliminary objections to the theory : first, that we

are not conscious of having two minds, and, second, that the theory is dis-

tasteful to the scientific mind. Further, the line of separation between the

two is not made at all clear. For example, it is the objective mind which

reasons ; but the subjective mind does the remembering. Now, we cannot

imagine an act of reasoning so simple that it requires no aid from memory,

A bolder hypothesis is required—that both minds remember. We are not

able to find any advantage in dualizing our conception of the mind. All

the author's facts are, in ovir judgment, consistent with mental unity. At

all events, he has not proved the necessity of his hypothesis. Nor is there

anything novel in the doctrine of suggestion; it is only the application of

the doctrine that presents novelty. Here our author ventures upon the

really important part of his theorizing. The power of controlling an-

other by suggestion has been found to be a very limited one. As an
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hypothesis it not only fails now and then (and one failure sets it aside),

but it fails in a large majority of cases. The author saves his hypothesis

in a truly heroic manner by just prefixing the word "«w?o" to the word

»' sucrgestion " when the hypothesis fails. It is like saying that all substance

is iron or nouiron; or that every man is good or not good. To ascribe

the failures of suggestion to suggestion itself by the theory that the

mind of the patient counter-suggests-Ufe would be easy if in-o and con

were always so easily convertible. We need a new theory about myste-

rious mentality, but more sifting of the so-called facts. So far as

these facts have passed beyond the testing stage into general accept-

ance they are easily enough explained by standard books on psychology.

There is, however, a larger mass of "facts" which have not passed the

testing stage. I^Iost of the difficulties of the subject are created by doubt-

ful "phenomena," in which deception and self-deception may still be

used as a "working hypothesis." A new hypothesis is of no service in

explaining what never happened. Dreaming, somnambulism, hypnotism,

trances, e°c., are easily enough accounted for, and are consistent enough

with common psychologic teaching. The author believes that hypnotism

cannot be used for criminal purposes. Only a bad man or woman can, by

suggestion, be made to do wrong. This is probably too cheerful a view,

ancf the author's confidence may be explained by his hostility to legal

restraints upon hvpnotic experiment. The intelligent reader who remem-

bers that most of the author's phenomena have long been as simple as

arithmetic AviU find the book entertaining as well as ingenious.

InimAxiciUm to Elementary Practical Biology. By Charles Wright Dodge, Professor

oiZloL Rochester ITnivei^tty. Crown 8vo. pp. 422. New York : Harper i Brothers.

Price, cloth, S1.S0.

After the pubUcation of Huxley and ISIartin's Practical Biohgi/ there

appeared for many years nothing new in the way of a practical guide for

laboratory work in biology. Rapidly advancing knowledge has, however,

produced every year new ideas among educators as to methods of instruc-

tion resulting in the last few years in the publication of a number of

books on elementarv biology, both practical and theoretical. This work

of Professor Dodge is one of the best of them all. The aim of his under-

takinrr jg to give the student an outline guide to laboratory work in ele-

ment^ry biolo-v, including the study of both plants and animals, and to

teach him to use his eyes and brain together. The work begins with the

study of the animal and plant cell, and thou passes to the study of higher

forms. AmouiT animals we find directions for the study of the sponge,

hydra campanularian hydroid, the starfish, the earthworm, the lobster, the

locust' the crab, and tU frog. Among plants it treats of Vaucheria, the

stoneworts, the rockweeds, molds, mushrooms, liverworts, ferns, and the

flowering plants. Added to the laboratory directions we find an appendix

giving alist of reagents, with directions for making them and for their u<e

:

and, hvstly, there is a list of references to important works on biology and

a glossary.' The work is designed as a laboratory guide, and for nothing

33 FIFTH SERIES, VOL. X.
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else. It has no descriptions and no figures. It is purposely designed to be

absolutely unintelligible except to one who has the actual specimen im-

mediately in front of him for study. The special feature of the book, and

that which gives it particular value, is the method by which it directs the

student in his laboratory work. This consists in asking him a series of

questions, many of which may be answered from simple observation, but

some of which require the exercise of considerable thought and original-

ity on his part. None of the questions are answered, nor can they be

answered except from personal examination of tlie specimen, lliey cover

various topics of comparative anatomy and homology, of physiology and

function, and will certainly lead to a more thoughtful study of animals

and plants than any other laboratory guide that has yet appeared. It is

true that the questions are sometimes entirely beyond the ability of the

student to answer. It is a little surprising, for example, to find an ele-

mentary student expected to tell why the locust has both simple and com-

pound eyes, or why so many earthworms can be seen on the ground after

a rain—questions which are still puzzles to the specialist. Many such un-

answerable questions are found in the book. The author states, however,

that he does not expect an answer to all the questions, but inserts them

simply as suggestions. This method of teaching is certainly the ideal

one. Practical biology should have for its purpose, not the storing of the

student's mind with facts, but to teach him to see and think for himself.

The ordinary laboratory guide gives so many minute directions and so

much information that it has rather the effect of curbing than of stimulat-

ing one's originality of investigation and of thought. It is doubtful, there-

fore, vrhether any of the text-books of biology which have been published

in the last ten years are so well adapted to stimulate the student in the

right kind of observation and thinking as this one of Professor Dodge,

that tells him almost nothing, but asks him questions and forces him to

find the answers for himself. It is, perhaps, a matter of question whether

the ordinary student can find the time for the study of biology in this way.

To answer some of the questions or follow satisfactorily some of the sug-

gestions would require several days' study and much hard work. The
work is, indeed, almost too comprehensive, and without testing it by prac-

tical trial it hardly seems possible that any class of students could study all

the subjects outlined in the book within the time allotted to elementary

biology even in the best schools. One may also regret that no figures are

in the book ; for experience has taught that some directions in the way
of diagrams are absolutely necessary for the beginner. It is also to be re-

gretted that the author did not see fit to mention the publishers of the

various works of reference, for such mention would very materially aid in

making this list valuable. The author docs not expect, however, that the

book will be used without a competent instructor, and doubtless intends

that the instructor should supply the luck of diagrams and give personal

help where necessary. The jnirpo-^e of this guide is to outline the work
to be done and to stimulate the student not only to use the dissecting

knife and microscope, but also his eyes and his brain together.
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Ideca Suggestion through Mental Photogrnphy. By Henry Wood. 8vo, pp. 163. Bos-

ton: Lee and Shepard. Price, cloth, f 1JJ5.

The most interesting thing about this book is that it has a certain

market. Ideal suggestion has put some persons into a receptive attitude

for this mixture of truth, rhapsody, and nonsense. The "laws of mental

healing " herein rhapsodically expounded mean in this instance the heal-

ing of the sick body by the healthy mind. The Scripture texts used are

true, but they are misinterpreted. Other truth is stated, but misapplied.

The author has persuaded himself that " disease primarily is only a mental

specter; " but it is not a sane conclusion. If it were no child would die

of diphtheria. Mr. Wood says, " He who fears that he will take cold is

always taking cold." The real fact is that the man who is always taking

cold fears it as a plain danger to which he is exposed. He did not begin

to take cold by fearing it. Xor is it true, as the author teaches by mis-

interpreting Job, that whatever a man fears will come upon him. lie

also says, "The roots of illness have their rise [!] in conscious or uncon-

scious fears." If that were true children would not die of croup or

cholera infantum. So far as grown people are concerned, it is more true

that wholesome fear leads them to escape illness by taking proper care

of themselves. Fear of drowning does not lead a man to jump into the

sea, but the contrary. It is a misfortune that pious meditations should

be mixed up with the nonpious nonsense of this book.

' HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY.

The Sacred City of the Ethiopians: Being a Record of Travel and Research In Abyssinia

in 1893. By J. Theodore Bent, F.S.A., F.R.G.S,, Author of Tite E^dncd Citus of Ma-
shonaland, etc. With a Chapter by Professor H. B. Mcixer, ou the Inscriptions from

Yeba and Aksum, and an Appendix ou the Morphological Character of the Abyssinians,

by J. G. Garsok, M.D., V.P.A.I. Crown Svo, pp. 309. London and New York : Longmans,

Green & Co. Price, $5.

This book is not a conventional traveler's tale of seeings and doings

during a flying visit to some faraway ancient cities. It is rather a scien-

tific contribution to knowledge, made by an experienced traveler and a

man of wide and deep geographical knowledge. It is charmingly written,

and is quite as interesting as a popular tourist's story. We commend it

to the reading of the traveler who is willing to see a bit through an-

other's eyes ; to the student of Church history who wants some fresh

knowledge of the Abyssinian Christians; and to the orientalist, who Avill

find in it new discoveries of immense importance bearing upon the his-

tory, the religion, and the languages of the Semitic peoples. The journey

of Mr. Bent began at Massaua (often written Massowah), ou the Red Sea,

and his objective point was Aksum, the " sacred city of the Ethiopians,"

which lies inland above the low country near the sea. 3Inssaua is the city

which forms the base of operations for the Italian government in its

efforts to colonize, civilize, and rule a portion of the great African con-

tinent, and the Italian officials showed much hospitality to Mr. Bent and
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to his wife, who accompanied him on the entire journey. Aksum is away
up among the mountains at a height of 7,226 feet, "at the top of that
gigantic wall which had so effectually shut it off for all generations from
intercourse with the outer world. Here, as Gibbon says, ' the Ethiopians
had slept for near a thousand years, forgetful of the world by whom thev
were forgotten.' " The i>lace from which he started has a living political

interest; the place to which he was going was almost certain to be full of
antiquarian interest. The journey was beset with great difficulties, and at

one stage almost ended in a tragedy. The country is the prey of brigands,
and is almost always torn with revolution or rebellion. The kincr is un-
able or unwilling to maintain order in his realm ; and there is small wonder
to learn from Mr. Bent that the people asked him frequently when the
English would come to give them peace again, or to hear him add, "Per-
sonally, I cannot help thinking that the sooner some European nation
undertakes the government of Abyssinia the better it will be for the coun-
try." But the real object of Mr. Bent's difficult and dangerous journey
was not to observe the political and religious conditions of the country,
however interesting they may be, but rather to seek archaeological evi-

dence for the origin of the people who first introduced civilization into the

land. It has long been supposed that Abyssinian civilization was Semitic,
and that it came from Arabia, the home of the purest Semitic race. There
were numerous traditions pointing that way, and many scholars accepted
this theory, but without definite proof. Mr. Bent has now settled this

question by the most definite and detailed monumental evidence. He has
brought back from Abyssinia, from the cities of Yeha, Adoua, and Aksum,
photographs, copies, and squeezes of obelisks, temples, and inscriptions.

The latter have all been deciphered by Dr. D. H. Miiller (whose name is

incon-ectly printed H. D. Miiller on the title page), and they prove
to be written in the Saba^an language. The names of kings given upon
them were previously known from early Arabian inscriptions. Old Sem-
itic words like mehk, king, abound in them. The oldest of them were
found at Yclia, which was probably a capital of the Sabajan colony.

These may be dated both palKographically and historically. By the for-

mer test they are shown to belong to the oldest Sabaean inscriptions ; by
the latter they can be shown to have been written before the Assvrian
king Tiglathpileser III fought with tlie Arabians about 733 B. C. This
carries us back to a high antiquity, and gives a most welcome ray of li^-ht

upon the period when the Sabteans sougiit gold and ivory in the heart of

Africa. It is interesting to note that Mr. Bent is now engaged in a visit

to Hadhramant, where he will probably find yet other evidences of the
wealth and culture of Sheba, whose queen visited Solomon.

The Mummy. Chapters on Egyptian Funereal Archa?olngy. With Eighty-eight IIliLstra-
tions. By E. A. WalusBudgk, LItt.D., F.S.A. 8vo, pp. 404. Cambridge: At the Uni-
versity Press. Price, cloth, §3.:;i5.

Dr. Budge is acting assistant keeper in the Department of Egyptian and
Assyrian Antiquities in the British :Museum. In the terminology of that
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ancient and honorable institution assistant keeper in a certain department

does not mean that the holder of the title is a subordinate. The assist-

ant keeper in a department is the head of that department; he is assistant

only in the sense that the chief librarian is nominally chief keeper of all

the antiquities, though in reality he may know very little about many of

them. Dr. Budge is, however, not yet an assistant keeper, but is only act-

ing assistant keeper. The knowing ones are, however, well aware that the

word "acting" will soon be stricken from his title and that he will have

the title of the office, all the work of which he is now doing. His prede-

cessor was the famous P. Le Page Renouf, now retired with a civil pension

which he has earned by long and distiuguislicd services. Dr. Budge be-

gan his connection with the museum many years ago, and has worked up

from the bottom to a position of great dignity and influence. In his care

are the Ecrvptian collections, which now rank second in importance and

extent arJong the collections of the world, those of the Gizeh Museum

alone being superior, and besides these the Assyrian collection, which is

in evei7 respect superior to any collection of the kind in existence. The

collections in the British IMuseum give Dr. Budge a magnificent opportu-

nity for work, such an opportunity as is hardly paralleled, on all its sides,

in the world. He is making good use of his opportunities, for his books

follow each other with surprising rapidity. It is, indeed, a question as to

whether his productiveness is not excessive. So far the work is in every

way worthv of his position and of his long Oxford and Cambridge train-

ing'. The volume here under review may almost be called an accident.

Dn Budge was invited to prepare a catalogue of the Egyptian collection

in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. That museum now takes rank

with the really great Egyptian collections of the worid, not so much by

its extent as by its representative character and by the great value of cer-

tain of its exhibits. As a museum where the average intelligent man may

get a good general view of Egyptian antiquities it is superior to London,

which^is discouracring and overwhelming by the very reason of its size. In

teaching power it^is second only to Beriin; and in its labeling it is supe-

rior to that superbly arranged and beaurifully set collection, the collec-

tions at Beriin being arranged in rooms specially decorated as temples,

tombs palaces, and dwellings, so that every object is put in a setting

appropriate to its original use in ancient Egypt. Dr. Budge was not

content to write the stereotyped style of catalogue, with its dreary num-

bers and dull descriprions. He wrote an elaborate introduction discussing

the language, literature, history, art, and customs of the ancient Egyptians

so that°visi°or3 to the Fitzwilliam Museum might have in their hands all

needful information to the understanding of the andquities displayed.

This introduction has now been i^ublished in separate form as an inde-

pendent book, and a very useful book it is. The title is, however, very

misleading There is nothing about the mummy or about funereal archoe-

oloav until page 153 is reached, and even much that follows that page

is o'nly very indirectly connected with the ostensible subject of the book.

But it would be very difficult to give the book any title that would
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be properly descriptive, for it is almost encyclopedic in character. The
author's own justification for the strange title seems to be thus stated in

tlie preface: " The monuments and remains of ancient Egypt preserved

in the great museums of Eun^pe and Egypt are chiefly of a sepulchral

character, and we owe them entirely to the belief of the Egyptians that

the soul would at some period revivify the body, and to the care, conse-

quent on this belief, with which they embalmed the bodies of their dead,

so that they might resist the action of decay and be ready for the return

of the soul. For the sake of the mummy's safety tombs were hewn, pa-

pyri were inscribed with compositions the knowledge of which would
enable him to repel the attacks of demons, ceremonies were performed,

and services were recited ; for the sake of the comfort of the mummy and

his hi, or genius, the tombs were decorated with scenes which would
remind him of those with wliich he was familiar when upon earth, and

they were also provided with many objects used by him in daily life, so

that his tomb might resemble as much as possible his old home." It is a

short step from this to Dr. Budge's dictum that " the mummy is the most

important of all objects," and that it is therefore a very proper and con-

venient object to make the medium for the conveyance to the public of all

sorts of information about Egypt. The book begins with very brief state-

ments about the race, the language, and the land of Egypt. The first

and second of these topics are weakly handled. It gives us no help, for

example, to say that "the language of the Egyptian . . . belongs wholly

neither to the Indo-European nor to the Semitic family of languages,"

and it is absurd to add that the " only known language which it resem-

bles is Coptic," which is its direct descendant. The investigations of

Stern, Sethc, and, greatest of all, Erman lead, us to much more definite

conclusions than these, even if they do not finally place Egyptian among
the Semitic languages. Following these matters about sixty pages are

devoted to an outline of the history of Egypt, which is admirably done.

Pages 108-152 are perhaps the most valuable in the entire volume. They
contain an exhaustive account of the decipherment of the Rosetta stone

and of the consequent reading of Egyptian inscriptions. This story has

never before been so well told in English. It adds to the just fame of

Champollion, but it also does proper honor to Young, who is shown, by
indubitable proof, to have anticipated the former in the fundamental dis-

coveries which led to the reading of hieroglyphic writing. This is rather

tardy justice to Young, after Englishmen have for so long given all the

praise to Champollion. It is only fair to say that the Germans have

nearly all of them, especially Brugsch, "Wiedemann, and Erman, long

given him his just credit as the first decipherer. To all who would
know this thrilling story of a marvelous acliievemcnt we heartily com-

mend the.se pages. Finally, after all these preliminaries, funereal archoe-

ology begins on page 153. Tlie first chapter of it is entitled "An
Egyptian Funeral," and is a vivid and interesting account of all the

religious ceremonies and all the methods of embalmment and entombment
employed by the ancieiit Egyptians. The sections that follow give the
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detailed information upon •which this account of an ideal funeral is based.

There is very little that is new in them, but this information certainly

•was never so accessible before or so -well arranged for ready reference.

The book is profusely illustrated with pictures. It is •well printed and

bound. It has—and that is best of all—an admirable index, which

makes the whole book still more valuable. To the increasing number of

people •who visit museums, and the much larger company -who would

know about Egypt, we recommend this popular but scientific book.

MISCELLANEOUS.

The Tongue of Fire; or, The True Potver of Christianity. By Wiluam Arthur, A.M.,

Author ol The Suca^sfid Merchant, etc. 'With a Ne\r Preface by the Author and an

Introduction by the Rev. Willia.m JI. Taylor, D.D. 12mo, pp. 35a New York: Harper

& Brothers. Price, cloth. Si.

The baptism of the Holy Ghost was the power of the early Church, is

the need of nineteenth century Christianity, and will be the key to the

success of the future Church. Whoever has read "Mv. Arthur's long-

celebrated book has already consented to these propositions. "Whoever

has not read it should avail himself of this second edition of the Tongue

of Fire. It is a great volume, by a great writer, on a great subject.

The Boy Jesni<, arid Other Sermons. By 'SVii.liam M. Tati.or, D.D., LL.D., Pastor Emeritus

of the Broadway Tabernacle, Ne^s^ York City. Crown 8vo, pp. 301. New York : A. C. Arm-
strong ± Sons. Price, cloth, $1.75.

The Galilean Gospel. Fourth Edition. By Alexander Balmai.n Bruce, D.D., Professor

of Apologetics and New Testament Exegesis, Free Church College, Glasgow. 12mo,

pp. 233. Cincinnati: Cranston 4 Curts. New York: Hunt i Eaton. Price, cloth, 73

cents.

The Prayer that Teaches to Pray. By the Rev. Marcus Dods, M.A., D.D., Author of

Israel's Iron Age, etc. 12mo, pp- ITC. Cincinnati: Cranston & Curts. New York:

Hunt & Eaton. Price, cloth, CO cents.

The Lord's Prayer. Sermons Preached In 'Westminster Abbey. By F. 'W. Farrar, D.D.,

F.R.S., Archdeacon of Westminster. 12mo, pp, 279. New York: Thomas 'Whittaker.

Pilce. cloth, §1.50.

These four volumes of sermons arc a vigorous protest against the

representation that the Christian pulpit is declining. One of the series

of discourses w.is preached in America; three were given in England.

All are alike catholic, evangelical, helpful. To declaim against the vigor

and worth of the pulpit in the presence of such sermonic addresses is

fanaticism gone mad.

Tlic Sunday Ncicspapcr. By Rev. Robert F. Bishop, Author of Camerton Slope, A Story

of Mining Life. 16mo, pamphlet, pp. S. Cincinnati: Cranston & Curts. New York:
Hunt & Eatou. PriL-e. paper, 3 cents.

Our "Western Book Concern instituted a competition by offering prizes

for the best essay on '"The Sunday Newspaper." The first prize was

v.on by Rev. K. F. Bishop, now pastor at Chillicothe. O. The es.say is

published in paper-covered tract form, so that at small expense it may be

widely scattered for the admonition of Christian people and others against
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a serious and growing evil. Pastors may greatly increase and extend

their influence and efficiency by distributing this tract in addition to

preaching on the same theme.

The Invincible Gospel. By George F. Pentecost, D.P., Author of Bible Studies, etc.

Pamphlet, pp. K. New York : I'leralng H. Revcll Company. Prlc«, paper, 25 cents.

This is a vigorous address delivered before the World's Parliament of

Religious at Chicago. It sets forth the glory of Christianity as seen in its

antiquity, its prophetic character, its divine Author, its ethical basis;

also its doctrines of salvation, as follows: incarnation, atonement, new
birth, immortality, and the tcnns of salvation.

Sliipsthat Pa^in theKight. By Beatrice nARRADES". 16mo, pp.235. NewYorkcG. P.

Putnam's Sons. Price, cloth, ornamental, $1 ; paper, 50 c«nts.

An interesting story, which turns largely about a singular, reserved, and

reticent character called " The Disagreeable ^lau." The first sentence of

the book says: ""We stait life thinking that we shall build a great cathe-

dral, a crowning glory of architecture, and we end by contriving a mud
hut;'' to which the Disagreeable Man adds: "We end by being content

to dig a hole and get into it like the earth men." This reminds us of the

saying of another: "We begin by wanting the earth to suck in our

mouths, and we end by being thankful for a seat in the chimney-corner

and the privilege of not being murdered." The book is divided into two

parts and twenty-five short chapters. In the tenth chapter "The Disa-

greeable Man is Seen iu a New Light; " in the twelfth "The Disagreeable

Man Makes a Loan;'" and at last, "The Disagreeable Man Gives Up his

Freedom." Several of the principal characters are consumptives, and the

book is somewhat depressing from the predominance of tuberculosis.

Beautiful Joe. An Antobio^rraphy. Illustrated. By Marshall Saunpers. 12mo, pp. 304.

Philadelphia : American Baptist PubllciUiou Society. Price, cloth, 60 cents.

This is a wholesome and profitable book for boys, an interesting book for

anybody. " Beautiful Joe " is a dog who follows the example of "Black

Beauty," the horse, iu writing the story of lus own life. In it we see

what a human being thinks dogs probably think of human beings. Its

influence is salutary toward kinder treatment of the lower creatures which

are our companions on this earth. Its best result will be in elevating the

human creature by making him gentle and considerate to all living things,

as was " the Compleat Angler," who, while impaling a frog upon his

hook for bait, would treat him as though he loved him.

Facts and Fallacies of " ChriMian Science." By Rev. A. W. Pattev, D.D., of the Rock

River Conference. Pamphlet, pp. 30. Cincinnati: Cranston i Curts. New York:

Hunt k Eaton. Price, paper, 15 cents.

The "Christian Scientists" have much to answer for. It is not too

much to s.ay that there is human blood upon their hands. Lives which

might have been saved, or at least prolonged by the use of proper agencies,

have been lost. Guileless and trustful souls have been misled by it into a

fanatical cherishing of expectations impossible of realization.
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4!| JUST ISSUED. 1^

AH that the name indicates.

-T^^

EDITED BY

JESSE LYL]A>'£MLBUT,D.D.,

STEPHEN Tr. FORD.

songs
'^-^^

Zhc fiBouarcb of all Sonnt?teri3

FOR GeNERAL USE IN

SUNDAY SCHOOLS, SOCIAL MEETINGS, EPWORTH
LEAGUE, EPV/ORTH GUARDS, BOYS' BRIGADE,

AND YOUNG PEOPLES SOCIETIES
GENERALLY.

Contains--^^:^^?' .
f, a Selection of the Best Long-time

^ Favorite, Soul-stirring Songs, and

more than
©iie tymm l^ew Inspiring Son^s

that young and old will sing with the \?f

spirit and the understanding also. |s^

Some of the Special Contributors to this Splendid Songster:

Faxn'Y Ckosdv. whose sont«? are sun?; around tlio slobt, aa<\ whose "Blessed Assur-
auce, Jon.u .^ Mine." has comforled many a burdened lieurt.

C. C. Co.vvKii? j:, author oi: the stirring uiolody, " What a l«i-i?nd we have In Jesus."

DR.PHn.iv Phillips, Dii. II. U. Palmer. Htcv. Robert I.owky, Kev. E.S. LortEN-z.

G FRoKI.UH. \Vm, tr. Fli-'CHEU, ,TuKX H'SATT BRtWER, KHAXK THEAT SoLXe-
wicK, Mks. Jo.st;i-it F. K.VAi'i", AVm. F. Sutr.wiv, 11. K. }Irijsox, Kev. Samuel
ALMAN, 6. F. ACKLEV, U. P. 13A.VKS, \VlLL L. TUO.Mi'-oX.

V ^^uperior IResponsive Scripture SerYices, v
available for all ottaslon", prepared 1.:

und orguuizor of Yi
H. C. Fakhar, D.D., prorai:ient .ts a leadsr
jn^ People's Asseinbli'j:-.

20.S Paces.
Single Copy. Ci!i cents.

durable Binding.

To any Preacher, Sundav School Sur-erint-jndent, Teacher, or F.i.vrorth

Leat;uti Presklent dt'siriuK to examine the book, we will send
a coi>y iu paper oovor. postpaid, for ten cents.

Kew York : HIJNT & EATON. Cincinnati ( CRAHSTON & CURTS,

NEW SONGS. Il-r"
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